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PREFACE 
Georgia's correctional institutions are faced with a serious and 

common problem: a steadily increasing prison population. Conserv
ative estimates indicate that if present trends continue, the inmate 
population, already at an alarmingly high level, will soon outstrip 
the capacity of the correctional institutions. This project was thus 
undertaken with the basic objective of analyzing possible 
alternatives to traditional methods of dealing with the criminal de
fendant in an attempt to alleviate the overcrowding of the Georgia 
correctional facilities, and to propose mechanisms to check the 
growth rate of the prison population. 

The project analyzes the concept of pretrial intervention and 
post-trial alternatives to incarceration in chapters one and two; an 
examination of parole and probation in chapter three; and an analy
sis of the juvenile offender in chapter four. These areas were chosen 
because they are the focal points of the solution to the problem of 
the increasing number of criminal offenders who comprise the 
prison population. 

We did not attempt to analyze the administration and policies of 
correctional institutions; the causes or re.~sons for crime in our so
ciety; or the philosophical underpinnings of the necessity for incar
ceration as a retribution concept. 

Although we dealt exclusively with the Georgia prison population, 
the overcrowding of prison inmates is not indigenous only to Geor
gia, but rather is a problem having national ramifications. There
fore, we feel that the areas discussed in the project which may be 
available to reduce the number of offenders being sent through the 
traditional correctional process are valuable as a guide to those in 
other states who share this problem with Georgia. 

We would like to acknowledge our appreciation to Dr. Allen L. 
Ault, Commissioner of the Georgia Department of Offender Reha
bilitation; Dr. Ronald L. Powell, Deputy Commissioner, Research 
and Development Division, Department of Offender Rehabilitation; 
Mr. Bill Read, Coordinator/Monitor of Research Grant; and Mr. 
Tim Carr, Chief, Descriptive Research and Statistics Unit, who 
devoted their labors and diligent assistance in developing this pro
ject. To these individuals and to many others who took part on the 
project we say thank you very much. 

Douglas Lewis Abramson 
Michael Sanford Stone 
Howard Weintraub 
February 26, 1975 
Atlanta 
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CHAPTER ONE 

PRETRIAL INTERVENTION- AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

SYSTEM 

Chapter One is an examination of the concept of. pretrial inter
vE!ntion, and its potential for being an alternative to the crimi
nal justice system. Part I presents an overview and history of 
pretrial intervention and analyzes the merits and disadvan
tages of intervention in conjunction with the present correc
tional system. Part IT is an empirical survey of pretrial inter
vention programs and analysis of the possible implications 
that a statewide pretrial intervention program would have on 
the Georgia prison population. Part ill discusses some of the 
legal and constitutional issues that may arise because.cithe 
interaction between pretrial intervention and the rigYlts of a 
participant in the program. * ) 

1. OVERVIEW AND HISTORY OF PRETRIAL INTERVENTION 

A. Introduction 

The concept of pretrial intervention denotes a formalized proce
dure whereby, prior to adjudication and after legally proscribed 
conduct has occurred or is alleged to have occurred, formal criminal 
proceedings against the alleged offender are halted or suspended for 
a three to eighteen month period! on the condition that, as an alter
native to traditional criminal processing, the alleged offender volun
tarily enters into a community based rehabilitation program. The 
program provides intensive manpower and support services de
signed to meet the needs of the particular offender. Upon successful 
completion of the program the case is dismissed, but if the of
fender's performance is unsatisfactory his participation in the pro
gram can be terminated at any time and he will be returned for the 
continuation of normal criminal processing. 

The concept of diversion is itself not new. In its broadest sense it 
represents an exercise of discretion on the part of a criminal justice 
official which results in the channeling out of the criminal justice 
system of certain classes of offenders, who, as a consequence of their 
probable, assumed, or admitt~d guilt should, and theoretically 

* The terms pretrial diversion and pretrial intervention are used interchangeably 
throughout this study. 
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could be handled by the criminal justice system. Officials exercise 
some form of discretion beginning with the critical decision not to 
arrest,2 After the decision to arrest has been made and the defen
dant has been brought to the attention of the prosecutor, the system 
has allowed, if not required, the exercise (if broad discretion.s Non
criminal handling of non-serious criminal offenses and nonadjudi
cated dispositions involving greater leniency than that specified by 
statute are recognized requisites for the successful operation of the 
criminal justice system. 

Operating at the first level (that of the offender himself), there 
are two overlapping notions to be considered. First, not all offenders 
require prosecution in order to protect society, secure justice, and 
correct unlawful behavior.4 Second, since prosecution of full crimi
nal disposition is inappropriate in dealing with certain types of de
fendants, the present system is not only ineffective and inefficient, 
but may even be counterproductive to the objectives of the criminal 
justice system.5 

B. The Present Correctional System 

Although the principle objective of a criminal correctional system 
seems to be to rehabilitate the offender and return him to society 
as a better person, better equipped to live a normal and constructive 
life, the overwhelming evidence is that the system has failed in this 
respect. 6 Prisons are overcrowded,7 understaffed; and underfunded. 
Ninety-five per cent of the money funded is spent on custodial 
costs-bars, walls, and guards. Only five per cent of every dollar is 
spent on rehabilitation, education, job training and health services.s 

Prisons have been viewed as graduate schools in the criminal arts9 

and studies have indicated that the longer one's duration in prison, 
the more likely he is to recidivate. 1o Prisons inhibit and discourage 
those character traits admired in the outside community: the devel
opment of decision-making skills; initiative; responsibility; 
aggressiveness; and independence. The prisoner may even come to 
justify an act he could not have justified when he committed itll and 
upon release, the labels of "ex-con" or "criminal" cannot be 
avoided. These labels and the stigma of official processing seriously 
limit the offender's social and economic opportunities and can fur
ther become an internalized and self-fulfilling perception which can 
encourage the offender to act out his self-perceived deviant social 
role: 12 



The correction system should not take all the blame for the 
failure to rehabilitate offenders. Corrections usually come into 
the picture only after the offender has been processed through 
the criminal court system and adjudicated guilty. By that 
time, most hopes of salvaging the offender have already been 
lost. Exposure to hardened criminals and the dehumanizing 
experience in pretrial detention facilities, corobine~ with the 
psychological harm that is done to the offender as he and his 
lawyer look for some way to escape conviction and find a scape
goat of rationalization for the original wrongdoing, produces 
human raw material which is neither receptive nor motivated 
to rehabilitation efforts. 

On top of all that, of course, the traditional emphasis of 
security and safekeeping makes it virtually impossible for an 
offender in custody to really believe that anyone wants to help 
him.ls 

If the offender is placed on probation14 he: 

walks away from the courtroom wonderin{t what it was all 
about. Why was he arrested, indicted, arraigned [and brought 
to trial] on such an insignificant matter? Even the judge rec
ognized it was insignificant, becaase he let him go. The police 
are frustrated. What is the point in making such arrests, com
manded by the state penal code, when the judge consistently 
puts the defendant on probation? The judicial system buckles 
under the onerous administrative burden of trials on sUGh 
lesser offenses, leaving the courts little time for the serious 
cases.w • 

C. The Recognized Existence of Informal Diversion 

3 

Not all offenders require the full prosecution of the law. Prosecut
ing youthful first offenders is often regarded as needlessly creating 
a potentially harmful criminal record. These offenders are often 
divertEld to minimize the harmful effects resulting from conviction) 
and to enable the youthful offender to receive the supervision of 
specialized agencies or programs. Full prosecution of intrafamily 
assaults is more likely to aggravate the disharmony than reach and 
correct the causes of the marital discord.16 In some cases, the of
fender's mere apprehension may serve as a deterrent to future criIni
nal involvement. The other opportunity for diversion occurs at the 
interface of criminal law and public health. Because of their preval
ence and peculiar rehabilitatioll:c,problems, special programs have 
been created for drug addicts, 11 ~coholicsl8 and the mentally ill. 19 

" 
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Common to all these instances of foregoing the processing of the 
criminal justice system is the discretion exercised by an official of 
the criminal justice system that there is a more appropriate way to 
deal with particular classes of offenders than to prosecute them. 
Although distinctions can be made with respect to the type of obli
gation imposed, the types of offenses handled, and the types of 
offenders admitted, the components of a decision to divert are more 
complex. Pressure is generated by the political views of the com
munity and the concurrent political pressures exerted on the 
criminal justice officials. Only general guidelines and policies can 
be promulgated and decisions then examined with reference to these 
touchstOnes in light of the particular offense and its surrounding 
circumstances. 

There is a final leveling factor to be recognized: the functioning 
of a finite criminal justice system. This approach to diversion is 
influenced by two overriding factors: the inadequacy of other forms 
of dispositions and expediency. The effectiveness of the traditional 
methods is limited by the general lack of resources in the criminal 
justice system: the lack of resources to staff programs adequately 
and the lack of resources to implement them result in defendants 
being dismissed under the imposition of vague obligations and with 
or without minimal supervision and counselling.20 "Diversion often 
occurs not because of a desire to help the offender or to protect 
society, but because of the pragmatic realization that there are not 
enough resources to pursue formal prosecution."21 

Whether an offender qualifies for traditional diversionary disposi
tions, then, would seem to be contingent on either the existence of 
an established policy with respect to the type of offense committed, 
the attendant circumstances, and when necessary, an available 
criminal justice program, or both the inability of the traditional 
criminal justice process to deal effectively with thb needs of the 
defendant and an available program designed to meet those needs. 22 

Pretrial intervention represents a formal recognition of the needs 
of another class of offenders-the poor, the unemployed, or the 
underemployed23 adult non-addict: without the possibility of 
pretrial intervention the offender who has comm~tted a threshhold 
offense is either incarcerated or placed on probatIOn after undergo
ing complete and usually lengthy official processing. There is every 
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reason to believe that he will emerge from the process a better 
criminal, not a better citizen, and that he will be back in the crimi
nal justice system again.24 

D. History and Format of Pretrial Intervention Projects 

During the mid-'60's the Vera Institute of Justice at New York 
University conducted research and formulated a program for 
pretrial intervention based on a manpower model. In 1967, the Pres
ident's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of 
Justice recommended the "early identification and diversion to 
other community resources of those offenders in need of treatment 
when full criminal disposition does not seem required. "25 This and 
other developments resulted in the establishment, in 1967, of the 
Manhattan Court Employment Program.26 Simultaneously, under" 
the sponsorship of the National Council on Children and Youth, a 
similar program, Project Crossroads, was instituted in Washington, 
D.C,21 The New York and Washington programs ran for three-and
one-half years funded by the Department of Labor, and both pro
grams have now become an integral part of the court services func
tions in those cities. Throughout this period, the American Bar 
Association was developing its Standards for Criminal Justice. In 
1971, Standards Relating to the Prosecution Function and the De
fense Function were adopted.28 In each recommendation, the prose
cuting and defense attorneys are urged to explore the availability of 
non-criminal disposition, including diversion into community based 
rehabilitation programs. Also in 1971, based on the favorable reports 
from the Washington and New York programs, the Department of 
Labor began funding a second round of programs,29 including the 
present Atlanta Pretrial Intervention Project. Within the past few 
years, the diversion concept has been endorsed by public officials,30 
national commissions,31 professional law organizations32 and various 
citizen groups.33 Federal and state legislation authorizing pretrial 
diversion have been introduced.34 Two state supreme courts35 and 
one Federal court38 have also adopted rules authorizing diversion. 
Today there are programs in over fifty cities offering a variety of 
conc.eptual designs and operational modes in. providing community 
centered rehabilitation servjces in lieu of criminal processing. A 
typical program from intake to discharge might be outlined as fol- . 
lows: 
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1) At the time of arrest or shortly thereafter the offenders are 
screened by program personnel on a number of criteria to de
termine whether any are eligible and might benefit from the 
available services. The eligibility requirements vary depending 
on the scope and range of the particular project.37 

2) If the offender: appears eligible he is interviewed by a staff 
member. Both the offender and his attorney are asked whether 
they would agree to the offender's participation in the 
program. 

3) If an eligible offender wants to participate the prosecutor's 
and/or court's consent is requested. 3s If the prosecutor and/or 
court does not consent, regular processing continues. 

4) If the appropriate criminal justice official assents to the 
offender's participation, the offender is asked if he would vol
untarily participate in a program which would include waiving 
the statute of limitations and waiving his right to a speedy trial 
for a period of time. 3D 

5) The offender is released on his own recognizance to 
participate. 

6) Upon entering the project the offender is interviewed and 
a service plan is devised with his cooperation. 

7) At the end of the prescribed period there are three possible 
dispositions: 

a) If the prosecutor or staff determines that the in
dividual is not fulfilling his plan or that the public 
interest otherwise requires, participation in the pro
gram may be terminated at any time and prosecution 
resumed without prejudice.40 

b) The staff may recommend an extension of the 
offender's participation to allow the program staff 
more time to work with the defendant.41 

c) If the defendant performs well, avoids illegal ac
tivities, behaves responsibly, becomes involved in the 
counselling sessions and makes a satisfactory voca
tional adjustment. the staff recommends to the prose
cutor that the charges ag.fJ.lnst the defendant be dif,l
missed. In an appropriate case, dismissal may be 
conditioned on the defendant's making restitution.42 

Underlying all the pretrial intervention programs are several 
basic assumptions which are exploited with the hope of remedying 

.j 
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some of the defects in the present system. For some offenders cri
minalization is thought to result in the hardening of anti-social 
tendencies, whereas for other offenders the theory is maintained 
that exposure to the criminal justice system produces a deterrent 
effect. What is implicit in this view is the premise of prj3trial inter
vention; that not all law violators are criminals and planned inter
vention to inhibit the development ofa criminal life-style may 
indeed be more productive for such individuals than a punishme:nt 
oriented response. 

Law violators are distinguished from criminals as having commit
ted an offense of a temporary or impulsive nature significantly re
lated to a condition or situation such as unemployment. Although 
they may have had some previous contact with the law they do not 
exhibit a continuing pattern of anti-social behavior. The law viola
tor is a first or occasional offender who has not developed a life-style 
or career of criminality that would make him particularly resistant 
to change. Rather, his social, vocational,43 educational or marital 
problem which has precipitated his becoming an offender would be 
subject to change with a comprehensive plan and intensive counsel
ling executed at a critical point in his incipient criminal career. 

Treatment normally begins within days after arrest, and not 
months later, as is often indicative of cases processed through the 
criminal justice system.44 By making the possibilities of rehabilita
tion available as a diversionary program rather than a sentencing 
alternative the labeling and stigmatizing effects of the criminal jus
tice system which detract from the rehabilitation process. are effec
tively minimized. Counselors ~ \'e able to deal with the defendant at 
the moment when the magnitb.1e of his anti-social conduct is still 
uppermost in his mind; "the peak moment of contrition and sense 
of guilt when an offender is most anxious to make amends and set 
things right. "45 The offender also receives counselling before he has 
had an opportunity to spend months rationalizing or justifying his 
acts or learning from his fellow cellmates how not to get caught the 
next time. 

Benefits are not based simply on the fact of diversion, b'xt R.l~g. 
on the duality and scope of available supervfsJrsand services-.- B~-
cause of its informality and internal fiexibility,46 a pretrial interven~. 
tion project can encompass more programs than could be made 
available as sentencing alternatives and permits a more effective 
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allocation of the available community resources. The defendant 
develops a plan with his counselor designed to meet short term 
needs and long term goals. The development of an individual pro
gram might entail three steps: 

1) The assessment period is designed to determine interests, 
aptitudes, skills and often includes psychological and voca
tional testing.47 

2) The development of a service plan by both the counselor 
and the offender with clear-cut goals and objectives to be 
achieved during the period of the defendant's participation. 

3) Service delivery during which the counselor and defendant 
work together toward the achievement of mutually established 
goals and objectives.48 

The participant's counselor is likely to have come from his own 
neighborhood and has often spent some time in prison. Projects 
frequently employ a non-professional staff supervised by profession
als.49 In this way it is hoped to overcome any mistrust and hostility 
and to soften the basic structure of authority encountered in tradi
tional correction agencies. The individual program attempts to 
make use of whatever community resources are available. 

Ideally, the law is a system to which one can be subordinate and 
through which one can achieve self realization.50 The criminal jus
tice system is based primarily on the former at the expense of the 
latter. The diversion programs, instead of severing ties with the 
community, family, and employment, seek to reintroduce the of
fender to his community and create and reinforce stable ties. By 
keeping the defendant in the community and using its resources to 
meet his needs, not only is the possibility of rehabilitation in
creased, hut the defendant is also taught how to use his community 
to meet his needs.51 

E. Conclusion 

Pretrial intervention is to be distinguished from other often highly 
structured52 or limited53 practices which have been labeled diver
sional'Y in conception and in~j)!£ilnentatic;ll. TT$.ditional diversionary 
methods are those alternatives which use existing powers and facili
ties to minimize penetration into the criminal justice system: pre
conviction probation, advisement, referral, probation and the non
criminal handling of drug addicts, alcoholics and the mentally ill. 
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Traditional diversion from the criminal justice system may occur 
at any stage of the proceedings, whereas pretrial intervention fo
cuses on the diversion of certain groups of offenders before court 
processing begins. It is a process whereby it is determined, after 
diagnosis and evaluation, that a person accused of an offense be 
diverted from the criminal justice system to participate in a com
munity based rehabilitation program while the charges against him 
are held in abeyance.54 

Most pretrial diversion models are based on prosecutorial discre
tion as distinguished from police or judicial discretion. The prosecu
tor can exercise his option to divert over a broad spectrum of defen
dants who should not be screened but whose prosecution is not 
necessary for the security and safety of society. In these instances 
there is no interest in punishment or even in determining guilt, and 
the traditional court order following prosecution is substituted with 
a community treatment plan. The sentence is substituted with a 
"contract" between offender and counselor that is drafted together 
and open to renegotiation so as to be flexible to the defendant's 
changing needs and goals. 

After the decision to divert has been made, the program is ;.)lore 
effective than any of the current programs available or in use /with 
respect to both scope and intensity. As distinguished from deferred 
prosecution or probation programs that do not place the defendant 
under a specific supervised program, the pretrial intervention goal 
is to provide each defendant with an intense period of counselling 
(usually ninety days, subject to periods of extension) during which 
time he has the opportunity to demonstrate sufficient progress to
ward vocational goals and thus convince the prosecutor that he 
merits having the charges against him dismissed. 

Historically, the need for special handling of different classes of 
defendants has led to the establishment of the juvenile court, a 
noncriminal procedure to be used for the better interest of the child 
offender; the sanctioning of civil commitment for the mentally ill; 
the decriminalization of public drunkenness statutes, 55 and statu
tory reduction ~f sentences. 

A pretrial intervention program has three focal points: the crimi
nal justice system, the defendant, and the community. Court time 
is saved by eliminating the need fol' lengthy motions, plea negotia
tions, trials, and other court procedures, in those cases which can 
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be best solved by programs and treatment rather than punishment. 
It is a less expensive56 and more effective technique than incarcera
tion for helping people who may be at the threshhold of a criminal 
career. It will help to reduce the backlog of criminal cases,57 improve 
the deterrent effect of the criminal law, 58 and provide the criminal 
justice system with a more effective allocation of law enforcement 
resources. It permits the system to be more flexible and more effec
tive as a rehabilitation device and increases public safety by in
creasing the chances that certain offenders will not embark on crim
inal careers. Pretrial diversion assists in the reintegration of defen
dants into the community by helping to break a pattern of failure, 
and maximiz8!:l the use of available community resources. The com
munity benefits from the reduced recidivist rate and the defen
dant's increased employability and productivity.59 The defendant is 
provided with counselling, training, education and employment, 
and is given the opportunity of becoming a productive citizen. 

II. SURVEY OF PRETRIAL INTERVENTION PROGRAMS 

A. Eligibility Requirements 

1. Introduction 

In many cases effective law enforcement does not require pun
ishment or attachment of criminal status, and community at
titudes do not demand it. Not all offenders who are guilty of 
serious offenses as defined by the penal code are habitual and 
dangerous criminals. It is not in the interest of the community 
to treat all offenders as hardened criminals; nor does the law 
require that the courts do so. It is at the charge stage that the 
prosecutor should determine whether it is appropriate to refer 
the offender to noncriminal agencies for treatment or for some 
degree of supervision without criminal conviction.eo 

The main goal of pretrial diversion is the rehabilitation of the 
accused criminal by removing him or her from the traditional crimi
nal justice system and introducing the participant to realistic and 
attainable alternatives to criminal conduct. Diversion might be best 
described as a:p. intensively supervised h:':3tructive and m,,)tivational 
pretrial probationary test period, the successful completion of which 
will terminate the offender's confrontation with the traditional 
criminal justice system. 

I' /j 
If 

1 
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Most pretrial diversion programs apparently operate on the socio
economic principle that there is a direct relationship between a 
person's employment status and criminal activity. The underlying 
assumption of this theory is that persons who are unemployed or 
underemployed are more inclined to commit a criminal act than 
those persons who are satisfactorily employed. As one pretrial pro
ject has written: 

Current theories of deviant behavior describe a range of mo
tives which induce people to commit crimes. One of the more 
direct and soundly authenticated of these motives is a simple 
economic calculation which leads a potential offender to be
lieve that the economic rewards of crime are greater than its 
economic costs. Society confronts such an individual with a 
paradox-material goods appear essential for self esteem and 
general well being; legal means of obtaining these goods may 
be closed . . . . [T]he offender resolves this paradox in the 
only way he or she can; through the commission of a property 
crime.sl 

The inverse of this theory is that employment i~ seriously threat
ened by arrest and even more so by a subsequent conviction: This 
predicament of the employed accused has been recognized by The 
Atlanta Pre-Trial Intervention Project: 

Of the 500 accepted by the project who are working at the 
time of their arrest, 100 would have lost their job between time 
of arrest and trial [had the project not intervened] and an
other 200 would [have lost] th(~ir job after conviction and over 
100 would have their liveliheod affected to lesser degrees such 
as limiting promotional possibilities, and being afraid to 
change jobs because th.ey would be afraid their conviction 
would come out.B2 

Thus, the immediate goal of· a pretrial diversion program is to 
assist the employed participant in keeping his job and in addition 
to provide him, as well as the unemployed participant, with employ
ment opportunities through individual and group counselling, em
ployment assistance and placement, vocational training and sup
plemental education. The lonf;>-term goal of the diversion program 
is the sustaine,d productivity and self esteem of the participants. 

The majority of diversion programs, as presently constituted, 
limit participation to those persons charged with "lesser" crimes. 
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The "utopian" pretrial diversion program, on the other hand, is one 
which would effectively service the entire scope of criminal conduct, 
including among its participants the petty thief as well as the mur
derer. Indeed, it is arguable that the petty thief is more likely to 
commit further such crimes than is the murderer. In theory the 
long-term goal of pretrial diversion should be to this end. A program 
presently designed and operating with this goal, however, would be 
impractical particularly in view of political considerations which are 
grounded in public opinion. It is basic that: 

All diversionary programs must not only maintain complete 
credibility in the public mind, but must also have and main
tain total public support and full-scale community involve
ment, participation and effort if they are to be truly success
fu1. 63 

The prevailing eligibility requirements and various project publica
tions reflect that the present political climate is not willing to wholly 
com.mit its resources to extensive pretrial criminal diversion. In
deed, one of the unanswered questions with respect to pretrial diver
sion is whether it can effectively deal with the entire scope of crimi
nal conduct. But diversion has yet to prove its capabilities because 
it has been denied the opportunity to do so; the circuity of the 
problem is obvious. There is evidence in support of limited 
participation which suggests that there are offenders who are not 
likely to benefit from an employment oriented diversion program as 
well as certain classes of offenders whose specialized needs cannot 
be met by such a program. It is for these reasons, both political and 
empirical, that the present inquiry focuses on employment oriented 
diversion. It is within this same framework that eligibility require
ments must be examined and upon which the analysis of existing 
pretrial diversion programs must be based. 

From the available literature it appears that eligibility require
ments can be divided into two broad categories: those pertaining to 
the individual offender and those dealing with "administrative" 
requisites which must be satisfied prior to participation. Those re
quirements in the first group include the nature of the crime 
charged, age, sex, residency, personal behavioral characteristh~li, 
economic status, prior criminal record and the existence of other 
pending charges. The "administrative" requisites include consent 
to participation, waiver of speedy trial, waiver of the statute of 
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limitations and entrance of a plea. In this latter category a limited 
number of pretrial diversion programs also require that the offender 
agree to make restitution to the victim of the crime. In general, all 
the requirements of a particular program must be satisfied prior to 
participation; in some instances, however, those requirements per
taining to the individual offender may be waived at the initiative 
of the prosecutor or court, depending on the jurisdiction. 

2. Offender Eligibility 

(a) Exclusion Based on the Crime Charged 

Without exception all pretrial diversion programs place a highly 
restrictive requirement on the type of crime with which an offender 
may be charged and yet be eligible for participation in the program. 
Most programs initially require that an offender must not be 
charged with a crime which is excessively violent or aggressive, capi
tal or sexual in nature. Because relatively few programs deny partic
ipation on the basis of a statutory determination that the crime 
charged is a felony or misdemeanor,64 it may be concluded that such 
classifications are deemed arbitrary and unrelated to successful 
completion of the program. The adoption of such a standard could 
result in varied state treatment of offenders charged with the same 
crime because it ignores inconsistencies in state criminal statutes 
with regard to the classification of offenses. Additionally, in such a 
situation a prosecutor or law enforcement officer opposed to pretrial 
diversion might prevent an offender from participating in the pro
gram by charging him with a felony where a misdemeanor might be 
more appropriate. Focusing instead on the nature of the crime itself 
would minimize such occurrences. 

It is with respect to this requirement that political considerations 
exert the most influence. The existence of political pressure and 
public opinion may philosophically be traced to what is perhaps the 
most basic premise of the American criminal justice system: that 
punishment deters crime, and more specifically, the positive corre
lation between the severity of the crime as judged by society and the 
corresponding punishment. It is this classical view of criminal jus
tice which is categorically rejected by: t'Ke pretrial diversion pro~ 
gram: 
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The overall goal of the program is to enhance p1.~~lic safety 
by continued insistence that program services remain relevant 
to client needs. In order to accomplish this, it is necessary to 
avoid the classical model of punishment-deterrence and the 
positivist model of "treatment," both of which have failed be
cause they are irrelevant to client needs ... This New Crimi
nology adheres to the philosophy that crime is a product of 
interacting socio-economic forces rather than personal deprav
ity or pathology. It focuses on definition of practical needs and 
a pragmatic, common-sense approach to meeting those 
needs. 65 

Without exception all the existing pretrial diversion programs 
analyzed exclude from participation those offenders charged with 
what society has legislatively deter:jllined to be the most serious 
offenses. The rationale for such exclusion was recognized by The 
Manhattan Court Employment Project during its formative phase: 

The nature of the charge against the defendant is key to how 
seriously his case is regarced by the court. Bail is consistently 
set higher for defendants charged with serious crimes, and if 
they are convicted, sentences are stiffer. It would be extremely 
unrealistic to expect the court and the District Attorney to 
release such defendants.66 

Thus, among the most frequently excluded crimes are murder, vol
untary manslaughter, rape, armed robbery, felonious or aggravated 
assault, arson, molesting a minor and other sexually oriented 
crimes. 

The experience of The Atlanta Pre-Trial Intervention Project 
tends to confirm suspicions that persons charged with more serious 
crimes are less susceptible to rehabilitation than those charged with 
Hlesser" crimes. Over a thirty-four month period, statistics in9.icate 
that persons charged with burglary are less likely to successfully 
complete the program than are persons charged with drug offenses 
or theft by taking. This finding is illustrated in Table I: 



TABLE I 

THE ATLANTA PRE-TRIAL INTERVENTIONPR,OJECT, 
SELECTED CHARGES AND COMPLETION RATES 

Percent Percent 

15 

Percent Successful Unsuccessful 
Charge All Completions Completions Completions 

All 100.0 79.2 20.8 
Burglary 14.2 68.6 31.4 
Drug Related 23.5 88.5 11.5 
Taking by Theft 38.9 84.7 15.3 
All Others 23.4 67.1 32.9 

Source: Special Participant Study, The Atlanta Pre-Trial Intervention 
Project, September 1,1971 to June 30,1974. 

On the other hand, it has been suggested that: 

[t]here is little evidence to support the proposition that those 
charged with more serious crimes are less susceptible to early 
and relevant rehabilitation or any of the other goals advanced 
by the intervention concept.61 

Contrary to the findings of The Atlanta Project are statistics pre
sented by three programs which show that the respective successful 
and unsuccessful termination rates of offenders charged with felon
ies and misdemeanors correspond with their ratio to the total num
ber of participants. This is illustrated in Table II: 

TABLE II 

SELECTED PRE-TRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS, 
FELONY AND MISDEMEANOR COMPLETION RATES 

Program 7a Program 8b Program 10c 

Fel- Mis- Fel- Mis- Fel- Mis-
ony de- ony de- ony de-

Crime Charged mean- mean- mean 
or', or or 

Percent 
All Participants Jl2 6,8 39 '61, 98 2 

Percent All 
Successful Terminations 33 67 40 60 95 5 

Percent All 
Unsuccessful 
Terminations 29 71 40 60 90 10 

)( 
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Notes: a. Court Resources Project, Boston, Mass. 
b. The Manhattan Court Employment Project, New York, 

N.Y. 
c. Pre-'l'rial Diversion Services Project, Kansas City, Mo. 

Source: Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974 

Although it has been suggested that political policy and public 
sentiment, valid or invalid, are . perhaps the most influential factors 
in determining crime-eligibility, there are other more practical con
siderations for denying participation to offenders charged with cer
tain types of crimes. As stated by The Manhattan Court Employ
ment Project: 

Convictions [based on ordinance violations and petty offen
ses] result in either a small fine or short-term sentence . . . 
both of which are so inconsequential to most persons charged 
with violations that their cooperation with the Project has been 
minimal. In the past, defendants charged with violations who 
were admitted into the Project received dismissals at a much 
lower rate than the overall participant population. They are no 
longer routinely considered for admission, although this rule is 
waived on occasion.68 

Similarly, persons charged with offenses such as prostitution, gam
bling, loan sharking and sale of drugs, which yield a Gontinuous and 
substantial source of income to the extent that such is an employ
ment substitute are often denied participation. The alternative 
employment offered by employment oriented pretrial diversion pro
grams cannot yield sufficient benefits when compared to the income 
opportunities and freedom associated with this type of criminal 
conduct.8ij 

Other persons charged with certain offenses are probably ex
cluded on the assumption that there is a positive. correlation be
tween the criminal activity charged and a serious psychological dis
order to the extent that an employment-oriented diversion program 
is unable to effectively deter future criminal activity of the same 
type. Although this basis is not affirmatively stressed in diversion 
literature, it may form the justification for excluding persons 
charged with rape, arson, child molesting and other sexually ori
ented crimes. 
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Recommendation: 

It is recommended that general "crime exclusion" guidelines be 
established in accordance with the preceding discussion. It is ad
vised that such requirements be flexible, especially with respect to 
first offenders and those without a serious prior record, and who may 
be found receptive and likely to benefit from program participation. 

(b) Exclusion Based on Age 

Of the fourteen pretrial diversion programs examined, thirteen 
have imposed a minimum age for participation while only nine have 
set a maximum age requirement. Only one program has omitted age 
as an eligibility criterion.70 The respective requirements are illus
trated in Chart 1.11 

Of the thirteen programs setting a minimum age requirement, all 
are within the sixteen to eighteen age range. The apparent basis for 
excluding offenders below these ages is that such persons are 
deemed too immature to benefit from the employment oriented 
structure of the diversion program and the intensive counselling 
directed toward this end.72 The single prqgram which has no mini
mum age requirem.ent offers extensive educational services to lower 
aged participants which enable them to benefit from the program. 

It is to be noted, however, that in at least six of these programs73 

the age requirement is flexible, thereby enabling selected offel1ders 
under the minimum age to participate if the program staff and/or a 
unit in the local criminal justice system or both determine that such 
persons could benefit from the program.74 Similarly, in at least three 
programs where the minimum age requirement is inflexible,75 a sep
arate juvenile diversion program exists to assist offenders under the 
minimum age. 
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CHART I 

SELECTED PRE-TRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS 
ELIGIBILITY BY AGE 

L. ______________________________________________ ~ 

NO 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 
MIN. 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 

Fixed Age Limits 

1-. ____ ...11 _ :::'J Actual Maximum Age Flexibility 

c::=::J: :::: Maximum Age Flexibility Pres
ent; Actual Limit Not Fixed by 
Data 

AGE 

36 3B 40 42 44 46 4B 50 NO MAXIMUM 
35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 

Source: 
National Pre-Trial Intervention Service Center 
of the American Bar Association Commission 
on Correctional Facilities and Services, "De_ 
scriptive Profiles on Selected Pretrial Criminal 
Justice Intervention Programs," Wash., D. C., 
April,1974. 
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In the case of maximum age requirements, there is no consensus 
among the various programs as the following Table illustrates: 

TABLE III 

SELECTED PRE-TRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS 
MAXIMUM AGE LIMIT REQUIREMENT 

Maximum Age Limit 

25 
26 
28 
35 
45 
50 

No Limit 

Number of Programs 

2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
5 

Sources: Independent Questionnaire! July, 1974; National Pre-Trial 
Intervention Service Center of the American Bar Associa
tion Commission on Correctional Facilities and Services, 
"Descriptive Profiles on Selected Pretrial Criminal Justice 
Intervention Programs," Wash., D.C., April, 1974. 

The five programs which set low maximum age requirements have 
apparently adopted the view that: 

[t]here is a special basis for affording thl;l benefits of pretrial 
intervention to the young, for they are still in .their formative 
years and have traditionally been considered more susceptible 
to correctional treatment. Additionally, society would suffer 
greater harm and carry a greater burden from recidivism in 
youth than in older offenders, for there is'S. longer life in which 
to recidivate-and one of the stated (g051s of pretrial interven
tion is the reduction of recidivism.16 

Furthermore, the fact that most pretrial diversion programs operate 
on small budgets and have limited staff and facilities demands that 
the number of participants be limited. Low age restriction is a 
practical means by which this can be accomplished; Similarly, as 
three of the five programs setting low maximum age requirements 
additionally restri<;t participation to first offenders,17 a low maxi
mum age is internally justifiable as first offenders are likely to be " 
in the younger age range. As with minimum requirements, at least 
six programs78 have made the maximum age requirement flexible, 
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thereby granting participation to offenders.who, although older than 
the requirement, are receptive to the program.79 

The four programs which have set high maximum age limits also 
recognized the need to limit participation but apparently have re
jected the premise that their sole obligation is the rehabilitation of 
the young offender. In the initial stage of establishing eligibility 
criteria The Manhattan CouJ,'t Employment Project determined 
that: 

[P]ersons over 45 are [to be] excluded because they present 
placement problems and usually have long criminal records 
and chronic personal problems which the Project is not 
equipped to deal with at the present time. The upper age limit 
is flexible, however, and waived on occasion.SO 

Although other eligibility criteria may act to exclude a higher pro
portion of older offenders, the fact that these programs as well as 
those not setting I! maximum age limit subscribe to the principle 
that society is more likely to benefit from rehabilitation of the 
younger offender may be evidenced by the high proportion of lower 
aged offenders in the total number of participants. This is illus
trated in Table IV. 

Recommendation: In the absence of separate juvenile diversion fa
cilities, it is recommended that there be no minimum age require
ment and concurrently that an upper age limit be set at a high level. 
The basic thrust of the program, however, should be to service those 
offenders in the seventeen to thirty age range because society and 
the individual offender are most likely to benefit from such a re
quirement. Where separate juvenile diversion is present or where it 
is deemed advisable to fix both upper and lower age requirements, 
it is recommended that flexibility be injected so as to service those 
offenders excluded by this requirement, but otherwise eligible, who 
may be benefitted from participation. 

(c) Excl«sion Based on Sex 

None of the pretrial diversion programs reviewed presently ex
clude a potential participant on the basis of a sex classification. 
Indeed, disqualification on such grounds in the case of a progJ.'am 
authorized by statute as well as in an independent program oper
ated with the concur-rence and participation of the state or local 
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TABLE IV 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS:' 
PARTICIPANT DISTRIBUTION BY AGE 

Maximum 
Program Age 

Requirement 

1 none 
2 45 

4 none 

5 none 

8 50 

10 35 

11 none 

12 none 

Selected Percent at 
Age or Below 

29 
21 
26 
21 
44 
25 
30 
35 
17 
21 
25 
30 
21 
24 
30 
21 
24 
27 
36 
21 
25 
35 

85 
58 
82 
76 
98.6 
70 
85 
95 
52 
84 
92 
98 
80 
93 
98 
57 
69 
80 
95 
57 
70 
87 

Selected 
Age 

30 
22 
27 
22 
45 
26 
31 
36 
18 
22 
26 
31 
22 
25 
31 
22 
25 
28 
37 
22 
26 
36 

Percent at 
or Above 

15 
42 
18 
24 
1.4 

30 
15 

5 
48 
16 

8 
2 

20 
7 
2 

43 
31 
20 

5 
43 
30 
13 

Sources: Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974; National Pre-Trial 
Intervention Service Center of the American Bar Associa
tion Commission on Correctional Facilities and· Services, 
"Descriptive Profiles on Selected Pretrial Criminal Justice 
Intervention Programs," Wash., D.C., April, 1974. 

criminal justice system, without the showing of a compelling state 
interest, is likely to be unconstitutional as constituting state action 
in violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth 
Amendment.81 
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At least two programs, however, initially excluded female offend
ers from participation.82 The Manhattan Court Employment Project 
justified its exclusion as follows: 

Most women are arrested on drug or prostitution charges. 
Since the Project was not equipped to deal effectively with 
drug problems nor to offer employment that could compete 
financially with prostitution,. women initially were eliminated 
from consideration.s3 

Similarly, Project Crossroads initially excluded female participa
tion. Project Crossroads, which "has accepted prostitutes ever since 
females were admitted into the program," has found that such of
fenders "respond better to services than the average female diver
tee. "84 

The respective proportions of male and female participants in the 
eleven programs responding to the questionnaire are illustrated in 
Chart II. 

(d) E:x elusion Based on Non-Residency 

Of the fourteen pretrial diversion programs examined for resi
dency requirements, eleven require that an offender reside within a 
specific geographical area in order tv be eligible for program partici
pation. Many also require that the offender have verifiable address 
stability. These requirements are based on the fact that most pro
grams operate on intensive contact with the participant and reflect 
the view that offenders residing outside the prescribed area are less 
likely or able to maintain the continuous and regular in-person con
tact with the program deemed essential if the services offered are 
to be beneficial. As noted by The Manhattan Court Employment 
Project: 

Participants living in the Bronx, Brooklyn, and Manhattan 
must have a verifiable address, since those without a perma
nent residence are more likely than others to disappear. If they 
do disappear, finding them is impossible. 
Because of the distance they must travel to Project facilities 
in Manhattan, persons living in Queens and Staten Island 
have difficulty attending group counselling and keeping office 
appointments. They are also more difficult to visit and to lo
cate if they do not appear for scheduled appointments. For 
these reasons persons living in Queens and Staten Island are 
excluded.85 
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CHART II 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS: 
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P ARTICIP ANT DISTRIBUTION BY SEX 

70 

65 

35 

30 

4 5 6 

-FEMALE 

88 88 

36 

12 12 

7 8 10 

Program 

Sources: 

69 

31 

11 

52 
48 

12 

85 

15 

13 

Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974; ABA 
Commission on Correctional Facilities and 
Services, National Pretrial Intervention Serv
ice Center, "Descriptive Profiles on Selected 
Pretrial Criminal Justice Intervention Pro
grams," April, 1974. 
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In addition, because many programs integrate various local com
munity services into the program, non-residents are less likely to be 
eligible to receive such services, thereby precluding them from a 
major portion of the rehabilitative services offered by the program. 
It has been suggested, however, that where a non-resident offender 
is otherwise eligible for program participation and is also eligible for 
any integrally offered community services (or in the appropriate 
case such services are absent or unnecessary), automatic exclusion 
based on non-residency may be constitutionally suspect.86 It is, 
therefore, not surprising that at least seven of the eleven programs 
imposing residency requirements provide that non-residents may be 
admitted on discretion, if effective counselling and supervision can 
be maintained. In the majority of these programs the discretionary 
factor is keyed to serviceable address stability, thereby decreasing 
the likelihood that a non-resident offender would leave the jurisdic
tion. 

Of the eleven programs with residency requirements only two 
impose the additional requirement that an offender must have re
sided in the prescribed area for a minimum length oftime.87 So few 
diversion programs impose such a requirement because of the seri
ous constitutional questions as to its validity.88 

Recommendation: With respect to a state-wide diversion program, 
it is recommended that state residency be considered in determining 
eligibility. Non-residents should be considered on a case by case 
basis, with emphasis on whether the individual would be receptive 
to program services and the likelihood of the offender fleeing the 
jurisdiction. In the case of a localized diversion program, local resi
dency should also be a limiting factor, but applied only where the 
offender would be unlikely to meet the demands of personal contact 
with the program. In either case, address verification should be a 
prerequisite to program participation for the reasons discussed. 

(e) Exclusion Based on Other Pending Charges 

Closely linked with residency is the requirement that the offender 
not have any other charges pending against him. If the pending 
charge is within the same local jurisdiction and is for a crime render
ing the offender ineligible for program participation, subsequent 
conviction and incarceration would effectively prohibit participa-
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tion. Where the pending charge is in another jurisdiction, but within 
the same state, no program has affirmatively indicated the exist
ence of an agreement, either formal or informal, between prosecu
tors to permit participation where the pending charge would not of 
itself bar participation. Similarly, where the pending charge is in 
another jurisdiction, participation would be barred due to the pres
ence of the offender at pretrial and trial proceedings in that jurisdic
tion. Although the number of persons affected by such situations 
may be small, the needs of such persons should be met by the 
diversion process. 

Recommendations: 

(a) Where the pending charge is within the same local jurisdiction 
and does not in itself cause the offender to be ineligible, participa
tion should be granted, subject to the satisfaction of other relevant 
eligibility requirements. Successful completion of the program 
should be the basis for dismissal of both charges. 
(b) Where the pending charge is in any jurisdiction, but renders 
the offender ineligible for participation, eligibility determination 
should be deferred pending judicial determination of the pending 
charge and the sentence imposed. 
(c) Where the pending charge is in the same state, but in a differ
ent local jurisdiction and in itself does not bar participation, there 
should be a formal agreement between prosecutors, or a legislative 
determination that participation in the program will be permitted, 
subject to other eligibility criteria. 
(d) Where the pending charge is in another state jurisdiction and 
does not in itself bar participation, there should be either a formal 
or informal agreement between the states authorizing participation 
in the 'diversion' state, subject to other eligibility criteria. 
(e) With respect to recommendations (c) and (d), it is anticipated 
that successful completion of the diversion program would be a 
basis for dismissal of charges in the non-diversion state. 

(f) Exclusion Based on Offender Behavioral Characteristics 

Most pretrial diversion programs exclude from participation 
those offenders who, although otherwise eligible, are found to have 
certain behavioral characteristics. As illustrated in Chart ill, thir
teen of the fourteen programs surveyed provide that an offender will 
be deemed ineligible if he or she is a hard drug addict, hard drug 
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user, or an alcoholic. As most of these programs are primarily em~ 
ployment oriented, their inability to medically treat and counsel 
individuals with these characteristics largely accounts for their ex~ 
clusion.89 Similarly, many pretrial diversion programs will deny par
ticipation to those offenders with identifiable and serious psycholog~ 
ical disorders. 90 The single program which does not exclude offend~ 
ers with these characteristics refers such individuals to an appropri
ate local treatment center.9l 

One of the most basic elements of successful participation in a 
·diversion program is the motivation which the offender "brings" 
with him or her or which can be developed by the program. One 
program has noted that "persons failing in the program usually fail 
because of a lack of motivation .... "92 In this respect the hard 
drug addict and heavy user pose a particular problem. In its forma
tive stage The Manhattan Court Employment Project opted to ex~ 
clude addicts and heavy users from participation: 

Project administrators knew that addicts would have diffi
culty committing themselves to the Project's goals, particu
larly employment. Addicts generally cannot meet responsibili
ties beyond satisfying their "habits." If the Project were to 
admit them, it would risk their being rearrested for crimes 
committed to support their needs, the cost of which could not 
be covered by any salaried job the Project could offer them. 
Experts trained in addict treatment maintain that addicts al
lowed to focus on anything except their need for treatment 
want to think that they can get along simultaneously in the 
straight and addict's world. 93 

The New York program, however, found that despite its efforts to 
exclude addicts and heavy users, "one out of every four defendants 
who came through the Project's screening process was later found 
to be using drugs to an extent that imparied his participation."o4 
Although the project continued to service persons so admitted, later 
analysis confirmed the project's basis for excluding them from par
ticipation: the project "devoted disproportionate amounts of time 
to working with addicted participants" and "[b]y Project stan
dards. of success, staff [had] been of minimal assistance. Addicts 
... idceived one-fifth as many [successful completions] as other 
participants. "05 
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CHART III 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS: 
EXCLUSION BASED ON BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS 

14 X X 

13 X ? 

12 a (X) (X) (X) 

11 X X X * 
10 (X) (X) (X) 

9 X X ? X 

8 (X) X X ** 
Program 7 X X (X) 

6 X X X 

5b 

4c (X) (X) (X) 

3 X ? 

2 X X X 

ld X X 

Hard Drug Hard Drug Alcoholic Marijuana 
User Addict User 

Exclusionary Characteristic 

Legend: * = Only excluded if charged with possession or sale. 
** = Usually admitted; excluded with discretion. 

X = Designated characteristic will exclude offender. 
? = Data incomplete; suggests exclusion. 

(X) = Designated characteristic generally excluding; of
fender may be admitted with discretion. 

Notes: a. Those admitted transferred to Drug Diversion Program. 
b. All admitted; referred for treatment. 
c. Project includes a Chemical Dependency Unit for alcoholic 

and drug dependent offenders in need·· of both treatment 
and manpower services. 

d. Excluded unless enrolled in an appropriate abuse program 
and are able to undertake employment. 

Sources: Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974; National Pre-Trial 
Intervention Service Center of the American Bar Associa
tion Commission on Correctional Facilities and Services, 
"Descriptive Profiles on Selected Pretrial Criminal Justice· 
Intervention Programs," Wash., D.C., April, 1974. 
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It is perhaps significant that only one program has chosen to 
exclude offender participation based on marijuana use. IIS Thus, it 
may be presumed that in the view of most programs, marijuana use 
is considered neither an obstacle to effective treatment nor supervi
sion. Alcoholism and hard drug addiction are the most frequently 
excluded characteristics, being excluded in twelve and thirteen pro
grams, respectively. Nine programs exclude the heavy drug user. 
Several of these programs, however, do not regard such behavioral 
characteristics as a complete bar to successful participation and 
will, with discretion, admit offenders with these characteristics. 
Table V reflects the programs' attitudes towards offenders with any 
of the four above mentioned behavioral characteristics: 

TABLE V 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS: 

Disposition 

Admit 
Exclude on 
Discretion 

Exclude 
Admit on 
Discretion 

Exclude, No 
Discretion 

EXCLUSION BASED ON OFFENDER 
BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Characteristic 

Hard Drug Hard Drug 
User Addict Alcoholic 

5 1 2 

0 0 0 

9 13 12 

4 3 4 

5 10 8 

Marijuana 
User 

13 

1 

1 

0 

1 

Sources ~ Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974; National Pre-Trial 
Intervention Service Center of the American Bar Associa
tion Commission on Correctional Facilities and Services, 
"Descriptive Profiles on Selected Pretrial Criminal Justice 
Intervention Programs," Wash., D.C., April, 1974. 

Recommendation: It is recommended that excessive hard drug 
use, hard drug addiction and alcoholism be excluding characteris
tics with respect to an employment-oriented diversion program. 
Such offenders should be referred to the appropriate treatment 
facility and upon a determination by that authority, returned to the 
diversion program for employment assistance with full participant 
status. In certain limited instances, offenders with these charac-
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teristics may be amenable to diversion program services in the first 
instance. In such cases they should be accepted for participation, 
subject to other eligibility requirements, and provided with the 
necessary treatment and counselling, either in~house or by referral, 
as their needs indicate. It is further recommended that marijuana 
and. related "soft" drug usage not form a basis for denial of partici
pation except in extreme circumstances. 

(g) Exclusion Based on Employment and Other Economic Status 

Seven of the pretrial diversion programs surveyed affirmatively 
indicated that an offender's economic status is of significant import
ance in determining eligibility.97 Such a requirem~nt is in complete 
accordance with the fact that most pretrial diversion programs are 
employment~oriented. Indeed, "the needs of the unemployed, 
underemployed or the unemployable and the risk to and burden 
on society are greater because of their economic circumstances."oB 
Many programs apparently extend this principle to include those 
persons who have evidenced educational difficulties, suggesting ac
cept"lUce of the theory that educational achievement is directly re~ 
lated to employability.99 Only two additional programs have affirm
atively indicated what appear to be rigid eligibility requirements 
with respect to earned income. loo 

At least one program, however, has recognized that over~lIlphasis 
on the unemployed offender may result in adverse consequences and 
legal complications: .'-

(/" 

To limit the program to only poor or disadvantug:eg would)\ 
create a large problem by which we would encourage persons ~. 
to quit their jobs or lie in order to get into the program. It 
would also put us in a position of discriminating against cer
tain persons for reasons of employment and denying them 
equal protection of the law. IOI 

Further, to limit program participation to the unemployed ignores 
the predicament of the employed offender: 

[E]mployed defendants may want to increase their employ
ability through training or better jobs, the desire for which 
assumes increased significance in light of the fact that individ
u!lls who are arrested often lose their present employment ei
ther because their post-arrest confinement makes continued 
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employment impossible or becau,)~ of reluctance on the part of 
employers to continue employing those they may see as "crimi
nals" or untrustworthy,I02 

Table VI-A illustrates that many programs have recognized their 
responsibility to assist the employed offender, 

Percent 

90 

80 

70 

TABLE VI-A 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS: 
PAR'l'ICIPANT STATUS AT INTAKE IN PROPORTION 

TO ALL PARTICIPANTS 

79 
71 

68 
64 Emp 

60 
60 

50 
50 

47 

40 40 

F 
36 

31 

loyed 
mployed 

(~: f"' 01, Training 
Other 

37 

30 3231 

20 

10 

20 
22 

17 20 
12 12 12 

r 
10 

~ 0 

2 4 5 7 8 10 11 

Program 

Note: a. Total exceeds 100 percent indicating double counting of 
participants who exhibit more than one status. 

Source: Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974. 
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Although apparently few programs have kept statistics on point, 
two programs have indicated that the employed offender is more 
likely to successfully complete the program than is his unemployed 
counterpart. Similarly, an informed estimate made by The Manhat~ 
tan Court Employment Project indicates a positive correlation be
tween a participant's income level and successful completion of the 
program. These findings are illustrated in Tables VI-B and VI-C, 
respectively. 

Percent 
SUCCeSSful 

TABLE VI-B 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS: 
COMPARATIVE RATES OF SUCCESSFUL TERMINATION, 

PARTICIPANTS EXHIBITING "EMPLOYED" AND 
"UNEMPLOYED" STATUS AT INTAKE 

80 

70 

60 

76 
r-___ Employed 

I t Unemployed 

!!' I 61 

50 fJ 
Terminations 40 

30 

20 

10 

Note: 

8 
Program 

a. Extrapolated data fo1' unemployed successful termination 
rate. The project indicated an overall success rate of 
65.4% and an employed success rate of 75.67<. Assuming 
that those participants in school or training achieved a 
success rate equal to that of employed participants, the 
estimated success rate of unemployed participants was 
calculated. 

Source: Independent QUestionnaire, July, 1974. 
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$8001-$9100 a 

$6001-$8000 

TABLE VI-C 

THE MANHATTAN COURT EMPLOYMENT PROJECT: 
COMPARATIVE RATES OF SUCCESSFUL TERMINA'fION 

AND PARTICIPANT INCOME LEVELS (AT INTAKE) 

70 

65 

Income $5001-$6000 
Level 

60 

$4001-$5000 

$2001-$4000 

$0 -$2000 

o 10 

55 

145 

50 

20 30 40 50 

Percent, Successful Terminations 
(Estimated) 

60 70 80 

Note: a. As project eligibility is restricted to offenders with income 
levels at or under $175 per week, no data is available for 
higher income bracketed offenders. The trend, however, 
would indicate a continuing rise in the success rate. The 
total success rate of the project is 56%. 

Source: Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974. 

Recommendation: It is recommended that the approach suggested 
by the National Pre-Trial Intervention Service Center of the ABA 
Commission on Correctional Facilities be adopted: 

Rather than a hard and fast exclusion of defendants who are 
employed, the authorization for programs should disregard 
employment exclusions altogether or allow the staff, where 
employment counselling is paramount, to proceed on a case
by-case, discretionary basis in selecting those who have a genu
ine need or desire fOJ: such counselling, notwithstanding pres
ent employment. lo3 
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(h) Exclusion Based on Prior Record 

Of the twelve pretrial diversion programs analyzed for participa
tion exclusion, based on the offender's prior record, all indicated 
that this criteria is of critical importance in determining eligibility. 
One program excludes participation for any prior arrest; 104 three 
deny participation for any prior conviction; 105 and, eight emphasize 
varying combinations of prior convictions and prior incarcera
tions. 106 Many of the programs in the latter category also examine 
the nature and pattern of prior convictions, with emphasis on anti
social criminal behavior and the propensity for violence in deter
mining eligibility. 107 

Although it has been suggested that "there is little evidence to 
support the proposition that multiple offenders ... are less suscep
tible to early and relevant rehabilitation or any of the other goals 
advanced by the [diversion] concept,"108 the fact that all twelve of 
these programs deny participation based on prior arrest, conviction 
or incarceration suggests the presence of political and public pres
sure to exclude multiple offenders. IUS The existence of such pressure 
was recognized by The Manhattan Court Employment Project: 

A defendant's prior record affects how the court regards his 
case. After consultation with prosecutors and administrative 
judges, project staff decided that time spent in prison would 
be a selection factor.llD 

Statistically, the experience of one program confirms the suspi
cion that multiple offenders are in fact less susceptible to rehabilita
tion by the employment-oriented diversion program. Over a thirty· 
four month period the Atlanta Pre-Trial Intervention Project found 
that there was a significant difference in the rates of successful 
participation between participants with and without a prior record. 
This is illustrated in Table VIT. 
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TABLE vn 
THE ATLANTA PRE-TRIAL INTERVENTION PROJECT: 

COMPARISON OF SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION RATES OF 
P ARTICIP ANTS WITH AND WITHOUT PRIOR RECORDS 

Participant Class 

Intake 
Total Accepted 
Percent, All Participants 

Status 
Active/Incomplete 
Completions (All) 

Disposition 
Successful 

Without Prior 
Record 

876 
70.7 

160 
716 

Percent, All Completions of Class 
611 
85.3 

Unsuccessful 
Percent, All Completions of Class 

105 
14.7 

With Prior 
Record a 

363 
29.3 

31 
332 

225 
67.8 

107 
32.2 

Note: a. One or more convictions, not over six months incarceration. 

Source: Special Participant Study, Atlanta Pre-Trial Intervention 
Project, September 1, 1971 to June 30,1974. 

Recommendations : 

It is recommended that no absolute disqualification be attached 
to any particular facet of an offender's prior record. There are likely 
to be instances where a twice-convicted felon is more amenable to 
rehabilitation than his once-convicted counterpart. In such a situa
tion a requirement which, for example, would limit participation to 
offenders not having more than one prior felony conviction would 
ignore the individual in favor of an arbitrary standard. 

The focus should instead be on the individual offender and his 
propensity for criminal activity as evidenced by his prior record. 
Guidelines, however, are a necessity and inquiry should be directed 
into the pattern of criminal behavior, particularly with respect to 
violence and anti-social behavior, the length of prior incarceration, 
the nature of the confining institution and the interval between 
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release and known criminal activity, the history of the offender 
between the time of his release and subsequent criminal activity, as 
well as the particular circumstances surrounding the present of
fense. In this manner a program will have built-in flexibility and 
extend its services to those offenders who, although having varying 
prior records, appear amenable to program rehabilitation. 

With respect to "offender eligibility requirements" it has been 
recommended that they be loosely applied so that offenders who, 
although ineligible for failure to satisfy a specific requirement, may ! 

be admitted if they are otherwise deemed amenable.to the rehabili
tative process. Application of this principle will serve the best inter
ests of the offender and the community. It has been shown, however, 
that many programs have made various eligibility requirements in
flexible, apparently reflecting the view that flexible requirements 
would result in inefficient program management or inequitable 
treatment of offenders. 11l Unquestionably such a structure ignores 
the capabilities of the individual offender. 

Recommendation: 

Where a diversion program has made any eligiblity requirement 
inflexible and participation is denied because of a failure to satisfy 
such a requirement, it is recommended that participation be 
granted upon written request of the prosecutor or upon pretrial mo
tion of the offender where the court finds participation to be in the 
best interest of the offender and the community. It is also recom
mended that where any offender is in need of services not offered 
by the diversion program, but which are otherwise available, partic
ipation should be granted subject to the offender's acceptance of 
such additional services. 

3. Administrative Eligibility 

(a) Consent to Participation 

In varying degrees all pretrial diversion programs require the con
sent of certain persons prior to the initiation of program participa
tion. For the programs surveyed, these requirements are illustrated 
in Table VII. All these programs have indicated that participation 
is, in the first instance, d.ependent upon the offender's voluntary 
acceptance of placement in the program. Forced participation with-
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out the consent of the offender would seem to be an unconstitutional 
abridgment of due process and the right to a speedy judicial deter
mination of the charge.u2 Pragmatically, the consent of the offender 
is necessary because cooperation and motivation are operational 
requisites to successful participation. 

The consent of the prosecutor or the court is also a prerequisite 
to offender participation in all the jurisdictions surveyed - six pro
grams require only consent by the prosecutor;113 one requires only 
consent of the court;1l4 and six require the consent of both.1l5 

The respective functions and interests of the prosecutor and court 
in pretrial diversion rests in the doctrine of separation of powers. 
The determinative factor in this respect appears to be whether di
version is initiated prior or subsequent to the filing of formal 
charges,116 With respect to pre-charge diversion the National 
Pretrial Intervention Service Center of the ABA Commission on 
Correctional Facilities and Services has stated that: 

[T]he basic concept of the prosecutor's broad discretion in 
the charging function is well recognized. The decision to divert 
individuals to the pretrial intervention program before they are 
formally charged by way of indictment, information or arraign
ment would seem to rest solely and legitimately within this 
properly exercised discretion. . . . 

The court would not ordinarily have a role in the initial 
decision to divert a particular offender if it occurs prior to the 
charge decision . . . .117 

In the case of post-charge diversion, the same authority has stated 
that: 

[T]he process which leads to acquittal, dismissal of 
charges, and sentencing, or the exercise of sentencing discre
tion, is inherently a judicial function. Therefore, once formal 
charges are filed by way of arraignment, indictment, or infor
mation, determining the ultimate disposition of the case is 
primarily a judicial function, regardless of the advisory role 
assigned to the prosecutor by the Court.118 

Six of the thirteen programs surveyed, as illustrated by Table 
VIII require only the consent of the offender and the court or prose
cutor. The remaining seven programs additionally require the con
sent of various other persons: the arresting officer, victim, defense 

( 
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attorney and parent if the offender is a juvenile. Since a parent is 
generally deemed the legal guardian of a juvenile, parental consent 
would seem to be consistent with this role. Similarly, it does not 
appear inconsistent with the best interests of the offender to re
quire the consent of the defense attorney. It has been suggested, 
however, that: 

[G]iving veto power over the diversion decision to persons 
other than the prosecutor or judge, as for example to the arrest
ing officer or victim of the crime . . . raises serious issues of 
due process. It makes the fate of an otherwise eligible defen
dant dependant on the unfettered exercise of the subjective 
discretion of individuals who never have had the constitutional 
authority to determine which individuals are to be charged 
once an arrest is made.1l9 

Recommendations: 

(A) Pre-Charge Diversion 
Alternative I: Where formal charges have not been made by 

way of arraignment, indictment or information, initial consent 
should rest in the sole discretion of the prosecutor. Where the 
offender, however, is otherwise eligible for participation, and 
consent is withheld by the prosecutor, it is recommended that 
the program have standing to challenge the prosecutor's deci
sion. Because one of the goals of pretrial diversion is to reduce 
court congestion, it is recommended that the offender not have 
standing to make such a challenge. 

Alternative II: Where the offender is eligible in all respects, 
participation would be automatically granted, but subject to 
the prosecutor's right to challenge by court action. 
(B) Post-Charge Diversion: Where formal charges have been 
made by way of arraignment, indictment or information, par
ticipation should be granted by the court upon motion of the 
defendant and the appropriate showing that eligibility require
ments are satisfied. The prosecutor, of course, could challenge 
the motion. 

(b) Waiver of Speedy Trial 
Wqiver of the Statute of Limitations 
Required Pleadings 

The administrative requirements relating to the waivers of speedy 
trial, the statute of limitations, and requir~d pleadings of guilty 
prior to participation ate essentially constitutional issues and are 



Program 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

13 

Notes: 0 .... 
b. 

Formal 
Charges 

Filed 

NA 
No 
NA 

No 
Yes 
Yes/No 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes/No 
Yes 
No 

NA 

TABLE VIII 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS: 
PERSONS WHO MUST CONSENT TO OFFENDER 

PARTICIPATION 

Consent Required From 
Arresting 

Offender Prosecutor Court Victim Officer 

X X X 
X X X X 
X X 

X X X 
X X X X 
X X b 

X X 
X X X X b 
X X X 

X X X 
X X X 
X X 

X X X X 

Applicabie oilly where offender is a juvenile. 

Defense 
Attorney Parenta 

X 
X 

X 
X 

Project has indicated that although consent of arresting officer is not required, objection by 
the arresting officer is likely to bar participation. 

NA Not available. 

Sources: Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974; National Pre-Trial Intervention Service Center of the 
American Bar Association Commission on Correctional Facilities and Services, "Descriptive 
Profiles on Selected Pretrial Criminal Justice Intervention Programs," Wash., D.C., April, 1974. 
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discussed in the section on legal issues of a pretrial diversion pro
gram.120 However, in examining requirements of the various pro
grams, reference must be made to these issues, and the discussion 
presented in this section is intended only to be general. 

Table IX shows the respective requirements of selected pretrial 
diversion programs with respect to the pre-participation require
ments of waiver of speedy trial and pleading. 121 

TABLE IX 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAM; 
PRE-PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS OF SPEEDY TRIAL 

WAIVER, PLEADING, AND THE FILING OF 
FORMAL CHARGES 

Program 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Formal Charges 
Filed D D P P/D P P P P/D P D 

Waiver of Speedy 
Trial Required Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 

Pleading Required N N N N N N G N N N 

Legend: D: Charges, if any, deferred pending completion of program. 
P: Charges must be filed prior to participation. 
Y: Yes 
N: No 

Source: Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974. 

Eight of the ten programs represented in Table IX require an of
fender to sign a written waiver of his right to a speedy trial prior to 
participation. This illustrates a recognition that constitutional prin
ciples relating to waiver of speedy trial are clearly applicable to 
participants in diversion programs which defer formal charging 
pending completion of the program, as well as those which operate· 
subsequent to the formal charging process. 

Closely linked to the issue of speedy trial is the waiver of the 
statute of limitations. Because the placing of formal charges com
mences prosecution and tolls the statute, there is no waiver issue 
with respect to programs initiating participation subsequent to the 
formal charging process. However, where formal charges are de
ferred pending completion of the program, it is theoretically pos-
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sible that the statute of limitations could expire prior to comple
tion of the program. 122 It would thus appear that a required waiver 
of the statute of limitations is appropriate in such programs. Fur
thermore, the fact that only one123 of the ten programs in Table 
VIII conditions participation on the offender pleading guilty to the 
charges undoubtedly reflects the serious constitutional objections to 
such a requirement. 

Recommendations: 

(a) Waiver of Speedy Trial: It is clear that either the Fifth 
Amendment Due Process clause or the Sixth Amendment right 
to speedy trial grants constitutional protection to a participant 
in a pretrial diversion program. It is also likely that a partici
pant's voluntary acceptance of the program will act as an im
plied waiver of the right to a speedy trial, thereby not requiring 
a written waiver. It is recommended, however, that a written 
waiver of this right be required prior to participation, as it 
would serve to reacquaint the participant with his obligations 
while in the program and specifically advise him of his sus
pended relationship with the prosecutor and the court. As such 
a waiver would become part of the participant's official file; it 
could be used to inhibit an unwarranted assertion of a violation 
of the right. 
(b) Waiver of the Statute of Limitations: Although it is 
highly unlikely that a statute of limitations would expire prior 
to successful completion of a diversion program in which for
mal charges are deferred pending completion, it is recom
mended that an offender be required to make such a waiver. 
As with waiver of speedy trial, it would serve to reemphasize 
the terms of the participant's obligations to the program and 
the options of the prosecutor. Its usefulness in those unlikely 
situations where the statute would expire prior to completion 
cannot be questioned, especially since, in the absence of a 
diversion program, formal prosecution would have been initi
ated shortly after arrest. 
(c) Pleading Prior to Participation: It is recommended that 
a participant not be required to enter a plea of guilty prior to 
participation. No opinion is expressed as to whether an "as
sumption of moral responsibility" should be a mandatory 
prerequisite to participation. 
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B. Program Mechanics 

1. Screening 

Following the formulation of eligibility requirements, those of
fenders potentially satisfying the criteria must be located and made 
aware of the diversion program. From this group of offenders, those 
who are in fact found to be eligible and who desire participation 
must be identified. It is this process which is referred to as "screen
ing."124 Because local police and judicial structures vary, there is no 
single "correct" form of screening~it must be designed to meet the 
specific demands of localized procedures. For these reasons, the 
screenL ''4' process outlined in the following discussion is intended 
only as a general overview of the process. 

Each morning, the previous day's arrest records and grand jury 
indictments should be reviewed by a project screener, and those 
offenders charged with crimes for which participation may be per
mitted must first be separated from those charged with crimes de
nying participation. This initial determination of eligibility, how
ever, may be insufficient as initial charges are frequently reduced. 
As such, with respect to those offenders who are charged with crimes 
rendering them ineligible for participation, a second screener should 
contact such persons as the arresting officer, victim or complainant, 
in order to ascertain the circumstances of the alleged offense. If the 
screener believes that there are grounds for reducing the charge to 
one which would enable participation, the prosecutor should be in
formed, at which point an initial decision on the reduction of 
charges can be made. The screener should next obtain a copy of the 
prior record of each potentially eligible offender. Those whose re
cords do not satisfy program requirements are rejected. In doubtful 
cases, rejection should be withheld pending further examination of 
the offender and his record by the prosecutor and program staff. 

The next phase of the screening process involves an interview with 
those offenders whose charges and prior records are within the stan
dards of the program. 125 Most offenders will still be in police custody 
awaiting arraignment, and the interview can be held at the place of 
detention. Other offenders will have been released on their own 
recognizance or on bail, and will have to be located. The screener ' 
should first outline program participation and its objectives; and 
the possibility that the charge might be dismissed following sUCCeSS-
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ful completion of the program, and also of the possibilities of the 
continuance of charges if participation is unsuccessful,126 If the of
fender expresses interest in the program, the screener should next 
make inquiry with respect to age, place and length of residency, 
employment, education, prior record, drug/alcohol usage, circum
stances of the arrest and any other information relevant to program 
eligibility. Where the interview reveals nothing which would pre
clude participation, the screener must make sure that the case will 
not be called pending verification of the information received. 
Verification includes contacting the employer, visiting the place of 
residence, conversations with relatives and friends and any other 
procedures indicated by the information secured in the interview. 
If vertification is obtained, the offender is deemed eligible for 
participation. 

Those offenders who are found to satisfy the eligibility criteria 
and who have expressed a desire to participate must next be admin
istratively processed for imtrance into the program. Depending upon 
the program requisites and whether charges have been formally 
filed, consent of the prosecutor and/or the court will need to be 
obtained. At this time the necessary waivers will be signed, and the 
offender is ready to begin program orientation. The process just 
described is graphically illustrated in Diagram 1. 

2. Program Services: Job Development and Placement 

Because most pretrial diversion programs operate on the socio
economic theory that employment status and income are directly 
related to criminal activity, substantial efforts are directed towards 
preparing the unemployed offender for job placement and upgrad
ing the skills of the employed offender. 

As employment play,s a vital role in the success of a partici
pant, all project efforts will be directed toward finding suitable 
employment for those participants who need it and in assisting 
those participants who enter the project employed with keep
ing and maintaining the job they have.127 

The first step in this process is the regular development of employer 
contacts. The receptiveness of employers to working with partici
pants has been affirmatively indicated by two prDgrams. The At
lanta Pre-Trial Intervention Project noted that "no major selling job 
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is anticipated in securing the Atlanta area employers' participation. 
They have demo:pstrated, again and again, their willingness to hire 
and train offent1QJ."128 The Manhattan Court Employment Project 
has reported that "virtually every employer approached by the Pro
ject has voiced a commitment to hire the hard core unemployed."129 
This willingness of employers to assist in pretrial diversion programs 
is evidenced by significant shifts in participant employment status 
at intake and termination, as illustrated in Table X. 

Sustained employment must be the goal of the pretrial diversion 
program, and those employers who are to employ participants 
should be carefully screened. At least one program has found that 
larger firms could more easily accommodate project objectives be
cause they offer wider benefits and opportunities for advance
ment,130 as well as training programs and systematic upgrading for 
unskilled jobS.13l In addition, such employers may be more receptive 
to lowering entrance requirements, and committing their adminis
trative and supervisory staff to the growth and development of 
entry-level employees,l32 Furthermore, continued cooperation of 
larger firms may be anticipated as they engage in long-term employ
ment planning while the smaller firms are characterized by infre
quent job turnover and more limited employment opportunities. 133 

The next step in the employment process is evaluating each indi
vidual participant's interests and aptitudes, so that appropriate 
placement can be attempted. Placement in a job for which the 
participant is neither interested nor capable can only result in frus
tration, low motivation and a need for subsequent placement. 134 One 
of the methods of ascertaining job interests and aptitudes employed 
by programs is standardized testing,135 which enables program staff 
to more efficiently counsel participants with respect to employment 
possibilities. After an agreement has been reached between the par
ticipant and job counsellor, some participants will be ready to inter
view with employers who have been approved by the project. One 
program, however, has indicated that many participants: 

lack an understanding of the purpose of the application, inter
view process, and consequently fail to present themselves in a 
positive manner while seeking employment. Many such 
[participants] though faithfully seeking work, are consis
tently insuring that they will not be hired due to negative or 
incomplete application forms, or to the inability to communi
cate with the interviewer in a positive manner.13B 



TABLE X 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS: 
PERCENT OF PARTICIPANTS EMPLOYED, UNEMPLOYED, IN 
SCHOOL AND IN TRAINING AT INTAKE AND TERMINATION 

Status 

Employed 

Unemployed 

School 

Training 

Other/Unknown 

Total 

Program 4 a 

Terrni-
Intake nation Change 

9.0% 45.30/'0 +36.3% 

79.0 26.8 -52.2 

7.0 14.3 + 7.3 

5.0 13.6 + 8.6 

100.0 100.0 0 

Program 7 
Termi-

Intake nation Change 

19.7% 46.7% +27.0% 

68.1 38.4 -29.7 

1..1 6.8 + 5.7 

1Ll 6.9 -4.2 

0 1.2 + 1.2 

100.0 100.0 0 

Program 8 Program lOb 
Tenni- Termi-

Intake nation Change Intake nation Change 

22.0% 37.7% +15.7% 35.6% 72.5% +36.90/0 
,I 

47.0 32.2 -14.8 64.4 14.5 -49.9 

1.0 3.3 + 2.3 0 6.5 + 6.5 

30.0 26.8 -3.2 0 6.5 + 6.5 

0 0 0 0 

100.0 100.0 0 100.0 100.0 0 

Notes: a. Data supplied by the program indicated a successful termination rate of 69% and an un
successful termination rate of 26%. In calculating the above figUl'es, the unaccounted 5% 
was evenly split between the two rates, giving 71.5% and 28.5%, respectively. 

b. Data supplied by the program was estimated. 

Source: Independent Questionnaire, July, f974. 

'.,<j 
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Thus, as an integral part of job placement, the program must ac
tively prepare participants for the interview process. To accomplish 
this, Project de NOVO l37 utilizes group counselling to "impart an 
understanding" to the participants with respect to: 

1. Purpose of the application form and of the interview. 
2. How to organize information for the application form. 
3. Expectations of the interviewer. 
4. The role of the applicant as. a participant in negotiating 

for the job. 
5. Techniques of dealing with problem areas honestly, but 

in a positive manner. 

In order to avoid misunderstanding and to minimize 
disappointment it is critical that the participant be made aware of 
the fact that he is not likely to receive a job offer from the first 
interview and that his first job placement may not be his last. Over 
a three-year period The Manhattan Court Employment Project 
found that only 48.3% of participants received job placement after 
one referral, 21.4% after 2 referrals, 11.6% after 3 referrals and that 
18.6% required between 4 and 11 referrals prior to placement. 13s 

Over the same period the same project found that 66.4% of partici
pants required only one job placement, 24.1% required two place
ments, and that 9.5% had to be placed between three and six 
times. 139 

Once a participant has received a job placement, the project must 
direct its efforts to maintaining employment and acting as "a source 
for advice during the uncertain days of a new job."140 

This increases the chances that he will remain on the job 
until the habit of a regular pay check will be hard to break. 

To accomplish this the project must offer training, educa
tional advancement, behavioral guidance and counselling ena
bling the participant to view himself as a healthy and contrib
uting member of society. 141 

The importance of the employer's role in job retention cannot be 
overemphasized. One means by which an employer can induce the 
participant to remain on the job has been suggested by The Man
hattan Court Employment Project: 

Surprisingly! starting salaries have no effect on whether a 
person will stay on the job. Project administrators conducted 



a: study that showed exactly the same retention rates for jobs 
paying more than $90 per week as for jobs paying less than that 
. . . Raises, not starting salaries may be the key to job reten
tion. Project staff has suggested that employers start partici
pants at salaries lower than planned so that small, frequent 
raises can be given, each one based on ~~l'it.l(2 

3. Other Services 

47 

As the needs of the partici]Jants neither start nor end upon job 
placement, most programs ofth a wide range of services other than 
those directly related to immediate employment placement. Almost 
all programs conduct psychological counselling, both group and in
dividual, to the participant in his personal and employment read
justment. Most of these programs have indicated the use of psycho 1-
ogical testing to facilitate the counselling. Where employability is 
hindered by a low level of educational achievement, many programs 
offer basic education courses,143 with emphasis on reading and math
ematics. Many of the programs, either independently or in conjunc
tion with other organizations, offer the participant a broad range of 
social services, including family counselling, sex counselling, hous
ing assistance, medical and dental care, child care, clothing, and in 
one case immigration assistance. Some also provide participants 
with emergency assistance funds for such items as carfare, tools j 

uniforms, eyeglasses, and other medical or dental care. Several pro
grams also offer general legal assistance to the participant, either in
house or through community legal agencies. 

4. Termination 

Most pre-trial diversion programs operate under the belief that 
offender rehabilitation can be accomplished in a relatively short 
time and this is suggested by thl\ fact that seven of the ten programs 
surveyed set the basic participation period at 90 days. In certain 
cases, however, where the program feels that the participant can 
successfully complete the program only if further participation is 
granted, the program will recommend an extension to the basic 
program period, in which the court and/or prosecutor must con
cur.144 The basic participa.tion period and procedures for extension 
periods for the programs surveyed !l.re set forth in Table XI. 

'.) 
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TABLE XI 
,.j::.. 
00 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS: 
LENGTH AND EXTENSION OF BASIC PARTICIPATION PERIOD 

Extension 
Recommendation Extension Maximum 

Program Basic Period By Concurrence By Participation 

2 90 days Counselor Court and No limit 
District Atty. 

4 6 months CGunselor Counselor's No limit 
Supervisor 

5 90 days Counselor or Prosecutor 1 year 
Job Developer 

6 90 days Counselor Prosecutor 270 days 

7 90 days Program Court No limit 

8 90 days Program Prosecutor No limit 
and Court 

9 18 months no extensions 18 months 

10 90 days Screener and Prosecutor No limit 
Program Director andlor Court 

11 90 days Counselor Court No limit 

1.2 variable, Program Prosecutor variable, to 
to 1 year 18 months 

Source: Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974. 
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Once a participant has been accepted into a diversion program his 
continued participation is contingent upon his cooperation and 
compliance with program rules and regulations. Generally the par
ticipant is required to attend scheduled counselling sessions and 
participate meaningfully therein, appear at employment interviews, 
take part in any other activities deemed necessary by the program, 
refrain from the use' of drugs or excessive use" cf alcohol and not 
engage in any criminal activity. Failure to meet these obligations is 
likely to result in an unsuccessful termination from the program and 
the resumption of criminal proceedings prior to the expiration of the 
basic participation period. A summary of the most often expressed 
bases for such termination is presented in Table xn. 

TABLE XII 

TEN SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS" 
CAUSES OF UNSUCCESSFUL TERMINATION 

PRIOR TO EXPIRATION OF BASIC PROGRAM PARTICIPATION 

Number of Programs 
in Which the Occur

rence will Result 
in Immediate 

Nature of Occurrence Termination: 

Non-Cooperation 
Marked Non-Cooperation 
Arrest a 
Conviction 
Drug Use 

1 
5 
6 
7 
3 

Number of Programs 
in Which Repetitive 

Occurrences will 
Result in 

Termination: 

8 
4 
7 
2 
5 

Note: a. Total over ten as three programs indicated that arrest can 
result in either immediate termination or termination 
after several arrests, depending upon the severity of the 
charge and the circumstances. 

Source: Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974 

At the end of the basi~ participation period (or' extension period) 
the program will determine145 whether the participant has success
fully or unsuccessfullycomplet~dthe program and forward this 
finding to the prosecutor and/or court for disposition of the case ", 
hliised upon acceptance 01' rejection of the recomm~Ji.dation.l4B Ac- ~=i 
~'{;ptance of a "successful" recommehdation will result in the dis-
missal of charges against the participantj rejection of a "successful" 
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recommendation or acceptance of an unsuccessful recommenda.tion 
will usually result in resumption of legal proceedings against the 
participant at the discretion of the prosecutor.H7 The uniformly high 
rate of court and/or prosecutor acceptance (96-100%) of "successful" 
recommendatIons suggests that program recommendations are fa
vorably viewed and that the pre-trial diversion structure is condu
cive to criminal rehabilitation. Table xm indicates the respective 
successful and unsuccessful termination rates and the rate at which 
successful recommendations are accepted by the court and/or prose
cutor. 

Recommendations: 

(a) UNSUCCESSFUL TERMINATION: Where a member 
of the program staff intends to recommend that a participant 
be unsuccessfully terminated from the program the following 
procedures are recommended: (1) That the staff member in
form the appropriate program administrator of his intentions; 
(2) That the administrator advise the participant of the pend
ing recommendation, his right to hearing on the issue and his 
right to be representated at such hearing by counsel; That if 
the participant is unable to obtain counsel, the program's in
house counsel will represent the participant or the program 
will secure counsel from an appropriate outside agency; (3) 
Following the hearing the program will forward its decision to 
the prosecutor and/or court. 
(b) PROSECUTOR OR COURT REJECTION OF A 
TERMINATION RECOMMENDATION: (1) Where a pros
ecutor rejects a "successful" termination recommendation of 
the program and intends to prosecute the participant it is rec
ommended that a pre-trial in-court hearing be held on the 
issue. Appellate review procedures (if any) would be available 
in accordance with court procedures on pre-trial hearings. 
(2) Where any recommendation is to be made to the court, 
it is recommended that the court conduct a full hearing on the 
issue prior to acceptance or rejection of the recommendation. 
Appellate review is to be in accordance with court procedures. 
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TABLE XIII 

SELECT;!DD PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS: 
RATES OF SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL 

TERMINATIONS AND RATE OF ACCEPTANCE OF 
SUCCESSFUL TERMINATION RECOMMENDATIONS 

Unsuccesnrful Termina- Successful Termina- Rate of Acceptance of 
tions as:;!. Percent of 

Program all Tellminattions 

2 '(f9% 
4a :~6 
5 
6 !;W 

7 ;~4.6 
8 14 
9 12 

lOb :a9 
11 :~~7 
12 Iio 

Notes: a. 5 % unaccounted for by,lprogram. 
b. Estimated by Program;: 

Source: Independent Questionnai1,?, July, 1974 . 

. i 

tions as a Percent of Successful Termina-
all Terminations tion Recommendations 

81% 
69 99% 

100 
80 99 
65.4 96 
56 99 
98 100 
71 100 
63 99 
9Q 100 
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C. Program Evaluation 

Following the foregoing examination of the operating characteris
tics of pretrial diversion programs, an attempt must be made to 
ascertain their effectiveness. Because diversion programs share with 
the traditional criminal justice system the common goal of crime 
deterrence, a measure of the effectiveness of each, in the context of 
recidivism, could arguably be the best index of success. It is fre
quently argued, however, that such a comparison is oversimplified 
and somewhat suspect in that the eligibility criteria of the diversion 
program is conducive to admitting only those offenders who are 
deemed likely to successfully complete the program and refrain 
from further criminal conduct. Similarly, within the screening pro
cess, it may be hypothesized that the court and/or prosecutor are 
likely to grant consent to participation to only those offenders they 
regard as "low-risk" and who, upon conviction, would most likely 
receive suspended sentences and traditional criminal justice 
probation. Thus, it may be said that the low recidivism rates indi
cated in Table XIV only serve to document the expected when 
compared to a California studyU8 indicating that approximately 
one-third of those released on parole from state prisons will be rein
carcerated in a state prison within several years and that an addi
tional 15% will commit lesser crimes resulting in jail sentences or 
fines. 

Notwithstanding the validity of the above criticisms of a 
recidivism comparison, "controlled" comparisons between diversion 
and traditional criminal justice recidivism rates tend to indicate the 
success of pre-trial diversion. Over a 34 month period the Atlanta 
Pre-Trial Intervention Program successfully terminated 438 felons. 
During the same period 60 participants whose original participation 
charge had been a felony were rearrested, yielding an unadjusted 
recidivism rate of 13.7%. As charges were dismissed in the cases of 
12 of these felons, the maximum adjusted recidivists numbered 48, 
or 11% (representing convictions obtained and "open" cases) .149 

Contrasting this low recidivist rate reported by the Atlanta project 
is a California Superior Court study indicating that 34% of the 
felons placed on probation immediately following conviction recidi
vated within a 12 month period. 150 Assuming that the California 
felons placed on pr9bation represent the type of "low-risk" offenders 
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% Re-
Program arrested a 

12 16.5 
8 15 
7 5.8 
6 9.5 
2 3 

TABLE XIV 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS 
RECIDIVISM RATES 

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETIONS 

% % Mis- % Con-· % 
Felony demeanor victed b Felony 

38.8 61.2 7.2 15.3 
26 74 NA 

NA 
53 47 NA 

NA 

Notes: a. Represents maximum unadjusted recidivism 
b. Represents maximum adjusted recidivism 
c. In months 

% Mis- Recidivism 
demeanor Periodc 

84.7 36 
12 

6 
34 
8 

Sources: Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974. Atlanta Data: "Special Participant Study," September 
1, 1971-June 30, 1974. 
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who would be eligible for diversion and further assuming that geo
graphical variables are insignificant, the fact that the pre-trial di
version program (in 34 months) proportionately resulted in one
third as many recidivists as did the traditional post-conviction pro
bation program (in 12 months) suggests the success of pre-trial di
version. Similarly, the results also tend to confirm the view that 
traditional probation offers "no attention or services . . . which 
would alter criminal behavior ."'151 Indeed, the Atlanta project found 
that: 

A large sampling of the attitudes of those presently on proba
tion convinced the researchers that most probationers consider 
being on probation a "joke." ... And, research revealed that 
the youthful offender, if left to his own devices, usually is 
arrested time and time again, with little or no corrective action 
taken until the individual is finally incarcerated due to a seri
ous crime.152 

Another study was conducted by the Manhattan Court Employ
ment Project in which the recidivism rates of unsuccessful and suc
cessful participants during the initial 23 months of project operation 
(after a 12 month follow-up period) were compared to the recidivism 
rate of a control group of defendants charged within the three month 
period immediately preceding the initiation of the project. Those 
in the control group "were clearly not ineligible and [had] charges 
. . . , prior drug arrests, ages, and places of residency closely 
match[ing] the sample of [successful] participants."153 The con
trol group had a recidivism rate of 31.9% while the successful and 
unsuccessful participants had recidivism rates of 15.8% and 30.8%, 
respectively, over the entire 23 month period. These figures, how
ever, understate the success of the program in that only 6.6% and 
25.0% of the successful and unsuccessful terminations, respectively, 
recidivated during the final 10 months as compared to 25.0% and 
36.7%, respectively, during the initial thirteen months. This marked 
decrease over the two sub periods suggests that the project's screJen
iug process increased in efficiency during the latter period and 'that 
project personnel gained confidence and ability to work with partici
pants and employers as the project continued. The statistics are 
illustrated in Table XV. 
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Time of Project 
Entry 

Initial 13 Months 

14-23 Months 

Initial 23 Months 

TABLE XV 

THE MANHATTAN COURT EMPLOYMENT PROJECT, 
12 MONTH RECIDIVISM FOR CONTROL GROUP AND 
SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL PARTICIPANTS 

% Rearrest 
Group Recidivism a 

Control 31.9 

Successful 25.0 
Unsuccessful 36.7 

Successful 6.6 
Unsuccessful 25.0 

Successful 15.8 
Unsuccessful 30.8 

Note: a. Significant beyond the .01 level with chi square test. 

Ratio to 
Control 
Group 

.78 
1.15 

.21 
.78 

.50 

.97 

Source: The Manhattan Court Employment Project of the Vera Institute of Justice, Final Report, No-
vember, 1967 - December 31, 1970; p. 47. . 

,I 
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As already stated most pretrial diversion programs subscribe to 
the theory that there is a positive correlation between employment 
and criminal activity and accordingly direct a substantial portion 
of their efforts in finding acceptable employment for their underem
ployed and unemployed participants. If this assumption is in fact 
true, the effectiveness of pretrial diversion programs may be mea
sured by shifts in participant status from unemployed to employed, 
school or training. The fact that the four pretrial diversion programs 
which have maintained statistics have been successful in reducing 
the number of participants who were unemployed at program intake 
has been demonstrated in Table X.154 Table XVI summarizes the 
net change data in Table X. 

TABLE XVI 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS, 
CHANGES IN PARTICIPANT STATUS AT INTAKE 

AND TERMINATION FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS 

Program 4 a 7 8 lOb 

Employed +36.3% +27.0% +15.7% +36.9% 
Unemployed -52.2 -29.7 -14.8 -49.9 
School 

{+ 7.3} 
+ 5.7 + 2.3 + 6.5 

Training -4.2 - 3.2 + 6.5 
Other/Unknown + 8.6 + 1.2 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Notes: See Table IX. 

Source: Table IX. 

Because few bona fide control group studies are presently avail
able it is perhaps impossible to objectively measure the success of 
pretrial diversion with any given recidivism comparison. Subjec
tively, however, it may be more appropriate to evaluate diversion 
programs in the context of the individual participants and what 
they have been able to accomplish with program assistance. One 
program155 which responded to the independent questionnaire in
cluded several case histories of former participants which are con
densed here as evidence of the success of pretrial diversion: 
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Case Histories 

An eighteen year old, Black, male, service station attendant, was 
referred for participation for arrest on violation of the state drug 
abuse control act. He was not a first-time offender, having had one 
previous arrest. 

This ambitious young man had been unable to secure for himself 
anything but menial labor jobs when he displayed an interest in 
improving his educational background. He was enrolled in the pro~ 
ject's in-house basic education course. One month before comple
tion he was placed in a production job at $2.97 an hour. At the time 
he entered the project he was making $1.65 an hour. After 16 months 
he is still employed there and his current salary is $3.39 an hour. 

A thirty-two year old, white, female, school teacher was arrested 
for shoplifting and was referred to the project by the prosecuting 
attorney. A conviction could have meant dismissal from her job. She 
not only completed the project but went on to complete her master's 
program. She is still teaching ;and now has an eleven year tenure in 
the same position. Despite her one-time confrontation with law en
forcement, she is an excellent teacher .and in all aspects considered 
"very normal." 

Pre-Trial participation offered her a chance to settle with legal 
authorities without completely revamping a life style she had 
erected. 

A Black male, twenty-two years old, was arrested for attempted 
burglary. He was unemployed and in jail at the time the project 
screener located him. His employment record was sporadic, showing 
little tenure at any of his jobs. This was not an easy case as he has 
tWe) close brushes with the law while he was in the project. Shortly 
after leaving the project he went to work fora construction com
pany. Now one year later, he is a supervisor with the same company 
in a salary range of $12,000.00 a year. 

A vocational rehabilitation authority referred a twenty-one year 
old, white male,charged with if felony, Theft by Taking, to the' 
project. They had classified him with an I.Q. of about 60 and consid
ered him "unemployable." He desired to work After several at
tempts afplacement, he was placed as a laborer in a bumper plating 
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factory. While employed by this firm he advanced to bumper 
inspector. 

An auto accident in which he broke his arm caused him to be laid 
off. After his recovery he was placed in a production firm. His posi
tion was maintenance of delivery trucks and he continues his em
ployment there. He enjoys his work there and it offers him a chance 
to assist his mother with her support as well as supporting himself 
and his new wife. 

A second year education major, graduate school student was ar
rested for a felony charge, violation of the state drug abuse control 
act. This twenty-three year old, Black male was otherwise unem
ployed. Shortly after entering the project this above average young 
man obtained the position of room service waiter in a downtown 
hotel. He worked there until shortly after completing the project. 

At that time he was hired as an instructor in basic education by 
one of the project sub-contractors. He is still employed there. As this 
is his chosen profession he would not have been able to be so em
ployed if it were not for the project. If he had not entered the project 
he probably would not have completed the master's program, and 
would have a felony conviction record for the remainder of his life. 

Forgery of a prescription is a very serious charge for a licensed 
nurse. When this twenty-six year old, white, female entered the 
project, she was in danger of having her license revoked. The Board 
of Nursing Examiners learned of her arrest and demanded tha.t she 
be terminated from participation so that she could be prosecuted 
and her license revoked. The project refused to terminate her and 
after much argument the Board relented. 

She is currently employed by a large foundation where she partic
ipates in cancer research. 

A twenty year old, white male was arrested for the possession of 
marijuana; at the time of his arrest this charge was considered a 
felony. He had just been employed as a public service worker with 
a nearby community. Had his employer been aware of his arrest he 
would have been discharged. He was accepted by the project and 
completed it. With his charges dismissed he was able to keep his job 
and continue working in a profession that he loved, and now nearly 

,--', 
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two years later he is still working and contributing to his com
munity. 

D. State-Wide Diversion: an Alternative to State Incarceration? 

"The number of inmates in Georgia jumped from 8500 to almost 
9900 between April of 1973 and May of 1974."156 Continuation of this 
16.5% annual rate of increase for six years will result in a Georgia 
prison population of approximately 24,750 by mid 1980. That this 
trend is continuing is evidenced by the fact that there were 10,085151 
persons incarcerated in the state prison system by the end of June, 
1974, a monthly increase of 1.868% or an annual rate of 27.20%. The 
fact that the present Georgia prison system can accommodate a 
maximum of 11,000 inmates158 will require that the state provide 
additional facilities for 13,750 inmates by 1980. As the estimated 
construction cost per prison bed space is $22,000,159 required expend-' 
iture for physical plant to accommodate the increased population 
will amount to $302,500,000 for the six year period. Maintenance 
costs for the additional 14,850 inmates, currently estimated at $2891 
annually per inmate160 will increase from between $90,155,835 and 
$166,144,324, assuming the average total time served per inmate is 
between 2.10 and 3.87 yeal's.16l As illustrated in Table xvn this 
represents a total cost increment to the state of between $392 and 
$468 million over the next si~ years. These figures, however, under
state the burden on the state as they do not include the cost of 
welfare assistance to families of inmates, prosecution and court 
costs, loss of state revenue in the form of income and sales taxes and 
the economic loss to the state economy due to the multiplier efi'ectl62 

of lost disposable income. 

According to data compiled by the National Pretrial Intervention 
Services Center of the American Bar Association Commission on 
Correctional Facilities and Services the cost per participant in 
pretrial diversion programs ranges from a high of $1250 to a low of 
$506, with an average cost of $746.163 These costs are reflected in 
Table XVIII. When compared to the estimated annual cost per 
inmate in the Georgia priSQl1syst-eID.. the savings potentially gener
ated by state-wide pretrial diversion are highly significant. The 
highest participant cost of $1250 represents a savings in excess of 
56.7%; the Atlanta cost of $580 corresponds to savings of 79.3%; and 
the average cost of $746 yields savings of 74.2%. 



Year 
a 

Population b 

1975 11,533 

1976 13,437 

1977 16,564 

1978 18,236 

1979 ~1,245 

1980 24;750 

TABLE XVII 

PROJECTED GEORGIA PRISON POPULATION INCREASEi, 
1974-1980, AND RESULTING BED SPACE AND 

MAINTENANCE COSTS 

Additional Additional Annual 
Annual Cumulative Bed Space Cumulative Inmate Maintenance Costs 
Increase Over-Capacity c Cost d Bed Costs 2.10 Years Served 3.87 Years Served e 

1,633 533 $ 11,726,000 $ 11,726,000 $ 9,914,106 $ 18,270,004 

1,904 2,4'67 ·41,888,000 53,614,000 11,559,374 21,301,952 

2,217 4,654 48,774,000 102,388,000 13,459,628 24,803,796 

2,582 7,236 56,804,000 159,192,000 15,675,580 28,887,416 

3,009 10,245 66,198,000 225,390,000 18,267,939 33,664,692 

3,505 13,750 77,110,000 302,500,000 21,279,205 39,213,940 

TOTAL 13,750 $302,500,000 $90,155,832 $166,141,800 

Notes: a. Based on May of each year. 
b. Based on 16.5% annual rate of growth with a base of 9,900 (May, 1974). 
c. Based on 11,000 Georgia Prison System Capacity. 
d. Based on a cost of $22,000 per bed space. 

i~. See Tables XIX and XXIII, note (f). 



TABLE XVIII 

SELECTED PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS, 
COST PER PARTICIPANT 

61 

Program/City Participant Cost 

Court Resources Project 
Boston, Mass. 

Hudson County Pretrial 
Intervention Project 
Jersey City, N. J. 

Dade County Pretrial 
Intervention Proj ect 
Miami, Fla. 

Court Rehabilitation Project 
Syracuse, N. Y. 

Operation DeNovo 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

The Atlanta Pretrial 
Intervention Project 
Atlanta, Ga. 

Project Crossroads 
Washington, D. C. 

Average 

$1,250 

695 

657 

650b 

50S 

$ 746 

Notes: a. Data indicates cost per successful participant at $1,250. 
Above figure calculated from data indicating total of 216 
participants, 153 of whom were successful. 

b. Data given as $620-650. 
c. Data given as $490-580. 

Source: National Pre-Trial Intervention Service Center of the Amer
ican Bar Association Commission on Correctional Facilities 
and Service,:;, "DesCriptive Profiles on Selected Pretrial Crim
inal Justice 'Intervention Programs," Wash., D.C., 1974, Ap
pendix "A". 
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As previously stated, the inmate population in the Georgia prison 
system was 10,085 at the end of June, 1974.164 How many of these 
inmates would have been eligible for pretrial diversion participation 
had such a program been availa;ble to them? What portion of the 
projected 1980 prison population might be eligible for pretrial diver
sion? There are, of course, no ready answers. Hypothetically, how
ever, and in accordance with prior recommendations, an examina
tion of certain characteristics of the present inmate population indi
cates that approximately 38% of those inmates might have been 
eligible for pretrial diversion. From the total prison population those 
inmates with the following characteristics may be excluded: those 
presently serving time for what are deemed 'serious crimes';165 those 
who exhibit identifiable 'bad' behavior characteristics;166 and those 
inmates who were below the age of 17 or over the age of 45 at the 
time of their incarceration.167 The 3,916 (38.83%) who remain follow
ing these exclusions may be deemed eligible for pretrial diversion. 
Contrasting this 38.83% is a study conducted by the Chamber of 
Commerce of the United States which suggests that the number of 
eligible inmates may be almost double that figure. rrhat study states 
that "[e]xperts agree that only 20% to 30% of present inmates 
represent a danger to society and must be securely confined."16B 
Based on this study's more conservative estimate of 70%, after 
having extracted those inmates below the age of 17 or over 45, the 
Georgia inmates potentially eligible for pretria.l diversion number 
6,530, or 64.75% of the June, 1974 population. 

Assuming that the number of inmates eligible for pretrial diver
sion lies somewhere between 3,916 and 6,530, the potential benefi
cial impact of a state-wide pretrial diversion program on the June, 
1974 and the 1980 projected prison populations with respect to both 
the individual offender and the state cannot be overemphasized. 
While the personal losses to these 'eligible' inmates cannot accur
ately be ascertained, it is possible to estimate some of the economic 
costs to the state resulting from the absense of state-wide diversion. 

After extracting those inmates either guilty of a 'serious crime,' 
having a 'bad' behavior characteristic, or below the age of 17 or 
above the age of 45, the sentences to be served by the 3,916 inmates 
deemed eligible for pretrial diversion are set forth in Table XIX. 
Based on the annual cost of $2891 per inmate the cost to the state 
in terms of 8,208 total actual years amounts to $23,729,328. Had 
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TABLE XIX 

GEORGIA PRISON SYSTEM, SENTENCES TO BE SERVED BY 3,916 INMA'l'ES ELIGIBLE FOR 
PRETRIAL DIVERSION 

Sentence 

No. Inmates 
Percent 
Median 

Sentence 
(yrs.) 

Man-years C 

Actual 
Yearsd 

Average 
Actual 
Years f 

1 yr. or 
less 

845 
21.58 

.75b 

634 

317 

2.10 

1-3 yrs. 3.1-5 yrs. 
1,233 841 

31.49 21.48 

2 4 
2,466 3,364 

1,233 1,682 

Notes: a. Includes life sentences. 
b. Estimated at 9 months. 

5.1-7 yrs. 
298 

7.61 

6 
1,788 

894 

c. = (median sentence) x (inmates). 

7.1-10 10.1-15 15.1_20 over 20 
yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs.a TOTAL 
374 167 106 52 3,916 

9.55 4.26 2.71 1.33 100.00 

8.5 12.5 17.5 20 e 

3,179 2,088 1,855 1,040 16,414 

1,590 1,044 928 520 8,208 

d. Estimated. Based on serving one-half median sentence to account for those inmates receiv
ing parole and time off for good behavior. 

e. Estimated. 
f. Total actual years divided by total inmates. 
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TABLE XXI 

GEORGIA PRISON SYSTEM, SENTENCES TO BE SERVED BY 5,766 INMATES PROJECTED TO 
BE ELIGIBLE FOR PRETRIAL DIVERSION, MAY 1974-1980 

1 yr. or 7.1-10 10.1-15 15.1-20 over 20 
Sentence less 1-3 yrs. 3.1-5 yrs. 5.1-7 yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. a TOTAL 

No. Inmates 1,244 1,816 1,238 439 551 245 156 77 5,766 
Median 

Sentence 
(yrs.) .75b 2 4 6 8.5 12.5 17.5 20 e 

Man-years C 933 3,632 4,952 2,634 4,684 3,063 2,730 1,540 24,168 
ActuaL 

Yearsd 467 1,816 2,476 1,317 2,342 1,532 1,365 770 12,085 
Avellage 

Actual 
Years! 2.10 

Notes: See Table XIX. 

1,: 
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pre"r.rial diversion been available to these inmates the savings to the 
stat(~ would have been substantial, as indicated in Table XX. 

TABLE XX 

Sl'lLECTED COST LEVELS FOR 3,916 PARTICIPANTS IN A 
PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAM ; SAVINGS TO THE STATE 

OVER INCARCERATION 

Cost Per Participant a $1,250 $580 
Number of Participants 3,916 3,916 
Total Cost $ 4,895,000 $ 2,271,280 
Savings b $18,834,328 $21,458,048 

$746 
3,916 

$ 2,921,336 
$20,807,992 

Notes: a. Based on the high, Atlanta Pretrial Intervention Project, 
and average participant costs, respectively, as per Table 
XVIII. 

b. Difference between state annual cost for '3,916 prison 
inmates and total participant cost of diver~S.on. Does not 
include associated trial costs and other direct and in
direct costs to the state. 

Based on the 38.83% of the June, 1974 inmate population deemed 
eligible flOr pretrial diversion, approximately 5,766 of the 14,850 
inmate increase projected for 1980 will likewise be eligible for diver
sion. Assuming that the sentences of this eligible group corresponds 
with the eligible group of the June, 1974 population, Table XXI 
reflects the probable sentence distribution for this group. 

Based on the current annual cost of $2891 per inmate, the cost to 
the state in terms of actual years projected to be served by the 5,766 
inmates deemed eligible for diversion between 1974 and 1980 
amounts to$34,937,735. If pretrial diversion can be made available 
to these offenders, the savings to the state will be substantial, as 
indicated in Table XXII. 

t :;, 
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TABLE XXII 

SELECTED COST LEVELS FOR 5,766 PARTICIPANTS IN A 
PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAM ; SAVINGS TO THE STATE 

OVER INCARCERATION 

Cost per Participant a 
Number of Participants 
Total Cost 
Savings b 

Notes: See Table XX. 

$1,250 
5,766 

$ 7,207,500 
$27,730,235 

$580 
5,766 

$ 3,344,280 
$31,593,455 

$746 
5,766 

$ 4,301,436 
$30,636,299 

Additionally, by diverting these 5,766 offenders, the projected 1980 
Georgia prison population would be decreased to 18,984, necessitat
ing the construction of 7,984 additional bed spaces, at an expendi
ture of$175,648,000 compared to $302,500,000 for the projected 1980 
overcapacity of 13,750 inmates, or a savings of $126,852,000. 

If the afore going calculations are instead based on the 70% eligible 
estimate as suggested by the Chamber of Commerce of the United 
States, the potential results are even more striking. As previously 
stated, after extracting those inmates below the age of 17 and above 
the age of 45 and applying the 70% figure to the remainder, some 
6,530 of the June 1974 inmates would be eligible for pretrial 
diversion. Table XXIII shows the sentence distribution for this 
group of inmates (based on the June, 1974 sentence distribution 
after removing those inmates under 17 and over 45). 
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TABLE XXIII 

GEORGIA PRISON SYSTEM, SENTENCES TO BE SERVED BY 6,530 INMATES PROJECTED TO 
BE ELIGIBLE FOR PRETRIAL DIVERSION, JUNE, 1974 

1 yr. or 7.1-10 10.1-15 15.1-20 over 
Sentence less 1-3 yrs. 3.1-5 yrs. 5.1-7 YTs. yrs. yrs. yrs. 20 yrs. a. TOTAL 

No. Inmates 748 1,282 1,178 571 898 586 406 861 6,530 
Median 

Sentence 
(yrs.) .75b 2 4 6 8.5 12.5 17.5 20 e 

Man-years c 561 2,564 4,712 3,426 7,633 7,325 7,105 17,220 50,546 
Actual 

Yearsd 281 1,282 2,356 1,713 3,817 3,663 3,553 8,610 25,275 
Average 

Actual 
Years,f 3.87 

Notes: a. Includes inmates having received life and death sentences. All other notes as in Table XIX. 
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Based on the present annual cost of $2891 per inmate, the cost to 
the state in terms of 25,275 total actual years amounts to 
$73,070,025. If pretrial diversion had been available to these in
mates, the savings to the state would have been substantial, as 
indicated in Table XXIV. 

TABLE XXIV 

SELECTED COST LEVELS FOR 6,530 PARTICIPANTS IN A 
PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAM ; SAVINGS TO THE 

STATE OVER INCARCERATION 

Cost per Participant a $1,250 $580 
Number of Participants 6,530 6,530 
Total Cost $ 8,162,500 $ 3,787,400 
Savings b $64,907,525 $69,282,625 

Notes: See Table XX. 

$746 
6,530 

$ 4,871,380 
$68,198,645 

With respect to the projected Georgia prison population increase 
of 14,850 inmates by 1980, after extracting those offenders who will 
be outside the set age limits and applying the 70% estimate to those 
remaining, approximately 9,617 inmates will be eligible for pretrial 
diversion. Based on the June, 1974 sentence distributions, this 
group of eligible inmates will have sentence distributions as indi
cated in Table XXV. 
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TABLE XXV 

GEORGIA PRISON SYSTEM, SENTENCES TO BE SERVED BY 9,617 INMATES PROJECT-ED TO 
BE ELIGIBLE FOR PRETRIAL DIVERSION, 1974-1980 

1 yr. or 7.1-10 10.1-15 15.1-20 over 
Sentence less 1-3 yrs. 3.1-5 yrs. 5.1-7 yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. 20 yrs.a TOTAL 
No. Inmates 1,101 1,889 1,735 842 1,322 863 598 1,267 9,617 
Median 

Sentence 
.75 b (yrs.) 2 4 6 8.5 12.5 17.5 20 e 

Man-years C 826 3,778 6,940 5,052 11,237 10,788 10,465 25,340 74,426 
Actual 

Yearsd 413 1,889 3,470 2,526 5,619 5,394 5,233 12,670 37,214 
Average 

Actual 
Yearsf 3.87 

Notes; a. Includes life and -rleath sentences. All oth~r notes as in Table XIX. 

~:. 
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Again, based on the present annual cost of $2891 per inmate, the 
cost to the state in terms of 37,214 total actual years amounts to 
$107,585,674 for the persons projected to be incarcerated from 1974-
1980. If these offenders could be subject to pretrial diversion, sub-

... stantial savings would accrue to the state, as indicated in Table 
XXVI. 

TABLE XXVI 

SELECTED COST LEVELS FOR 9,617 PARTICIPANTS IN A 
PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAM; SAVINGS TO THE 

STA'rE OVER INCARCERATION 

Cost per Participant a $1,250 $580 
Total Participants 9,617 9,617 
Total Diversion Cost $ 12,021,250 $ 5,577,860 
Savings b $ 95,564,424 $102,007,814 

Notes: See Table XX. 

$746 
9,617 

$ 7,174,282 
$100,411,302 

Additionally, by diverting these 9,617 offenders, the projected Geor
gia prison population would be 15,133 by 1980, necessitating the 
construction of 4,133 additional bed spaces, at an expenditure of 
$90,926,000, compared to $302,500,000 for the projected 1980 overca
pacity of 13,750 inmates. This would amount to a savings of some 
$211,534,000. 

Table xxvn summarizes the information found in Tables XIX 
through XXVI and also indicates potential savings in construction 
costs which may be realized as a result of pretrial diversion. 
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TABLE XXvII 

SUMMARY: COSTS AND SAVINGS OF PRETRIAL DIVERSION 
OVER INCARCERATION FOR TWO METHODS OF 

DETERMINING DIVERSION ELIGIBILITY, JUNE 1974 PRISON 
POPULATION AND PROJECTED PRISON POPULATION 

INCREASE, 1974-1980. 

Inmates eligible 
Total Actual Years to be Served 
Inmate Cost/Year 
Total Cost 

Pretrial Diversion 
Total Cost 

High 
Atlanta 

Total Savings 
High 
Atlanta 

Inmates eligible 
Total Actual Years to be Served 
Inmate Cost/Year 
Total Cost 

Pretrial Diversion 
Total Cost 

High 
Atlanta 

Total Savings 
High 
Atl~nta 

Cost of Saved Bed Spaces 
($22,0.0.O@) 

June, 1974 Georgia Prison 
Population: 10.,085 

3,916 
8,20.8 

$ 2,891 
$ 23,729,328 

$ 4,895,0.0.0. 
$ 2,271,280. 

$ 18,834,328 
$ 21,458,0.48 

6,530. 
25,275 

$ 2,891 
$ 73,0.70.,0.25 

$ 8,162,50.0 
$ 3,787,40.0. 

$ 64,90.7,525 
$ 69,282,625 

Projected Prison Population 
Increase, 1974.-1980.: 14, 850;, 

5,766 9,617 
12,0.85 37,214 

$ 2,891 $ 2,891 
$ 34,937,735 $10.7,585,674 

$ 7,20.7,50.0. 
$ 3,344,280. 

$ 27,730.,235 
$ 31,593,455 

$126,852,0.00. 

$ 12,0.21,250. 
$ 5,577,860. 

$ .95,564,424 
$10.2,007,814 

$211,574,0.0.0. 
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III. CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL ISSUES OF PRETRIAL INTERVENTION 

A. The Decision to Divert 

1. The Discretionary Role of the Prosecutor in Determining 
Whether or Not to Prosecute 

It appears that tlie decision by the prosecutor to divert an individ
ual into a pretrial intervention program is encompassed within his 
traditional discretionary role of whether or not to prosecute an of
fender. The decision of the prosecutor to decide, as a matter of 
policy, whether to prosecute iG clearly recognized as a concomitant 
duty of his office. lo9 In making this decision the prosecutor is ac
corded wide discretion, and the exercise of this discretion is not 
subject to direct judicial review, except in instances of flagrant 
abuse.170 Although there are reasonably effective means to ensure 
that the prosecutor does not abuse his power by prosecuting upon 
less than sufficient evidence, there are in effect, no checks upon this 
discretionary judgment of whether or not to prosecute. 171 While the 
prosecutor is in theory responsible to the public, the electorate can
not effectively police prosecution policies. 172 Realistically, "[fJew 
subjects are less adapted to judicial review than the exercise by the 
Executive of his discretion in deciding when and whether to insti
tute criminal proceedings, or what precise charges shall be made, 
or whether to dismiss a proceeding once brought."173 

It may be argued that the decision to divert which is delegated 
to the prosecutor and/or the judiciary is inconsistent with the doc
trine of separation of powers, because the determination of diversion 
encroaches on the legislati.ve function of defining classes of offenders 
and the appropriate treatment or punishment to be meted out. IN 

This systematic program of pre-prosecutorial diversion of eligible 
offenders, however, if properly assessed, is not an expansion of the 
traditional discretionary prosecutorial decisions on whether to pro
secute, but rather promotes a more intelligent and efficient utiliza
tion of that discretiol1.175 The pretrial intervention program stan
dards enable the prosecutor to have more and better information 
about the suspected offender and thus replaces ad hoc, informal 
decisions with a regulated discretion which is exposed to public 
review. 176 

The traditional determination not to prosecute an offender and 
thus place no restraint upon his freedom may be regarded as being 
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analogous to a "probationary" program which withholds prosecu
tion, an ensuing trial and possible incarceration, on the condition 
that the Huncharged, untried, and unconvicted person submit to a 
correctional program."t77 Prosecutors have often exercised their dis
cretion not to charge by having the offender consent to entering the 
military service, complete his education, or seek rehabilitative 
counselling or mental treatment. Another basis for supporting the 
prosecutor's role in the decision to divert is the concept that an 
elected and responsible public officer is more capable of making 
impartial decisions concerning the advisability of charging and pro
secuting an offender than is an appointed official.178 Furthermore; 
numerous federal committees179 and the Community Supervision 
and Services Actl80 have given their imprimatur to the prosecutor's 
role in this decision to divert. 

Because one of the basic premises of a pretrial intervention pro
gram is to decrease the work-load of the courts, the decision to 
divert usually occurs prior to the institution of the criminal process. 
The discretionary decision of diversion thus lies solely within the 
purview of the duties of the prosecuting attorney. However, if di
version occurs after criminal proceedings have commenced (i.e., 
post indictment or arraignment) the role of the judiciary is invoked, 
and the discretionary decision of diversion cannot be made by the 
prosecutor alone. lSI The necessity of having the court take part in 
the diversion decision has quasi-probation elements because the 
participant in the program can have the charges brought against 
him dismissed if he successfully terminates his participation in the 
program. 182 Furthermore, because the process which leads to acquit
tal or dismissal of formal charges is one exercised by the judiciary,183 
if diversion is to occur after formal charges are filed, the determina
tion of an individual's ultimat~ disposition should be a judicial 
function. The perspective roles of the prosecutor and judiciary in the 
decision to divert after formal charges have been brought have not 
been resolved but it has been proposed that the best solution would 
be to implement the system now practiced in the District of Colum
bia Project Crossroads, wherein the prosecutor, with the aid of staff 
members, screens eligible applicants and presents hisrecommenda
tions to the Court, which if it deems proper, will order interven
tion.184 
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2. Should There Be Review of the Prosecutor's Decision to Grant 
Diversion or Not to Divert? 

As stated earlier the prosecutor has traditionally exercised wide 
discretion in deciding whether charges will be brought and unless 
the defendant can show that he has been the victim of discrimina
tory enforcement of the law, that is, if law enforcement officers have 
been guilty of unfair conduct by discriminatorily sing-ling out the 
defendant for prosecution without prosecuting others for similar 
violations> the decision to prosecute will not be reviewed. 185 Precon
viction procedures either as incidental to the defense of a criminal 
proceeding i.tself, or by way of independent proceedings seeking in
junctive relief, are designed to prevent a conviction because of the 
claimed allegation of unconstitutionally discriminatory enforce
ment of the law: 186 

If the court finds that there was an intentional and purposeful 
discrimination, then it should quash the prosecution, not be
cause the defendant is not guilty, but because the court as an 
agency of governmeiJ.t, should not lend itself to a prosecution 
whose maintenance would violate constitutional precepts. 187 

An analogy of the discretion to prosecute a defendant with the 
discretionary decision granting entrance into a pretrial intervention 
program cannot be made because the former decision usually will 
be contested by a defendant who alleges an unfair practice, whereas 
the concept of being diverted in a pretrial intervention program 
requires the COI.sent of the participant and thus no issue of an unfair 
application of the laws would be presimt. Furthermore, since 
pretrial intervention in lieu of prosecution, trial, and possible incar
ceration, is beneficial to the interests of the participant, it seems 
unlikely that in most instances any opposition to participation 
would be voiced. 

Although the decision to divert will not be l'eviewed, should the 
decision not to grant diversion also be precluded from review even 
though a potential participant has met all of the formal require
ments of the pretrial intervention program? Some guidance to an
swering this issue may be provided by a recent Missouri federal 
court decision. In United States v. Gillespie,188 a defendant acting 
pursuant to rights accorded her by 42 U.S.C. § 3412 (1973),189 estab
lished to the satisfaction of the United States Attorney that there 

-, , 
J/ 
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was reasonable cause to believe that she w~s a narcotic addict and 
a petition for a NARAI90 civil commitment was filed on her behalf 
by the United States Attorney. In spite of the defendant's commit
tal to the .care and custody (~ the Surgeon General for treatm:ent, 
an Assistant United States Attorney, other than the one handling 
the NARA proceeding, obtained an indictment against the defen
dant. The court after reviewing the legislative hearings which dem
onstrated that Congress gave carefuL:!md detctiled consideration to 
affording treatment, in lieu of prosecution, to a narcotic addict who 
was judicially determined to be likely to be rehabilitated, concluded 
that "Congress did not intend to vest discretion in the United States 
Attorney as to whether an eligible narcotic addict is to be afforded 
the benefit of treatment under The Narcotic Rehabilitation Act. "lDI 

(Emphasis added.) 

The issue of reviewing the decision not to grant diversion to a 
potential participant who has fulfilled all the formal ent:r.ance re
quirements may also be partiaily resolved by an analysis of the 
analogous area of granting parole,I92 In Scarpa v. United States 
Board ot Parole,193 a defendant who was denied parole instituted a 
claim for declaratory relief based on the internal procedures and 
practices of the Parole Board,194 which he asserted denied him due 
process of law. 195 The Court of Appenls for the Fifth Circuit dis
missed the defendant's constitutional argument concluding that a 
defendant is not entitled to the "full panoply of due process protec
tions. . . every time the government takes some action which con
fers a new status on the individual or denies a request for a different 
status."195 The court distinguished the discretionary granting ofpa
role from the revocl3"tion of one's conditional freedom, because the 
refusal to grant parole does not result in any deprivations to the 
criminal defendant. The majority opinion reiterated the view that 
"the granting of parole is not an adversary proceeding" and that 
"[d]ue process rights do not attach at such proceeding» and "[iln 
the absence of evidence of flagrant, unwarranted, or unauthorized 
action by the Board, it is not the function of the courts to review 
such proceedings."191 A dissenting opinion by Senior Circuit Judge 
Tuttle concluded that the distinction bet.ween a hearing to 1:.~voke 
parole and a hearing to grant parole is a valid one, but in and of 
itself is insufficient to condone a practice which holds that although 
the parole revocation hearing is subject to the due process require-
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ments enunciated in Morrissey v. Brewer,198 a parole hearing itself 
can be conducted in absolute disregard of all due process requil'e
ments."199 

The conclusion that the decision denying diversion does not 
require full procedural and substantive due process, may be prem
ised on the prosecutor's traditional discretionary role in charging 
and on the argument t!lat such protection would place an "undue 
burden" on the prosecutor and the pretrial program in general. This 
approach must be viewed in light of statistics which demonstrate 
the success of the pretrial diversion program and that the program 
does result in lower costs for the correctional and rehabilitation pro
cess. 200 It appears that a valid alternative to the exclusion of any 
judicial review of the decision not to divert, absent a flagrant abuse 
by the prosecutor, would be to have counsel for the pretrial program 
separate out frivolous claims by potential participants so that the 
courts would not be flooded by participants' petitions for review. 201 
Another viable suggestion may be to provide the potential partici
pant with a modified array of procedural and substantive rights that 
Morrissey v. Brewer202 held applicable to parole revocation hearings, 
retaining unreviewable discretion by the prosecutor and/or court, 
subject to the requirements that the decision not to divert be an 
informed one which can be substantiated. Thus, judicial review 
could. insure that at least the minimum due process requirements 
of Morrissey were also provided to the pretrial diversionary partici
pant. 

To hold that the decision determining whether to divert a partici
pp"nt must be one replete with the full panoply of due process rights 
is unn(~cessary, and might be destructive of the usefulness of diver
sion as being a means to bypass the judicial process. This may also 
undermine the experienced judgment of the prosecutor, and violate 
the constitutional separation of powers. However, a minimum of 
safeguards should still be required to protect the interests of the 
potential participant who has met all the entrance requirements for 
the pretrial intervention program and has been denied participa
tion. 
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B. May Participation in the Pretrial Intervention Program and 
Successful Adherence to its Requirements be Made a Condition of 

Release on Bail?203 

The purposes of bail have been stated to be the prevention of 
undue pre-conviction punishment and the insurance of the presence 
of the accused at a later appointed time.204 Georgia statutory provi
sions suggest a legislative policy favoring the release of defendants 
pending the judiciai determination of their guilt or innocence205 and 
it is clear that unnecessary pretrial detention produces 
unconscionable economic and psychological preparation: 

Deprivation of liberty pending trial is harsh and oppressive in 
that it subjects persons whose guilt have not yet been judicially 
established to economic and psychological hardships, inter
feres with their ability to defend themselves and, in many 
cases, deprives their families of support. Moreover, the main
tenance of jailed defendants and their families represents 
major public expense. 2QG 

Pursuant to Georgia statutory authority all offenses except cer
tain delineated felonies are bailable by the commitment court, and 
no person charged with a misdemeanor can be refused bail at any 
time, either before the commitment court, when indicted, after a 
motion for new trial is made, or while an appeal is pending.207 The 
Georgia policy favoring the granting of bail is further exemplified 
by a recent statute which provides that any individual who is denied 
bail pursuant to his arrest shall be entitled to have the charge or 
accusation heard by a grand jury within ninety days after the date 
of his confinement.20g Furthermore, if this hearing has not taken 
place within the ninety-day period of incarceration, "the accused 
shall have the bail set upon application to the court."209 

Although there are numerous means of granting pretrial release,210 
money bail is the most commonly used method in Georgia.2J1 This 
approach contrasts with the conclusions of various national propos
als212 and the Bail Reform Act ofi1966,213 which have determined that 
"[r]eliance on money bail shoh2d be reduced to minimal propor
tions" and that "[i]t should be required only in cases in which no 
other condition will reasonably ensure the defendant's appear
ance."214 Release on personal recognizance or on order to appear, 
rather than reliance on money bail, is proposed to be the rule, rather 
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than the exception for the various methods of pretrial release.215 
However, there is no presumption in Georgia in favor of release on 
personal recognizance, and consequently there are presently no for
mally adopted procedures in Georgia which are designed to increase 
the number of defendants released on either an order to appear, or 
on their own recognizance. 216 

The preference for pretrial freedom, as well as recent research 
indicating that release without bail may safely be increased, will not 
result in the perfunctory release of all defendants, but rather will 
require the State to show factors justifying the imposition of a de
fendant's conditional release.217 The National Advisory Commission 
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals concluded that extensive 
experimentation has shown that most defendants could be safely 
released on their own recognizance, 'and recommended that maxi
mum use be made of this method of pretrial release.218 Nevertheless, 
the Commission also recognized that such release may in certain 
circumstances be appropriate only when restrictions are placed on 
the defendant's actions, and endorsed the use of restrictions to in
sure the fulfillment of the released defendant's promise to reappear 
at a later time. 219 

Conditioning a defendant's pretrial release on his participation in 
a pretrial intervention program is dichotomous in two respects: 
First, as was noted previously, the use of monetary bail is the pre
dominant means of pretrial release in Georgia, so granting a 
conditional release on the defendant's own recognizance would not 
be frequently utilized in Georgia. Second, a participant in a pretrial 
intervention program will usually warrant being released on his own 
recognizance, thus precluding the necessity of bail or conditional 
release.22o The proscriptions of the constitutions ofthe United States 
and Georgia221 providing that "excessive bail shall not be required" 
dictate the need for an inquiry into the necessity of conditioning 
pretrial release on participation in a pretrial diversion program to 
determine whether such a condition is excessive.222 Thus the defen
dant whose pretrial release was conditioned on participation in a 
pretrial diversion program may successfully be able to challenge the 
condition as being excessive.223 

Participation in the pretrial intervention program is based upon 
the accused's voluntary consent and thus the decision that an indi-
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vidual's right to pretrial release is to be conditioned upon his partic
ipation in the program (where no consent is initially giv~n by the 
participant) must be formulated only after the commitm~mt or su
perior court judge has taken into account the following varying fac
tors concerning the defendant: 

i) the length of his tesidence in the community; 
ii) his employment status and history and his fimmcial con
dition; 
iii) his family ties and relationships; 
iv) his reputation, character and mental condition; 
v) his prior criminal record, including any record of prior 
release on recognizance or on bail; 
vi) the identity of responsible members of the community 
who would vouch for the defendant's reliability; 
vii) the nature of the offense presently charged and the ap
parent probability of conviction and the likely sentence, inso
far as these factors are relevant to the risk of nonappearance 
and 
viii) any other factors indicating the defendant's ties to the 
community or bearing 011 the risk of willful failure to appear.224 

Because the purpose of conditional release is to insure the defen
dant'e. future appearance, the finding tllat such release is warranted 
dictates that the judicial officer impose the least restrictive condi
tion reasonably likely to assure the defendant's appearance in court. 
If a defendant is to be released on his own recognizance, conditioned 
on his participation in a pret):ial program, the condition should only 
be imposed after the follo\"dng alternative conditions have been 
deemed inadequate: 

i) release the defendant into the care of some quaHfl,e<;l, person. 
or i,)~~::anization responsible for supervising the defeilihmt and 
assisting him in appearing in court, 
ii) place the defendant under the supervision of a probation 
officer or other appropriate public official 
iii) impose reasonable restrictions on the defendant's activi
ties, movements, associations, etc., or 
iv) release the defendant during working hours requiring him 
to return to custody at specified times.225 

Assuming that conditional release based upon participation in a 
pretrial intervention program is found to be necessary, a defendant 
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who has not successfully met the conditions of this release will war
rant renewed pretrial incarceration only if it can be shown that no 
other method can be utilized to assure his presence at a later date. 
Incarceration may be warranted when participation is terminated 
because of the participant's failure to appear for program activities 
or commission of a serious or violent crime, because such conduct 
indi;::a~{is whether there is a risk that the participant will fail to 
appear for prosecution.226 However, because the particiPl;lnt in a 
pretrial intervention program would. be of minimal risk in failing to 
appear and would not be a threat to the community's safety, it 
appears likely that pretrial detention would not usually be required. 
In most instances following violations of a conditional release prem
ised on participation in a pretrial intervention program, if~'elease 
on the defendant's own recognizance or on an order to appeal' were 
not employed, some form of bail, either a money bond or secured 
appearance bond, should be provided.227 

C. The Constitutionality of Requiring a Participant in a Pretrial 
Intervention Program to Plead Guilty 

The existing Atlanta Pre-Trial Intervention Program, as is typical 
of most programs, does not require a guilty plea as a condition for 
entrance into the program.22& Although the legitimacy ofthrt practice 
of plea-bargaining has been recognized, and has even received the 
imprimatur of the Supreme Court as being an essential and desira
ble component of the administration of criminal justice, when pro
perly conducted,229 it is the conclusion of this study that a require
ment of entering a plea of guilty should not be imposed on the 
participant; or alternatively, if a guilty plea is required as a condi
tion of participation in the pretrial diversion program, its effect, 
should be expunged and should not be used against an unsuccPlilsful 
participant in a later prosecution. 

1. Procedure of Entering Guilty Plea in Georgia 

Pursuant to Georgia statutory authority, upon arraignment a de~ 
fendant is required to plead guilty or not guilty to the offense 
charged in the indictment.23o A plea of nolo contendere may also be 
entered in any case other than a capital felony once the judge has 
consented and given his approva1.231 Furthermore, Ga. Code Ann. § 
27-2528 (1974) authorizes that: 



Any person who has been indicted for an offense punishable by 
death may enter a plea of guilty at any time after his indict
ment, and the judge of the superior court having jurisdiction 
may, in his discretion, during term time or vacation, sentence 
such person to life imprisonment, or to any punishment au
thorized by law for the offense named in the indictment. . . . 
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In exercising discretion to determine the sentence, the judge 
should consider whether 1) the defendant's plea has aided in the 
prompt application of the correctional process; 2) the defendant has 
acknowledged hi~ guilt and shown a willingness to assume mQral 
responsibility for his actions; 3) the defendant has relieved the 
state of the necessity of trial, thereby avoiding delay in the disposi
tion of other cases and increasing the probability of prompt appli
cation of the judicial and correctional processes to other offenders; 
4) the concessions reached in the plea bargaining Iiti€ty provide for 
alternative correctional measures better adapted to achieving the 
purposes of correctional treatment.2&~ 

It may be posited that the requirement that a participant in a 
pretrial intervention program plead guilty to the alleged offense is 
not too harsh a condition in exchange for foregoing criminal charges 
and prosecution. However, while the defendant who pleads guilty 
after indictment is usually not required to undergo any further cus
todial supervision, the participant in pretrial intervention programs 
must successfully complete the requirements of the program to pre
clude further prosecution. Consequently, if the participant's termi
nation from the program is not successful and prosecution is re
sumed, the plea of guilty, if it is deemed to be a requisite to partici
pation in a pretria.l intervention program, should not be received 
against the defendant in any future criminal proceedings. 233 

2. Determination of the Voluntariness of the Plea 

The participant's plea of guilty is more than a confession a.dmit
ting guilt, in effect "it is itself a conviction; nothing remains but to 
give judgment and determine punishment."234 The defendant who 
pleads guilty concurrently waives several constitutional rights, in
cluding his privilege against self-incrimination;235 his right to trial 
by jury;236 and his right to confrontation of witnesses.237 If the plea 
is to be used against the defendant as a confession of his guilt, the 
Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires that 
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this plea be an intentional relinquishment or abandonment of the 
defendant's above delineated rights.238 When the participant's 

guilty plea is not equally voluntary and knowing, it has been 
obtained in violation of due process and is therefore void. 
Moreover, because a guilty plea is an admission of all the 
elements of a formal criminal charge, it cannot be truly volun-
tary unless the defendant pOl'sesses an understanding of the 
law in relation to the facts. 239 

If the guilty plea may be used in a future prosecution against an 
unsuccessful participant, he must be fully apprised of this potential 
and that the resulting conviction will be determined without a trial 
of his guilt or innocence. 

The three rights which are foregone upon a plea of guilty cannot 
be presumed waived from a silent record.240 In Carnley v. Coch
. ran, 241 concerning waiver of the right to counsel, the Supreme Court 
held that 

J?resuming waiver from a silent record is impermissible. The 
record must show, or there must be an allegation and evidence 
which show, that an accused was offered counsel but intelli
gently and understandingly rejected the offer. Anything less is 
not waiver.242 

The Georgia Supreme Court has held that a state trial judge has the 
duty "in canvassing the matter with the accused to make sure he 
has a full understanding of what the plea connotes and of its conse
quences."243 Although Georgia courts have not specifically required 
that all warnings delineated in the Federal Rules of Criminal Proce
dure and the American Bar Association's Minimum Standards Re
lating to Guilty Pleas244 be given by the trial judge, they have re
quired that: the plea be made knowingly and intell.igently;245 the 
plea be received by the courts with caution and care;246 the judge 
admonish the defendant of the consequences of entry of the plea;247 
the defendant be apprised of the nature of the offense charged;248 the 
trial judge make an adequate record affirmatively showing that the 
plea was intelligently and voluntarily entered; and the basis for 
acceptance of the plea appear in the record.249 

In addition to the requirement that a guilty plea be intentional, 
voluntary and intelligent, the court must be convinced that the plea 
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was not induced by threat, coercion, or improper promise of immun
ity.25o The voluntariness of the participant's guilty plE:)a should be 
suspect because the potential participant is aware of the possibility 
of foregoing criminal prosecution if he pleads guilty and the denial 
of diverskm if he elects to exercise his privileges to be free from self
incrimination and to be tried by a jury. Recent cases have shown 
concern over a state procedure that discourages the exercise of a 
constitutional right by placing a premium on the waiver of that 
right.25L These decisions are an outgrowth of the doctrine of 
unconstitutional conditions which has been regarded as a sareguard 
to prevent a state or federal government from offering a benefit or 
privilege on conditions requiring the recipient to relinquish his con
stitutjonal rights in some manner.252 

'rhis "chilling efi'ect"253 on the participant's exercise. of his consti
tutional rights should not be held permissible merely because of 
past Supreme Court decisions which have recognized the constitu
tionality of plea bargaining. In Brady v. United States/54 a defen
dant who was indicted under the Federal Kidnapping Act255 pled 
guilty to avoid the possible imposition of the death penalty. Pur
suant to the Act, the death penalty could be imposed only "if the 
verdict of the jury shall so recommend," and the death penalty 
could not have been meted out upon a plea of guilty or jury-waived 
convictions. The Supreme Court, however, refused to conclude that 
the plea entered into by Brady was unconstitutional, notwithstand
ing the defendant's claim that the effect of the Federal Kidnapping 
Act was to dissuade him from exercising his constitutional dghts to 
be tried by a jury and to plead not guilty.256 Similarly, in North 
Carolinrz v. Alford257 and Parker v. North Carolina,258 t:he Court up-
held the voluntariness of guilty pleas that were entered to avoid the f: •. ~ 
possibility of the death penalty. The otherwise valid pleas were not 
involuntary even though they may have been induced by a "legisla-
tive imposition of a markedly more severe penalty if a defendant 
asserts his right to a jury trial and a concomitant legislative promise 
of leniency if he pleads guilty. "259 

Although Brady, Alford and Parker would seem to uphold the 
constitutionality of requiring a guilty plea as a condition precedent 
to entrance into a diversion program, an important distinction be
tween these cases and the guilty plea requirement of the participant 
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may be that in the former instances the defendants all pled guilty 
in order to obtain a lesser term of imprisonment; whereas the partic
ipant's plea of guilty is entered to obtain an alternative to incarcera
tion. The enticement provided by this potential freedom from prose
cution and ensuing incarceration in exchange for a plea of guilty 
could be deemed more coercive than offering a defendant the oppor
tunity to plead guilty to secure a lesser period of incarceration than 
would have been imposed had he chosen not to plead guilty: 

Theoretically, at least, the possibility of avoiding criminal 
prosecution altogether presents a much greater degree of com
pulsion or inducement than does the choices between the 
courses of prosecution,. . . {and) may be of enough impact to 
bring the ple.a requirement of a Pretrial Intervention program 
without the application of Brady and North Carolina v. 
Alford.260 

3. The Requirement of a Guilty Plea Is Not Compelling State 
Interest 

In Miranda v. Arizona,261 the Supreme Court explicitly recognized 
the existence of the fundamental right to be free from self
incrimination. Thus the exercise of the right not to plead guilty 
cannot be interfered with by a state policy unless such interference 
promotes a "compelling" state interest and its conditional exercise 
is the least restrictive procedure available to promote the state's 
interest.262 It may be argued that a legitimate state interest is ad
vanced by requiring a plea of guilty to be entered by the participant 
because the plea is an effective element ofrehabilitation,253 a means 
of preserving effective prosecution by minimizing the failure of a 
future trial because of the unavailability of witnesses or the dulling 
of testimony due to the passage of time;284 and serves both the inter
ests of the state and of the individual defendant.265 

However, even if these interests are deemed to be compelling, 
thus warranting that participation in a pretrial diversion program 
be conditioned on a guilty plea, it must still be shown that the 
requirement of the guilty plea is the least oppressive method avail
able to the state to serve its interests. Other alternatives have been 
suggested by the National Pretrial Intervention Center: 

1) A deferred plea l where at the time of diversion, the entry of 
a plea is continued to after the defendant's term in the pro-



gram, at which time a plea will be entered oniy if the defen
dant is unsuccessfulj268 2} a conditional plea of guilty, where 
the defendant enters a plea of guilty but may withdraw if he 
is unsuccessful in the programj ... 3) requiring a potential 
participant to list his defenses and witnesses, which may not 
be deviated from in the event prosecution is resumed; 4) stipu
lated testimony prior to diversion or 5) an informal and extra 
court acknowledgment of responsibility for the offense (a 
"moral plea of guilty" or assumption of responsibility}.287 
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It appears that these alternatives would protect the state's interests 
as well as enable the defendant not to forego his priyilege against 
self-incrimination, without incurring the legal issues involved with 
the requirement of a guilty plea. ' 

D. Can a Participant in the Pretrial Intervention Program. Suc
cessfully Claim. a Denial of his Right to a Speedy Trial? 

The right to a speedy trial is a fundamental constitutional right, 
guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment ofthe United States Constitu
tion,288 and held applicable to the states through the Foutteenth 
Amendment.269 The Constitution of the State of Georgia,270 as well 
as those of 47 other states also expressly guarantees this right.271 The 
guarantee of a speedy trial is intended as "an important safeguard 
to prevent undue and oppressive incarceration prior to trial, to mini
mize anxiety and concern accompanying public accusation and to 
limit the possibilities that long delay will impair the ability of an 
accused to defend himself."272 The evils at which the guarantee 
of a speedy trial are directed are readily identifiable: it protects 
the incarcerated accused agah'lst prolonged imprisonment;273 it 
minimizes the anxiety and concern accompanying public accusation 
of crime;274 it minimizes lengthy prosecution which may subject the 
accused to "public scorn and deprive him of employment, and al
most certainly will force curtailment of his speech, associations and 
participation in unpopular causes;"275 it also protects the accused, 
who is either incarcerated or out on bail, by mitigating the detri
mental effects of the passage of tin;.'e which may result in the reduc-,,1 

tion of his ability and capacity to respond adequately to the prose-
cution's charges.276 Unlike other constitutional rights, deprivation of 
the right to speedy trial may also affect societal interests such as the 
effective prosecution. of criminal cases (thus precluding its restraint 
upon the guilty and a deterrence to those contemplating criminal 
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acts); create a reduction in the government's capacity to prove its 
case; and prevent the advancement of a policy of deterrence which 
will be undermined by a greater length of time between the commis
sion of an offense and the conviction of an offender. 277 

The right to a speedy trial attaches after an individual has been 
"accused" of a crime.278 In United States v. Marion,279 the Supreme 
Court held that "it is either a formal indictment or information or 
else the actual restraints imposed by arrest and holding to answer 
a criminal charge that engage the particular protections of the 
speedy trial provisions of the Sixth Amendment"280 (emphasis 
added). The Court's recognition that an arrested individual has a 
right to a speedy trial is of importance to the diversion program 
because the Atlanta Pretrial Intervention Program, as well as many 
other diversion programs throughout the country, selects its partici
pants after an arrest has been made, but prior to the bringing of any 
formal charges. 

Because the guarantee of speedy trial takes effect pursuant to an 
arrest, an accused is required to waive his right to a speedy trial in 
order to participate in a pretrial intervention program.281 This 
waiver can be effectuated either expressly by having the participant 
understandingly sign a written waiver,282 or impliedly by the indi
vidual's voluntary participation in the program.283 It would be in
consistent for a participant to either expressly or impliedly waive his 
right to a speedy trial by agreeing to participate in the pretrial 
program, thus making the need for trial of the successful participant 
unnecessary, while on the other hand, object to the denial of his 
right to be tried.284 . 

To insure that the participant's waiver is an "intentional relin
quishment or abandonment of a known right or privilege, "285 the 
participant in the pretrial program should have assistance of coun
sel. 286 In Kirby v. Illinois,287 where a recently arrested defendant was 
identified at the police station without the benefit of counsel by the 
victim of robbery, the Supreme Court held that the right to counsel 
attaches only at or after adversary judicial proceedings have com
menced against the defendant, through "formal charge, prelimi
nary hearing, indictment, information, or arraignment,"288 and an 
arrest was considered to be "nothing more than part of a 'routine 
police investigation,' and thus not the starting point of our whole 
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system of adversary criminal justice."289 Thus in those programs 
where diversion occurs after formal charges have been initiated, 
the participant has an absolute right to counsel to assist him in his 
waiver of his right to speedy trial; whereas the participant who has 
only been arrested and not formally charged is not expressly given 
the right of assistance of counsel. 

The argument may be posited, however, that while Kirby dealt 
with a pre-indictment line-up which was not considered to be a 
"critical stage" in the criminal prosecution necessitating assistance 
of counsel,290 the diversion program may be the most determinative 
phase in the judicial processing of an accused's case.291 The 8.ccused 
has a substantial interest in his decision to participate in the 
pretrial program because of his realization that successful comple
tion of the diversion program may result in dismissal, of all charges 
against him. This "enticement" to participate should be viewed 
together with the participant's election to forego trial by jury and 
proof of his guilt in exchange for some supervisory control by the 
pretrial project.292 It thus may be successfully argued that such deci
sion, unlike pre-indictment identification, is a critical stage in the 
criminal process warranting assistance of counse1.293 

Although the state may not be constitutionally required to pro
vide counsel to assist the participant who has not been formally 
charged in his decision to participate in an intervention program 
and in the waiver of his rights, it would not be burdensome to 
provide assista.L1ce of counsel at the time of the participant's refer
ral. Regardless of whether counsel is provided to insure that the 
waiver of speedy trial was voluntarily, knowingly, and int~lligently 
made,204 the participant should be informed of all the effecis of his 
waiver. This should include an explanation of 1) the extent of the 
program and its consequences in terms of the possible loss of wi~
nesses and evidence, and the fading of the memory of the partici
pant and witnesses, 2) that an extension period may be granted if 
the participant's progress is not deemed successful, 3) that a suc
cessful termination from the program does not guarantee the dis
missal of charges by the prosecutor, 4) that upon unsuccessful ter
mination prosecution will be resumed.295 The presence of counsel 
would protect the interests of the state against a subsequent claim 
by a participant that his constitutional rights were violated, and 
could assess any potential prejudicial effects (if any) on the partici-
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pant which may have resulted from his voluntary participation in 
the pretrial program.296 

Besides the requirement of a waiver of speedy trial, the state is 
also protected against a participant's claim of denial of a speedy 
trial because the delay in being tried was not "a deliberate attempt 
by the government to use delay to harm the accused, or governmen
tal delay that is 'purposeful or oppressive'. . . ."297 The crucial 
question in determining the legitimacy of governmental delay is 
whether it was necessary. To determine the necessity for govern
mental delay, the reasons for such delay must be considered, and 
since the participant has voluntarily agreed to a temporary halt in 
the judicial process of his offense, his claim for denial of speedy trial 
could not be successfully maintained. 

Although the express or implied waiver of speedy trial will enable 
the prosecution to overcome a participant's claim of a denial of 
speedy trial, the statute of limitations of prosecutions explicitly 
provides that prosecution for a crime must be brought within a 
specified period oftime following the commission of the crime.29B It 
seems highly improbable that participation in the pretrial program 
would extend beyond the statutory period of limitations; however, 
it is theoretically conceivable that the period may run out where the 
pretrial program is extended beyond the required initial period.299 

To insure that the interests of the state in continuing its prosecution 
against the unsuccessful participant are protected, the participant 
should also be required to intelligently, knowingly and understand
ingly waive or toll the statute of limitations of prosecution during 
his participation in the pretrial intervention program.3DO 

E. Should the Participant in a Pretrial Intervention Program Be 
Afforded a Hearing Upon Termination From the Program Because 

of His Unsuccessful Participation? 

1. Analogy to Termination of Parole or Probation 

The determination of whether a hearing is required prior to the 
termination of an individual's unsuccessful participation in a 
pretrial intervention-program can best be analyzed by reviewing the 
doctrines of the revocation of parole or probation. Although the 
Supreme Court has broadly defined the rights of the criminal defen
dant before, during and after his conviction,301 the Court has not 
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completely defined the rights of the defendant who has either been 
released prior to the completion of his maximum sentence or has 
had the execution of his sentence suspended.302 However, recent 
Supreme Court decisions recognizing the existence of cr nstitutional 
rights in both the revocation of parole and probation may be appli~ 
cable to the termination of the participant in a pretrial intervention 
program.303 The loss of diversionary status, like the revocation of a 
defendant's parolee or probation status, is attended by the sanction 
of incarceration, possible conviction if prosecution is resumed, and 
a potentially detrimental effect on the p81;ticipant's record and 
pretrial sentence report.304 

Historically the courts have denied the parolp-e or probationer full 
due process rights in the revocation of either status,305 utilizing nu
merous theories to support this approach: parole or probation revo
cation is an administrative hearing and not a criminal prosecution 
subject to procedural guarantees;306 the state acts in role of parens 
patriae to both the probationer and parolee and thus its wide discre
tion in regard to each case should not be constrained by strict proce
dural rules;307 the effect of parole or probation is that the defendant 
bargains for his conditional freedom and thus consents to a waiver 
of his procedural rights;308 the parolee remains in legal custody of the 
parole board until expiration of the maximum sentence, and is sub
ject to summary prison discipline upon a violation of the terms of 
his parole.aoD 

The most significant consequence of this attitude of'"parole or 
probation was that the determination of revocation was within the 
discretion of the Parole Board or probation officer respectively, and 
such action was not held subject to judicial review.310 Beo.ause of the 
view that the parolee or probationer had already lost his personal 
freedom pursuant to a criminal trial where he was afforded the full 
panoply of procedural protections, many courts thus determined 
that the defendant was not entitled to further protection.311 Further
more, the Supreme Court in Escoe v. Zerbst,312 articulated in dic
tum that probation was a privilege granted by the state and that 
all forms of early release and revocation hearings supported no right 
of due process since these were matters of legislative grace.Sla This 
distinction of "right-privilege," posited by Justice Cardozo's dictum 
in Escoe, has been interpreted as- meaning that a prisonel' has no 
vested "right" to have his incarceration fixed at a term of y~ars less 
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than the legally maximum sentence: m.any courts concluded that 
they were precluded from reviewing the revocation of parole or pro
bation, especially in light of the lack of a defendant's constitutional 
right to early release.314 Similarly, it can be argued that an accused 
does not have a fundamental right to participate in a pretrial inter
vention program and thus the decision to terminate his participa
tion would generally not be subject to review under the Escoe doc
trine. Thus by continuing the dichotomy of right-privilege in regard 
to participation in a pretrial intervention program, the courts could 
view this alternative to prosecution as not being within the purview 
of constitutional protection and utilize this distinction to defeat a 
participant's claim for judicial review and procedural due process. 
Notwithstanding the theory that parole or probation (or participa
tion in a pretrial intervention program) is granted as a privilege and 
not as a matter of right, and that an order of revocation of parole 
and probation is not an appealable order,315 this does not preclude 
reviewability of revocation decisions where a manifest abuse of dis
cretion could be shownj316 when the circumstances of the case evince 
an arbitrary or capricious action;317 or under "exceptional circum
stances. "318 

In two Supreme Court decisions, unrelated to the revocation of 
either parole or probation, the concept of due process requirements 
being couched as a privilege or right became less meaningfu1.319 In 
Goldberg v. Kelly,320 a decision concerned with the termination of 
welfare benefits, the Court in recognizing the difficulties created by 
the right-privilege dichotomy, rejected the argument that welfare 
stipends are benefits or privileges to which a recipient has no vested 
right, and thus could be terminated at will. 321 The Court held that 
welfare benefits were a matter of statutory authorization for those 
individuals qualified to receive them, and procedural due process 
warranted the necessity of a pre-termination hearing, wherein the 
recipient must be provided with timely and adequate notice detail
ing the reasons for termination, and an effective opportunity to 
confront adverse witnesses by presenting his own arguments and 
evidence.322 The opportunity to be heard must comply with the ca
pacities of the individual, ;)23 who must be allowed to retain an attor
ney if he so desires, and the decision at the hearing must be formu
lated solely on the evidence adduced at the hearing.324 In language 
which is of importance in the analysis of whether the pretrial inter-
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vention program participant is entitled to have a termination hear~ 
ing, the Court concluded: 

The constitutional challenge cannot be answered by an argu
ment that public assistance benefits are "a 'privilege' and not 
a 'right' .... " The extent to which procedural due process 
must be afforded the recipient is influenced by the extent to 
which he may be "condemned to suffer grievous loss," and 
depends upon whether the recipient's interest in avoiding that 
loss outweighs the governmental interest in summary adjudi-, 
cation ... " [C]onsideration of what procedures due process 
may require under any given set of circumstances must begin 
with a determination of the precise nature of the government 
function involved as well as of the private interest that has 
been affected by governmental action. "325 

(Citations omitted). Following Goldberg, the Court in Graham v. 
Richardson,326 proclaimed the demise of the right-privilege distinc
tion, holding that "this Court now has rejected the concept that 
constitutional rights turn upon whether a government benefit is 
characterized as a 'right' or as a 'privilege.' "327 

Goldberg and Graham have thus indicated that the classification 
of a legislative act 88 either a right or privilege is of little conse
quence for the determination of whether the constitutional precepts 
of due process are applicable when the government seeks to with
draw a benefit from an individua1.328 In a particular case, the extent 
to which the substantive and procedural due process gua,rantees of 
the Fourteenth Amendment must be afforded an individuaJ to 
whom governmental termination of a benefit is sought would in
volve an in~depth examination of the deprivation claimed to be 
suffered by the individual, the determination of whether such depri~ 
vation amounts to a "grievous loss" for which procedural fairness is 
warranted,320 and a determination that the individual's interest in 
"avoiding that loss outweighs the governmental interest in sum
mary adjudication."33o In delineating a number of factors to be con
sidered in this determination, Justice Frankfurter concluded: 

. . . H[D]ue process" cannot be imprisoned within the treach
erous limits of any formula .... The precise nature of the in
terest that has been adversely affected, the manner in which 
this was done, the reasons for doing it, the available alterna
tives to the procedure that was followed, the protection im-
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plicit in the office of the functionary whose conduct is chal
lenged, the balance of hurt complained of and good accom
plished-these are some of the considerations that must enter 
into the judicial judgment.33t 

The participant in a pretrial intervention program is apprised of 
the fact of the eventual dismissal of charges upon his successful 
termination. However, if declared to be unsuccessful, the risk of 
conviction, incarceration, and an unfavorable pre'-sentence report, 
can all accompany the decision of the participant's termination 
from the program.332 Like the welfare recipient in Goldberg, the 
participant in a pretrial intervention program has a substantial in
terest which would be adversely affected by termination.333 It is thus 
suggested that the efficacy of the continued success of the diversion 
program requires that the participant be afforded minimum due 
process considerations to guard against an unwarranted termination 
of his pretrial diversionary participant status.334 Following the dic
tates of past Supreme Court decisions in the area of administrative 
hearings, it appears that the participant's interest in maintaining 
his diversionary status is not outweighed by a governmental interest 
in a summary adjudication of his termination, and thus the state, 
after it has given its imprimatur to this alternative to prosecution, 
should be precluded from arbitrarily and summarily revoking a di
versionary status without meeting the requisites of due process.335 

2" Requirement of a Revocation Hearing for the Termination of 
Parole or Probation 

A major breakthrough in the grace or privilege concept of parole 
or probation was the Second Circuit decision of United States ex. 
rel. Bey u. Connecticut State Board of Parole,336 wherein the court 
found that because parole revocation would have a serious detri
mental effect on a prisoner's record, the precepts of due process 
dictated that the parolee be afforded legal assistance at his revoca
tion hearing.337 In Morrissey u. Brewer,338 the Supreme Court dealt 
with the issue of whether Fourteenth Amendment due process re
quires that a state afford an individual some opportunit.y to be 
heard prior to revoking parole. The Court accepted the Goldberg
Graham treatment of the right-privilege distinction and concluded 
that a parolee was entitled to protection afforded by a minimum of 
standards derived from constitutional due process.339 
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The Court correctly concluded that due process should apply to 
parole revocation because the parolee would suffer "grievous loss," 
and to determine the extent of the required due process the Court 
defined and examined the interests of both the parolee and the 
state.340 The parolee's liberty was found to enable him to be em
ployed and "free to be with family and friends and to form the other 
enduring attachments of normallife."341 Thus "his condition is very 
different from that of confinement in a prison. . . . The parolee has 
relied on at least an implicit promise that parole will be revoked 
only if he fails to live up to the parole conditions."342 Although the 
liberty of the parolee is conditioned and indeterminate and the state 
had a valid interest in restricting his liberty, the state had no inter
est or justification in summarily revoking parole without affording 
the parolee "some orderly process, however informal."343 

The Court dismissed the argument that since revocation is se 
totally a discretionary matter a hearing would thus be an adminis
trative burden.a.14 The hearing which was required by the Court was 
comprised of two stages: the first being a minimal retrospective 
factfinding conducted at or reasonably near the place of the alleged 
parole violation or arrest, and the second being a discretionary deci
sion on revocation.345 The function of the first hearing would be the 
determination by someone not directly involved in the parolee's case 
that there was "probable cause or reasonable ground to believe that 
the arrested parolee has committed acts that would constitute a 
violation of parole conditions. "346 

The Court stressed the importance of having a decisionmaker who 
would not lack complete objectivity in this determination of proba
ble cause. Because the granting and revocation of parole are admin
istrative proceedings, wide discretion was permissible in the desig
nation of the hearing officer, the Court not requiring that the hear
ing be conducted by a judicial officer.347 The hearing officer had the 
duty of summarizing what had occurred at the hearing and he 
« (. • .should state the reasons for his determination and indicate 
the evidence he relied on. . .' but this is not a final determination 
calling for 'formal findings of fact and conclusions of law.' "348 

Although the preliminary factfinding hearing was deemed to be 
informal, the Court required that the parolee be given notice deline
ating the alleged parole violation and a hearing to determine 
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whether there is probable cause to support the purported viola
tions.349 Procedurally, at the hearing the parolee had the right to' 
appear and speak in his own behalf; present documentary evidence 
or individuals who could provide relevant informati.on; and could 
question an adverse witness (if the hearing officer determined that 
the safety of the informant would not be subjected to harm if the 
parolee was apprised of his identity).35o After thi.s procedure, the 
parolee must then be given the opportunity to insist on a final 
revocation hearing to determine by more than probable cause 
whether the alleged violation occurred and to provide a final evalua
tion of whether revocation was warranted.s5! 

Unlike the parolee or probationer who has had his status jeopard
ized, the cause for the possible termination of participation in a 
pretrial intervention program would (generally) not be accompanied 
by the participant's immediate inc&rceration.352 Thus it appears 
that the constitutional requisites of due process which should be 
afforded the participant on the determination of his termination 
from the diversion program can be adequately fulfilled in the 
second-stage of the Morrissey hearing requirement.353 

The revocation hearing must present the parolee/participant with 
the opportunity to show, if it is possible, that he did not commit the 
alleged violations, or, if he did, that mitigating circumstances pre
clude the necessity of revocation.354 Although Georgia and the ma
jority of states have codified a procedure for parole and probation 
revocation hearings,355 the Court in Morrissey correctly determined 
that to establish such procedures is within the purview of the 
responsibility of the individual state. The Court, however, did pro
vide for the minimum requirements of the revocation hearing: 

(a) written notice of the claimed violations of parole;356 
(b) disclosure to the parolee of evidence against him; 
(c) opportunity to be heard in person and to present wit
nesses and documentary evidence;357 (d) the right to confront 
and cross-examine adverse witnesses (unless the hearing offi
cer specifically finds good cause for not allowing confronta
tion); (e) a "neutral and detached" hearing body such as a 
traditional parole board, members of which need not be judi
cial officers or lawyers; and (f) a written statement by the 
factfinders as to the evidence relied on and reasons for revoking 
parole.35s 
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If the decision to divert is made by the court then it should also 
be the decisionmaker at the hearing on termination from the 
pretrial intervention program. However, where the discretion of 
granting diversion is vested in the prosecutor, a conflict with the 
Morrissey requirement of a "neutral" hearing may be created. Be
cause the prosecutor and/or the staff of the diversion program have 
usually been responsible for preparing the evidentiary facts upon 
which the decision for termination win be premised, as well as being 
the body to apply for termination, it is questionable whether their 
"neutrality" can reasonably be assured.359 The efficacy ofthis hear
ing is contingent on having an impartial decisionmaker,360 but the 
prosecutor's or staff member's prior involvement in some aspect of 
the participant's case will not necessarily bar them from acting as 
the de cisionmaker, provided that they have not participated in 
making the determination under review.301 The Supreme Court's 
reiteration of the minimum due process elements of due process 
articulated in Morrissey may be construed as providing its imprima
tur on the minimum standards of due process applicable to similar 
nonjudicial administrative situations. 362 It appears that the 
Morrissey standards can be easily implemented in the decision to 
terminate participation in a pretrial intervention program.363 If par
ticipation in the program is terminated, the time spent by the ac
cused in the pretrial intervention program does not have to be cred
ited toward any sentence which may be meted out following contin
ued prosecution.364 

3. Is There a Right to Counsel at the Termination Hearing for a 
Pretrial Intervention Program Participant? 

Whether the participant in a pretrial intervention program has 
the right to be represented by counsel at the termination hearing 
can also be attempted to be answered by a review of the case law 
on the constitutional necessity of requiring assistance of counsel in 
the analogous parole and probation revocation hearings. In 
Morrissey, the Supreme Court specifically stated that it did not 
reach or decide the issue of whether a parolee (and consequently a 
probationer) was entitled to retained or appointed counsel at the 
revocation hearing,365 even though it had decided in Goldberg that 
the welfare recipient who was subject to the termination of his wel
fare benefits must be allowed to retain counse1.366 In Goldberg, the 
Court concluded that: 
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"The right to be heard would be, in many cases, of little 
avail if it did not comprehend the right to be heard by coun
seL" . . . We do not say that counsel must be provided at the 
pretermination hearipg, but only that the recipient must be 
allowed to retain an attorney if he so desires. Counsel can help 
delineate the issues, present the factual contentions in an or
derly manner, conduct cross-examination, and generally safe
guard the interests of the recipient. 'Ve do not anticipate that 
this assistance will unduly prolong or otherwise encumber the 
hearing.367 

The Court in Gagnon u. Scarpelli368 was presented with the issue 
of whether an indigent probationer or parolee has a constitutional 
right to be represented by appointed counsel at a revocation hear
ing.3GO The Court began its analysis by examining the relationship 
between the parolee or probationer and their supervising officer. 
Although both the supervisory officer and the defendant ha\-t'J the 
common purpose to keep the parolee or probationer from losing his 
conditional release, such benevolent attitude on behalf of the officer 
changes upon his decision to recommend prosecution, at which time 
"his role as counsellor to the probationer or parolee is then surely 
compromised."370 Because the parolee and probationer and the 
State thus have interests in common to assure the accuracy of the 
finding of fact and a valid exercise of the discretionary power of 
revocation, the Morrissey requirements were implemented to "serve 
as substantial protection'against ill-considered revocation."371 The 
effectiveness of these minimum requisites of due process, however, 
may in the factual circumstances of an individual case, depend on 
"the use of skills"372 not possessed by the parolee or probationer. 
Although the revocation hearing does not encompass technical 
procedural or evidentiary rules, counsel may be more effective and 
successful thlln the unskilled or uneducated parolee or probatJoner 
in presenting the facts and evidence of the case, as well as in the 
examining and cross-examining of witnesses.373 

The Court did not accept the contention that counsel must be 
provided in all parole or probation revocation cases: such a rule 
would in effect thwart the efficien.cy of the revocation process be
cause it would impose added costs and "alter significantly the na
ture of the proceeding."374 Rather than adopting a per se right to 
counsel in all revocation hearings, the Court decided upon a case
by-case approach,375 correctly concluding that the need for counsel 
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arises from the I(peculiarities of particular cases" and not from the 
constant attributes of the proceedings.376 Although the Court 
stressed that the decision of the necessity for counsel in an individ
ual case was entrusted to the discretionary determination of the 
state authority administering the supervision of parole and proba
tion, two pr":l.)umptive situations were posited as warranting the 
right to counsel: 

. . .[C]ounsel should be provided in cases where, after being 
informed of his right to request counsel, the probationer or 
parolee makes such a request, based on a timely and colorable 
claim (i) that he has not committed the alleged violation oftha 
conditions upon which he is at liberty; or (ii) that, even if the 
violation is a matter of public record or is uncontested, there 
are substantial reasons which justified OT mitigated the viola
tion and ma.ke revocation inappropriate, and that the reasons 
are complex or otherwise difficult to develop or present.377 

The Court thus implied that the parolee or probationer must be 
apprised of his right to request counsel, and expressly concluded 
that the refusal to grant counsel must be stated in the record of 
every case. 378 

Although the Georgia Supreme Court has decided in decisions 
prior to Gagnon that the failure to provide counsel at a revocation 
hearing is not violative of a defendant's right to counsel under either 
the Federal or State Constitutions,379 the interpretation, by Justice 
Gunter, of the Georgia statute on the revocation of probation would 
indicate that the benefit of counsel is to provided at such a hear
ing.380 Furthermore, in addition to the dictates of Gagnon, a partici
pant in a pretrial intervention program may have a right to counsel 
at a termination hearing because this proceeding can be regarded 
as occurring at a critical stage of the criminal proceeding when 
substantial rights of the accused may be affected: the traditional 
test fol' requiring the right to counsel. 381 The termination hearing 
will be a crucial factor in the participant's preservation of his status: 
resulting in a possible recordation of statements made by the partic
ipant to be used against him in a later prosecution (unless procedur
ally precluded by the program's operational procedures), 382 prohibit
ing the expungement of the accused's record of arrest and thus 
having further consequential effects on his future, as well as being 
attended by the possible sanction of imprisonment. The necessity 
for the right to counsel thus seems evident. 
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F. Confidentiality of Statements Made By The Participant to 
Counselor in a Pretrial Intervention Program 

It is advanced here that the communication between the coun
selor and participant in a pretrial intervention program should be 
privileged information and inadmissible as substantive evidence in 
any subsequent proceeding against the participant. Unlike the rules 
of exclusion which have as their common design the facilitation of 
fact gathering by guarding against the use of unreliable or prejudi
cial evidence,383 the sole purpose of privileged communication in 
evidentiary mat.ters is the protect.;.m of interests and relationships 
which are regarded as of sufficient social importance to justify the 
exclusion of relevent evidence.384 The encouragement of full and free 
disclosure between husband and wife, attorney and client, psychia
trist and patient, and similarly between counselor and the pretrial 
intervention participant, and the constitutional freedom from self
incrimination,385 are the justificationB lor sacrificing reliable evi
dence needed in the administration of justice.386 If the statements 
of the participant in the intervention program are considered to be 
privileged communication, the mechanism creating the project 
must so provide, because in Georgia there is no privilege between 
counselor and client; probation officer and probationer, parole offi
cer and parolee (if an analogy can be made between probation or 
parole and pretrial intervention); or social worker and client.387 

Unless the statements made by the participant are privileged 
communication, the pretrial intervention staff "may be compelled 
to disclose information confided to them by the participant which 
related to the commission of a crime or similar matters of prosecu
torial interest."388 The efficacy of a pretrial intervention program 
would seem to depend on the participant's assurance of the confi
dentiality of his communications with the program staff. 
"[H]onest and fully-disclosed communication is a pivotal factor in 
understanding and administering to the rehabilitative needs of 'of
fenders.' "3P~ With the fear that any statements made by him may 
be used against him in a future prosecution, the participant in a 
pretrial intervention program may not converse with a counselor as 
candidly as he would under the protection of a privileged communi
cation.eDo 

One justification for the privileged natme of such communication 
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would be an analogy to Ga. Code Ann. § 38-418(5) (1974) which 
provides that communication between psychiatrist and patient is 
privileged. Although Georgia does not have a privilege for communi
cation between doctor and patient, it has provided for the exclusion 
of communication between a certified or licensed psychiatrist a.nd 
patient because of the special therapeutic need for assurance to the 
patient of protection against future disclosure.a91 Before the 
psychiatrist-patient communications privilege may be invoked, 
however, the requisite relationship of psychiatrist and patient must 
have existed to the extent that treatment was given or contem
plated.392 Although the participant in the pretrial intervention pro
gram does not undergo "psychiatric" treatment per se, it is con
tended that the psychological services, corrective and preventive 
guidance, training and counseling, which are .afforded to the partici
pant, are sufficiently similar to treatment intended to be within the 
purview of the psychiatrist-patient privilege. 

In addition to the assertion of a privilege analogous to the psychi
atrist and patient relationship, the protections afforded by the Fifth 
Amendment privilege against self-incrimination393 may be invoked 
to prevent the use of any statements made by the participant in a 
trial subsequent to his unsuccessful termination from the program. 
Because the primary purpose of the program is rehabilitation of the 
offender, the participant's assumption of responsibility for the al
leged offense is deemed essential in many programs to the successful 
completion of the "reality-therapy" approach.394 However, this is 
not a confession to a crime or an admission of legal guilt but rather 
is merely the assumption of responsibility for committing the physi
cal actions comprising the alleged offense.305 Nevertheless, if such 
assumptions of moral responsibility for the participant's actions 
were not deemed inadmissible at a subsequent trial, the testimony 
of staff members concerning such statements would indeed be dam~ 
aging to the participant~defendant at his trial. Express statements 
made by the participant and any assumptions or responsibility for 
his conduct should thus be precluded from any future prosecutorial 
action. 

In Miranda v. Arizona,396 the Supreme Court expressly declared 
that the Self-Incrimination Clause was fully applicable to state in
terrogations at a police station. The Miranda Court set forth a set 
of protective guidelines, now commonly known as the Miranda 

\\ 
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rules, which are applicable whenever an individual is first subjected 
to police interrogation while in custody at the station "or otherwise 
deprived of his freedom of action in any significant way. "397 The 
Court particularly stated: 

Prior to any questioning, the person must be warned that he 
has a right to remain silent, that any statement he does make 
)!lay be used as evidence against him, and that he has a right 
to the presence of an attorney, either retained or appointed. 3Ds 

The Court correctly recognized that these procedural safeguards 
were not constitutionally protected rights but were instead mea
sures to insure that the right against compulsory self-incrimination 
was protected. The Court determined that "we cannot say that the 
Constitution necessarily requires adherence to any particular solu
tion for the inherent compulsions of the interrogation process as it 
is presently conducted."399 

An interesting question is whether the Miranda custodial situa
tion is established when a potential participant in a pretrial inter
vention program has been arrested and is subjected to the necessary 
screening to determine his eligibility into the program. Two Su
preme Court decisions subsequent to Miranda provide some guid
ance to this problem. In Mathis v. United States,400 an Internal 
Revenue Service agent failed to give the Miranda warnings to a 
petitioner incarcerated in a state jail serving a state sentence when 
questioning him about his prior income tax return. The majority 
opinion rejected the government's arguments that Miranda was in
applicable because 1) the questioning was part of a "routine tax 
investigation" and 2) petitioner had not been jailed by the interro
gating federal officers but was there for an entirely different offense, 
and concluded that these differences were "too minor and shadowy 
to justify a departure from the well-considered conclusion of 
Miranda with reference to warnings to be given to a person held in 
custody."401 The dissenting opinion maintained that: 

... Miranda rested not on the mere fact of physical restriction 
but on a conclusion that coercion-pressure to answer 
questions-usually flows from a certein type of custody, police 
station interrogation of someone charged with or suspected of 
a crime. Although petitioner was confined, he was at the time 
of interrogation in familiar surroundings. . . . The rationale of 



Miranda has no relevance to inquiries conducted outside the 
allegedly hostile and forbidding atmosphere surrounding po
lice station interrogation of a criminal suspect.402 
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Subsequent to Mathis, the Court in Orozco v. Texas,403 held that 
the quesdoning of a suspected murderer in his boarding house bed
room at four a.m. by four police officers without issuance of any 
Miranda warnings violated the Self-Incrimination Clause as con
strued in Miranda and thus the use of any statements obtained 
through the interrogation would be inadmissible. The Court con
cluded: 

The State has argued here that since petitioner was 
interrogated on his own bed, in familiar surroundings, our 
Miranda holding should not apply . . . But the opinion 
[Miranda] iterated and reiterated the absolute necessity for 
officers interrogating people "in custody" to give the described 
warnings.404 

Justice White, joined by Justice Stewart, dissented, protesting that 

[tJhe Court now extends [Miranda] to all instances of in
custody questioning outside the station house. Once arrest oc-
curs, the application of Miranda is automatic. The rule is sim-
ple but it ignores the purpose of Miranda to guard against what 
was thought to be the corrosive influence of practices which 
station house interrogation makes feasible. 405 

Both Mathis and Orozco contained instances of police interroga
tion. It is thus doubtful if the screening by a staff member of the 
pretrial intervention program to determine the eligibility of a partic
ipant would be deemed comparable to a police interrogation war
ranting the need for Miranda warnings.408 Furthermore, it would 
appear that advising the participant of his right to remain silent 
would be detrimental to the goals of the program, because the 
channels of communication between counselor and patient may 
indeed become inhibited, and the interview may change from one 
of -cooperation to one marred by adversariness.407 It is thus con
tended that the interviewing of a potential participant in a pretrial 
intervention program by a staff member does not come within the 
purview of Miranda, and if it did, the providing of Miranda warn
ings would only thwart the participant's willingness to cooperate in 
his rehabilitation. 
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Cognizant of the Miranda issue and that the Miranda warnings 
would be counter-productive to the efficiency of the pretrial inter
',rention program, various federal and state legislation and court 
rules have been enacted making all communication between coun
selor and patient privileged, thus advancing rather than inhibiting 
the purposes of the program. Section 6(b) of "The Community Su
pervision and Services Act," S. 798, recognizes the need for the 
confidentiality of communication, concluding that: 

. . . [N]o statements made or other information given by the 
defendant in connection with determination of his eligibility 
for such program, no statements made by the defendant while 
participating in such programs, no information contained in 
any such report made with respect thereto, and no statement 
or other information concerning his participation in such pro
gram shall be admissible on the issue of guilt of such individual 
in any judicial proceeding involving such offense. 

The Senate Act removed the requirement of sealing the reports 
prepared by the program administrator which the predecessor to S. 
798 had delineated as part of the procedure of a pretrial intervention 
program, because the provision treating as confidential any state
ments made by the participant and the preclusion of such state
ments on the determination of guilt in any subsequent proceeding 
was deemed sufficient to avoid any self-incrimination problems.408 
The United States Justice Department has expressly concurred in 
this approach with the exception that such statements could be 
used for impeachment purposes in a subsequent proceeding.409 In 
accord with the Senate Act is the Massachusetts Pre-Trial Diver
sion Act;410 New Jersey Supreme Court Rules For Pre-Trial Inter
vention Programs;411 Pre-Trial Diversion Procedures Adopted by 
U.S. District Court Northern District of Ohio, Eastern Division;412 
and the Pennsylvania Supreme Court Rules For Program of Acceler
ated Rehabilitative Disposition.u3 

Realistically, the need for the confidentisllity of communication 
is only necessary if the prosecutor undertakes a systematic effort to 
use the obtained information as incriminating evidence against the 
participant/defendant at a subsequent trial. The prosecutor who is 
committed to the success of the pretrial intervention program would 
not utilize such communication for prosecutorial interest, because 
the willingness of the participant to undergo rehabilitation would be 
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significantly diminished, and "it seems unlikely that he would ei
ther risk or seek destruction of his own program, a program that is 
of great benefit to his office, by exploiting it for the sake of criminal 
convictions."414 

In conclusion, the efficacy of the pretrial intervention program 
will depend on the participant's assurance that any statements he 
has made for rehabilitative or therapeutic purposes will not be used 
against him in a later trial. The privileged communication should 
be qualified because the prosecutorial or court approval which is a 
necessary requisite for successful termination from the program 
cannot be made from a limited report.415 Thus any statements, such 
as the participant's assumption of guilt, could be utilized in this 
report, with the preclusion of such staff-participant communication 
for prosecutorial interest in a subsequent trial or the utilization of 
such communication by other persons or organizations.418 

G. The Constitutionality of Requiring the Participant in a Pretrial 
Intervention Program to Make Restitution to the Victim of the Al

leged Offense 

Two constitutional issues are involved when a participant in a 
pretrial intervention program is required to make restitution as a 
condition of his participation in the program.417 First, as was empha
sized earlier in the discussion on the permissibility of requiring a 
guilty plea as a condition of participation,418 the requirement of 
restitution would in effect be the participant's admission of guilt 
and thus a waiver of his right to be free from self-incrimination. The 
exercise of the right against self-incrimination ca~ 'not be "chilled"419 
by enticing the potential participant with the:Jpportunity of a 
possible dismissal of charges, and thus, if restitution is deemed an 
important rehabilitative concept in a pretrial intervention program, 
the fact of the participant's making restitution should be precluded 
from being used against him in a later prosecution.420 

The restitution requirement also raises an issue of the denial of 
the equal protection of the laws because this requisite of eligibility 
in the program may result in the exclusion of indigents from partici
pation. Recent Supreme Court dedsiotls421 may ir~dicate that the 
participant's inability to make restitution should not result in his 
automatic incarceration, and the rationale of the Williams v. Illinois 
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trilogym clearly precludes the different treatment of two similarly 
situated categories of potential participants. If an indigent partici
pant is denied the opportunity for pretrial intervention because of 
his inability to make restitution, the state must demonstrate a com
pelling state interest which substantiates this exclusion of partici
pants based on a classification of wealth.423 Thus, although the re
quirement of restitution may have significant rehabilitative effects, 
such as reminding the participant of "his wrongdoing and so in
crease his awareness of an obligation to society, "424 and in 
compensating a victim of an alleged offense, the efficacy of a pretrial 
intervention program, as well as an analogy to the recent Supreme 
Court decisions on the constitutionality of imprisoning an indigent 
defendant unable to pay a fine, require that in the instance of an 
indigent participant the making of restitution could be waived, re
duced in amount, or be permitted to be made in installment pay
ments.425 

H. Expungement of Criminal Records of a Successful Participant 
in a Pretrial Intervention Program 

The criminal justice system has as a major goal the rehabilitation 
of the offender. Not all, but a large number of offenders, do indeed 
become rehabilitated. This is particularly true of the adult first 
offenders and juveniles who have been given the opportunity to 
participate in pretrial intervention programs. However, society's 
goal of turning the rehabilitated adult first offender or juvenile back 
into the mainstream of society cannot be properly effectuated unless 
the successfully rehabilitated person is in fact forgiven. 

Unfortunately, the rehabilitated offender cannot be forgiven, nor 
will society forget the past offense so long as the law does not remove 
the disabilities of the arrest incurred by the pretrial intervention 
participant. As Justice Minton of the United States Supreme Court 
observed: 

Of course the record of a conviction for a serious crime is often 
a lifelong handicap. There are a dozen ways in which even a 
person who has reformed, never offended again, and constantly 
endeavored to lead an upright life may he prejudiced thereby. 
The stain on his reputation may at any time threaten his social 
standing or affect his job opportunities.426 
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The disabilities of the convicted, even after release, include legal 
limitations on their rights as citizens under the law of forty-six 
sta tes and under federalla w. 427 A number of these states do provide, 
however, for the removal of these legal disabilities. 428 The Federal 
Youth Offenders Act provides that the unconditional discharge of 
an offender before the expiration of his sentence automatically re
moves the taint of the conviction. 429 

The most difficult disability to remove from the offender's life, 
though, is the unofficial disability: the societal condemnation and 
mistrust of those that have been arrested, as illustrated by the omi
nous question on the employment application, "Have you ever been 
arrested?" In a survey of employers in the 1960's, it was found that 
only 11% of those surveyed would consider for employment a man 
convicted of assault, and only one-third would consider for employ
ment a man charged but acquitted of assault.430 Similarly, the Su
preme Court of California has observed that "[a] juvenile who 
states that he has been either detained or arrested will be subjected 
to economic and other sanctions."431 It is submitted here that the 
adult first time offender or the juvenile offender, who has success
fully been rehabilitated in a pretrial intervention program should be 
able to have his or her record expunged so as to avoid unofficial but 
severe impediments to a useful and productive life. 

A number of states have enacted so-called "expungement stat
utes." Essentially, the expungement statutes attempt to remove the 
legal and social implications of arrest without unduly hampering 
police operations. This is done by either sealing or destroying the 
arrest record of appropriate classes of rehabilitated offenders after 
which the offender does not have to represent that he has been 
arrested or detained for the offense in question. In California, for 
example, a juvenile offender's record is sealed for five years and kept 
in the custody of the juvenile court, which will not show the record 
to third parties without the offender's permission. 432 If, after five 
years, the juvenile has not committed another offense, the previous 
record is destroyed. 433 During the five year period, the juvenile is 
deemed not to have any of the impediments of conviction. This 
means, for example, that the juvenik need net teE employers that 
has been arrested or detained.434 The police, however, are not ham
pered because they can obtain the records in the event of a subse
quent arrest. But when the juvenile is not a recidivist, the unfortun-
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ate "stigma" of the previous arrest will not haunt the rehabilitated 
youth. The New York Youthful Offender law similarly provides that 
a youthful offender adjudication "is not a judgment of conviction 
for a crime or any other offense, "435 and the adjudication shall not 
serve as a legal impediment in holding public office, obtaining pub
lic employment, or receiving any license granted by public author
ity:136 Although a New York youthful offender is thereby not "con
victed," he is nonetheless "arrested." It is submitted that the New 
York statute, therefore, fails to remove the important "informal" 
impediments of an arrest. 

Delaware has enacted a statute which provides for expungement 
by court order: 

(a) Whenever a person with no prior criminal record is ar
rested but is not convicted of any crime nor adjudged a delhl~ 
quent as a result of the arrest, the Superior Court in the county 
whE,:lrein such person resides, or if such person does not reside 
in this State, the Superior Court of New Castle County, upon 
petition of such person, may order that all indicia of arrest, 
including, without limitation, any record entries, photographs 
or fingerprints, be destroyed. Upon the issuance of any such 
order of the Superior Court it shall not be necessary for such 
person to report or acknowledge that he has ever been arrested 
for such crime. 

(b) Any petition filed pursuant to subsection (a) of this 
section shall be served upon the Attorney General, and no 
action shall be taken by the Superior Court for 10 days after 
the date of such service. 437 

. The Delaware statute enables an arrestee with no record who is not 
convicted to represent that he has not been arrested; the indicia of 
the arrest are destroyed by order of court. Because the state attorney 
general is a party to such a court proceeding, however, the state is 
able to come forward and show cause when, in the interest of justice, 
a petitioner's records should not be destroyed. 

This study has determined that of the pretrial intervention pro
grams responding to an independent questionnaire, five currently 
provide for the expungement of the sl,~ccessfully rehabilitated par
ticipant's arrest record. 438 

The following suggested guidelines for an expungement statute 
for a Georgia pretrial intervention program are based largely on the 

( I 
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Delaware statute and the article by Professor Gough. 439 First, the 
successfully rehabilitated participant in the pretrial program should 
be entitled to petition the appropriate court for the sealing of the 
indicia of his arrest. Absent a strong showing by the prosecutor, the 
court should be obliged to order the sealing. Second, there should 
be a probationary period during which this process takes place. 
Professor Gough suggests two years probation for juveniles, three 
years for adults accused of a misdemeanor, 'and five years for adults 
accu-sed of a felony. There could be exemptions from this statute for 
certain kinds Of felonies as well as for minor offenses. Third, the 
arrest indicia could then be sealed, instead of destroyed, so the 
record would not be in the public domain, but would be available 
to law enforcement officials for proper purposes. Finally, the peti
tioner should be able to represent that he has not been arrested, 
detained, or involved in a criminal adjudication process. The stat
ute could further provide that the sealed indicia of arrest could be 
used for purposes of sentencing pursuant to subsequent arrest and 
conviction. A statute designed along these lines would enable the 
rehabilitated offender to go about his reformed life in society with
out the official and societal stigma of having been arrested or de
tained. 

'J 
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ApPENDICES 

ApPENDIX A 

Number Program 

1 Hudson County Pretrial Intervention Project 
Jersey City, New Jersey 

2* Project Intercept 
Hayward, California 

3 Project FOUND (First Offenders Under New Direction) 
Baltimore, Maryland 

4* Operation DeNovo 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

5* Pretrial Intervention Project 
Columbia, South Carolina 

6* Atlanta Pretrial Intervention Project 
Atlanta, Georgia 

7* Court Resources Project 
Boston, Massachusetts 

8* The Manhattan Court Employment Project 
New York City, New York 

9* Deferred Prosecution Program 
Honolulu, Hawaii 

10* Pre-Trial Diversion Services Project 
Kansas City, Missouri 

11 * Pretrial Services Diversion Program 
New Haven, Connecticut 

12* Genesee County Citizens Probation Authority 
Flint, Michigan 

13 Date County Pretrial Intervention Project 
Miami, Florida 

14 Project Crossroads 
Washington, D.C. 

*Indicates program responding to Independent Questionaire 
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ApPENDIX B 

Program Eligibility and Prior Record 

2 Participant may have a prior arrest record. Prior convic
tion will bar participation. 

4 Participant may have a prior arrest record. Prior convic
tion record will not bar participation but convictions 
related to drugs, alcohol or serious crimes against a per
son may result in exclusion. 

5 Participant may have a prior arrest record. Prior convic
tion will not bar participation. Incarceration of over one 
year will bar participation. 

6 Participant may have a prior arrest record. Pdor convic
tion will not bar participation. Incarceration of over six 
months will bar participation. 

7 Participant may have a prior arrest record. No more 
than two prior adult convictions permitted. 

8 Participant may have up to three prior arrests, but if 
arrests are less than three and are for serious offenses 
participation may be denied. Incarceration of over one 
year will bar participation. 

9 Any prior arrest or conviction will bar participation. 
10 Participant may have a prior arrest record. Presence of 

many prior arrests or where such arrests indicate a vio
lent behavior pattern will bar participation. Prior con
viction will not bar participation if no long-term incar
ceration resulted therefrom. 

11 Participant may have a prior arrest record. No more 
than one felony or three misdemeanor convictions per
mitted. 

12 Participant may have a prior arrest record. Participa
tion will be denied if present offense indicates a con
tinuing pattern of anti-social behavior. Prior convic
tions will not bar participation unless such indicate a 
pattern of anti-social behavior. 

Source: Independent Questionaire 
July, 1974 
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ApPENDIX C 

Excerpt from The Manhattan Court Employment Project of the 
Vera Instjtute of Justice, "Finai Report, November, 1967-December 
31, 1970" at 23-25 (1972). 

OPERATIONS: FINDING DEFENDANTS WHO MEET THE 
CRITERIA 

Throughout the three-year demonstration phase, the role of the 
Manhattan Court Employment Project Screening Unit has been: 

1. to screen the arrestee population to determine those de
fendants who are eligible and willing to participate; 

2. to request the court's permission to stay prosecution for 
a period of three months so that those eligible and will
ing may participate in the Project. 

When a person is arrested in Manhattan, he is taken by the ar
resting officer to a precinct house and booked. SOIDe suspects, who 
are booked for minor offenses and who can prove strong community 
ties, are released immediately after booking and are given a sum
mons to appear in court at a future date. For the vast majority, 
however, booking is the beginning of a tedious and oppressive pro
cess culminating in appearance before an arraignment court judge 
some 12 hours later. 

If the arrestee is charged with a felony or certain misdemeanors, 
he is fingerprinted and photographed. * The officer is then required 
to pick up a copy of the defendant's prior criminal record (referred 
to as a Yellow Sheet), if any, from the Police Department's Bureau 
of Criminal Identification. He takes this to court. 

All arrestees, whether or not they are fingerprinted and photo
graphed, are taken by the arresting officer from the cells in the 
precinct house to the detention area of the Criminal Court Building. 
Upon entering, they are questioned by an officer of the Department 
of Probation about their place of residence, family, employment and 
schooling. He records this information on a standard form known as 
an R. O.R. (Release on Own Recognizance) Sheet. The information 
on the g,Q.R. Sheet helps the arraignment court judge decide upDn 
bail or parole for the defendant. 

* As of September 1971, all arrestees, regardless of their charge, will be fingerprinted and 
photographed. This will greatly facilitate future follow-up studies on the rearrest rates of 
former parti?ipants. 
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Meanwhile, the arresting officer goes to the Complaint Room of 
the Criminal Court where the complainant (if any) and an assistant 
district attorney draw up an affidavit formally stating the charges 
and details of the alleged crime. If the arresting officer has reason 
to believe that the arrestee is a narcotics addict, he checks off the 
s~!mptoms he has observed on a CR-l form, which is a checklist of 
possible addiction symptoms. 

All ofthese forms-the Yellow Sheet, the R.O.R. sheet, the affida
vit and the CR-l form-are brought together in a packet by the 
arresting officer to the clerk of the arraignment court. The clerk 
hands the papers to a Project Screener manning a desk in the ar
raignment court clerk's office. 

In retrospect, it is clear that introducing the Screening Unit at 
this point in the legal process enabled the Project to function effi
ciently. At first, Screeners lacked desk space of their own. They had 
to intercept defendant's court papers as the court clerk handed 
them to the defense uttorney. Now, Screeners are handed automati
cally each court paper as soon as it is turned over to the court clerk 
by the arresting officer. Thus they have sufficient time to evaluate 
each defendant's eligibility. 

The job of the Screener stationed at the desk in the arraignment 
court clerk's office is to check the information in the defendant's 
court papers against the Project's official criteria. It was hoped that 
this simple clerical operation would be sufficient to determine a 
defendant's eligibility. This hope, however, proved unrealistic. 
Court papers often lack vital information and at times contain inac
curacies. Arresting officers sometimes fail to inspect defendants 
closely for signs of narcotic addiction, and even when they observe 
such signs, they often fail to fill out a CR-l form. No prior record 
sheet is attached in most misdemeanor cases. No information per
taining to alcoholism or psychopathology is noted. And most impor
tant, a review of court papers does not r"eveal whether a defendant 
would like to participate in the program. Clearly, Screeners need to 
interview defendants. 

To fadlit.1te this interview, a Sfl'eener stationed at the desk 
transfers all useful information from the court papers of potentially 
eligible defendants to an interview form. A second Screener uses this 
form to conduct the interview. First he makes sure that the case will 
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not be call~p. in court until he has determined the defendant's eligi
bility. Then he enters the detention pens to speak with the defen
dant. Talking through the bars ill the crowded and noisy pens (the 
Projfct has been unable to provide a more desirable interviewing 
situa.tion because of time, space and security problems), the 
Screener explains the program and ascertains whether the arrestee 
is interested. All but about 10% of those interviewed respond posi
tively. The Screener proceeds wIth his questioning, seeking informa
tion on place and length of residency, employment, prior record, 
drug use and the circumstances of arrest. 

The Screeners then verify the information they have obtained. 
Family, friends, or neighbors are contacted to validate the defen
dant's address. When no Yellow Sheet is attached to the court pap
ers, the Bureau of Criminal Identification is called. A defendant's 
past or present employer also may be called. 

Finally, the Screener finds the arresting officer and the complaint 
(if any) in the court room and interviews them. These interviews 
allow the Screener to: 

1. secure information about the defendant's lifestyle since 
the arresting officer may be familiar with the defen
dant; and 

2. explain the program and its rationale to the arresting 
officer and the complainant. 

The arresting officer and complainant need not consent to the 
defendant's admission into the Project, but it is much easier to 
convince the court to grant the defendant's release to the Project if 
they do consent. 

At this point, a Screener's investigation is complete. He must now 
decide: 

1. that the defendant is eligible; or 

2. that the defendant does not meet the eligibility require
ments and should be rejected; or 

3. that a decision cannot be made until t:le defendant's 
next court appearance and that the defendant should 
be "futured". 
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A Screener may have to future a case because a defendant's ad~ 
dresi-has not yet beenyerified, or beeause the r.lefendant may be on 
probation and his probation officer has not yet been contacted. At 
present, approximately 5% of cases that appear eligible on the basis 
of court papers are futured. Of the total number of defendants ac~ 
cepted into the Project each week (20), 25% come from futured 
cases. 

During the Project's first two and one-half years of operation, a 
defendant found elibigle by a Screener next would be interviewed 
by a Project Representative. Because of their superior knowledge of 
street life, the Reps were able to identify drug use and misrepresen
tation. that Screeners might have overlooked. The Reps trained the 
Screeners in interviewing techniques so the second interview was 
eliminated. The percentage of addicts inadvertently admitted into 
the Project (which had been decreasing steadily when the Reps were 
involved in screening) continued to decrease after the elimination 
of the Rep interview. At first, one out of every four accepted partici
pants was later found to have a "drug problem." Currently, only one 
out of every 12 turns out to be drug-involved. 

When a Screener finds a defendant eligible, he consults with the 
District Attorney's office. When the Project began, Screeners had to 
secure the approval of the assistant district attorney who was prose
cuting the case. In January 1970, the Chief District Attorney of the 
Criminal Court Bureau appointed one Assistant District Attorney 
to act as Project liaison and to review all cases found eligible by 
Screeners. At first, this new arrangement was awkward. There were 
times when the assistant D.A. was absent, unavailable, or difficult _ 
to locate. The arrangement also tended to allow the ADA's preju
dices to prevail more than they would have had he been only one of 
several assistant D.A.s consulted regularly by Screeners. These dif
ficulties, however, have been overcome. The liaison now has assist
ants who can act for him when he is unavailable. Furthermore, 
because Screeners deal with the liaison over a long period of time, 
they have been able to establish a relationship of mutual repect and 
trust, which they had been unable to maintain in the initial stages 
of the program. 

When the ADA approves a prospective participant,8 Screener 
returns to court, requests that the case be called, and asks the 
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presiding judge to parole the defendant for three months, so that he 
may participate in the Project. Judges grant about 90% of these 
requests. The ADA liaison frequently has helped Screeners convince 
the judge of the Project's appropriateness for a particular defen
dant. 



ApPENDIX D 

New Haven Pretrial Services Council 

Initial Statement to Potential Participants 

May 12,1972 
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In an effort to insure that individuals being interviewed in the 
police detention facility fully understand their legal rights and priv
ileges, the following points must be explained as clearly as possible 
to them: 

1. Explanation of the Diversion Program 
a. What the program is trying to accomplish 
h. Eligibility criteria 
c. Obligation of program to the participant 

1. Program will try to find him employment, or enroll 
him in an employment training program or employ
ment oriented program. 

2. Provide supportive services to include group and 
individual counseling. 

d. Obligation of participant to the program 
1. With the assistance of project staff, the participant 

must enter and remain in a job or a job training pro
gram (if a participant is a full time student, regular 
attendance at school must be shown). 

2. The participant must attend a regular weekly group 
counseling session. 

3. The participant must attend periodic individual 
counseling session when scheduled. 

4. The individual must participate meaningfully in 
the counseling sessions. 

5. The participant must call his counselor once per 
week to check in, schedule appointments, and in
form the counselor of problems or developments. 

2. The interviewee must be advised of his/her right to counsel, 
either private, or court appointed Public Defender. If the inter
viewee. wishes to defer making a decision on participating in the 
program until after seeking counsel, it will be explained that this 
will not affect his being accepted or rejected. 

3. The interviewee must also understand that upon entering the 
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program, he is waiving his right to a speedy trial for at least a 90-
day period. 

4. a. Being eligible and acceptable to the Diversion Program 
screener, does not guarantee that the interviewee will be released on 
promise to appear (PTA). First the screener has to discuss the case 
with the prosecutor, and if the prosecutor agrees to cooperate, he 
will recommend to the judge, who has the final decision, that the 
interviewee be released on PTA, and granted a continuance for 90-
days to participate in the Diversion Program. 

b. The screener or counselor cannot guarantee to the inter
viewee, that if he is successful in the program, the charges will be 
dismissed. However the screener can indicate that if the interviewee 
is successful in the Diversion Program, there will be a strong likeli
hood of a favorable disposition of his case (dismissal or nolle). 

5. If information is found to be falsely given then the interviewee 
will be dropped from consideration for the program. 

6. It will also be explained to the interviewee that being inter
viewed for the Diversion Program does not indicate a presumption 
of guilt or innocense on the part of Diversion Program staff, prosecu·· 
tor or judge. 



ApPENDIX E 

Escape Tendencies: 

Assaultive: 

Narcotic: 

Withdrawn: 

Alcoholic: 
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Evidenced by psychological testing or re
cord of escape or attempted escape. 

Record of fighting or threatening force; 
demonstration of verbal or physical force to 
do harm to another without actually exe
cuting the act; conviction of battery, rape, 
etc. 

Narcotic addiction. 

Incommunicative to a noticeable degree; 
anti-social. 

Medically determined to be an alcoholic; 
offender admits to being an alcoholic. 

I 
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ApPENDIX ]' 

RELEASE 

GEORGIA: FULTON COUNTY: 

WHEREAS, the undersigned was arrested and charged with the 
offense of , the alleged victim 
being , AND WHEREAS the 
said case has been bound over to the Criminal Court of Fulton 
County, and, WHEREAS, the prosecution of the said charge against 
me is now being held by the Solicitor-General of the Criminal Court 
of Fulton County, pending my acceptance into, and successful com
pletion of the Atlanta Pre-Trial Intervention Project and with the 
consent of the victim aforesaid in said case, or his/her/its Agent 
and/or Attorney, now, therefore, for and in consideration of being 
permitted to participate in the Atlanta Pre-Trial Intervention Pro
ject, as aforesaid, and with the understanding that the prosecution 
in said case against me will be terminated upon my successful com
pletion of said project and with the recommendation of the Atlanta 
Pre-Trial Intervention Project to the Solicitor-General of Criminal 
Court of Fulton County, I do now and forever, fully and finally, 
release, acquit and discharge his/her/its 
heirs, executors, administrators, or successors or assigns, or all other 
firms, persons or corporations who might be liable in any way, from 
any and all present or future claims of any nature, and any and all 
liability, past, present, or future, arising out of my said arrest 
and/or prosecution of said offense, or any claim for false arrest, false 
imprisonment, malicious arrest or malicious prosecution. 

I further agree that the execution of this release shall not consti
tute an admission of liability on the part of any person, firm or 
corporation, but such liability by them is expressly denied. 

Given under my hand and seal, this the __ day of ___ _ 
197_. 

NITEST: 

( 
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ApPENDIX G 

POST-TERMINATION FOLLOW-UP STATUS (EMPLOYMENT/ 
EDUCATION) OF SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL 

PARTICIPANTS 

Pro- Follow-Up 
gram Period 

2 unavailable 
4 3,6&12 

monthavg. 

5 unavailable 
6 unavailable 
7 unavailable 
8 unavailable 
9 unavailable 

10 unavailable 
11 unavailable 
12 unavailable 

Legend: E (employed) 
U (unemployed) 
S (in school) 

Status 
Successful 

Participants 

E 54% 
U 21 
S,T 15 
Other 10 

T (in technical/vocational training) 

Source: Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974. 

Unsuccessful 
Participants 

unavailable 
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ApPENDIX H 

PARTICIPANT EDUCATION LEVELS: . HIGHEST LEVEL 
COMPLETED AT INTAKE, SUCCESSFUL AND 

UNSUCCESSFUL TERMINATIONS 

Program 

2 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Level Percent All 
Completed Participants 

1 5 
2 38 
4 57 

1 1.2 
2 4.3 
3 50.2 
4-8 44.3 

not available 

3 48 
4 52 

1 9.57 
2 27.65 
3 39.36 
4 19.14 
6 4.20 

1 8 
2 2 
3 17 
4 72 
6 0.5 
7 0.5 

not available 

1-2 9.63 
3* 60.75 
4 24.44 
6-7 3.70 
8 1.00 

not available 

1 5 
2 3 
4 35 
7 1 

unknown 56 

*Completed 9th, 10th or 11th grade. 

Percent 
Successful Unsuccessful 

not available 

not available 

63.8 36.2 
65.7 34.3 
64.6 35.4 
62.5 37.5 
87.5 12.5 

40 60 
45 55 
45 55 
62 38 
81 19 
90 10 

not available 

not available 

Legend: (1) did not finish grade school; (2) grade school; (3) 
junior high school; (4) high school; (5) technical or voca
tional school; (6) 1 or 2 years college i (7) 2 or more years 
college i (8) professional or graduate school. 

Source: Independent Questionnaire, July, 1974. 

r 
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ApPENDIX I 

ANNUAL INCOME OF PARTICIPANTS AT INTAKE: 
SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL PARTICIPANTS 

Income Percent All Percent 
Program Class Participants Successful Unsuccessful 

2 1 50 not available 
2 24 
3 12 
4 9 
6 5 

4 not available 

5 a 1 20 90 10 
2 10 85 15 
3 40 100 ° 4 16 100 0 
5 5 98 2 
6 4 100 ° 7 3 100 ° 8 2 100 ° 6 5 51 not available 
6 49 

7 1 2.4 not available 
2 12.5 
3 15.5 
4 il.4 
5 20.9 
6 20.0 
7-8 16.7 

8b 1 75 50 50 
2 5 45 55 
3 5 55 45. 
4 10 60 40 
5 4 65 35 
6 1 70 30 

9 not available 

10 not available 

11 not available 

12 not available 

Notes: a. AU percentages estimated by program. 
b. Successful and unsuccessful percentages estimated by pro-

gram. Maximum income level permitted participant is 
$9,100. 

Income Classes: (1) under $2,000; (2) $2,001-4,000; (3) $4,001':' 
5,000; (4) $5,001-6,000; (5) $6,001-8,000; (6) 
$8,001-10,000; (7) $10,001-12,000; (8) over $12,000. 

Source: Independent Questonnaire, July, 1974. 
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NOTES 
Chapter One 

I Of the ten programs surveyed, seven have a basic participation period of 9'J .days, see 
Table XI Chapter One §§ II infra. 

% See, e.g., W. LaFave, Arrest: 7'he Decision to Take a Suspect into ;:";Istody, AM. BAR 
FOUNDATION, ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERIES (1966); J. SKOLNICK, JUSTICE 
WITHOUT TRIAL (1966); Goldstein, Police Discretion Not to Inuoke the Criminal Process, Low
Visibility Decisions in the Administration of Justice, 69 YALE L. J. 543 (1960). 

3 About one-half of all arrested cases are dismissed at the pretrial stage. PRESIDENT'S COM
MISStoN ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: THE CHALLENGE OF CRIME IN A 
FREE SOCIETY, at 133 (1967). For a discussion on the discretionary role of the prosecuting 
attorney and its interrelationship with pretrial diversion see Chapter One § ill, subsection 
A, infra. 

, In many cases effective law enforcement does not require punishment or attach
ment of criminal status, and community attitudes do not demand it. Not all offend
ers who are guilty of serious offenses as defined by the penal code are habitual and 
dangerous criminals. It is not in the interest qf the community to treat all offenders 
as hardened criminals; nor does the law require that the courts do so. 

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, TASK FORCE 
REpORT: THE COURTS, at 5 (1967). 

• See, e.g., statement of Whitney North Seymour, Jr., U.S. Attorney, Southern District of 
New York, New York City, New York, in Hearings on S. 3309 Before the Subcomm. on 
National Penitentiaries of the SeTJ.ate Comm. on the Judiciary, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 28 (1972) 
[hereinafter cited as Hearings on S. 3309]. This bill subsequently became S.798. See Hear
ings on S. 798 Before the Subcomm. on National Penitentiaries of the Senate Comm. on the 
Judiciary, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973) [hereinafter cited as Hearings on S.798]. (Amended 
S.798; passed the Senate on Oct. 3, 1973.) 

r. The success of CPA [the Genessee County (Michigan) Citizens Probation Au
thority] and any corrections program depends upon the rehabilitative function. 
Here it becomes difficult to separate the policy-legal-procedural operation from the 
"treatment" aspect of a program. Philosophically and institutionally determined 
policies and procedures of traditional corrections have resulted in field services 
defining by practice their primary function as "enforcement" of probation and 
parole orders. The increasingly recognized implication of this is that "rehabilita
tion" remains the myth of criminal justice and "punishment" the fact. Despite the 
claims of its detractors, the criminal justice system has never been wagged by the 
tail, the criminal. Corrections was and is the afterthought of "Justice American 
Style." 

There is even a legitimate question as to whether a real victim is not the criminal 
himself, or his family, and, ultimately, a society which perpetuates criminalization 
in the name of justice and rehabilitation. 

Perlman, Runcie, Singer, Vann, Deferred Prosecution and the Citizen's Probation Authority: 
The Organization Concept, 9 THE PROSECUTOR 220, 221 (1973). With respect to institution
alized offenders returned to the community after varying degrees of confinement, studies of 
their performance in the community failed to prove that the offenders were either helped or 
hindered by their correctional experience. Nor does " ... the present array of correctional 
treatments [have any] appreciable effect-positive or negative-on the rates of recidivism 
of corrected offend\;...-"." R. Martinson, The Paradox of Prison Reform-II: Can Corrections 
Correct?, THE NEW REPUBLIC, April 8, 1972, at 13; accord, Schrag, CRIME AND JUSTICE: 
AMERICAN STYLE (Crime and Delinquency Issues, NIMH Monograph Series 1971); Doleschal 
and G. Geis, GRADUATED RELEASE (Crime and Delinquency Topics, NIMH Monograph Series 
1971); NEWSWEEK, Feb. 10, 1975, at 36. 



. . . overcrowding . . . leads to nothing but trouble and a breakdown of order, 
violence among prisoners and terrible experiences for some first-timers who 
shouldn't have been sent to prison in the first place, and makes a shamble of most 
rehabilitation efforts. . . . The worst casualties of overcrowding in Georgia prisons 
are the rehabilitation programs for those inmates who !l7.e not really criminal by 
nature. Georgia's rehabilitation programs were improving, but the overcrowding 
conditions are making it very difficult to do anything. 
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Atlanta Constitution, Oct. 21, 1974, at 4-A, col. 1. For a disctission of the mounting popula
tion crisis in the Georgia prison system see Atlanta Journal, Feb. 6, 1975, at I-A, col. 1, and 
see text at notes 156-158 and Table XVII infra Chapter One § 11. 

M See statement of Senator Bill Brock, Hearings on S.790 supra note 5, at 5. 
9 r read with great interest two letters to the editor in The Sun, March 5. The first, 

from John L. Trimble, President of LQcal 20Hi of; the American Federation of 
Teachers, says in his letter: "If you, the people of Maryland, lose the Training 
School, you'Ulose a lot more than money." A rather dire prognostication from a 
public servent. 

I am currently serving a 25-year sentence for armed robbery and burglary. My 
criminal career began at the Maryland Training School for Boys, where I was 
committed for the heinous crime of truancy. Before my incarceration at the Cub 
Hill institution, I was rather ignorant of criminal activities and the subtle niceties 
needed for successful accomplishment of the same. 

But thanks to the things learned at the Training School I soon learned to steal a 
car, how to mug someone so they could not make an outcry, how to use celluloid to 
open a house door, how to make checks to see whether people were at home before 
a burglary, how to make up and use a burglar's kit and various other things neces
sary to a successful criminal career. I learned well, and the yClung men who taught 
me had reason to show pride in their pupil. 

Since graduating from the Tl'aining School I have attended other schools with 
honor. Schools like the Maryland State Reformatory for Males, Maryland House 
of Co~rection, Atlanta Federal Penitentiary. Quite an impressive course of post
graduate honors, wouldn't you say? 

My point is this, now that we are finally about to rid the community of one of 
the worst criminal schools (wherein everything from A to Z a man should know is 
taught) one of our local people cries "Wolf." Mr. Trimble warns tbe public that they 
are going to lose more than money. For God's sake, what are they losing now? Daily 
I read in the newspapers, magazines, hear on television and radio about crimes 
committed against property and people-crimes, many of them, I am sure, the 
basics of which, were learned in places such as the Maryland Training School for 
Boys. 

Article written by Arthur Middleton, Jr. entitled "To Learn Crime or Cure Criminal Tertden
cies," as found in. the statement of Bernard J. Vogelgesang, Director, Department of Court 
Services, Polk County, Des Moines, Iowa, Hearings on S.798 supra note 5 at 433; see also 
Chapter One § U at note 107 infra. 

lQ It is difficult to escap; the conclusion that the act of incarcerating a person at 
all will impair whatever potential he has for a crime-free future adjustment, and 
that regardless of which "treatments" are administered while he is in prison, the 
longer he is kept there, the more deteriorated and recidivistic he will become. 

Quoted in Doleschal and G. Geis, GRADUATED RELEASE 23-24 (Crime and Delinquency Topics, 
NLMH Monograph Series 1971); National Council on Crime and Delinquency, Policies and 
Background Information, The Federal Bureau of Prisons N.C.C.D., Hackensack, N.J. at 14 
(1971); Jaman and Dickover, A STUDY OF PAROLE OUTCOME AS A FUNCTION 01' TIME SAVED, 
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Sacramento, California Department of Corrections (1969). 
1\ E. Goffman, ASYLUM 57 (1961). 
12 Statement of Robert T. Leonard, Prosecuting Attorney, Genessee County; Founder, 

Citizens Probation Authority, Flint, Mich.; and Representative, National District Attorneys 
Association, Hearings on S.798, supra note 5, at 411. 

13 Statement of Whitney North Seymour, Jr., Hearings on 8.3309, supra note 3 at 29. 
" The probation programs themselves are usually understaffed and the support services 

provided are usually minimal, inadequate, or simply nonexistent. See note 12 supra. See also 
text accompanying notes 151-152 in Chapter One § II infra. 

15 Specter, Diversion of Persons From the Criminal Process to Treatment Alternatives, 44 
PA. B. ASS'N Q. 691, 694-95 Rule 11 (1973). 

16 See, e.g., Parnes, Judicial Response to Intra-Family Violence, 54 MINN. L. REV. 585 
(1970); Parnes, Police Response to the Domestic Disturbance, 1967 WIS. L. REV. 914: Bard, 
Family Intervention Police Teams as a Community Mental Health Resource, 60 J. CRIM. L. 
C. & P. S. 247 (1969). The New York Police Department's Family Crisis Intervention Unit, 
sponsored by the Vera Institute, has become a model program and has been implemented in 
Oakland, Denver, Chicago, and Philadelphia. See Bard, Training Police as Specialists ill 
Family Crisis Intervention, U.S.H.P.O., Wash., D.C. (1970). 

17 The Treatment of Drug Abuse: Programs, Problems, Prospects, Wash., D.C., JointInfor
mation Service (1972); Robertson, Pre-Trial Diversion of Drug Offenders: A 8tatutory 
Approach, 52 B.U.L. REV. 335 (1972); The Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act (NARA), 42 
U.S.C. § 3401 et. seq. (1973); Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime, Special Action Office 
for Drug Abuse Prevention, Wash., D.C. (1972). For an excellent discussion of proposed 
legislation in Georgia for the diversion of drug abusers see Note, The Diversion of Drug 
Abusers From the Criminal Justice System: Georgia's Proposed L'2gislation, 23 EMORY L. J. 
1071 (1974). Drug addicts are generally ineligible for pretriai intervention, see text at notes 
89-96 in Chapter One § II infra. 

18 Erskine, Alcoholism and the Criminal Justice System: Challenge and Response, Wash., 
D.C., LEAA (1972); Nimmer, Two Million Unnecessary Arrests, American Bar Foundation 
(1971); Stem; Public Drunkenness: Crime or Health Problem, ANNALS OF THE AM. ACAD. OF 
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE (1967); alcoholics are generally ineligible for pretrial 
intervention programs. See text at notes 89-96 in Chapter One § II infra. Effective as of July 
1, 1975, Georgia has passed legislation whereby drunkenness is to be treated as a disease and 
not a public offense. GA. L. 1974 at 200. 

IV Hickey and Rubin, CIVIL COMMITMEN'r OF SPECIAL CATEGORIES OF OFFENDERS (Crime and 
Delinquency Topics, NLMH Monograph Series) (1971). 

20 See note 12 supra at 413. 
21 NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS, COURTS at 

33 (1973) [hcreinafter cited as STANDARDS AND GOALS, COURTS]. 
22 An illustration of the lack of effective programs to deal with various categories of offend

ers is provided by a recent study which showed that 2,800 Georgia prisoners (almost one-third 
of the prison population) can be classified as retarded-that is, they have an I.Q. below 69. 
Atlanta Constitution, Oct. 16, 1974 at 6-A, col. 1. 

23 "Many prisoners are socially or educationally inept and ended up committing crimes 
because they were uneducated and could not find decent jobs because they have no skills." 
Atlanta Constitution, Oct. 21, 1974, at 4-A, col. 1. See also Atlanta Journal, Oct. 18, 1974 at 
I-A, col. 1; Atlanta Constitution, Oct. 16, 1974, at 6-A, col. 1. 

As documented in the professional literature and by everyday court experience, 
the majority of offenders are generally young, mostly ill-educated, and unemployed, 
lacking in coping skills, alienated from the mainstream of society and without 
reasonable economic alternatives to criminal behavior which they frequently view 
as an attempt to equalize perceived social injustices. 
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Statement by Leon Leiberg, Projector, Parole Corrections Project, American Correctional 
Association, Hearings on S. 3309 supra note 3 at 137. 

2l For a discussion of recidivist rates and their relation to time served see text at notes 148-
153 in Chapter One § II infra. 

25 PRESIDENT's COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: THE 
CHALLENGE OF CRIME IN A FREE SOCIETY at 134 (1967). 

26 VERA INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE, THE MANHATTAN COURT EMPLOYMENT PROJECT: FINAL REPORT 
(1972). 

27 NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH, FINAL REPORT: PROJECT CROSSROADS 
(1971). 

2M ABA PROJECT ON STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE, STANDARDS RELATING TO THE 
PROSECUTION FUNCTION AND THE DEFENSE FUNCTION (1971) (Standards 2.5 and 3.8 of the Prose
cution Function, Standard 6.1 of the' Defense Function). 

2. In addition to the present Atlanta project, programs were also established in Baltimore, 
Boston, Cleveland, Minneapolis, San Antonio, HayWard, Calif., San Jose, Calif., and Santa 
Rosa, Calif. 

3. See, e,g., address by Associate Justice Rehnquist, LEAA National Conference on Crimi
nal Justice, Jan, 25, 1973. In an address to the National Conference on Corrections former 
Attorney General John Mitchell said that "in many cases society can best be served by 
diverting the accused to a voluntary, community oriented correctional program instead of 
bringing him to trial." Minneapolis Star, Dec. 6, 1971, at 131. 

31 See, e.g., NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS, 
CORRECTIONS Standard 3.1 (1973); STANDARDS AND GOALS, COURTS, supra note 19, Standard 
2.1; NATIONAL PRETRIAL SERVICE CENTER OF THE ABA COMMISSION ON CORRECTIONAL FACILlTIES 
AND SERVICES, Wash., D.C. (1974); PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADMIN
ISTRATION OF JUSTICE: THE CHALLENGE OF CRIME IN A FREE SOCIETY 134 (1967); REpORT OF THE 
PRESIDENT'S TASK FORCE ON PRISONER REHABILITATION, THE CRIMINAL OFFENDER-WHAT 
SHOULD BE DONE? 22 (1970). 

~2 See, e.g., The National District Attorneys Assoc., see Hearings on S.798, supra note 5, 
at 402; The National Council on Crime and Delinquency, and the American Correctional 
Association, see Hearings on S.798, supra note 5, at 382. 

33 Chamber of Commerce of the U.S., Marshalling Citizen Power to Modernize Corrections 
(1972); League of Women Voters of Minneapolis, Hennepin County Municipal Court 44 
(March, 1971). 

3l Massachusetts Pre-Trial Diversion Act (H.2199); Washington State AdultPrcba.tion 
Subsidy Act (Senate Bill No. 2491); Connecticut Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition 
(Public Act No. 73-641) (Approved June 12, 1973); S.798 Comm.unity Supervision and 
Services Act, Diversionary Placement Procedures (H.R. 9007). 

35 PA. R. OF CT. (Crim.) 175-185; Rules Governing the Courts of the State ofN. J. (Rules 
Governing Criminal Practice) 1;38, 3:4-2, 3:28. 

3R U.S. District Court, Northern District of Ohio, Eastern Division Procedures for Pre-Trial 
Diversion. 

37 The programs are selectively permeable since the purpose of screening is to identify those 
offenders both willing to change and capable of making significant progress toward rehabilita
tion during the 90 day period of intensive assistance. The safety of society cannot be. unrea
sonably jeopardized, so those chosen will, of necessity, be low risk. 

3~ The approval or consent of other parties, the arresting officer, or the victim, may be 
required in addition to the consent of the prosecutor or court. See text accompanying notes 
112-119 infra Chapter' One § II. 

39 For the constitutional implications of this waiver see Chapter One § ill, subsection D, 
infra. 
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jU Only four programs require that a participant be granted a formal or informal hearing 
prior to a decision to recommend an unsuccessful termination. See note 145 infra Chapter 
One § II. For a discussion of the constitutional issues involved see Chapter One § ill, subsec
tion E, infra. 

II See text accompanying note 144 infra. 
j' For the constitutional implication of this requirement see Chapter One § III, subsection 

G, infra. 
j3 The vocational aspect of the programs are geared to the probl.ems of economically moti

vated crimes because of the recognition of the high correlation between property offenses and 
unemployment. The work ethic often does not' provide the faith necessary to make the leap 
between the level of realization and the level of expectation: 

The majority of inmates have little or no education, are for the most part, unskilled, 
come from poverty income neighborhoods, have been identified as problem individ
uals before their incarceration. . . . [T]his suggests. . . that if the individual re
ceived an adequate education which would qualify him to work at some enhancing, 
well paying job, or was equipped with a skill that allowed the beme ends to be 
achieved, he would never have come into the corrections systems. 

Statement of A.J. Bellamy, Human Services Coordinator, Pretrial Interv811tion Project, Bal
timore, Md., Hearings on S.798, supra note 5, at 435. 

H There are several preconditions that must be satisfied. Diversion assumes that some act 
justifying criminal intervention has occurred and that there is a substantial1ikelihood that 
conviction can be obtained. Often the facts are clear or the offender admits .::ommitting the 
act. Since the persons for whom diversion programs are designed are accused of criminal 
activity but have not been adjudicated, the only justification for intervening in their lives is 
that they voluntarily agree to participate in the program. 

j, See Hearings on S.3309, supra note 5, at 30. Two other factors contribute to a receptive 
psychological climate: 1) the ('ljfender enters the program voluntarily rather than by court 
order as a finol step in the legltl process and 2) the offender is not forced into an intense 
adversary situation . 

. " Diversion programs are informal because they are basically nonauthoritarian. Most pro
grams do, however, have a structure that: 1) identifies a target group, 2) specifies ol>jectives, 
3) outlines means for achieving goals, 4) implements programs, and 5) produces evidence to 
evaluate whether the means are working. See S'rANDARDS AND GOALS, CORRECTIONS Standllrd 
3.1, supra note 31. -

" See note 135 infra Chapter One § II. 
4. See text accompanying notes 127-142 infra Chapter One § II. 
4' The staff might include paraprofessionals, "street people," ex-offenders, and college 

students. 
Traditional court staff, professional probation officers, social workers;-etc., 

have not succeeded too well in establishing the kind of relationship which would 
redirect the person tr; socially acceptable patterns of behavior. By contrast, pretrial 
intervention projects operational to date have been able to recruit, select and train 
a new breed of workers (professional and non-professional) who have proven them
selves to be unusually effective in bridging the distrust of their clients and who are 
committed to reach out and to assist without making moral judgments as to the 
guilt or innocence of program participants and become totally involved in solving 
crisis situations with the defendant as an equal partner in the relationship. 

Statement of Leon Leiberg, Projector, Paml'} Corrections Project, American Correctional 
AssocIation, Hearings on S.3309, supra note 5, at 137 . 

.. Though one may feel a moral duty to obey the law be,~ause the law represents legal 
authority, morality is more a matter of one's conscience. Law depends for its ultimate efficacy 

.. 
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on the degree to which it is backed by organized force-coercion. Diversion ;,3 not a "free out." 
The prosecutor still retains the authority to terminate an offender's unsuccessful participa
tion in the program at any time if the situation so merits. The program staff can also 
terminate an offender's participation and return him to normal criminal justice processing. 
This coercion runs concomitantly with the individual's participation under the assumption 
that the need for this coercion declines as the participant progresses. The g>JaI of the program 
is to divert persons from the 'criminal process to treatment alternatives before they fall into 
a pattern of criminal activity by combining the 'incentive of afresh start with the threat of 
renewed prosecution if the new start is not taken. 

51 The prison experience in the kind of prison in which an offender is usually confined may 
have less to do with whether he commits other offenses after release than will the effect of 
the interruption of normal occupational progress. Although correctional institutions are en
riched and improved, recidivism still continues to increase, not because the institution does 
or does not do something to or for the offender, but simply by removing him from society. 
Robert Martinson, "The Paradox of Prison Reform-I: The 'Dangerous Myth,'" THE NEW 
REPUBLIC, April 1, 1972 at 23-25. 

The general underlying premise for the new directions in corrections is that 
crime and delinquency are symptoms of failures and disorganization of the com
munity as well as of individual offenders. . . . The task of corrections therefore 
includes building or rebuilding solid ties between offender and community, inte" 
grating or reintegrating the offender into community life. . . . This requires not 
only efforts directed toward changing the individual offender, which has been the 
almost. exclusive focus of rehabilitation, but also mobilization and change of the 
community and its in.stitutions. 

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, TASK FORCE 
REPORT ON CORRECTIONS 7 (1967). 

52 The Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act (NARA) was criticized as being a failure because 
of its lack of flexibility. See statement of Whitney North Seymour, Jr., U.S. Attorney, S.D. 
N.Y., Hearings on S. 3309, supra note 5, at 28; see A. Mathews, MENTAL DISABILITY AND THE 

CRIMINAL LAW (1970); R. Rock, HOSPITILIZATION AND DISCHARGE OF THE MENTALLY ILL (1968) . 
., "With few exceptions, an absolute precondition for traditional diversion is the presence 

of a dispositional dilemma, a dilemma that exists only if the criminal act is considered 
nonserious or marginally criminal." R. Nimmer, DIVERSION: THE SEARCH FOR ALTERNATIVE 
FORMS OF PROSECUTION, AMERICAN BAR FOUNDATION 15 (1974). 

51 The factors to be used in determining whether an offender, following arrest but 
prior to adjUdication, should be selected for diversion to a noncriminal program, 
should include the following: 

a. Prosecution toward conviction may cause undue 
harm to the defendant or exacerbate the social prob
lems that led to his criminal acts. 
b. Services to meet the offender's needs and prob· 
lems are unavailable within the criminal justice sys
tem or may be provided more effectively outside the 
system. 
c. The arrest has a1ready served as the desired deter
rent. 
d. The needs and interests of the victim and society 
are served better by diversion than by official process
ing. 
e. The offender does not present a substantial dan
ger to others. 
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f. The offender voluntarily accepts the offered alter
native to further justice system processing. 
g. 'I'he facts of the case sufficiently establish that the 
defendant committed the alleged act. 

STANDARDS AND GoALS, CORRECTIONS Standard 3.1, supra note 31 (1973). 
os See note 18 supra. 
" See text accompanying notes 156-168 and Tables XVll through XXVll, intra Chapter 

One § II . 
• 1 Slle Hearings on S.798, supra note 5, at 480-484. 
58 Ct. Selective Prosecution tor Reporters (sic) to get Test, Atlanta Journal, Oct. 4, 1974, 

at 20, col. 1. 
" See text accompanying notes 127-129 and Table X, intra Chapter One § II. 
10 PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, TASK 

FORCE REPORT: THE COURTS 5 (1967). 
II OPERATION DE Novo, A NEW BEGINNING, at 22-23 [undated]. Hennepin County Pre-Trial 

Diversion Project, Minneapolis, Minn. [Hereinafter cited as OPERATION DE Novo]. 
I' THE ATLANTA PRE-TRIAL INTERVENTION PROJECT, A PROPOSAL FOR ACTION, FISCAL YEAR 1975 

at 2 [unpublished]. [Hereinafter cited as Atlanta Project PROPOSAL FOR ACTION]. 
" NATIONAL PRETRIAL INTERVENTION SERVICE CENTER OF THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION COM

MISSlON ON CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES AND SERVICES, LEGAL ISSUES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF 
PRETRIAL INTERVENTION PROGRAMS at 41 (1974). [Hereinafter cited as LEGAL ISSUES]. 

II Project FOUND, Baltimore, Md. (property misdemeanors only); Project Cros~roads, 
Washington, D.C. (misdemeanors only); Project L'1tercept, Hayward, Ca!. (misdemeanors 
only). 

'5 OPERATION DE Novo, supra note 61, at 3. 
II VERA INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE, THE MANHA'ITAN COURT EMPLOYMENT PROJECT, FINAL REPORT, 

NOVEMBER, 1967-DECEMBER 31, 1970 at 22 (1972). [Hereinafter cited as Manhattan Project 
FiNAL REPORT]. 

11 LEGAL ISSUES, supru note 63, at 40. 
18. Manhattan Project FINAL REPORT, supra note 66 at 22. 
Ii See also note 83 intra and accompanying text. 
10 OPERATION DE Novo. 
71 For the names of the projects corresponding to the program numbers in Chart I and 

following illustrathns see Appendix A. 
7' See Manhattan Project FINAL REPORT, supra note 66, at 21. 
73 Pre-Trial Diversion Services Project (Kansas City, Mo.); Deferred Prosecution Program 

(Honolulu, Hawaii); The Manhattan Court Employment Project (New York, N.Y.); Court 
Resources Project (Boston, Mass.); Atlanta Pre-Trial Intervention Project (Atlanta, Ga.); 
Project Intercept (Hayward, Ca!.). 

11 It does not appear that any substantial use of the minimum age flexibility has been made 
as no program surveyed has indicated participants below its respective minimum age require
ment. See Chart I, supra in text at note 71. 

75 Genesee County Citizens Probation Authority (Flint, Mfch.); Project FOUND (Balti
more, Md.); Pre-Trial Diversion Services Project (Kansas City, Mo.). 

7! LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 63, at 38 (footnotes omitted). 
77 Dade County Pretrial Intervention Project (Miami, Fla.); Deferred Prosecution Program 

(Honolulu, Hawaii); Project FOUND (Baltimore, Md.). 
78 See note 71 supra. 
Ii Three programs have indicated participants above their maximum age requirement. See 

Chart I supra in text at note 71. 
80 Manhattan Project FINAL REPORT, supra note 66, at 32. The Project maximum age limit 
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is now 50. 
R. See LEGAL isSUES, supra note 63, at 35, for a concise discussion of sex as a suspect 

eligibility criteria. 
R2 The Manhattan Court Employment Project (New York, N.Y.); Project Crossroads 

(Washington, D.C.). 
/13 Manhattan Project FINAL REPORT, supra note 66, at 21. See also Manhattan Project FINAL 

REpORT at 56. 
g, NATIONAL PRETRIAL INTERVENTION SERVICE CENTER OF THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION COM

MISSION ON CORRECTIONAL F'ACILITIES AND SERVICES, DESCRIPTIVE PROFILES ON SELECTED PRETRIAL 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE INTERVENTION PROGRAMS at 24 (1974). [Hereinafter cited as DESCRIPTIVE 
PROFILES]. 

,.. Manhattan Project FINAL REPORT, supra note 66 at 21. 
.. LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 63, at 36. 
al Genesee County Citizens Probation Authority, Flint, Mich. (1 year); Pretrial Services 

Diversion Program, New Haven, Conn. (6 months). 
1\1\ LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 63, at 36 where the analogy is made to Shapiro v. Thompson, 

394 U.S. 618 (1969), which held unconstitutional a state residency requirement for a specified 
length of time as a prerequisite to we1fare qualification . 

.. See Manhattan Project FINAL REpORT, supra note 66, at 22 . 
• 0 Project FOUND (Baltimore, Md.); Project Crossroads {Washington, D.C.}. The Atlanta 

Pre-Trial Intervention Project (Atlanta, Ga.) excludes long-term homosexuals . 
•• Pretrial Intervention Project (Columbia, S.C.). For a discussion of drug abuser inter

vention see Note, The Diversion of Drug Abuser~ from the Criminal Justice System: Georgia's 
Proposed Legislation, 23 EMORY L.J. 1071 (1974). 

92 OPERATION DE Novo, supra note 61, at 2. 
" Manhattan Project FINAL REPORT, supra note 66, at 55. 
" [d . 
• 5 [d. at 56. 
D! Deferred Prosecution Program (Honolulu, Hawaii). 
97 Atlanta Pre-Trial Intervention Project (Atlanta, Ga.), Court Resources Project (Boston, 

Mass.), Project Crossroads (Washington, D.C.), Operation de Novo (Minneapolis, Minn.), 
Project FOUND (Baltimore, Md.), Project Intercept (Hayward, CaL) and Dade County 
Pretrial Intervention Project (Miami, Fla.) . 

.. LEGAL I~""r:'s, supra note 63 at 39. Three programs, responding to the questionnaire, 
indicated tl;; J·$6% of their respective participants had annual income levels of $5000 or 
less Ilnd that 91-99% had income levels of $8000 or less. See Appendix 1. 

.. The need for basic education services is evidenced by the educetionallevels attained by 
program participants prior to entering the program. Responses from five programs indicated 
that 27-77% of their respective participllnts had not completeci'high school. See Appendix H. 

'00 The Manhattan Court Employment Project, New York, N.Y. (maximum income: $175 
per week); Pre-Trial Diversion Services Project, Kansas City, Mo. (maximum income: $50 
per week plus dependent allowance). 

'0. Atlanta Project PROPOSAL FOR ACTION, supra note 62 at 2-3. 
'02 LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 63 at 39. See also 110te 61 and accompanying text, supra, 
'03 [d. at 39·40. 
10. Deferred Prosecution Program (Honolulu, Hawaii). 
105 Project Intercept (Hayward, Cal.); Dade County Pretrial Intervention Project (Miami, 

Fl~.); and Project FOUND (Baltlmo~e, Md.). 
,0' "In prison the inmate is exposed to the higher educational opportunities in crime and 

criminal behavior. . . The chances for an ignorant, unguided, bitter and frustrated individ
ual to break the honds orthis type of life style, are infinitely smllll, if any exist at all." THE 
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ATLANTA PRE-TRIAL INTERVENTION PROJECT, FINAL REPORT, SEPTEMBER I, 1971-MAY 31, 1973 
at 7 [unpublished], Atlanta, Georgia. [hereinafter cited as Atlanta Project FINAL REPORT]. 

107 A catalogue of the various program requirements may be found in Appendix B. 
10' LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 63, at 40. 
10. See discussion supra at § II(A)(l}. 
110 Manhattan Project FINAL REPORT, supra note 66, at 22. 
III Inefficient program management may result from the varied needs of a ",idely diverse 

participant population. Unequal treatment of similar offenders may result where program 
funding is limited and flexibility would be available only when there is a temporary under
capacity of participants. 

112 For a discussion on whether participation without consent of the offender is a denial of 
his right to a speedy trial, see Chapter One § ill, subsection D, infra. 

113 Project FOUND (Baltimore, Md.); Pretrial Intervention Project (Columbia, S.C.); At
lanta Pre-Trial Intervention Project (Atlanta, Ga.); Genesee County Citizens Probation 
Authority (Flint, Mich.); Pre-Trial Diversion Services Project (Kansas City, Mo.); and Dade 
County Pretrial Intervention Project (Miami, Fla.). 

IU Court Resources Project (Boston, Mass.). 
115 Hudson County Pretrial Intervention Project (Jersey City, N.J.); Project Intercept 

(Hayward, Cal.); Operation de Novo (Minneapolis, Minn.); Manhattan Court Employment 
Project (New York, N.Y.); Deferred Prosecution Program (Honolulu, Hawaii); and Pretrial 
Services Diversion Project (New Haven, Conn.). 

118 See LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 63 at 13-21. For a discussion of the. constitutional issues 
involved in this aspect of pretrial intervention see Chapter One § ill, subsection A, infra. 

117 [d. at 13-14 (footnotes omitted). 
II. [d. at 18-19 (footnotes omitted). 
II. [d. at 20. 
120 See note 112 supra. 
121 The question relating to waiver of the statute of limitations was inadvertently omitted 

from the final questionnaire draft. No other program survey with respect to this information 
could be located. 

122 This may occur where program participation can be extended indefinitely or where the 
interval between the commission of the crime and the completion of the program exceeds the 
statutory period. Generally, the prosecutor will formally agree not to prosecute pending 
completion of the program (except in the event of re-arrest or other untimely unsuccessful 
dismissal from the program) and failure to secure a waiver of the statute in such circumstan
ces may be a formidable bar to prosecution for the diverted charge. See Appendix F. 

1'3 Deferred Prosecution Program (Honolulu, Hawaii). 
124 An excerpt from the Manhattan Project FINAL REPORT, supra note 66 at 23-25 with 

respect to participant screening may be found in Appendix C. 
'" For a discussion on how the protections afforded by the Fifth Amendment privilege 

against self-incrimination may be invoked to prevent the use of any statements made by the 
offender (participant) in a trial subsequent to his unsuccessful termination from the program 
see notes 179-200 and accompanying text, infra at Chapter One § ill, subsection F. 

128 A copy of the interview outline used by the Pretrial Diversion Services Program (New 
Haven, Conn.) may be found in Appendix D. 

127 Atlanta Project PROPOSAL FOR ACTION, supra note 62 at 4. 
128 [d. at 17. 
'" Manhattan Project FINAL REPORT, supra note 66 at 28. 
130Id. 

131 [d. at 31. 
132 [d. 



133 ld. at 27. 
131 A depressed economy may render this objective unrealistic in many cases. 

Dut! to a contracting job market severely influenced by. • . economic factors hiring 
at aU skill levels has been reduced. As unemployment figures climb competition for 
each job opening will intensify. This may make it necessary to discuss stop-gap 
employment with participants on jobs which offer no skill training or future. 

Atlanta Project PROPOSAL FOR ACTION, supra note 62 at 17. 
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135 Manhattan Court Employment Project (New York, N.Y.), Court Resources Project 
(Boston, Mass.), Operation de Novo (Minneapolis, Minn.) and the Atlanta Pre-Trial Inter
vention Project (Atlanta, Ga.) have indicated use of vocational interest and general aptitude 
testing. 

I" OPERATION DE Novo, supra note 61 at 16. 
137 ld. at 16-17. Pretrial Intervention Project (Columbia, S.C.) offers a similar program. 
I" Manhattan Project FINAL REPORT, supra note 66 at 30. 
I" ld. 
110 Atlanta Project PROPOSAL FOR ACTION, supra note 62 at 8. 
UI ld. at 8-9. 
112 Manhattan Project FINAL REPORT, supra note 66 at 32. 
113 See note 99 supra. 
III The respective role of the prosecutor and/or court in the concurrence of a requested 

participation extension corresponds to the role of each with respect to consent to initial 
participation. See Table Vill, supra. 

H> Only four programs require that a participant be granted a formal or informal hearing 
prior to a decision to recommend an unsuccessful termination. For a discussion of the consti
tutional issues involved see Chapter One § ill, subsection E infra. 

H< The respective role of the prosecutor and/or court in the acceptance or rejection of a 
program recommendation corresponds to the role of each with respect to consent to initial 
participation. See Table Vill, ,~upra. 

117 Prosecution is mandatory in Court Resources Project (Boston, Mass.) and Pretrial Inter
vention Project (Columbia, S.C.). In each of these jurisdictions formal charges are made prior 
to participation. 

II' See NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY, POLICIES AND BACKGROUND INFORMA
TION, INSTITUTIONAL CONS'rnUCTION, COMPENSATION OF INMATE LABOR, THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
PRISONS 14 (1972). [Hereinafter cited as N.C.C.D.J. 

II. Data from Independent Questionnaire (July, 1974). Project data does not indicate 
whether the 60 felons who were re-arrested are from the total of successful felony terminations 
or the total of all felony terminations. IHrom the latter population the stated recidivism rate 
would be significantly lower. 

150 N.C.C.D., supra note 148 at 15. 
151 Atlanta Project FINAL REpORT, supra note 106 at 6. 
152 Id. at 6-7. 
153 Manhattan Project FINAL REPORT, supra note 66 at 45. 
151 Program response to the questionnaire with respect to changes in participant status 

following termination was negligible. See Appendix G. 
155 To preserve the integrity of the program and maintain the confidentiality of the partici

pants whose case histories are reprinted, the intervention program is not identified. 
I" The Atlanta Constitution, Oct. 16, 1974 at 6-A. 
1$1 Computer Datt~ from information compiled by Georgia Department of Offender Rehabil. 

itation. 
I5R Supra note 156 at 6-A. 
U9 Hearings on S. 798 Before the Subcomm. on National Penitentiaries of the Sen. Comm. 
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on the Judiciary, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess., at 427 (1973). [Hereinafter cited as Hearings on S. 
798]. 

,ft. Atlanta Project PROPOSAL FOR AC'1'lON, supra note 62, at 6. It is not known whether this 
figure includes staffing costs as Hearings on S. 798, supra note 159, at 427 indicate annual 
per inmate maintenance costs at $6,666 (extrapolated data). The difference may result from 
higher federal costs compared to state costs. 

16' See Tables XIX and xxm, infra. 
112 See generally P. SAMUELSON, ECONOMICS: AN INTRODUCTORY ANALYSIS 231-34 (6th ed. 

1964). Disposable income represents a person's consumption and saving. When spent the 
consumption component of disposable income generally becomes an increment to another 
person's disposable income, part of which is in turn spent in \)on8umption. The cycle contin
ues in a geometric progression with the ultimate amount d.erived from the multiplier effect 
being limited by the fraction represented by the ratio of consumption to disposable income 
of each person in the cycle. Thus, if X spends $1000 and the consumption of all persons is of 
disposable income, the net result is an additional $2000 of consumption spending, assuming 
no leakage from the cycle. As the ratio of consumption to disposable income approaches 1 
the amount of additional consumption resulting from the multiplier effect increases geometri
cally. State and local governments are indirect beneficiaries of the multiplier effect as rep
resented by increased income and sales tax revenues. 

16' DESCRIPI'IVE PRm1LES, supra note 84 at Appendix A. 
16' Except as otherwise noted, data hereinafter used in this section was obtained from 

computer print-outs from information compiled by the Georgia Department of Offender 
Rehabilitation. 

'ft. Murder, voluntary manslaughter, aggravated assault, aggravated battery, kidnapping, 
arson (1st and 2nd Degrees), armed robbery, rape, sodomy, aggravated sodomy, child moles
tation (felony), enticing a minor for indecent purposes, escape, posses9ion of firearm during 
commission of a crime, aircraft hijacking, driving under the influence, molesting a minor 
(misdemeanor), carrying a pistol without a license and carrying a concealed weapon. See 
discussion at § ll(A)(2)(a) supra. 

'" Escape tendencies, assaultive, narcotic, withdrawn, alcoholic. See Appendix E for ex
planation of these characteristics. See also discussion at § ll(A) (2)(f) supra. 

167 See discussion at § ll(A)(2)(b) supra. 
"8 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES, MARSHALUNG CITIZEN POWER TO MODERN

IZE CORRECTIONS 7 (1972). 
'" See, e.g., Oyler v. Boles, 368 U.S. 448, 456 (1962) ("the conscious exercise of some 

selectivity in enforcement is not in itself a federal constitutional violation"). United States 
v. Gainey, 440 F.2d 290 (D.C. Cir. 1971); Moses v. Kennedy, 219 F. Supp. 763 (D.D.C. 1963); 
Pugach v. Klein, 193 F. Stipp. 630 (S.D.N.Y. 1961). In United States v. Cox, 342 F.2d 167, 
171 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 381 U.S. 935 (1965), the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals concluded 
that: 

Although as a member of the bar, the attorney for the United States is an offiear 
of the court, he is nevertheless an executive official of the Government, and it is as 
an officer of the executive department that he exercises a discretion as to whether 
or not there shall be a prosecution in a particular case. It follows, as an incident of 
the constitutional separation of powers, that the courts are not to interfere with the 
free exercise of the discretionary power of the attorneys of the United States in their 
control over criminal prosecutions. 

The precise limits of this discretion have not been defined by the courts. 
In Georgia, the District Attorney, however, has the duty to draw up all indictments and 

presentments when requested by the grand jury and to prosecute all indictable offenses. GA. 
CODE ANN. § 24-2908(4) (1972). 
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110 See caseS at note 169 supra and text at note 185 infra. The Supreme Court has held that 
before judicial review will be invoked there must be a showing of "clear and intentional 
discrimination." Snowden v. Hughes, 321 U.S. I, 8 (1944), quoting from Gundlingv. Chicago, 
177 U.S. 183, 186 (1900). See Bailey v. Alabama, 219 U.S. 219 (1911); Ah Sin v. Wittman, 
198 U.S. 500 (1905). See also Oyler v. Boles, 368 U.S. 448 (1962); Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 
U.S. 356 (18B6). In Newman v. United States, 382 F.2d 479,482 (D.C. Cir. 1967) any judicial 
review was precluded. 

171 A decision to prosecute is reflected in the issuance of an arrest warrant. In Georgia, the 
warrant must be issued by any judge of a superior, city, or county court, or justice of the 
peace, or any municipal officer clothed by law with the powers of a justice of the peace. GA. 
CODE ANN. § 27-102 (1974); see FED. R. CRIM. PRoe. 4(b)(1). There is, therefore, (at least in 
theory) a judi.cial review of the decision to charge, and since the arrest will be made pursuant 
to the warrant, a judicial review prior to arrest. In practice, however, the warrant is issued 
by the justice of the peace, or more frequently, by his clerk, without any true effort at 
independent evaluation of the facts of the particular case. 

The Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution requires that to justify charging 
a suspect with an offense, there must be "probable cause" to believe' that the suspect has 
committed the offense. This standard, like the "reasonable grounds" standard employed to 
justify an arrest without a warrant in permitted circumstances, (see GA. CODE ANN. § 27-207 
(1972» is very general in its terms. Although in the majority of cases the warrant is issued as 
a perfunctory matter, the prosecutor does not have the power to subject lin accused to trial 
without having his decision subjected to review. There is criticism of th,e efficacy of this 
before-the-fact review, but this process ofreview pursuant to GA. CODE ANN. § 27-102 (1974), 
may at least have the advantage of providing a before-the-fact record of the facts upon which 
probable cause is baeild. (This may not always be true because in Georgia, as well as in many 
other states which do not follow the Federal practice whereby the affidavit must sufficiently 
state probable cause within the four corners of the document, the standard of probable cause 
can be satisfled by parol testimony with no correlative requirement of recording such testi
mony). Prior to trial, the defendant has a right to a preliminary examination (either via a 
preliminary hearing or grand jury indictment), the purpose of which is to determine whether 
there is probable cause to hold him for trial. This preliminary examination is the "judicial 
review" of the prosecutor's decision to prosecute. 

Every warrant must be issued on oath or affirmation, with probable cause and before a 
magistrate. U.S. CONST. amend. IV. The requirement of oath is to insure the protection of 
an individual against malicious prosecution, as the affiant swears under the penalty ef per
jury. The probable cause for arrest must show that an offense has been committed and tilat 
the person to be arrested committed it. In Brinegar u. U.S., 338 U.S. 160, 175 (1949), the 
Court held that: 

In dealing with probable cause •.. as the very name implies, we deal with proba
bilities. These are not technical; they are the factual and practical considerations 
of everyday life on which reasonable and prudent men, not legal technicians, act. 
The standard of proof is accordingly correlative to what must be proved. 

Thus before bringing the charge, the prosecutor is expected to weigh its merits, including 
statements of facts. When a prosecutor brings a charge, he has himself made a thorough 
investigation of the circumstances of that individual case. If the prosecutor decides that there 
is sufficient evidence to justify presecution and that prosecution is called fer as a matter of 
policy, he then must select the charge. Generally, the practice is to select the most serious 
offense for which conviction appears possible. although sometimes a lesser offense is charged. 

172 Although the prosecutor generally exercises firm control over the initiation of criminal 
prosecution, the grand jury also bas broad formal powers of its own. E.g., GA. CODE ANN. § 
59-304 (1972). 
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173 Newman v. United States, 382 F.2d 479, 480 (D.C. Cir. 1967). 
IH LEGAL ISSUES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF PRETRrAL INTERVENTION PROGRAMS 13-14 (April, 

1974) [hereinafter cited as LEGAL ISSUES]; A PROSECUTOR'S MANUAL ON SCREENING AND DIVER
SIONARy PROGRAMS 124 [hereinafter cited as PROSECUTOR'S MANUAL]. 

17. ld. 
17' Criticisms of the informal diversion decision-making are that prosecutors lack both 

sufficient information on which to formulate decisions to prosecute or not to prosecute, and 
established ljrocedures to implement their decision making. PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, THE CHALLENGE OF CRIME IN A FREE SOCIETY 
55 (1967). 

177 LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 14. 
178 See, e.g., Pugach v. Klein, 193 F. Supp. 630 (S.D.N.Y. 1961); United States v. Brokaw, 

60 F. Supp. 100 (S.D.TIl. 1945). This argument lacks persuasiveness in Georgia because the 
judges, as well as the prosecutor are elected by the people. 

179 THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, 
TASK FORCE REPORT: THE COURTS (1967) [hereinafter cited as THE COURTS], determined that 
"[ilt is at the charge stage that the prosecutor should determine whether it is appropriate 
to refer the offender to noncriminal agencies for treatment or for some degree of supervision 
without criminal convictions." ld. at 5. THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION PROJECT ON STAN
DARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE, STANDARDS RELATING TO THE PROSECUTION FUNCTION AND THE 
DEFENSE FUNCTION, (Approved Draft, 1971) § 3.8 at 90, concluded that: 

[t]he prosecutor should explore the availability of non-criminal disposition, in
cluding programs or rehabilitation, formal or informal, in deciding whether to press 
criminal charges; especially in the case of a first offender, the nature of the offense 
may warrant non-criminal disposition. 

181' S. 798, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. § 3(1) (1973) [hereinafter cited as S. 798]. 
181 Court approval is required in S. 798, supra note 180, at §§ 3(4), 5; Pre-Trial Diversion 

Procedures Adopted By United States District Court Northern District of Ohio, Eastern 
Division § (a) [herein lifter cited as Northern District Court of Ohio], reprinted in PRETRIAL 
CRIMINA.L JUSTICE INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES AND ACTION PROGRAMS 60-62 (May, 1974) 
[hereinafter cited as INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES]; the New Jersey Supreme Court Rules for 
Pretrial Intervention Programs R.3:28(b) [hereinafter cited as N.J. Sup. Ct. Rules], 
reprinted in INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES at 57-59, Penn. Supreme Court Rules for Program of 
Accelerated Rehabilitation R.175 [hereinafter cited as Penn. Sup. Ct. Rules], reprinted in 
INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES at 63-66; Massachusetts Pre-Trial Diversion Act § 2 [hereinafter 
cited as Mass. Diversion Act], reprinted in INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES at 67-72. 

". Probation is an inherent function of the judiciary. GA. CODE ANN. § 27-1801 (1972), 
which gives the prosecutor the authority to dismiss an indictment "after an examination of 
the case in open court and before it has been submitted to the jury, . . • with the consent of 
the court. Aftl;1r the case has been submitted to the jury, a nolle prosequi shall not be entered 
except by the consent of the defendant." 

181 Recent cases have made some inroads in resolving the court-prosecutor conflict of func
tions which arises in the decision to divert after formal charges have been brought. In People 
v. Navarro, 7 Cal.3d 248, 102 Cal. Rptr. 137, 497 P.2d 481 (1972), the California Supreme 
Court held that the requirement of the concurrence by the district attorney before a defen
dant, who was found guilty by a jury and had been previously convicted of certain crimes, 
may be committed to a narcotic treatment and rehabilitation facility, violated the California 
Constitutional mandate that. judicial power is to be vested in the judiciary and that the 
powers of government are to be separated into executive, legislative and judicial branches. 
ld. at 488-89. The court concluded: 

Defining offenses and prescribing punishments (mandat.ory or alternative 

I 
j 



choices) are legislative functions designed to achieve legitimate legislative goals and 
objectives. The imposition of sentence and the exercise of sentencing discretion are 
fundamentally and inherently judicial functions •.. "[T]he Legislatu~e, . . . by 
genera/laws can control eligibili.ty for probation. parole and the term of imprison
ment. but it cannot abort the judicial process by SUbjecting a judge to the control 
of the district attorney." 
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ld. at 487-88, quoting from People v. Sidener, 58 Cal.2d 645,25 Cal. Rptr. 697, 702, 375 P.2d 
641, 646 (1962). (Emphasis original.) 

Similarly, the same court held that the requirement of approval and action by the district 
attorney in order for the court to dismiss a prior conviction violated the constitutional separa
tion of powers doctrine. People v. Tenorio, 3 Cal.2d 89,89 Cal. Rptr. 249, 473 P.2d 993 (1970). 
The court determined: 

When the decision to prosecute has been made, the process which leads to 
acquittal or to sentencing is fundamentally judicial in nature. . . . The judicial 
power is compromised when a judge, who believes that a charge should be dismissed 
in the interests of justice, wishes to exercise the power to dismiss but finds that 
before he may do sa he must bargain with the prosecutor. 

ld. at 996. See Esteybar v. Municipal Court, 5 Ca1.3d 119, 95 Cal. Rptr. 524,485 P.2d 1140 
(1971) wherein the California Supreme Court held that requiring the consent of the prosecutor 
before a magistrate could exercise his judicial power in determining that a charged offense 
was to be tried as a misdemeanor was unconstitutiona1. 

185 In Snowden v. Hughes, 321 U.S. 1, 8 (1943) the Court concluded: 
The unlawful administration by state officers of a state statute fair on its face, 

resulting in its unequal application to those who are entitled to be treated alike, is 
not a denial of equal protection unless there is shown to be present in it an element 
of intentional or purposeful discrimination. This may appear on the face of the 
action taken with respect to a particular class or person, . . . or it may only be 
shown by extrinsic evidence showing a discriminatory design to favor one individual 
or class over another not to be inferred from the action itself. . . . But It discrimi
natory purpose is not presumed, ... there must be a showing of "clear and 
intentional" discrimillation. • . . 

(citations omitted.) See cases cited at notes 169 and 179 supra. 
m For an excellent commentary on which preconviction procedures constitute the proper 

means for raising the contention that enforcement of a statute or law is unconstitutionally 
discriminatory see 4 A.L.R.3d 404 (1956). See generally Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 
373 (1886), a postconviction habeas corpus proceeding, wherein the Court concluded: 

Though the law itself be fair on its face, and impartial in appearance, yet, if it 
is applied and administered by public authority with an evil eye and unequal hand, 
so as practically to make unjust and illegai discriminations between persons in 
similar circumstances, material to their rights, the denial of equal justice is still 
within the prohibition of the Constitution. 

1'7 People v. Utica Daw's Drug Company, 16 App. Div. 2d 12,225 N.Y.S.2d 128,132 (1962). 
188 345 F.Supp. 1236 (W.O. Mo. 1972). 
189 42 U.S.C. § 3412 (1973), states in pertinent part that "whenever any narcotic addict 

desires to obtain treatment for his addiction. . . • such addict. . . may file a petition with 
the United States attorney. . . requesting that such addict. . . be admitted to a hospital 
of the Service for treatment of his addiction.'" 

I'. Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act, 42 U.S.C. § 3401, et. seq. (1973).42 U.S.C.§ 3401 
states: 

It is the policy of the Congress that certain persons charged with or convicted 
of violating Federal criminal laws, who are determined to be addicted to narcotic 
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drugs, and likely to be rehabilitated through treatment, should, in lieu of prosecu
tion or sentencing, be civilly committed for confinement and treatment designed 
to effect their restoration to health, and return to society as useful members. 

It is the further policy of the Congress that certain persons addicted to narcotic 
drugs who are not charged with the commission of any offense should be afforded 
the opportunity, through civil commitment, for treatment, in order that they may 
be rehabilitated and returned to society as useful members and in order that society 
may be protected more effectively from crime and delinquency which result from 
narcotic addiction. 

IVI United States v. Gillespie, 345F.Supp. 1236, 1239 (w.n. Mo. 1972) (emphasis added). 
See also United States v. Phillips, 403 F.2d 963, 965 (6th Cir. 1968) where the court concluded 
that "[ilf he is an addict eligible for treatment under the Act, the procedures provided for 
in the Act should be followed unless there is some good reason for not doing so." 

1i2 For a discussion on why an analogy can be drawn between pretrial intervention and 
parole or probation see § E infra on the need for a hearing upon a participant's unsuccessful 
termination from a pretrial intervention program. 

193 477 F.2d 278 (5th Cir.), vacated and remanded 414 U.S. 809 (1973). 
101 The Board is an independent agency which is statutorily granted broad discretionary 

powers in determining parole eligibility. See 18 U.S.C. § 4203 (1975). In Tarlton v. Clark, 
441 F.2d 384, 385 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 403 U.S. 934 (1971), the court held that "it is not 
the function of the courts to review the discretion of the Board in the denial of application 
for parole or to review the credibility of reports and information received by the Board in 
making its determination." 

'95 Another argument posited by the defendant was that the Board did not follow the 
applicable regulations governing its internal procedures because it failed to fully investigate 
all the information he had submitted in his parole application. The court concluded that the 
weight to be given to various factors involved in the parole determination is solely within "the 
Board's broad discretion in determining parole eligibility" and the court is precluded from 
undermining this process by "second-guess[ing] the outcome of such proceedings or what 
factors went into their formulation." 477 F.2d 278, 281. 

10' ld. at 282. 
197 ld. at 283. But see 23 EMORY L. J. 597, 612-13 (1974) for a view that the granting of parole 

is in fact an adversarial proceeding. 
19' 408 U.S. 471 (1972). 
ID9 Scarpa v. United States Board of Parole, 477 F.2d 278, 287 (5th Cir. 1973) (Tuttle, J., 

dissenting). 
200 See Chapter One § II, subsection C supra. 
201 In Hyser v. Reed, 318 F.2d 225, 261 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, Thompson v. United States 

Board of Parole, 375 U.S. 957 (1963), cited in 23 EMORY L.J. 597, 613 (1974), the court held 
that by providing this procedure for the granting of parole the Board would in fact become 
swamped with petitions and thus indiscriminately reject most of them. 

202 408 U.S. 471 (1972). In Morrissey the Supreme Court held that in the revocation of 
parole certain minimal procedural and substantive .due process rights must be afforded the 
criminal defendant. ld. nt 483. For a discussion of how the Morrissey requirements should 
apply a fortiori to the decision to terminate participation in a pretrial intervention program 
see § E(l) infra on the need for a hearing upon a participant's unsuccessful termination from 
a pretrial intervention program. 

203 It is beyond the scope of this section to do an in-depth study on pretrial release in 
Georgia. For a comparison of the Georgia statutory provisions with the AMERICAN BAR Asso
CIATION PROJECT ON MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE, STANDARDS RELATING TO 
PRETRIAL RELEASE (Approved Draft, 1968) [hereinafter cited as PRETRIAL RELEASE]; see 
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COMPAMTIVE ANALYSIS OF AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE WITH 
GEORGIA LAWS, RULES AND LEGAL PRACTICE § n (1974). For general discussions on the area of 
bail see, e.g" Foote, The Coming Constitutional Crisis in Bail: I, 113 U. Pa. L. Rev. 459 
(1965); Foote, The Coming Constitutional Crisis in Bail: II, 113 U. PA. L. REV. 1125 (1965); 
FREED AND WALD, BAIL IN THE UNITED STATES: 1964 [hereinafter cited as BAIL IN THE UNITED 
BTATES}. Throughout this section the term pretrial release will be used to encompass all of 
the methods employed to release a defendant pending determination of his guilt or innocence. 
These varied methods include: release on money bail (with or without sureties); release on 
the defendant's own recognizance (the release of a defendant without bail upon his promise 
to appear at all appropriate times, sometimes referred to as "personal recognizance"); an 
order to appear (an order issued by the court at or after the defendant's first appearance 
releasing him from custody or continuing him at large pending disposition of his case but 
requiring him to appear in court or in some other place at all appropriate times); and the 
use of a summons (an order issue .... 1-Jy a court requiring an accused to appear in a court at a 
designated date and time) and citaticlU (this serves the same function as the summons except 
that it is a written order issued by a law enforcement officer). PRETRIAL RELEASE at § 1.4. 

'01 See, e.g., Bandy v. United States, 81 S.Ct. 197 (1960); Stack v. Boyle, 342 U.S. 1, 5 
(1951); Jones v. Grimes, 219 Ga. 585, 587, 134 S.E.2d 790 (1964); Roberls v. State, 32 Ga. 
App. 339, 340-41, 123 S.E. 151 (1924). 

,.5 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-901, et. seq. (1974). 
,.0 PRETRIAL RELEASE, supra note 203, at § 1.1. 
'07 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-901 (1974). The offenses of rape, armed robbery, aircraft hijacking, 

treason, murder, perjury and the sale of any narcotic drug are bailable only before a judge of 
the superior court, within his discretion. 

211' GA. CODE ANN. § 27-701.1 (1974). 
,.. [d. 
210 See note 203 supra. 
'll Compare 18 U.S.C. §§ 3146 et. seq. (1969) which is predicated on the premise that every 

other feasible method of release .should be exhausted before resorting to money bail. 
212 See, e.g., PRETRIAL RELEASE, supra note 203, at § 5.3; NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION 

ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS-COURTS 83 (1973) [hereinafter cited as COURTS]. 
'13 18 U.S.C. §§ 3141 et. seq. (1969) . 
• Il PRETRIAL RELEASE, supra note 203, at § 1.2(c). 
'15 E.g., PRETRIAL RELEASE, supra note 203, at § 5.1 et. seq.; COURTS, supra note 212, at § 

4.6 and commentary; 18 U.S.C. § 3146(a) (1969) • 
• " But see GA. CODE ANN. § 27-911 (1972) which provides that the judge of any courl having 

jurisdiction over a person charged with committing a crime has the discretionary authority 
to release the offender upon his own recognizance. The 1973 Georgia Legislature enacted a 
procedure whereby one arrested for a traffic offense is allowed to post his driver's license in 
lieu of bail, recognizance or incarceration. GA. L. 1973 at. 435. See also GA. CODE ANN. § 27-
222 (1972) authorizing the issuance of a citation, in lieu of detention and ensuing release, in 
the case of an arrest for a traffic violation committed in the presence of the law enforcement 
officer. 

217 PRETRIAL RELEASE, supra note 203, at § 5.1(a) and commentary. 
'IR COURTS, supra note 212, at § 4.6 and commentary. 
219 Id.; accord PRETRIAL RELEASE, supra note 203, at §§ 5.1, 5.2, 5.5. 
220 LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174:, at 24. 
121 U.S. CONST. amend. VIII; GA. CONST. arlo I, § I, par. IX [GA. CODE ANN. ~ 2-109 

(1972)}. 
222 The requirement of excessive bail is equivalent to the refusal to grant bail, and habeas 

corpus is available as an appropriate remedy for relief therefrom. See GA. CONST. art. I, § I, 
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par. IX [GA. CODE ANN. § II 2-109 (1972)]; Reid v. Perkerson, 207 Ga. 27, 29,60 S.E.2d 151 
(1950). 

'''' But cf. Georgia's Proposed Addict Diversion Statute, proposed GA. CODE ANN. § 88-
407.3(b)(1972) which stated that: 

A person in police custody, who appears to be drug-dependent after the screen
ing procedure or after diagnosis. . . may request at the appropriate proceeding in 
the criminal process that, either in lieu of bailor as a condition of release on bail, 
he be referred to a treatment facility for complete diagnosis and treatment. 

If participation in a pretrial intervention program was held to be a valid condition for parole 
the defendant should be made explicitly aware of what his obligations are and that his failure 
to fulfill them will result in charges being filed against him and a continuation of prosecution. 

'" PRETRIAL RELEASE, supra note 203, at § 5.I(b); accord 18 U.S.C. § 3146(b)(1969); Jones 
v. Grimes, 219 Ga. 585, 587, 134 S.E.2d 790 (1964). 

'" PRETRIAL RELEASE, supra note 203, at § 5.2. 
'" LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at n.3, 29-30. 
'" Similarly, if a participant in a pretrial intervention program who did not have his 

pretrial release conditioned on his participation in the program did not successfully meet the 
requirements of the program, incarceration would not necessarily be warranted. It. would have 
to be shown that money bail or the imposition of conditional release on the defendant's own 
recognizance would not adequately assure the defendant's future appearance before incarcer
ation would result. 

". The Honolulu pretrial intervention program requires that a plea of guilty be signed by 
the participant. S. 798, supra note 180, at §2 requires that the participant accept responsibil
ity for his behavior and admit the need for the assistance provided by the program. This moral 
acceptance of responsibility is IJtilized in the Genessee County Citizens Probation Authority, 
Flint, Michigan Program. In report #93-417 which accompanied S.798, Senator Burdick of 
the Judiciary Committee conl:luded that: 

There are several important reasons why a plea should not be made a prerequisite 
of diversion. In the first place, the requirement of a plea would cause individuals 
who were eligible for diversion to attempt to plea bargain. The offender is well 
aware that by delaying his plea and pretending to desire a trial, he is in a better 
position to plea-bargain for a lesser charge. 

One of the great values of pretrial diversion is that it offers the chance to rehabili
tate offenders while they still feel the impact of their arrests. Under our present 
criminal justice system, conrt backlogs, trial 'delays and large probation caseloads 
'usually mean weeks and often months before even the first consideration of an 
individual's behavior is attempted. . . 

Pretrial diversion provides an opportunity for working with the offender at a time 
when his family and community ties are still intact and he is best prepared psychol
ogically for rehabilitation . . . A court could find the plea of guilty to be coerced 
because the prisoner would know that if he cooperates with the authorities, he 
might be spared a jail sentence and be released to a community services program 
which would probably be preferable to imprisonment. . . Finally, there is a real 
question as to the therapeutic value of the plea of guilty. It is frequently argued 
that a plea of guilty is the first step to rehabilitation. However, the American Bar 
Association has taken the position that they are "not persuaded of the validity of 
this contention." S. 798 acknowledges that assumption of responsibility for prior 
behavior is an essential element in rehabilitation, but such an acknowledgment and 
formal pleadings before a court are not neressE!rily related. 

Reprinted in INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES, supra note 181, at 96-97. 
'" Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742, 752 (1970); see Srmtobello v. New York, 404 U.S. 
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257, 261 (1971). Approximately ninety percent of all criminal convictions and between sev. 
enty and eighty-five percent of all felony convictions are estimated to be accomplished by 
guilty pleas. Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742, 752 n.10 (1970); e.g., ANNUAL REPORT OF 
THE DmECTOR OF THE ADMINISTRATNE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS 273 (1969), REPORTS 
OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES (1970); AMERICAN BAR 
ASSOCIATION PROJECT ON MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE, STANDARDS RELATING TO 
PLEAS OF GUILTY, 1-2 (Approved Draft, 1968) (hereinafter cited as PLEAS OF GUILTY); D. 
NEWMAN, CONVICTION: THE DETERMINATION OF GUILT OR INNOCENCE WITHOUT TRIAL, 3 and n.1 
(1966) .. 

Plea-bargaining is advantageous to the defendant who realizes only a slight possibility of 
acquittal, since it affords him probable limitation of penalty, reduction of embarrassing 
exposure, and the immediate enforcement of the correctional process. See Santobello v. New 
York, 404 U.S. 257, 261 (1971); Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742, 751-53 (1970). The sfate 
in turn derives mutual benefits through the elimination of the practical burdens and expenses 
of going to trial and a conservation of scarce judicial and prosecutorial resources. Id. Ifplea· 
bargaining were invalidated by the Court, an important effect would be an increase in the 
period of time spent for pretrial incarceration and a resulting release of prisoners who could 
not be tried consistently with current standards of the constitutional right to a speedy trial. 
See Barker v. Wingo, ,107 U.S. 514 (1972). In Strunk v. United States, 412 U.S. 434 (1973), 
the Court held that when a deprivation of the right to a speedy trial has been found, the only 
permissible remedy is a dismissal of the indictment. [d. at 435-40. 

230 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-1404 (1974). 
231 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-1408 (1974). After a plea of guilty or nolo contendere has been 

entered by a defendant, it has been hele!. proper for the court to grant concessions to the 
defendant when the interest of the public in the effective administration of criminal justice 
would be served. 

232 Pleas of Guilty, note 229 supra, at § 1.8. 
m At any time before judgment is pronounced the accused may, as a matter of right, 

withdraw his plea of guilty and substitute a plea of not guilty, and thus be in the same 
position as if he had never entered a guilty plea. However, after judgment is pronounced, the 
withdrawal of the plea is a discretionary matter for the trial judge. GA. CODE ANN. § 27·1404 
(1974). E.g., McCray v. State, 215 Ga. 887, 114 S.E.2d 133 (1960); Calloway v. State, 115 Ga. 
App. 158, 154 S.E.2d 291 (1967); Griffin v. State, 12 Ga. App. 615, 77 S.E. 1080 (1913). Thus 
because prosecution and possible judgment are held in abeyance until the period of participa· 
tion is completed or has been unsuccessfully terminated, the participant in the pretrial 
intervention program has the 'opportunity to withdraw his plea if prosecution should be 
commehced against him. 

'31 Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238, 242 (1968). See, e.g., Goodwin v. Smith, 226 Ga. 118, 
172 S.E.2d 661 (1970); Hamm v. State, 123 Ga. App. 10, 179 S.E.2d 272 (1970). 

231J U.S. CONST. amend. V. 
23A U.S. CONST. amend. VI. 
231 [d. 
m Before a court will accept a waiver of a constitutional right it must be assured that auch 

a waiver was voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently made with sufficient awareness. of all 
the occurring consequences. E.g., Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742, 748 (1970); Miranda 
v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 4~J6, 444 (1966); Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458, 464 (1938). But see 
Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218, 248-49(~973). In Hamm v. State, 123 Ga. App. 
10,179 S.E.2d 272 (1970), the Georgia Court of App~als held that a state judge had the duty 
to make an adequate record affirmatively showing that the pleas were both intelligently and 
voluntarily entered.ld. at 10. The court quoted from Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238, 243· 
44 (1969), wherein the Supreme Court had concluded: 
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What is at stake for an accused facing death or imprisonment demands the utmost 
solicitude of wh; ~~, ~ourts are capable in canvassing the matter with the accused 
to make sure he 'I,,"S a full understanding of what the plea connotes and of its 
consequence. When the judge discharges that function, he leaves a record adequate 
for any review that may be later sought (citations omitted), and forestalls the spin· 
off of collateral proceedings that seek to probe murky memorie,~. 

Hamm v. State, 123 Ga. App. at 10-11, 179 S.E.2d 272 (1970). 
23i McCarthy v. United States, 394 U.S. 459, 466 (1969). 
210 E.g., Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238, 242 (196H). 
2<1 369 U.S. 506 (1962). 
242 Id. at 516. 
m Purvis v. Connell, 227 Ga. 764, 766, 182 S.E.2d 892 (1971), quoting from Boykin v. 

Alabama, 395 U.S. 238, 242 (1968). A federal trial jud\~e's role comes within the purview of 
Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. 

2ll PLEAS OF GUILTY, note 229 supra, at §§ 1.4-1.6. 
u, See, e.g .• Hollis v. Ault, 229 Ga. 12, 189 S.E.2d 389 (1972); Hamm v. State, 123 Ga. App. 

10, 179 S.E.2d 272 (1970). 
W Hamm v. State, 123 Ga. App.10, 179 S.E.2d 272 (1970); Callowayv. State, 115 Ga. App. 

158, 154 S.E.2d 291 (1967). "When not made freely and vQluntarily a confession is presumed 
to be legally false, and can not be the underlying basis of s, conviction." McKennon v. State, 
63 Ga. App. 466, 11 S.E.2d 416 (1940). Thus a plea of guilty not freely and voluntarily entered 
is a fortiori legally false and cannot be the basis for imposing punishment or to fulfill a 
condition precedent of entrance in a pretrial intervention pl·ogram. 

217 E.g., Griffin v. State, 12 Ga. App. 615, 622, 77 S.E. 10aO (1913), where the court held, 
"[iIn some States statutes have been enacted requiring the judge to admonish the prisoner 
of the consequences before receiving his plea; and it is good practice and in the interest of 
fairness to do this, even though there is no statute requiring it." 

2.S See, e.g., Hamm v. State, 123 Ga. App. 10, 179 S.E.2d 27Z (1970); Farley v. State, 23 
Ga. App. 151, 97 S.E. 870 (1919). 

211 See note 70 supra. 
250 LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 95. The Georgia courts have evinced their concern that 

a defendant might be misled by someone affiliated with the court (i.e., the judge, sheriff, 
prosecuting attorney or defense attorney) over the consequences of a guilty plea. See, e.g., 
Holston v. State, 103 Ga. App. 373, 119 S.E.2d 302 (1961); Strickland v. State, 199 Ga. 792, 
35 S.E.2d 463 (1945); Foster v. State, 22 Ga. App. 109, 95 S.E. 529 (1918). If this occurs the 
defendant should be allowed to withdraw his plea even after judgment is pronounced, al· 
though withdrawal is held by statute to be within the discretion of the trial judge. See note 
233 supra. 

251 E.g., United States v. Jackson, 390 U.S. 570, 583 (1968); Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391, 439-
40 (1963); Green v. United States, 35p U.S. 184, 193-94 (1957). 

m See, e.g., Cramp v. Board of Public Instruction, 368 U.S. 278, 288 (1961); Torcaso v. 
Watkins, 367 U.S. 488, 495-96 (1961); Wieman v. Updegrllff, 344 U.S. 183, 192 (1952). For 
treatments of this concept see Hale, Unconstitutional Conditions and Constitutional Rights, 
35 COLUM. L. REV. 321 (1935). 

m The term was first employed in Wieman u. Updegraff. 344 U.S. 183, 195 (1952) (Frank· 
furter, J., concurring). For an excellent discussion of this constitutional concept see, Note, 
The Chilling Effect In Constitutional Law, 69 COLUM. L. REv. 808 (1969). 

2M 397 U.S. 742 (1970). 
m 18 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1970). 
m 397 U.S. at 746-47. 
217 400 U.S. 25 (1970). 
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258 397 U.S. 790 (1970). 
25U Parker v. Notth Carolina, 397 U.S. 790,809 (1070) (Brennan, J., dissenting in Parke!r 

and concurring il1 '3rady). 
1etl LEGAL IsSUES, supra note 194, at 57. To further insure the voluntariness of the partici~: 

pant's guilty plea the American Bar Association Standards Relating to Pleas of Guilty recom· 
mends that "a defendant should not be called upon to plead until he has had an opportunity 
to retain counsel, or, if he is eligible for appointment of counsel, until counsel has been 
appointed or waived. . . ." PLEAS OF GUILTY, supra note 229, at § 1.3. If a pretrial interven· 
tion program is not utilized, a plea of guilty takes place at formal arraignment. See note 230 
supra. A defendant is entitled to consultation with counsel before entering a guilty plea. Reed 
v. United States, 354 F.2d 227 (5th Cir. 1965); Hamilton v. Alabama, 368 U.S. 52 (1961) 
(where the Supreme Court held that the arraignment is a critical5tage of a state's criminal 
process, thus warranting the right to be represented by counsel); Von Moltke v. Gillies, 332 
U.S. 708 (1948). (On the issue concerning representation by counsel at a critical stage in the 
criminal process see notes 285·293 infra and accompanying text.) Furthermore, since the 
arraignment occurs after the information or indictment has been issued, formal judicial 
proceedings have thus been initiated, and this is the point of time in the criminal process 
when the defendant is entitled, as a matter or right, to counsel. Kirby v. lllinois, 406 U.S. 
632 (1972). It could be concluded that requi.ring an entry of a plea of guilty as a condition 
precedent to participation in a pretrial intervention program scrvea the same function as the 
formal arraignment, and so this plea of guilty should similarly be entered only when the 
participant is represented by counsel. -, 

281 384 U.S. 436 (1966). 
2'2 "(AJny classification which serves to penalize the exercise of that right [a fundamental 

rightJ, unless shown to be necessary to promote a compelling governmental interest, is 
unconstitutional." Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 634 (1969) (emphasis in original) (see 
cases cited therein). 

2" LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 46. 
11. rd. at 46·47. 
215 See note 229 supra. 
28ft In the Boston Court Resources Project arraignment is not undergone until after partici· 

pation in the program; if the defendant has successfully completed the program, no plea is 
entered, while if he is unsuccessful, h~ may plead guilty or not guilty. 

187 LEGAL IsSUES, supra note 174, elt 46·47. 
26. "In aU criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public 

trial. ... " U.S. CONST. amend. VI. See, e.g., Reid v. State, 116 Ga. App. 640, 644, 158 S.Ei,2d 
461 (1967); Blevins v. State, 113 Ga. App. 702, 703, 149 S.E.2d 423 (1966). The Federal Rules 
ijf Criminal Procedure insure the 'right to a speedy trial. FED, R. CRIM, PRoe. 32(a). 

26i Klopfer v. North Carolina, 3136 U.S. 213 (1967). In an unanimous opinion the Court heIr.! 
that "the right to a speedy trial is as fundamental as any of the rights secured by the Sixth 
Amendment." ld. at 223. The Court expressly held that the right to a speedy trial would be 
"enforced against the States uilder the Fourteenth Amendment according to the same stan· 
dards that protect those personal rights against federal encroachment," quoting from Malloy 
v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 10 (1963). ld. at 222·23. 

110 Art. I, § I, Par. V of the Georgia Constitution (GA. CODE ANN. § 2·105 (1972» provides 
that "Every person charged with an offense against the laws of this state • • • shall have a 
public and speedy trial by an impartial jury." Statutory provisions also provide for the right 
to a !'ljleedy trial. GA. CODE ANN. §§ 27·1901, 27·1901.1, 27·1901.2, 27·2001, 27·2002 (1972). 

111 See Note, Convicts-The Right to a Speedy Trial and the New Detainer Statutes, 18 
RUtGERS L. REv. 828 n.2 (1964). 

m United States v. Ewell, 383 U.S. 116, 120 (1966), quoted in Reid v. State, 116 Ga. App. 

,.'t 
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64C'}J46-47, 158 S.E.2d 461 (1967). 
271 Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 41 (1970); United States v. Ewell, 383 U.S. 116, 120 

(1966). 
mId. 
275 Klopfer v. North Carolina, 386 U.S. 213, 222 (1967), quoted in Dickey v. Florida, 398 

U.S. 30, 42 (1970). See Smith v. Hooey, 393 U.S. 374, 377-78 (1969). 
2l! The Supreme Court in Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514 (1972), however, recognized that 

deprivation of the right to speedy trial does not necessarily disadvantage the accused because 
delay is e common defense tactic and thus unlike other constitutional rights (i.e., the right 
to be free from compelled self-incrimination or the right to counsel) deprivation of the right 
to speedy trial may not per se prejudice the accused's defense. 

277 Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 42 (1970) (Brennan, J., concurring); see Barker v. Wingo, 
407 U.S. 514, 519-20 (1972). 

278 U.S. CONST. amend. VI; GA. CODE ANN. § 2-105 (1972); United States v. Marion, 404 
U.S. 307, 320 (1971). 

27i 404 U.S. 307 (1971). 
280 Id. at 320. 
281 See, e.g., Northern District Court of Ohio Procedures, supra note 181, at § (a)(2); 

Pennsylvania Supreme Court Rules, supra note 181, at R.177; Massachusetts Diversion Act, 
supra note 181, at § 5; S. 798, supra note 180, at § 5. Pursuant to Georgia statutory provisions, 
if an indictment has been found by a grand jury, the defendant must demand to be tried at 
either the term when indictment is found, or the next succeeding regular term, or at any 
subsequent term thereafter if special T)ermission by the court is granted. GA. CODE ANN. §§ 
27-1901, 27-1901.1 (1972). Even though time has expired for the defendant to exercise his 
statutory right to demand trial or discharge at the term of demand, the constitutional right 
to speedy trial requires that the court call for trial unless the State makes a reasonable 
showing ,for a continuance. Dublin v. State, 126 Ga. uao, 55 S.E. 487 (1906); Blevins v. State, 
113 Ga.!<pp. 413, 148 S.E.2d 192 (1966). Failure to make proper demand does not leave the 
defendant without remedy. See GA. CODE ANN. §§ 27-2001, 27-2002 (1972). If the defendant 
believes th'e State has delayed beyond a reasonable time in bringing him to trial, he can make 
a motion that he be tried or that the indictment be dismissed for want of prosecution, and 
call upon the court to apply GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2001 (1972) and deny the State a continuance 
unless it shows sufficient eause for it. Blevins v. State, 113 Ga. App. 413, 416, 148 S.E.2d 
192 (1966). The Demand Statute (GA. CODE ANN. §§ 27-1901, 27-1901.1 (1972)) is to be 
regarded as an aid and implementation of the state and federal constitutional guarantees of 
the right to speedy trial and the courts "should seek to uphold rather than whittle away by 
judicial construction this and other provisions or our Bill of Rights .... " Rider v. State, 
103 Ga. App. 184, 185, 118 S.E.2d 749 (1961). 

282 Before a court will accept a waiver of a constitutional right it must be assured that such 
waiver was voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently made with sufficient awareness of all the 
consequences. E.g., Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742, 748 (1970); Miranda v. Arizona, 
384 U.S. 436, 444 (1966); Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458, 464 (1938). But see Schneckloth v. 
Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218, 248-49 (1973). 

283 There is no violation of the constitutional guarantee to speedy trial or of due process 
when an individual consents to participate in a pretrial intervention program, because sub
stantially all of the delay in bringing the participant to trial will be directly or indirectly 
attributable to his conduct,'Sec, e.g., Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 48 (1970); Mays v. State, 
229 Ga. 609, 611, 193 S.E.2d 825 (1972); Walker v. State, 89 Ga. 482, 15 S.E. 553 (1892). 

The importance of obtaining an express or implied waiver of the right to speedy trial is 
exemplified by the reali7.ation that the only remedy for the denial of a speedy trial is dismissal 
of the charges. Strunk v. United States, 412 U.S. 434, 439-40 (1973); Barker v. Wingo, 407 
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U.S. 514, 522 (1972); GA. CODE ANN. § 27-1901.2 (1972). E.g., 1'.1sys v. State, 229 Ga. 609, 
610, 193 S.E.2d 825 (1972); Hakala v. State, 225 Ga. 629, 630, 170 S.E.2d 406 (l969): Dublin 
v. State, 126 Ga. 580, 583, 55 S.E. 487 (1906). 

The State's interests are protected because the court will assess four factors in considering 
a claim of denial of speedy trial: length of delay; the reason for delay; the participant's 
assertion of his right; and resulting prejudice to the participant. See Barkef v. Wingo, 407 
U.S. 514, 530 (1972); United States v. Fay, 313 F.2d 620, 623 (2d Cir. 1963)'. Until there is 
some delay which is presumptively prejudicial, there is no necessity for inquiry into the other 
tluee delineated factors. Strong evidentiary weight should be given to deliberate attempts by 
the government to delay the trial in order to hamper the defense, while pret!iel intervention 
will preclude the claim of governmental delay. The participant's assertion of his right to 
speedy trial will be given strong evidentiary weight and his failure to assert this right will 
make it difficult for him to prove denial of speedy trial. The factor of proving that prejudice 
has resulted because of the participant's waiver may be shown by the disappearance or loss 
of specific evidence or witnesses, the fading of the participant's memory and the memories 
of witnesses, and the likelihood that some defenses (e.g., insanity) may become more difficult 
to sustain with the passage of time. See Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 42 (1970) (Brennan, 
J., concurring). These four factors ha.ve- been adopted by the Georgia Supreme Court in its 
determination of whether denial of speedy trial assumes due process proportions. E.g., 
Hughes v. State, 228 Ga. 593, 187 S.E.2d 135 (1972); Sullivan v. State, 225 Ga. 301, 168 
S.E.2d 133 (1969). 

28' In Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514 (1972), the Court quoted from 51 VA. L. REV, 1587, 
1610 (1965), wherein the commentator concluded: 

If a defendant deliberately by-passes state procedure for some strategic, tactical, 
or other reason, a federal judge on habeas corpus may deny relief if he finds that 
the by-passiqg was the considered choice of the petitioner. (Emphasis in original.) 

285 Johnson v. Z~rbst, 304 U.S. 458, 464 (1938). 
288 The right to counsel is guaranteed in "all criminal prosecutions" in the federal courts 

by the Sixth Amendment to the Federal Constitution. In Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45 
(1932), the Supreme Court held that the right to counsel for state trials for capital offenses 
applied to the states and in Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963). the right to appointed 
counsel was held applicable in state felony cases. In 1972, the Court further held in Argersin
ger v. Hamlin, 407 U.S. 25 (1972), that counsel must be appointed in all criminal 
prosecutions where imprisonment lies as a possible penalty. Article I, § I, Par. V (GA. CODE 
ANN. § 2-105 (1972)) of the Georgia Constitution provides that "Every person charged with 
an offense against the laws of this State shan have the privilege and benefit of counsel. ... " 

Georgia's Proposed Addict Diversion Statute, proposed GA. CODE ANN. § 88-407.3(a) ex
pressly provides for a reasonahle opportunity for the accused to consult, with counsel after 
preliminary police processing. Various pretrial intervention programs provide for the partici
pant's right to be represented by counsel. See, e.g., Northern District Court of Ohio Proce
dures, supra note 181, at § (a)(2), wherein it is concluded that the participant in the interven
tion program must waive his right to a speedy trial, the applicable statute of limitations and 
the speedy presentment of indictments in the presence of cou!lSslj Massachusetts Diversion 
Act, supra note 181, at § 5; Washington State Adult Probation Subsidy Act (Senate Bill No. 
2491) § 3( 4)(a): reprinted in INTERVENTION TECHNIQUE, supra note 181, 73-82. The New Haven 
Pretrial Services Coundl expressly provides that in its initial statement topGtential partici
pants, the individual "must be advised of his/her right to counsel, either private, or court 
appointed Public Defender. If the interviewee wished to defer ma\ting a decision on partici
pating in the program until after seekipg counsel, it will be explained that this will not affect 
his being accepted or rejected." (Emphasis added.) ACTION GRANT ApPLICATION: METHODS AND 
PROCEDURES CITY OF NEW HAVEN, SUBJECT: PRETRIAL DIVERSION ApPLICANT: PRETRIAL SERVICES 
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COUNCIL (unpublished) [hereinafter cited as PllETRIAL SERVICES COUNCIL]. The Atlanta Pre
Trial Intervention Program does not expressly provide for a participant's right to counsel, but 
does mahltain the services of counsel which It participant may avail himself of if so requested. 

287 406 U.S. 682 (1972). 
288 Id. at 689. 
mId. at 698 (Brennan, J., dissenting). The Court further stated that: 

The initiation of judicial criminal proceedings is far from a mere formalism. It 
is the starting point of our whole system of adversary criminal justice. For it is only 
then that the government has committed itF-elf to prosecute. . . . It is then that a 
defendant finds himself faced with the prosecutorial forces of organized society, and 
immersed in the intricacies of substantive and procedural criminal law . 

Id. at 689. But see Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 477 (1966), where the Court held: 
The principles announced today deal with the protection which must be given 

to the privilege against self-incrimination when the individual is first subjected to 
police interrogation while in custody at the station or otherwise deprived of his 
freedom of action in any significant way. It is at this point that our adversary 
system of criminal proceedings commences. . . . (Emphasis added.) 

Although Escobedo v. minois, 378 U.S. 478 (1964), held that where a police investigation 
had begun to focus on a particular suspect in custody who had been refused an opportunity 
to consult with his counsel and who had not been warned of his constitutional right to keep 
silent, the accused had been denied his right to counsel, the plurality opinion in Kirby 
distinguished Escobedo by conciuding that "the 'prime purpose' of Escobedo was not to 
vindicate the constitutional right to counsel as such, but, like Miranda, 'to guarantee full 
effectuation of the privilege against self-incrimination. . . .''' 406 U.S. at 689. The Kirby 
doctrine has been followed by the Georgia Supreme Court. See, e.g., Mitchell v. Smith, 229 
Ga. 781, 194 S.E.2d 414 (1972)(alternate holding). 

ZiG The rationale of the Court's decisions holding that there is a right to be represented by 
counsel prior to trial is that the accused is entitled to counsel at any critical stage of the 
prosecution. E.g., Coleman v. Alabama, 399 U.S. 1 (1970)(preliminary hearing); United 
States v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218, 226-27 (1967)(post-indictment lineup) wherein the Court con
cluded: 

the accused is guaranteed that he need not stand alone against the State at any 
stage of the prosecution, formal or informal, in court or out, where counsel's absence 
might derogate from the accused's right to a fair trial. The security of that right is 
as much the aim of the right to counsel as it is of the other guarantees of the Sixth 
Amendment. . . The presence of counsel at such critical confrontatiolls, as at the 
trial itself, operates to assure that the accused's interests will be protected consis
tently with our adversary theory of criminal prosecution. 

White v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 59 (1963)(preliminary arraignment). In Ballard v. Smith, 225 
Ga. 416, 169 S.E.2d 329. (1969), where the petitioner contended that his right to counsel was 
abridged because he was not offered or allowed counsel upon arrest or indictment, the Georgia 
Supreme Court held that the contention was without merit, because "the petitioner made 
no showing that anything occurred at the times on which he contends he was denied the 
benefit of coullsel which in liny way affected any of his rights." Ir!.. at 418. However, the court 
did conclude that: 

the assistance of counsel is one of the essentials of due process, and the accused is 
entitled to tltis assistance at every critical stage in a criminal prosecution. . • . A 
critical stage in a criminal prosecution is one in which a defendant's rights may be 
lost, defenses waived, or one in which tht; outcome of the case is substantially 
affected in some other way. 

Id. (Emphasis added.) 



291 LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 11. 
29Z [d. at 10-12. 
mId. 
l>I See note 282 supra. 
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'" LEGAL IsSUES, supra note 174, at 9. See, e.g., Pennsylvania Supreme Court Rules, supra 
note 181, at R.178. PRETRIAL SERVICES COUNCIL, supra note 286, at Initial Statement to Poten
tial Participants. 

2" The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment may provide a basis for dismiss
ing an indictment if an unsuccessful participant in the pretrial program can show at trial that 
the delay has prejudiced his right to a fair trial. United States v. Mari(\n, 404 U.S. 307, 325-
26 (1971). 

207 Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S. 30, 51 (1970). Accord Pollard v. United States, 352 U.S. 354, 
361 (1957); Hughes v. State, 228 Ga. 593,187 S.E.2d 135 (1972); Johnson v. Smith, 221 Ga. 
611, 612, 182 S.E.2d 101 (1971). 

m GA. CODE ANN. §§ 26-502; 26-503 (1972). See United States v. Marion, 404 U.S. 307, 323 
(1971). Although there is no right to a speedy trial prior to arrest or other means of formal 
charges, the statute of limitations is a mechanism to guard against actual prejudice resulting 
from the passage of time between commission of the crime and the ensuing arrest or charge. 
[d. S4 '322. "The applicable statute of limitations. . . is. . . the primary guarantee against 
bringing overly stale criminal charges." United States v. Ewell, 383 U.S. 116, 122 CI,966). 
Accord Toussie v. United States, 397 U.S. 112, 114-15 (1970). 

m In Georgia the statute of limitations for prosecution of a misdemeanor is two years after 
the commission of the offense. Participation in the Atlanta program can only be for a period 
of a maximum of 270 days (an initial period of 90 uays and two additional ext.ensions of 90-
day periods), and so no conflict with the statute of limitation on prosecution can result. But 
see Pennsylvania Supreme Court Rules, supra note 181, at'R. 182, wherein it is stated that 
"the period of such program for any defendant shall not exceed two years." (Emphasis 
added.) 

300 See, e.g., Northern District Court of Ohio Procedures, supra note 181, at (a) (2); Pennsyl
vania Supreme Court Rules, supra note 181. at R.177: S. 798. supra note 180, at § 5; H.R. 
9007, § 3171. 

The waiver of both the right to speedy trial and the applicable statute of limitations for 
prosecution should be expressly made by the participant. "Courts should 'indulge every 
reasonable presumption against waiver,' and they should 'not presume acquiescence in the 
loss of fundamental rights.' " Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 525-26 (1972)(citations omitted). 
Barker further quoted from Gainley v. Cochran, 369 U.S. 506, 516 (1962) wherein the Court 
held: 

Presuming waiver from a silent record is impermissible, the record must show, 
or there must be an allegation and evidence which show, that an accused was 
offered counsel but intelligently and understandably rejected the offer. Anything 
less is not waiver. 

The Atlanta Pre-Trial Intervention program, as do other programs, provides a form for the 
waiver of speedy trial, which the participant mus'b sign. 

301 See, e.g., Coleman v. Alabama, 399 U.S. 1 (1970)(preliminary hearing); Boykin v. Ala
bama, ;395 U.S. 238 (1969) (plea-bargaining); Benton v. Maryland, 395 U.S, 784 (1969)(guar
antee against double jeopardy); Mempa v. Rhay, 389 U.S. 128 (1967)(sentencing)i Pointer v. 
Texas, 380 U.S. 400 (1965); Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1 (1964) (privilege against aelf
incrimination) . 

302 23 EMORY L. J. 617, 618 (1974). " 
303 Minimum requisites of due process for ~ parole revocation hearing were recognized in 

Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972);tmd the loarolee's and probationer's'right to be 
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represented by counsel at such hearings Was discussed in Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778 
(1973). For an excellent commentary on Gagnon see 23 EMORY L. J. 617 (1974). 

301 See 4'i:GAL ISSUES, supra note 194, at 53. Immediate incarceration would be warranted 
only if the participant could not be released on bail, and if an accused's pretrial release was 
conditioned on his participation in the pretrial intervention program, imprisonment should 
result only if the prosecutor cannot show that a less restrictive alternative can be utilized. 
See notes 226·27 supra and accompanying text, 

30' In Burns v. United States, 287 U.S. 216 (1932), quoted in Sellers v. State, 107 Ga. App. 
516, 517, 130 S.E.2d 790 (1963), the Supreme Cour" discussed the discretionary ele'ment of 
the revocation of probation. The Court concluded that the reason for flexibility is obvious 
because the probationer 

. . . is ~ti1l a person convicted of an offense, and the suspension of his sentence 
remains within the control of the court. The continuance of that control, apparent 
from the terms of the statute, is essential to the accomplishment of its beneficient 
purpose, as otherwise probation might be more reluctantly granted or, when 
granted, might be made the occasion of delays and obstruction which would bring 
reproach upon the administration of justice. . 

Burns v. United States, 287 U.S. at 222. GA. CODE ANN. §§ 77·519, 27·2713 (1972) provide 
for the procedure of termination of parole and probation respectively . 

... See, e.g., Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 480 (1972); Hiatt v. Compagna, 178 F.2d 
42 (5th Cir. 1949), aff'd by an equally divided court, 340 U.S. 880 (1950); Dutton v. Willis, 
223 Ga. 209, 210, 154 S.E.2d 221 (1967); Johnson v. State, 214 Ga. 818, 819, 108 S.E.2d 313 
(1959); Sellers v. State, 107 Ga. App. 516 (1963); Allen v. State, 78 Ga. App. 526, 51 S.E.2d 
571 (1949). See also Scarpa v. United States Bd. of Parole, 477 F.2d 278 (5th Cir.), vacated 
and remanded 414 U.S. 809 (1973) (parole board proceedings to determine parole eligibility 
are neither subject to judicial review nor susceptible to safeguards of due process. For an 
excellent commentary on Scarpa see 23 EMORY L. J. 597 (1974». 

307 See, e.g., Bums v. United States, 287 U.S. 216, 220 (1932); Hyser v. Reed, 318 F.2d 225 
(D.C. Cir. 1963). 

308 Johnson v. Walls, 185 Ga. 177, 194 S.E. 380 (1937). 
3 •• Balkcom v. Sellers, 219 Ga. 662, 135 S.E.2d 414 (1964); see Rose v. Haskins, 388 F.2d 

91 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 392 U.S. 946 (1968); GA. CODE ANN. §§ 77·515, 77·517 (1972). 
31. See, e.g., Escoe v. Zerbst, 295 U.S. 490 (1935); Morgan v. Wofford, 472 F.2d 822 (5th 

Cir. 1973); Antonopoulas v. State, 151 Ga. 466, 107 S.E. 156 (1921); Watts v. State, 36 Ga. 
App. 215, 136 S.E. 323 (1926). BLlt ct. Sobell v. Reed, 327 F. Supp. 1294, 1302 (S.D.N.Y. 1971), 
where it was held that the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 701 (1970) contained a 
presumption of reviewability of the discretionary dedsion of granting parole. 

311 See, e.g. Escoe v. Zerbst, 295 U.S. 490, 492 (1935); Burns v. United States, 287 U.S, 216, 
220 (1932). 

31% 295 U.S. 490 (1935). 
313 ld. at 492·93. Accord, Burns v. United States, 287 U.S. 216, 223 (1932); Brown v. 

Kearney, 355 F.2d 199 (5th Cir. 1966); Sellers v. StJlte, 107 Ga. App. 516, 130 S.E.2d 790 
(1963). 

314 See note 310 supra. 
3\! ld. 
31' See, e.g., Theriault v. Blacklvell, 437 F.2d 76 (5th Cir.), c!!rt. denied, 402 U.S. f)53 (1971); 

Rowland v. State, 124 Ga. App. 494 (1971); Turner v. State, 119 Ga. App. 117, 166 S.E.2d 
582 (1969). 

317 See, e.g., Burns v. Un.ited States, 287 U.S. 216, 223 (1935); Williams v. State, 162 Ga. 
327,328,133 S.E. 843 (1926); Sparks v. State, 77 Ga. App. 22, 24, 47 S.E.2d 678 (1948); Sellers 
v. State, 107 Ga. App. 516, 130 S.1,1l.2d 790 (1963). 
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31R See, e.g., Harrington v. State, 97 Ga. App. 315, 320, 103 S.E.2d 126 (1958)j Waters v. 
State, 80 Ga. App. 104, 108, 55 S.E.2d 677 (1949). 

au The grace theory of early release as articulated in Escoe was the premise of other 
Supreme Court decisions which held that the denial of a mere privilege granted by the state 
did not support a concurrent right of due process. See, e.g., Cafeteria and Restaurant Workers 
Union, Local 1473 v. McElroy, 367 U.S. 886 (1961); Jay v. Boyd, 351 U.S. 345 (1956)jUnited 
States ex. rei. Knauff v. Shaughnessy, 338 U.S. 537 (1950)(cited in 23 EMORY L. J. 617, 622 
nAl (1974». 

". 397 U.S. 254 (1970). 
'" Id. at 261-63. "The fundamental requisite of due process of law is the opportunity to be 

heard, Grannis v. Ordean, 234 U.S. 385, 394 (1914). The hearing must be 'at a meaningful 
time and in a meaningful manner.' Armstrong v. Manzo, 380 U.S. 545, 552 (1965)." Goldberg 
v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 267 (1970). 

322 397 U.S. at 268-71. 
323 Id. at 267. 
au 397 U.S. at 270-71. 
325 Id. at 262-63. 
326 403 U.S. 365 (1971). 
327 Id. at 374. 
328 See, e.g., Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 482 (1973); Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67 

(1972). 
320 Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Comm. v. McGrath, 341 U.S. 123, 168 (1951)(Frankfurter, 

J., concurring). 
330 Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 263 (1970). 
331 Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Comm. v. McGrath, 341 U.S. at 162-63 (Frankfurter, J., 

concurring) . 
332 LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 53, 58. 
333 See Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 265 (1970) where the Court stressed that: 

[T]he same governmental interests that counsel the provision of welfare, counsel 
as well its uninterrupted provision to those eligib)e to receive it; pre-termination 
evidentiary hearings are indispensable to that end. 

331 See LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 56. 
mId. 
336 443 F.2d 1079 (2d Cir. 1971), vacated as moot, 404 U;S. 879 (1971). 
:137 Id. at 1087; cf. Menechino v. Oswald, 430 F.2d 403 (2d Cir. 1970), cert. denied, 400 

U.S. 1023 (1971), where the same court held that no procedural due process rights attach at 
Parole Board hearings to grant parole. In Bey the court distinguished the effect of parole 
revocation from parole denial because revocation may affect the parolee's chances for future 
parole, whereas the denial of parole merely indicates that the prisoner has failed to adjust. 

3" 408 U.S. 471 (1972) wherein, petitioners' paroles were revoked on the basis of written 
reports by their supervising officers but. with no prior hearing. 

33' Id. at 482. Although the Morrissey rationale was specifically limited by its facts to parole 
revocation hearings, the Court in Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778, 782 (1973)" concluded 
that: 

. . . ['l']here is . . . [no) difference relevant to the guarantee of due process 
between the revocation of parole and the revocation of probation . '.~ . . Probation 
revocation, like parole revocation, is not a stage of criminal prosecution, but does 
result in a loss of liberty. Accordingly ... a probationer, like a parolee, is entitled 
to a preliminary and a finall'evocation hearing. .. " 

'1. Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 481-82 (1972). 
341 Id. at 482. 
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312 Id. 
313 Id. 

-----------------------------"\ 

311 Id. at 483. 
315 Id. at 485, 486. The Court stressed the need for timeliness in providing the parolee with 

the local preliminary and probable cause hearing. Id. at 485. Accord. O'Brien v. Henderson, 
368 F. Supp. 7 (N.D. Ga. 1973). 

31. Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 485 (1972). 
3" Id. at 486. It was found sufficient if the evaluation of probable cause hearing was 

conducted by a fellow parole officer who did not make out the report of the parole violations. 
This requirement of the Morrissey standard of due process could easily be implemented in 
the pretrial intervention program, by having a member of the staff.act as the decisionmaker. 
The argument that a hearing will place an "undue burden" on the diversion program, and 
thus its preclusion is warranted, should not be adhered to when it is realized that a minimum 
of safeguards for both the participant's and the state's interests could be achieved from this 
opportunity to make an informed decision on an individual participant's termination from 
the program. See 23 E~ORY L. J. 597, 613-14 (1974). 

31. Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 487 (1972), quoting from Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 
254, 271 (1970). 

31' Id. 
350 [d. See also Goldberg v. Kelly,. 397 U.S. 254, 269 (1970). 
351 Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 488-89 (1972). 
332 See note 304 supra. 
333 See LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 57. A termination hearing is provided in the New 

Jersey Supreme Court. Rules, supra note 181, at R,3.28(3); Northern District Court of Ohio 
Procedures, supra note 181, at (b)3; Pennsylvania Supreme Court Rules, supra note 181, at 
§ 6. No termination hearing is provided in the Connecticut Law on Accelef/'ited R",habilitative 
Disposition, reprinted in INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES, supra note 181, at 83; S. 798 supra note 
180, at § 7(b). 

33. The Court also required that the revocation hearing take place within a "reasonable" 
time after the petitioner is taken into custody. Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 488 (1972). 
While in Morrissey the Court held a period of 2 months between the parolee's being placed 
under custody and the revocation hearing as not being unreasonable, the court in Brannum 
v. United States Bd. of Parole, 361 F.Supp. 394, 397 (N.D. Ga. 1973), aff'd, 490 F.2d 990 (5th 
Cir. 1974), held a period of 4 months as "patently unreasonable if there has been no prelimi
nary probable cause hearing." The constitutional right to a speedy trial is not applicable to 
parole revocation proceedings. Cox v. Feldkamp, 438 F.2d 1 (5th Cir. 1971). This similarly 
applies to the termination hearing from the pretrial intervention program. See section C supra 
for the requirement that a participant waive his right to a speedy trial. 

335 Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 488 (1972). See note 137 supra . 
.. ; GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2713 (1972) expressly gives the probationer the right to notice and 

a hearing on the question ofrevocation. Johnson v. State, 214 Ga. 818,108 S.E.2d 313 (1959); 
Balkcom v. Gunn, 206 Ga. 167,56 S.E.2d 482 (1949); Sellers v. State, 107 Ga. App. 516, 130 
S.E.2d 790 (1963). In order to revoke the pr,oPl'tionary fr.r,tures of a sentence the defendant 
must have notice and opportunity to be heard, the notice being sufficient to inform him not 
only of the time and place of the hearing and the fact that revocation is sought, but also of 
the grcunds upon which it is b~sed. Horton v. State, 122 Ga, App. 106, 176 S.E.2d 287 (1970). 
Whether the failure of the Parole Board to give the parolee more than one day's notice prior 
to his hearing is inconsistent wUh the due process st~ndl.\rd of MorriQsey depends upon thg 
resulting prejudice, if in fact any occurs, to thep/irolee's defense. Brannum v. United States 
Bd. of Parole, 361 F. Supp. 394, 397 (N.D. Ga. 1973), aff'd, 4.90 F.2d 990 (5th Cir. 1974). Thus 
in Brannum, where a parolee was ~urpriseq QY a i'ivtice. of his preliminary or final revocation 
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hearing and. was subsequently unprepared to defend against the Board's charges, the court 
held that this clearly violated' the Morrissey standard. Jd. 

3.17 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2713 (1972). The failure to afford the probationer a hearing would 
render the revocation order void for lack of due process. Lester v. Foster, 207 Ga. 596, 63 
S.E.2d 402 (1951); Sellers v. State, 107 Ga. App. 51S, 130 S.E.2d 790 (1963); Waters v. State, 
80 Ga. App. 104, 55 S.E.2d 677 (1949). 

3.IS Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 489 (1972). In O'Brien v. Henderson, 368 F. Supp. 7 
(N.D. Ga. 1973), the court held that a bare statement that the probationer's officer testified 
that petitioner committed the parole violations did not satisfy the Morrissey requirement. 
The quantum of evidence sufficient to justify revocation of a probationary sentence is less 
than that necessary to sustain conviction in the first instance. Thus, where after notice and 
hearing has been given the court revokes probation, and there is some euidence that there 
had been a violation of the probationer's terms, the appellate court will not interfere in 
absence of manifest abuse of discretion by the trial court. E.g., Harrington v. State, 97 Ga. 
App. 315, 103 S.E.2d 126 (1958); Olsen v. State, 21 Ga. App. 795., 95 S.E. 269 (1918). In 
probation revocation the judge is not bound by ordinary rules of evidence applicable to 
criminal or civil proceedings. The testimony of the defendant is not required to be accepted 
as true testimony, Sellers v. State, 107 Ga. App. 516, 130 S.E.2d 790 (1963); only "slight 
evidence" is required to support the revocation, e.g., Rowland v. State, 124 Ga. 494, 184 
S.E.2d 494 (1971); Sellers v. State, 107 Ga. App. 516, 130 S.E.2d 790 (1963); Faulkner v. 
State, 101 Ga. App. 889, 115 S.E.2d 393 (1960); it is not necessary that the evidence support 
the findirtg for revocation beyond a reasonable doubt or even by a preponderance of the 
evidence, Price v. State, 91 Ga. App. 381, 85 S.E.2d 627 (1955); Allen v. State, 78 Ga. App. 
526, 51 S.E.2d 571 (1949). But see Campagna v. Hiatt, 100 F.Supp. 74 (N.D. Ga. 1951)(sub. 
stantial evidence of violations of conditions of parole is necessary before parole board is 
warranted in ordering revocation and suspicion, belief, assumption and conclusions alone are 
not evidence and are not sufficient to justify the revocation of parole); Horton v. State, 122 
Ga. App. 106, 176 S.E.2d 287 (1970) (pl"Jbation may not be revoked where there is no evidence 
that the defendant violated its ternls in the manner charged in the notice, even though there 
was evidence at the hearing that the defendant violated the terms in some other manner as 
to which there was no notice given). Accord, George v. State, 99 Ga. App. 892, 109 S.E.2d 
883 (1959). 

3.19 LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 58. 
3'. Ct. In re Murchison, 349 U.S. 133 (1955); Wong Yang Sung v. McGrath, 339 U.S. 33 

(1950), modified, 339 U.S. 908 (1950), cited in Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 271 (1970). 
311 Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U,S. 254, 271 (1970). 
362 23 EMORY L. J. 617, 632 (1974) and cases cited therein. 
3.3 A divertee's re·arrest should not be tkMted as a per se disqualification from the 

program. In individual cases, the arrest during the diversionary period may warrant termina· 
tion; however, as a general matter, no administrative or therapeutic goals are fostered by 
regarding a participant's Ie·arrest as an indication of his failure to make complete progreilB 
toward rehabilitation. LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 60. 

384 When there Is a violation of the con~itions of parole and the parolee is returned to prison 
to ~.a'r':~ ~h.,. remainder of his sentence, he IS not entitled to credit on his sentence for the time 
spent on parole. E.g., Hickman v. United States, 432 F.2d 414 (5th Cir. 1970); Sanford v. 
Runyon, 136 F.2d 54 (5th Cir. 1943) . .see also Balkcom v. Jackson, 219 Ga. 59, 131 S.E.2d 
551 (1963). GA. CODE ANN. § 77·519 (1972) provides in pertinent part that upon the revocation 
of parole, the parole board "shall enter an order thereon rescinding said parole or conditional 
release and r .. turning such person to serve the sentence theretofore imposed upon him, with 
benefit of computing the time so serued on parole or condItional release a8 part of such 
person's sentence • ..• " Absent a contrary indication, the board's order revoking parole in 
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unambiguous terms carries with it a forfeiture of all previously accumulated credit. Henning 
v. United States Bureau of Prisons, 472 F.2d 1221 (1973) . 

... 408 U.S. at 489. The right to counsel applies only in a criminal proceeding, U.S. CONST. 
amend. VI, and thus a parolee or probationer does not have a constitutional basis for a claim 
to be represented by counsel at a revocation hearing. In Mempa the Court held that an 
indigent defendant had a right to appointed counsel in a post-trial proceeding for revocation 
of his probation and imposition of deferred sentencing. Mempa v. Rhay, 389 U.S. 128, 133-
37 (1967). Although the holding in Mempa recognized the right for appointed counsel at 
sentencing, (see Townsend v. Burke, 334.U.S. 736 (1948), where the Court held that the 
absence of counsel during sentencing, coupled with the trial court's "materially untrue" 
assumptions regarding the defendant's criminal record, resulted in a denial of due process), 
its extent was distinguished by the courts from applying to the right of appointed counsel at 
a probation or parole revocation proceeding distinct from the implementation of sentencing. 
See, e.g., Shaw v. Henderson, 430 F.2d 1116 (5th Cir. 1970); Reece v. Pettijohn, 229 Ga. 619, 
193 S.E.2d 841 (1972). 

385 Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 270 (1970). See also Reece v. Pettijohn, 229 Ga. 619, 
622, 193 S.E.2d 841, 843 (1972) (Gunter, J., dissenting). 

3S7 397 U.S. at 270-71. The Court quoted from Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 68-69 (1932) . 
.. , 411 U.S. 778 (1973). 
310 Id. at 783. 
370 Id. at 785. 
371 [d. at 786. 
m [d. at 787-88. 
373 [d. See text at note 199 supra. 
371 411 U.S. at 787. 
315 [d. at 788. For the criticism of a case-by-case approach to the right to counsel in a 

criminal trial compare Betts v. Brady, 316 U.S. 455 (1942), with Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 
U.S. 335 (1963); Argersinger v. Hamlin, 407 U.S. 25 (1972). Gagnon dismissed the precedent 
of Gideon and Argersinger as requiring the need for a per se right to counsel at a revocation 
hearing because "there are critical differences between criminal trials and probation or parole 
revocatiop. hearings, and both society and the probationer or parolee have stakes in preserving 
these differences." 411 U.S. at 788·89. 

37, 411 U.S. at 789. 
371 Id. at 790. 
37' Id. at 791. 
379 Reece v. Pettijohn, 229 Ga. 619, 193 S.E.2d 841 (1972); Dutton v. Willis, 223 Ga. 209, 

154 S.E.2d 221 (1967) . 
... See Reece v. Pettijohn, 229 Ga. 619, 193 S.E.2d 841 (1972), Gunter, J., dissenting, 

wherein Justice Gunter interpreted present GA. CODE ANN. § 27·2713 (1972) to be an explicit 
proclamation that the right to counsel exists at the revocation hearing. The significant Ian· 
guage in the statute is: " . . . the court shall give the probationer an opportunity to be fully 
heard at the earliest possible date on his own behalf, in person or by counsel." (Emphasis 
added). Justice Gunter also determined that the right to counsel existed because the alleged 
violator of the ter~s and conditions of his probation is charged with an "offense against the 
laws of Georgia" and thus falls within the purview of the protection afforded under the 
Georgia Constitution. GA. CODE ANN. § 2-105 (1972) provides that "[e]very person charged 
with an offense against, the laws of this State shall h'lve the privilege lind benefit of counsel 

" 
381 See notes 289·93 supra and accompanying text. LEGAL IsSUES, supra note 174, at 08. 
38' LEGAL ISSUES,. supra note 174, at 58. 
380 E.g., the hearsay rule; the "best·evidence" rule; the opinion rule; the rule rejecting 
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proof of bad character as evidence of crime. 
"'" MCCORMICK, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF EVIDENCE 152 (2d ed. 1972) (hereinafter cited 

as MCCORMICK). 
'185 U.S. CONST. amend. V, "No person ... shall be compelled in any criminal case to 

be a witness against himself. . . ." The Fifth Amendment protection against self-incrimi
nation was held applicable to the states through the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth 
Amendment in Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1 (1964) and Griffin v. California, 380 U.S. 609 
(1965). 

3H' MCCORMICK, supra note 384, at 152. 
3'" Because of consideration of public policy, communications between husband and 

wife; attorney and client; psychiatrist and patient; among grand jurors; and secrets of state 
are excluded. GA. COPE ANN. § 38-418 (1974). 

38Jl LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 63-64. 
3., Id. at 64. 
"·Id. 
391 See also MCCORMICK, supra note 384, at 213 n.9. 
3U See, Massey v. State, 226 Ga. 703, 177 S.E.2d 79 (1970) and cases cited therein. 
3'3 See note 385 supra. 
m PROSECUTOR'S MANUAL. supra note 174, at 167 n.163 . 
.o. Id. 
m 384 U.S. 436 (1966). 
mId. at 444 (emphasis added). 
318 Id. The Supreme Court has recently held that incriminating information elicited from 

the interrogation of an arrested suspect who was advised of his right to remain silent and his 
right to counsel but not of his right to the appointment of counsel (in a case antedating 
Miranda) did not violate the dictates of Miranda. Michigan v. Tucker, 417 U.S. 433 (1974). 
See also Title II 9£ the Crime Control Act which retreats from the Mir&''1da rules by applying 
a test ofvoluntariness in determing the admissibility of confessions. 18 U.S.C. § 3501 (1969). 

301 384 U.S. at 467 . 
... 391 U.S. 1 (1968). 
,., Id. at 4 . 
... Id. at 7-8 (emphasis added), 
103 394 U.S. 324 (1969). 
,Il' Id. at 326 (emphasis added), 
mId. at 329. 
, •• This initial interviewing process is described as: 
Individuals who meet the standards outlined above or who lire referred to the 
Council by the Prosecutor or State's Attorney must undergo a screening interview. 
The interview will be administered by project staff screeners on forms prepared for 
such purpose. It is designed to gather background information on the prospective 
program participant and to assist the screener to reach a judgment as to whether 
to recommend the individual for inclusion in the prog,:am. After conclusion of 
the interview and verification of the informu(;ion obtained, the screener will evalu
ate the results based upon three criteria: 
1. Does the individual express a sm!)ere interest in securing employment .or job 
trainiIlg and seem likely to benefit if this need is met~ 
2. Does the individual, in the judgment of the screener, seem to J)e interested in 
securing counseling assistance and overcoming personal problems? 
3. 1s the individual free of serious emotional 01' psychological problems beyond the 
ability of project staff to overcome? 

(Emphasis added). Action GralJt: Application: Methods and Procedures, City of New Haven, 
Subject: Pretrial Diversion Applicant: Pretrial Services Council, Diversion Program Eligibil· 
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ity Criteria at 2. 
m PROSECUTOR'S MANUAL, supra note 174, at 148. 
408 INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES, supra note 181, at 99. 
4"" [d. PROSECUTOR'S MANUAL, supra note 174, at 147. See also Harris v. New York, 401 

U.S. 222 (1971), where the Court held that a confession obtained without prior Miranda 
warnings could be used to impeach a defendant who -::hose to testify . 

• :0 See note 181 supra. 
HI [d. 
m [d. 
mId. See also § 408 of Georgia's Proposed Addict Diversion Statute (proposed GA. CODE 

ANN. § 88-407) which established addict pretrial intervention programs and which created a 
qualified privilege of communications between counsellor and participant. However, § 
408(b)(2)(B) authorized the disclosure by the court of records maintained by treatment 
programs "if authorized by an appropriate order of a court of competent jurisdiction granted 
after application showing good cause therefore." 

m PROSECUTOR'S MANUAL, supra note 174, at 147. 
m LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 65. 
418 [d. 
m The Genessee County, Michigan Citizens Probation Authority, and Project de Novo 

of Minneapolis, Minnesota, require restitution by certain participants if restitution would be 
deemed proper. LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 61 n.l. Project de Novo summarizes some of 
the major benefits that are derived from its restitution program: 

1. The victim is the primary beneficiary, inasmuch as he is directly compensated 
for his loss under a contract' agreement, outside the depersonalized atmosphere of 
the criminal justice system. 
2. The defendant is a secondary beneficiary, in as much as he can, by satisfactory 
performance and payment of restitution, avoid the criminal justice process and the 
stigma of a criminal conviction. 'rhe defendant is also provided with counselling, 
thus diminishing the likelihood of his repeating the offense, and with valuable 
manpower services to enhance his employability. 
3. The criminal justice system is a third beneficiary through the decreased volume 
of cases to be processed through the traditional court and corrections system. 
4. The community at large is a beneficiary through the restitution paid by the 
offender to his victim; the offender not being processed through the traditional 
system and avoiding the stigma of the criminal record, and hopefully, his reduced 
likelihood of recidivism. 

Operation de Novo-A New Beginning (unpublished) 19-20. 
If the restitution requirement was employed in a Georgia pretrial intervention program, 

the authority upon which the requirement is based may be found in GA. CODE ANN. § 77-517 
(1973), where it is provided that parole could be conditioned on the parolee's making repara
tion or restitution for his crime. 

m See § C supra. 
m See note 253 supra. 
420 In Operation de Novo, payment of restitution will not be used as an admission of guilt 

if prosecution is resumed. LEG<'oL IsSUES, supra note 174, at 63 n.4. 
m Tate v. Short, 401 U.S. 395 (1971); Morris v. Schoonfield, 399 U.S. 508 (1970); Wil

liams v'. nIinois, 399 u.S. :235 (1970). These easel!. did not involve pretrial intervention pro
grams, but dealt with the incarceration of a defendant because of his inability to pay a fine 
assessed against him. ' 

422 [d. 
42' The Williams Court correctly recognized that imposition of imprisonment for the 
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defaulting indigent did not satisfy the two different degrees of judicial review invoked when 
a state practice is claimed to violate the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend· 
ment. Undcr the traditional equal protection standard, fl ••• classification ... must rest 
upon some ground of difference having a fair and substantial relation to the object of the 
legislation." F.S. Royster Guano Co. v. Virginia, 253 U.S. 412, 415 (1920); See, e.g., McDon
ald v. Board ofElec. Comm'rs., 394 U.S. 802 (1969); Williamson v. Lee Optical, 348 U.S. 483, 
489 (1955). An even stricter standard of judicial scrutiny demanding a compelling state 
interest to justify the distinction of having a defendant's sentence be increased solely because 
he did not possess the means to pay a fine should be applied because this distinction is based 
on the suspect criterion of wealth. See, e.g., Tate v. Short, 401 U.S. 395 (1971); Douglas v. 
California, 372 U.S. 353 (1963); Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U,S. 12 (1956). Under this latter 
standard "a statute must be precisely tailored to further the purpose it is designed to accom
plish, and the state bears the burden of proving that there is no less onerous alternative by 
which its objec~ :ve may be achieved." 23 EMORY L. J. 211, 215 (1974). 

421 PROSECUTOR's MANUAL, supra note 174, at 137. 
425 ld. LEGAL ISSUES, supra note 174, at 63. TheSupreme Court both in Williams and Tate 

expressly stated that a valid alternative to imprisonment for an indigent's nonpayment of a 
fine is a procedure whereby the indigent pays the fine in installments. 399 U.S. at 244-45 n.21; 
401 U.S. at 400 n.5. The policy of permitting installment payments of fines has been adopted 
in several states, e.g., CAL. PENAL CODE § 1205 (West Supp. 1975) (misdemeanors): MICH. 
COMPo LAWS § 769.3(1948). See also MODEL PENAL CODE § 302.1 (P.O.D. 1962). The Fifth 
Circuit Court of Appeals in Frazier v. Jordan, 457 F.2d 726 (5th Cir. 1972), in affirming the 
decision of the District Court for the Northern District of Georgia, held: 

that the penal and 'deterrent effect of the immediate fine may be achieved through 
the alternative device of installment payments appropriately calculated, and per
haps through other measures which the states, in their wisdom, may devise. Impris
onment of those who cannot pay their fines immediately, is not necessary to pro
mote the state's compelling interests in effective punishment and deterrence of 
crime. 

ld. at 730 (emphasis added). See also the authorities cited in Tate v. Short, 401 U.S. 395, 
400 n.5 (1971). This procedure of installment payments could also be applied to the require
ment of restitution in a pretrial intervention program. 

'" United States v. Morgan, 346 U.S. 502, 519 (1954) (Minton, J., dissenting). 
m See Gough, The Expungement of Adjudication Records of Juuenile and Adult Offend

ers: A Problem of Status, 1966 WASH. U.L.Q. 147, 151 [hereinafter referred to as Gough]. 
m See, e.g., MISS. CODE ANN. § 47-7-41 (1972); N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 13.1 to 4 (Supp. 1974); 

TENN. CODE ANN. §§ 15-1 et seq. (1955). 
429 18 U.S.C. § 5021 (1969). 
430 This survey is discussed in Gough, supra note 427, at 153. 
m T. N. G. v. Superior Court, 4 Cal. 3d 767,780,484 P.2d 981, 989,94 Cal. Rptr. 813, 

821 (1971). 
~l1 See CAL. WELF. & INST'NS CODE § 676 (West 1972); CAL. WELF. & mST'NS CODE §§ 781, 

827 (West Supp. 1975). 
113 ld. 
431 T.N.G. V. Superior Court, 4 Cal. 3d 767,484 P.2d 981,94 Cal. Rptr. 813 (1971). 
435 N.Y. CODE CRIM. PJ{O. § 720.35 (McKinney 1971). 
,3' ld. 
m DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 11, § 3904 (1974). 
438 Category: The Judicial Process and the Terminated Participant Factor: Dismissal, 

expungement of arrest record. 
Information requested: If the program recommends "dismissal" of charges upon successful 

(I 
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termination, and such is accepted by the appropriate authority, must such be conducted in 
an open court, with participant present; if accepted by appropriate authority, is the arrest 
record for the participatory crime expunged. 

Program Answering Open Court Dismissal 

Flint, Michigan No 
New Haven, Connecticut Yes 
Kansas City, Missouri No 
Honolulu, Hawaii No 
New York City Yes 
Boston, Massachusetts Yes 
Atlanta, Georgia No 
Columbia, South Carolina No 

Source: Independent Questionnaire: July, 1974. 

Arrest Record Expunged 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes, upon request 
No 
No 
Yes 

See also Note, Sealing of Juvenile Records, 54 MINN. L. REV. 433, 434-38 (1969). 
'" See text at note 437 supra; Gough, supra note 427, at 187-90. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

SENTENCING AND POST-TRIAL ALTERNATIVES To INCARCERATION 

Chapter Two examines available alternatives to the traditional 
forms of incarceration after an offender has been convicted. Part I 
analyzes the sentencing procedure in Georgia with an eye towards 
discovering~ i:ww the sentencing procedure might be contributing to 
overpopulation in the prisons and the potential of the new sentenc
ing procedure as an element in alleviating the overcrowding. Part 
II examines the work release program in Georgia, how it is currently 
operating and how it might operate more effectively, concluding 
that Georgia needs to commit much more of its energy and resources 
into this type of program. Part ill discusses restitution as another 
major alternative to incarceration in Georgia. This Part traces the 
history and policy of a restitution program and examines some of 
the nlbre successful programs in the United States today. Part ill 
suggests ten different proposals by which a restitution program can 
be functionally implemented in Georgia. The alternatives tb incar
ceration discussed in Chapter Two can, with some creativity and the 
commitment of resourcest be made a reality in Georgia and contrib
ute significantly to the rehabilitation of offenders and to the easing 
of the overcrowding of Georgia prisons'. 

I. SENTENCING 

A. Goals of Punishment 

Traditionally, there have been four generally accepted goals of 
penology: retribution, protection of society, general and special de
terrence, and rehabilitation. I Most authorities conclude that al
though retribution is still a factor in some sentencing decisions,2 it 
is not the sole factor.3 It is to the remaining goals that we must 
address ourselves. 

The most obvious indication that society intends to protect itself 
from criminal activity is the predominance of state habitual of
fender statutes.4 'rhoy represent a recognition by society that there 
are some offenders who are incapable of rehabilitation and must be 
confined for the protection of the public.5 A major difficulty in this 
conclusion is the question of what criteria should be used to deter
mine who is incapable of rehabilitation. 6 Most state statutes provide 
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that after a certain number of felony convictions, the multiple of
fender must be sentenced to life7 or to the longest possible term for 
that felony without parole. 8 Society has determined that the danger 
the habitual offender presents to the general public necessitates 
long-term confinement.9 

Deterrence has traditionally been recognized as one of the major 
goals of correctional punishment. 1o 'I'he theory of deterrence is bro
ken down into two categories: special deterrence and general deter
rence.1! Special deterrence refers to the specific deterrence of a given 
individual as the result of actual punishment. 12 General deterrence, 
on the other hand, involves the overall reduction of crime due to the 
inhibitory effect of possible criminal punishment upon the general 
public. 13 

The basis of the theory of special deterrence is that the offender 
who has experienced prosecution, conviction, and imprisonment is 
in a much different position than the individual who has experi
enced none of these. An individual who has undergone actual physi
cal confinement as the result of criminal activity should be less 

. likely to repeat his activity than one who has only been threatened 
with prosecution and punishment.14 However, statistics prove that 
this is not the case. 15 The predominance of multiple offender stat
utes directly supports this conclusion. 16 The reasons for the failure 
oUhis theory seem to be two-fold . .F'irst, thlepublic does not readily 
accept the ex-convict back into society. Faced with the prospect of 
unemployment, the ex-convict is often forced to resort to crime to 
support himself.'7 Second, correctional facilities are generally not 
adequate to rehaHlitate the convicted offender, let alone provide 
him with a marketable skill. '8 The result is that offenders are "recy
cled" rather than deterred from committing further crimes. 

In light of the high recidivist rate, the effectiveness of special 
deterrence must be seriously questioned. 19 However, the theory is 
functionally correct; it is the adverse environment i.n which it at
tempts to operate which causes its failure. 

The theory.!)£' general deterrence is based on the premise that the 
potential criminal will not break the law because of the threat of 
punishment. 2o Compared with special detel'rence, the statistical. 
data in this area is much less conclusive as to the effect on the crime 
rate. 21 One statistical study on general deterrence22 reveals t.hat the 
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certainty of punishment has a greater effect on crime rates than the 
severity ofthe punishment, with the exception of the homicide rate, 
in which case the certainty and severity of punishment have approx
imately the same effect. 23 From this analysis, the study concludes: 
". . . the appropriate criminal justice policy is one which attempts 
to reduce crime by increasing the probability of apprehension and 
prosecution."24 This view, however, is contrary to the traditional 
belief of many public officials that the way to deter the commission 
of crime is to increase the severity of the sentence.25 The former 
theory seems to be the better approach. The potential criminal will 
not be concerned with the severity of the sentence unless he is rea
sonably certain that he will be prosecuted, convicted and sentenced 
if apprehended. It is this fear which wm most likely deter his ac
tions. 26 

In short, the effectiveness of general deterrence must be ques
tioned as stringently as the effectiveness of special dete.rrence. A!
though the certainty of punishment apparently has some general 
deterrent effect,2i the harsh maximum sentences allowed by state 
criminal codes do not have the deterrent effe(:!tinwhich most public 
officials believe. 28 

The major goal of modern sentencing and corrections authorities 
is rehabilitation.29 In Williams v. New York,30 the Supreme Court 
emphasized: 

Retribution is no longer the dominant objective of the criminal 
law. Reformation and rehabilitation of offenders have become 
important goals of criminal jurisprudence.3! 

The theory of rehabilitfltion is premised on the assumption that 
convicted criminals' behavior can be modified so t~lft they will not 
repeat ,their unlawful activity when released from'ci6hfinement.32 As 
noted above however, statistical studies have revealed a high reci
divism rate.33 It is generally accepted that inadequate rehabilitative 
facilities and programs have caused this high rate of recidivism.s.1 

It is generally assumed by authorities that if there was more 
money for rehabilitation progr'ams and more professionally trained 
personnel, the rate of recidivism would decrease. 35 

The rehabilitative philosophy of sentencing has paralleled the 
development of the belief that each sentencingdecisio~ should be 
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fashioned to accommodate the particular individual involved.36 This 
in turn raises the question of who should have sentencing authority, 
the judge or the jury? Or more correctly stated, who is in the better 
position to implement the dual aims of rehabilitation and indivi
dualized sentencing? 

B. The Pros and Cons o{Judge and Jury Sentencing in Noncapital 
Felony Cases 

The arguments for and against judge and jury sentencing in non
capitalfelony cases are diverseY The great majority of writers, com
mittees, and states favor judge sentencing,3S although a respectable 
minority of states still require jury sentencing.39 Georgia was in
cluded in this minority until July 1,1974, when a comprehensive bill 
requiring judge sentencing in all noncapital felony cases was en
acted.40 

Judge sentencing is based upon the premise that imprisonment 
in an organized society is for rehabilitation and deterrence of future 
criminal activity, rather than for retribution. 41 Thus, the sentencing 
procedure must be comprehensive and individualizedY The sent
encing authority must possess the experience and expertise to select 
a sentence most likely to induce a change in the behavioral pattern 
which led to the commission of the particular offense.43 Jury sent-

. encing fails to afford the convicted defendant individualized sent
encingresulting in rehabilitation. The jury generally lacks the tech
nical,knowledge and training of an experienced judge regarding ave
mies of rehabilitation.44 In addition, the jury often lacks the author
ity generally vested in judges to grant probation or suspend a sent
ence.45 Moreover, much of the information most relevant to indivi
dualized sentencing is inadmissible before the jury during the trial. 46 

Therefore, when the issue of gdlt and the type of sentence are 
concurrently determined by the jury, evidence relevant solely to the 
question of sentence is not heard by the jury. A "bifurcated system" 
is a feasible, but nonetheless little-used alternative where the jury 
is the sentencing authority in non capital felony cases.47 

Another basic deficiency in jury sentencing is the inconsistencies 
in the criteria applied by juries to determine the length and nature 
of the penalty. For example, juries may engage in a "compromise 
verdict," conflicting with the standard for criminal responsibil-
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ity-guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.4& Ideally, a jury with the dual 
function of determining both guilt and sentence should consider the 
two issues separately, reaching the question of sentence only if the 
defendant is found guilty. However, it is often difficult for a juror 
to separate the issue of guilt from punishment .. A juror who is not 
convinced "beyond a reasonable doubt" that a defendant is guilty 
may be persuaded to vote "guilty" by the assurances of other jurors 
that they will grant the defendant a light sentence. 49 A second exam
ple of inconsistent application of criteria by jurors is the I<quotient 
verdict." Here, the jurors agree to avoid analyzing and criticizing 
their respective views on a propel' sentence by allowing the foreman 
to add the twelve jurors' suggested sentences and divide by twelve.50 

Both of these problems inherent in jury sentencing are eliminated 
by a system of judge sentencing.51 

Despite the problems indicated above, there are five arguments 
traditionally proffered in favor of jury sentencing: (1) colonial dis
trust and fears of a centralized government; (2) judges' lack of hu
manity and fairness at the time of sentencing; (3) public pressure 
on elected judges; (4) adverse effect on plea bargaining; and (5) fear 
that a sympathetic jury will acquit a guilty defendant because it 
believes the judge will impose too harsh a sentence.52 

In the eighteenth century, American colonists feared that royally 
appointed judges would be unfair to colonists when exercising their 
power to punish.53 Although this argument may have some vitality 
in a state where jury sentencing was installed soon after American 
independence was achieved, it is inapplicable to the Georgia experi
ence, because jury sentencing in noncapital felony cases did not 
begin until 1919.54 

A more persuasive argument for jury sentencing is that the con-
sensus of a body of jurors mollifies extreme feelings to which an~\ 
iudi vidual judge may be subject; the jury may provide a "reconcilia-
tion of varied temperaments," resulting in a fairer punishment. 55 

Nevertheless, as discussed above, the judge is in a better position 
to weigh the applicability of rehabilitative opportunities available 
to a convicted defendant,S6 individualize the sentence; and grant 
probation or suspend the sentence.57 However, there will always be 
some instances in which an individual judge's temperament will il 

determine the defendant's sentence,5& rather than the relevant fac-
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tors which should be considered.59 Therefore, it is essential that 
there be a written record containing findings of fact and conclusions 
of law supporting the particular sentence60 in order to insure an 
adequate opportunity for appellate review. 61 

Jury sentencing also avoids the possibility that public pressure 
may influence elected trial judges in determining sentences. While 
it is unlikely that the average voting citizen is aware of sentences 
handed down in the day-to-day cases which come before the trial 
judge, well-publicized cases present a problem of public influence 
on a judge's sentencing deliberations. However, often a change in 
venue avoids the potential of public opinion influencing the judge's 
sentencing in a highly publicized case.62 

The effect of judge sentencing on a defendant's plea-bargaining 
position is two-fold. While the defendant with a favorable prior 
record would benefit from judge sentencing, it may be detrimental 
to the defendant with a prior criminal record as the judge would be 
aware of the record when making his sentencing decision. With the 
knowledge that he could be subject to a heavier penalty if sentenced 
by the judge, the defendant's bargaining position with the prosecu
tion is weakened. In a system of jury sentencing, the defendant with 
the prior criminal record would be protected by the jury's lack of 
knowledge of that record and thereby be in a stronger plea
bargaining position, but would not benefit by having a good prior 
record. Therefore, the only individual whose plea-bargaining posi
tion is disadvantaged by judge sentencing is the multiple offender. 
This is entirely consistent with the modern penological view that all 
relevant information be taken into account in making sentencing 
decisions. 63 

The most persuasive argument against judge sentencing is that 
the jury with the single function of determining guilt or innocence 
may acquit to avoid a perceived harshness by a sentencing trial 
judge.64 This danger can be mitigated by allowing the jury to attach 
a recommendation of mercy to a guilty verdict,65 although normally, 
the judge is not bound by the recommendation. o6 

Despite some support for jury sentencing, the jury is relatively 
inexperienced and lacks adequate knowledge to make reasoned 
sentencing decisions. Concluding that jury sentencing should be 
abolished for all but capital offenses, an American Bar Associati.on 
report has stated: 



[CHearly the most telling argument against jury sentencing 
is that a proper sentencing decision calls on an expertise which 
a jury cannot possibly be expected to bring with it to trial, nor 
develop for the one occasion on which it will be used. The day 
is long past when sentencing turned solely on the degree of 
moral approbation which the offense commanded. An enlight
ened sentencing decision today calls for a sophisticated and 
informed judgment which takes into account a vast range of 
additional factors .... 07 

C. Georgia Sentencing Procedure 
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Under Georgia's previous system, if the jury determined that the 
defendant was guilty, it also determined the sentence.98 On July 1, 
1974, however, Georgia joined the large majority of states in requir
ing that all but capital offenders be sentenced by the trial court 
judge.69 

Under Ga. Code Ann. § 27-2503 of the new Act, which repealed 
Ga. Code Ann. § 27-2534 (Supp. 1973), the jury is dismissed after a 
finding of guilt in a noncapital felony case.70 The trial judge must 
then condud a pre-sentence hearing in which the sole issue is the 
determination of the punishment to be imposed. At the hearing, 
evidence is heard "in extenuation, mitigation, and aggravation of 
punishment."71 Under the old provision, the admissibility of evi
dence was governed by the rules of evidence. Under the new Act, 
however, this limitation has been removed. This has a significant 
effect on the pre-sentence hearing, particularly in terms of the ad
mission of aggravating evidence offered by the State. Under the 
previous law, such evidence was generally limited. to the defendant's 
criminal record and general character. 72 Under the new provision, 
the State may introduce evidence of specific transactions to the 
detdment of the defendant.73 

Under both the old and new laws, the State may not introduce 
any aggravating evidence of which it has not informed the defen
dant prior to his trial,74 The standards applied by the Georgia courts 
to govern notice to the defendant have been stringent and this strict 
application will probably continue under the new rules.75 

At the conclusion of the hearing, the judge may immediately 
impose the sentence or recess to take it under advisement. H6 is 
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required to fix a determinate sentence within the limits prescribed 
by law for the defendant's offense.76 Should the decision of the court 
be reversed solely on the grounds of error during the pre-sentence 
hearing, the new trial will consider only the question of 
punishment.77 

The trial court judge has several available alternatives when im
posing a sentence, depending upon the particular circumstances of 
each case. First, the judge may grant probation or suspend the 
sentence if 

it appears. . . that the defendant is not likely to engage in a 
criminal course of conduct and that the ends of justice and the 
welfare of society do not require that the defendant shall pres
ently suffer the penalty imposed by law. . . .18 

Although this power is entirely discretionary, it is limited in time 
to the term of court during which the sentence was imposed,79 

Second, Ga. Code Ann. § 27-2501 provides that for certain felon
ies, the judge may, upon recommendation by the jury, reduce the 
punishment to that of a misdemeanor. The Georgia Supreme Court 
has held, however, that this provision was repealed by implication 
by the enactment of Ga. Code Ann. § 26-3101 in 1968.80 This section 
provides that any defendant found guilty of any felony punishable 
by imprisonment for a maximum term of ten years or less may be 
punished as for a misdemeanor, if the jury so recommends and the 
judge follows the recommendation.81 The court has full discretion in 
determining whether to follow the jury's recommendation.82 The 
enactment of the new Act raises the question of whether the judge 
who sentences a defendant after a jury verdict of guilty may exercise 
the discretion allowable under Ga. Code Ann. § 26-3101. Although 
the Act does not expressly provide for this situation, such discretion 
would seemingly be allowed in light of the discretion allowed to a 
judge where there is no jury involved.83 

Third, under the First Offender Act,84 the trial judge has authority 
to place any defendant who has not been previously convicted of a 
felony on probation. This is a significant part of any plan to alleviate 
the overcrowding problems in Georgia pri~ons. It appears, however, 
that some judges, especially those in rural areas, are reluctant to 
exercise this discretion.85 
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Finally, the judge has little discretion in sentencing the habitual 
offender. Like most other states,86 Georgia requires that recidivists 
be subjected to a harsher penalty than the first offender. 87 If the 
defendant has been previously convicted of an offense and sent~ 
enced to confinement and labor in the penitentiary, a subsequent 
offense punishable in the same manner will result in a sentence for 
the longest period allowed by law. If the defendant has been con~ 
victed of three or more previous felonies and is convicted of a subse
quent offense,88 the convicted individual must serve the maximum 
time provided in the judge's sentence without the possibility of 
par0!e. These statutory requirements imposed when sentencing a 
habitual offender are not actually "alternatives" available to the 
sentencing judge. Although it is clear that such a habitual offender 
statute is constitutional, 89 it is questionable whether or not the judge 
shoUld be so restricted in sentencing the second offender. 90 

The new Ltct has added a significant provision to the Georgia 
Criminal Procedure Code by giving every defendant who has been 
sentenced to five or more years by a judge the right to have such 
sentence reviewed. s1 The provision creates a panel of three superior 
court judges who serve terms of three months.92 This panel is respon
sible for hearing all sentence appeals upon application by the partic
ular defendants. 93 Such .application must be made within thirty 
days of the date sentence is imposed by the superior court judge, or 
after the :t:emittitur from the Court of Appeals or Supjeme Court 
affirming the defendant's conviction is made the judgment of the 
sentencing- court.D4 

The purpose of the appellate review provision is to determine 
whether a particular sentence is "excessively harsh."95 This deter
mination is made "in light of all of the circumstances surrounding 
the case and the defendant, and in light of the defendant's past 
history. "96 Both the defendant and the district attorney may present 
written argument on the harshness or justification of the sentence.97 

Although the panel is given the authority to reduce any sentence 
appealed under the provision, it is specifically prohibited from re~' 
ducing any sentence to probation or to suspend a sentence.DS No 
written opinion need be filed92 because decisions of the panel are 
final and unreviewable. [00 
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D. Disparity of Sentences in Georgifl 

A major reason for the passage of a judge sentencing statute in 
Georgia for noncapital felonies was the lack of uniformity in sent
encing. IOI The reasons for these disparities have been discussed 
above.102 The objective of this section is to offer statistical evidence 
of'the existing disparities and to recommend methods by which they 
can be eliminated or at least reduced. 

1. Statistics 

The following tables consist of statistics relative to three crimes: 
injury, burglary, and armed robbery. lOa The crimes are broken down 
into the Georgia circuits; and broken down further into the percen
tages of defendants sentenced to various terms of imprisonment for 
each crime. 

Under the general category of injury, the two circuits with the 
largest number of offenders are Atlanta and Chattahoochee, with 
429 and 127 respectively. Although there are no substantial differ
ences between the two, Chattahoochee tends to sentence a larger 
percentage of offenders to one year or less, or to two or three years. 
Conversely, Atlanta tends to sentence more offenders to terms in the 
categories of four or five years and up. 

In the next three circuits in order of the number of offenders, 
Macon (93), Coweta (85), and Stone Mountain (81), more substan
tial disparities are evident. Those offenders sentenced in Stone 
Mountain are more 1ike~y to be sentenced to a longer term than 
those sentenced in Macon and especially Coweta. For example, in 
Coweta, 12.7% more offenders are sentenced to the same terms than 
in Stone Mountain. Stone Mountain, or the other hand, sentenced 
22.2% to four or five years, as compared to 17.6% in Coweta. Ap
proximately the same disparity exists in the eight to ten category. 

In a third group of circuits, Ocmulgee (52)$ Clayton (43), Cobb 
(43), and Augusta (41), significant disparities are evident as well. 
Augusta sentences as many as 23.5% more offenders to one year or 
less, or two or three years than the other three circuits. On the other 
hand, the same circuit sentences more offenders to the eight to ten 
and sixteen to twenty categories than any of the other three circuits. 
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TABLE I - INJURY 
Total 

Number 
One yr. 2or3 40r 5 6or7 8-10 11-15 16-20 21}'"I's. qf 

Circuit or less yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. &up Life Offenders 
Alapaha 14.5 28.6 35.7 7.1 14.3 14 A1covy 17.9 21.4 35.7 7.1 7.1 3.6 3.6 3.6 28 
Atlanta 14.2 21.4 21.9 7.2 13.5 1.9 2.8 0.2 429 
Atlantic 4.8 42.9 38.1 4.8 4.8 4.8 21 
Augusta 34.1 31.7 9.8 2.4 12.2 7.3 2.4 41 Blue Ridge 14.3 64.3 14.3 7.1 14 
Brunswick 25.0 37.5 25.0 12.5 8 
Chattahoochee 18.9 42.5- 18.1 6.3 8.7 1.6 3.1 0.8 127 
Cherokee 14.7 38.2 38.2 2.9 5.9 34 
Clayton 9.3 37.2 30.2 11.6 9.3 2.3 43 
Cobb 23.3 30.2 11.6 23.3 7.0 4.7 43 
Conasauga 34.8 39.1 13.0 13.0 23 
CO'l'dele 27.3 40.9 22.7 4.5 4.5 22 
Coweta 25.9 42.4 17.6 5.9 7.1 1.2 85 
Dougherty 4.0 52.2 20.0 12.0 8.0 4.0 25 
Dublin 33.3 66.7 3 
Eastern 25.0 31.3 31.3 12.5 16 
Flint .-.. ::~--.:;~::-" 

Griffin 34.5 20.7 17.2 10.3 6.9 3.4 6.9 29 
Gwinnett 30.0 25.0 20.0 15.0 10.0 20 



TABLE I - INJURY (Cont.) 
I-' 
0':1 
0':1 

Total 
Number 

One yr. 2or3 4 or 5 6or7 8_10 11-15 16-20 21 yrs. of 
Circuit or less yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. &up Life Offenders 

Houston 25.0 62.5 12.5 8 
Lkt. Mtn. 41.9 29.0 16.1 6.5 3.2 3.2 31 
Macon 33.3 30.1 23.7 5.4 4.3 2.2 1.1 93 
Middle 50.0 25.0 15.0 5.0 5.0 20 
Mountain 31.8 27.3 4.5 9.1 18.2 9.1 22 
N. Eastern 21.4 21.4 35.7 3.6 10.7 7.1 28 
Northern 4.0 28.0' 44.0 17.0 8.0 4.0 25 
Ocmulgee 11.5 30.8 11.5 25.0 11.5 7.7 1.9 52 
Oconee 25.0 25.0 50.0 4 
Ogeechee 15.0 35.0 30.0 10.0 10.0 20 
Pastaula 11.1 50.0 16.7 5.6 11.1 5.6 18 
Piedmont 21.4 42.9 14.3 14.3 7.1 28 
Rome 33.3 33.3 20.0 6.7 6.7 15 
South Ga. 30.0 23.3 26.'7 3.3 1fi.7 30 
Southern 16.0 32.0 20.0 24.0 8.0 25 
S. Western 40.0 40.0 12.0 4.0 4.0 25 
Stone Mtn. 23.5 32.1 22.2 6.2 11.1 2.5 1.2 1.2 81 
Tallapoosa 5.9 35.3 17.6 5.9 17.6 11.8 5.9 17 
Tifton 6.7 40.0 23.3 6.7 23.3 30 
Toombs 50.0 50.0 8 
Waycross 13.0 43.5 4.3 8.7 21.7 4.3 4.3 23 
Western 26.1 17.4 30.4 17.4 4.3 4.3 23 
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TABLE II - BURGLARY 
Total 

Number 
One yr. 2 or3 4or5 6or-7 8-10 11-15 16-20 21 yrs. of Circuit or less yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. &up Life Offenders 

Alapaha 8.2 36.1 19.7 18.0 9.8 3.3 4.9 61 Alcovy 3.4 36.8 31.6 G.8 16.2 2.6 1.7 0.9 1l.7 Atlanta 10.0 35.2 28.3 9.9 9.5 3.2 3.2 0.7 0.1 2,055 Atlantic 7.5 34,.6 19.6 12.1 14.0 5.6 6.5 107 Augusta 13.3 32.3 24.4 8.2 11.8 4.3 5.4 0.4 279 Blue Ridge 12.6 37.9 17.2 29.9 1.1 1.1 87 
Brunswick 9.6 30.r 24.7 11.0 5.5 5.5 12.3 1.4 73 
Chattahoochee 11.2 39.5 22.2 10.1 11.2 2.6 2.6 0.6 347 Cherokee 22.9 32.3 18.8 14.6 8.3 2.1 1.0 96 Clayton 5.8 24.3 32.0 17.5 11.7 3.9 4.9 103 Cobb 20.0 36.2 14.3 25.7 1.9 1.0 1.0 105 
Conasauga 11.7 57.3 26.2 1.9 2.9 103 Cordele 30.4 51.8 12.5 1.8 3.6 56 Coweta 17.1 44.1 24.6 7.1 6.2 0.5 0.5 - 211 
Dougherty 4.1 38.4 30.1 12.3 13.7 L4 7a Dublin 11.1 38.9 5.6 16.7 16.7 11.1 18 Eastern 8.2 24.7 4.7 28.2 7.1 16.5 10.6 85 Flint 
Griffin 17.5 47.4. 17.5 8.8 3.5 3.5 1.8 57 
Gwinnett 26.0 46.0 18.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 50 



t-' TABLE II - BURGLARY (Cont.) en 
(Xl 

Total 
Number 

One yr. 2or3 4or5 6 or 7 8-10 11-15 16-20 21 yrs. of 
CJrcuit or less yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrll, yrs. &up Life Offenders 
Houston 32.7 51.0 12.2 2.0 2.0 49 
Lkt. Mtn. 29.2 45.8 18.1 4.2 2.8 72 
Macon . 35.1- 43.8 12.1 4.9 2.6 1.1 0.4 265 
Middle 33.0 41.5 16.0 4.3 3.2 1.1 1.1 94 
Mountain 26.1 39.1 17.4 10.9 4.3 2.2 46 
N. Eastern 20.6 29.1 19.9 18.4 9.2 2.1 0.7 141 
Northern 11.4 34.2 29.1 12.0 9.5 0.6 2.5 0.6 158 
Ocmulgee 6.1 34.8 21.5 15.5 12.7 4.4 3.9 1.1 131 
Oconee 25.0 25.0 12.5 25.0 12.5 8 
Ogeechee 9.2 49.4 26.4 6.9 6.9 1.1 87 
Pataula 7.1 44.3 30.0 7.1 11.4, 70 
Piedmont 10.9 45.7 21.7 7.6 8.7 4.3 1.1 92 
Rome 17.8 42.6 13.9 13.9 9.9 2.0 101 
South Ga. 12.1 34.1 28.0 6.8 12.1 4.5 2.3 1.32 
Southern 15.3 34.7 33.3 2.3 6.9 2.8 4.2 0.5 216 
S. Western 19.7 59.0 11.5 6.6 1.6 1.6 61 
Stone Mtn. 10.7 42.2 23.7 7.3 11.1 2.6 2.1 0.2 422 
Tallapoosa 3.8 12.5 33.8 10.0 30.0 3.8 6.3 80 
Tifton 8.5 28.7 40.3 7.0 14.7 0.8 129 
Toombs 25.3 17.7 26.6 1:'.1 15.2 7.6 1.3 1.3 79 
Waycross 25.3 34A 19.9 9.6 4.2 3.6 3,:0 166 
Western 17.3 30.0 30.9 11.8 8.2 0.9 0.9 110 



TABLE TIl - ARMED ROBBERY 
Total 

Number 
One yr. 2or3 4 or 6 6or7 8.10 11-16 16-20 21 yrs. of 

Circuit or less yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. &up Life Offenders 

Alapaha 10.0 30.0 50.0 10.0 10 
Alcovy 6.7 33.3 36.7 10.0 13.3 30 
Atlanta 3.6 10.3 21.4 11.0 24.1 12.6 10.5 0.7 5.8 555 
Atlantic 7.7 23.1 15.4 15.4 7.7 30.8 13 
Augusta 7.2 17.4 10.1 24.6 8.7 20.3 11.6 69 
Blue Ridge 29.4 20.0 29.4 11.8 5.9 2.9 34 
Brunswick 6.3 6.3 28.1 15.6 12.5 18.8 12.5 32 
Chattahoocnee 1.9 16.1 15.1 22.6 14.2 13.2 12.3 1.9 3.8 106 
Cherokee 22.2 11.1 11.1 22.2 22.2 11.1 9 
Clayton 25.0 12.5 45.8 8.3 4.2 4.2 24 
Cobb 15.4 15.4 16.9 27.7 15.4 6.2 1.6 1.5 65 
Conasauga 5.0 7.5 27.5 7.5 27.5 12.5 12.5 40 
Cordele 4.4 46.7 15.6 17.8 15.6 46 
Coweta 3.9 22.3 21.4 13.6 16.5 16.5 4.9 1.9 108 
Dougherty 6.7 13.3 20.0 6.7 13.3 33.3 6.7 15 
Dublin 25.0 25.0 60.0 4 
Eastern 40.0 20.0 10.0 30.0 10 
Flint 
Griffin 4.8 22.2 27.0 14.3 17.6 9.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 63 
Gwinnett 10.9 27.3 18.2 9.1 21.8 5.5 5.5 1.8 55 



TABLE ill - ..e-\,RMED ROBBERY (Cent.) "'""' -J 
0 

Total 
Number 

One yr. 2or3 40r 5 6or7 8-10 11-15 16-20 21 yrs. of 
Circuit or less yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. &up Life Offenders 

Houston 31.3 25.0 6.3 12.5 18.8 6.3 16 
Lkt. Mtn. 5.3 24.0 28.0 9.3 13.3 12.0 6.7 1.3 75 
Macon 8.2 20.3 21.7 9.2 22.2 13.5 3.9 1.0 207 
Middle 4.7 25.6 14.0 16.3 23.3 14.0 2.3 43 
Mountain 7.1 14.3 17.9 3.6 32.1 17.9 7.1 28 
N. Eastern 1.7 15.5 20.7 20.7 25.9 1.7 8.6 5.2 58 
Northern 5.3 21.1 36.8 18.4 18.4 38 
Ocmulgee 21.7 21.7 10.8 25.3 9.6 6.0 1.2 3.6 83 
Oconee 33.3 33.3 33.3 3 
Ogeechee 26.4 30.2 5.7 26.4 7.5 1.9 1.9 53 
Pataula 5.3 31.6 10.5 18.4 13.2 10.5 5.3 5.3 38 
Piedmont 5.6 22.2 11.1 5.6 16.7 16.7 22.2 18 
Rome 25.0 25.0 50.0 4 
South Ga. 4.0 36.0 4.0 24.0 12.0 16.0 4.0 25 
Southern 23.8 11.9 7.1 28.6 16.7 9.5 2.4 42 
S. Western 60.0 10.0 20.0 10.0 10 
Stone Mtn. 2fj.2 24.6 16.4 19.7 9.2 4.9 61 
Tallapoosa 10.0 10.0 10.0 50.0 10.0 10.0 10 
Tifton 9.1 13.6 18.2 9.1 40.9 4.5 4.5 22 
Toombs 38.3 33.3 16.7 16.7 6 
Waycross· 12.1 24.2 15.2 21.2 12.1 9.1 6.1 33 
Western 4.0 8.0 8.0 28.0 20.0 20.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 25 

Source: GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF OFFENDER REHABILITATION REPORT 1972-73, Offender Statistics 
(1973) . 
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Comparing Ocmulgee and Clayton, it is evident that a defendant 
would prefer to be sentenced in Clayton. In the lowest three catego
ries, Clayton sentences 76.7% of all offenders, as compB.!ed to Oc
mulgee which sentenced only 53.8% to the three categories. 

h"'1 Atlanta (2055 offenders) and Stone Mountain (422 offenders), 
the top two circuits in numbers of offenders sentenced for burglary, 
there are no substantial disparities. In the noxt three-drcuits, 
Chattahoochee (347), Augusta (279) and Macon (265), however, 
there are very significant differences. In the two lowest categories, 
Chattahoochee sentenced only 50.7% of all such offenders. Con
versely, Chattahoochee sentences more to all of the higher term 
categories than 'M,acon. 

In a third group of circuits, Southern (216), Coweta (211), OcmuI
ge,e (181'~and Northern (158"J i t'3outhern tends to senter~ce ,mO'fe 

offenders to four or five years or less. This is particularly evident 
when the six or seven year category is examined. Southern sent
enced only 2.3% to this term, while Ocmulgee sentenced 15.5%, 
Northern 12.0%, and Coweta 7.1%. 

The top circuits for armed robbery, Atlanta (555) and Macon 
(207), have basicaJ.ly the same percentage of offenders in the middle 
categories of the tables. In the low and high categories, however, the 
disparities are significant. Atlanta sentenced only 13.9% of its of
fenders to either one year or less, or two or three years. Macon, on 
the other hand, sentenced 28.5% of its armed robbery offenders in 
these two categories. At the; other extreme, Atlanta sentenced 17.0% 
to twenty-one years up to lite, while Macon sentenced only 4.9% to 
the same terms. 

Although AtlantEl, has a high percaotage of I1f~YY SH~'t~£!{i'1;'~, Au
gusta, the seventh-ranked circuit in numbers of offenders, IS even 
higherr Airain, the extreme ce.tegories show the most substl;1.ntial 
disparity. Only 7.2% of Augusta's .armed robbery offenders are sent
enced to three years or less, while 31.9% are sentenced to sixteen 
years up to life. 

- , 

The above discussion is representative of the signific~nt$ft~lltence . 
disparities that ~xist in the various Georgia circuits. The. question 
that remains is what can be done to eliminate these disparities. The 
recent passage of judge sentencing in non capital felony cases is a . 

:~ , < 

'.~, .' . ;) 
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significant step.104 Nevertheless, substantial reforms in the sentenc
ing procedure are needed. 

E. Analysis and Criticism of Georgia Senten.cing Procedure 

While in a few states sentencing is done by an administrative 
board,105 the general sentencing authority in noncapital felony cases 
is in the trial co'urt judge in Georgial06 and under the A.B.A. Stan
dards for Criminal Justice.107 

Both the judge and board sentencing systems recognize the prob
lems involved in jury sentencing of defendants convicted of noncapi
~al felonies. A comparison of board and judge sentencing is not a 
Bubject of this discussion in light of the improbability that Georgia 
would consider a Washington or California-type system in the near 
future. l08 The recommendations for reform in this paper proceed on 
the assumption that Georgia will maintain its recently enacted 
judge sentencing procedure. 

The first stage of the Georgia sentencing procedure is the present
ence report. Under Ga. Code Ann. § 27-2710 (1972), the superior 
court judge may require a presentence investigation and written 
report before sentencing a defendant for the commission of a felony. 
This is a major problem with the Georgia sentencing procedure. As 
discussed previously, individualized sentencing is not possible with
out all relevant information about the defendp.nt being taken into 
account.IOO The discretionary power of the court to require an inves
tigation and report results in some sentences being based on inade
quate information because the judge did not require a report. It is 
thus specifically recommended that Georgia adopt a mandatory 
requirement of a presentence investigation and written report for all 
crimes that would rosult in one yefJ or more imprisonment. 110 

A major issue involving the presentence report is whether its con
tents should be disclosed, and if so, to whom. Georgia does not have 
a statutory provision governing disclosure, nor does there appear to 
be any relevant case law. Both the A.B.A. StandarCls 111 and the 
Model Sentencing Act1l2 require that the information contained in 
such a report be made available to the defendant or his attorney 
prior to sentencing. 113 The reasons for this requirement are obvious. 
Without knowledge of what is contained in presentence reports, the 
defendant does not have a chance to correct false statenlEmts or to 
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explain other factors discussed in the report.1l4 This is contrary to 
the concept of individualized sentencing which judge sentencing 
was intended to implement.1I5 It is therefore recommended that 
Georgia provide statutorily that the contents of all presentenpe re
ports must be ~ade available to the defendant or his attorney 'prior 
to the sentencing proceedings. 

Proposed Ga. Code Ann. § 27·2503 compares favorably with the 
A.B.A. Standards on the actuaJ sentencing proceedings. 1I6 In es
sence, the hearing is conducted as a trial would be, ll7 with full rights 
of cross-examination, confrontation and representation by counseL 
The only difference between Georgia and the"A.B.A. StandBrds is 
that Georgia does not afford the right of allocution to the defendant, 
but instead assumes that the ceremony was performed. u8 In light of 
the other rights granted to the defendan,t, this does not seem to be 
'particularly significant. 

As discussed above,119 Georgia too~ an important step toward 
eliminating disparity in sentencing by I!l.uthorizing appellate review 
of any sentence over five years.120 Although this provision affords the 
defendant substantial rights which did not exist previously, it has 
serious defects which limit its effectivlmess. 

The most obvious problem presented by the statute is that it 
applies only to a defendant who has b;~en sentenced to five or more 
years. Although it is recognized that s'ome limit on which sentences 
can be appealed may be necessary,12I. it seems that a cut-off point 
of five years may be too high for the provision to be effective in light 
of the large number of defendante,sentenced to lesB than five 
years. 122 Future study of the effectiveness 9f the appellate review 
provision will be necessary to determine if this conclusion is accur
ate. 

Another defect in the new provision .is that it fails to require that 
the defendant sentenced to five or more years be informed of his 
right to appeal. l23 This is espe,cially important in light of the thirty. 
day time limit for filing an application for appeal. Although it is 
possible that this could be grounds for reversal on the issue of sent
ence,124 it would be' much clearer if the statute was amended to 
require suc~ notification by the trial court judge. 

While it is. clear thafthe decisjon of the three-judge panel is final, 
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the failure to require that the panel's decision be delineated is a 
crucial defect. Without such written opinions, the trial courts are 
left without any guidelines to follow in making future sentencing 
decisions. It is recommended that such written opinions be required 
of the three-judge panel. 

A final defect in the new provision is the limited power of the 
appellate panel to substitute different alternatives for the sentences 
imposed by the lower court. If the panel is provided with an ade
quate record of the trial court proceedings,125 there appears to be no 
reason for not allowing it to exercise any alternative open to the trial 
court.126 This is especially true since three judges would be making 
the decision instead of one judge. Therefore, the combined experi
ence of the judges would result in a more closely analyzed and 
hopefully more correct sentencing dedsion. 

F. Guidelines for Judge Sentencing 

An effective system of individual sentencing is not possible with
out sentencing judges being vested with the authority to exercise 
discretion in arriving at sentencing decisions.127 Nevertheless, a 
judge must be required to follow some guidelines in making such 
decisionsl28 in order to avoid the disparity of sentences so evident 
under a jury sentencing system.129 The purpose of this section is to 
recommend such guidelines and to propose certain mandatory pro
ce,dures for judges to follow. 

Under the present system, the judge must sentence the convicted 
defendant to a determinate term 'of imprisonment. 13o The only 
guidelines provided fOl' the actual length of the sentence are those 
imposed under the various crimes committed. Besides death and 
life imprisonment, there are eight different categories for felonies: 
(1) not less than ten or more than twenty years; (2) not less than 
one or more than twenty years; (3) not less than five or more than 
ten years; (4) not less than one or more than ten years; (5) not less 
than three or more than seven years; (6) not less than one or more 
than five years; (7) not less than one or more than three years; (8) 
not less than one or more than two years. lSI 

Many authorities have questioned the effectiveness of a long sent
ence imposed on an individual convicted of a noncapital felony. 132 
Often, it appears that the only function of the harsh maximum 
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sentence is to encourage the defendant to plead guilty to a lesser 
offense because of the possibility of receiving the maximum pen~ 
alty.133 

As discussed previously, the theory of special deterrence has been 
rebutted by the high rate of recidivism. ls4 The most significant effect 
of deterrence appears to be directly tied to the certainty of punish
ment, as opposed to the severity of punishment.135 With this realiza
tion in mind, it is recommended that the sanctions authorized by 
Title 26, Ga. Code Ann. be reviewed and reduced. 

Under Georgia's habitual offender act,IS6 the second conviction of 
an offense punishable by labor and confinement in the penitentiary 
requires the judge to sentence the offender to the maximum term 
allowed by law. This mandatory sentence is entirely contrary to the 
theory of individualized sentencing.137 The judge is given no discre
tion to vary the defendant's sentence because of extenuating cir
cumstances. It is thus recommended that this mandatory sentence 
for second offenders be abolished. 

Perhaps the most difficult aspect of developing sentencing guide
lines is to set forth different factors that the judge should consider 
in making sentencing decisions. If the recommendations for improv
ing the appellate review procedure are adopted, tSS specific guidelines 
are not necessary; nor does it appear that they would be practical 
in light of the need for individualized sentencing. It is recom
mended, however, that judges be informed of the status of defen
dants they have sentenced.139 In this way, the judge will be in a 
better position to evaluate the accuracy of his sentencing criteria. 

It is essential that there be an accurate trial court record for any 
system of appellate review to be effective. This proposition is espe
cially true when the appellate review involves a sentencing decision 
based on a variety of factors.140 This requirement will also help to 
minimize the absolute discretion now possessed by trial court 
judges. It is therefore recommended that the sentencing judge be 
required to articulate his reasons and the various considerations in 
sentencing a particular defendant to a particular term. 

G. Conclusion 

As discussed above, the new judge sentencing system and appel~ 
late review provisions are significant steps toward eliminating dis-

" 
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parity in sentences. Nevertheless, further reforms are needed to 
continue implementing this policy. 

Besides the desired effect of reducing disparity in sentencing, 
these reforms can aid in the solution of overcrowding in Georgia 
prisons. By reducing excessively harsh sentences and sentencing 
convicted defendants on the basis of individual rehabilitation, the 
reforms will help reduce the prison population to a financially man
ageable level. 

n. WORK RELEASE 

The Select. Committee on Crime of the United States House of 
Representatives declared, in June, 1973, that the most serious prob
lem facing the American prison system is overcrowding. 141 As an 
example of a severely overcrowded prison, the Committee cited 
Reidsville prison in Georgia, a facility designed to accommodate 
1800 prisoners which, in June, 1973, housed 2900 inmates.142 Reids
ville is not unique in Georgia; with the highest prisoner per capita 
ratio in the country, the state faces a population crisis in many of 
its prisons. 143 As the recent disturbances at Reidsville144 have shown, 

[t]he net results of overcrowding in massive facilities are de
personalization of inmates, a breakdown of effective control 
over inmate populations, and a reduction in the effectiveness 
of rehabilitation programs,14s 

As a partial remedy for this serious problem, the Committee recom
mended expansion of community-based pre-release programs, in
cluding work release. 146 

Work release is not a new concept. As early as 1913, the Wisconsin 
legislature authorized the release of state prisoners during the day 
to assist with the harvesting of an unusually large apple crop.147 
After the harvest that year, however, the statute was not used for 
several decades;148 no other state passed a work release statute until 
1957,14u and most states did not authorize work release programs 
before passage of the federal work release law15u in 1965. Every state 
except Kentucky151 presently has .an operative work release statute 
or program.152 

Work release operates on a basically similar plan in all states. The 
inmate is housed in a minimum-security facility and is free to leave 
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such 'facility during necessary hours to pursue employment in the 
community. The major variation from state to state is the type of 
facility in which work releasees are housed. FoU!' types of living 
units are used: state prisons, county jails and community centers or 
halfway houses. 153 Most work release legislation gives state correc
tions departments authority to house work releasees in state prisons, 
to contract with county or municipal corrections facilities where 
they provide job accessibility, or to use any other appropriate, su
pervised facility. 154 In many states, including Georgia, counties have 
independent authority to establish work release programs operating 
autonomously in county institutions. 155 While most states presently 
use primarily institution-based programs/56 the trend is toward 
smaller community~based centers,151 

The trend toward community treatment centers is grounded on 
the premise that aside from relieving prison overcrowding, work 
release is a rehabilitative tool and is effective in gradually reinte
grating the prisoner into his home community, so that he can reesta
blish contacts with his family and pursue employment which may 
be continued when he is discharged or paroled,158 In a community 
treatment. center a prisoner may gradually assume greater degrees 
of responsibility under a controlled and supportive system. 15D While 
he is in a county work release program, the inmate makes produc
tive use of his time, earns money which is used to reimburse the 
state for his room and board, provides some support for his family, 
pays debts and fines, and accumulates savings for his release;16o he 
saves the state money, since community facilities are less costly 
than large institutions,161 and his ability to accept responsibility and 
his readiness for parole are tested: 

Work release is "hard time" to serve. It is far more difficult to 
be faced with decisions to be made and seduction to be resisted 
while still s(lrving time than to serve it under conditions where 
temptations do not arise and decisions are made by others.182 

This part will examine work release as it operates in Georgia, with 
comparisons, where relevant, to programs in other states.163 First, 
the comparative advantages and disadvantages of institution-based 
atId community-based programs will be examined. Selection cri
teria and procedures, employment of releasees, wage disbursement 
and termination under the Georgia work releassplRn will then be 
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discussed and related to their counterparts in other states. Finally, 
education· release and training release, options provided for in most 
work release legislation but generally little-utilized,lo4 will be exam
ined. 

A. Institution-Based and Community-Based Programs in Georgia 

In December, 1973, approximately 53% of Georgia's work relea
sees were housed in institution-based programs, with 47% in 
community-based programs.165 In January, 1974, a dramatic shift in 
this ratio began, caused by the implementation of a new, federally 
funded program to alleviate prison overcrowding. Twenty-one 
trailer units, housing twenty residents each, were purchased and 
distributed among nine state institutions, providing 420 additional 
beds. loo Three institutions used the trailers to establish new work 
release programs.167 Six institutions which already had work release 
programs transferred their participants to the trailer units, a logical 
step in light of the general Department of Corrections policy that 
work releasees should be segregated as much as possible from non
releasees in the prisons.16s Currently, in Georgia, nine state prisOI~s 
have trailer-based work release. lOD One has an institution-based pro
gram,170 two counties have established their own institutional work 
release plans,171 and there are five community-based work release 
centers.172 The state presently has 588 beds available for work re
lease participants, of which 413, or 70% are institution- or trailer
based; 173 the majority of these are in trailers. 

This new emphasis on trailer-based work release is an unfortunate 
compromise of program quality, necessitated by the prison popula
tion problem. For reasons enumerated below, the trailer-based pro
grams have far less rehabilitative potential than community cen
ters. 

First, the trailers are physically inferior to the community cen
ters. Georgia's community treatment centers are remodeled apart
ment buildings, large homes, or motels and can accommodate forty 
to sixty-five residents while allowing most to have single or double 
rooms. They have separate and adequate kitchen and dining facili
ties and often a recreation area of some sort, as well as administra
tive and counseling ofIices. 174 In contrast, for twenty residents each, 
the trailers provide only bunk space, a small kitchenette and a 
single bathroom. Recreation is limited to one television,175 and the 
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policy against allowing releasees and non-releasees to mix prevents 
the trailer residents from using institutional sports equiPlllent and 
facilities, as they could prior to their transfer to the trailers. Lack 
of privacy and of any physical recreational outlet are serious failings 
in this program. 

The trailers residents also receive much less in the way of counsel
ing, a factor which contributes meaningfully to an inmate's adjust
ment to work release.176 A recent study has shown that the likelihood 
of an inmate's completing his scheduled work release and being 
discharged or paroled is significantly related to a sustained partici
pation in counseling programs.177 The community-based work re
lease programs in Georgia emphasize counseling strongly, recom
mending or requiring at least weekly participation in individual or 
group sessions.178 The ratio of residents to counselors is very low 
compared to traditional prisoner-counselor standards-about 
eleven to one in the state-run community programs, and three to 
one in the two joint state-federal programs.179 Counselors meet indi
vidually with the residents at least once a week and more often 
during periods of personal stress or employment difficulty. They 
also assist the resident with money management, and at least one 
center has a staff member who counsels inmates' families. ISO Since 
all of the community-based programs are in urban areas,181 they can 
draw from a large pool of experienced, qualified counselors. The 
staff members are well-educated and interested in progressive reha
bilitation techniques.182 

In contrast, the staff in the state institutions is primarily cus
todial in nature183 and far less educated, since the institutions are 
mostly in rural areas, where the prison is a primary employer for the 
locale. In 1973, 28.5% of the state institution wardens had only a 
high school education. 184 Many of the employees are sons and grand
sons of former prison security guards. Even where institutional 
counseling is provided, it is not available to work releasees living in 
trailers because of the restrictions on their access to the general 
institution. Their contact with institution personnel is generally 
limited to security guards assigned to their trailers. Thus, the level 
of personal resources available to the inmate often decreases if he 
participates in work release, while at the same time he must accept 
new responsibilitiE)s and face challenging and unfamiliar situations 
in the community. 
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Another distinction between institution-based and community
based programs is the variety of employment options available. 
Again, the urban community centers have a significant advantage 
in the number of potential employers within easy access of the cen
ter. Public transportation is efficient, inexpensive and easily avail
able to community center residents. Jobs at all skill levels are avail
able and a releasee who has had training or experience in a skill area 
is likely to find a job in which lie can utilize that training or experi
ence. 185 

Institutional work releasees are not so fortunate; eight of the ten 
state institutions with work release are located in rural areas l86 and 
offer few choices of employment. The jobs available to releasees in 
those areas tend quickly to become "inmate jobs" and are less desir
able and lower-paying than other jobs.187 This trend is accentuated 
when many work releasees are employed in the same establishment, 
a common phenomenon where only one or two places of employment 
are available.188 Where such a situation exists, much of the value of 
work release is lost, since one of the primary goals of the program is 
to provide the inmate with an interesting and rewarding job which 
he will potentially continue after his discharge. 

At present, few of the releasees in the rural institutional programs 
do continue their employment because they are not confined near 
their homes. Seven of the ten work release institutions are located 
in counties which produce in tote less than 7% of the total inmate 
population. 18D The majority of prisoners in Georgia are from the 
northern portion of the state,190 but more than 50% of the institu
tional work release beds are in the southern half. lUI Remaining near 
the institution after discharge is not a viable nor a desirable alterna
tive for most releasees, since their families and community ties are 
elsewhere and employment possibilities seem more attractive in 
urban areas. Thus, the goal of releasing an inmate with an estab
lished and satisfactory job is not met in the institutional programs. 

Community-based centers are superior to institutional programs 
in providing avenues of reintegration into the non-prison com
munity. When the institution-based work releasee leaves his job, he 
returns to his trailer and must remain there with little diversion 
except television. Visitors are allowed during established institu
tional hours, but the location of many of the prisons makes visiting 
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impossible for families or friends without cars and difficult for those 
who may be located many miles away. In the community centers, 
however, many more alternatives are available. An urban location 
affords a great potential for interaction with city sports leagues, 
civic clubs such as the Jaycees, church groups, and self-help groups 
like Alcoholics Anonymous. 192 Since many of the residents have fam
ilies in the metropolitan area in which the center is located,193 fre
quent visits aTe possible and gradual reestablishment of the family 
unit may be effected. Counseling for the family unit as a whole is 
available when it is needed.194 Because inmates who participate in 
recreational or counseling programs have a significantly higher rate 
of successful completion of work release programs than those who 
do not,195 more of these civic opportunities should be exploited. For 
example, citizen volunteers could escort center residents to 
entertainment events or club meetings, providing constructive in
teraction between the releasee and the community. Some clubs 
might choose to meet at community centers and include those in
mates who wished to participate. More aggressive public education 
is needed to take advantage of existing and potential opportunities. 

A further benefit available only to community-based work 
releasees is the earned pass. In the purely state-run community
based programs, an inmate may earn up to twelve hours of time 
away from the center during non-working hours.108 At the state and 
federally assisted programs, Gateway House and Wheeler House, 
the residents may earn passes which gradually increase in length to 
forty-eight hours as the releasee approaches discharge. lo7 The resi
dent must file a pass plan, to be approved by the center Superin
tendent.19s Within certain restrictions,199 the pass may be used as the 
resident pleases; most use the time to visit with families and friends. 
The pass appears to be an effective method of encouraging construc
tive behavior; the Department of Offender Rehabilitation should 
consider the possibility of lengthening passes to twenty-four or 
forty-eight hours in state-run programs toward the end of the re.si
dent's term, to facilitate apartment or job hunting, where"necessary, 
and to give the family assistance in adjusting gradually to the in
mate's presence.200 

County work release programs have some of the advantages of 
community centers. County inmates are usually confined close to 
their homes; if a man has a job before his arrest, county work release 
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allows him to keep it; if he has no job, he can search for one near 
his home and is able to continue in it after his release. The family 
can visit easily, and the releasee is maintaining or establishing con
tact with the community in which he will remain upon discharge. 
Serious disadvantages are also present, however. County jails have 
notoriously poor facilities. 201 No counseling is available, there are no 
recreational opportunities, and any time not spent in employment 
is spent in a cell. Despite these disadvantages, Georgia should re
peal that section of the work release law preventing the state from 
contracting with counties for the housing of work releasees.202 The 
two counties which presently have their own work release programs 
consider them successful; Richmond County's program ran at 102% 
of capacity in fiscal year 1974.203 If the state contracted with counties 
for housing of only county residents on work release, the releasees 
would benefit because they would be in their own communities. 
Many more work release beds would be available and the over
crowding in state prisons could be alleviated. Any county which 
chooses to accept work releasees should be required to provide some 
of the services, such as counseling and recreation, which are impor
tant to the success of the programs and are provided in community 
centers. 

Evidence available at this date suggests that community-based 
work release has a significant effect on recidivism, while institution
based work release does not affect recidivism. The Georgia Depart
ment of Offender Rehabilitation so far has been unable to gather 
meaningful recidivism statistics,204 but several states have made 
significant findings. Oregon and South Carolina report recidivism 
rates of 10% for work releasees discharged from community treat
ment centers,205 compared to a national rate for prisoners without 
work release of 65-70%.206 A work release-halfway house program in 
Maryland claims a 20% recidivism rate,207 and in Pennsylvania, 
offenders discharged from community treatment centers in 1972 had 
a recidivism rate lower by one third than those discharged directly 
from prison.20S Only Massachusetts reports that work release has 
apparently not affected the recidivism rate of its participants. In the 
Massachusetts program, an institution··based plan, no treatment is 
offered, and the inmate is cut off from the services offered in his base 
institution, as are the Georgia work releasees who are based in trail
ers. A Massachusetts study recommended that the program be 

1 
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structured around a comprehensive treatment plan, becoming grad
ually less intensive as release date approaches.20o Secondly, the 
study recommended that the participants be allowed to maintain 
links with the larger institutional programs and services.21o 

Presently, about 5% of the total Georgia prison population is on 
work release.211 This figure compares with 10% in Florida,212 20% in 
North Carolina,213 and 65% in Vermont.214 In Wisconsin, 50% of all 
inmates discharged from the prison system have had work release 
experience; in Oklahoma, the comparable percentage is thirty
seven.215 The Georgia program should be expanded so that a greater 
percentage of prisoners could experience work release; for reasons 
discussed above, expansion should be primarily, if not exclusively, 
directed toward community-based centers. Rapid expansion is pos
sible; because of devastating overcrowding in its prisons, Florida has 
opened 25 new community-based work and educational-release cen
ters since 1970, accommodating approximately 1,000 inmates.216 
The Atlanta area could support at least three or four community 
centers immediately;211 and a present need also exists in Savannah, 
Augusta, Rome and Columbus.218 For the immediate future, expan
sion should be concentrated in urban areas; employment opportuni
ties are more plentiful in cities, better treatment staff are available, 
and there is a greater possibility that employment will be continued 
after release. 

Moreover, community work release centers are not more expen
sive than large institutions. Per capita costs are lower in community 
centers,219 and the initial capital outlay for each center would of 
course be much smaller than that for a prison. The greater number 
of counselors required by community centers is paJ.'tially offset by 
the smaller requirement for security personnel. Inmates in com
munity centers actively contribute to their own maintenance; they 
also contribute to the support of their dependents and, instead of 
being purely a drain on taxpayers, are taxpayers themselves.22o 

A modification of the community-based work release program, 
under consideration in Maryland221 and in use in Pennsylvania,222 is 
a concept known as "living out"223 or "out~residence."224 Mter a 
specified time in a community treatment center, an "out-resident" 
moves into his home, an apartment, a YMCA or other facility to test 
his readiness for full release. He is still technically a prisoner and 

\~ 
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. he must be in frequent contact with his center, appearing personally 
several times each week and, initially, telephoning daily. Gradually, 
less frequent contact is required as the release date approaches, 
placing on the participant increasing responsibility. Aside from 
making the adjustment to freedom a less sudden experience, "living· 
out" results in a faster turnover of work release beds and helps to 
alleviate prison over-population. Serious consideration should be 
given to the adoption of such a program in Georgia. 

Georgia must make a commitment very soon to some form of 
expansion of the prison system. Work release centers in the com
munity provide a viable, economical means of increasing capacity, 
especially with the modification just discussed. For the reasons pre
sented above, the state should increase as soon as possible the num
ber of urban community treatment centers. 

B. Selection Criteria 

At present in Georgia, only 588 inmates of a prison population 
greater than 10,000 may participate in work release at any given 
time.225 With such restrictions, corrections officials 1.n Georgia, and 
in most states, can be extremely selective in choosing work relea
sees.226 Many states base selection on criteria which ensure that the 
public at large will tolerate the program. For example, in Georgia227 
and most other states, an inmate serving a sentence for a violent 
crime against the person or a sexual offense is precluded from work 
release. 228 Also precluded are offenders whose release into the com
munity would evoke public criticism, regardless of the crime.229 In 
Georgia, arrest for a drug-related offense prevents participation in 
work release unless the inmate receives a recommendation from an 
approved treatment program within the institution.230 Georgia and 
other states also exclude prisoners identified with large scale, organ
ized criminal activity.231 

Other criteria, unrelated to the prisoner's offense, in Georgia are: 
he must be free of restricting detainers;232 he must be in .good physi
cal health;233 he must have a demonstrated need for the program;234 
he must apply for the program voluntarily and be under full mini
mum custody; he should be a resident of the community in which 
he will be placed on work release;235 and he must be within twenty
four months of his scheduled release date.236 

1'1 
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Georgia's twenty-four month requirement is unusual. Most states 
provide that the inmate must be within six months of release, and 
one state has a three month requirement.237 For community-based 
work release programs, a shorter period is mandated because of the 
frustration generated when an inmate has nearly complete 'freedom 
for most of the day and then is restricted, but without bar~, on his 
return to the center.238 Presently, the average time spent on work 
release in Georgia is five months. Ninety-nine percentoL those 
granted work release spend one year or less in the program.23'~ Con
sideration should be given to decreasing the amount of time spent 
in community centers to three months, as is the case in California.2'o 
This could be done through use of a living out program, which w6~ld 
relieve frustration and result in greater turnover of spaces available, 
giving more inmates an opportunity to participate in the program 
and helping to alleviate prison congestion. 

Tying eligibility for work release to the nature of the inmate's 
offense arbitrarily eliminates the possibility of participation in the' 
program for a substantial percentage of the inmate population.241 

This system is a result of the Department of Correction's concerns 
with administrative convenience and public pressure; it disregards 
the needs of individual offenders. Those who have been convicted 
of one of the precluding offenses have no incentive to strive to earn 
work release. Several states have recognized this problem and have 
made work release eligibility criteria much more flexible. In Mary
land and Missouri, for example, any inmate is eligible for work 
release if it seems appropriate for his personal rehabilitation plan.242 
As public awareness and tolerance of new correctional programs 
increases, the Georgia criteria should be made more responsive to 
the needs of the inmates, rather than to the needs of the system: 
"Until the selection of participants is based on the needs of the 
individuals, not the institution, work release will be a 'showcase 
program' with few long-term benefits."243 As changes are made in 
both the selection criteria and selection procedure, work release 
should begin to serve prisoners who are ill the most need of rehabili
tation.244 

C. Selection Procedure 

The Georgia Department of Corrections/Offender Rehabilitation 
presently has complete discretion in the selection of work relea-
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sees.245 This discretion has not yet been tested in the Georgia courts, 
but in Green v. United States,246 discretionary authority in the 
United States Attorney General was sustained, and the Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia held that "although Congress 
recognized. . . that work release may. . . be a valuable rehabilita
tive tool, it did not establish an absolute legal right to immediate 
work release,"247 indicating, by analogy, thata challenge of a Geor
gia Department of Corrections decision denying work release would 
fail. 

Presently, for an inmate to be granted work release, he must 
receive the approval of his institutional counselor, the warden or 
superintendent of his institution, and the Institution Classification 
Analyst for Work Release in the Department of Offender Rehabilita
tion.248 The inmate must initiate the selection process by requesting 
an application form from his counselor; he may do so as the result 
of his own knowledge of the program or at the counselor's sugges
tion. 249 In completing the application, the inmate lists his first three 
preferences of work release units, or, if he ha.s no preference, indi
cates that he will accept placement anywhs're in the state. The 
counselor completes an evaluation of the inmate's fitness for work 
release259 and recommends either that the inmate be placed or not 
be placed on work release. The application is then passed to the 
warden, who makes any appropriate comments and also recom
mends or refuses to recommend work release. If work release is 
recommended, the inmate's file and application form are forwarded 
to the Classification Analyst in Atlanta. If recommendation is de
nied, the inmate is so informed and is afforded the right of petition
ing the Classification Analyst for a review of his case.251 

One half of the applications received by the Classification Analyst 
bear negative .recommendations from the warden and are forwarded 
on petition by the inmat.e.252 Only in exceptionally rare circumstan
ces will the Classificatiun Analyst accept for work release an inmate 
who has received a negat.ive recommendation from his warden. 253 

Of the one-haIfof the applications which receive positive recom
mendations, the An,alyst rejects 44% because the inmates fail in 
some way to meet the eligibility requirements.254 Thus 72% of the 
applications reviewed by the Analyst do not meet the eligibility 
criteria or bear negative recommendations from institution heads. 
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If an inmate's application receives the Analyst's approval,255 the 
inmate is so notified and his name is placed on a work release 
waiting list. Rank on this list depends 011 the institutions indicated 
on the application form and the time remaining until the prisoner's 
first parole eligibility date for a first offender, or his release date for 
a recidivist. 256 Because of the disproportionate demand for such 
units as the Atlanta Advancement Center, some inmates are pa~ 
roled or discharged before a place for which they would be eligible 
becomes available. 257 

Several defects in this selection system are evident. Having the 
Classification Analyst spend a significant amount of his time 
rubber-stamping negative recommendations is a waste of resources. 
Other states have alternative systems which prevent such waste.258 
The Classification Analyst's work load has increased greatly as the 
work release program has expanded since 1970,259 resulting in less 
attention being given each application. Consequently, the percen
tage of work releasees failing to complete their programs because of 
rule violations, escape, rearrest, or job failure has increased from 
19.5 in 1971 to 31.2-1ri1974.260 

Rather than having the counselor and the warden make individ
ual recommendations, a committee should do the institutional 
screening. This committee should be composed of the inmate's 
counselor, his work or training supervisor, the warden or deputy 
warden of the institution, and perhaps the inmate himself. 261 In 
considering the inmate's fitness for work release, the committee 
should have before it not only personal reports of those who have 
worked with the inmate, but also the results of a recent and com
plete battery of personality tests to compare with tests administered 
at the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Center when the pris
oner was first incarcerated.262 Committee rejection of the inmate's 
first application should be final. 263 

If the committee approves the inmate's application, it should be 
sent to the Inmate Classification Analyst whose primary function 
would be to evaluate the application in order to recommend the best 
program for the individual inmate (Le., whether he should be placed 
in a county program., an institution-based program or a community 
center, and of the programs available in the category, which would 
be best in location, in size, and in available employment opportuni-
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ties). Mter choosing two or three centers which fit the inmate's 
needs, the Classification Analyst would forward the file to the re
commended receiving institutions for input or a decision. Presently 
the work release centers receive residents without any choice,264 al
though other states with community work release programs give the 
centers an opportunity for input and in some cases give the com
munity centers veto power.265 

In California, for example, the inmate's file travels directly from 
the institution which approved work release to the community cen
ter nearest the inmate's home (in California, an inmate is both 
imprisoned and assigned to work release only in his native geo
graphic region).266 A center committee consisting of the center ad
ministrator, center manager, work furlough agent, and advisory 
committee members evaluates the application and either rejects it 
or gives a tentative acceptance, continge;;lt upon favorable inter
viewing of the inmate at the center.267 

In Illinois, the work release center supervisor receives the inmate's 
application and may reject it. If he wishes to consider the applicant 
further, however, he receives additional information on the inmate's 
institutional adjustment and progress and his amenability to work 
release, as well as personal recommendations from institution per
sonne1.268 He may again reject on the basis of these new creden
tials.269 

Correction officials in Georgia oppose giving a voice in the selec
tion process to the receiving center officials because they believe 
that these officials would refuse to accept inmates who would re
quire extra effort on the part of the center staff.270 They also argue 
that it would be procedurally cumbersome. If the applications were 
forwarded through the Inmate Classification Analyst, who would 
recommend the placement of each approved inmate, there would be 
centralized control of the process, and centers which refused to ac
cept recommended candidates for spurious reasons would be easily 
discovered. The process would not be unduly cumbersome; as work 
release expands in Georgia, a new system will be demanded, and a 
procedure whereby an institutional committee, the Classification 
Analyst, and the work release center would all have input into in
mate selection should be adopted. 271 

----I 
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D. Work Release Employment 

An important relationship exists between employment after an 
ex-offender's release and the likelihood of his being rearrested.272 A 
former offender who is employed full time has an 87% chance of 
successful parole; that figure drops to 55% if he works part time, and 
to 27% if he works only sporadically. 213 Thus, one of the important 
functions of work release is to begin a pattern of employment for an 
inmate while he is still in custody with the hope that full time 
employment will continue when the individual is discharged. Ide
ally, this employment would be at the same job; where this is impos
sible,274 however, the plan's goal is that the prisoner will have devel
oped a skill which he can transport readily to his new location, and 
will have the personal resources to find and maintain a job on his 
own. 

Toward this end, the work releasee must take most of the respon
sibility for finding employment.275 In the community work release 
centers under the State Board of Corrections, inmates usually serve 
as kitchen workers for a short period before being allowed to leave 
the center. They then have a week-long orientation period before 
they are expected to begin seeking work. 276 During this period, the 
center employment counselor provides assistance in counseling the 
releasee concerning his abilities and aptitudes and suggesting possi
ble employers.277 He also coaches the releasees in interviewing tech
niques and in completing applications. Additional assistance may 
be provided by the Georgia State Employment Office278 and the 
Georgia Department of Vocational Rehabilitation,279 but in any case 
the releasee must make his own contacts with potential employers 
and must decide for himself whether or not to accept a job.280 Most 
center residents find employment in one to two weeks.281 

Few restrictions are placed on the types of employment available 
to work releasees. The Georgia work release legislation merely pro
vides that union officials in employment areas affected must be 
consulted, work releasees may not displace civilian employees, a 
work releasee must be paid the equivalent of the amount paid a 
regular worker performing similar services, and the work releasee is 
not to be considered an agent of the state.282 Under the authority 
granted it by Georgia Code § 77-307, the Department of Corrections 
has further stipulated that 1) the job must have reasonable pros-
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pects of continuing at least six months beyond the resident's antici
pated discharge date; 2) job requirements must be consistent with 
the resident's interests, aptitudes, experience and capabilities; 3) 
the job may not be the subject of a labor dispute and may not be 
likely to lead to criminal activity or center rule violations; 4) the 
employer must have insurance adequate to protect the employee's 
interest; 5) the job should not require more than two hours spent in 
transit daily; and 6) the employer must agree to confer with the 
center employment coordinator over difficulties in the resident's 
employment and to notify center staff if the resident must work 
overtime or is absent from work.283 

One of the handicaps under which the employment counselor 
works is that frequently he has no way of knowing the resident's 
interests, aptitudes, experience and capabilities. Residents fre
quently misrepresent their ski1llevels and experience, and employ
ment histories in the releasees' files are often grossly inadequate.284 
Generally, the education and skill levels are low; the average work 
releasee has completed the ninth grade but tests at the sixth grade 
leveJ.285 Seventy per cent of the inmates entering work release are 
unskilled, as compared to 80% for the general prison population. 
Over 18% of Georgia work releasees never learn a skill, but 51% use 
skills acquired in prison at work release jobs.286 

It is distressing that so few work releasees use skills acquired in 
prison training programs; however, this problem is not unique to 
Georgia. A 1969 Michigan study found that of 120 parolees from 
Michigan institutions emphasizing trade training only 14% were 
using the training received within a year after discharge. 287 Simi
larly, a study of parolees from a special training unit in Alabama 
which utilized intensive placement procedures showed that twelve 
to eighteen months after placement in training-related jobs, only 
16% of the participants remained in such jobs.288 

The Michigan study did not identify any specific stage in the job
finding process at which the attrition rate was disproportionately 
high. It did find, however, that 63% of the parolees never actually 
used their training; 22% indicated interest in the training area but 
did not apply for jobs in the area on release; and 25% applied but 
were not hired. Twenty-three per cent were successful in obtaining 
jobs but left them, leaving 14% who found jobs and remained with 
them.28o 
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The Michigan study did recommend that careful screening and 
extensive counseling be done at the diagnostic-reception center in 
order to place men in programs which suited their ability and inter
ests to eliminate the placement of prisoners in training programs 
which they would never utilize.ZOO The study recommended further 
that training, at least in its final stages, should be made as demand
ing as possible; some of the men who had left their employment did 
so because they were unable to adjust to the demand for rapid and 
sustained production. Furthermore, a great need for supportive 
counseling in the training program and during parole employment 
was expressed; the in-training counseling should develop realistic 
expectations, since early discouragement and failure may result 
from an inflated idea of available opportunities. Also suggested was 
simulation of the factory environment in prison industries, since 
most of the training provided led to industrial employment. FinallYl 
the study recommended increased assistance from parole officers in 
finding training-related jobs.2D1 

Several of these suggestions may be adapted to the work release 
program in Georgia. Provision should be made for aptitude and 
interest screening at the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Cen
ter at Jackson when the prisoner is first incarcerated. On the basis 
of this testing, the inmate should be assigned to a prison facility 
which provides the training selected by the inmate. When the in
mate applies for work release status, the Department of Corrections 
Inmate Classification Analyst should assign him to a program which 
will provide him an opportunity to use his training, The need fOl' 
extensive counseling on work release has been discussed292 but bears 
repeating in light of the Michigan study's emphasis of the need for 
support during the first stages of actual employment. The quality 
of training in the state prisons must be evaluated constantly and 
training provided should reflect shifts in the labor market. The 
employment counselor in each center should receive extensive infor
mation regarding the nature and quantity of pI'ison training pro
vided each new work releasee. 

Currently job retention rates for work releasees in Georgia are not 
documented; an estimate is that at the Atlanta Advancement Cen
ter 65-70% of the residents remain at their wo~k release jobs on 
dh;charge.293 This rate is higherthan rates for most of the other state 
work release programs294 and is· a probable result of the center's 
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excellent location. To improve the effectiveness of the work release 
program, funds should be provided for research on work release 
employment continuity and for a study of methods of coordinating 
an overall treatment program for each prisoner, including prison 
training, counseling, and post-release plans. 

E. Wage-Disbursement 

The Georgia Work Release Law provides that as a condition of 
participation in the program the inmate 

shall comply with all rules and regu.lations promulgated by the 
Board of Corrections relative to the handling, disbursement 
and holding in trust of all funds earned by said prisoner while 
under the jurisdiction of the Department of Offender Rehabili
tation.295 

Under Department rules, on his arrival at a work release center, the 
resident executes an agreement that he will surrender his earnings 
and alioVi his finances to be managed in accordance with the state 
work release law.296 Residents' paychecks must be marked by their 
employers, "Deposit Only," and must be endorsed over to the cen
ter business office on receipt.297 In accordance with Board of Correc
tions Regulations, the earnings are then disbursed as follows: 1) 
cost of the inmate's room and board must Le paid to the state, or, 
if the inmate is housed in a county institution, to the county; 2) a 
reasonable sum is disbursed to the resident to cover his transporta
tion costs and incidental expenses; 3) a reasonable amount is de
posited to a savings account for use on release; 4) support is given 
the inmate's dependents. 298 The Department of Corrections has .. 
established the daily room and board fee at four dollars299 and has 
decreed that each inmate must save at least five dollars of his 
check each week he is in the program.aoo Further, when the resi
dent arrives at the center, a letter is sent to the Department of 
Family and Child Services to determine whether or not his depen
dents are receiving state aid. If such is the case, the inmate must 
contribute a stipulated amount to that department each week. 301 
Finally, the inmate may make withdrawals for personal purchases, 
but all such withdrawals must be approved by the business office.302 
Where the check is inadequate to meet all the inmate's expenses, 
disbursements are made fil'st to transportation and incidental costs, 

I 
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then to the five dollar reserve account, followed by maintenance 
costs and, finally, support of dependents.30a 

A comparison of the priority of disbursement required under 
Georgia law and under the law of other states yields some variation. 
The most common pattern followed by other states is: 1) room and 
board; 2) transportation and incidental expenses; 3) support of 
dependents; 4) payment of fines and acknowledged debts; 5) savings 
toward release. 304 In Geol'gia transportation, incidentals, and reserve 
savings are given more weight than room and board, and there is 
no forced payment of fines or debts.ao5 

Comparative data from some states are available; since absolute 
amounts vary greatly according to the size of the work release pro
gram and the number of years included in each study, the best way 
to compare the disbursements is to express each item as a percen
tage of the total expenditure. The following items, common to most 
of the states, are included in the comparison: Taxes,306 (T), Mainte
nance (room and board), (M), Transportation, (Tr) , Clothing and 
Incidentals, (C), Reserve Savings, (Sav)., Dependents, (Dep) , and 
Fines and Debts, (Fi). Totals may not equal 100% because of 
rounding off. 

TABLE IV 

T M Tr Cl Say Dep Fi 

Ga.307 19 27 10 19 8 17 
Ala.ao8 18 22 44 44 12 
Fla.:J(I!J 16 24 26 23 10 2 
Kan.no 18 13 1 27 25 14 1 
Ma.311 13 27 6 35 35 18 
N. J.;\12 12 21 37 21 9 9 
N. C.llIa 21 2 18 28 26 
Ok.au 16 22 23 30 9 
S. D./n" 15 27 23 27 4 4 
Vt':l1i1 15 15 43 14 15 1 
Wis 31.7 ~o 1"3 5 38 38 //(i' 1 . , ,;'/ 

Analysis of this table shows that Georgia takes m&~e than ot.her 
states for transportation costs, for maintenance, for taxes, and for 
dependents, leaving less for clothing, incidentals, and savings. Since 
one of the purposes of work release is to give the inmate some finan~ 
cial stability when he is discharged, this disbursement pattern 
should be changed. The transportation increment changed from 4% 
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in 1971 to 16% in 1973, while savings decreased from 11% to 7% 
during the same period. The change in transportation expenses is a 
result of the trailer system. Many new work release places were 
created in areas where employment opportunities are a significant 
distance away. The effect this has on the inmate's ability to accu
mulate earnings reinforces the necessity for locating work release 
programs in urban areas, where public transportation is inexpefi
sive. To spend 16% of earnings getting to and from work is to frus
trate the intent of the program. 

Georgia could alleviate this problem to some extent by requiring 
less from the inmate in support of his family. The state demands 
more proportionately than all but two of the states providing data 
and should consider allowing the inmate to save Mme of the money 
presently taken for his dependents.3ls 

Under a recent amendment to the Department of Correction 
rules, an inmate may earn the right to manage his own money if he 
has been in the center three months, has a satisfactory work report, 
has a good conduct record, and has had training in money manage
ment and consumer education.3lD Although receiving little, if any, 
utilization at present,320 this program should be strongly encouraged 
for those inmates who can earn and use it. The program provides 
for some supervision321 but at the same time helps the inmate to 
develop the fiscal responsibility which will be an important factor 
in his success after discharge. Programs in consumer education 
which are offered in the centers are often available to the inmate's 
family322 and ought to be stressed; the family's participation in the 
courses are of practical benefit and also reinforce the inmate in his 
attempt to manage his money wisely. Community-based centers, in 
particular, should exercise the new flexibility provided by this legis
lation. Gradual assumption of responsibility by the inmate is one 
of the goals of work release. This goai should include fiscal as well 
as personal responsibility. With counseling, the inmate should learn 
to make his own financial decisions and should have at least a short 
period of independent but supervised money management before 
exiting the prograrn. Short-range goe!e for work release centers i.n 
Georgia should bt; to minimize transportation exp<:!nses323 and de
pendent support, increase the amounts saved by inmates, and en
courage responsible, independent money management. 
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F. Exit From Work Release 

1. Successful Completion 
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Successful completion of the work release program is defined, 
statistically, as discharge or parole from the center into the com
munity.324 The majority of participants in the work release program 
in Georgia do complete participation in the program successfully, 
but the percentage has declined from 80.5 in fiscal year 1972 to 78.0 
in 1973, and 68.8 in 1974.325 Available percentages from other states 
suggest that a 78% success rate is average, and that the Georgia 1974 
rate is lower than any of those reported.328 

Failure to complete a work release program may result from fail
ure to adjust to the program, from commission of a new crime, or 
from escape. In Georgia, commission of a new crime has been a 
negligible factor in program failures. 327 Eighty per cent of the fail
ures have resulted from failure to adjust, and 20% from escapes.328 
Of the overall work release population, 5.8% terminate by escape.329 

Factors important in determining the success or failure of work 
releasees are the selection process and the quantity and quality of 
the work releasee's participation in counseling and recreational pro
grams.330 Other important indicators are histories of drug or alcohol 
addiction and marital difficulties. 33! More careful screening isneces
sary to determine which work release applicants are afflicted with 
these three problems. These applicants should not be excluded from 
work release but should be directed into programs such as the An
dromeda Drug Treatment Center, which would offer special treat
ment for the inmate as well as. provide him employment. A special 
work release center might be established for alcoholic inmates; as a 
condition of selection for the center, the inmate would agree to 
participate in an Alcoholics Anonymous-type of group counseling, 
as well as individual therapy and any appropriate medical treat
ment. The center should require medical consultation for each resi
dent. For work releasees with difficult marriages, intensified group 
and individual therapy should be required. A special center or sub
center332 should be located in Atlanta in order to facilitate family 
cOUll'iselir;g in group or individual units. Any inmate admitted into 
such a program should understand that his placement is conditional 
on full participation in drug, alcohol, or marriage counseling pro
grams recommended for him and should recognize his need for such 
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counseling. The receiving institution should have enough informa
tion about the inmate to be assured of the inmate's willing partici
pation and cooperation. 

With a three-pronged selection process, additional counseling and 
recreation for all work releasees, and special assistance for those 
with specific and identified problems, a rise in the work release 
success rate can be achieved. 

2. Failure to Adjust to Work Release 

Of the 80% of work release failures who are removed for violation 
of center rules,333 more than one-third are terminated for alcohol 
abuse; other violations causing transfer to an institution are poor 
attitude, unauthorized absence, and possession of contraband.334 
Center administrators have wide discretion in the enforcement of 
rules,335 and great disparity among centers in treatment of rule viola
tors results from iJUch discretion.336 Punishments less severe than 
termination are available; for example, the inmate may receive a 
verbal reprimand or be put on temporary probation, may be denied 
passes, recreation, or visitation, may be assigned extra housekeep
ing duties or be forced to change living quarters, or may forfeit good 
time allowance.337 Also, bases for termination such as "poor atti
tude" may be interpreted in widely different ways, depending on the 
institution personnel; the :mles do not define conduct required for a 
"good attitude." Therefore, in one institution, behavior which 
might bring only a warning from custodial personnel would, in an
other center, be sufficient grounds for termination.33B 

Wide variation also exists in the type of due process accorded 
every rule violator. Under the present Department of Offender Re
habilitation regulations, an inmate charg;ed with an infraction may 
defend himself as follows: 

The Director shall form a disciplinary committee of at least 
three (3) staff members to review disciplinary reports and con
duct hearings at which the resident will be present, ques
tioned, and given an opportunity to answer the charges. This 
committee shall include at least on;3 person fwm the corr'ilC
tional staff and one person from the treatment staff, with the 
witnessing staff member excluded from service on that com
mittee. If necessary, further written or verbal information on 
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the charge may be required of the witnessing staff member 
and/or the resident will be asked to present evidence or wit
nesses in his behalf.339 
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Unfortunately, these regulations are not followed in all institutions, 
and even where they are followed, a director may comply with the 
formalities having decided in advance that the inmate will be termi
nated.340 

Two cases have recently held that there must be due process 
before an inmate on work release may be sent back to his original 
institution, although most authority in the area takes the opposite 
view.341 In Commonwealth v. Cristina,342 defendant was sentenced 
immediately to work release by a judge who three months later 
revoked his decision; the defendant was sent to jail with no hearing 
or opportunity to contest the decision. The court held that the revo
cation of defendant's work release privilege was analogous to revoca
tion of parole and cited Morrissey v. Brewer343 as requiring a hearing 
for the defendant in that situation. The same Supreme Court case 
and the same analogy were used in People ex rel Cooper v. Smith, 344 

to require the same due process for the petitioner as would be re
quired for a parolee: 

He should have had written charges presented to him, the 
opportunity for a preliminary hearing, a revocation hearing 
before the Parole Board with counsel, with evidence presented 
against him and the right to produce his own witnesses.345 

The Georgia termination procedure, as outlined above, fails to 
meet due process standards; the inmate is not presented with writ
ten charges and has no representation by counsel. Due process stan
dards will not be enforceable as long as each center director has the 
wide discretion presently accorded him. 

To remedy this inequality of treatment, centralization is neces
sary. Each center director should be required to make a complete 
report of all disciplinary hearings to one Department of Offender 
Rehabilitation official. This official should be entitled to observe 
disciplinary hearings at all work release centers, to insure that at 
least minIuml ciue process standards are met. Guidelines sugge§ting 
punishments appropriate for particular violations should be estab
lished; such guidelines would not be rigid because individual treat-
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ment is to be encouraged and some flexibility is desirable; however, 
they would give some assurance that comparable behavior would be 
treated in at least a similar manner in diffarent institutions.346 

3. Escape 

Under Georgia law, and the law of several other states, failure to 
remain within the extended limits of confinement or to return 
within the designated time to the work release center constitutes an 
escape from prison.347 Where the issue has been raised by accused 
inmates, the majority of cases have held that failure to return to a 
,vork release center is such an escape.348 In Armstead v. United 
States,349 where defendant raised the question whether the halfway 
house in which he resided while participating in a work release pro
gram was a penal institution within the District of Columbia escape 
statute, the court stated: 

Appellant remained in the custody of the Department at all 
times and his place of limited confinement in a halfway house 
was but a substitute for a more structured environment of the 
minimum security facility from which he was transferred. He 
remained in a penal institution of the District of Columbia for 
purposes of the breach of prison statute and did escape there
from.350 

The opposite result was reached in United States v. Person,351 in 
which a prisoner at a pre-release guidance center failed to return 
after he was given a five-hour pass. The court reasoned that the 
federal escape statute under which the prisoner was being tried was 
meant to prevent violent escapes, and that the defendant's situation 
was closer to that of a parole violator than an escapee.352 Though 
similar reasoning has been used in several subsequent cases involv
ing absences from work release centers, the general view presently 
appears to be that of Armstead. 

At least one state has taken legislative action to provide for lesser 
penalties for absence from work release programs. In Maryland, 
willful failure to return to a work release center is punishable a,.s a 
misdemeanor.3s3 Such a statute allows flexibility iu sentencing the 
absconder and provides for a full trial, without the mandatory fe
lony punishment. Georgia should adopt such a law; the situation in 
a work release centp,r is different from that in a prison; to treat 
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failure to return to a center as an escape from prison is unreasonable 
and unjust. 

G. Education and Training Release 

Although the legislation which authorizes work release also pro
vides for training and educational release programs, few inmates are 
able to use these programs. Educational release is designed as a 
vehicle for inmates who have the ability to pursue a college or junior 
college degree. Georgia prisoners do not, for the most part, have 
sufficient education to begin a college curriculum. The average edu
cation level is ninth grade, but the mean score for Georgia in.mates 
on the Wide Range Achievement Test is 6.4, the equivalent of sixth 
grade ability.354 In 1973, 31% of the offender population tested at the 
fourth grade level or below, indicating functional illiteracy.a55 De
mand for college level programs is low; priority within the institu
tions and work release centers is placed on remedial education for 
those who require it and on high school equivalency programs for 
those who can achieve at that leve1.356 

If a well-qualified inmate chooses to attempt educational release, 
he must be accepted to a college or junior college, and, before he 
may begin the program, must demonstrate that he has independent 
funding. The state will not provide tuition or living expenlij:lS be
cause the educational budget is spent on in-house training pro
grams.357 Therefore, the potential student must have funding from 
his own resources, his family, the Veterans' Administration, the 
Department of Vocational Rehabilitation or the educational institu
tion itself in order to enroll. As federal funds have become scarce, 
Vocational Rehabilitation money has been directed primarily to
ward probationers and parolees; an educational releasee has to meet 
stringent mental, emotional or physical handicap requirements be
fore Vocational Rehabilitation assistance would be forthcoming. 35s 

Grants from educational institutions to inmates are rare; family and 
Veterans' Administration funds will be the chief sources of support 
for Georgia educational releasees. 

A further QIP.rrjer to placement of the educational releasee is hous
ing. Work release is favored over educational release by corrections 
officials because the work releasee contributes to his own support. 
An educational releasee is a drain on state resources; therefore, 
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officials are reluctant to have work release beds occupied by educa
tional releasees. Furthermore, a difficulty with housing work and 
educational releasees together is that the disparity of interests and 
abilities between the groups creates tension within the center.359 

Other states have solved the housing dilemma by establishing 
separate halfway houses for educational releasees on or near univer
sity campuses.S60 Often students serve as volunteer resident counsel
ors and tutors, under correction department supervision. Center 
residents have responsibility for maintenance of the facility, and 
those who are able take part time jobs to help pay for their room 
and board. Recidivism rates in such programs have been :remarka
bly low.361 If demand for educational release increases in Georgia, a 
facility of this type should be opened near either the Georgia State 
or Atlanta University campuses. Where financial need is the only 
barrier to an inmate's participation in educational release, consider
ation should be given to a state loan or to a special scholarship 
program administered by the Department of Offender Rehabilita
tion. 

Training release allows an inmate to attend vocational or tech
nical institutions with the state or the Department of Labor 
absorbing the tuition. This program, too, is under-utilized. Part 
of the reason is that most training programs require one or two 
years, while work releasees are usually not placed until they have 
under six months to serve.362 Because of this time conflict, 
training releasees should be selected separately; inmates with 
amenability to skill tranining should be identified at the Diagnostic 
Center and placed in institutions with good training facilities. 
Training could begin in the prison, where less sophisticated equip
ment and teaching resources would be necessary, and continue, 
when the inmate met training release standards, in a program at a 
vocational school. Another alternative is to have inmates go outside 
the prison under tighter security than under work release from the 
beginning of their sentences; security could be relaxed when the 
inmate qualified for work or training release, and the inmate could 
be transferred to a community center for an apprenticeship or a job. 
ExperhlltHlts in this direction were begun in 1973, in Georgia under 
the Labor Department, with Manpower Development Training Act 
funds363 but were only partially successful because of the difficulty> 
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in coordinating programs and work release time requirements. 
Funding for the program expired in 1974. 

An alternative program developed by the Manpower Administra
tion is in use presently in Wisconsin, Arizona, and California and 
is scheduled for further adoptio'O. in Maryland and New York.364 This 
program should be investigated for use as a work release and a 
training release vehicle in Georgia. It is called Mutual Agreement 
Programming (MAP) and is based on the theory that the inmate 
should have an opportunity to help determine what treatment pro
gram would best suit his needs, to contract to perform a stated 
treatment sequence (including work, education or training release), 
and to have in return a promise from corrections authorities that 
completion of treatment as contracted for wi1l1ead to a guaranteed 
parole date.365 Each contract is to be negotiated by the inmate, a 
MAP project Coordinator, an institution representative, and a Pa
role Board representative.366 Including Parole Board personnel in 
treatment planning in Georgia would be a novel step. Presently 
there is too little communication between work release authorities 
and Parole Board authorities; a work release center director may 
vouch firmly for a resident at a parole hearing and have his recom
mendation ignored because of the nature of the offense for which the 
releasee was incarcerated. Parole Board officials should be informed 
of the nature of treatment being given each inmate and of each 
potential parolee's progress in his treatment plan. Under MAP, the 
seriousness of the offense is considered when the contract is drafted; 
the inmate understands the reason for a lengthy sentence and the 
nature of the crime is a factor in the design of a treatment program. 
The parole officer under MAP can playa constructive role in devel
oping proper treatment, rather than a destructive role in turning 
down parole on the basis of a prisoner's record, without regard to 
strong recommendations and apparent personal readiness. As the 
MAP program operates in states which use it now, inmates who 
have MAP contracts are paroled significaptly in advance of those 
proceeding through the corrections system without the program.3D1 

Training release for women does not exist in Georgia.368 Female 
prisoners participate in rehabilitative treatment programs at a dis~ 
proportionately low level nationwide.369 Georgia is unusual in pro
viding a community treatment center for women.310 The location of 
the Georgia Rehabilitation Center for Women at Milledgeville. pro-
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vides an opportunity for training release which should be utilized. 
In California, female prisoners may receive training to become li
censed practical nursE's. The program has been based in a com
munity center and serves fewer than 20 wDmen.371 Since the Georgia 
women's prison is on the grounds of the state mental health hospi
tal, an ideal opportunity exists for the training of selected inmates 
as practical nurses and nurses' aides; the number of women it could 
serve would be limited only by the number of women it could qual
ify, and the availability of teachers. A woman who completes the 
training program successfully might choose to apply for work release 
in Atlanta to gain experience while in the community treatment 
environment. Such a program should be instituted in Georgia. 

H. Conclusion 

Since the mid-1960's, the use and implementation of work release 
programs has expanded greatly. As demand for more efficient and 
effective means of treating offenders increases, work release will 
surely play an important role in corrections at the federal, state and 
local levels. Expansion of the program in Georgia is a necessity as 
overcrowding in the state prisons worsens; for the many reasons 
expressed previously, expansion resources must be directed toward 
the establishment of urban, community-based centers. To invest 
more money in rural, institution-based programs would be gross 
misuse of public funds. A community-based center provides plenti
ful employment opportunities urgently necessary for a successful 
program, a non-prison atmosphere which fosters the development of 
independence and responsibility with supervision and support, and 
a meaningful opportunity for community and family interaction. 
None of these advantages is available in an institutional program; 
without them work release offers little or no rehabilitative potential. 

To develop new urban centers Georgia will have to commit sub
stantial financial resources and will need to develop a broad base 
of community support for the programs. A well-staffed community 
center is expensive; good physical facilities are important, and a 
competent staff is mandatory for a successful program. To convince 
the public that resour('es should be used for the release of prisoners 
rather than for better, stronger prisons is a formidable task. While 
the public is aware of the failure of the traditional corrections meth
ods, resistance to programs such as community-based work release 
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is high.372 One method of combating resistance is to educate the 
public. As studies of work release programs nationwide proliferate 
and gain validity because of the longevity of programs and improve
ment of research techniques, their results should be disseminated. 
The logic of work release becomes apparent when one considers that 
nearly all prisoners will ultimately be returned to free society; the 
risk of temporary release on a gradual basis and in a structured 
program is minimal in comparison to the risk of discharging an 
unrehabilitated prisoner "cold turkey."313 As recidivism statistics 
become more available and reliable, they can be used to demon
strate the effectiveness of community-based work release programs. 

Other methods of improving the public image of work release will 
become increasingly important. The news media should be heavily 
utilized to give an objective picture of the operation of work release, 
its philosophy, and its advantages and disadvantages. Favorable 
and unfavorable events should be reported objectively. Civic organi
zations should be encouraged to take an interest in work release 
programs. Work release "graduates" should be invited to speak at 
meetings; employers of work releasees should speak of their experi
ences and encourage others to hire releasees. Clubs should be in
vited to donate time at work release centers, either working with 
releasees on an individual basis or. helping with the improvement of 
physical facilities. Civic sports leagues should invite participation 
from community center teams. Depending on the proposed location 
of the center, a major public relations campaign may be necessary 
to avoid massive neighborhood resistance.a74 Public support and in
volvement are vital components of a successful program. 

As work release grows and strengthens in Georgia, consideration 
should be given to using it other than simply as a pre-release pro
gram. Many offenders need more supervision than probation pro
grams offer, but are not such a threat that incarceration is neces
sary. For such persons, the judge should have the option of sentenc
ing directly to a work release center near the offender's home, so 
that employment would not be interrupted. This should not become 
a replacement for probation, however. 

The potential of work release as a rehabilitative tool in Georgia 
should not be underestimated. To realize its potential will.demand 
a real commitment to planning, administration, physical resources, 
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active community support and continuing, careful research and 
evaluation. The possible rewards for both the offender and the pub
lic are great. 

TIL RESTITUTION 

The criminal process, by its very definition, has one major 
focus-that is on the offender of the law. One criminal act sets in 
motion a host of governmental and legal forces that maneuver to 
assure that the offender "pays back his debt to society." Yet, in the 
wake of the arrest, trial, detention and remaining criminal process, 
the party who suffers the actual "indebtedness" is the "forgotten" 
victim.375 This apparent dichotomy has caused consternation, both 
in public and professional forums. 

Consequently, several schemes have been developed to restore as 
nearly as possible the loss to the victim of crime. One is victim 
compensation, a type of public insurance for certain victims. An
other is criminal or corrective restitution, or individual reparation 
from the offender to his victim. 

A full overview of the criminal interaction with an eye toward 
long-term solutions, however, demands more than mere repayment 
to the victim, or for that matter, to society. Efforts toward curbing 
crime, reducing recidivism, and alleviating overcrowded prisons 
require that strong consideration be given to the pe.rpetrator's ad
justment to society. As if travelling full circle; the offender again 
becomes an integral part of the scene. 

The goals of any victim compensation plan, therefore, should 
comprehend not only monetary restoration to the victim, but socie
tal restoration of the offender. Restitution actually has a dual pur
pose in this sense, one in replacing the "forgotten" individual to his 
pre-victimization standing and the other in replacing the offender 
in, at least, his pre-criminalization posture, hopefully with some 
rehabilitative accomplishment. The intent of this section, then, is 
to suggest ways and means for Georgia to implement these twin 
goals through restitution and compensation. 

A. History 

The modern definition of a crime is simply stated as "an unlawful 
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act or omission in respect of which the state might use its coercive 
authority to redress some social harm."376 Yet, the criminal law 
arose from under the canopy of tort law in early Anglo-Saxon his
tory. In a system of tribes and familial association, a crime was an 
offense against the family. The price to be paid was the eruption of 
a blood-feud, banishment, or most frequently, a money payment 

Je:X&!icted from the perpetrator or his clan.371 

As Anglo-Saxon society evolued, a system of compensation devel-
oped consisting of the wer, wite, and bot. 

The wer or wergild was a money payment made to a family 
group if a member of that family were killed or in some other 
way injured. The bot was a general payment of compensation 
for injuries less than death. The wite was a public fine payable 
to a lord or king.37& 

So, "[t]here can be no doubt that the compensation scheme was 
fully developed by law at earliest times."37D 

The wer replaced the blood-feud entirely, and eventually the king 
demanded the wet as the price for breach of the "King's peace."380 
This, and the existence of certain "botless" crimes,381 so heinous 
that no money could repay them, led to the development of a fine 
system, where the money went to the state and not the victim. The 
early schemes of compensation dissipated. 

As defined by Blackstone, a crime was now an offense against the 
public.382 Criminal law became an entity unto itself, diverting the 
direct link between the offender and the victim. Of course, the indi
vidual victim still had recourse at law through the initiation of a tort 
suit. But, "[p]ractically speaking, this resulted all too often in 
denial of any personal satisfaction to the victims."3R3 As the legal 
system became more cumbersome and because of difficult enforce
ment of damage awards against destitute offenders, the efficacy of 
the tort suit diminished. Victims were, essentially, Hforgotten." 

Interest in the plight of the victim was renewed in the 19th cen
tury.384 But it was not until the mid-twentieth century that serious 
consideration of other alternatives for victims am:l a return to. a 
compensation-type plan began to ("oirow. This effort was spearhead~d 
by Margery Fry in England, who dillled for public compensation for 
victims in a 1957 Observer article,385 and in her book, Arms of the 
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Law (1951). Soon serious consideration was accorded to various 
modes of victim compensation under a modern penal system. 

Currently several states and nations have victim compensation in 
some form,386 and federal plans have been proposed.3s7 In addition, 
one state, Minnesota, has a formalized r:estitution plan, whereby the 
ancient system of wer is adapted to m.odern penal goals.3ss Several 
states have indicated their interests in formulation of similal' pro
grams.3S9 Other states have permitted informal restitution in one 
manner or another, as well.39o Criminologists and legal philosophers 
have expanded on the historical foundations of restitution and nu
merous programs have been proposed to meet the ever-expanding 
needs in the criminal area. 301 

B. Restitution Versus Victim Compensation 

The concepts of restitution and victim compensation are fre
quently mingled in one hurried cliche about aid for the victim. Yet 
they are vastly different ideas with varying theoretical applica
tions.392 

Compen&ation is not unlike public insurance. The state or sover
eign undertakes to indemnify the victimized individual. The focus 
is on the victim, for generally compensation is given whether or not 
the perpetrator is apprehended.393 Most programs or proposals have 
specific guidelines limiting the eligible recipients by wealth, amount 
and type of injury, relation to the criminal, participation in th,B 
crime, and so on.394 Victim compensation plans are almost univer
sally restricted to physical injuries. The programs are generally 
administered by a state board of compensation, which hears claims 
and makes awards.39s 

The underlying policy for implementation of a compensation pro
gram is not, as some imply, a welfare theory. It is based on the 
concept that the state has failed in its duty to the citizen and 
breached the citizen's right to be secure.396 The city and state have 
assumed responsibility for prevention of the crime, manned a police 
force, restricted self-defense, and are therefore negligent when an 
individual is victimized.397 

Restitution, on the other hand, has an entirely different aim. Its 
common ground with victim compensation is that the criminal prey 
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is sometimes reimbursed, but only by the perpetrator of the crime. 
Clearly, under a restitution-only plan, all victims ar.e not re
imbursed, since a large percentage of the criminal perpetrators are 
never apprehended or found guilty.30S Thus, only victims of appre
hended criminals have recourse under restitution. The center of 
restitution plans, then, is the criminal. Restitution is frequently 
linked with rehabilitation of the offender, for it comprehends his 
involvement as an essential element.399 

Restitution schemes proposed are generally limited in scope to 
certain types of offenses, i.e. property crimes.400 They are adminis
tered by the courts, probation or parole boards, a special center, or 
prison authorities. Often, a contract with the victim is necessary, 
but the victim's status rarely is considered.401 

The underlying policy of restitution, then, is that the offender has 
committed a wrongful act against an individua1:102 His realization 
of that W1'ong is essential in his profitable return to society, and by 
correcting his wrong he can "work his passage back to society."403 
Restitution is said to satiate the acknowledged public need for retri
bution.404 As Margery Fry stated: "Compensation cannot. undo the 
wrong, but it will often assuage the injury, and it has a .real educa
tive value for the offender."405 

Victim compensation and restitution can be complementary. In
deed, one proposal406 considers having offenders pay restitution into 
a general victim compensation fund, which in turn reimburses the 
victims. "We find it logical to suggest the re-establishment of victim 
compensation while continuing present progressive efforts toward 
reformation of the criminal. "407 

C. Restitution as an Alternative 

1. Background 

An effective restitution plan can be an excellent alternative to 
traditional incarceration. Yet, one should not overlook the impor
tant role restitution has already played in criminology. Discussing 
the formation of "new" restitution schemes is often deceptive, as 
restitution has been used through the years as an effective tool. 

It is often a method pursued outside the scope of the raw. It is 
probable that the system of restitution and reparation is used 
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much more frequently than official records indicate. One of the 
prevalent methods used by professional thieves when they are 
arrested is to suggest to the victim that the property will be 
restored if the victim refuses to prosecute. This results in re
lease in a large proportion of cases, for most victims are more 
interested in regaining their stolen property than in "seeing 
justice done." Also many persons are protected against crime 
by insurance. The insurance company is interested primarily 
in restitution .... Similarly, there are thousands of cases of 
shoplifting, embezzlement, and automobile theft which are not 
reported to the police by the victim because restitution or re
paration is made.4og 

Inside the courtroom, restitution has also been a viable alterna
tive. In juvenile cases, it is common for the court to order the youth 
to perform some type of restitutio nary or community service.409 Nor 
is it an uncommon method in the general law; judges frequently 
place an offender on probation with the condition that he reimburse 
his victim.410 This can be done under a general probation statute 
(Le. conditions the judge sees fit), or under a specific one (Le. that 
the probationer may be asked to make restitution), 411 or without 
statutory authority but in the usually unchallenged province of a 
magistrate.412 As early as the 1920's, Georgia courts held that a 
restitutionary provision of a sentence was legal. In Swanson u. 
State413 the trial court had imposed a sentence of one year in jail, to 
be foregone on payment of $400 in child support. The court based 
its holding on a 1913 act,414 which provided that: 

[w]here it appears to the satisfaction of the court that the 
circumstances of the case and the public good does not de
mand or require the defendant's incarceration, said court may 
mold its sentence so as to allow the defendant to serve the 
same outside the confines . . . under the supervision of the 
court, and in such manner and on such conditions as it may 
see fit, . . . .415 

These words were found to be very broad and the sentence was 
upheld. Other decisions upheld simllar discretionary powers to 
order reparation. 416 

In a case involving a conviction for cheating and swindling, how
ever, it was found that the words "and in addition to said fine 
making restitution to E. K. Lockridge" as part of the sentence im-

·"1 
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:posed had no legal force. 411 The court reasoned that since this was 
part of the sentence, and not probation, it violated Article 1, Section 
1, Paragraph 21 of the Georgia Constitution which says there shall 
be no imprisonment for debt.418 Nevertheless; the case indicates the 
court's general disposition to use restitution as part ?f its judicial 
powers. 

Restitution in practice has depended largely on the courts' imple
mentation of it in ptobation.419 In 1944, one author noted, 
"[A]lthough restitution is an ancient institution, its modern prac
tice was stimulated to a large degree by the development of the 
suspended sentence and probation."42o , 

Indeed, as noted, several state codes have left the door open for 
restitution in their probation services. In Georgia, for example, 
Ga. Code Ann. § 27-2711 (1972), provides that: 

The court shall determine the terms and conditions of pro
bation and may provide that the probationer shall . . . (7) 
make reparation or restitution to any aggrieved person for the 
damage or loss caused by his offense in an amount to be deter
mined by the court, provided, however, that no reparation or 
restitution to any aggrieved person for the damage or loss 
caused by his offense shall be made if the amount is in dispute 
unless the same has been adjudicated; .... 421 

Federal statutes contain a similar provision under suspension of 
sentence and probation,422 which provides, in part, that: 

While on probation and among the conditions thereof, the de
fendant-

May be required to pay a fine in one or several sums; and 

May be required to, make restitution or reparation to the ag
grieved parties for actual damages or loss caused by the offense 
for which conviction was had; . . . . 

In addition, the Model Penal Code provides that: 

The Court, as a condition of its order [of suspension of imposi
tion of sentence or probation] may require the defendant:. . . 
(h) to make restitution of the fruits of his crime or to make 
reparation, in an amount he can afford to pay, for the loss or 
damage caused thereby; . . . .423 
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Other sections of the Model Penal Code and studies on judicial 
standards have formulated similar proposals for informal incorpora
tion into the judicial system.424 While adding sanctions, each tends 
to further systemitize restitution. 

Yet restitution is far from institutionalized. It has no formal 
structure with which to insure its usefulness as a corrective tool. "It 
should be part of a . . . program, not a 'hit and miss' method of 
collections unrelated to the broader possibilities."425 In the past the 
effectiveness and frequency of restitution depended solely on the 
whims of individual judges. Probation officers became overseers of 
a collection system that often relied on a person acquiring funds in 
unsanctioned methods in order to meet a condition of restitution. 
But in modern corrective restitution, far more sanctions and induce
ments can be implemented to insure usefulness and control. 

2. Policy of Restitution 

(a) General 

Before a comprehensive restitution program can be undertaken, 
the goals and parameters of evaluation must be clearly stated and 
understood. As noted, in a corrective setting, restitution is used as 
a rehabilitative tool, the aims of which should be: 1) reform of the 
criminal, 2) restitution to the victim, and 3) extension of the protec
tion of the law, including the public's interest in deterrence of 
crime.426 

The correctional goal should include making the criminal aware 
of the damage he has done, but should not cause him any unneces
sary suffering. 427 Restitution has a strong punitive element, and 
should serve as a criminal deterrent, as well as satisfying reforma
tive goals. As Margery Fry noted, restitution should have a real 
educative value. 428 It is "a form of psychological exercise, building 
the muscles of the self."429 Ideally, the payment to the injured per
son involves greater inner punishment than payment to the state 
through incarceration. By maintaining the relationship with the 
victim, in a constructive manner, the offender's thoughts are being 
channeled into concentrating on the harm he has done in a lreal, and 
not abstract, sense.430 The result, it is hoped, is a new thel:apy ele
ment in offender corrections.431 
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Another benefit of a restitution system is to relieve the state of 
the burden of supporting the offenders who participate, and hence, 
to give some relief in overcrowded prisons.432 A restitution program 
can easily be molded to divert or remove offenders from the penal 
institution. 433 

The benefits attained from an effective restitution program were 
succinctly summarized in review of Minnesota's program. They 
were: 1) diversion from prison, 2) offender relation to the damages 
done, 3) an understandable sanction for the offender, 4) participa
tion of the offender, and 5) positive response from the community.434 

Of course, administrative and practical goals must be considered. 
The system designed must be efficient, effective, and clearly within 
the budgetary ranges of the state. 

(b) Particulars-Implementing a Plan 

Beyond both the broad theoretical goals and practical limitations, 
are the details and difficult questions to be resolved in refining a 
workable restitution plan. It is essential, for example, to identify 
which offenders will be eligible to participate in a restitution pro
gram; the crimes it will encompass; whether certain offenders will 
be excluded for psychological or past behavioral reasonSj and 
whether the relationship with the victim will play Ii part. Further
more, it must be determined whether the victim's participation is 
necessary, and if so, whether a contract must be formed, and what 
terms will be included. If not, recourse should be considered t.o avoid 
a victim veto. Determination of the amount of restitution is essen
tial. Als.o, limits should be formed to insure that the offender's 
rights are not being infringed. A decision Sh.oUld be made on 
whether the .offender will be incarcerated, semi-contained, or unre
stricted. The desirability of involvement of case-worker aid should 
be ascertained. The development of j.obs and whether restitution : 
will be tied to a w.ork-release or vocational program, or will be left It' 
to the offender, must be determined, as well as the possible effects /i 
of the offender's economic status. f 

Some central issues in restitution were discussed by Galaway and!! 
Hudson.435 They asked: 1) Should restitution be complete, or partial! 
and therefore symbolic? 2) Should it be voluntary or required? 311 
What is the effect of victim -offender interaction? 4) Should feBtitu(L 
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tion be the sole penalty? 5) What part should victim responsibility 
for the crime play? 

All of these factors are paramount to the formation of a good 
program and must be discussed before specific proposals can be 
forwarded. Many of the answers to sensitive questions emanate from 
Minnesota's sale practical experience,436 even though their total de
sign may not be applicable to another state. The solutions to other 
questions are yet unknown. 

The foremost consideration is which offenders shall be eligible for 
restitution schemes. Authors on the topic generally suggest that 
only offenders involved in property crimes be considered.437 Al
though this is not a necessary condition, it is a more manageable 
one. Property offenders have traditionally been candidates for 
court-imposed restitution,438 while it is rare indeed for such a man
date in a violent crime case. Precedent, therefore, favors it. Also, 
property offenses would set a certain, not unreasonable, limitation 
on eligibility. Finally, the loss suffered by the victim is more easily 
determinable and compensatory in a property offense, thus reducing 
the necessity of the criminal system refereeing damage assessments. 

Minnesota limits its program to property offenders, with the addi
tional restrictions that no weapon was involved in the crime, that 
the offender does not have a drug or alcoholic addiction or serious 
psychological problem, that there are no pending indictments, no 
history of assault, and no less than one year of the sentence remain
ing.430 

Assuming only property offenders would be eligible for restitu
tion' it may be useful to measure the need in Georgia in terms of 
the availability pool being considered.440 A Georgia Department of 
Offender Rehabilitation computer compilation of crimes committed 
by incarcerated persons for the second quarter of 1974 gives a clearer 
indication.441 In categories comprising property crimes, there were 
6,652 felony offenses,442 and 429 misdemeanor crimes,443 or a total of 
7,081 clear property offenses.444 Since some individuals are incarcer
ated for more than one crime,445 the number of offenders must be 
reduced accordingly to approximately 4,500. No doubt there are 
many offenders who have been convicted of the same offenses but 
not imprisoned. But, if one goal of restitution is to reduce the prison 
population through such a program, nonincarcerated persons are 
only of marginal interest. 

I 
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Thus, in Georgia, without further screening, there is a current 
availability pool of some 4,500 persons for a restitution program 
limited to property offenders. If other standards were to be imposed, 
the number would be reduced, but the need and possible usage of a 
restitutory program is clear. 

Certain persons who may fit the crime delineation may be ex
cluded from a restitution program for other reasons. Minnesota's 
exclusion of addicts is an example. In addition, it has been sug
gested that persons should be excluded if they would not properly 
benefit from the desired corrective goals, as perhaps, the insane.446 

Those persons often receive special treatment, and many are incap
able of earning money. Furtherm.ore, while restitution may be reha
bilitative for some, for the insane it may not result or aid in any 
transformation or return to normality. 441 

N ext, consideration must be given to what amount will be repaid 
(full or partial restitution, actual or consequential losses) and who 
will determine that amount. One problem that arises in ascertaining 
the amount is that it may compel a criminal court in an essentially 
criminal proceeding to determine a primarily civil matter. 

The courts have been, and still are, rather handicapped in 
making restitution orders because the court must be satisfied 
that the relevant facts have been sufficiently established and 
the pressure of criminal business leaves little time for a compli
cated inquiry in a disputed case, so an order tends to be made 
only in the very clear case where there is no dispute at all about 
the goods.448 

Here, too, past history of informal restitution provides preced
ents. The amount to be paid has been within the discretion of the 
court, but courts traditionally restricted the reward to the actual 
damages for which the defendant was convicted.449 Numerous cases 
support this proposition.450 For example, the court noted in State I). 
Barnet: 451 

But if we take this definition and apply it to restitution condi~ 
tions in probation cases it is apparent that the restitution must 
be for loss sustained as a direct consequence of the commission 
of the particular crime for which the respondent stands con
victed, ... 452 
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If the amount of restitution is not so limited, prohlems may arise. 
The offender's ability to take care of family n:eeds lrtay be 
impeded.453 Furthermore, over-restitution can work directly counter 
to desired correctional goals. 454 In People v. Miller, 455 where the 
defendant was convicted of grand theft after non-performance on a 
paid contract, he was ordered to pay restitution on a host of other 
contracts as well, While the California court upheld this order, a 
commentator noted that it was 

. . . ironic, for the extremely tenuous connection between the 
claims upon which the restitution order was based and the 
criminal conduct for which Miller had been convicted clearly 
frustrated any rehabilitative purpose.456 

The Minnesota program calls for "complete restitution," that is, 
placing the victim in his former position. Minnesota considers the 
total dollar loss, including loss, damage, the cost of repair or re
placement, plus compensation for time spent by the victim.457 This 
would by ordinary standards exceed actual loss, since time with 
investigators, in the courtroom and in negotiating a restitution con
tract are all considered. While the program contemplates out-of
pocket losses, restitution will not be attempted for "unmeasurable" 
losses such as pain and suffering.458 

A corollary question is whether the restitution should ever be 
merely partial, and therefore symbolic.459 In considering the rehabil
itative effects, two views can be taken. If the goal is to channel 
thinking into the harm caused, partial restitution would seem to be 
sufficient. On the other hand, in giving an opportunity to undo the 
wrong done, "the more complete the restitution, the more complete 
the sense of accomplishment the offender gains."46o In Minnesota 
full restitution is urged, except in special cases involving unusual 
hardship.461 

In determining the restitutory amount, the judge will usually be 
the final arbiter. His decision can be based on evidence presented 
at the trial, on other information adduced such as a probationary 
report or pre-sentence hearing, or on information that results from 
separate proceedings.462 This, of course, will impose a new burden 
on judges. 

Considerable attention has been directed to the fact that an es
sentially civil judgment is emanating from the criminal proceed-
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ings.4s3 A restitutory sentence could be bP3ed solely on damages 
awarded in civil litigation.464 This, how,ilver, may be counter
productive from both the correctional and the victim's viewpoints. 
Victims infrequently press their tort claims,465 and if they do, it can 
be a costly and protracted procedure. One of the benefits ofrestitu
tion is to aid the victim and to "obviate the expense and trouble of 
a civil action."466 The amount awarded in a tort suit may be beyond 
the scope of practical restitution, untimely, and inappropriate to 
the individual offender's situation. Another method would be to 
allow the victim to press his claim in the criminal proceeding, 
thereby combining civil and criminal actions.467 The benefit of pro
cedural simplification gain~d by this method is clearly to the vic
tim. 4G8 Besides saving time and expense, this precludes the difficulty 
of two different conclusions arising from a civil and a criminal case. 
But problems occur in that the rights of the defendant may be 
abridged by undue prejudice in a combined adjudication. Burdens 
of proof differ in civil and criminal matters,489 the restitution limita
tion to certain crimes and individuals would become more onerous, 
and there is a serious possibility of abuse of the criminal process. 470 

Two other plans contemplate an independent restitution hearing. 
One involves a pre-sentence, post-trial hearing where the restitution 
is decided.471 The other consists of a separate arbitration proceeding 
outside of the criminal process, combining the concepts of labor 
arbitration and plea-bargaining, at which the restitution plan could 
be settled.472 

In lieu of these measures, it has been suggested that since restitu
tion is currently within the discretion of the court in many jurisdic
tions, its use should be the subject of judicial consideration in every 
criminal proceeding.473 It has even been urged that it be a manda
tory subject of judicial review. 

In every criminal case involving property loss or damage to 
a victim, the court and the prosecution should be statutorily 
required to consider the possibility of a compensation and res
titution order. . . . The criminal court should pursue a more 
vigorous inquiry into the loss or damage suffered by the vic
tim.474 

Such a statutory mandate is a possibility for a strong restitution 
program, although new legislation would be necessary. 
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Finally, the practice in Minnesota has followed none of these 
paths. The restitution order is essentially an administrative burden. 
Staff members for the Department of Corrections review all con
victed persons for eligibility. H that individual desires to participate 
in the restitution alternative, the matter is pursued through court 
and parole proceedings.475 

The best approaches for obtaining a restitution order seem to be 
working through the judicial powers-discretion, requested review 
(in lieu of mandatory), special hearing,-following the administra
tive path of Minnesota, or devising a separate restitution hearing. 
Combined civil-criminal hearings pose many difficulties, and it 
would seem wise to avoid treating sensitive constitutional areas. 

The other essential party in a restitution equation is the receiver, 
i.e. the victim. 476 One of the key features of restitution is maintain
ing the criminal-victim relationship. Correctional restitution "does 
not allow the offender to terminate his relationship with the victim, 
but rather forces his relationship to be maintained until the victim's 
original position is restoi'ed."477 This requires, to a certain extent, 
communication and cooperation from the victim to maximize the 
rehabilitative goal.478 Thus, it is almost implicit that the person to 
receive the restitution should be the one who has suffered the actual 
damage, and not someone remotely involved in the criminal ac
tion.479 But if the victim must be involv~d in the restitutionary 
program, the unwilling victim would then have a "veto" over the 
offender's participation.480 In such cases, a "symbolic" victim, such 
as a community agency, may be used. 

"Victimology," a relatively new concept formulated by von Hen
tig,481 cannot be overlooked in balancing this equation. The studies482 
have theorized that victims, either consciously or unconsciously, 
contribute to the crime against themselves. Six levels of victim 
responsibility, which may preclude recovery or compensation, have 
been identified. First, is invitation, such as entry into a dangerous 
situation; second is facilitation, such as leaving keys in ignition; 
third is provocation, such as verbal threats; fourth is perpetration 
or initiation; fifth is cooperation or open consent; and sixth is 
instigation or active encouragement.483 
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An implication of victimology is that the victim should bear par
tial responsibility for the crime. In reference to restitution, three 
approaches have been suggested. One is a concept not unlike com
parative negligence where the compensatory amount is reduced or 
erased depending on the degree of victim precipitation, which could 
be determined at a special restitution hearing.484 Another view is 
that each person is individually accountable for his actions. Restitu
tion would still be required even if there was victim precipitation 
because the offender could have chosen an alternative mode of re
sponse.485 The final view is that, as in contributory negligence, re
covery should be denied altogether. 486 

Of particular concern in violent crimes and consequently in vic
tim compensation plans which generally deal with them, is the rela
tionship of the victim to the perpetrator. Not infrequently, the vic
tim is a relative or friend. In a victim compensation system where 
the state supplies the fund, this may be of less importance. But in 
restitution, the offender repaying a relative may create immense 
friction and resentment, thus destroying the usefulness of the plan. 
It seems logical that for any adult offender, restitution to an imme
diate relative would only be counter-productive, and therefore 
should be excluded. 

Contract with the victim is viewed as part of the reformative 
plan.487 Eglash would go beyond mere contract communication, hav
ing the offender instead reimburse the victim with meaningful and 
offense-related services. 488 

In the Minnesota program, continuing contacts with the victim 
are an integral part of the offender's return to the commlmity. In 
the first instance, a general contract is negotiated with the victim. 

Wherever feasible, the program directly encourages personal 
involvement between the victim and the offender in the nego
tiation of a restitution contract as well as continuing involve
ment in the completion.489 

All parties must agree to the restitution contract, which in addition 
to the amount and timing of payment, includes the obligation of the 
victim to cooperate. Payments from the offender should be made 
directly to the victim. However, writing in 1972, Galaway and Hud
son, both involved with the Minnesota scheme, admitted that relia
ble information on the effects of personalizing restitution are still 
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unknown.49o The effect on the victim and on the offender, as well 
as the effects of reparation by personal service, or by group restitu
tion, are questions yet to be resolved. 

Another issue is whether restitution should be the sole penalty, 
or used in combination with other sanctions. Karl Menninger sug
gests that restitution alone is sufficient.491 The Council of Judges 
Model Sentencing Act would allow restitution as the sole penalty for 
non-dangerous offenders.492 Schafer, on the other hand, insists that 
restitution can only be used as an accessory aid, and not as a 
substitute for punishment. Otherwise, he suggests, it might lead to 
the buying off of punishment by wealthy criminals, t9duce the de
terrent sanction against wrong-doing and possibly result in. the re
verse effect from that desired.493 Other restitution progralus contem
plate incarceration with compensa'tion made from prison earn
ings.494 Yet, if a sentence was imposed in addition to restitution, the 
offender might easily feel resentful that he was, in essence, {'lpaying" 
twice. Since restitution plans generally do not deal with the danger
ous offender, some of the need for imprisonment is obliterated. Min
nesota takes only convicted offenders who have been sentenced and 
served some time in jail. They are then placed on supervised, "half
way house," parole. Prison is still a threat, since the parole could 
be revoked. 

It seems overly burdensome to subject an offender to two forms 
of punishment. Since, however, there may be exceptional cases and 
since deterrence should not be reduced, it is logical to retain flexibil
ity for a two-fold plan. In absence of such a plan or of a specially 
devised plan, i.e. repayment from prison wages, restitution alone, 
especially under halfway house semi-incarceration, is sufficient. 

Similarly, it is questionable whether participation in a restitution 
program should be voluntary or mandatory for the offender. Several 
writers view voluntariness as being more constructive495 in effecting 
rehabilitation. The Canadian corrections bureau has pointed out 
that restitution is neither voluntary nor involuntary since "both 
elements are usually present."406 The system cannot be separated 
from the coercion iml)lied. Indeed, when restitution is bound with 
probation or parole, the inducements are so overwhelming that the 
conditions may be accepted, even if unreasonable ot burdensome. 
In this sense, as with probation generally, care must be taken not 
to exceed constitutionallimits.497 
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However, it may be that the offender's willingness to make resti~ 
tution dictates his view of the justness of the scheme.~98 Of course, 
other factors may also weigh in the justness, i.e. amount of restitu~ 
tion, manner of payment, and one's self-appraisal of his guilt or 
innocence. Studies have been conducted to determine the psychol~ 
ogical basis of restitution.499 A study by Schafer indicated a PG'sitive 
attitude in willingness to make restitution among Florida offend~ 
ers.500 Minnesota does limit its program to offenders willing to par
ticipate. 

While conclusions are yet to be determined, and if in fact involun
tary restitution may have the same beneficial effects as voluntary, 
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initially restitution should be limited to those willing to participate, . \ 
especially in view of the vast number of offenders who potentially 
would be eligible.501 

Administrative organization of a restitution program depends on 
the type of plan developed. In informal restitution, the courts gener
ally maintain jurisdiction over the individual and probation depart
ments collect the funds. 502 Minnesota has a separate restitution divi
sion under the state Department of Corrections, which operates its 
own center and staff, and derives its participants through special 
parole. Although the details might not correlate to an adopted pro
gram, such an independent division of the corrections department 
seems preferable to maintain an efficient and accountable system. 

In summary, the policy alternatives in systematization of a new 
restitution scheme are many. A new plan should combine the best 
features of the above areas of concern, such as: 

- The goal of restitution should be to rehabilitate the criminal and 
compensate the victim. 

- Property offenders should be eligible to participate. Persons with 
certain backgrounds should be excluded. 

- The amount of restitution should be no more than actual dam~ 
ages, and barring unusual circumstances, no less. The damages 
should go only to a victim who suffered loss as a result of the crime, 
or in his stead, a symbolic organization. 

- The decision to use restitution can be left to the judge in a 
separate post-conviction action, to an administrativp. agency, or to 
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an independent arbitrator. Criminal and civil actions should not be 
combined. 

- The offender and his victim should maintain contact and con
tract. 

- Victims who are in the immediate family should be excluded. 
Victims who have precipitated the crime should have their rewards 
decreased. 

- Restitution should be the sole penalty except in special cases or 
programs, but may include partial confinement. 

- Offender participation should be voluntary. 

- The administration of the program should be in an independent 
division. 

Of course, the specifics will vary depending on the particular plan 
adopted. However, any viable restitution plan must thoughtfully 
evaluate each of these policy areas, while providing flexibility in 
administration and implementation. 

3. The Minnesota Plan 

Minnesota currently has the only program that focuses on restitu~ 
tion as a formal sanction. Other states have used restitution infor~ 
mally,503 or incorporated it into probation,504 or other correctional 
systems. Because of its unique position, an examination of the Min
nesota program is useful in discussing operable proposals.505 

Funded jointly by the Minnesota Governor's Commission on 
Crime Prevention and Control utilizing Law Enforcement 
A~sistance Administration monies, and the Minnesota Department 
of Corrections, the Minnesota Restitution Center first opened its 
doors in September, 1972. The total costs during the first year, 
including initial implementation, were $100,118.50. The costs were 
expected to decrease substantially in the second and subsequent 
years. The initial grant·was for three years and the Minnesota De
partment of Corrections is expected to continue the program under 
its own funds. li06 

The basic concept in the Minnesota program is the incorporation 
of a community-based residential facility with the features of resti
tution. Around this concept the body of the program developed. The 
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major vehicle of the Center's plan is the parole system, under which 
parole may be granted at any time.507 The selection of participants 
is done by the Restitution Center staff which reviews aU admissions 
to the penitentiary. If the individual offender meets the basic cri
teria, his name is forwarded to a screening committee. Some persons 
are also referred by the casework staffs of the women's prison and 
the reformatory for men. All are then reviewed by the committee, 
which consists of current participants, staff, and community advi
sory board representatives. Since many more persons are eligible 
than can be accepted, priority is given to those of whom it is thought 
will benefit the most. The .basic criteria, as noted above/OS are: 

1. The candidate is a property offender convicted in one of seven 
metropolitan areas (this is to facilitate relations with the victim). 

2. There must be no less than a year from entry into Center to 
end of sentence (that is, a sentence of at least 16 months). 

3. Offender's earning power must be such as to enable him to 
complete restitution in time of sentence left. 

4. No one is considered if a gun, knife or weapon was used during \ 
the commission of the crime. 

5. There can be no pending indictments that would affect par
ticipation. 

6. If a long history of chemical dependency exists, the offender 
will have to actively demonstrate changes. 

7. If there is a history of' severe psychiatric problems such that 
treatment is beyond the resources of the Center, the individual will 
not be considered. 

8. A background of assaultive offenses will exclude a candidate, 
unless there is a 5 year period of free world living. 

9. The program will exclude "the middle-class intelligent indi
vidual who has adequate social skills and resources and an absence 
of significant behavioral problems. . ." but has instead chosen to 
earn his living outside the law. 

10. Candidates must be willing to participate. SOD 

Those persons who are selected by the committee are then pre
sented to the parole authority. All restitution participants are pa-
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roled to the Center by the Corrections agency. Release to the Center 
is usually within four months of service in the institution. The staff 
of the Center serve as parole agents and periodic progress reports are 
sent to the Corrections agency. Failure to make restitution as pro
vided or to meet Center rules are gounds for revocation of the parole, 
and return to prison. 

The offender must formulate a contract for restitution with his 
victim or symbolic victim (such as a community agency). Repay
ments are scheduled over several months, but must be completed 
before parole expiration. The average contract has been for about 
$140, although the median is $303 due to some unusually high resti
tution contracts. A planning report is also drawn up with the Center 
staff, which includes identified problem areas and projected re
sponse. The contract and report both go to the parole authority 
before release to the Center is approved. 

During the first year in Minnesota, 33 persons were randomly 
selected for admission. Two declined to participate. Thirty-one con
tracts were designed, but three were rejected by the Corrections 
division. The remaining 29 persons were granted parole to the Resti
tution Center. 

Once in the Center, which is similar to a halfway house, the 
offender must find employment, make restitution under his con
tract and comply with house and program rules. Employability is 
one of the desirable aspects of a prospective participant and training 
programs not part of employment are generally excluded. 

Three levels of rules are in force at the Center-II cardinal," house, 
and administrative. Only violation of a "cardinal" rule is the cause 
for an immediate report recommending parole revocation. They 
include: no drugs, violence, or thefts at the Center, and no absences 
for beyond 48 hours without contact. The other rules are basically 
housekeeping, and the penalties not so stringent. 

Minnesota has broken down the restitution program into three 
distinct phases, each increasing l'esponsibility demanded from the 
individual, and designed to facilitate behavioral progress. 

The first phase is orientation and is accomplished in residence at 
the Center. In this four week phase, a climate of openness and 
cooperation is to be established. In the third week, a resident may 
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qualify for an overnight leave, and possibly a weekend on the fourth 
week. Otherwise, residents are free to leave to seek employment in 
the day and to visit with friends or family in the evening. The 
offender must spend two hours daily in counseling and interaction 
with others. Before the end of this first phase~ the offender must be 
employed and should have begun restitution. Each resident is as
signed to a staff person particularly xesponsible for him, thereby 
enhancing staff-resident involvement. This "key person" will evalu
ate the resident's report for future plans, completed after phase one. 
A special phase, correlating to phase one, has been devised for per
sons with behavioral problems. 

Phase two extends responsibilities. This two month period is in
tended to provide for increased participation in meetings, planning 
abilities, family and community involvement. During this period 
the resident must make regular restitution, room and board pay
ments (which are $12.50 a week), payments to welfare agencies, and 
maintain loan fund payments. The individual is allowed weekends 
as earned privileges, granted by meeting attendance. 

The final phase seeks to achieve full integ!ation into the com
munity, and the resident consequently moves out of the Center. The 
offender's status is similar to that of one on regular parole. The 
individual must attend weekly meetings for several months as well. 

Finally, the phases are terminated by the granting of a discharge 
from parole by the Minnesota Corrections Authority. The Center 
staff can make recommendations as to parole discharge or 
continuance. At the end of the first year, 19 of the original 28 re
mained in the program. Four were returned to prison, one was a 
fugitive, two had'successfully completed the program and were re
leased, and two were killed in accidents unrelated to the program.GIO 

The staff of eleven is a broad social mixture, from professionals 
to ex-offenders. Program participants are encouraged to 'obtain 
employment at the Restitution Center after discharge. In addition 
to staff, the services of several local community agencies are uti
lized. 

The Center encourages active participation and communication 
between staff and residents. This goal is partially achieved by bi
weekly meetings at which attendance is mandatory. A group treat-
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ment program, following the transactional analysis line, is used. 
The sessions deal with day to day problems of the Center, evaluate 
each resident's progress and aid in self-evaluation and adjustment. 

A Community Advisory board serves the center by advising them, 
providing an awareness of community concerns, and serving as its 
community advocate. 

A re-evaluation process is continuous at the Center, evaluating 
success, parole performance, comparison with other offenders, cost 
accountability, as well as self-concept attitudinal testing of offend
ers and victims. 

The Minnesota Center summarizes the beneficial elements of its 
program as: 511 

1. Diversion of offenders from prison to a community-based pro-
gram. 

2. A logical and damage-related restitution sanction. 

3. Allows the offender on-going successes and goal achievement. 

4. Active involvement of the offender in undoing the wrong 
done, enhancing self-esteem, and creating responsibility. 

5. Positive community response to the offender.512 

Three authors intimate with the Minnesota plan concluded about 
its primary features: 

In summary, the restitution process (to be) developed by the 
Minnesota Department of Corrections will involve careful for
mulation of an explicit individualized restitution plan involv
ing the offender, whenever possible the victim, and an agent 
of the criminal justice system.5lS 

In implementing these aims, Minnesota has successfully com
bined community-based r-esidence and correctional restitution, 
using the parole system as its vehicle. In undertaking a new restitu
tion program, the community aspect, goals, halfway house resi
dence, open communication, planning, staff and phase structure are 
solid ideas to be emulated and followed, if possible. Perhaps one of 
the chief lessons to be learned from Minnesota is its open approach. 

The program structure of the Center has been one of contin
uous change. It has been extremely flexible, and has tried to 



meet the individual needs of the residents. The program of the 
Center has been one which accomplished its objectives with 
the least amount of controls necessary ... 514 
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The philosophies, structure and practical applications of restitution 
begun in Minnesota should receive serious consideration for adap
tion into a new Restitution plan. 

4. Proposals for Implementing a Restitution Plan in Georgia 

No proposal can be iron-clad. As Minnesota noted, flexibility is 
one of its chief assets. Yet the basic groundwork and design for 
implementation must be firmly laid. Following are several alterna
tive proposals for a restitution program in Georgia, some of which 
can be undertaken jointly. With each is a discussion of the merits 
and flaws, knowns and unknowns, especially as applied in Georgia. 

The programs discussed are: 1) Parole, 2) Probation, 3) Sentenc
ing, 4) Modified Sentences, 5) Board-Ordered Restitution, 6) Work 
Release, 7) Prison Wages, 8) Fine to Victim, 9) Reparation and 
Creative Restitution, 10) Combined Restitution-Victims' Compen
sation. 

A. Parole 

The parole system is the program employed in Minnesota, 
whereby convicted offenders are released on parole to the Restitu
tion Center. In Minnesota, this is done under a lenient parole stat
ute that gives the Department of Corrections authority to grant· 
parole at any time, when it is in the best interests of the state or 
the offender. 515 The individual is usually released to the center 
within four months of his original incarceration, and under a re
maining sentence of not less than one year. 

The main advantage of a parole scheme for restitution is that it 
assures that the persons being sent to the community center are 
truly being diverted from prison. In discussing the Minnesota plan, 
it was noted: 

Selecti.ng candidates for the restitution center from a pool of 
recent admissions to the prisons offers several distinct advan
tages. In this way, the community~based center can be tested 
as a clear alternative to prison, thus avoiding what we see as 
the common occurence of community-based centers function-
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ing as a mod~ of incarceration for offenders who, in the absence 021 
of such programs, would probably be placed on probation.516 

Moreover, it is felt that this method enhances the extent to which 
offenders would be likely to engage in the program, while allowing 
them sufficient time to make an unhurried decision concerning their 
participation.517 The parole system is also advantageous because it 
has an easily contained group and a strong sanction, that is revoca
tion of parole, and hence, imprisonment, for failure to meet resti
tutionary requirements. On the other hand, persons to be placed on 
parole are, perhaps, more easily swayed into accepting the restitu
tion conditions to obtain relief from imprisonment. "Thus, the pos
sibility exists that the offender may feel coerced into a restitution 
plan with which he does not totally agree."5ts 

In Georgia, the power of parole is quite different from that in 
Minnesota. Parole is administered by the State Board of Pardons 
and Paroles, under Ga. Code Ann. § 77-501 et seq. (1973). As noted 
previously,5lD Ga. Code Ann. § 77-517 (1973) provides that the board 
may, under conditions of parole, prescribe that the parolee make 
restitution or reparation for his crime. Thus, the parole board in 
Georgia already has the statutory authority to order restitution. 
However, incorporating this ability into a systematic restitution 
program is hampered by other parole provisions. 'Under the current 
status, the ability to order restitution is virtually ignored.520 

A flexible parole system, such as that in Minnesota, is not evident 
in Georgia. Indeed, numerous restrictions are placed on the granting 
of parole. For example, Ga. Code Ann. § 77-525 (1973) entitled 
"Power of board to adopt rules and regulation," states in part: 

Provided, however, that such an inmate serving a misde
meanor sentence . . . shall only be eligible for consideration 
for parole after the expiration of six months of his sentence or 
sentences, whichever is greater: and Provided, further, that 
such an inmate. serving a felony sentence or felony sentences 
shall only be eligible for consideration for parole after the expi
ration of nine months of his sentence, or one-third of the time 
of such sentences, whichever is greater. 

The statute continues to provide that the board shall adopt rules 
relating to other forms of clemency, including "removal of disabili
ties imposed by law."521 
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Ga. Code Ann. § 77-516.1 (1973), supplies a procedure to be fol
lowed when the board considers cases in which the prisoner has 
failed to serve at least one-third of his sentence. It provides that: 
"Notwithstanding any other provisions oflaw to the contrary" if the 
board is to consider such case, it must notify in writing the sentenc
ing judge and district attorney, who may appear or make a state
ment expressing their views as to granting of parole. Practically, 
however, the Board of Pardons and Paroles rarely considers a case 
when the offender has served less than one-third of his sentence.522 

Although Georgia's parole system is not so inflexible as to make 
a restitution program impossible, its feasibility is diminished. Since 
an offender is eligible for parole after one-third of his sentence is 
complete, further infliction of another punishment at that point is 
a strong action. The individual may be released on his own. Restitu
tion might create reluctance and resentment, with the basic incen
tive removed. "Parolees who have served part of their sentence in 
confinement are very resistent to paying restitution."523 In essence, 
then, under Georgia's current probation system an offender would 
be receiving dual punishment. As discussed earlier, 524 except in unu
sual circumstances, restitution should be used as the sole punish
ment. Also, since the possible candidate would be incarcerated the 
same length (minimum) as any other offender, the goal of reducing 
the inmate population would be defeated. Because the minimum 
sentence served would almost necessarily be six months, the basic 
rehabilitative aims would have been thwarted by previous service 
of a prison sentence. However, it should be noted that in Minnesota 
it is possible for an offender to have served four months of a sixteen 
month sentence, probably the bare minimum, and then join the 
Restitution Center. In comparison, Georgia's one~third might not be 
unreasonable in a case of a short sentence, Nevertheless, the board 
today, although authorized, does not use the restitution provision. 

The general victim receives no real advantage under a parole 
system since only a small number would be compensated, based not 
so much on their loss as on the personal qualities of the criminal. 
This, however, is a common flaw of most corrective restitution pro
grams. 

Finally, dependency on the parole board could be self-defeating. 
The parole board is an individual entity, subject to its own aims and 
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political persuasions, and not necessarily desirous of reaching the 
same ends as a restitution program. Wherever possible, such de
pendency should bil avoided. 

The current Georgia parole system would be ineffective as a resti
t.ution tool. However, changes in the system could effectively modify 
it. For example, new legislation could be patterned after Minne
sota's system, allowing for flexible parole as is seen fit. Or, an ex
press modification could be made allowing for release of prisoners 
to a Restitution Center before one-third of the sentence has been 
served, when it is in the best interests of the prisoner and com
munity. Since the authority, although unused, currently exists to 
order restitution, under certain provisions this might be incorpo
rated into an adopted program. The same defeating aspects, such 
as dual punishment, might still exist, unless restrictive guidelines 
are drawn. But, for example, if the ability to parole before one-third 
were ever to be exercised, inclusion in a restitution program may 
become reasonable. Otherwise, other alternatives seem preferable. 

B. Probation 

Probation has been the most widely used scheme for informal 
restitution, as discussed above.525 Georgia already has the statutory 
authority to provide restitution on terms of probation,526 and this 
authority has been upheld in several cases.527 Thus, Georgia would 
have no legal problems in instituting a restitution program along 
such lines.528 But in instituting a formal program, several distinct 
disadvantages may arise, and the desirability of such a program in 
meeting the goals outlined is questionable. 

A restitution program based on probation is too easily twisted to 
convert a prison diversion plan into an additional penalty for one 
who, in its absence, would be placed solely on probation. There is 
no diversion, and hence an increase rather than decrease in state
controlled offenders. Moreover, it is questionable under the current 
law in Georgia whether an individual can be rf~mitted to a halfway 
house on terms of probation, although condition (6) of GA. CODE 

ANN. § 27-2711 (1974) is that the probationer "remain within a 
specified location." Given the vast discretion afforded judges in 
their probation authority, the assignment to a house would probably 
not be abusive. However, the court retains jurisdiction over the 
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probationer,529 and he is not placed under the authority of the Board 
of Corrections, so there may be a conflict in authority for the proba
tioner sent to a halfway house or restitution center. Although a 
judge's order could satisfy the problem, a discrepancy still exists. 

If the probationer is required to make restitution, but is not sent 
to a Center, the correctional value of restitution might be entirely 
lost. The wealthy individual would have a clear advantage over the 
indigent person.530 The wealthy person would be able to "buy his 
justice," while the poorer person would suffer his.531 Since, in such 
a situation, there is no control over the manner of earnings,the debt 
may also be satisfied in undesirable ways. These inequities would 
destroy the goal of reformation. 

An additional problem with probationary restitution is the lack 
of control over the persons chosen for the program. This would be 
an entirely judge-made decision, with no input or subsequent con
trol by the corrections department. 

The advantage of probation-ordered restitution is the ease with 
which it may be implemented.53z From the victim's point of view, it 
is also desirable since use of probation not linked to a halfway 
house would allow a wider use of restitution. But the exercise of 
probation is basically defeating to any comprehensive restitution 
design. 

The development of a formal program for restitution need not 
eliminate the informal methods for restitution already available. In 
fact, the best solution would involve the continuance of court
ordered probationary restitution, complemented by a formal 
program for certain selected offenders committed to prison, as the 
two are not mutually exclusive. But in a formalized program, proba
tion would not be the preferred method of implementation. 

C. Sentencing 

An alternative means of restitution would be simply sentencing 
the offender to make restitution or to participate in an established 
program. The most serious problem with mere sentencing is its con
stitutionality. In Ray v. State,533 noted above, a Georgia court found 
that a sentence imposing a condition of restitution is invalID under 
the Georgia Constitution, Article I, Section I, Para. XXI, which 
provides that there shall be no imprisonment for debt (this is not 
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true where the condition is part of probation). It was held in Ray 
that the part of the sentence so stated was invalid. 

Under current Georgia law, a prison sentence may be imposed for 
a determinate number of years.534 All felonies, except for certain sex 
crimes, crimes of violence, railroad interference crimes, and perjury, 
are punished by imprisonment or labor,535 unless the judge or jury 
reduces the punishment to a misdemeanor.53B For a misdemeanor, 
the courts have the authority to impose a fine and/or confinement 
"in a county correctional institution," or alternatively, confinement 
in the State penitentiary or other institutions "as the Director of 
Corrections may direct."537 A misdemeanor of a high and aggravated 
nature is punishable by a fine and/or confinement in a county 
correctional institution.53s 

The court's sentencing authority, then, is limited to imposing a 
fine, or placing the party under the jurisdiction of the State Board 
of Corrections, which under another statute has the authority to 
order confinement or institutionalization as it sees fit. 539 

A possibility, then, would be to amend these laws to allow the 
courts to order restitution or sentencing to a Restitution Center. 
Although expedient, there may also be several disa.dvantages to 
this. For example, the convict's constitutional rights may be in
fringed by an "unusual" or vague punishment, the restitutionary 
division would have no control over participants, and it is perhaps 
wise to have some degree of limitation on the court's discretion. The 
possibility of abuse in sentencing one who otherwise might receive 
probation is also an obstacle. 

A court-ordered restitution sentence, however, is a possible pro
gram in connection with modified sentences. 

D. Modified Sentences 

The elements of a modified sentence restitution plan are the 
following: 1) the convicted offender is sentenced, 2) the sentence 
takes effect, 3) an agency or the court reviews the matter, and on 
review re-sentences the individ.ual-a) to make restitution;540 or b) 
to probation, part of which is to make restitution or participate in 
a Restitution Center. 

The advantages of such a plan are that the Restitution Center can 
be assured tha.t it is accepting an individual who, in fa.ct, would 
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have been imprisoned. This would fulfill the goal of reducing pris
oner population. Furthermore, if the Center is able to choose partici
pants and then return to the court with a specific request, the Cen
ter has control over its enrollees. On the other hand, since the final 
decision depends on the court, much discretion is left to the particu
lar inclinations of the judge or court. 

Under current Georgia law) in felony cases, the judge may modify 
a sentence only in the term in which the sentence was ordered. The 
law states: 

... After the term of court at which the sentence is imposed 
by the judge, he shall have no authority to suspend, probate, 
modify or change the sentence of said prisoner, except as other
wise provided.5u 

Thus, this statute does not preclude the modification of a sentence, 
but rather sets a definite time limit in which action must be taken.542 

Furthermore, in cases of misdemeanors (although it is not clear 
if this encompasses felonies reduced to misdemeanors under Ga. 
Code Ann. 26-3101 (1972)) the court retains jurisdiction for certain 
modifications. The Code states: 

... Provided, further, that the sentencing courts shall retain 
jurisdiction to amend, modify, alter, suspend or probate sent
ences under (a) [fine or county confinement] at any time but 
in no instance shall any sentence under (a) be modified in a 
manrter to place a courtty prisoner under the jurisdictiort of the 
State Board of Corrections.543 

A similar provision is made for punishment of misdemeanors of a 
high and aggravated nature.544 . 

Although the court has some modification authority for misde
meanors, it is restricted in scope. If, however, the individual is or
dered to serve his misdemeanor sentence in a state institution, the 
court would have authority to probate the sentence and provide for 
a probationary condition of restitution. In cases of felonies, which 
are more likely to be the focus of a restitution plan, and which 
certainly include the majority of incarcerated property offenders,545 
the court can only modify the sentence in that term of the court. 
This provision in itself could be effectively utilized to promote 
restitution. 
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Court modification authority beyond the scope of the original 
term would also be useful, and a change in the law granting the 
courts broader jurisdiction could be made. After having rendered 
several opinions on alterations of sentences past the term, Attorney 
General Arthur K. Bolton wrote: 

It is obvious that if the Judges of the Superior Courts desire 
authority to amend sentences after the term of c(';urt in which 
sentence is imposed, they should secure stich authority 
through an act passed by the General Assembly. 546 

As far as its possible use in restitution is concerned, this would be 
wise advice. A provision for mandatory review on requested cases 
would also be desirable. 

Even so, the use of a modified sentence may be one of the brighter 
prospects under the current status of Georgia law. Its implementa
tion would, of course, require the education and cooperation of trial 
judges, an important factor in the evolution of the plan. 

E. Board-Ordered Restitution 

The State Board of Corrections in Georgia has broad powers and 
authority in dealing with prisoners. This authority may give rise to 
the development of an in-house restitution program, whereby cer
tain sentenced offenders may be assigned by the state to serve in a 
restitution center. 

The broad I:mthority accorded the corrections division arif3es from 
Ga. Code Ann. § 77-309 (1973), which was originally entitled the 
Work Release Act. This lengthy section provides that where any 
person is convicted of a felony or misdemeanor and sentenced to 
serve time in a penal institution (other than a misdemeanant sent
enced to a county jail), he shall be committed to the custody of the 
Board of Corrections, which 

. . . shall designate the place of confinement where the sent
ence shall be served: 

1. The Director. . . may designate as a place of confine
ment any available, suitable, and appropriate correctional in
stitution or public works camp. . . . 

2. The Director . . . shall extend the limits of the place 
of confinement of a prisoner as to whom there is reasonable 
cause to believe he will honor his trust by authorizing him, 
under prescribed conditio~~s, to: 



Work at paid employment or participate in a training pro
gram in the community on a voluntary basis while continuing 
as a prisoner of the institution to which he is committed. . . 

(iii) . . . A prisoner authorized to work at paid employ
ment. . . shall comply with all rules and regulations promul
gated by the Board of Corrections relative to the handling, 
disbursement and holding in trust of all t1mds earned. . . . 
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The statute further provides that after deduction of money for keep 
and confinement, the prisoner shall be allowed to withdraw from his 
account for incidental expenses or be requirod to pay an amount to 
dependents, or have money retained in his credit. No mention of 
court costs, fines, or restitution is made. Other parts of the statute 
require assignment to a correctional institution within a reasonable 
time after conviction.547 

rrhe Board of Corrections is given further authority in dealing 
with prisoners under Ga. Code Ann. §§ 77-342 to 344 (1973). The 
Director of the Department of Corrections, on recommendation of 
the warden, may authorize special leave "for participation in special 
community or other meritorious programs or activities deemed ben
eficial to the inmate and not detrimental to the public." Such activ
ity must Hcontribute to the rehabilitation process of the inmate 
involved." Under Ga. Code Ann. § 77-343 (1973), all leaves must be 
issued in writing; Ga. Code Ann. § 77-344 (1973), lists purposes for 
which a leave might be granted, as for educational programs, to 
improve job skills, take a trade licensing exam, interview for em
ployment, participate in drug abuse or crime prevention programs, 
serve as a volunteer, and "for any purpose which the State Board 
of Corrections deems beneficial to both the inmate and the 
public."548 

Four basic approaches can be taken in reference to these provi
sions and restitution. First, it can be maintained that the broad 
powers and discretion given the Board of Corrections to designate 
the place of a prisoner's confinement under Ga. Code Ann. § 77-309 
(1973) also encompasses the power to assign a prisoner to a Restitu
tion Center,' under subsection (1) of the act (general), or under 
subsection (2) of the act relating to "honor" prisoners. 

Secondly, the provisions relating to work release may be inclusive 
and not necessarily exclusive of restitution. Although restitution is 
not mentioned, general statutory authority allows a prisoner to work 
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at employment on a voluntary basis, an integral aspect of restitu
tion. This provision can be construed to encompass a restitution 
plan, thereby affording proper authorization to the Department of 
Corrections. Similarly, the special leave statutes do not preclude 
restitution, although they appear to be aimed more directly at 
short-term definite length projects. Yet, the last section leaves open 
a broad area "for any purpose . . . beneficial . . . ." Restitution 
Center participation could be made the subject of special leaves. 

Finally, it is possible that restitution is not contemplated under 
these sections, or that the Department of Corrections would be un
willing to activate such a program ill absence of clear statutory 
authority. In such a case, the Code might be amended, for example, 
to provide for assignment to a Restitution Center, or to provide that 
under outside job opportunities, restitution may be provided from 
the earnings obtained. Amending this Code section would not be 
difficult since it has been revised seven times since it was first 
enacted in 1964.549 Although the statute seems broad enough with
out additions, the amendments would supply more specific guide
lines and insure a solid foundation for implementing a plan. Among 
the advantages of ~. Corrections Board restitution plan is the total 
control that would be vested in the Board, thereby setting the 
groundwork for an independent program. The Department would 
have control over selection of participants and in the administration 
of the restitution program. The concern of taking persons commit
ted to prison so as to achieve the goal of reduced prison population 
would be satisfied under such a program. 

On the other hand, the Department or Board 'Nould be essentially 
making a judicial determination on the amount of restitution or
dered. In this area it 'Would perhaps be wise to provide for a court 
or separate restitution hearing to ascertain the amount, or at least 
to serve as a check on the amount ascertained. Also, a Board
administered program would not have the same built··in incentives 
of a probation or parole-based restitution program. In those 
programs, the offender can often achieve an earlier release or total 
freedom via restitution, while the Department of Corrections has no 
control over this matter other than by recommendations to the 
parole board. 

Overall, the development of a program through the uniquely wide 
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powers accorded the Board of Corrections in Georgia is not only 
feasible, but also is a relatively workable plan. 

F. Work Release 

Georgia already has provisions for work release; as described 
above. 550 One possibility, then, would be to include restitution 
within a work release program, with provisions for certain persons 
repaying their victim. Under this concept an individual would be 
assigned to work release with a restitution condition. This is the 
practice currently utilized in other states.551 

The facilities and mode for work release are already in force, thus 
easing implementation. However, it is questionable whether under 
Ga. Code Ann. § 77 -309(2)(iii)(1-3)(1973) the money earned on work 
release can be used for restitution. Beyond this, other considerations 
are involved in merging the two. For example, it may create resent
ment among those making restitution who are housed with others 
not under similar burdens, and may obfuscate the correctional goals 
sought to be achieved. Restitution involves property crimes, while 
work release is broader but keys on honor inmates. The desirability 
of combining the two populati0!ls".neec!&'e¥~ltia~ion. Again, the as
certainment of amount of restitution would be Board determined, 
and provh;ions for review should be considered. 

Also, a Restitution Center might not allow for the same broad 
opportunities available in a work release center. Minnesota, for ex
ample, rejects most restitution plans which involve training: 

When the alternative of using earnings to make restitution 
payments is followed, the issue of offender employability will 
have to be confronted. Restitution plans may be developed 
which require remedial steps such as job training or education 
as a prerequisite to making restitution. The focus of the Min
nesota plan, however, will consistently be on the process of 
making restit1;ltion, with remedial training defined as clearly 
preparatory and secondary to the restitution requirements and' 
only to be undertaken when training is a necessary condition 
for meeting these requirements. Not setting this priority could 
lead to an increasingly subsidiary role for restitution in the 
program.552 

Interweaving restitution with work release is a possible alterna-
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tive, but restitution would lose some of its unique character. It 
would not focus the proper attention on restitution and the rehabili
tation sought from offender-victim participation. Statutory author
ity can be found if read in the very broadest sense, but additional 
authority allowing restitution is preferable.553 Unless no other alter
natives are available, restitution should remain separate. But, if 
desired: work release may be valid as an operating means. 

G. Prison Wages 

This scheme would involve the prisoner making reparation to his 
victim through wages ear.ned at prison and attached as an "enforce
able lien"554 or otherwise forwarded to the victim. The primary bene
fit of a strict prison wage attachment goes to the victim who would 
be assured compensation. The program would be easy to adminis
ter. Wages are often attached for civil dependents. "There are no 
logical obstacles to the extension of this concept to the field of 
victim compensation."555 However, the rehabilitative value, without 
other controls, is questionable. 

A main roadblock to restitution through prison wages is the pre-
sumption that the prisoner has earnings to attach. 

This proposal depends upon the offender having earnings that 
can be attached and can only function effectively when the 
offender is adequately remunerated for his labor while incar
cerated.556 

In Georgia, the authority to pay p~tisoners is narrow. The so-called 
incentive pay plan described in Ga. Code Ann. § 77-318 (c) (1973) 
provides: 

The State Board of Corrections is authorized pursuant to rules 
and regulations adopted by said board, to pay compensation 
of not more than $25 per month from funds available to said 
board to each prisoner employed in any industry.557 

This discretionary wage was the first allotted in Georgia and it is 
minimal, at best. Prison pay plans that have been forwarded call 
for an adequate pay scale to the prisoner. Otherwise the proposal is 
meaningless.558 Indeed, the National Council on Crime and Delin
quency has called for minimum wage limits to prisoners.559 Politics.1 
and economic realities in Georgia make this a rather long-range 
goal. A secondary problem is the lack of incentive in a prison wage 
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progr9.m. If adopted, provisions for parole or sentence remission 
should be included.560 

Bruce Jacob has an elaborate prison wage-victim remuneration 
scheme, which depends on numerous changes in legislation that now 
restrict the types of industry and labor allowed in prison, on intro
duction of higher prison wages, an inc8ntiv~rmhe1:ne,and a general 
state fund in which the prisoner deposits and from which the victim 
draws. 561 

Kathleen Smith has devised a self-determinate prison sentence, 
evolving on victim compensation through prisDn wages. The wages, 
however, would go directly to the victim, the sentence ending when 
the amount of the victim's damages have been paid.562 The constitu
tionality of the proposal in the United States is dubious. Williams 
v. Illinois563 held that when a statute allowedimprisonmertt to ex
tend until a fine was worked off on a per diem basis, the Fourteenth 
Amendment was violated in requiring an indigent defendant to. 
serve an aggregate term more than the statutory minimum.5M 

The use of a prison wage system is a pessibility for the future. But 
for the pres~~.Jlt, it is remote and impractical in Geergia.565 

H. Fine to Vic.tim 

Another propo~Jal, simple to comprehend, is the payment ef all or 
a portion of any fille exacted to. the victim. A majer benefit would 
be to the victim, who would receive immediate compensation with
out further ado.. Sinc;9 the state's retention ef a fine is based only 
en history with no logh~al justification, it is argued that the victim 
should be the beneficiary of any fine imposed.As ene commentator 
has ebserved, " 

Compensation and restitution should be given preced~tlnce or 
priority over the fine. Before even considering Effine the court 
should be required to consider the possibility or desirability or 
suitability of making a, compensation and restitution ordet.566 

While it is not clear that, as seme authority.holds, such n proposal 
weuld require a "radical revisiDn Df the penal laws, "567 it is certain 
that Georgia ceurts erdering the. fine to the victim weuld new be 
acting on shaky grounds. Under sentencing previsions, the courts 
only have authority to. fine, impristm, probate o.r suspend.Hil8 A fine 

1\ 
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is not part of probation and under the Ray v. State569 line of cases, 
a sentence to restitute is invalid. There is no authority for a fine 
going elsewhere than to the state. 

Penologically, the fined offender experiences no awareness of the 
damage caused by his transgression,570 it being merely personal in
convenience. If the fine were linked to the crime to allow for redress 
by the offender, it might serve as a proper vehicle for rehabilitation. 

The same disadvantage attaches to a portion-of-the-fine restitu
tion as to other forms of non-institutionalized payments in 
money-wealthy offenders would be favored. Also, the court would 
have sole discretion, and the rehabilitative aims may be blurred. 
The portion-of-the-fine, like court-ordered restitution, could be 
used to supplement other restitution- schemes. 

To effectuate a fine-restitution plan, changes in statutory author
ity to impose punishment would probably be necessary. Also, cur
rent penal philosophy would have to shift to make the plan effec
tive.571 

1. Reparation and Creative Restitution 

Reparation, or personal service to the victim, has been suggested 
in several forms, most of which would be used in conjunction with 
other restitution plans. Almost any plan could incorporate repara- . 
tion as opposed to money payments. 

One author developed the idea of "creative restitution" in the 
nature of service performed related to the offense.572 A car thief, for 
example, might be required to wash the car. Kathleen Smith's inde
terminate sentence is a form of reparation, as well, since the sent
ence is tolled by days of work.573 Here, however, the service is not 
personal, but by way of prison. 

Another proposal574 is a day-fine system, whereby the offender 
performs labor, measured daily, to match the amount of the fine. 
The offender "performs work in the appropriate amount and pay
ment passes to the victim." This would be especially valuable where 
the offender is indigent. It would diminish to some extent the wealth 
problem that haunts fines. But a day-fine is reminiscent of forced 
labor and unwelcomed specific performance. Its statutory basis and 
constitutionality are both in question, especially when the repara-
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tion is ordered by the court. Prisoners under Georgia law are re
stricted to state labor or work release. 

A tangent proposal is to attach the offender's property or wages 
for restitution. While civil attachments have been similarly accom~ 
plished, there is little precedent for such a plan in the criminal 
area.575 However, day-fine and creative restitution may be used as 
an alternative to money restitution by consent of the parties, and 
in that respect, should not be ignored as a further alternative. 

J. Combined Restitution-Victim Compensation 

Without detailing victim compensation programs, a short discus
sion of a combined restitution-victim's compensation plan may be 
beneficial. Under this concept, the offender would make payments, 
not directly to the victim, but to a state fund. From that fund, the 
state would repay qualifying victims. The use of restitution in this 
kind of program naturally depends on the development of victims' 
compensation. Georgia has no such program, although it has been 
proposed (and soundly defeated).576 

The main benefit of a joint program is in assuring compensation 
to victims, whether or not the criminal is apprehended, while on the 
other hand, obtaining reparation, and hopefully its rehabilitative 
penumbras, from the offender. One disadvantage, penologically, is 
that there is no personal contact and hence, it is not unlike a'mere 
fine. Offenders may resent paying for crimes which they have not 
themselves committed. Yet, the state would not be forced to under
write the entire cost of a compensation plan. 

Although this is only a future possibility in Georgia, it is one 
frequently commented on, and a way of obtaining offender partici
pation into repayment of the victim. 

K. Conclusion 

The above proposals describe programatic bases upon which a 
functional restitution plan in Georgia may be built. In the current 
stage of law in Georgia, modified sentences or Board-ordered resti
tution are the most feasible. With slight changes in the present law, 
parole-based restitution is viable, as is combined work release
restitution. Reparation and creative restitution can be interwoven 
in any plan, if used with caution. Prison wages, combined 
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restitution-victim compensation and portion-of-the-fine are alter
natives for possible future use, since they involve extensive statu
tory and conceptual modificat.ions. Probation, while feasible pres
ently, should be avoided as inconsistent with other restitution 
goals, as should sentences requiring restitution, possibly only with 
statutory changes. Corrective restitution should be effective, yet 
flexible. The details, frills and internal preferences should be de
lineated further as one approach is adopted and followed: 

It should be clear at this point that a combination of one or 
more of the suggested alternatives may be required. . . . It is 
perhaps better to view the real problem of victim compensa
tion not in the light of alternatives but rather as an adjunct to 
the proper administration of criminal justice. The main pur
pose of criminal justice is recognized as the restoration of the 
social equilibrium in all its aspects, individual and collective, 
following the disturbance by the criminal act. It follows that 
the principles enunciated herein can be favorably combined to 
establish a satisfactory balance .... 577 

The implementation of a viable restitution plan is a progressive 
step in the advancement of the correctional field. All aspects dis
cussed-the broad goals of restitution, the. fine points of policy, the 
practical initiation, and the operating bases-must be streamlined 
to forward a plan tailored to meet the specific needs of the state, 
and then implemented in the same expansive manner. In such a 
fashion an effective and broadly successful restitution scheme can 
be created.' As noted: 

Correctional restitution is the type of compensation that holds 
the promise of both restitution to victims of crime and imple
mentation of the reformative and correctional goals of the 
criminal law .578 
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NAME: _______ -.lTNMATE NUMBER: __ _ 
INSTITUTION: AGE: 

CHOICE OF WORK RELEASE UNIT: EVERY EFFORT WILL 
BE MADE TO PLACE APPLICANT IN HIS FIRST, SECOND, 
OR TIDRD CHOICE, PLEASE LIST IN ORDER OF PREFER
ENCE: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

[ ] WILL ACCEPT ANY PLACEMENT IN STATE. 

I respectfully request the full assistance of the Georgia Board of 
Corrections and its employees in locating and securing work release 
employment; and hereby authorize that my official records, or any 
portion thereof, be revealed to prospective employers at the discre
tion of such persons; and hereby exempt such authorized persons 
from any and all liability in connection therewith. I agree to abide 
by all regulations concerning my assignment to the Work Release :c." 

Program. 

This the day of 19 __ . 

Applicant 
COUNSELOR EVALUATION: 

Circle the appropriate number corresponding to the six listed re
sponses: Does Not Apply, Always, Often, Sometime, Seldom, 
Never. 

Behavior 

1. Communicates with others well. 5 4 3 2 1 0 
2. Shows hostility towards guards/authority. 5 4 3 2 1 0 
3. Understands his problems. 5 4 3 2 1 0 
4. Manipulator of authority/inmates. 5 4 3 2 1 0 
5. Uses his time constructively. 5 4 3 2 1 0 
6. Exhibits responsibility in work assignments. 5 4 3 2 1 0 
7. Adjusts well to emotional problems. 5 4 3 2 1 0 
8. Sets practical goals that can be reached. 5 4 3 2 1 0 
9. Responds positively/accepts constructive criticism. 5 4 3 2 1 0 

10. Shows interest in his progr!\ms, job assignment Dr 
schoolwork. 5 4 3 2 1 0 

11. Needs little/no supervision. 5 4 3 2 1 0 
12; Responsible group member. 5 4 3 2 1 0 
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APPENDIXn 
Fry, Justice for Victims, The Observer (1957), reprinted 8 J. PUB. 

L. 191 (1959) 

A man was blinded as the result of an assault in 1951, and 
awarded compensation of 11,500 pounds. His two assailants, now 
out of prison, have been ordered to pay 5 shillings a week each. The 
victim will need to live another 442 years to collect the last instal
ment. A bitter mockery! Have we no better help to offer to the 
victims of violent crime? 

In our modern system of collective responsibility for sickness and 
injury, we have evolved a machinery for assuring compensation 
which could well be extended to injuries criminally caused, afford
ing equal benefits to the man who falls from a ladder at work and 
the man whose enemy pushes the ladder from under him at home. 

Modern finance is held together by sharing risks of almost every 
kind. The private citizen, if he is provident, hedges himself round 
with insurance on all sides: whether he fears the arrival of twins, or 
death, or a wet afternoon for the vicarage fete, he seeks the aid of 
an insurance company. So universal is this practice that burglars 
have been known to claim that they did no harm to the rightful 
owners, whose "sparklers" were sure to be well covered. 

This principle of clubbing together for mutual protection is vener
able in British social life. Early law, with its emphasis on compensa
tion for the victim of crime, could never have worked but for the 
solidarity which laid upon the offender's relatives (sometimes to the 
sixth degree of cousinship) the duty of paying up for his misdeeds. 
It may have been a weakening of the bonds of kinship that led to 
the formation-as at Exeter and Cambridge in the eleventh cen
tury-of guilds whose members were pledged to provide wergild, or 
blood money, for those who became liable to pay it. 

This system of sharing risks by potential offenders (in contrast 
with our usual method whereby potential victims unite for mutual 
protection) has a modern counterpart in the compulsory insurance 
against third party risks for motorists; while the barrow boys of the 
street markets are said to pay their "obstruction" fines from a com
mon fund maintained for the purpose. 
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Failing some such supporting group, it is usually futile for courts 
to award heavy damages for personal injuries; the isolate9. individ
ual offender can rarely make large amends. What, then, could be 
done to provide the compensation which the victim ought to re
ceive? 

It is old-fashioned now to quote Bentham, but on the tendency 
of criminal law to pay scant attention to the needs of the victim, he 
puts it well: "Punishment, which, if it goes beyond the limit of 
necessity, is a pure evil, has been scattered with a prodigal hand. 
Satisfaction, which is purely a good, has been dealt out with evident 
parsimony." He held that "satisfaction" should be drawn from the 
offender's property, but "if the offender is without property ... it 
ought to be furnished out of the public treasury, because it is an 
object of public good and the security of all is interested in it." 

Is Bentham's proposal useful today? Clearly, so far as offences 
against property go, any scheme for State insurance would be 
wrecked by the ease with which it could be defrauded. But crimes 
of violence against the person are a different matter. Few people 
would voluntarily wound themselves to obtain a modest compensa
tion, and the risk of successful deception is negligible. 

Employers and workmen contribute to cover benefits after in
dustrial accidents, and the logical way of providing for criminally 
inflicted injuries would be to tax every adult citizen (the dangers of 
admitting children to benefit .a:i-a obvious) to cover a risk to which 
each is exposed. 

If the number and nature of crimes of personal violence remained 
as in 1956, and the victims were compensated, under a funded 
scheme, on the scale of those who suffer industrial injuries, the cost, 
after allowing for some savings in respect of National Insurance 
benefits would be about 150,000 pounds annually. This sum, less 
than a penny a head· a year for the population over fourteen, would 
not warrant a separate collection, but should be found out of general 
taxation. 

Difficulties would arise, of course, in the case of reported crimes 
where either no arrest was made or no conviction followed; and a 
special tribunal would have to be set up to decide upon the existence 
of an offence in these "cases known to the police." 
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As with the industrial injuries scheme, there should obviously be 
no interference with the present jurisdiction of the courts in award
ing damages against the aggressor in cases of violent crime, as a 
supplement to the rather meagre benefits of the scale. But the value 
of the proposed compensation would not be economic alone. There 
is a natural sense of outrage on the sufferer's part, which the milder 
aspect of our modern penal methods only exacerbates. The young 
hooligan goes to a course of train.ing in Borstal, while the shopkeeper 
he has "coshed" nurses his grievance with his broken head, gaining 
perhaps some solatium for a day's work lost giving evidence. 

After all, the State which forbids our going armed in self-defence 
cannot disown all responsibility for its occasional failure to protect. 
When serious crimes occur in this category the consequences are 
often terribly tragic. For the family of a murdered man, for the girl 
whose health has been permanently broken by brutal rape, for the 
skilled workman who can no longer follow his trade, the simple fact 
that their hardships had been specially recognized would help to 
assuage the bitterness of their lot. 

In those primitive societies already mentioned the clan of the 
injured person recognises a duty of ensuring his satisfaction as im
perative as that of the aggressor's to help in giving it. The tribe has 
now broken down and the larger unit of the national inherits both 
obligations. It is at once the heir of those who claimed due satisfac
tion for outrage, and of those united to render it. A slight adjust
ment in our already wide scheme for sharing risks would fulfil our 
double duty. 

Chapter Two 
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32 Hoffman, supra note 2, at 44. 
33 See note 15 supra. 
34 See Amos, supra note 29, at 44; Pettigrew, supra note 15, at 260-61. 
.. Amos, supra note 29, at 44. See Pettigrew, supra note 15, at 261-64. 
31 Williams v. New York, 337 U.S. 241, 247 (194!.l) ("The belief no 10nger prevails that 

every offense in a like legal category calls for an identical punishment without regard to the 
past life and habits of a particular offender."). Accord, Williams v. lllinois, 399 U.S. 235, 243 
(1970); Williams v. Oklahoma, 359 U.S. 576, 585 (1959). See generally Individualized Sent
encing, supra note 1. It does not seem that these two philosophies could be implemented 
effectively if only one philosophy existed at a time. 

37 See, e.g., LaFont, Assessement 0/ Punishment-A Judge or Jury Function?, 38 TEXAS 
L. REv. 834 (1960); Moreland, Model Penal Code; Sentencing, Probation and Parole, 57 Ky. 
L.J. 51 (1968); Stubbs, Jury Sentencing in Georgia-Time For a Change?, 5 GA. ST. B.J. 421 
(1969)[hereinafter cited as Stubbs]; Webster, Jury Sentencing-Grab-Bag Justice, 14 Sw. 
L.J. 221 (1960); Note, Jury Sentencing in Virginia, 53 VA. L. REV. 968 (1967)[hereinafter cited 
as Jury Sentencing in Virginia]; Note, Statutory Structures for Sentencing Felons to Prison, 
60 COLUM. L. REV. 1134 (1960); Note, Criminal Procedure-What Agency Should Fix 
Sentence?, 46 Ky. L.J. 260 (1958). 

38 See Stubbs, supra note 37, at 429. The United States Supreme Court, however, has 
never doubted the constitutionality of jury sentencing. See, e.g., Chaffin v. Stynchcom\;)e, 412 
U.S. 17, 22 (1973); McGautha v. California, 402 U.S. 183, 196-;::)08 (1971); Witherspoon v. 
lllinois, 391 U.S. 510, 519, n.15, reh. denied, 393 U.S. 898 (1968). 

3i ARK. STAT. ANN. §43-2307 (1964)(Allows judge sentencing only where jury can not agree 
on sentence); IND. ANN. STAT. §9-1819 (1956); Ky. R. CRIM. P. 9.84 (1963); Mo. ANN. STAT. 
§546.410 (1953); OKLA. STAT. ANN., title 22, §926 (1958); TENN. CODE ANN. §40-2707 (1955); 
TEX. CODE CRIM. P. art. 37.07 (Supp. 1974)(Allows defendant to choose between judge and 
jury sentencing); VA. CODE ANN. §§18.1-9, 19.1-291, 19.1-292 (1960). 

40 GA. LAWS 1974, p. 352. The amendments also include Ii: procedure for appellate review 
of sentences of five years or more. For a historical analysis of Georgia's laws on sentencing, 
see Stubbs, supra note 37, at 422-26. 

41 INSTITUTE OF JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, A.B.A. PROJECT ON MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE, STANDARDS RELATING To SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES, 46-47 
(Approved Draft, 1968) [hereinafter cited as A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND 
PROCEDURES]; JURY SENTENCING IN VIRGINIA, supra 'i.ote 37, at 976. 

42 Highly relevant-if not essential-to [th(: sentencing judge's] selection of 
an appropriate sentence is the possession of toe fullest information possible con
cerning the defendant's life and characteristics. . ., the punishment should fit the 
offender and not merely the crime. 

Williams v. New York, 337 U.S. 241, 247 (1949). See A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND 
PROCEDURES, supra note 41, at 46. 

" A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES, supra note 41, at 46-47. 
44 See RUBIN, THE LAW OF CRIMINAL CORRECTIONS 149 (2d Ed. 1973) [hereinafter cited as 

RUBIN]; Stubbs, supra note 37, at 427. Obviously, all judges are not qualified. The solution, 
however, is not the retention of jury sentencing. Rather, it is more careful selection of judges 
with the necessary training. See A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES, supra 
note 41, at 47. 

45 See RUBIN, supr~ note. 44, at 148. Atlhough the judge normally has the authority to 
grant probation or suspend a sentence, he may be reluctant to do so after the jury has fixed 
the sentence. See Jury Sentencing in Virginia supra note 37, at 973-74. 
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In Georgia, the authority to grant probation or suspend sentence is vested in the judge. 
GA. CODE ANN. §§27-2709, 27-2527 (1972). 

j, Some of the information most helpful for sentencing include the defendant's prior 
record, if any, his education and religious background, his family history, his interests and 
activities, his employment history and his financial status. See Jury Sentencing in Virginia, 
supra note 37, at 978. 

" A defendant does not have a constitutional right to a bifurcated trial in a capital case. 
See Crampton v. Ohio, 402 U.S. 183 (1971); Spencer v. Texas, 385 U.S. 554 (1967). At the 
time of the Crampton decision, only a handful of states requized a bifurcated system in 
capital cases. See CAL. PENAL CODE §190.1 (West 1970); CONN. GEN. STAT. REv. §53a-46 
(Supp. 1969); N.Y. PENAL LAW §§125.30, 125.35 (McKinney 1967); PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 18, 
§§1l02, 2502 (1973); TEx. CODE CRIM. PRoe. art. 37.07(2){b), 37.071 (Supp. 1974). Georgia 
required a bifurcated system in noncapitaJ felony cases until the new Act was enacted July 
1, 1974. GA. LAWS 1970, p. 949 (repealed 1974). 

j8See A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNA1'lVES AND PROCEDURES supra note 42, at 46; Jury Sent-
encing in Virginia, supra note 37, at 986-87. 

j~ See Jury Sentencing in Virginia, supra note 37, at 986. 
50 Id. at 985; Stubbs, supra note 37, at 428. 
" The problem of "quotient verdicts" is virtually uncontrollable because only jurors 

know they are using the procedure to come to a decision. See State v. Jenkins, 327 Mo. 326, 
37 S.W.2d 433 (1931). 

'2 See A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES, supra note 42, at 44; Stubbs, 
supra note 37, at 425-29; Jury Sentencing in Virginia, sUpra note 37, at 988-95. 

53 See Stubbs, supra note 37, at 425 . 
• 1 Id. at 423. Although this IU'gument is usually offered in favor of jury sentencing, it 

Beems questionable whether it has any vitality at all today. 
55 See A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES ANn PROCEDURES, supra note 41, at 44. 
50 See note 46 supra and accompanying text. 
'1 See note 45 supra and accompanying text. 
58 See, e.g., In re Dellinger, 461 F.2d 389 (7th Cir.1972); United States v. Seale, 461 F.2d 

345 (7th Cir. 1972) (Chicago Seven contempt trials). See The Chicago Seven Contempts: The 
Decision on Sentencing, 10 CruM. L. BULL. 239 (1974). 

50 Ideally, the judge's legal training should prevent this. See Jury Sentencing in' Virginia, 
supra note 37, at 990. 

,. This is one of the basic weaknesses of the Georgia Criminal Procedure Code, Title 27. 
See note 140 infra and accompanying text. 

" See INSTITUTE OF JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, A.B.A. PROJECT ON MINIMUM STANDARDS 
FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE, S1'ANDARDS RELATING To APPELLATE REVIEW' OF SENTENCES 13 (Ap
proved Draft, 1968) [hereinafter cited as APPELLATE REVIEW OF SENTENCES]. 

,1 See Jury Sentencing in Virginia, supra note 37, at 989. It should be recognized that 
such weil-publicized cases usually involve capital offenses. Thus, the jury normally has the 
sentencing responsibility. 

13 See notes 29-36 supra and accompanying text. 
U Two examples in Virginia are the acquittal of drunk drivers because of the manda

tory forfeiture of the offender's driver's license fo~ one year, and the acquittal of a man who 
had clearly killed several persons in a penitentiary when he went berserk, because of a 
mandatory death sentence. See Jury Sentencing in Virginia, supra note 37, at 994·90; 

s. See, e.g., GA. CODE ANN. § 26-3101 (1972) . 
.. See Harvey v. State, 128 Ga. App. 844, 198 S.E.2d 323 (1973) (judge's discretion to 

approve or disl!Pprove recommendation formil;!demeanor punishment). This is logical since 
the judge may become aware of additional information which would have caused the jury not 

:J 

u 
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to recommend mercy if they had been aware of the information. 
" A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES, supra note 41, at 46. 
18 GA. LAWS 1973, p. 161 (repealed 1974). Georgia was one of the few states which had a 

bifurcated system for noncapital felonies. 
I' GA. LAWS 1974, p. 352, 354. 
10 For the procedure in a capital case, see GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2503(b) (Supp. 1974). 
71 After guilt is found and before sentencing, the court can require a written report on 

the defendant. Whether or not it may be disclosed, and to what parties, is unclear. See GA. 
CODE ANN. § 27-2710 (1972). 

12 See Dudley v. State, 228 Ga. 551, 561, 186 S.E.2d 875, 882 (1972); Baker v. State, 127 
Ga. App. 99, 192 S.E.2rl 558 (1972) (admissibility of prior convictions not limited to those 
involving mOI'al turpitude); Young v. State, 125 Ga. App. 204, 205, 186 S.E.2d 805, 806 
(1971)(authenticated copies of defendant's prior criminal convictions in another state held 
admissible). 

73 In Horton v. State, 228 Ga. 690, 187 S.E.2d 677 (1972), the Supreme Court held that 
the phrase "subject to the rules of evidence" in the old provision prohibited the state from 
introducing testimony that the appellant had committed a previous robbery of which he was 
accused, but not convicted. Without this provision, this evidence of a specific transaction 
would have been admissible. 

1j As for pre-sentence reports, Bee note 71 supr'a. 
7~ See Davis v. State, 229 Ga. 509, 192 S.E.2d 253 (1972); Gates v, State, 229 Ga. 796, 

194 S.E.2d 412 (1972)(It must be clear that such notice was given.); Hilliard v. State, 128 
Ga. App. 157, 195 S.E.2d 772 (1973). 

71 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2502 (Supp. 1974). 
71 See Johnson v. State, 126 Ga. App. 757, 191 S.E.2d 614 (1972). 
78 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2709 (1972). See GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2502 (Supp. 1974). 
l' GA. CODE A..'JN. § 27-2502 (Supp. 1974)j Phillips v. State, 95 Ga. App. 277, 97 S.E.2d 

707 (1957). 
80 Ezzard v. State, 229 Ga. 465, 192 S.E.2d 374 (1972). 
81 GA. CODE ANN. § 26-3101(a)(1972). GA. CODE ANN. § 26-3101(b) provides that if a 

defendant is found guilty by the judge of such a felony, the judge may, in his discretion, 
impose sentence as for a misdemeanor. 

82 Harris v. State, 216 Ga. 740,119 S.E.2d 352 (1961); Harvey v. State, 128 Ga. App. 844, 
198 S.E.2d 323 (1973). 

83 See GA. CODE ANN. § 26-SW1 (1972). 
8l GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2727 (1972). 
8' See Atlanta Journal, July 15, 1974, at .fA, col. 3. 
8' See notes 4-9 supra and accompanying text. 
87 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2511 (Supp. 1974). 
88 Other than a capital offense, for which it is apparently assumed that the defendant 

will be sentenced to a harsh penalty notwithstanding the habitual offender provision. 
8' Spencer v. Texas, 385 U.S. 554, 565-66 (1967); Coleman v. State, 215 Ga. 865, 114 

S.E.2d 2 (1960); Reid v. State, 49 Ga. App. 429, 176 S.E. 100 (1934). 
DO It is not questioned that a person who commits four felonies is a "habitual offender." 

What is questioned is whether or not an individual who has committed two offenses can be 
termed a "habitual offender" and punished a()cordingly. See notes 6-9 supra and accompany
ing text. For recommendations on reform of the second offender law, see notea 139-40 infra 
and accompanying text. 

VI GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2511.1 (Supp. 1974). 
V2 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2511.1(b) (Supp. 1974). 
" GA. CODE ANN. § 27-251l.1(c) (Supp. 1974). 
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" GA. LAWS 1974, pp. 358-59 (proposed GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2511(a)). 
IS [d . 
.. GA. LAWS 1974, pp. 359-60 (proposnrt GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2511.1(0». 
'7Id. 
'S Id. at 359-60 . 
.. Id. 
too GA, LAWS 1974, p. 360 (proposed GA. CODE ANN. §27-2511.1(d», 
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101 Letter from Rep. W!lyne Snow, Jr., co-sponsor of the judge sentencing act, to author. 
102 See notes 45-52 supra !lnd accompanying text. 
I" Thes3 crimes have been selected for two re!lsons. First !I l!lrge number of offenders 

h!lve been sentenced for each crime. Second, they represent a "middle" area of nonc!lpit!ll 
felonies. 

101 See note 40 supra. 
,M See CAL. PENAL CODE §§3020, 5077 (West 1970). Washington has a procedure similar 

to California's procedure. WASH. REV. STAT. ANN. §9.95.007 (19S1). See Note, The Collective 
Sentencing Decision in Judicial and Administrative Contexts: A Comparative Analysis of 
Two Approaches to Correctional Disparity, 11 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 695, 704-20 (1973). 

toa GA. LAWS 1974, pp. 352, 354 (proposed GA. CODE ANN. §§27·2301, 27-2502). 
107 A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES, supra note 42, at §1.1 • 
IDS This conclusion is based on the fact that the Georgia legjslaturl! pasaed the judge 

sentencing !lct in July, 1974. It is thus unlikely that another major change would be made 
for several years. 

10' See l!.ute 47 supra and accompanying text. 
liD See A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDtmES, supra note 42, at §4.1(b); 

MODEL SENTENCING ACT §2 (Revised Ed. 1972)(required where imprisonment for six months 
or more is possible). Both California and New York require a pre-sentence report. CAL. PENAL 
CODE §1203 (West 1970); N.Y. C.P.L. §390.20.1 (McKinney 1971). Another important reason 
for requiring this report is for future use in parole consideration. 

ttl A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES, supra note 42, at §4.4. 
m MODEL SENTENCING AGr §4 (Revised Ed. 1972). 
JJ3 Contra, N.Y. C.P.L. §390.50 (McKinney 1971). See People v. Peace, 18 N.~.2d 230, 

219 N.E.2d 419 (1966) (upheld New York policy of confidentiality before enactment of N.Y. 
C.P.L. § 390.50). 

IU See generally Townsend v. Burke, 334 U.S. 736 (1948) (appellant denied due process 
of law because of misinformation in pre-sentence report). 

115 See notes 41-51 supra and accompanying text. 
"' See A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES, supra note 42, at §5.4. 
117 However, no jury is present and the rules of evidence do not apply. 
u, See Itawlins v. Mitchell, 127 Ga. 24, 30 S.E. 959 (1906) (Georgia practice does not 

require that it be entered on the record that defendant was asked if he had anything to say 
before sentencing). 

II' See notes 9il-lOO supra and accompanying text. 
"0 GA. LAWS 1974, p. 358 (proposed GA. CODE ANN. §27-2511.1). 
121 See ApPELLATE REVIEW OF SENTENCES, supra note 61, at §l,l{b). 
m See TABLES supra. 
J23 See ApP~LLATE REVIEW OF SENTENCES, supra note 61, at §2.2(b)(i). 
121 See Jones v. Luzier, 345 F. Supp. 724; 728 (N.D. Ga. 1972) (state trial judge must 

inform defendant of his right to appeal the verdict). 
125 See note 140 infra and accompanying text; ApPELLATE REVIEW OF SENTENCES, supra 

note 61, at §2.3. 
t26 See ApPELLATE REVIEW OF SENTENCES, supra note 61, §3.3(ii). 
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127 See Comment, Discretion in Felony Sentencings -A Study of Influencing Factors, 48 
WASH. L. REV. 857, 859 (1973). 

128 The United States Supreme Court seems sensitive to the problem of discretionary 
sentencing. See generally Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972)(capital punishment). 

I2i See notes 42·52 supra and accompanying text. 
1311 GA. LAws 1974, p. 353 (proposed GA. CODE ANN. §27·2502). 
131 See GA. CODE ANN. tit. 26, Table V of Commentary of Criminal Law Study Com· 

mittee. 
132 See, e.g, A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDlJRES, supra note 43, at §2.1(d); 

Murrah & Rubin, Penal Reform and the Model Sentencing Act, 65 COLUM. 1.. REV. 1167 
(1965); Randolph, Are Long Sentences Necessary?, 21 AM. J. CORRECTIONS 4 (1959); Tappan, 
Sentencing Under the Model Penal Code, 23 LAw & CONTEMP. PROB. 528 (1958). 

133 See Drew,Judicial Discretion and the Sentencing Process, 17 How. L.J. 858, 862 
(1973){hereinaftei' cited as Drew). 

131 See notes 12·19 supra and accompanying text. 
135 See notes 22·27 supra and accompanying text. 
130 GA. LAWS 1974, p. 355 (proposed GA. CODE ANN. §27·2511). 
137 See A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES, supra note 41, at 54·55. 
t38 See notes 120·26 supra and accompanying text. Essential to this conclusion is the 

requirement that the sentencing judge state in the record his reasons for the particular 
sentence. See note 140 infra and accompanying text. 

139 See A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES, supra note 42, at §7.5. 
140 See A.B.A. SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES, supra note 42, § 5.6; Drew, 

supra note 133, at 863. 
III H.R. REP. No. 329, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973). 
IU Id. at 16. 
113 Atlanta Constitution, Dec. 5, 1974, at 12·E, col. 1. 
IH Id., Oct. 19, 1974, at 1, col. 3; id., Nov. 5,1974, at 1, col. 6. 
Il. H.R. REP. No. 329, supra note 141, at 16. 
14, lei. at n. 
In Ch. 625, Wis. Laws 1913, the "Huber Law," now replaced by WIS. STAT. ANN. § 56.08 

(Supp. 1974). 
u, California Department of Correction, Report on the Work and Training Furiough 

Program 3, Dec. 31, 1972. 
u, N.C. GEN. STAT. § 148·33.1 (Supp. 1974). 
1.0 1,8 U.S.C. § 4082 (1970). 
1'1 E.g., ALA. CODE tit. 25, § 188 (Cum. Supp. 1973); ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 31·333 

(Supp. 1974); CAL. PENAL. CODE § 1208 (West Supp. 1975); CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 18·100 
(Supp. 1975); FLA. STAT. ANN. § 945.091 (1973); GA. CODE ANIoI. § 77·309 (1972); IDAHO CODE 
§ 20·242 (Supp. 1974); MISS. CODE ANN. § 47.5.159'(Supp. 1974): MOIolT. REv. CODES ANN. § 
95·2216 (1969); NEB. REV. STAT. § 83·184 (1971); NEV. REV. STAT. § 209.483 (1973); N.J. STAT. 
ANIoI. § 30:4·91.3 (Supp. 1974); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 42·1.78.(1972); N.Y. CORREC. LAW § 851 
(McKinney Supp.1974); N.D. CENT. CODE § 12·48.1 (Supp. 1973); ORE. REv. STA'l'. § 144.410 
(1974): S.C. CODE ANN. § 55·303.1 (SuPp. 1974); S.D. COMPILED LAws ANN. § 24·8·1 (Supp. 
1974); TENN. CODE ANN. § 41·1810 (Supp. 1974); 'rEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art. 6166x·3 
(1970); VT. STAT. ANIoI. tit. 28, § 753 (Supp.1974); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 72.65.020 (Supp. 
1974). Wisconsin revised its work release code in 1965. WlS. STAT. ANN. § 56.065 (Supp. 1974). 

I" Kentucky passed a work release statute, Kv. P~v. STAT. ANN. § 197.120·(1972), in 1972. 
In 1974, in Commonwealth ex rei. Hancock v. Holmes, 509 S.W.2d 258 (Ky. 1974), the statute 
was declared violative of the Kentucky Constitution in permitting employment of prisoners 
outside prison grounds except on public roads or state or other farms. North Carolina's work 

" 

f 
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release statute was challenged in 1966 on the grounds that it violated a provision against the 
"farming out" of prisoners, but was declared constitutional. In re Advisory Opinion to the 
Governor, 268 N.C. 727,152 S.E.2d 225 (1966). 

153 W. BUSHER, ORDElUNG TIME TO SERVE PRISONERS: A MANUAL FOR THE PLANNING AND 
ADMINISTERING OF WORK RELEASE: AN LEAA TECHNICAL AsSISTANCE PUBLICATION 5 (1972) 
[hereinafter cited as BUi:lt.'ER]. 

151 R.o6t, Work Release Legislation, 36 FED. PROB. 38, 42 (March, 1972). Work releasees, 
for purposes of this paper, are always inmates. Even those in halfway houses are still techni
cally prisoners, serving in minimum custody facilities. See, e.g., WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 
72.65.130 (Supp. 1974); CAL. PENAL COPE § 1208 (West Supp. 1975); S.C. COMPILED LAWS ANN. 
§ 24-8-1 (SuPp. 1974); N.D. CENT. COPE § 12-48.1-01 (Supp. 1973); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 56.065 
(Supp. 1974); MD. CODE ANN. art. 27, § 700A (1957); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 148-33.1 (Supp.1974). 
Georgia is unusual in this respect; GA. CODE ANN. § 77-309 (1972) forbids using county jails 
to house state prisoners. 

155 See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-312 (1972) (authorization ir. Georgia is granted th:fDugh the 
State Board of Corrections). 

15.' BUSHER, supra llote 153, at b:. Connecticut's statute authorizes only institution-based 
programs. CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 18-100 (SuPP. 1975). Massachusetts also uses only state 
institutions to house work releasees. Mass. Department of Cotrections, An Evaluation of the 
Impact of the MCl-Concord Day Work Program, second printing, July 31, 1973, at l. 

151 Vermont's work release program is exclusively community-based. Letter from Peter 
A. Profera, Director, Community Correction Centers, Vt. Department of Corrections, Aug. 
23, 1974. In California, several different types of facilities are used: half of the counties in 
the state have their own programs, the state contracts with four counties for work release 
space, and there are several community centers. Until 1973, the stat!;) had six institution
based programs, but it has discontinued five. California Department of Corrections Report, 
supra note 148, at 9-18. Poor location, transportation problems and escapes were cited as 
primary reasons for the (:losing. Id. 

". California Department of Corrections Report, supra note 148, at 5. 
150 [d. 
160 Id. 
181 H.R. REp. No. 329, supra note 141, at 17. 
112 BUSHER, supra note 153, at 13. 
"3 In the course of this study, information on work release, study release, and training 

release was received from twenty-four states. Detailed information on work release Was re
ceived from California, Florida, minois, Kansas, Massachusetts, Missouri, Oregon, Pennsyl
vania, and Wisconsin. Other states sending data were Alabama, Colorado, Kentucky, Louis
iana; Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Da
kota, T.ennessee, Texas, Utah and Vermont. 

18. Telephone interview with Anne De Latte, Assistant Deputy Commissioner fo! Educa-
tion, Georgia Department of Offender Rehabilitation, Oct. 1B, 1974.~· . 

185 Interview with William Read, Research Associate, Georgia Department of Offender 
Rehabilitation, Research; Planning, and Staff Development, October 16, 1974 (hereinafter 
cited as interview with William Read). . 

1" Id. 
181 Lowndes Correctional Institution, Putnam Correctional Institution and Stone Moun

tain Correctional Institution. Interview with William Read, supra note 165. I,. The reason for this policy is the pressure other inmates place on work releasees to 
import contraband into the prison or act as liaisons with persons in the'community. The 
program may produce hostility for other reasons; non-releasees resent the freedom of those 
who go outside to work, while the work releasees often feel they are treated unfairly in being 
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required to pay for their own maintenance, i.e. rent a prison cell. See Root, State Work 
Release Programs: An A nalysis of Operational Policies, 37 FED. PROB. 52, 57 (Dec. 1973); note 
165 supra. 

II. Chatham Correctional Institution, Georgia Industrial Institute, Lee Correctional In
stitution, Lowndes Correctional Institution, Montgomery Correctional Institution, Putnam 
Correctional Institution, Stone Mountain Corrf-ctional Institution, Walker Correctionai Insti
tution, Ware Correctional Institution. Interview with William Read, supra note 165. 

170 Georgia Rehabilitation Center f(l~ Wmu~m. Interview witi! William Read, supra note 
165. 

t7I Richmond County and Gilmer County. Interview with William Read, supra note 165. 
>(& Atlanta Advancenlent Center, Macon Transitional Center, and the Women's 

Advancement Cent!!r (Atlanta) are all state-run programs. Wheeler House and Gateway 
House are centers funded by LEAA-IMPACT grants, with matching grants from the state. 
Andromeda, the state drug rehabilitation program, has, as its final phase, a work release plan 
but is not primarily a work release center. 

113 Interview with William Read, supra note 165. 
IN A good example of such a facility is the Atlanta Advancement Center, which is located 

in the first three floors of a remodeled motor hotel in downtown Atlanta. The residents have 
single, double, or triple rooms, with ample bathrooms; a large kitchen and dining room which 
formerly serviced the motel's restaurant provide excellent meal preparation and service facili
ties. Spacious office quarters are available and there is some recreational space in the base
ment. Interview with Donald Quash, Assistant Superintendent, Atlanta Advancement Cen
ter, Oct. 11, 1974. 

'75 Interview with William Read, supra note 165. 
178 Georgia Department of Offender Rehabilitation, Research Section (1-098), Work Re

lease Evaluation, Fiscal Year 1974 (hereinafter referred to as Georgia Evaluation). 
'77Id. 
178 At Gateway and Wheeler Houses, the LEAA-IMPACT programs in Atlanta, each 

resident participates in eight weeks of treatment, for at least four hours each day, before 
beginning employment. Interview with Steve Sampson, Supervisor, Gateway House, Aug. 12, 
1974. 

'7' Interview with Donald Quash, supra note 174. Interview with Steve Sampson, supra 
note 178. The joint state-federal programs, Wheeler House and Gateway House, serve only 
offenders who meet the target criteria: they must live in the five-county Atlanta area at the 
time the offense is committed; must have committed the offense within Atlanta city limits, 
against parsons unknown to them; and must have been convicted of burglary, armed robbery, 
aggravated assault, rape, or voluntary or involuntary manslaughter. Wheeler House serves 
parolees; Gateway Housf. serves mainly probationers and is the only program in Georgia in 
which the residents are recommended to the program by a sentencing judge, thus experienc
ing work release as a true alternative to incarceration. 

'8' Interview with Donald Quash, supra note 174. 
'8' All facilities except the Macon Transitional Center are in Atlanta . 
• " For example, at Gateway House, each reaident is treated by an individual Bocial 

worker with at least a master's degree and two years' experience, and a counselor who has a 
bachelor's degree and two years' experience or a master's degree in counseling or psychology. 
Elgl',{, of eleven mcmhc:<. ef the treatment staff have master's degrees. Interview with Steve 
Sampson, supra note 178. 

'83 In 1973, 80-90% of the national corrections budget was spent on custody .and adminis
tration. H.R. REP. 329, supra note 141, at 16. 

184 Wardens' education levels are improving rapidly. In 1971, 94% of the wardens had a 
high school diploma or less. None had more than a bachelor's degree. 
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In 1973, 56.7% had at least a bachelor's degree and 21% had a master's or ph.D. Georgia 
Department of Offender Rehabilitation Report, 1972-73, at 63 (1973). 

,RS Interview with James Wagner, Employment Counselor, Atlanta Advancement Cen
ter, Aug. 20, 1974. 

,R' Lee, Lowndes, Ware, Montgomery, Walker and Putnam Correctional Institutions, the 
Georgia Industrial Institute, and Georgia Rehabilitation Center for Women are all rural 
institutions. 

'S7 Root, State Work Release Programs, supra note 167, at 55. The Concord Work Fur
lough program in Massachusetts is cited as an example. All the releasees there worked in a 
school for retarded children. None stayed after release . 

... ld. At the Lee Correctional Institute in Leesburg, the Rockwell International factory 
is virtually the only employer of work releasees. Options are as limited at the Walker Correc
tional Institute, where the only available employment is in the carpet industry. 

, •• Interview with William Read, supra note 165. Georgia Evaluation, supra note 176. The 
counties are Baldwin, Lee, Lowndes, Montgomery, Putnam, Walker, and Ware. 

1.0 Twenty-seven percent of the prisoners are from Fulton and DeKalb Counties alone. 
ld. 

191 Places available at Chatham, Lee, Lowndes, Montgomery, and Ware Correctional 
Institutes, all in the southern half of the state, total 213 of the 383 work release beds in state 
institutions. Id. 

101 Civic sports leagues are a double benefit to the centers. They provide a controlled 
outside recreational activity,giving the community at large favorable exposure to the center 
residents. They also afford needed recreational space, since membership in a league provides 
reserved time at school gymnasiums and municipal ball parks, facilities to which the center 
does not have access on its own. Civic groups provide other needed functions which the center 
could not afford independently and also give the program favorable exposure to outside 
groups. Interview with Donald Quash, supra note 174. 

,03 Seventy-seven percent of the inmates granted work release request placement in At
lanta, where only 22% of the work release beds are located. Most of these inmates live in 
Atlanta; some, however, live elsewhere and request Atlanta placement because of the greater 
employment flexibility, the opportunity to be in a community-based center, or simply the 
wish to be in a city. Interview with Michael MacKenzie, Institution Classification Analyst 
for Work Release, Department of Offender Rehabilitation, Aug. 15, 1974. 

'" Interview with Donald Quash, supra note 174. 
IDS Inte.rview with William Read, supra note 165. 
m Georgia Department of Offender Rehabilitation, A Procedural Manual for Com

munity Rehabilitation Centers, (1-117), March I, 1974, p.41 [hereinafter referred to as 
Manual]. To earn a pass at the Atlanta Advancement Center, The Women's Advancement 
Center or the Macon Transitional Center, the resident must have been at the center for two 
weeks, may not be a convicted sex offender, and must have proved himself trustworthy, 
dependable, and responsible. He may not have had any disciplinary problems within that 
period. 

'" The resident earns the pass by accumulating a certain number of points through 
fulfilling his employment responsibilities, keeping his living quarters neat, completing his 
assifflled center maintenance task, participating in counseling sessions, and being free of 
dIsciplinary sanctions. 

IDS Manual, supra note 196, at 42. 
'99 A resident may not leave the state, may not consume alcoholic beverages, may not 

use drugs without. the center Director's approval and issuance by a physician, and may not 
attend fUllQtions at which a large number of people will be present, e;g., a rock festival, 
without the Director's approval. 
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200 In Kansas, every work releasee is eligible for one 48-hour leave each month. Kansas 
Department of Penal Institutions, Work Release Manual (undated), p. 10. In North Carolina, 
any releasee within sixty days of his discharge date may receive a 48-hour pass each week. 
The pass must be used for a family visit. North Carolina State Office of Corrections, Guide
lines: Outside Activities for Minimum Custody Honor Grade Inmates (undated), p. 5. 

201 Root, State Work Release Programs, supra note 168, at 56. 
m GA. CODE ANN. § 77-309 (1973). 
203 Georgia Evaluation, supra note 176. The Gilmer county program ran at 94% of capac

ity in fiscal year 1974. Id. 
'"' Until 1974, every prisoner entering the Georgia Diagnostic Classification Center at 

Jackson was assigned a prisoner number. The system did not treat recidivists differently; 
consequently, no method oftracking previous arrests existed. In 1974, the system began using 
computerized FBI numbers which will track prisoners in Georgia and nationwide, making 
recidivism research possible. 

205 Oregon Corrections Division, Work Release Six Year Report 16 (1972). H.R. REP. 329, 
supra note 141, at 37. 

. • 206 Oregon Report, supra note 205, at 17. 
207 H.R. REP. 329, supra note 141, at 37. 
208 Id. at 156. 
m Massachusetts Department of Corrections, An Evaluation of the Impact of the MCI

Concord Day Work Program, Second Printing, July 31, 1973, p. 31. 
210 Id. at 32. The study specifically recommended that work release participants have 

reasonable access to recreational facilities-use had been limited to off-hours on week
ends-and that access to alcoholic and d"'ig treatment programs be made available. 

211 This figure includes inmates on education release and training release, a very small 
fraction of the 5%. Interview with William Read, supra note 165. 

212 Florida Division I)f Corrections, Community Correction Centers, Philosophy and Pro
grams, April 1974, p. 4. 

213 Letter fIC/m W.L. Kautzky, Program Services Director, North Carolina Department 
of Social Rehabititation and Control, Aug. 30, 1974. 

211 Vermont's work release program is completely community-based. Every inmate par
ticipates in the program prior to discharge. Letter from Peter A. Profera, Director, Com
munity Correction Centers, Vermont Department of Corrections, Aug. 23, 1974. 

21S Letter from Roland E. McCauley, Acting Administrator, Wisconsin Department of 
Health and Social Services, Sept. 4, 1974. Oklahoma Department of Corrections, Community 
Treatment Centers, Annual Report, 1973-1974 Fiscal Year (1974), p. 37. 

m Florida Division of Corrections, supra note 212. 
217 Interview with James Wagner, supra note 185. 
218 Id.; Interview with LaVerne Ford, Superintendent, Women's Advancement Center, 

Aug. 21, 1974. 
m Per capita cost per day at the Atlanta Advancement Center was $12.07 in fiscal year 

1973. For the same period, the same cost in the nineteen state prisons, averaged, was $13.44. 
Georgia Department of Offender Rehabilitation, Report, supra note 184, at 83. 

220 In 1973, work releasees in Georgia returned to the state $100,023 in maintenance 
charges and $73,354 for support of dependents. They also paid $72,138 in federal and state 
taxes. Georgia Evaluation, suprQ note 176. 

221 Maryland Department of Corrections, General Elements of Community Corrections, 
Functional Elements of Community Corrections 7 (undated). 

222 Pennsylvania Bureau of Correction, Procedures for Obtaining Pre-Release Status for 
Participation in: Work/Educational Release, Temporary Home Furlough, Community Treat
ment Services, Administrative Directive BC-ADM 805 at 2 (undated). 
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m UNITED STATES BUREAU OF PRISONS, THE RESIDENTIAL CENTER: CORRECTIONS 1N THE 
COMMUNITY 17 (1969). 

m Pennsylvania Bureau of Correction, Procedures, supra note 222. 
225 Interview with William Read, supra note 27. Georgia Evaluation, supra note 176. 
226 An ex.ception is Vermont, where every inmate in the system exits the corrections 

system through work release. Letter from Peter A. Profera, supra note 157. 
221 Manual, supra note 196, at 73. 
m A recent study shows that prisoners convicted of violent or assaultive behavior are 

excluded from work release in 20 of 24 states studied; conviction of a sex offense excludes 
inmates in 18 of the 24 states. Root, State Work Release Programs, supra note 168, at 53. A 
modification of this policy is used in New Jersey, where a violent offense to the person or a 
sex offense precludes participation unless it is a first offense or the prisoner has not been 
arrested during the preceding two years. NEW JERSEY DIVISION OF CORRECTION AND PAROLE 
STANDARDS 680.211. 

m Root, .~upra note 168. Twelve of the twenty-four states studied used this criterion. An 
example of such a prisoner is one whose trial attracts a great deal of public attention. Kansas 
Department of Penal Institutions Manual, supra note 200, at 6. 

130 Interview with Michael MacKenzie, supra note. 193. See Manual, supra note 196, at 
81. 

231 Root, State Work Release Programs, supra note 168, at 53. The theory behind this 
exclusion is that work release has little rehabilitative value for this type of offender, and he 
is likely to exploit work release in reestablishing his connections with organized crime and 
importing it into the prison. 

232 A detainer is a request made by one state or the federal government of another state 
to release a prisoner to the custody of the requesting unit Within 180 days of the prisoner's 
release, for trial of an offense committed in the requesting state or of a federal offense. See 
Interstate Compact on Detainers, IS U.S,C.A. Appendix. (SuPP. 1974). 

233 This requirement is not to preclude the hiring of physically handicapped prisoners. 
Manual, supra note 196, at 73. . 

231 Inmate,~ who have shown an ability to utilize self-help programs receive preference 
under this criterion. [d . • <it 74. 

235 This requirement'·is a sound one for reasons discussed previously. In practice, it is 
often impossible to carry out because of the locationfj of the institution-based programs. See 
notes 189, 190, 201-03 supra, and accompanying text. 

23. Manual, supra note 196, at 74. 
237 In Missouri and New Jersey an inmate is not considered for work release unless he is 

within six months of parole or discharge. Missouri Department of Corrections, Bulletin No. 
30 (revised), p. 2; NEW JERSEY, STANDARDS, S/Ji,pra note 228. The Louisiana statute leaves the 
determination of eligibility to the Department of Institutions. LA. REv. STAT, ANN. § 
15:111l.B (Supp, 1975). In Illinois the requirement is that the inmate be within one year of 
his parole or dischargp.. State of Illinois Dllpartment of Corrections, Adult Division, Work 
Release Program (mimeo, undated), p. i. Kansas requires that the inmate be dischargeable 
within eight months. Kansas Department of Penal Institutions, supra note 200, at 2. In 
Michigan, the requirement is three months. Root, State Work Release .Programs, supra note 
168, at 53. Massachusetts requires 18 months. MASS. GEN. LAW. ch. 723,§49 (Supp. 1975). 

m Interview with Donald Quash, supra note 174. "Due to the open character of [a 
community] facility, it is expecting too much of the men to keep them on work furlough 
status for [mofe than ninety days]." California Department of Corrections Report, supra 
note 157, at 13. 

23' Interview with William Read, supra note 165. The amount of time presently spent at 
the Atlanta Advancement Center averages more than six months per individuals. Interview 
with Donald Quash, supra note 174. 

'" ,j, 
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210 See note 237 supra. 
211 Of the 1973 state prison population of 5,971 at least 2,714 were convicted of offenses 

prohibited in the work release eligibility criteria. Georgia Department of Offender Rehabilita
tion Report, supra note 184, at 73. 

m Maryland Division of Corrections, Work Release Program #1 (undated mimeograph). 
When the original work release law was passed in Maryland in 1963, only inmates serving 
sentences of less than five years were eligible. The law was amended in 1964. [d.; ct. Missouri 
Departmeut of Corrections, Bulletin, supra note 237. 

213 Root, Work Release Programs, supra note 168, at 57. 
21l Present work releasees are often ex-white collar workers, the most intelligent of the 

prison population, with the best previous employment records-men considered "good risks" 
for work release because they were convicted of fraud, forgery, or similar crimes and have no 
history of personal violence. Interview with Michael MacKenzie, supra note 193. 

m GA. CODE ANN. § 77-307(b) (1973) authothed the State Board of Corrections to "adopt 
rules governing the assig;.lment, housing, working, . . . treatment, discipline, rehabilitation, 
[and] training ... of all prisoners coming under its custody." 

m 481 F.2d 1140 (D.C. Cir. 1973). 
217 [d. at 1142. 
246 In~erview with Michael MacKenzie, supra note 193. 
2., [d. 
250 See Appendix A. 
251 Interview with Michael MacKenzie, supra note 193. 
m [d. 
253 [d. An example of such Po circumstance is when the Analyst feels that the warden is 

refusing to make a positive recommendation because the inmate is an exceptionally good 
worker and the warden wants to keep him at the prison for that reason. 

254 Of the criteria used for selection, several are discretionary; thus, the judgment of the 
warden and the judgment of the Classification Analyst may differ. See notes 233-35 supra, 
and accompanying text. 

25. Recommendation by the Classification Analyst must be approved by the Deputy 
Commissioner for Offender Administration. However, such approval is granted without ques
tion except in rare circumstances. Interview with Michael MacKenzie, note 193 supra. 

256 [d. 
257 [d. 
256 For example, in Kansas each institution has its own Classification Officer, who refuses 

to process applications from inmates who do not meet the eligibility criteria. He does, how
ever, forward a list of inmates so discouraged to the Director of Penal Institutions at the 
beginning of each month, so that an inmate whose application is denied is not without 
redress. Kansas Depar.tment of Penal Institutions, Manual, supra note 200, at 13. 

25' Int"'rview with William Read, supra note 165. 
260 [d. Georgia Evaluation, supra note 176. 
261 States presently using institutional committees are Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Ver

mont. Oregon Corrections Division, Work Release. Informational Brochure (1974), at 2: Penn
sylvania Bureau of Corrections, Procedures, supra note 222; Appendix 3-1. In Vermont, the 
inmate is included in the commi/etee deliberatioIid and receives directly the reasons for accept
ance or rejections. Vermont Department of Corrections, Revised Bulletin No. 22 (undated), 
at 2-3. 

m The test battery includes the Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire, the Clinical 
Analysis Questionnaire, the Culture Fair Intelligence Test, the Wide Range Achievement 
Test and the General Aptitude Test Battery. Georgia Report, supra note 184, at 23. 

263 Since the Classification Analyst presently routinely refuses any application not ap-
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proved by the warden, this system would not affect any inmates rejected by the institutional 
committee. If an inmate applied twice for work release and was rejected by the institution 
committee, he should have the option of petitioning to the Classification Analyst for review. 

264 Community center officials interviewed felt strongly that they should have an oppor
tunity to review the inmate's file and to have input into the selection process. They also 
stressed that more testing should be performed before the inmate is assigned,Jo work release, 
and the center should receive a more complete and descriptiv.e employmen'f. history. Inter
views with Donald Quash, supra note 174, LaVerne Ford, supra note 218, and James Wagner, 
supra note 48. 

205 See notes 266-68 infra and accompanying text. 
". California Department of Corrections, Sacramento Valley Community Correctional 

Center Operational Guideline (undated), at 10-11. 
mId. 
208 State ofIllinois, Department of Corrections, Adult Division, Work Release Program, 

(Nov., 1973), at 3. 
280 Id. 
270 Interview with Michael MacKenzie, supra note 193. 
271 The Federal Work Release Handbook proposes that a committee representing all 

agencies involved in the inmate's treatment should decide the inmate's eligibility for work 
release and design his program. This possibility should be considered as an alternative to the 
plan proposed above. BUSHER, supr;::; note 153, at 8. 

272 H.R. REP. 329, supra note 141, at 29. 
273 Id. 
27j An inmate often is unable or unwilling to remain in the geographic area of hie incarcer

ation after release. See notes 189-94 supra and accompanying text. 
275 This is usually more of a challenge for community-based residents than for releasees 

based in institutions because so little choice is available at the institutions. Empioyment is 
often limited to one company or one type of industry (e.g., carpet manufacturing at the 
Walker Correctional InBtitute program) and work release places depend on the jobs being 
open at these factories. Interview with James Wagner, supra note 185. 

216 Interview with Donald Quash, supra note 174. 
m The job counselor is required to maintain an active file of past, present and potential 

employers, to explain the program to new employers, and to function as a liaison between 
the employer and the center staff. Manual, supra note 196, at 16. 

2lR The center employment counselor is encouraged to assist inmates planning to use the 
State Employment Office with completion of the required forms. Manual, supra note 196, at 
22. South Dakota and Florida also encourage use of the State Employment Offices. South 
Dakota Board of Charities and Corrections, Sixth Annual Progress Report 6 (1973); Florida 
Division ·of Corrections, Community Correctional Centers, Resider:t Orientation Manual 8 
(May, 1974). In Oregon, two State Employment Counselors are assigned full time to finding 
employment for work releasees. Oregon Corrections Division, Work Release, Six Year Report 
2 (1972). As Georgia's program expands, the State Employment Office should commit the 
needed resoarces to. assist releasees in finding jobs. 

Xl9 Vocational Rehabilitation assistance is restricted to those releasees who are qualified 
as mentally, physically, or emotionally handicapped which is rare, since mental or emotional 
disturbances usually disqualify inmates from work release; but for those who qualify resources 
for the purchase of tools, uniforms, etc. are available. Interview with Anne DeLatte, supra 
note ~64. 

""n Inmates are discouraged from changing jobs; therefore, it is important that they have 
no grounds to claim they were forced to accept undesirable employment. In other states, job 
changes are also discouraged; in Kansas, each work releasee signs a Work Release Agreement 
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in which he contracts not to change employment. Kansas Work Release Manual, supra note 
200, at 21. In Oregon, any proposed job change must be investigated and approved by a field 
counselor. State of Oregon, Transitional Services, Corrections Division, Handbook for Work 
Release Enrolees 10 (undated). 

281 Interview with James Wagner, supra note 185. 
2M2 GA. CODE ANN. §77-309(b)(2) (1973). 
2M3 Manual, supra note 196, at 20. 
23' Interview with James Wagner, supra note 185. 
2R5 Georgia Evaluation, supra note 176. 
2M' ld. The remaining five per cent either never find a job or are on educational or training 

release. 
287 MICffiGAN DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION, THE USE OF CORRECTIONAL TRAINING 19 (1969). 
mId. at 1. 
2M. ld. at 18. 
290 ld. at 19. 
291 ld. at 20-21. 
20' See notes 176-84 supra and accompanying text. 
'" Interview with James Wagner, supra note 185. 
m Employers of Atlanta Advancement Center residents are generally satisfied with the 

quality of work performed by their resident employees. Several request employees from the 
center on a regular basis. Eighty per cent of the inmates are succeRsful in carrying on regular 
employment throughout their center residence. 

'" GA. CODE ANN. §77-309(b)(2)(iii) (1973). 
29' Manual, supra note 196, at 52. 
297 ld. 
29M ld. at 52-53. 
2 •• In Florida, the charge is $3.00 for room and board, $1.00 for transportation, Division 

of Corrections, Community Correctional Centers Resided Handbook 12, April, 1974; in North 
Carolina, $3.45, Department of Social Rehabilitation !lnd Control, North Carolina's Work 
Release Program, mimeograph at 2, undated; in Maryland; $2.50 for room, $1.00 for transpor
tation, Maryland Division of Corrections, Work Release Program, mimeograph at 1; and in 
Texas, $3.85, Texas Department of Corrections, Work Furlough Program, Special Study No. 
1, Oct., 1973. A better policy seems to be that of Missouri, which charges inmates on a sliding 
scale according to salary; those inmates making less than $100 per month are charged noth
ing, those making $101 to $150 pay $30 per month, those making $151 to $200 pay $45 per 
month and so on up to maximum of $150. No inmate ever pays more than it costs the state 
to maintain him. Missouri Department of Corrections Memorandum, supra note 237. Georgia 
should adopt such a system. 

300 Manual, supra nn.te 196, at 53. None of the other states surveyed required mandatory 
savings. 

301 ld. The amount is determined by considering the resident's salary and the amount of 
aid his family receives from the state. 

302 ld. 
303 ld. at 54. 
304 Root, Wor.~ Release Legislation, 36 FED. PROB. 38, 41 (March, 1972). 
30' See note 303, supra. 
'" Includes both state and federal taxes, as well as FICA. 
307 This figure is the cumulative total for fiscal years 1972, 1973, and 1974. Individual 

disbursements for those years are as follows: 
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1972 1973 1974 
Taxes 17 20 18 
Maintenance 30 29 25 
Transportation 4 3 16 
Clothing 3 5 3 
Incidentals 12 17 17 
Reserve Savings 11 5 7 
Dependents 23 21 14 .121 

Georgia Evaluation, supra note 176 . 
• ns Alabama Department of Corrections, Alabama Community Based Corrections Pro

grams, pamphlet, July, 1974. Figures are for April 2, 1972, to June 30, 1974. No breakdown 
was given for the amount distributed to inmates. The 44% figure presumably accounts for 
both the savings and the incidentals portion of the total. The transportation figure is assumed 
to be included in the incidentals figure also. 

309 Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, Report for July, 1974, at 
1. Figures for July I, 1968 to July. 1974. 

al" Kansas Department of Corrections, Work Release Program 3, pamphlet, (1974). 
311 Massachusetts Department of Corrections, An Evaluation of the I{ ;act of the MCI

Concord Day Work Program, supra note 209. Figures are for January, 1970 to December, 1971. 
312 New Jersey Department ofInstitutions and Agencies, Work Release 1, Mimeo (1974). 

Figures are for fiscal year 1974. 
313 North Carolina Department of Correction, Work Release Fund, chart, Financial 

Statement, Fiscal Year 1973-1974, period ending June 9, 1974. Figures used were for fiscal 
year 1972. Since figures are based on after-tax disbursements, the remaining disbursement 
percentages are correspondingly larger. 

31< State of Oklahoma, Community Treatment Centera, supra note 215, at 7. 
3IS South Dakota Board of Charities and Corrections, Sixth Annual Progress Report, 

supra note 278, at 10·11. Figures for calendar year 1973. 
318 Vermont Department of Corrections, chart, Community Correctional Centers - Work 

Release Fiscal Year 1974 (1974). 
311 Wisconsin Division of Corrections, Work Release-Study Release Program booklet, 

(1973). Figures for calendar year 1972. 
318 Inmates whose families are not receiving state aid may choose to send money to them. 

Some use this as a method of getting access to spending money-a designated amount is sent 
home and then a visiting relative brings the inmate cash when he or she GOmes to visit. This 
practice should be watched for and discouraged by counselors. 

3t? Manual, supra note 196, at 56. 
320 Interview with Donald Quash, supra note 174. Although several centers presently 

allow the inmate to have an input inw his wage disbursement, nint! in Atlanta, at least, has 
released funds at the discretion of the resident. All disbursements still mllst be mads through 
center business offices. Interview with LaVerne Ford, supra note 218. 

321 Any purchaae over ten dollars must be separately approved by the Director or Warden. 
Manual, supra note 174. 

~ .. Interview with Donald Quash, supra note 174. 
323 In remote institutions, the work releasees should not have to absorb the total cost of 

their transportation. The bulk of it 13hould be includedln the institution budget. 
324 Work releasees may accumulate good time allowances, as may regular prisoners. Work 

release will not by itself result in parole or discharge at an earlier date than would have been 
pcssib!:; without participation in the program. Delay of release because of denial of parole 
does not make the completion \\Usuccessful. 
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m Georgia Evaluation, supra note 176. 
m Alabama reported a 70.3% rate for the period from April, 1972 to June. 1974. Alabama 

Department of Corrections pamphlet, supra note 308. For a six year period ending in July, 
1974, Florida reported a 75% success rate. Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative 
Services, Community Work Programs 6 (revised, July, 1974). Kansas' success rate for fiscal 
year 1974 was 81%. Kansas Department of Corrections, Work Release Program 9 (undated). 
New Jersey's rate for calendar year 1973 was 83%. New Jersey Department of Institutions 
and Agencies, Division of Corrections and Parole, Annual Report, Calendar Year 1973, at 4 
(1974). In fiscal year 1973, Oklahoma had a success rate of 73%. Oklahoma Department of 
CCITl)ctions, Community Treatment Centers, Annual Report (1973). Oregon's rate for the six 
years ending in December 1972, was 71%. Oregon Report, supra note 278, at 13. And in 
Wisconsin, in 1972, the succe~s rate was 70%. Wisconsin booklet, supra note 317, at 10. 

321 Interview with William Read, supra note 165. 
328 Georgia Evaluation, supra note 176. 
mId. In other states reporting, the percentage was less than one. Michigan Department 

of Corrections, Monthly Report 1 (1974): Oklahoma Department of Corrections Report, supra 
note 326, at 7; Wisconsin booklet, supra note 317, at 10. 

330 See notes 261·71, 176·84, supra and accompanying text. 
331 Georgia Evaluation, supra note 176. Of. the research group who completed work release 

successfully, 4.1% had known drug problems, 9.3% had histories of alcoholism, and 5.8% had 
marital problems. In the failure group, 14.3% had histories of drug involvement, 26.2% had 
an alcohol problem, and 16.7% had marital difficulties. 

332 Andromeda is located on two floors above the Atlanta Advancement Center. A special 
center for releasees with marital problems should be run in conjunction with another, larger 
center in a similar fashion. 

333 The Department of Corrections/Offender Rehabilitation has established rules which 
must be followed in each center, though center administrators may promulgate requirements 
in addition to these as long as all inmates are informed of any changes in the standard of 
behavior required of them. The rules which must be followed in all centers are: (1) inmates 
must be respectful of and responsive to center staff: (2) reasonable standards for dress and 
hygiene must be followed: (3) assigned housekeeping tasks must be performed adequately: 
(4) inmates must attend required counseling sessions: (5) possession of weapons, drugs, intox
icants, or other contraband is forbidden: (6) inmates may not barter, gamble,or exchange 
items among themselves or with staff members or civilians; (7) inmates may not participate 
in any rebellion or agitation and must not assault or resist any person: (8) inmates must sign 
in and out of the center and make their presence at all times known to the proper authority. 

331 Alcohol abuse accounts for 35.5% of terminations, attitude for 29%, unauthorized 
absence, 22.6%,possession of contraband, 9.7% and miscellaneous offenses, 3.2%. Interview 
was William Read, supra note 165. Evaluation, supra note 176. 

133 The center, however, has no authority over escapees or inmates who commit new 
crimes; once a violation of this nature is reported, public officials have full responsibility. 
Interview with Donald Quash, supra note 174. 

m Interview with William Read, supra note 165. 
337 Manual, supra note 196, at 48. Forfeiture of good time allowance must be approved 

by the Commissioner or his deputy. [d. When any disciplinary action is taken, a report may 
be sent to the Office of Offender Administration, an act which will essentially guarantee 
denial of parole at an inmate's first hearing. No corporal punishment may ever be used. 
Interview with Donald Quash, supra note 174. 

m A good example of this is unauthorized abgence. The superintendent may decide when 
the absence is an absence and when it is an escape. In one center, a warrant may be sent out 
aft<lr an inmate is missing for two hours, while in another, the superintendant might feel that 
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the inmate could be located or would return on his own and would prefer to deal with him in 
the center. Also, within a center different inmates may be treated differently; an unauthor
ized two hour absence might result in a warning or probation for one inmate and termination 
for another. Interview with William Read, supra note 165. 

m Georgia Manual, supra note 196, at 47. 
'~Q Interview with William Read, supra note 165. 
3.1 See Leonard v. Miss. State Probation and Parole Ed., 373 F. Supp. 699, 704 (N.n. 

Miss. 1974)("[T]he full panoply of due process protections does not attach every time the 
state merely confers a new status on the individual [prisoner] or denies a request for a 
different status"); Hutchinson v. Anderson, 366 F. Supp. 795, 796 (E.n. Okl. 1973)("The 
supervision ofthe internal affairs of correctional institutions including the discipline and care 
of inmates rests with the prison administrators and is not ordinarily subject to judicial review 
... "); WHliams v. Cannon, 370 F. Supp. 1243 (N.D. III. 1974)(no right to counsel at an in
prison hearing). But see Adams v. Carlson, 352 F. Supp, 882,893 (E.D. TIl. 1973)(" ... while 
all procedural safeguards provided citizens charged with a crime cannot and need not be 
afforded to inmates charged with the violation of prison rules, some assurances of el\;;mental 
fairness are essential when lIubstantial individual interests are at stake.") 

342 225 Pa. Super. 95, 311 A.2d 318 (1973). 
343 408 U.S. 471 (1972). The holding in this case mandates a hearing with minimal due 

process requirements before parule may be revoked. 
au 354 N.Y.S.2d 572 (1974}. 
; •• Id. at 574. 
3lB Intervi~w with William Read, supra note 165. 
3'7 GA. CODE ANN. §77-309(b)(3)(1972); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. §72.65.-070 (1964};MASS. 

GEN. LAWS ch. 777 §18; So. DAK. COMPo LAWS §24-8-3 (1967); N.D. CENT. CODE §12-49-04 
(1960); CAL. PENAL CODE § 1208 (1972); PA. STAT. ch.61 §1053 (1964); WIS. STAT. ANN. 
§56.065(2) (1957); So. C~.R. CODE ANN. §55.303.1 (1962). 

34' See United States v. Vaughn, 446 F.2d 1317 (D.C. Cir. 1971); People v. Haskins, 177 
Cal. App. 2d 84, 2 Cal. Rptr, 34 (1960); State v. Kiggins, 86 S.D. 612, 200 N.W.2d 243 (1972); 
Lacey v. State, 506 S.W.2d 809 (Tenn. 1974), 

31. 310 A.2d 255 (D.C. App. 1973). 
3lO Id. at 256. 
351 232 F. Supp. 982 (S.D. Cal. 1963), 
352 Id. at 985. 
353 MD. CODE ANN. Art. 27 §700A(c). 
;Ul Interview with William Read, supra note 165. Evaluation, supra note 176. 
35' Georgia Report, supra note 184, at 51. 
356 Interview with Anne DeLatte, supra note 164. The quality of those programs varies 

greatly. Community c~nters hire trained professionals to come in specially fOI: classroom and 
tutorial sessions. Institutions often use custodial personnel or counselors as ad hoc teachers, 
with inferior results. 

357Id. 
3'$ Id. 
lSI Id. 
360 Oregon ,is the only state in whi::h on-campus housing is provided for"those still on 

inmate status, but Colorado, Kentucky, Minnesota, New Mexico and Pennsylvania all have 
established halfway houses on university campuses for parolees and probationers. H.R. REP. 
No. 329, supra note 141, at 25. 

381 See, e.\g., Six Year ,Report, supra note 205, at 18. 
'" Interview with Anne DeLatte, supra note 164. 

II" 
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'" MaI:\power Development Training Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2571 et seq. (1962). See also 29 
U.S.C. § 871 (Supp. 1973). 

364 Parole-Corrections Project, American Correctional Association, Mutllal Agreeme~t 
Programming: An Overview 22 (June, 1974). 

3B·ld. 
3GB ld. Failure by the inmate to perform according to contract terms calls for renegotia

tion. 
347 ld. at 10. 
"8 Within the Georgia Rehabilitation Center for.Women, institutional programs in cos

metology, food service, business education, barbering and upholstery are offered but are 
available to only 20 of 300 women prisoners. 

3B' See Note, Denial of Work Release Programs to Women: A Violation of Equal 
Protection, 47 So. CAL. L. REV. 1453, 1458 (1974). 

370 ld. The Women's Advancement Center, accommodating about 45 releal'ees, opened 
in July, 1974. 

371 California Department of Corrections, A Report on the Work and Training Furlough 
Program 15 (1972). 

'72 H.R. REP. 329, supra note 141, at 32. 
37' ld. at 17.-
'71 ld. at 18. 
~1' See S. SCHAFEn, COMPENSATION AND RESTITUTION TO VICTIMS OF CRIME 8 (2d ed. 1970). 

"The victim became the Cinderella of the criminal law." ld. 
'7' Mueller, Cooper, The Criminal, Society, and the Victim, NCJRB Selected Topic 

Digest 3 [hereinafter cited RS Mueller, Cooper]. See also Williams, The D~i1nition of Crime, 
8 CURRENT LEGAL PROBLEMS 107, 130 (1955). 

317 All crime was crime against the family ... (i)t was the family that had to 
atone, or carry out the blood feud. In time, money payments were fixed as commu
tations for injury. 

1 H.D. TRAILLS, SOCIAL ENGLAND 5 (1899). Other early societies had similar schemes. In the 
Code of Hammurabi (c. 2380 B.C.) the practice of individual reparation applied to property 
damage. See Wolfgang, Victim Compensation in Crimes of Personal Violence, 50 MINN. L. 
REV. 223, 224 {1965} [hereinafter cited as Wolfgang]. Two Code sections demanded that in 
cases of highway robbery, if the criminal was not apprehended, the local community would 
make compenslltion of the victims. See Mueller, Compensation for Victims of Criminal Viol
ence, A Round Table, 8 J. Pur:. L. 191, 228 (1959). The Hebrew talmudic code sought exact 
reparation-an "eye for an eye"--that the same be returned as was taken. See Mueller, Tort, 
Crime and the Primitive, 46 J. CRIM. L.C. & P.S. 303,316-17 (1955), containing table compar
ing the Code of Hammurabi and Mosaic law. Mueller conclucies here that in primitive socie
ties penal law and criminal justice we,re established and latl'r followed by tort compensation 
for harm. 

~li Jeffery, T1~e Development of Crime in Early English Society, 47 J. CRIM. L.C. & P.S. 
647, 655 (1957). The only other punishment was outlawry. ld. 

~7' Mueller, Compensation for Victims of Criminal Violence, A Round Table, 8 J. PUB. 
L. 191, 226 (1959). 

380 Jeffery, supra note 378, at 657. Some examples: "If anyone slaya a foreigner, the King 
shall have two-thirds of his wergild, and his relatives one-third. (Ine.23)" ld. at 656. 

The special munds of the lords and bishops were devoured by the king's peace. The 
king was now a territorial king and his peace extended throughout the land. The 
king was now the source of law. He had jurisdiction in every case. The State, and 
not the family or lord, now was the proper prosecutor in every case. 

ld. at 661-62. Thus, feudal justice was replaced with state justice. ld. at 657. 
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'Sl Mueller, Cooper, supra note 376, at 4. By the 12th century, the system of wer and bot 
gave way to the criminal law. 

3S2 N. BLACKSTONE, IV COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND 5 (8th ed. 1778). Distin-
guishing public and private wrongs, Blackstone wrote: 

Id. 

. . . private wrongs, or civil injuries are an infringement or privation of the civil 
rights which belong to individuals, considered merely as individuals; public wrongs, 
or crimes and misdemeanors, are a breach and violation of the public rights and 
duties due to the whole community, considered as a community, in its social aggre
gate capacity . . . . 

3S3 Mueller, Cooper, supra note 376, at 4. 
3S' Examples are' philosopher Herbert Spencer, William TaUack, a British penal re

former, and penologist Raffaele Garofalo, in the late 18,00's. The International Penal Con,gre,ss. 
in 1889 adopted a resolution that "Modern law does not sufficiently consider the reparation 
due the injured parties." S. SCHAFER, THE VIC'I'IM AND HIS CRIMINAL 24, 114 (1968); Jacob, 
Rep(J.ration or Restitution by the Criminal Offender to His Victim: Applicability of an An
cient Concept in the Modern Correctional Process, 61 J. CRIM. L.C. & P.S. 152, 162·63 (1970). 

3O.l Ery, "Justice for Victims," reprinted in Compensation for Victims of Criminal Viol
ence, A Round Table, 8 J. PUB. L. 191 (1959). See Appendix. 

as, Various programs are underway in California, Hawaii, minoie, Maryland, Massachu
setts, New Jersey, New York, Nevada, Washington, and in Great Britain, Australia, New 
Zealand and Switzerland. 

3&1 The Federal Violent Crimes Compensation Acts § 2155 and S. 9, 89th Con~., 1st Sess. 
(1965), both proposed by Ralph Yarborough, were defeated. See Yarborough, S. 2155 of the 
Eighty-Ninth Congress: The Criminal Injuries Compensation Act, 50 MINN. L. REv. 255, 256 
(lB65). John McClelland is supporting S. 800, read two times in the 9Srd Congress, 1st session 
(1973). See The Battle for CI Federal Violent Crimes Compensation Act: The Genesis of S.9, 
43 So. CAL. L. REv. 93 (1970). 

38S See notes 504-14 infra and accompanying text. 
38' California, for example, is currently investigating such a program: 
We do not have a restitution program specifically geared to the inmate or parole!', 
repaying the victim. Our Research Division is attempting to develop this concept. 
You probably are aware of Minnesota's Restitution House Project. We hope to 
develop something similar. 

Letter to Michael Stone from William P. Sidell, Reentry Administrator, State of California 
Department of Corrections, Parole and Community Services Division, Sept. 6, 1974. 

3PO Georgia is an example. See notes 399-455 infra and accompanying text. 
391 See generally SUTHERLAND & CRESSEY, PRINCIPALS OF CRIMINOLOGY 278-79 (5th ed. 

1955). 
392 See Schafer, Victim Compensation and Responsibility, SYmposium on Crime 

Compensation, 43 So. CAL. L. REV. 55, 65 (1970). 

Id. 

Compensation and restitution are terms often used interchange£:j~ly-in fact thflY 
represent two different obligations and provide two different vantage points from 
which society's interest in the victim can be studied. Compensation is a responsibil
ity assumed by society; it is civil in character. • . , Restitution, on the other hand, 
allocates responsibility to the offender; a claim for restitution by the criminal is 
penal in character, and thus manifests a correctional goalin the criminal process. 

". See generally Floyd, Victim Compensation: A Comparative Study, 8 TRIAL 12 
(May/June 1970); Brooks, Who Gets What?, 47 STATE GOVERNMENT 17 (1974). 

m Brooks, supra note 393. 
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3V5 Rensselaer, A Compensation Board at Work, 8 TRIAL 20 (May/June 1972). 
3D' Bruen, Controlling Violence v. Compensating Victims, 50 A.B.A.J. 855 (1964). 
317 Kutner, Crime Torts: Due Process for Crime Victims, 8 TRIAL 28 (May/June 1972). 

Compensation is sometmies characterized as "tort ioss compensation," since it essentially 
replaces the tort claim against the criminal. Mueller, Compensation for Victims of Crime: 
Thought Before Action, 50 MINN. L. REV. 213, 215 (1965). Others characterize it simply as a 
public take-over of private insurance. Kutner, Id. at 30 n.17 (comment by Murphy). 

m See Lamborn, Remedies for the Victims of Crime, Symposium on Crime Compensa
tion, 43 So. CAL. L. REV. 22, 35-36 (1970}. Lamborn states that 49% of crimes are reported 
to police, and arrests are made in only 21% of serious crimes known to police. Id. at 36. 

319 See Schafer, Corrective Compensation, 8 TRIAL 25 (May/June 1972)[hereinafter cited 
as Schafer, TRIAL]. See also Schafer, Compensation of Victims of Criminal Offenses, 10 CRIM. 
L. BULL. 605 (1974). 

lOO See notes 437-47 infra and accompanying text. See also Wolfgang, supra note 377, at 
229. 

<01 See notes 476-90 infra and accompanying text. 
IOZ It should be noted that, although frequently used interchrmgeably, restitution and 

reparation have different meanings. Restitution is reimbursement of a sum of money which 
the defendant appropriated in the commission of a cr;lJle .. 1?.epp~~t;m,,is aynonOll1:me. ",.';~ht:;rt 
damages, being a sum ordered to the injured party commensurate with general and special 
damages. Best and Birzon, Conditions of Probation: An Analysis, 51 GEO. L.J. 809 (1963). 

<03 Schafer, TRIAL, supra note 399. 
404 Id. 
l05 M. FRY, ARMs OF THE LAW 126 (1951). Ms. Fry also wrote: 

To the offender's pocket it makes no difference whether what he has to pay is a 
fine, costs, or compensation. But to his understanding of the nature of justice it may 
make a great deal. 

Id. at 124. 
<D' See note 576 infra and accompanying text. See also K. SMITH, A CURE FOR CRIME 14, 

15 (1965). , 
407 Wolfgang, 8upra note 377, at 232. 
408 SUTHERLAND & CRESSEY, supra note 391, at 278. 
409 See generally Comment, Juvenile Probation: Restrictions, Rights and Rehabilitation, 

16 ST. LOUIS U.L.J. 278, 280 (1971); Best and Birzon, supra note 402, at 827. 
410 Statistics on the frequency of use of this policy are difficult to obtain. A survey of 

Georgia judges on frequency of use received low response. A Georgia Department of Offender 
Rehabilitation study, Research Project no. 138, Read, found only fifteen persons in the state 
·had had probation revoked for failure to make restitution or pay fines. Of 738 persons with 
their probation revoked, some 48 had been sentenced to serve time and pay a fine. The 
difficulty in this study, conducted by random sampling, is the lack of ar-curate information 
particularizing the reasons for probation revocation. 

In addition, those with probation revoked, according to Georgia Department of Offender 
Rehabilitation quarterly statistics, are only 1.8% of tr.'e total persons on probation. Thu8 j if 
15 were an accurate number in Project 138, to represent tr.e entire conglomeration, the 
number must be increased proportionally to at least 750 pereons, which would be a formidable 
amount. The reliability of these methods, however, is questionable. 

Quarterly reports in Georgia also reveal the "Total monies collected-fines, costs, restitu
tion and other" (but not including child support). This quarterly amount in 1973-1974 ranged 
from $348,183.31 to $532,588.90. These amounts are not further broken down though. Monthly 
reports from Fulton County, Georgia (containing most of Atlanta) does give an itemized cost 
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Ilccuunt. It shows restitution for July, 1974 at $10,047.93 in Superior Court, plus $118,695.60 
in restitution collected. This is of total collections of $270,597.33, including child support, or 
$53,800 not including child support. Restitution is 35.3% of total collections, then. If these 
amounts were extended to the statewide statistics above, it would mean that from $125,000 
to $175,000 collected quarterly is in restitution. 

Obviously, none of these statistics are conclusive. 
<II See, e.g., GA. CODE ANN. §27·2711 (1972). See also Federal Probation Act, 18 U.S.C. 

§3651 (Supp. 1975). 
m See Note, Use of Restitution in the Criminal Process: People v. Miller, 16 U.C.L.A. 

L. REV. 456, 460 (1968): 
The utilization of correctional restitution is certainly not unique.. . . A major

ity of jurisdictions in the United States, as well as foreign courts, sanction repara
tion by the offender as a condition of probation. 
m 38 Ga. App. 386, 144 S.E. 49 (1928). 
<Ii 1913 Ga. L. 112, "Probation of Offenders in Certain Cases," 
115 1d. 
416 Henry v. State, 77 Ga. App. 735, 49 S.E.2d 681 (1948)(fine and restitution for dru.'1ken 

drivin~ upheld); Davis v. State, 53 Ga. App. 325, 185 S.E. 400 (1936)(order that $70 be paid 
as plilrt compensation for selling of crops on which there was a lien was upheld as "legal" and 
"reasonable"); Robetts v. State, 41 Ga. App. 364, 152 S.E. 921 (1930)(order sustained that 
defendant should pay for costs of repair to third party's auto on conviction of drunken 
driving); Jones v. State, 27 Ga. App. 631, 110 S.R 33 (1921)(drunken driving conviction 
holding that defendant should maintain a good life and not drive an auto was upheld under 
the 1913 Act); Towns v. State, 25 Ga. App. 419, 103 S.E. 724 (1920) (imprisonment for failure 
to pay support of child as probated sentence for abandonment was upheld without the 1913 
Act). 

m Ray v. State, 40 Ga. App. 145, 149 S.E. 64 (1929). 
<IS Id. at 146. The court said there shall be no imprisonment for debt, adding "however 

equitable it may seem." Id. 
m This excludes Minnesota with its active corrective restitution plan. See notes 504·14 

infra and accompanying text. 
"" Cohen, The Integration of Restitution in the Probation Services, 34 J. CRIM. L.C. & 

P.S. 315, 316 (1944) {hereinafter cited as Cohen]. 
421 This is not to overlook the other currently existing statutory provisions for restitution, 

despite their apparent non·use. See, e.g., GA. CODE Mm. §77·517 (1973), which states that 
rules for parolees may include "that he shall make reparation or restitution for his crime 

.. " See notes 515·25 infra and accompanying text . 
• " 18 U.S.C. §3651 (Supp. 1975). 
423 ALI MODEL PENAL CODE §301.1(2), ProPQsed Official Draft (1962). 
m See, e.g., ALI MODEL PENAL CODE § 7.01(2), Proposed Official Draft (1962) which 

reads: 
The following grounds, while not controlling the discretion of the Court, shaH be 
accorded weight in favor of withholding sentence of imprisonment: . . . (f) the 
defendant has compensated or will compensate the victim of his criminal conduct 
for the damage or injury that he sustained; . . . 

See also ABA PROJECT ON MINIMUM STANDARDS F.OR CRIMINAL JUSTICE, STANDARDS RELATING 
TO SEN'fE..'IICING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES, § 2.7(c) (1967): 

In determining whether to impose a fine and its amount, the court should consider: 
.•. (iii) the extent to which payment of a fine will interfere with the ability orthe 
defendant to malte any ordered restitution or reparation to the victim of the crime; 

() 
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See also MODEL SENTENCING Act: § 9 (2d ed.),< Council of Judges of National Council on Crime 
and Delinquency, in 18 CRIME & DELINQUENCY 335, 356-59 (1972) . 

.,. Cohen, supra note 420, at 321. 
m Schafer, TRIAL, supra note 399, at 25. 
421 Schafer, TRIAL, supra note 399, at 26. 
'28 FRy, supra note 405. 
'" Eglash, Creative Restitution-A Broader Meaning for an Old Term, 48 J. CRIM. L.C. 

& P.S. 619, 622 (1958). Eglash says creative restitution will increase the capacity for choice 
and bring release to the impulse-ridden individual. Id. 

430 Jacob, supra note 384, at 156. 
m Schafer, supra note 392, at 67. 
m Georgia's Department of Offender Rehabilitation, in an application for federal funds, 

stated that it "proposes. . . to increase this utilization as a diversionary program in lieu of 
incarceration and as a means of reducing the prisoner population." Law Enforcement Assis
tance Administration grant application, 66; 

m See Fogel, Galaway, and Hudson, Restitution. in Criminal Justice: A Minnesota 
Experiment, 8 CRiM. L. BULL. 681, 688-90 (1972). 

m Minnesota Department of Corrections, Minnesota Restitution Center (undated) 
[hereinafter referred to as Minnesot.a]. 

m Galaway, Hudson, Restitution and Rehabilitation: Some Central Issues, 18 CRIME & 
DELINQUENCY 403 (1972)[hereinafter cited as Galaway, Hudson]. 

m Minnesota's plan is discussed in detail, infra, notes 504-14 and accompanying text. 
437 See, e.g., Jacob, supra note 384, at 155. 
438 See casl;ls cited supra note 415. 
'" Minnesota, supra note 434. 
41. Federal Bureau of Investigation Crime Reports for 1972 indicate a rate of 2,091.3 

property crimes per 100,000 persons for the state of Georgia. Furthermore, the robbery rate 
is 134.3; burglary is 1,081.7; larceny over $50.00 is 702.9; and auto theft is 306.7, all per 100,000 
persons. In major cities, the rates skyrocket. Atlanta experienced 3,470.7 property crimes per 
100,000 persons, and Savannah 3,750.1 per 100,000. On the other crimes, Atlanta had (per 
100,000) rates of: robbery-277.8, burglary-1,848.0, larceny over $50-1,077.8, auto 
theft-544.9. Savannah experienced (pel: 100,000 persona): robbery-274.7, bur
glarY-1,953.4, larceny over $50.00-1,338.2, auto theft-458.5. Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion statistics of Reported Crime in Metropolitan Areas (1972). 

Comparatively Atlanta ranked 18th in the nation in robberies, and 2nd in burglaries, 
while Savannah ranked 24th in total property crime, 20th in robberies, and 16th in burglary. 
Note that all of these statistics are reported crime only;.some estimates indicate property 
losses in financial terms may actually exceed by five or six times the reported amount. 
Lamborn, supra note 399, at 32. 

141 Georgia Department of Offender Rehabilitation (July, 1974) (computer print-out). 
m Including: damage to property, burglary, deception, theft, unarmed robbery. Not 

including: arson, armed robbery, or criminal attempt. 
143 Including: theft offenses and criminal trespass. Not including: unspecified misde

meanors or non-support. 
H4 A breakdown of the reported statistics shows: 

Felonies: GA. CODE ANN. § 26-

1501 
1502 
1504 

Criminal Damage One 
Criminal Damage Two 
Defraud 

15 
49 
1 

'::::'1 



1505 Vandalism to place 
of worship 2 

1601 Burglary 2995 
1602 Possession of burg. tools 91 
1701 Forgery One 529 
1702 Forgery Two 67 
1705 m. Use Credo Card 33 
1802 Theft by Taking 773 
1803 Theft by Deception 30 
1805 Theft of Lost Prop. 2 
1806 Theft by Rec'g Stol. 

Goods 202 
1807 Theft of Services 4 
1813 Theft of Mot. Vehicle 902 
1814 Conversion of Leased Prop. 3 
1901 Robber; 957 

Misdemeanors: 

Rec'g Stolen GOOc!:3 17 
Theft by Taking 230 
Theft by Robbery 6 
Cheat/Swindling 11 
Bad Checks 46 
Fraudulent Checks 11 
Lottery 2 
Forgery 11 
Worthless Checks 26 
Criminal Trespass 52 
Shoplifting 1 

See also Jacob, supra note 384, at 166: 
In some types ·of crimes there is no victim other than society in general. Included 
in this group are such offenses'as treason, public drunkenness, prostitution, homo
sexuality between consenting adults, abortion Bnd certain narcotic offenses. In 
trials of cases involving such offenses there would be no reparation issue . 

267 

• u The statistics report approximately 17,000 offenses for approximately 11,000 incarcer-
ants. 

U& Lamborn, supra note 398, at 30. 
mId. 
m Samuels, Compensation and Restitution, 120 NEW L.J. 475 (i970)(writing about the 

English system). 
m Note, Limitations Upon Trial Court Discretion in Imposing Conditions of Probation, 

8 GA. L. REv. 466, 475 (1974). 
ISO United States v. Tuylor, 305 F.2d 183 (4th Cir. 1962) (restitution of tax on evasion 

conviction); Karrell v. United States, 181 F.2d 9'81 (9th Cir. 1950)(restitution on losses sus
tained from false certifications. on loan application); United States v. Follette, 32 F. Supp. 
953 (E.D. Pa. 1940) (restitution on conviction of em~zlement of }:lostal funds); Basile v. 
United States, 38 A.2d 620 (Muni. Ct, App. D.C. 1944)(restitution to compensation on convic
tion of failure to insure) . 

... 110 Vt. 221, 3 A.2d 521 (1939). 
m 3 A.2d at 525. 

",;, 

",' 
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403 ALI MODEL PENAL CODE §301.1 (Comment, Tentative Draft 2, 1957). See also supra 
note 449, at 475. 

m BElst, Birzon, supra note 402, at 827. 
m 256 Cal. App. 2d 384, 64 Cal. Rptr. 20 (1967) . 
... Supra note 449, at 475. See also Note, Use of Restitution in the Criminal Process: 

People v. Miller, 16 U.C.L.A. L. REV. 456, 463-64 (1969). 
m Minnesota, supra note 434, at 3. 
m Fogel, Galaway, Hudson, Restitution in Criminal Justice: A .Minnesota Experiment, 

8 CRIM. L. BULl .. 681, 684 (1972) . 
... Numerous authorities insist that restitution should not be so large as to interfere with 

family obligations. President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Jus
tice, TASK FORCE REpORT: CORRECTIONS 35 (1967); see also ALI, supra note 454, and accompa
nying text. 

4," Galaway, Hudson, supra note 435, at 405. Accord Cohl'n, supra note 420. 
m Minnesota, supra note 434,at 3. 
m Mueller, Cooper. supr(L note 376, at 16. 
403 Mueller, Cooper, supra note 376, at 11. 
481 Best, Birzon, supra note 402, at 827. They state that ideally detl'rmination should be 

deferred to civil action, since without a civil hearing, defendant might be barred affirmative 
defe:!ISes. See PeoplE v. Good, 287 Mj,,;h. lle, 281 N.W. 920 (193U). 

485 Lamborn, supra note 398, at 30. Lamborn notes that in a study by A. Linden in 
Toronto, only 14.9% of the victims ever considered suing and only 4.8% tried to collect. 

4dd Lamborn, supra note 398, at 30. See also Mueller, Cooper, supra note 376, at 7. 
m Mueller, Cooper, supra note 376, at 11. See also Schafer, TRIAL, supra note 399, at 

25. 
4d8 This is the method employed in Continental Europe, where the prosecutor often must 

present the victim's claim. Howard, Compensation in French Criminal Procedure, 21 MODERN 
L. REv. 387 (1958). Advocating this position in England, see Samuels, supra note 450, at 476. 

m See People v. Becker, 349 Mich. 476, 84 N.W.2d 833 (1957). See also Hink, The 
Application of Constitutional Standards of Protection to Probation, 29 U. CHI. L. REV. 483, 
490-91 (1962). 

4lD Mueller, Cooper, supra note 376, at 11. 
m Mueller, C'oClp~ri ;;UPfilc-!1ot~ 376, at 11. 
472 See Galaway, Hudson, supra note 435, at 409-10; Kole, Arbitration as an Alternative 

to the Criminal Warrant, 56 JllDlCATURE 295 (1973). 
m SCHAFER, supra note 375, at 67. See Jacob, supra note 384, at 165. Jacob endorses the 

system of judge-determined restitution. 
<7l Samuels, supra note 450, at 476. 
no Minnesota, supra note 434, at 5-7. See also Fogel, Galaway, Hudson, supra note 458, 

at 684-86. 
m Note, Limitations on Trial Court Discretion in Imposing Conditions of Probation, 8 

GA. L. REV. 466, 474 (1974): 
There are two limitations which serve to keep restitution within proper boundaries. 
The first, not so firmly established, concerns the person to whcm restitution must 
be made .... 

m Schafer, TRIAL, supra note 399, at 27. 
m This is not to foreclose restitution to a charity or state fund in lieu of the actual victim. 
m See, e.g., PeoplEl v. Williams, 247 Cal. App. 2d 394, 55 Cal. Rptr. 550 (1966); People 

v. Miller, 256 Cal. App. 2d 348, 64 Cal. Rptr. 20 (1967). 
m Minnesota, supra note 434, at 3. 
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!et H. VON RENTIO, THB CRIMINAL AND HIs VICTIM (1948). This is a study in victim precipi. 
tation of crime and criminal·victim interaction. 

m ld. 
m Lamborn, supra note 398, at 44·46. 
j,j See Galawl1Y, Hudson, supra note 436, at 409·10. See note 460 supra and accompany· 

ing text. 
m Galaway, Hudson, supra note 436, at 410. 
j~ Lamborn, supra note 398, at 46. 
m But see Canadian Corrections Association, Compensation to Victims of Crime and 

Restitution by Offenders, CANADIAN J. CORRECTIONS 591 (Oct. 1968). Canadians called for cash 
restitution through an "impersonal relationship." 

,.~ Eglash, supra note 429. 
'" Minnesota, supra note 434,at 4. 
190 Galaway, Hudson, supra note 436, at 409. 
m K. MENNINGER, THE CRIME OF PUNISHMENT 68,251·52 (1968). ~ 
m MODEL SENTENCING Ar;r 95.0, in 18 CruME & DEUNQUENCY 335;348, 358·59 (1972). 
no Schafer, TRIAL, supra note 399, at 26. 
m See Mueller, Cooper, supra note 376, at 10. 
m Cohen, supra note 420, at 321. 
jiB See Canadian, supra note 487, at 598. 
m See generally Best; Birzen, supra note 402; Note, Limitations upon Trial Court Dis-

cretion in Imposing Conditions of Probation, 8 GA. L. REV. 466, 473·76 (1974). 
<IS Galaway, Hudson, supra note 436, at 407. 
;eo ld. at 406·08, 
"'" SCHAFER, Tm: Vrc'/'IM AND HIS CRIMINAL, supra note 384, .ut 82·83. 
",I See nutes 442·45 supra and accompanying text . 
.0' See nots 410 supra. 
'03 See notes 409·19 supra nad accompanying text . 
• 01 See, e.g., Utah. The Restitution Program in Utah is administertld through the courts 

by the Adult Probation and Parole Department as a condition of probation. Letter from 
Kenneth V. Shulson, administrative assistant, Utah Division of Corrections, August 29, 1974 . 

• 0' See generally, Minnesota, supra note 434. Minnesota Department of Corrections, 
Minnesuta Restitution Center {August Z!}, . 1973)(two page description)[hereinafter referred 
to as Minnesota. Aug. 23, 1973]; Fogel. Galaway, Hudson, Restitution in Criminal Justice: 
A Minnesota Experiment, 8 CRIM. L. BuLL:' 681 (1972)[hereinaiter cited as Fogel, Galaway, 
Hudson]; Hudson, Galaway, supra note 434, 

WI Minnesota, Aug. 23, 1973, supra note 505 . 
.07 Under Minnesota's Revised. Criminal Code ,of 1963, MINN. STATS. ANN. §609.12, "Pa-

role or discharge," it states: . 
Subdivision 1. A person sentenced to the commissioner of corrections for imprison· 
ment for a period less than life ma:%be paroled or discharged at any time without 
regard to length of the term of imprisonment which the sentence imposes when. . . 
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CHAPTER THREE 
AN ANALYSIS OF PAROLE AND PROBATION 

Chapter Three discusses the parole and probation systems in Geor
gia. The first section deals with parole: its history, the need for 
change in Georgia's system, the parole grant process, and the parole 
revocation process. The second section concerns the same subjects 
for probation. The third section of the chapter addresses itself to the· 
problems of the parolees and probationers between the grant and 
the termination of parole or probation. The final section reports on 
related methods of release. 

1. PAROLE 

A. Introduction 

Parole is one method of returning to the community offenders who 
are good social risks. l It has been defined as: 

. . . the release of an offender from a penal or correctional 
institution, after he has served a portion of his sentence, under 
the continued custody of the state and under conditions that 
permit his reincarceration in the event of misbehavior.2 

Once considered an act of grace,3 parole is now best characterized 
as a custodial and regulatory period of conditional liberty depen
dent upon compliance with certain conditions;4 rather than a sus
pension of a sentence, parole is a form of custody having the legal 
effect of imprisonment.5 

Parole has many objectives and functions, the most important 
being deterrence offuture criminal activity,6 Because a parole sys
tem lacks a third-party deterrent impact1 and by definition touches 
only those who have already committed crimes, its chief function 
devolves to one of prevention of recidivist crime. It is an obvious fact 
that almost all inmates are eventually released from prison;8 thus, 
the critical issue facing a paroling authority is. usually not whether 
an inmate should be released, but when he should be released.s With 
the recent recognition that prolonged imprisonment may have 
deleterious consequences on the potential for rehabilitation of· a 
prisoner, the issue of timing has become more critical. lo 

A parole system serves many other objectives. One of these is 
enhancement of traditional concepts of fairness-both the inmate's 
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point of view and the public's perception of fair treatment; this 
objective emphasizes sensitivity to the rights and dignity of the 
inmate. Another objective is to help insure appropriate sanctions, 
with particular concern for such issues as equalization of penalties 
for similar offenders committing similar crimes, and assurances that 
offenders serve sufficient time to fulfill public expectations and to 
maintain incarceration's deterrent effects. Maintenance ofthe crim
inal justice system, another objective, involves the role of the parole 
authority "as a kind of system regulator, "11 in that parole has a 
direct impact on the other components of the system-the courts, 
the enforcement officials, and especially the correctional institu
tions. These are only some ofparole:s objectivesl2-to attempt to list 
all would be an almost impossible task. This report, although recog
nizing that the objectives and functions @fparole are multitudinous, 
will assume that the above-mentioned objectives are parole's pri
mary objectives. L3 

B. History of Parole 

The earliest forerunner of parole was the English program of 
transporting convicts to the American colonies. This program, 
begun in 1597, attempted to solve a combination of problems: Eng
land's economy was declining, her a labor market was overcrowded, 
and the colonies were demanding cheap labor.14 Convicted felons 
wers g-ranted reprieves and stays of execution and sent abroad as 
indentured servants. Despite opposition from the colonies,15 the 
transportation program was increased and revised in 1717. Under 
the new system, the shipmaster was given "property in the service" 
of the prisoner until expiration of the prisoner's term. The prisoner 
was an indentured servant-when his services were sold to a settler, 
the "property in service" agreement was transferred along with the 
prisoner. lo The terms of at least one indenture agreement were sur
prisingly similar to some modern-day standard parole conditions: 

Taverns, inns or alehouses he shall not haunt. At cards or dice 
tables or any other unlawful game he shall not play. Matri
mony he shall not contract nor from the service of his said 
master day or night absent himself. IT 

When the American Revolution terminated the influx of English 
undesirables, the British began transporting criminals to Mrica and 
Australia. It was in Australia that the first enlightened view of 
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corrections was practiced; stages of servitude, involving differing 
degrees of supervision and freedom, were imposed upon offenders. 
Through good conduct and hard work, inmates could earn progres
sively more favorable stages of servitude, cUlminating in full resto
ration of liberty. These new concepts were adopted and improved 
upon in Ireland, the first country to utilize the equivalent ofa parole 
officer to provide supervision and treatment of releasees. When the 
United States finally was prepared for parole, the Irish system pro
vided the principal mode1. ls 

In addition to these experiences, parole in the United States de
veloped from two other innovations: the indeterminate sentence 
which specifies a minimum and a maximum period, and good time, 
the reduction of a sentence for good behavior. The indeterminate 
sentence was first used in 1824 in New York.19 Although it gained 
slow acceptance, by 1891 the indeterminate sentence had been au
thorized in eight states.20 Because a release date had to be deter
mined for each inmate, parole was a natural outgrowth of the sys~ 
tern. As this type of sentencing spread throughout the country, pa
role simultaneously expanded.21 Reduction of sentences for good 
time was another factor contributing to general acceptance of pa
role. In 1817, New York passed a commutation law permitting re· 
ductions in the lengths of confinements for good conduct and volun
teer work. 22 Prior to the system of good time allowances, each pris
oner would serve his full sentence whether or not he behaved; the 
new law aimed at alleviating prison discipline problems by reward
ing good behavior. As more states accepted the idea of good time, 
the transition to a parole system was eased-legislators and correc
tional authorities began to realize that early release from prison 
could be used both as a tool to regulate the prisoners and as a means 
of rehabilitation. Thus, these two innovations paved the way for 
acceptance of the more novel concept of parole. 

Parole grew gradually and steadily. Presently it exists in all fifty 
states, the District of Columbia, and the Federal prison system. 
Georgia's parole authority, prior to 1897, rested with the Governor 
who exercised exclusive power to grant pardons, paroles, commuta
tions of sentence, and reprieves.23 In 1897, the Prisons Commission 
was established and given some of this responsibility; its function 
was to recommend to the Governor the prisoners to be paroled. If 
the recommendation was approved, the Commission was authorized 
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to issue a release order.24 This system was modified in 1938 with the 
creation of the Prison and Parole Commission, a group empowered 
to grant paroles upon the unanimous vote of all members.25 The 
same act which created the Commission also revoked the Governor's 
power to grant paroles and curtailed his powers over commutations, 
reprieves, and pardons. But it was not until 1943, when the State 
Board of Pardons and Paroles was vested with the clemency powers 
formerly held by the Governor, that Georgia had its first true parole 
system.26 

The present Georgia parole system is provided for in constitu
tional and statutory provisions.27 The Board of Pardons and Paroles 
has the power to grant reprieves, pardons and paroles, to commute 
penalties, to remove disabilities imposed by law, and, with limited 
exceptions,28 to remit any part of a sentence for any offense against 
the state.29 The Board has the further duties to determine which 
prisoners may be released on parole and to establish the timing and 
conditions of parole.3D 

C. The Need for Change in Georgia 

Parole systems throughout the country have been the subjects of 
criticism in recent years.3l This report may be viewed by some as 
an addition to this barrage. The purpose of the report, however, is 
neither to criticize nor to belittle the system, but rather to present 
an objective analytical and empirical study of parole as it exists in 
Georgia today-its procedures, results, and possibilities. 

Before beginning, however, it is imperative to establish the pri
mary deficiencies of the system, so that the reader is cognizant of 
the framework within which the authors are operating. Georgia's 
parole system is confronted with two primary problems: inconsis
tency and inefficiency. Inconsistency is a broad concept but centers 
upon inequitable and arbitrary treatment of inmates-both in the 
decision to grant parole and in the decision to terminate parole. The 
foot of the pro~lem lies in the informational bases available to the 
parole board and the operational methods of the parole system. 
What appears to be discriminatory treatment of individual situa
tions is often the result of incomplete and erroneous data, failure to 
account for certain considerations, undue emphasis on certain con
siderations, or inherent deficiencies in the established procedural 
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framework. The problem of inefficiency concerns the effectivene~s 
of the parole system in deciding whom and when to parple, when 
and why to terminate parole, and what supervision and services are 
required both to protect the community from future criminal activi
ties and to maximize the parolee's rehabilitative possibilities. This 
problem is highlighted by Table I which indicates that parole does 
not lead to a substantial lessening of the amount of time inmates 
actually serve in prison. 

This report will present an in-depth study of Georgia's parole 
system with a view towards these two problems. It will attempt to 
focus upon the weak points in the present system and suggest means 
to improve these deficiencies. Because the parole system is founded 
on and operates under statutory provisions as well as Board
imposed rules and regulations, the implementation of some propos
als would require adoption of new legislation or amendment of exist
ing law. 

While an attempt has been made to avoid value judgments in the 
analyses, the nature of parole makes this an impossible task. Al
though at. times this report criticizes particular aspects of the parole 
system, the criticisms are not directed at particular individuals, but 
rather, at improving the system. The authors, of course, recognize 
that there are no quick or easy solutions to the problems facing the 
Parole Board-what the authors hope to do is present modified and 
at times alternative methods of dealing with these problems, with 
the intention of improving a system which is not maximizing its 
enormous potential. 

D. The Parole Grant 

In Georgia, as in other jurisdictions, the decision to grant parole 
is discretionary. As a practical matter, the discretion vested in the 
Board of Pardons and Paroles is free from legal controls; not only is 
there no judicial review of the decision,33 but there are few standards 
to which the decision must conform. The only safeguards which 
prevent the system from becoming totally arbitrary and unmanage
able are the expertise and discretion of the Parole Board members,34 
and a number cif pro~~dural mechanisms designed to limit and de
lineate the Board's bounds of power, Because the personnel on the 
Board is subject to change,35 the proceduratsafeguardsin the parole 
system are the most important means of insuring a fair, open, and 
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TABLE I: AVERAGE LENGTH OF TIME ACTUALLY SERVED 
BY RELEASED INMATES a 

Average Time Served (in yrs) : 
Avg. 

Time of 
Parole By 

Sentence Eligi- Releasees 
Length bilityb By Other Than By All 
(in yrs) (in yrs) Paroleesc Parolees Releasees 

1+ to 3 .75 1.02 1.34 1.19 
3+ to 5 1.33 1.95 1.98 1.96 
5+ to 7 2.00 2.38 2.69 2.53 
7+ to 10 2.83 3.72 4.29 3.92 

10+ to 15 4.17 5.54 5.31 5.47 
15+ to 20 5.83 7.55 7.96 7.69 
20+ to X 7.00 d 11.69 Not 12.03* 

7.00
d Available 

Life 9.96 Not 12.15* 
Available 

a. Thes'e figures, with the exception of those marked with an aster
isk (*), were compiled from the Crimina.l History Research In
formation System (CHRIS) at the Emory University Computer 
Center [hereinafter referred to as Computer CHRIS]. The period 
covered is from July 1, 1971 through May 26, 1974. The group 
chosen is exclusive of those inmates who were released from 
prison following imprisonment due to revocation of probation 
or parole. The figures marked with an asterisk (*) were compiled 
from "Statistical Analysis of Sentences Served Prior to Release," 
Research Division, Department of Offender Rehabilitation, 1973. 

b. The parole eligibility date was computed as of the midpoint of 
the particular sentence length. 

c. This group of parolees does not include those paroled following 
confinement due to revocation of parole or probation. 

d. The parole eligibili.ty date for those with sentences of ove:t 
twenty-one years or with life sentences is seven years. 

objective system. Many articles have suggested that the problems 
of arbitrariness and inefficiency in the parole grant process stem 
from substantive deficiencies and propose alterations and improve
ments in the nature of the system.36 This report, however, does not 
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feel that the substantive aspects of the decision can be improved 
unless and until the procedural aspects leading up to the final deci
sion are relatively flawless; rather, this report suggests that the 
institution of procedural safeguards-in the form of a series of con
trols and guidelines aimed at clearly defining the decisional frame
work-would improve the general nature of the parole system while 
minimizing its shortcomings. This notion is not novel. As Professor 
Kenneth Culp Davis has written: 

Administrative rule-making is the key to a large portion of all 
that needs to be done. To whatever extent is practical and 
consistent with the need for individualized justice, the discre
tion of officers in handling individual cases should be guided 
hy administrative rules . . . . Agencies through rule-making 
Cal~ oft!?!'! move from vague or absent statutory standards to 
rea80nable definite standards, and then, as experience and 
understanding develop, to guiding principles, and finally, 
when the subject matter permits, to precise and detailed 
rules,31 

Davis, recognizing the importance of restricting excessive discre
tionary powers,38 suggests that the most effective restriction is the 
imposition of structure and checks.3D 

It is anticipated that opposition to the institution of a more con
trolled decisional framework will be voiced, arguing that parole is a 
matter for expertise and discretion rather than rules. 40 This argu
ment, however, fails to perceive the basis of a discretionary decision; 
the decision whether to parole, as any other decision requiring dis
cretion, involves choices between competing alternatives41- discre
tion is operable so long as alternatives exist. Firm procedural con
trols will not eliminate the alternatives in the parole grant decision, 
but will merely serve to focus the use of discretion. This focusing 
process will benefit the individual members of the parole board by 
easing their workload and the pressures on them and, more impor
tantly, will benefit society by improving the parole system. 

This report recognizes, of course, that all the shortcomings of the 
present Georgia parole grant process will not be eliminated merely 
by the infusion of a more controlled framework; such an infusion is 
justified, however, by the benefits which will accrue to the correc
tional system, to offenders, and to society. Parole will operate more 
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efficiently, thus helping to maintain the prison population at an 
administratively efficient level. Inmates will benefit because reha
bilitative resources of the correctional system will not be spread as 
thinly. Parolees will benefit because they will be more likely to have 
been released at the "optimal" time.42 Society will benefit not only 
because the parole system will reduce the recidivist risks by releas
ing the proper inmates at the proper time, but also because the 
economic burdens of imprisonment will be reduced.43 

The following section is concerned with various aspects of the 
parole grant decision and attempts to present an in-depth study of 
the process in Georgia-its procedural mechanisms, statutory provi
sions, and administrative rules and regulations. It includes propos
als relating to mode of operation, fairness, and efficiency. 

1. The Present Practice in Georgia 

In order to view the Georgia parole system in the proper perspec
tive, it is important to highlight the statistics of the Board of Par
dons and Paroles in recent years. Table II provides a general pano
rama of parole board actions. Tables ill through V indicate the role 
that parole plays in the overall picture of Georgia prison releases. 
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TABLE II: PAROLE GRANTS AND PAROLE RELEASES, 
FISCAL YEARS 1970-1974 a 

FY FY FY FY FY 
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

Parole Cases 
Reviewed 4306 4195 4556 4474 4702 

Paroles Granted b 1342 1391 2531 2156 2118 

Paroles Denied 2964 2804 2025 2318 2584 

Percent Granted c 31.27£ 33.2% 55.5% 48.2% 45.0~1: 

Parolees Actually not not 
Releasedd available available 2387 2124 1994 

Percent Actually not not 
Released e available available 52.4% 47.5% 42.4% 

a. This table was compiled from three information sources: (1) 
GEORGIA STATE BOARD OF PARDONS AND PAROLES, ANNUAL RE
PORT FISCAL YEAR 1973 (1973) [hereinafter referred to as AN
NUAL REPORT]; (2) Records of Deputy Commissioner, Offender 
Administration, Georgia Department of Offender Rehabilitation 
[hereinafter referred to as Records of Deputy Commissioner]; 
and (3) "Parole Board Monthly Statistics," Georgia State Board 
of Pardons and Paroles [hereinafter referred to as Monthly 
Statistics] . 

b. Represents the total number of inmates apP1'oved for parole. 
Some inmates are approved for parole but never released from 
prison. In addition, these figures represent inmates released 
on parole and then immediately sent to other states for either 
incarceration or trial. 

c. Paroles granted divided by parole cases reviewed. 
d. Number of inmates actually released from prison exclusive of 

those inmates paroled and then sent to other states. 
e. Parolees actualy released divided by parole cases reviewed. 

TABLE III: PAROLEES ACTUALLY RELEASED AS A 
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RELEASEES a 

Parolees 
Actually 
Released 

FY 1972 2387 

FY 1973 2124 

FY 1974 1994 

Totals 6505 

Total 
Releases 

6503 

5332 

5693 

17,528 
Ii 

Parolees As A 
Percentage 
Of Releases 

36.7% 

39.8% 

35.0% 

37.1% 

a. This table was compiled from two informiktion sources: (1) 
"parolees actually released" is from Records~ of Deputy Commis
sioner; (2) "total releases" is from Computer CHRIS. 
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TABLE IV: PAROLE CASES REVIEWED AS A PERCENTAGE 
OF PRISON POPULATION a 

Parole Cas'es Reviewed, FY Parole Cases Reviewed, FY 
Prison Population At End Felon Population At End 

Of Fiscal Year Of Fiscal Year 

FY 1972 4556/8199 = 55.6 % 4556/7637 = 59.7% 

FY 1973 4474/8875 = 50.4% 4474/8336 = 53.8% 

FY 1974 4702/10,037 = 46.8 % 4702/9056 = 51.9% 

a. This table was compiled from three information sources: 
(1) ANNUAL REPORT, (2) Records of Deputy Commissioner, 
(3) Monthly Statistics. 

TABLE V: PAROLEES ACTUALLY RELEASED AS A 
PERCENTAGE OF PRISON POPULATION a 

FY 1972 

FY 1973 

FY 1974 

Parolees Actually Released 
Prison Population At End 

Of Fiscal Year 

2387/8199 = 29.1 % 

2124/8875 = 23.9 % 

1994/10,037 = 19.8 % 

Parolees Actually Released 
Felon Population At End 

Of Fiscal Year 

2387/7637 = 31.3 % 

2124/8336 = 25.5 % 

1994/9056 = 22.0 % 

a. This table was compiled from Records of Deputy Commissioner. 

In Georgia, the parole decision-making process is initiated when 
the Board of Pardons and Paroles receives a copy of an inmate's 
time sheet, on which the Department of Offender Rehabilitation has 
indicated his parole eligibility date.44 Approximately four months in 
advance of parole consideration, the "Parole Support Section," 
which is the department responsible for creation and maintenance 
of the files used by the Parole Board, will request the fGllowing 
information: 45 

a) An interview of the inmate by a parole supervisor. The infor
mation gathered is incorporated into the "Personal History State
ment" and includes the names and addresses of family members 
and employers, references, and an account by the inmate of the 
circumstances of the offense. 

l 

r 
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b) A "Pre-parole Social Investigation." This is a verification 
and expansion of the Personal History Statement, and centers pri
marily on the family members and references. Ifthe required infor
mation is not in Georgia, information is obtained through the Inter
state Parole Compact Office. In most cases in which a presentence 
investigation has been made, that report will be used in lieu of pre
parole social investigation. 

c) A "Legal History." This report is concerned with the particu
lar offense committed by the inmate and may include information 
from court records, arrest reports, the arresting officer, victims of 
the crime, or other similar sources. 

d) An "Inmate Evaluation." This is received from the institu
tion within which the inmate is incarcerated and is written 011 a 
standardized form. The form is completed by the warden, prison 
counsellor, course instructor, trade school instructor, and detail 
supervisor. 

, 

These four reports constitute the core of information which the 
Board receives and upon which the parole decision is based. The 
reports may be supplemented by special interviews from the 
Probation-Parole field office46 or by reports from Central State Hos
pital regarding the ability of the inmate to function in society. In 
addition, the inmate's file, when sent to the Parole Board for consid
eration, contains the following documents: a) a diagnostic and clas
sification summary from the reception prison; b) F.B.I. and Atlanta 
Police Department reports;47 c) transfer notices; d) detainers and 
withdrawal of detainers; e) court Production Orders; f) reports of 
escapes and recaptures; g) disciplinary reports; h) up-dated record 
sheets showing status of good time allowances; i) assignments to 
work release, drug treatment, and other similar programs; j) reports 
from vocational rehabilitation counselors; and k) psychiatric evalu
ations. All letters and other contacts by individuals with the Board 
in favor of or against parole are also included in the file. 48 If an 
interview is held with the inmate, Board members' notes and writ
ten impressions also become part of the file. 49 

A case is usually presented to the Board during the month sched
uled for parole consideration j50 however, cases may be presented as 
early as sixty days before the scheduled consideration month, de
pending on when all of the required reports are collected. If the case 
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is presented early, the final decision is not announced until the 
scheduled month. 

When all of the required information in an inmate's file is col
lected, the file is randomly assigned to one of the five Board mem
bers. That member reviews the file and votes on an attached ballot, 
either to grant or to deny parole. 51 The file, with a new blank ballot 
attached, is reassigned to a different Board member and is thus 
circulated until three votes have been cast either for or against 
parole. This system of voting is utilized to maintain secrecy. When 
voting, a Board member can add special conditions to the parole in 
addition to the standard conditions imposed on all parolees.52 Such 
additional conditions, if the inmate is paroled, become terms of the 
parole certificate. 

In the event an inmate is denied parole, he is sent a p.ersonalletter 
advising him of the reasons for the denial. If an inmate is granted 
parole, he is sent a letter advising him of his tentative release date. 

2. Parole Grant Criteria 

The decision in most states whether to grant or deny parole in a 
particular case is generally guided by criteria established in stat
utes, administrative regulations, or both. The purposes of delineat
ing criteria are dual: to establish a framework whereby it can be 
determined whether an inmate is entitled to and prepared for pa
role, and to provide inmates with a guide for modeling their efforts 
at achieving parole. 

There have been two diverse approaches taken towards the estab
lishment of parole criteria: some jurisdictions employ general cri
teria such as the welfare of society and of the inmate,53 while others 
use an extended list of factors to be considered by the parole board. 54 

Georgia uses a combination of these two approaches. Georgia's sta
tutory prerequisite to parole is typical of many state statutes:55 

No prisoner shall be ... placed on parole until and unless the 
board shall find that there is reasonable probability that, if he 
is so released, he will live and conduct himself as a respectable 
and law-abiding person, and that his release will be compati
ble with his own welfare and the welfare of society.55 

In addition, the Board has indicated that parole will be denied if: 

.' 



there is substantial reason to believe he [the prisoner] will; 
engage in further criminal conduct 01' will not conform to speci
fied conditions of parole. 57 
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Realistically, however, the considerations actually used by parole 
boards in each individual decision are more specific and extensive 
than merely broad statements such as the ones mentioned above. 
Parole boards consider many factors in deciding whether to parole; 
some of these factors are enumerated, while others are implicit in 
the nature of the decision making process.58 The enumerated con
cerns focus upon both the inmate and upon his relation to the com
munity.59 In Georgia, the concerns which center on the inmate in
clude such factors as "ability and readiness to assume obligations 
and undertake responsibilities," "the inmate's conduct during his 
term of imprisonment," and "the physical and emotional status of 
the inmate." The inmate's relation to the community is expressed 
in considerations such as "the availability of community resources 
to assist the inmate," the "type of residence, neighborhood or com
munity in which the inmate plans to live," and "whether his rela
tives display an interest in him." One final enumerated concern 
which relates both to the inmate and to the community is the possi
bility of recidivism; not only is there a strong community interest 
in the avoidance of further criminal activities but also recidivism 
reflects a failure on the part of the parole system to meet its primary 
function-the return to society of a rehabilitated individual. 

As suggested ea.rlier, there are concerns which influence the parole 
board in particular parole decisions but which are not specifically 
eX1lressed.6o One concern is maintenan-l!e of control and' discipline 
over inmates. Because in many states, including Georgia, proper 
prison conduct is one express prerequisite to parole,61 the power to 
parole has been described as "the single most im}tortant source of 
coercive power within the correction system. H62 By predicating the 
parole decision in part upon conduct during confinement, the lure 
of parole encourages proper discipline on the part of inmates.63 As 
one writer has commented: 

. . . I am convinced that the major impetus behind the devel
opment of parole . . . has been the effort of correctional bu
reaucracy to achieve better control over their population and 
management problems.54 
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The economics and statistics of prison population also enter into 
the decision making process.05 Imprisonment is far more expensive 
than supervision in the community;06 thus, as the prison population 
increases, the costs to taxpayers increase. Eventually, public de
mands for economy become so great as to cause correctional officials 
to take steps to reduce costs;67 parole boards are under similar pres
sures to grant more paroles.68 In addition, because overcrowding in 
penal institutions is a major factor contributing to breakdowns in 
prison discipline,69 pressure is often applied to the parole board to 
reduce the population to' an administratively efficient level,7° 

Another factor involvEld in the decision making process is the 
necessity for control over a released individual. By paroling an in
mate, the parole board retains control over the individual, in the 
form of parole supervision. If an inmate is released outright at the 
expiration of his sentence, no control can be exercised over him. 
Thus, in determining the method of release, the need for supervision 
is considered, for supervision helps both to regulate the releasee's 
conduct and to ease his return into society. 

Another major concern of the parole board is the equalizing of 
disparate sentences among the prison population. A recent report of 
the United States Board of Parole stated: 

It is clear that the multiplicity of sentencing choices available 
to the courts, and the varying attitudes between sentencing 
judges, results in a wide disparity in the lengths of sentences 
imposed for persons convicted of similar offenses, and often 
who possess similar backgrounds. To a very real degree, the 
Board of Parole tends, in practice, to equalize this disparity 

71 

Thus, in deciding whether to parole an inmate, the parole board 
might consider the sentence length of the inmate and attempt to 
equalize differences in sentences among inmates. 

A final consideration of the parole board is public opinion.72 
"Unpopular" criminals may be denied parole because of the adverse 
criticism that will result; "popular" criminals may be paroled prior 
to the time when an inmate with the same record but who is un
known is paroled. In addition, the public criticism and resentment 
which results when a parolee commits a new offense may deter an 
affirmative decision to release a different inmate at a later date. 
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The aforementioned list of factors are not all-inclusive of those 
considered by the parole board-such a list would be impossible to 
formulate. Recognizing this problem, the authors of the Model 
Penal Code, have suggested that parole boards adopt a "presump
tion of parolability"73 instead of attempting to formulate parole cri
teria. They propose that an inmate be granted parole at the initial 
date of parole eligibility unless one of the following four considera
tions exist: 

a) There is a substantial probability that the inmate will vio
late the conditions of his parole if released. 
b) The inmate's release would have an injurious impact on 
prison discipline. 
c) The inmate's release would minimize the seriousness of the 
crime or foster disrespect for the law. 
d) The inmate's continued incarceration would substantially 
enhance his possibilities for rehabilitation.74 

The major goal of the proposal is to minimize inconsistency and 
arbitrariness in the parole grant decision making process. Whereas 
present parole criteria provide neither meaningful nor definite 
guidelines for decision makers and thus often lead to inequitable 
results, the presumption attempts to alleviate this problem by re
quiring a parole board to specify reasons for denial, thus avoiding 
decisions unsupported by the record. 75 

Nevertheless, this report rejects the presumption of parolability 
as a solution to the problem of formulating parole grant criteria for 
several reasons. First, the presumption alters the substantive nature 
of the parole grant decision. Traditionally, a parole board is a fact
finding, non-adversarial body; its inquiry is objective-a potential 
parolee is considered by a supposedly unbiased panel. 76 The decision 
to grant or deny the parole is predicated upon the available informa
tion and the expertise and discretion of the board. The parolability 
presumption, by requiring parole unless reasons for denial exist, 
would alter the nature of the inquiry; because there would be no 
reason to inquire into the reasons for granting parole, the inquiry 
would center solely on whether parole should be denied. The fact 
that no reasons exist for denying parole does not necessal'ily indicate 
either that the inmate is rehabilitated or that society is prepared to 
accept him.77 
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Another reason for rejection of the proposal is that the attitudes 
of inmates towards parole could be adversely affected. Parole, gen
erally the quickest and most prevalent form of release from prison, 
is achieved in part through proper discipline and by genuine efforts 
at rehabilitation.78 Although a portrayal of the presumption as re
quiring only an absence of negative action and not as demanding 
affirmative action is not totally accurate, this is the understanding 
that inmates might well have; because the presumption speaks in 
language requiring parole "unless," inmates might think that an 
absence of negative action on their part will always result in parole. 
Finally, this report questions the premise that the presumption will 
reduce inconsistency and arbitrariness because of the requirement 
of stating reasons upon denial. It would not take long for board 
members to couch parole denials in terms specific enough to defeat 
the purpose of the presumption.70 Board members could simply 
reach their decision and then perform the ministerial function of 
justifying that decision. 

The problems that the presumption attempts to solve
arbitrariness and inconsistency-cannot be solved merely by 
shifting the burden of proof in the parole decision from the inmate 
to the parole board. Instead, this report suggests that if equitable 
procedures in the form of a series of reguiatory controls and guide
lines are instituted throughout the system, proper substantive pa
role decisions will result. To complement these measures, this report 
recommends that Georgia retain its present list of factors to consider 
in the parole grant decision;80 however, this list should be modified 
so as to reflect those un enumerated concerns which playa signifi
cant role in each parole decision. This solution may be viewed as a 
failure to face the issue of parole criteria; however, this report con·· 
tends that the crucial problem is to develop a parole system which 
performs its functions fairly and efficiently, not to develop a boiler
plate set of guidelines or a system of watch-dogging over the parole 
board. The substantive thought processes of the parole board can 
never be sufficiently monitored to preclude all arbitrary and incon
sistent actions; even if such monitoring were possible, it would be 
inimical to the history ar.d purposes of parole. Parole is discretion·· 
ary in nature and involves difficult judgmental questions; its exer
cise must be as free from unnecessary restraints as possible. This 
report recognizes that while broad grants of power can lead to 
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"discriminatory administration," minute formulations of standards 
and complex semantic proposals are no better. The most effective 
solution is the promulgation of procedural safeguards; safeguards 
which force a parole board to follow a certain" path and which em
phasize rationality. 

This report suggests that Georgia's statutory standard for parole 
and the modified list of factors can provide a meaningful guide when 
counter-balanced with procedural safeguards. The standards would 
not only give relevant direction to the parole board but also pre
scribe a mode of operation which does not interfere with the objec
tives of parole. In addition to these standards, the use of scientific 
"parole prediction tables" can also aid the parole board in making 
the subjective decisions of which inmates to parole. 

3. The Use of Parole Prediction Tables 

In the majority of jurisdictions, including Georgia, the decision to 
grant or deny parole is made after a case study analysis of the 
individual inmate. This approach, often referred to as the clinical 
approach, attempts to identify the unique characteristics of the 
inmate through the use of interviews, background investigations, 
and other similar data-gathering techniques. For the past thirty 
years, authorities have urged that the case study approach towards 
parole be improved, largely because of the arbitrary and inconsist
ent decisions which often result. Case study predictions are depen
dent upon the particular viewpoint, idiosyncracies, and training of 
the decision maker; therefore, predictions vary considerably.S! One 
judge, although speaking of probation, pointed out: 

Many defendants, especially those who are first offenders, are 
in a frenzy of fear when they appear before the court. The more 
hardened type, such as confidence men, appear at ease. It is 
obvious that in neither case will the appearance or the state
ments of the defendant serve as a reliable guide to the disposi
tion of the case.82 

The same logic applies to parole decision making, particularly when 
interviews are used. Those inrilates "knowl~dgeable" in the ways of 
prison life may appear to be better parole risks than "inexperi
enced" prisoners. The result: favorable varole disposition for the 
poorer parole risk. A parole board, forced to decide for or against 

:! 
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parole solely on the basis of interviews and investigations, must 
often follow their hunches83 or general philosophy84 towards what 
constitutes a good parole risk. Ideally, a parole board should have 
not only accurate and reliable information on each inmate, but also 
proper guidance when making its final decision. 

This report suggests that to improve the parole decision making 
process the Board of Pardons and Paroles utilize prediction tables 
in conjunction with the case study approach. Parole prediction ta
bles estimate the probability of an individual's success on parole by 
plotting each inmate against experience tables developed with re
gard to groups of offenders possessing similar characteristics. Pre
diction tables lend structure to an otherwise discretionary and of
tentimes arbitrary system. As one commentator has noted: 

A prediction table provides only a more systematic application 
of [the case study] process than we can achieve in our heads. 
The tables can cover all cases in a representative sample; when 
we compile experience in our head we are likely to recall some 
cases more vividly than others and thus get a distorted and 
incomplete summary of actual experience.85 

The major argument for using parole prediction tables is their 
accuracy.86 For example, in Illinois, the first state to use prediction 
tables, the violation rate on parole fell from 57 percent to 26 percent 
during the first year of use of parole prediction.87 Another reason to 
use parole prediction is the relative objectivity and uniformity inter
jected into the parole decision making process.88 The absence of a 
uniform, objective system of parole determination hinders the po
tential rehabilitation of an inmate; if an inmate receives what he 
considers arbitrary treatment, the possibilities of eventual rehabili
tation seem to decrease.89 As mentioned earlier, statistical parole 
prediction provides a more "systematic" application of the case 
study method, and thus will hopefully decrease the number of arbi
trary decisions. In effect, parole prediction is a formalization of the 
case study method-hunches are translated into probabilities, and 
amorphous criteria into more structured categories. 

Despite the evidence that the prediction table approach is more 
advantageous than the case study approach, there has been opposi
tion to parole prediction, particularly from paroling authorities.90 

The opposition centers on the assumption that parole prediction 
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cannot account for the unique characteristics of an individual in
mate-characteristics considered in the traditional case study ap
proach. The argument, focusing largely on the idea that the fate of 
an inmate should not be predicated purely on the basis of statistics 
and other numerical methods, fails to perceive that a prediction 
table is not a litmus paper indicator of the parole decision, but 
rather, is a systematic application of the case study method. An
other argument against parole prediction is that even the best pre
diction tables are not entirely accurate. 91 This argument fails to 
consider that although prediction tables might be improved upon, 
research has found the statistical approach more accurate than a 
pure case study approach.92 Another argument against the use of 
parole prediction is economic-implementation of the system would 
require large amounts of capital and manpower.93 The cost of the 
system, although an important factor, must be carefully balanced 
against the benefits that would accrue to society.94 

Most commentators have advocated the use of prediction tables 
when used in conr..;ert with the case study method.95 Prediction ta
bles, at least in their present form, will never be able to replace the 
case study method, and this report does not suggest such replace
ment. As Glaser points out, there are at least three considerations 
for which parole prediction cannot account; the moral aspects of the 
decision to parole, the fact that there is always unique information 
in each case to which statistics cannot be addressed and the fact 
that the parole decision is not solely predicated upon the possibility 
of violation. 96 This report agrees that prediction tables cannot and 
should not replace the decision makers; prediction tables, however, 
should be developed in Georgia as an aid to the decision makers.98 

4. Parole Eligibility 

In many jurisdictions, including Georgia, parole eligibility is 
predicated upon service of some fraction of the total confinement 
time imposed by the court.98 The rationale of this policy is that an 
individual who has committed an offense should serve at least some 
time in prison, to satisfy the retributive aspect of imprisonment, to 
allow him to ponder the ramifi0ations of his crime, and to accom
plish rehabilitation.uD 

The Georgia Legislature has established the minimum time 
served requirements for parole consideration. lOo To meet these re-
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quirements, inmates serving misdemeanor sentences must serve ei
ther six months or one-third of their sentences, whichever is 
greater;IOl inmates serving felony or combination felony and misde
meanor ~e.ntellces must serve nine months or one-third of their sen
tences, vi.·:1ichever is greater; and inmates serving felony or combi
nation felony and misdemeanor sentences of twenty-one years or 
more, including those serving life sentences, must serve seven years. 

TABLE VI: ANALYSIS OF TOTAL RELEASES a OF INMATES 

Sentence 
Length 
(in yrs) 

1+ to 3 
3+ to 5 
5+ to 7 
7+ to 10 

10+ to 15 
15+ to 20 
20+ to X 

Life 
Totals 

WITH SENTENCE LENGTHS GREATER THAN 
ONE YEAR 

Releases Other Releases By 
Than Parole: Parole: Total Releases: 

number percent number percent number percent 

2250 57.3 2007 42.0 4257 48.9 
784 19.9 1140 23.9 1924 22.1 
339 8.6 363 7.6 702 8.1 
265 6.8 496 10.4 761 8.7 
105 2.7 239 5.0 344 4.0 

81 2.1 162 3.4 243 2.8 
40 1.0 75 1.6 115 1.3 
61 1.6 292 '6.1 353 4.1 

3925 100.0% 4774 100.0% 8699 100.0% 

a. This table was compiled from Computer CHRIS. The period cov-
ered is from July 1, 1971 to May 26, 1974 and excludes those in-
mates released who were returned to prison following probation 
or parole revocation. 

b. Only sentence lengths of greater than one year were chosen be-
cause inmates with sentence lengths of less than one year are 
ineligible for parole, assuming that they have kept all their good 
time. There were 4908 inmates released with sentence lengths 
of less than ?l1e year during the time period covered by the table. 

Although in Georgia the granting of parole is considered an act 
of grace and within the discretion of the Parole Board,102 parole 
consideration is automatic for all offenders who have had sentences 
imposed by a court of record and who are under the jurisdiction of 
the Department of Offender Rehabilitation. los A formal application 
is not required in order to be considered for parole;104 upon satis-

r. 
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faction of the minimum time served requirements, all inmates are 
considered. lo5 Likewise, reconsideration of inmates who have been 
denied parole occurs automaticallyl06-neither formal nor written 
request is required. lu7 Inmates who have been given an initial 
parole consideration hut who have since escaped are not reconsi
dered until one year following the date of return to the jurisdiction 
of the Department of Offender Rehabilitation. los If an inmate is 
returned to prison because of violation of the condition of parole or 
conditional release, the inmate will not be considered for re-parole 
until at least one year after the date of re-entering prison, unless the 
Board decides otherwise. IOU 

The problem which results from minimum time served require
ments is that parole consideration is not possible before the initial 
eligibility date is satisfied. llo Correctional authorities have often 
found that time served eligibility requirements interfere with effec
tive decision making because such requirements can cause unneces
sary hardship and confinement and result in inequitable treatment 
of prisoners. ltl As one publication noted: 

A mandatory minimum prevents the parole board from grant
ing an early release when appropriate and denies it the discre
tion which it properly requires,l12 

This report recommends that the minimum time served require
ments for parole eligiblity in Georgia be reduced and suggests three 
alternative systems of parole eligibility: 

a) Plan A: For all inmates, parole eligibility would occur 
after service of one-third of their sentences, with a minimum 
eligibility date of three months and a maximum parole eligibil
ity date of four years. The only exception would be those in
mates with life sentences; their parole eligibility date would be 
after seven year's service. 

b) Plan B: For all inmates, parole eligibility would occur 
after service of of one-fourth of their sentence, with a minimum 
parole eligibility date of three months and a maximum parole 
eligibility date of four years. The only exception would be those 
inmates with life sentences) their parole eligibility date would 
be after seven year's service. 

c) Plan C: For all inmates with sentences ot five years or 
less, parole eligibility would occur after six months service. For 
inmates with sentences of over five years, parole eligibility 
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would occur after one year's service. The only exception would 
be those inmates with life sentences; they would be eligible for 
parole after seven year's service. 

The benefits that would accrue from each of the above three pa
role eligibility systems are the same-although varying in degree, 
they do not vary in kind. One of the primary benefits is that the 
number of inmates eligible for parole would increase. Under the 
present system in Georgia, felons with sentences of one year are not 
eligible for parole because good time allowances reduce the prospec
tive discharge date below the nine month minimum parole eligibil
ity date. 113 With all of the proposed systems, felons with one year 
sentences would be eligible for parole-under Plan A and B after 
three months and under Plan C after six months. The second reason 
for the increase in the number of inmates eligible for parole is that 
although under the present system misdemeanants are statutorily 
eligible for parole, in practice very few are paroled because good 
time allowances reduce most misdemeanant's prospective discharge 
date with a perfect record below the present six month minimum 
parole eligibility date. Only misdemeanants who either have for
feited some good time or have consecutive misdemeanant sentences 
are eligible under the present Georgia system,114 Under proposed 
Plan A and B, certain misdemeanants1l5 not eligible for parole under 
the present Georgia system would become eligible because of the 
reduced initial parole eligibility date. 

It must be remembered that under any system, mere parole eligi
bility does not mean that parole will be granted; however, if the 
number of inmates considered for parole increases, and those eligi
ble are considered earlier, the number of inmates released on parole 
should increase; and if the present rate of parole grants were to 
remain constant, the number of inmates released on parole would 
increase significantly. 

Another benefit of the proposed system results indirectly from 
earlier initial parole consideration dates. Considering inmates at an 
earlier time will enable the Parole Board to release those inmates 
who have been rehabilitated at a:n -earlier point in time than permit
ted by the present Georgia system.lIO Inmates who have not attained 
a sufficient level of rehabilitation to entitle them to parole will not 
be affected, since they will be denied parole upon review by the 
Parole Board. 
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TABLE VII: SCHEDULES FOR PAROLE ELIGIBILITY 

Duration of Present Georgia PlanA Plan B Plan C 
Sentence by Parole Eligi- Parole Eligi- Parole Eligi- Parol18 El1gi-

Years bility date bility date bility date bility date 

1 Not eligible a 4 mos. 3mos. 6 mos. 
1.5 9 mos. 6 mos. 4.5 mos. 6 mos. 
2 9 mos. 8 mos. 6 mos. 6 mos. 
2.5 10 mos. 10 mos. 7.5 mos. 6mos. 
S 1 yr. 1 yr. 9 mos. 6mos. 
3.5 1 yr. 2 mos. 1 yr. 2 moS. 10.5 mos. 6 mos. 
4 1 yr. 4 mos. 1 yr. 4 mos. 1 yr. 6 mos. 
4.5 1 yr. 6 mos. 1 yr. G mos. i yr. 1.5 mos. Gmos. 
5 1 yr. 8 mos. 1 yr. 8 mos. 1 yr. 3 mos. 1 yr. 
6 2 yr. 2 yr. i yr. 6 mos. 1 yr. 
7 2 yr. 4 mos. 2 yr. 4 mos. 1 yr. 9 mos. 1 yr. 
,8 2 yr. 8 mos. 2 yr. 8 mos. 2 yr. 1 yr. 
9 3 yr. 3 yr. 2 yr. 3 mos. 1 yr. 

10 3 yr. 4 mos. 3 yr. 4 mos. 2 yr. 6 mos. 1 yr. 
11 3 yr. 8 mos. 3 yr. 8 mos. 2. yr. 9 mos. 1 yr. 
12 4 yr. 4 yr. 3 yr. I yr. 
13 4 yr. 4 mos. 4 yr. 3 yr. 3 mos. I yr. 
14 4 yr. 8 mos. 4 yr. 3 yr. 6 mos. I yr. 
15 5 yr, 4 yr. 3 yr. 9 mos. 1 yr. 
16 5 yr. 4 mos. 4 yr. 4 yr. 1 yr. 
17 5 yr. 8 mos. 4 yr. 4 yr. 1 yr. 
18 6 yr. 4 yr. 4 yr. 1 yr. 
19 6 yr. 4 mos. 4 yr. 4 yr. 1 yr. 
20 6 yr. 8 mos. 4 yr. 4 yr. 1 yr. I.\:l 

21-X 7 yr. 4 yr. 4 yr. 1 yr. to en 
Life 7 yr. 7 yr. 7 yr. 7 yr. 

a. Assumes that the inmate has retained all his good time allowances. 
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A third reason for a reduction of initial parole eligibility is that 
empirical research has indicated the relationship between time 
served in prison and success on parole to be either that those in
mates with less confinement time are more sucessful on parole or 
that the lel".:;,h of time served in prison makes no difference. l17 A 
recent study conducted in California which examined the parole 
outcomes of comparable groups serving differing lenghts of sent
ences, found that "prison terms can be reduced without reducing 
the risk to society as measured by recidivism."118 The National Ad
visory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals has 
recently stated that "time spent in confinement is inversely related 
to success on parole."119 Findings such as these must be carefully 
considered in determining the minimum parole eligibility dates of 
inmates. The California study indicates that within certain limits, 
the date of parole does not affect the parolee's potential success. 
This conclusion supports the notion that to incarcerate a prisoner 
for a longer time period than necessary not only results in an unnec
essary loss to the community of the individual's services and a loss 
to the taxpayers in terms of added imprisonment costs, but also is 
the sanctioning of an inhumane measure. Both the offender and 
society as a whole pay the price of long prison terms: 

We may ... persist in incarceration of persons who do not 
need institutional control. We can take a minor property of
fender and help him to develop into a more serious offender 
by unnecessary and long incarceration as surely as if we 
conducted vocational training in hate, violence, selfishness, 
abnormal sex relations, and criminal techniques. '2o 

The major drawback of reducing the minimum time eligibility 
requirements for parole consideration is that an increased workload 
for the Parole Board will result. The Board presently reviews over 
4000 cases a year121 and is responsible for interviews, parole revoca
tion hearings, and many other parole-related functions. An increase 
in the number of inmates eligible for parole might result in a reduc
tion of time spent by each Board member reviewing pmticular in
mates' files. This is a serious problem and cannot be avoided; how
ever, this drawback must be balanced against the benefits that will 
accrue to society, the prison system, and those inmates who would 
otherwise be ineligible for parole. 
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The following is a detailed discussion of each of the three alterna
tive systems proposed: 

PLANA 

Plan A, the most conservative of the three proposed systems of 
parole eligibility, is merely a slight variation of the present system, 
but it affects a large group of prisoners and could ultimately result 
in a reduction of the Georgia prison population. The plan affects the 
ends of the spectrum of sentence lengths-misdemeanant sent
ences, sentences of two years or less, and sentences of more than 
twelve years, exclusive of life sentences. 

At the lower end of the spectrum, present Georgia misdemean
ant's parole eligibility requirements demand that a misdemeanant 
serve at least six months of his sentence; 122 if a misdemeanant keeps 
all of his good time, however, he is discharged at a maximum time 
of six months.123 In effect, therefore, misdemeanants are pragmati
cally barred from being paroled-if a misdemeanant does not main
tain all his good time, his chances for being paroled are probably 
minimal; if he does maintain his good time, he will be released 
either on or before his initial parole eligibility date.124 Plan A affects 
misdemeanants by reducing the minimum eligibility date to three 
months, thereby opening up parole to those pragmatically pre
cluded under the present system. 

Prisoners who are sentenced to two years or less would also be 
affected. Under the present Georgia system, a felon is not eligible 
for parole unless he has served at least nine months. 125 Thus, al
though one··third of a two-year sentence is eight months, prisoners 
with two-year sentences are not eligible until they have served nine 
months. 126 Under Plan A, because of the three month minimum time 
served requirement, felons with sentences of two years or less will 
be treated on an equal basis with all other felons. 

Plan A would also affect the parole eligibility dates of inmates 
with sentences of more than twelve years. Under the current system, 
a prisoner is eligible for parole aJter serving one third of his sent- . 
ence; if the sentence totals twenty-one years or more, tlte inmate is 
eligible after seven years.121 Plan A would set the maximum parole 
eligibility date at four years for all prisoners except those serving life 
sentences. Thus, the plan affects inmates with long sentences by 
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making them eligible for parole after four years, rather than the 
prese~t seven. 

The changes that Plan A suggest, although minimal, could have 
significant results. 128 A "wholesale" release of prisoners would not 
result, but the plan would enable certain classes of prisoners pres
ently legally or pragmatically ineligible for parole to be considered 
for parole, and would make other classes of prisoners eligible at an 
earlier date. 

The mose serious drawback of Plan A is that it does not change 
the system for most prisoners. One of the largest single categories 
of prisoners consists of those with sentence lengths of three to five 
years, yet this group is not affected by the plan. 

PLAN B 

Plan B retains the traditional characteristic of parole eligibility 
-prisoners still must serve a fraction of their sentence before 
becoming eligible for parole; however, Plan B would reduce the 
present one-third fraction to one-fourth of the sentence.129 The sys
tem also has a three-month minimum and a four-year maximum 
parole eligibility date. The plan affects every prisoner in the system, 
with the exception of those prisoners serving life sentences. 

Plan B has all the advantages of Plan A, plus the additional 
benefit of possibly easing each paroled inmate's reintegration into 
society; each inmate who is paroled at an earlier point in time than 
is presently possible will remain in prison for a shorter time and, 
consequently, out of society for a shorter period of time. He will have 
had less contact with the criminal element which exists in the prison 
system, and hopefully will have avoided the "hardening" process 
which occurs to so many inmates. 130 And, as the California study has 
indicated, the transition back into society might be eased through 
earlier rehabilitation and release. 13l Plan B might also contribute to 
improved prison discipline and morale. Because there is less time 
between the date of arrival at the prison and the initial date of 
eligibility, the nearness of potential parole might be an additional 
incentive to proper prison conduct. 

The major drawback of Plan B is that it will result in an added 
workioad for the Parole Board. However, this drawback must be 
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balanced against the benefits that will accrue from early parole 
eligibility. 

PLANe 

Plan C is the most progressive of the three proposed systems. The 
plan will have the largest effect on the date of initial parole eligibil
ity and is an extreme departure from the present Georgia system. 
Under the plan, prisoners with sentences of five years or less are 
eligible for parole after service of six months, while prisoners with 
sentences of over five years are eligible after one year's service. 
Prisoners with life sentences are eligible after service of seven years. 
This plan affects all prisoners, except those serving life sentences, 
and should maximize the efficiency of parole. 

The primary benefit of this system is that it allows those prisoners 
who are rehabilitated and good risks to society to return to the 
community after a minimal amount. of time in prison. As has been 
indicated earlier, research studies have shown not only that inmates 
with less confinement time are generally more successful on parole 
but also that recidivism rates might be reduced by minimizing con
finement time.132 Another advantage of Plan C is that it helps to 
alleviate inequities resulting from the present sentencing procedure. 
This proposed system groups all inmates into two broad categories 
and guarantees parole consideration after serving equivalent terms, 
rather than set periods. Under the present system it is possible for 
two people convicted of the same crime and sentenced by different 
judges to receive different sentences, allowing one to be eligible for 
parole at an earlier time than the other. Plan C groups all inmates 
into two categories and guarantees parole consideration after service 
of equivalent terms rather than after service of some minimum time 
period .. 

Sentence disparity has been found to be one of the prime causes 
of inmate grievances. 133 The United States Board of Parole stated 
in its 1970 Biennial Report: 

It is clear that the multiplicity of sentencing choices available 
to the courts, and the varying attitudes between sentencing 
judges results in a wide disparity in the lengths of sentences 
imposed . for persons convicted of similar offenses, and often 
who possess similar backgrounds. To a very real degree, the 
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Board of Parole tends, in practice, to equalize the disparity 
whenever it is not bound to the one-third maximum time re
quired in regular sentence. 134 

Florida has enacted a statutel35 similar to proposed Plan C and 
has been very successful. I36 One reason for the success is that the 
Florida Parole and Probation Commission has maintained its poli
cies for parole release; their decision to grant parole is based on the 
following considerations: :. 

a) The community must be provided reasonable protection 
and assurance that those released will not victimize society. 
b) The availability and capability of the Commission field 
staff must be adequate to provide supervision and the neces-
sary concentrated programming consistent with the higher risk 
offender profile. 
c) The parole release must be consistent with the capability of 
the pa":'olee to cope effectively with the complex demands of 
modern society. 137 

Florida's success is also attributable to the Parole Board's use of 
parole prediction scores. Scientific parole prediction correlates 
background data with parole performance data and combines the 
experience of the parole authority with each category of offender in 
the classification scheme. 13s Finally, Florida is successful because of 
the use of pre-sentence investigation reports as a tool in determining 
the parole decision .139 

The main objection to Plan C is fear that there will be a wholesale 
release of prisoners. This fear is unwarranted for several reasons. 
First, parole eligibility is not synonymous with parole grant. The 
mere fact that an inmate is eligible for parole does not mean that 
the Parole Board will parole him. The criteria used for determining 
who will be granted parole will not differ from the criteria used in 
the present system. An inmate who would not be paroled under the 

-' present Georgia system will not be paroled merely because he is 
eiic'ibie at an earlier time. Second, the Parole Board has the option 
to become more strict in its release requirements, particularly at 
initial parole consideration. Finally, the minimum time eligibility 
forthose inmates with life sentences remains at seven years; thus, 
the inmates who have committed the most serious crimes will not 
be eligible until that time. 
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5. The Parole Grant Hearing 

A parole grant hearing is a mechanism which enables a potential 
parolee to speak on his own behalf concerning his parole grant deter
mination. The principal purposes of the hearing are twofold: first, 
to aid in effective decision making by expanding the informational 
base available to the parole board; and second, to enhance the reha
bilitation of an inmate not only by encouraging his participation in 
programs but also by providing him with what he perceives to be 
fair treatment.140 These two purposes will be referred to as the infor
mational goal and the rehabilitative goal. 

At the present time, only three states do not provide some form 
of a parole grant hearing; Georgia is one of those. l4I The Georgia 
Board of Pardon and Paroles does, however, provide a number of 
potential parolees with the opportunity to speak face-to-face with 
board members, through an interview program begun in March, 
1974.142 When an interview is held, it is usually conducted by two 
Board members and a parole review officer. The interview, usually 
lasting fifteen to twenty minutes, is not recorded, but the parole 
review officer takes notes which are later used by the Board in its 
decision making process. At the conclusion of the interview, each 
Board member records his impressions for inclusion in the inmate's 
file.1-13 Attorneys and witnesses are not a part of the interview pro
cess; they are permitted to present their support for or opposition 
to parole directly to the Board, on days designated for such presen
tations.144 

An explanation of the parole grant hearing as it is used in other 
jurisdictions is useful in evaluating Georgia's interview system. A 
survey of fifty-one 145 jurisdictions which hold hearings revealed that 
in most jurisdictions there is little to distinguish the hearing from 
Georgia's question and answer interview. Only seventeen of the 
fifty-one jurisdictions permit the inmate to call witnesses, and only 
twenty-one permit counsel to be present.146 Thus, the typical "hear
ing" is in reality Georgia's interview-a question and answer ex
change between board member(s)147 and inmate. Thus, the differ
ence lies in the timing; in hearing states, the face-to-face exchange 
occurs at the end of the decision-making process, after the board 
members have possibly already decided. J48 There is little, if any 
reason, to think the informational and rehabilitative goals oithe 
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face-to-face exchange are better served by such a proceeding than 
by an earlier proceeding. Indeed, the earlier proceeding would more 
readily allow time before the final decision for the parole authority 
to verify and file data challenged as inaccurate by the inmate. The 
probability that inaccurate information will be exposed to and chal
lenged by the inmate is not a function of the timing of the proceed
ing. The achievement of the rehabilitative goal of the proceeding 
necessarily is a function of the personal attributes of the board 
members-warmth, interest, ability to communicate, etc.-and not 
a function of timing. 

As for the jurisdictions which allow the inmate to call witnesses 
and permit him to be represented by counsel, it has been suggested 
that the proceeding's informational and rehabilitative goals are 
enhanced by the presence of attorney 'and witnesses. 149 Nevertheless, 
this report does not recommend that counsel be present at the pa
role interview, nor that the inmate be permitted to call witnesses 
at the interview. These two distinct questions will be discussed in 
separate sections of this report. This report also does not advocate 
that Georgia adopt a system of parole grant hearings. As explained 
above, the hearing as it is practiced in most states differs from 
Georgia's interview only in two respects: (1) the hearing in most 
states comes much later in the decision process than does the inter
view in Georgia, and (2) the decision in most states is made 
promptly at the conclusion of the hearing, while in Georgia it is 
made some time after the interview is completed. The board mem
bers in many hearing states study all the file· data on an individual, 
then, in effect, give him a last minute chance to change their 
minds. 150 In Georgia, the interview is conducted prior to rather than 
after the decision. 151 This report suggests that the informational and 
rehabilitative goals important to the conventional hearing are satis
fied at least as well by the Georgia interview. 

Under the present system in Georgia, however, not all potential 
parolees have the opportunity to be interviewed, and are thus not 
beneficiaries of these goals. Those who are denied an interview are: 

(1) those becoming eligible for parole consideration for the 
first time, or 
(2) those similarly interviewed in the past, or 
(3) former parolees or probationers imprisoned because of 
parole or probation revocation.152 

'I 
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The reason for limiting the number of interviews is undoubtedly the 
limited availability of manpower and other resources. This report, 
while recognizing the problems involved in expanding the interview 
program,lo3 recommends that an interview be held with every in
mate at every parole eligibility date. To prevent, at least to some 
extent, an unmanageable increase in the workload of the Board 
members, this report suggests that each interview be conducted by 
one Board member rather than the present two .154 In addition to the 
written record of the interviewing member's impressions,155 the in
terview itself should be recorded verbatim and be made a part of 
the data file upon which the board members base their votes to 
grant or deny parole. Institution of this more complete interview 
system will add a valuable informational in.put to the parole deci
sion making process; the benefits that will redound both to the 
community and to the inmates should more than outweigh the 
added burdens imposed upon the parole system. 

(a) The Question of Counsel at the Hearing-Interview 

Some commentators have argued that the presence of an attorney 
before the parole board on behalf of an inmate could have a benefi
cial effect on both the amount and nature of the information dis
cussed and the inmate's perception of the proceeding's fair
nessI56-Le., on the informational and rehabilitive goals mentioned 
throughout this report. Studies have indicated, however, that the 
presence of counsel does not necessarily aid an inmate in obtaining 
parole. One survey of forty-three states examined the relationship 
in 1970 between the permitted presence of counsel at a parole grant 
hearing and the ratio of parole releases to total inmate releases. 157 

Of eighteen states which permitted counsel's presence, twelve had 
a lower percentage of releases by parole than the national average 
of 70%.158 Of the twenty-five states which did not permit the pres
ence of counsel, sixteen had a parole-release precentage above the 
national average. 159 While it is not possible to conclude that the 
permitted presence of counsel adversely affects the inmate's 
chances for parole,16o it is reasonable to conclude that Georgia's 
adoption of a policy to permit counsel at the parole grant interview 
would not result in a significant increase in paroles.161 

In addition, the nature of the parole grant decision is objective; 
the parole board acts as a "finder of fact."162 If the parole grant 
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decision process were adversarial in nature, with either the parole 
board or some other governmental body advocating denial of parole, 
there would be a need for an offsetting advocate on behalf of the 
inmate. IR3 In Georgia today, however, there is no reason to incarcer
ate an inmate any longer than necessary, especially in view of the 
overcrowded condition of the prisons. Therefore, the requirement or 
allowance of counsel would seem to be unnecessarily wasteful of 
needed resources and valuable 'parole beard time. 164 

(b) The Question of Witnesses at the Hearing-Interview 

There is little doubt that permitting the inmate to present wit
nesses in some forum works favorably towards both the 
informational and rehabilitative goals. The kind of personal infor
mation that is made available through family, friends, and others 
is vital to an informed decision by the parole authority. As to the 
rehabilitative goal, knowledge by the inmate that his best side can 
be presented is vital to his favorable perception of both the process 
and the authority. Virtually every jurisdiction, including Georgia, 
recognizes this, and has a mechanism which permits it. In Georgia, 
counsel, family, and friends are permitted to present their views 
directly to the board members on days designated for that pur
pose,165 and this report suggests that this procedure substantially 
satisfies the intended goals. 

(c) Recording of the Interview 

Only twenty jurisdictions provide for a verbatim recording of the 
parole grant proceeding. 166 This is not solely a question of judicial 
reviewability; a verbatim record of the interview and a record of the 
reasons for the decision permit those who are to consider the inmate 
on a subsequent eligibility to: (1) gauge better the inmate's progress 
from the time of the first interview to the time of the second; (2) 
recognize more efficiently the particular problems of the inmate and 
determine if the conditions supporting the first denial still exist; 
and, (3) avail themselves of an additional information source other
wise non-existent. The recording of the proceeding would also be 
useful because the interviews in Georgia are conducted by less than 
the full Parole Board. While the interviewing Board members' opin
ions and the parole Teview officer's notes are valuable, a verbatim 
recording in addition to the interviewing Board members' opinions 
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would provide the remaining Board members with all the beneficial 
features of the former data system as well as the features indicated 
above. 167 Therefore, this report recommends that such inmate inter
views be recorded verbatim, and that the recording become a part 
of the data file upon which the Board members base their votes to 
grant or deny parole. 

6. A Requirement of Specific Reasons Upon a Denial of Parole 

Most parole boards either fail to give reasons or give inadequate 
reasons to the inmate upon denial of parole. Georgia falls into this 
latter group-although inmates who have been denied are informed 
of the reasons,168 the notice is usually in general and vague terms. 
This report recommends that Georgia adopt a procedure whereby 
inmates are given specific, concrete statements which adequately 
describe the reasons for denial and which are directed to the partic
ular inmate. This policy of openness not only will enable the inmate 
to take steps toward rehabilitation but also will improve his percep
tions of the correctional and parole systems. Statements which 
speak only in general terms do not inform the inmate of his failings 
or weaknesses and breed disrespect and contempt for the system 
because of the appearance of inequity and arbitrariness conveyed. 

Fairness, perhaps the primary reason behind adoption of a policy 
of openness and disclosure,169 is not mandated by any law-indeed, 
the closest written basis for a policy of fairness is embodied in the 
concept of due process. 170 Rather, fairness in the parole grant process 
is demanded by the rehabilitative nature of corrections and parole. 
If an inmate is not notified of the factors behind a decision denying 
parole, the rehabilitative purposes of incarceration are all but de
feated; without knowledge of what is expected and required, an 
inmate will be unable to determine what actions or inactions to 
undertake. His self-rehabilitative efforts will become little more 
than hit-and-miss propositions. A former parole board member once 
eoncluded: 

It is an essential element of justice that the rule and processes' 
for measuring parole readiness • . . be made known to the 
inmate. This knowledge can greatly facilitate the earnest in
mate toward his own rehabilitation. It Oil;! just as important for 
an inmate to know the rules and basis of the judgement upon 
which he will be granted or denied parole as it was important 
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for him to know the basis of the charge against him and the 
evidence upon which he was convicted. One can imagine 
nothing more cruel, inhuman, and frustrating than serving a 
prison term without knowledge of what will be measured and 
the rules determining whether one is ready for parole. 171 

Thus, fairness requires that adequate, informative reasons be given 
to an inmate. 

The leading decision applying notions of fairness to the parole 
grant decision is Monks v. New Jersey State Parole Board in which 
the court held that eadl applicant denied parole has a right to a 
statement of reasons.172 The primary rationale of the court was ad
herence to a policy of fairness: 

. . . fairness and rightness clearly dictate the granting of the 
prisoner's request for a statement of reasons. That course as a 
general matter would serve the acknowledged interests of pro
cedural fairness .. - .. 173 

Recently, some parole boards have begun to realize the inequities 
in refusing to give reasons. 174 Many of these have recognized that 
failure to give reasons or giving inadequate reasons fosters arbitrari
ness and casts suspicion on the board; a policy that does not encour
age openness provides a curtain behind which bad decisions can be 
hidden. As emphasized in the Monks decision, adequate disclosure 
of reasons will "serve as a suitable and significant discipline on the 
Board's exercise of its wide powers. "175 

Another argument supporting institution of adequate disclosure 
of reasons stems from recognition that prison unrest has often re
sulted from the fact that applicants are not informed of the reasons 
for parole denial;176 disclosure would help to alleviate the danger of 
prison unrest. 

~ 

If the prisoner population cannot see a correlation between 
socially acceptable behavior within the institution and an 
eventual parole, their motivation to conform . . . is so de-
creased as to appear almost non-existent.177 

There are two arguments in opposition to adoption of a policy of 
full disclosure. First, a policy of disclosure is already in force in 
Georgia, and no further disclosure is needed.178 Although the Geor
gia Parole Board furnishes reasons for parole denial, practically 

:~ , 
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speaking, the explanations given the inmate are no more than gen
eral statements-statements conceivably applicable to ~ny or all 
inmates. Typical reasons include, for example, statements that (1) 
the inmate has not used his time in the institution as well as possi
ble; (2) the serious nature and circumstances of his offense prevent 
the grant of parole at the present time; and, (3) a past record of 
parole failure (or a past record of drug problems, escapes, or work
release failure) indicates that parole is not advisable at the present 
time. 179 The second argument in opposition to disclosure is the ad
ministrative burden that will be imposed upon the system. This 
report recognizes that additional manpower and resources will be 
required and that the workload of the Board members will increase; 
however, the benefits that will accrue to the prison population, the 
correctional system, and society far outweigh these burdens. If viol
ence and unrest in the prison system can be minimized, and, at the 
same time, prisoners can be rehabilitated more efficiently and expe
ditously, there can be little doubt that institution of a policy of 
openness and disclosure is advisable, if not mandatory, 

This report further recommends that Georgia adopt a policy 
whereby inmates are given access to all material in their files except 
to the extent that such access would adversely 8lIect the informa
tional sources, endanger individuals, or have a deleterious effect on 
the inmate's rehabilitation. Presently, Georgia allows no access to 
the files ISO except in the rare cases where there is widespread public 
interest. 1St The primary reasons for denial of access are protection 
of the confidentiality of the witnesses in order to encourage their 
candor. Denying a,ccess to an inmate's files results in a grave 
problem-an individual is unable either to rebut unfavorable infor
mation or to learn what facts are being considered; although the 
individual may be given an opportunity to establish his version of 
the facts, he may fail to explain crucial points raised by others or 
may place undue emphasis on uncontroverted issues to the exclu- . 
sion of unresolved and contested issues. The recent federal case of 
Childs v. United States Board of Parole1S2 recognized the danger of 
factual errors183 when parole applicants are denied the opportunity 
to view information used by the parole board; the court therefore 
concluded that access to the files must be permitted. The same 
reasoning used by the Childs court is applicable to the Georgia 
parole system-the danger of errors and omissions which could ad-

(; 
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versely affect an inmate's chances for parole are too great to allow 
the Parole Board to deny access. 

E. Parole Revocation 

Increased concern has been shown in recent years for the rights 
of parolees,184 particularly in the area of parole revocation. 185 The 

. emphasis on parole revocation is due largely to the fact that revoca
tion effects a termination of liberty, albeit conditional. I86 In addi
tion, there is genuine interest in the protection of parole as an insti
tutionl87 and an awareness of the role that parole revocations play 
in admissions to prison. This report suggests that in order for parole 
to survive as a viable organ of the criminal justice system, parole 
revocation procedures which ensure fairness, efficiency, and consist
ency must be instituted-these procedures must be structured so 
that they contribute to and reinforce the ultimate goals of parole. 

TABLE VIII: ADMISSIONS TO GEORGIA PRISONS RESULTING 
FROM PAROLE REVOCATIONS a 

Total Felon Total Parole Revocations 
Admissions Parole as a Percentage of 

Fiscal Year to Prison Revocations Total Admissions 

1972 6604 268 4.1% 

1973 6062 265 4.4 

1974 6738 291 4.3 

a. Sources: ANNUAL REPORT and Computer CHRIS. 

Traditionally, the primary goal of parole has been the rehabilita
t.ion of inmates with its consequent reduction of recidivism. 18s Be
cause revocation is the primary enforcement tool of parole boards,189 
it is the major device by which boards attempt to achieve this goal. 
Pr\)per parole revocation procedures help ensure that the purpose of 
a rt'vocation is attuned to safeguarding the community and aiding 
the parolee. Proper revocation procedures also serve the goal of enh
ancement of the concepts of fairness required in a parole system.19O 
An inmate's perceptions of both the parole and correctional systems 
are vital factors in his eventual rehabilitation; if proper procedures 
will help achieve fairness, efficiency, and consistency, then an in-

I , 
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mate· will be more likely to have positive feelings about the sys
temsl91-if procedural fairness is related to mental attitude, then 
institution of proper procedures will encourage rehabilitation. The 
other goals and purposes of parole192 will also be served by proper 
parole revocation procedures. Because revocation is a vital compo~ 
nent of any parole system, it is logical to assume that proper revoca~ 
tion contributes to "proper parole." 

This section of the report analyzes parole revocation in Geor~ 
gia-from legal, administrative, and statistical standpoints. The 
first part deals with recent Supreme Court and Georgia decisions on 
parole revocation; the second part deals with the actual process in 
Georgia; and the third part analyzes the system and proposes rec
ommendations. Our purpose is not to question the propriety of ac
tions taken by the Georgia Board of Pardons and Paroles or its 
members, but to evaluate the system so as to increase its efficiency, 
fairness, and consistency. 

1. The Legal Requirements of Parole Revocation 

Because parole revocation results in the curtailment of one's lib~ 
erty, two recent Supreme Court decisions require that certain due 
process protection be provided to the parolee at the revocation pro~ 
ceeding. In Morrissey v. Brewer,193 Chief Justice Burger determined 
that the termination of a parolee's conditional liberty falls within 
the bounds of the Due Process Clause. The Court held that minimal 
due process requirements for parole revocation include a reasonably 
prompt preliminary inquiry at or near the place of the alleged parole 
violation or arrest in order to determine whether there is probable 
cause to believe that the parolee committed the parole violation, 
and a final revocation hearing which guarantees the parolee certain 
specified minimum due process requirements. 

The Court required several protections at the preliminary hearing 
stage. The parolee must be given notice of the hearing, and this 
notice must inform the parolee of the alleged parole violations. Tb 
insure fairness for the parolee, an officer not personally involved 
with the parolee194 should make the probable cause determination. 
The parolee may present relevant information and, absent security 
considerations, question any adverse informants. The officer con~ 
ducting the hearing must summarize the evidence at the prelimi~ 
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nary hearing and determine whether there is probable cause to send 
the parolee before the parole board for a final revocation hearing. 
The officer must "state the reasons for his determination and indi
cate the evidence he relied on."195 

At the final revocation hearing, minimum due process 
requirements are: a) written notice of the claimed violations of pa
role; b) disclosure to the parolee of evidence against him; c) oppor
tunity to be heard in person and to present witnesses and documen
tary evidence; d) the right to confront and cross-examine adverse 
witnesses;196 e) a "neutral and detached" hearing body such as a 
traditional parole board;ID7 f) a written statement by the factfinders 
as to the evidence relied on and reasons for revoking parole. The 
Court further emphasized that at the revocation hearing the parolee 
must be afforded the opportunity to be heard and to demonstrate 
that he did not violate the conditions of parole, or if he did, that 
there were mitigating circumstances. In addition, the final revoca
tion must be within a reasonable time after the parolee is taken into 
custody. 

The Court in Morrissey stressed that parole revocation is not part 
of a criminal prosecution and thus the full panoply of rights due a 
defendant in a criminal proceeding is not applicablelD8-parole revo
cation deprives an individual not of an absolute liberty, but only of 
a conditional liberty predicated upon adherence to special parole 
conditions. The Court also noted that it was not attempting to 
establish a rigid code of procedure for states to follow, but only a 
framework within which to work.IDD 

In Gagnon v. Scarpelli200 the Court considered the question of the 
right to counsel at parole revocation hearings. The Court deter
mined that the Constitution did not require that counsel be pro
vided in all revocation hearings; the due process requirements es
tablished in Morrissey were sufficient to ensure the parolee's rights. 
Because of the many situations in which appointed counsel could 
make a substantial difference, Gagnon adopted a case-by-case ap
proach for determining when counsel was appropriate. Unfortun
ately,-tne Court failed to establish guidelines for this suggested 
approach and merely mentioned that in the following two fact situa
tions a state should consider the question: (1) when the parolee 
claims that he has not committed the alleged violation, or (2) when 
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there are complex and difficult reasons which might have justified 
or mitigated the violation.20' The Court also stressed that the indi
vidual's ability to speak effectively for himself should be consid
ered.202 Finally, the Court required that the reasons supporting a 
refusal to appoint counsel be set forth in the record whenever a 
request for counsel is denied. 203 

The effects, if any, of Morrissey and Gagnon on Georgia parole 
revocation procedures have not yet been determined;204 the basic 
revocation procedures are statutorily established and seem to be 
largely compatible with the decisions. The Georgia statutes provide 
first that a parolee may be arrested if a Parole Board member has 
reasonable grounds to believe that a violation has occurred.205 Al
though a preliminary hearing is not expressly provided for, such 
hearings are granted except in certain limited situations.206 Second, 
the statutes entitle a parolee to a final hearing before the Board.207 

There have been several decisions in two other areas of parole 
revocations. First, the Georgia Supreme Court has concluded that 
a person who is granted~parole remains in the legal custody of the 
Parole Board until expitation of his maximum sentence; thus, the 
Board has the authority to revoke parole and return him to prison 
for the remainder of the maximum sentence.208 Second, parole can 
be neither granted nor revoked except by a specific order of the 
Georgia Board of Pardons and Paroles.209 Thus, in Balkcom v. 
Jackson21O the court determined that although a prisoner, while on 
parole, has been convicted and sentenced to serve time for a federal 
offense, he was still entitled to have time served on the subsequent 
sentence computed as time served on the original sentence because 
the Parole Board did not by order revoke his parole. 

2. Parole Revocation in G~orgia 

The process of parole revocation in Georgia is initiated when a 
delinquency report is filed by a parole supervisor alleging a violation 
of one or more terms and conditions of parole by a particular paro
lee.211 This report is sent to the Executive Officer of the Board of 
Pardons and Paroles who is responsible for determining whether to 
issue a warrant calling for the arrest of the alleged violator.212 The 
decision whether to issue the warrant is guided by statutory criteria: 

'.>..._-
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If any member of the Board shall have reasonable ground to 
believe that any parolee. . . has lapsed into criminal ways, or 
has violated the terms and conditions of his parole . . . in a 
material respect, such member may issue a warrant for the 
arrest of such parolee . . . .213 

TABLE IX: LENGTH OF TIME BETWEEN GRANT OF PAROLE 
AND ISSUANCE OF ARREST WARRANT a 
BY PAROLE BOARD, FY 1974 b 

Length of Time Between Grant of 
Parole and Issuance of Arrest 

Warrant (in months)a 

o to 1 c 
1+ to 2 
2+ to 3 
3+ to 4 
4+ to 5 
5+ to 6 
6+ to 7 
7+ to 8 
8+ to 10 

10+ to 12 
12+ to 14 
14+ to 16 
16+ to 18 
18+ to 20 
20+ to 25 
25+ to 30 
30+ to 35 
35+ to 40 
40+ to 45 
45+ to 50 
50+ to 55 
55+ to 60 
60+ to X 
Not Available 

Total 

Number of 
Revocations 

21 
26 
33 
21 
17 
16 
11 
11 
15 

5 
4 
5 
7 
4 
6 
8 
3 
o 
o 
2 
o 
o 
o 

25 
240 

a. On some revocation orders the date of issuance of the arrest war
rant was not listed. In these cases the date used was the date 
until which good time was allowed. 

b. This table was compiled from "Revocation Orders," Georgia State 
Board of Pardons and Paroles [hereinafter referred to as Rev
ocation Orders]. 

c. Of this group, 8 revocations occurred within 15 days. 
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If a warrant is issued, the Executive Officer must decide whether 
to hold a preliminary hearing,214 If the decision is negative and two 
Board members consent, the warrant will be withdrawn. If the deci~ 
sion is affirmative, a preliminary hearing will be held215 unless the 
parolee has been convicted of a new offense in a court of record, has 
not been arrested prior to his final hearing, or has admitted the 
violation with which he is charged.216 In these three situations par{)le 
is automatically terminated. 

TABLE X: FINAL PAROLE REVOCATIONS: METHOD OF 
REVOCATION, FY 1974 a 

Method of Revocation 

Automatic Parole Revocations 

Parole Revocations after Hearings 

Total Final Parole Revocations 

Revokees 
Number Percent 

139 

101 

240 

57.9% 

42.1 

100.6% 

a. This table was compiled from the Revocation Orders. 

The purpose of the preliminary hearing is to determine whether 
probable cause exists to believe that there has been a violation of 
the terms and conditions of parole and whether the parolee should 
be held under arrest pending the Board's decision on ordering a final 
hearing.217 

The preliminary hearing is an informal proceeding presided over 
by a Parole Review Officer,218 and is held in a courthouse at or near 
the site of the alleged violation.219 The parolee and his supervisor220 
usually testify at the hearing, along with other available witnesses, 
all of whom are under oath. The parolee may present documentary 
and testimonial evidence,221 may call his own witnesses,222 and may 
cross-examine witnesses.223 Parolees are allowed counsel; however, 
because of the lack of state funds for attorneys at these hearings, 
and because most parolees cannot afford to retain counsel, few paro~ 
lees are represented.224 

The Parole Review Officer who presides over the hearing is re
sponsible for summarizing the proceeding in a written report.225 This 
report usually contains (a) the name of the parolee; (b) the circum
stances of the alleged violation; (c) the place ofthe alleged violation; 
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(d) the date of the alleged violation; (e) the location of the prelimi
nary hearing; (f) the names of persons who attended the preliminary 
hearing; (g) a summation of testimony;226 (h) the findings of the 
Parole Review Officer-that is, whether he thinks that probable 
cause exists to believe that there has been a violation of the terms 
or conditions of parole (the Officer also cites what testimony led to 
this finding); and, (i) a recommendation whether or not to hold a 
final hearing.227 If the Officer feels that the violation was not serious 
enough to merit revocation, he may propose an alternative to full 
revocation.228 

TABLE XI: ANALYSIS OF NEW OFFENSES COMMITTED BY 
PAROLE REVOKEES, FY 1974 a 

Number 
of New 

New Offense Type Offenses Percent 

Burglary 39 16.6 
DUI 35 14.8 
'l'heft (other than motor vehicle theft) 21 8.9 
Drug related offenses 18 7.6 
Weapon related offenses 16 6.8 
Forgery 15 6.4 
Robbery, armed robbery, and 

attempted robbery 13 5.5 
Alcohol related offenses b 

(other than DUI) 13 5.5 
Assault related offenses c 13 5.5 
Motor vehicle theft 8 3.4 
Resisting arrest, obstructing an officer 6 2.5 
Murder, manslaughter 5 2.1 
Other 34 14.4 

Totals d --
236 100.0 

a. This table was compiled from Revocation Orders. 
b. Includes Drunkenness, Disorderly Conduct, and Violation of State 

Liquor Laws. 
c. Includes Simple Assault, Aggravated Assault, and Battery. 
d. The total includes only those crimes which had an incidence of 

five or greater. Because several revokees were revoked for com
mitting more than one offense, the total of new offenses exceeds 
the number of revocations resulting from the commission of new 
offenses. 
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Upon receipt of the report, the Parole Board votes whether to hold 
a final hearing! a majority vote deciding.229 If the decision is to hold 
a final hearing) the parolee is brought to the main office of the 
Parole Board) where the hearing is held. lfthe decision is not to hold 
the hearing, the parolee is continued on parole. 

TABLE XII: ANALYSIS OF METHOD OF PAROLE 
REVOCA'rroNs BY LENGTH OF 
SENTENCE ORIGINALLY IMPOSED, 
FY 1974 a 

Length of Automatic Parole Total 
Sentence Parole Revocations Revocations 
(in years) Revocations After Hearing Number Percent 

0 to 1 0 0 0 0% 
1+ to 3 21 21 42 17.5 
3+ to 5 35 27 62 25.8 
5+ to 7 20 7 27 11.3 
7+ to 10 27 11 38 15.8 

10+ to 15 n 5 16 6.7 
15+ to 20 9 4 13 5.4 
20+ to X 5 5 10 4.2 
Life 11 19 30 12.5 

Not Available 0 2 2 0.8 
Totals 139 101 240 100.0% 

a. This table was compiled from Revocation Orders. 

Every parolee who has been charged with a parole violation at a 
preliminary hearing is afforded a final hearing unless the parolee is 
convicted of a new offense in a court of record,230 the parolee admits 
the "iolation and waives the hearing, or the Board votes against 
holt ing the hearing.231 The final parole revocation hearing, presided 
over by three Board members, is an informal, non-adversarial pro
ceeding.232 At the final hearing, the Board is charged with the duty 
of advising the parolee of the following:233 

a) The right to retain counsel; 
b) The right to make statements or answer questions; 
c) The right to remain silent, and that what he says may be 
used against him; and, 
d) The right to present witnesses or documentary evidence in 
his behalf. 
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The parolee may present documentary and testamentary evidence 
and may retain counsel;234 as with preliminary hearings, however, no 
state funds are provided for attorneys and many parolees are with
out counse1.235 The Board questions the parolee, his field supervisor, 
and all other witnesses. The parolee may also question all the wit
nesses, may call his own witnesses,236 and may present his account 
of the alleged violations and any defenses. 237 Because of the informal 
nature of the proceeding, witnesses may be recalled to testify at any 
time during the course of the hearing. 

TABLE XIII: DISPOSITION OF FINAL PAROLE 
REVOCATION HEARINGS a 

Final 
Parole Number Percent 

Revocation Number Percent Con- Con-
Hearings b Revoked Revoked tinued tinued 

FY 1972 133 69 51.8% 64 48.2% 

FY 1973 122 82 67.2 40 32.8 

FY 1974 137 101 73.7 36 26.3 

Totals 392 252 64.3% 140 35.7% 

a. This table was compiled from the "Schedule of Parole Revocation 
Hearings," maintained at the office of the Executive Officer, 
State Board of Pardons and Paroles. 

h. Although more final hearings were held, some of these did not 
result in a definitive disposition; that is, some were disposed of 
in manners other than revocation or continuance. 

At the conclusion of the final hearing, the Board holds a private 
executive session at which the case is discussed and a decision re
garding termination or continuance of parole is reached. If revoked, 
the parolee is provided with a copy of the revocation order;238 if 
continued, the parolee is again a "conditionally" free man. 
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TABLE XIV ~ LENGTH OF TIME BETWEEN GRANT AND 
FORMAL REVOCATION OF PAROLE, a 
FY 1974b 

Length of Time Between Grant 
and Revocation c of Parole 

(in months) Number of Revocations 

o to 1 
1+ to 2 
2+ to 3 
3+ to 4 
4+ to 5 
5+ to 6 
6+ to 7 
7+ to 8 
8+ to 10 

10+ to 12 
12+ to 14 
14+ to 16 
16+ to 18 
18+ to 20 
20+ to 25 
25+ to 30 
30+ to 35 
35+ to 40 
40+ to 45 
45+ to 50 
50+ to 55 
55+ to 60 
60+ to X 

Total 

6 
12 
13 
18 
21 
20 
16 
14 
31 
16 
12 
11 
8 
9 

14 
10 

3 
o 
1 
2 
2 
1 
9 

240 

a. The dates used to compute the length of time were the official 
dates stamped on the revocation orders. 

b. This table was compiled from Revocation Orders. 
c. The date .of formal revocation is the date stamped on the revoca

tion order. 

3. Analysis and Recommend~tions 

The rate of parole revocations in Georgia has remained relatively 
constant over the past few years.230 This rate of revocation must be 
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considered, however, with particular emphasis upon the question of 
who is being revoked. Many parolees are revoked solely for technical 
parole violations,240 which are violations of the terms and conditions 
of parole other than the prohibition against further criminal 
activity.241 This report recommends that revocations predicated 
solely upon technical violations be minimized. 242 As discussed in a 
later section of this report,243 many terms and conditions currently 
imposed on parolees are irrelevant. In addition, what constitutes a 
violation of certain conditions is largely dependent upon the partic
ular parole supervisor.244 Yet, many parole revocations result solely 
from the imposition of such amorphous and unnecessary terms and 
conditions. 

TABLE XV: ANALYSIS OF PAROLE REVOCATONS 
BY TYPE OF VIOLATION, FY 1974 a 

Type of Violation 

Technical Violations 

New Offenses 

Combinations of Technical Violations 
and New Offenses 

Total Parole Revocations 

Revokees 
Number Percent 

50 

146 

44 

240 

20.8% 

60.9 

18.3 

100% 

a. This table was compiled from Revocation Orders. 

In respect to this recommendation, it must be remembered that the 
Parole Board has options other than total revocation or continuance 
of parole.2.15 In order to help reduce the revocation rate without com
promising parole's rehabilitative goals, this report recommends that 
present alternatives to full revocation of parole be utilized exten
sively and that new alternatives, such as short-term reconfinement 
or confinement in half-way houses, be implemented.24a These alter
natives should be used particularly in situations where an alleged 
violation is a technical violation or where the offender is not "dan
gerous." 
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TABLE XVI: ANALYSIS OF FINAL PAROLE REVOCATIONS 
BY LENGTH OF SENTENCE ORIGINALLY 
IMPOSED AND TYPE OF VIOLATION, FY 1974 a 

Combination of 
Length of Technical 
Sentence Techn.ical New Violations and 
(in years) Violations Offenses New Offenses 

0 to 1 0 0 0 
1+ to 3 11 25 6 
3+ to 5 21 36 5 
5+ to 7 1 21 4 
7+ to 10 6 27 5 

10+ to 15 . ., 
l.J 13 1 

15+ to 20 1 7 5 
20+ to X 2 5 3 

Life 5 10 15 
Not Available -1 -.-l ~ 

Totals 50 146 44 

a. This table was compiled from Revocation Orders. 
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TABLE XVII: ANALYSIS OF TOTAL TECHNICAL 
VIOLATIONS a BY PAROLE 
REVOKEES, FY 1974 b 

Technical Violation Type 

Residence of 'employ-rnent 
Alcohol related violations 
Supervision related violations 
Failure to report 
Failure to attend counseling 
Left state without permission 
Curfew violations 
Motor vehicle violations 

(other than traffic violations 
and DUI) 

Drug violations 
Weapon related violations 

Total Technical Violations c 

Number 
of 

Violations 

32 
30 
30 
29 

7 
6 
6 
3 

2 
2 

147 

Percent 

21.7% 
20.4 
20.4 
19.7 
4.8 
4.1 
4.1 
2.0 

1.4 
1.4 

100.0% 

a. Several parole revokees had more than one technical violation 
contributing to their revocation. Others had combinations of 
technical violations and new offenses. Thus, this table represents 
the incidence of technical violations and does not purport to show 
only violations which resulted in revocation. 

b. This table was compiled from Revo~ation Orders. 
c. This total number does not include certain miscellaneous viola

tions-those with an incidence of less than two. There were 13 
miscellaneous violations. 

There are several other areas in Georgia's parole revocation pro
cess which could be improved. First, the voting procedures at final 
revocation hearings should be revised. Only three out of five Board 
members preside at most final revocation hearings. Because all final 
decisions must be reached by a·majority of the entire Board,247 not 
just those sitting, a vote can easily be deadlocked. If a majority of 
the entire Board do not vote one waY,248 the Board members not 
present at the final hearing are called in to cast their vote, even 
though they did not attend the hearing.249 This report recommends 
revision of this procedure. The weakness in this voting procedure is 
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readily apparent: the vote usually becomes deadlocked either in 
difficult factual situations or when the parolee has been charged 
with a minor violation-yet in these situations, either one of three 
Board members will be persuaded to change his vote, or Board 
members who did not attend the hearing will cast the deciding 
ballots. Both of these alternatives are unacceptable and contrary to 
parole's purposes. The former, a Board member changing his vote 
so that a final decision can be reached, is ethically and legally 
questionable. The latter, allowing Board members who have not 
attended the hearing to vote, defeats the purpose of holding the final 
hearing. A vote to terminate or continue a parolee's liberty should 
be made only by those possessing full awareness of the facts and 
circumstances surrounding an alleged violation. Such an awareness 
is absent if the Board member did not attend the hearing. 

There are two alternatives to the present voting system: either all 
five Board members should be required to sit at all hearings, or a 
majority vote of those present should be sufficient to reach the final 
decision. This report recommends the latter approach. To require 
the entire Board to preside at all hearings would curtail the availa
bility of the Board members for other functions. In addition, al
though the revocation decision is important, the presence of five 
Board members instead of some smaller number does not 
necessarily improve the quality of the hearing or the decision. Thus, 
this report recommends that a panel of fewer than five Board mem
bers be allowed to reach final decisions. The most preferable num
ber is three; this number precludes deadlocked votes while at the 
same time minimizes the arbitrariness and inconsistency which 
would result if fewer members were present.250 

Another facet of parole revocation which needs improvement is 
the giving of reasons upon revocation of parole. Under the present 
system, when a parolee has his parole revoked, he is given only a 
copy of his revocation order. This report suggests that the revocation 
order is not alone adequate to inform the parolee of the reasons for 
the revocation-he should be given specific reasons for the revoca
tion.251 

The final recommendation of this reloort in regard to parole revo
cation relates to the issue of counsel at the final revocation hearing. 
The Supreme Court concluded that this question must be () 
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determined on a case-by-case basis252 and provided guidelines for 
deciding when a state should ·consider the question. This report 
recommends that the Georgia Board of Pardons and Paroles make 
a concerted effort to evaluate the necessity for counsel for each 
parolee and to provide attorneys where needed.253 

II. PROBATION 

A. Introdu.ction 

While originally considered a suspension of sentence, probation is 
now better viewed as a sentence in itself.254 Probation has been 
defined as 

a treatment program in which final action in an adjudicated 
offender's case is suspended, so that he remains at liberty, 
subject to conditions imposed by or for a court, under the 
supervision and guidance of a probation worker.255 

The American Bar Association Project on Standards for Criminal 
Justice defines probation as a "sentence not involving confinement 
... " with retained authority in the court to l'e-sentence upon viola
tion of imposed conditions.256 This view more dearly recognizes that 
probation is not leniency. It has been said thb\t 

[t]he essence of the probation system lies in the fact that the 
offender is not merely given "another chance," but that society 
provides him with constructive assistance in his struggle for 
social rehabilitation.257 

It is this extra element which places probation "b.eyond either leni
ency or punishment."258 

Because probation is a part of the total criminal justice system, 
it shares the system's basic purpose of prevention of crime.259 Like 
parole,260 probation's more specific purpose is the prevention of reci
divist crime; probation concerns itself solely with individuals who 
have already committed crimes and is designed to prevent them 
from committing further criminal acts. One justification for proba
tion lies in the fact that incarceration is not always the solution to 
the problem of recidivism; unless society is willing to incarcerate all 
offenders for life without parole, incarceration provides only short
term protection. In addition, the rehabilitative justification for in
carceration is losing general acceptance;26\ the realization that im-
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prisonment alone cannot foster rehabilitation of criminals has 
prompted the criminal justice system to seek new avenues such as 
probation. 

Because probation offers rehabilitative and protective benefits in 
addition to obvious financial benefits,262 for some offenders it is 
preferred over incarceration. For less dangerous offenders, the de
gree of supervision provided by a probation officer is sufficient to 
protect society against recidivist crime; for certain offenders, the 
supervision offered by prison is a waste of resources. Likewise, the 
guidance and direction that probation provides the offender in es
tablishing or re-establishing his connections with family, com
munity, school, and employment, is clearly more conducive to the 
offender's reintegration into society than any preparation in the 
artificial atmosphere of prison. 

While a judge considering probation in a particular case must 
weigh the risks to society against the possibilities of rehabilitation, 
he must also consider other factors. One of these is the enhancement 
of traditional concepts of fairness, considering both the offender's 
point of view and the public's perception of the system. A related 
consideration is maintenance of a system of appropriate sanc
tions-equalization of penalties for similar offenders committing 
similar crimes and assurances that offenders are dealt with severely 
enough to fulfill public expectations and to ensure the deterrent 
impact of the criminal justice system. 

B. History of Probation 

The modern concept of probation-a movement away from the 
traditional approach of confinement and towards ideas of humani
tarianism, rehabilitation, and utilitarianism-found its roots in the 
progressive social and cultural atmosphere of the past one hundred 
and fifty years. While English common law provided some practices 
which influenced the development of probation,263 probation basi
cally originated in the United States.264 

Massachusetts was the first state to 11se probation, principally 
due to the efforts of John Augustus, an unofficial volunteer proba
tion "officer." Beginning in 1841 and until his death in 1859, he 
posted baH for various offenders, agreed to supervise their conduct, 
reported to the court as required, and saw to their schooling or 
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employment. Following the successes of Augustus and subsequent 
volunteers, Massachusetts enacted a law in 1878 authorizing the 
mayor of Boston to appoint a paid probation officer with jurisdiction 
in Boston's criminal courts. By 1890, this authority was statewide, 
and the courts, rather than municipalities, were authorized to ap
point probation officers. 

This legislation dealing with probation officers assumed that the 
courts had the inherent power to suspend sentences and place of
fenders on probation. In 1916, however, the Supreme Court 
disturbed that assumption, holding that judges, at least in federal 
courts, lacked inherent power to suspend sentences permanently or 
indefinitely.265 The Court stated that the practice was 

inconsistent with the Constitution, since its exercise in the 
very nature of things amounts to ... an interference with both 
the legislative and executive authority as fixed by the Consti
tution.266 

While apparently hindering the progressive probation movement, 
this decision actually promoted it, as it was interpreted to permit 
the indefinite suspension of sentence when supported by statute. 
Several states had already enacted such supportive legislation,267 
and those who had not soon did. By 1925, juvenile probation was 
authorized in every state.268 Adult probation spread more slowly; in 
1925, twenty-nine of the forty-eight states had enabling legislation. 
By 1940, however, the total was 40 states, and now every state has 
such legislation. 269 

Until 1972, Georgia's statewide probation system was adminis
tered by the State Board of Probation, composed of members of the 
State Board of Pardons and Paroles acting in an ex officio capacity; 
the probation system was run as a separate entity.270 The State 
Board of Probation was abolished by the Executive Reorganization 
Act of 1972;271 the policy-making functions of the Board were trans
ferred to the Board of Offender Rehabilitation, and the administra
tive functions to the Department of Offender Rehabilitation. The 
same act also created the Division of Community-Based Services, 
whose function is to administer the supervision of parolees, proba
tioners, and other offenders treated outside the correctional institu
tions.272 The actual power to grant and revoke probationary sent
ences, of course, is and has been a function of the judiciary, vested 
in the trial judges by statute. 273 
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C. The Need For Change in Georgia 

The problems of the probation system in Georgia are similar to 
those of the parole system:274 reasonable assurance that decisions are 
based on complete and accurate data; assurance that decisions are 
made with emphasis on proper considerations; establishment and 
adherence to a procedural framework conducive to consistent and 
efficient decisions; and, achievement of the proper kinds, degree, 
and combination of supervision and services required to protect the 
community and, concurrently, rehabilitate the offender. 

Peculiar to the probation system is the fact that it involves two 
branches of government-the judiciary is empowered to grant, set 
conditions of, and revoke probation; the executive branch, through 
the Department of Offender Rehabilitation, oversees the probation
ers between grant and termination. While this report makes some 
recommendations regarding the executive branch and its share of 
the system, the most significant and controversial recommendations 
regard the judiciary. This report ignores political considerations in
volved in any attempt to limit the degree of judicia~ discretion; our 
attempt is designed not to reduce the power of any court, but rather, 
to channel discretionary power so as to make probation decisions in 
Georgia more consistent and efficient. 

This report presents an in-depth study of Georgia's probation 
system, focusing on the weak rather than the strong points, and 
suggests changes and improvements. The proposals are based upon 
surveys of other states' experiences, upon interviews and comments 
from judges, probation workers, and others in the system, upon 
opinions of commentators and writers, and upon our observations 
and studies ofthe system in actual operation. Because the probation 
system is founded on statutory provisions rather than administra
tive rules and regulations,275 the implementation of many proposals 
would require new legislation. 

D. The Probation Grant 

The probation grant decision making process in Georgia usually 
begins with the conviction of or plea of guilty or nolo contendere 
by the potential probationer.276 In cases in which probation is either 
a legal or a practical possibility,277 the judge may request that a 
probation officer prepare a presentence investigative report, usually 
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covering such things as the circumstances of the crime, the defen
dant's previous criminal, social, familial, medical and educational 
history, his residence and employment situation, and the probation 
officer's recommendation as to appropriate sentence. In reality, the 
investigation may be begun prior to conviction or plea (after indict
ment, for example), depending on the circuit involved.278 The degree 
to which the judge requests or uses the pre-sentence report also 
varies greatly from circuit to circuit;279 some judges issue standing 
orders for reports in all felony cases, while others rarely request 
reports at a11.280 

Whether a presentence report by a probation officer has been 
ordered or not, the judge may still obtain information with which 
to form an opinion as to the appropriateness of probation. The Geor
gia Code provides for a mandatory presentence hearing in each 
felony case.281 While this hearing is not aimed specifically at the 
question of probation, but rather at the question of the "determina
tion of punishment to be imposed,"282 nevertheless, the statute calls 
for the hearing of evidence in extenuation and mitigation of punish
ment, as well as evidence in aggravation. The only aggravation evi
dence admissible is that known to the defendant prior to trial. At 
the conclusion of the information gathering process, the judge must 
determine the sentence-probation, confinement, confinement fol
lowed by a period of probation (a split-sentence), or some other 
suitable sentence such as fine, restitution, or commitment to a half
way house. 

If the defendant is a first offender, the judge may invoke a special 
probation statute.283 If the defendant has never been convicted of a 
felony and pleads guilty or nolo contendere, the court may, without 
entering a judgment of guilt and with the consent of the defendant, 
postpone further proceedjngs and place the defendant on proba
tion. 28~ Under the terms of this statute, upon fulfillment of the terms 
of probation, or upon release by the court prior to termination of the 
probation period, the defendant is exonerated from any criminal 
purpose, his civil rights or liberties are not adversely affected, and 
he is not considered to have a criminal conviction. 285 If the defendant 
violates the terms or conditions of probation, the court can enter an 
adjudication of guilt and proceed as otherwise provided. 
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1. Probation Grant Criteria 

Probation grant decisions in Georgia very greatly from courtroom 
to courtroom286 because each decision is reached by a trial judge who 
determines his own criteria for granting probation. Few uniform 
guidelines have been established to aid or direct the judges in their 
probation decisions; the statutory guidelines are so broad that they 
are grants of unchecked discretion. Probation may be granted 

. . . where it appears to the satisfaction of the judge that the 
circumstances of the case and the public good do not demand 
or require the defendant's incarceration. 281 

or, stated another way, 

[iJf it appears to court upon a hearing of the matter that the 
defendant is not likely to engage in a criminal course of con
duct and that the ends of justice and the welfare of society do 
not require that the defendant shall presently suff'er the pen
alty imposed by law ... ,288 

While the nature of probation requires a great deal of discretion
ary power, the discretion should not be so broad as to permit either 
inconsistent treatment or inefficient use of such a powerful correc
tional tool. One solution to avoid or alleviate these problems is to 
develop more specific decision criteria. The purposes of delineating 
criteria are twofold: first, to establish a fl'amework within which 
desirable probation decisions can be made, and second, to encour
age uniformity in decisions regarding similar defendants in similar 
situations. 

There is little doubt that every judge develops some set of unarti
culated criteria;289 thus, each judge becomes consistent in his treat
ment of similar defendants in similar situations. This consistency 
within a court, however, is undoubtedly predicated at least in part 
upon application of personal idiosyncracies and social, political, and 
moral beliefs not shared by other judges. The unfortunate situation 
of unequal sentencing between courtrooms and between circuits 
which results290 is easily understandable. 

This report recommends that standard statewide probation grant 
criteria be established, not in order to eliminate judicial discretion, 
but to aid it. The criteria should be broad enough so as not to 
restrict unduly the judgment and experience of the judges; a list of 
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factors to consider in determining whether probation might be ap
propriate.291 A panel of Superior Court judges with representatives 
from across the state would perhaps be the best medium to draft 
such criteria.292 

In addition, this report recommends that probation prediction 
tables be developed and utilized. Prediction tables are discussed 
earlier in this report in connection with their use in the parole grant 
decision;293 the reasons advanced for their use in parole also apply 
to probation.294 Prediction tables estimate the probability of an indi
vidual's success on probation by plotting each defendant against 
experience tables developed with regard to groups of offenders pos
sessing similar characteristics. A comparison of the defendant with 
similar past defendants is an integral part of the present probation 
grant decision; prediction tables will add a measure of statistical 
accuracy to this comparison process without infringing upon the 
judge's discretion by providing a judge with one more informational 
input to help guide his decision. 

As inentioned earlier, prediction tables are not a perfect solution, 
particularly because there are at least three considerations for which 
they cannot account: the moral aspects of the decision to probate, 
the fact that there is always unique information in each case to 
which statistics cannot be addressed, and the fact that the proba
tion decision is not predicated solely on the possibility of violation. 295 
Nevertheless, prediction tables should be developed as an aid in the 
probation grant process. 

2. The Presentence Report 

The vast majority of sentencing decisions follow guilty 
pleas-cases in which there has been little or no presentation of 
evidence or information upon which the judge can base his sentenc
ing decision. 296 The principal function of the presentence report is 
to provide the background information for this decision, not only in 
a guilty plea situation wherein no evidence has been aired, but also 
following a guilty verdict situation wherein little or no evidence has 
been presented which would aid in choosing between alternative 
treatment plans.297 

The presentence report also can serve as an informational aid 
either to the probation officer assigned to the case if the offender is 
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granted probation, or to the institution in which the offender is 
imprisoned. Also, if the offender is incarcerated, the report can be
come valuable to the paroling authority when the offender becomes 
eligible for parole. In Georgia, this latter use of the report is recog
nized and, if the report is available, required by the Code.208 

An additional function of the presentence report is to encourage 
uniformity in probation decisions. In Georgia, the trial judges have 
broad discretion regarding the use of the presentence report. Unlike 
several other states,299 the use of the presentence report does not 
determine or restrict the available sentence options. Thus, first of
fenders are often placed on probation and habitual offenders often 
incarcerated without presentence reports having been made. Also, 
some judges elect never to use a presentence reportj others use the 
report in every case, felony or misdemeanor.aoo This variation from 
courtroom to courtroom contributes to variations in sentencing.301 

In order to fulfill properly the various fUllctions of the presentence 
report, several commentators and studies have urged its frequent 
use.302 The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals recommended that the presentence report be 
required for all felonies, all cases involving minors, and as a prere
quisite to a sentence of confinement. This report adopts that recom
mendation. Frequent use of the presentence report will encourage 
statewide uniformity not only in probation decisions, but in sen~ 
tencing decisions in general; the information in the reports can aid 
judges in determining lengths of incarceration and types of institu
tions. Moreover, it will provide the background information essen
tial to a rational sentence decision in every case in which a severe 
sentence is a possibility. 

The principal arguments against the recommendation are the in
creased workload and the waste of resources which might result. 
Because the presentence report is presently used in most felony 
cases,303 however, the increase in workload would be relatively insig
nificant, and would be offset entirely if the recommendation that 
additional supervisors be employed were also adopted.a04 In addi
tion, the feared overburden ofthe probation system has not occurred 
in those states which have adopted mandatory reports.a05 The con
cern over the waste of resources is founded on the idea that certain 
sentencing decisions can be made and justified solely on the circum-
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stances of the crimes 01' previous criminal records; thus, other infor
mation normally included in presentence reports would not affect 
those sentence decisions and therefore would be useless. This idea 
ignores any rehabilitative considerations involved in sentencing in 
favor of punitive considerations; the sentence would be molded to 
fit the crime rather than the criminal. In addition, even in a case 
where a defendant should clearly be incarcerated, the preparation 
of a mandatory presentence report nevertheless fulfills the second
ary objectives mentioned earlier-information for the institution as 
to appropriate rehabilitative plans, and information for the paroling 
authority for its parole decisions. 3n r. 

A possible alleviant to the concern over wasted resources has been 
suggested by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Jus
tice Standards and Goals long-form and short-form reports.307 In 
certain situations, the accumulation of certain data normally con
sidered essential might be unnecessary. Presently, Georgia utilizes 
one ~tandard report format. 308 If found to be necessary, shorter re
ports might be developed. 

(a) Disclosure af the Report to the Defendant 

Although some state statutes require that the contents of the 
presentence report be disclosed to the defendant,309 Georgia statutes 
are silent on the subject. In practice, disclosure to the defendant is 
rare in Georgia, although as a practical matter, the defendant is 
made somewhat aware of the report's contents through judge's com
ments during the sentencing procedure.310 

Opponents of disclosure usually rely on the argument that confi
dential sources of information would "dry up" if those sources knew 
that defendants were notified of their participation. Some commen
tators reject the drying-up argument as insignificant in comparison 
to the defendant's right to know.3l1 

A compromise proposed by the drafters of the Model Penal Code 
requires disclosure of the factual contents and conclusions of the 
report, but protects the confidentiality qf sources.312 This report rec
ommends that Georg'ia adopt this disclosure position. In order for 
the presentence report to serve its fundamental purposes-to pro
vide the information basic to a rational sentence decision-the re
port must contain only accurate information. The importance of 
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disclosure was emphasized by the National Advisory Commission 
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals: 

Unless [the defendant] is given the opportunity to contest 
information in the presentence report, the entire sentencing 
decision becomes suspect and indefensible.313 

No probation supervisor is infallible, and under the present system, 
a defendant may receive an inappropriate sentence based on an 
undisclosed and undiscoverable error. Disclosure to the defendant 
helps insure that errors in information are detected or corrected. 

3. The Length of the Probation Sentence 

In Georgia, the length of probation is discretionary with the sent
encing judge as long as it does not exceed the allowable period of 
incarceration for the offense.314 Other states have set different maxi~ 
mums, usually less than that set by Georgia.315 In South Carolina 
and New Jersey, for example, the period of probation cannot exceed 
five years.316 New York allows no flexibility; for a felony, the period 
of probation is five years.3!1 For misdemeanors, the period is either 
one year or three years, depending on the classification of offense.:H8 

This report recommends that Georgia adopt a five year maximum 
probation sentence. This would lower the ratio of probationers to 
supervisors to a more manageable level by eliminating many cases 
no longer requiring supervision.319 Many of Georgia's probation offi
cers agree that a probation period in excess of five years is a waste 
of resources and does not significantly contribute to rehabilita
tion;320 apparently if a probationer is successful for five years, he is 
unlikely later to become a recidivist . Thus, supervision past the 
initial five year period is unnecessary. Another argument for limit
ing the maximum time on probation is that resentment may be 
created by unnecessarily long probation periods.321 This resentment, 
which may deleteriously affect the probationer's chances ofrehabili
tation, might be avoided by a limited probation period. 

E. Probation Revocation 

Admissions into Georgia prisons resulting from probation revoca
tion constitute a substantial portion of total admissions. 
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TABLE XVIII: ADMISSIONS TO GEORGIA PRISONS RESULTING 
FROM PROBATION REVOCATIONS a 

Probation 
Revocations as a 

Fiscal Total Felon Total Probation Percentage of Total 
Year Admissions Revocations Admissions 

1972 6604 772 10.2% 

1973 6062 756 12.5 

1974 6738 725 12.3 

a. Source: Compiled from Computer CHRIS. 

Although not all revocations are revocations of the entire remainder 
of the probated sentence,322 the total man-years contributed to the 
prison is still significant. Because of the importance of this admis
sions factor, it is essential that the process of probation revocation 
be both efficient and effective. Efficiency involves the questions of 
who, when, and why to revoke, while effectiveness centers on the 
question of whether the purposes of probation are being adequately 
served. This section of the report will describe the revocation pro
cess and recommend improvements. 

1. Probation Revocation in Georgia 

The nature of probation revocation is similar to parole revocation, 
although perhaps more formalized; the due process requirements 
established in Morrissey v. Brewer323 apply equally to both. Basi
cally, these requirements are a preliminary hearing and a final revo
cation hearing. ~ . 

The authority and procedure for probation revocation in Georgia 
is statutory: 

Whenever, within the period of probation, a probation officer 
believes that a probationer under his supervision has violated 
his probation in a material respect, he may arrest such proba
tioner. . . and return him to the court granting such proba
tion .... The court, upon the probationer being brought 
before it., may commit him or release him. . . or it may dis
miss the charge .... 324 
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The probation supervisor, upon learning of an alleged violation of 
probation, files a delinquency report325 which usually results in a 
preliminary hearing before the court of original sentencing. The 
purpose of the hearing is to determine whether there is probable 
cause to hold a final revocation hearing. Because many probationers 
have been convicted of new offenses, the preliminary hearings are 
often little more than forL1alities, lasting only a few minutes. The 
proceeding itself is informal. The probationer, usually his supervi
sor,326 and occasionally other relevant witnesses are present. The 
proceeding commences when a probation officer informs the court 
of the alleged violations; the officer then presents his witnesses, if 
any. The probationer then may present his side of the story, present 
witnesses,327 and cross-examine witnesses. He may be represented 
by counse1.328 Most probationers, however, do not avail themselves 
of these opportunities. At the conclusion of the hearing, the judge 
renders his decision. If the judge determines that there is probable 
cause to hold a final hearing, 329 

. . . the court shall give the probationer an opportunity to be 
fully heard at the earliest date on his own behalf, in person or 
by counsel . . . .330 

Many final revocation hearings are conducted in the judge's private 
chambers and are relatively informal. When held in a courtroom, 
the proceedings are more formalized. Usually two probation officers 
are present at the hearing-one to "prosecute" and the other to 
assist. The hearing may be held with only one probation officer and 
he need not be the officer who supervised the particular proba
tioner.33l The "prosecuting" probation officer has the responsibility 
to inform the judge of the alleged violations and other relevant 
information. The probationer is permitted to respond to these alle
gations and explain, mitigate, or defend against th€.:n. The proba
tioner is usually represented by counsel,332 often court-appointed, 
even though the Georgia courts have held that there is no right to 
counsel.333 He may present witnesses in his behalf334 and cross
examine adverse witnesses.335 

At the conclusion of the presentation of evidence, the probation 
officer makes a recommendation to the judge. The probationer and 
his attorney may also recommend a disposition of the case. Most 
frequently, the judge finds that there is sufficient evidence to war· 
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rant revocation and revokes the probation at that time. The judge 
has other options, such as partial revocation, available to him.336 If 
the judge is not satisfied that the requisite quantum of evidence 
exists, he can either continue the probation or, in certain cases, hold 
the probationer until a later hearing. 

In order for probation to be revoked, the individual must have 
been notified of the terms and conditions of his probation. In Hinton 
v. State,337 the court concluded that because the probationer had 
been informed that his sentence was "five years in the penitentiary, 
to be suspended," the defendant was not chargeable with later 
knowledge of probation conditions; therefore, because the effect of 
the pronounced sentence was an unconditional discharge, the actual 
probationary status of the individual could not be revoked without 
depriving him of due process. 

A revocation of probation is appealable in Georgia.338 On appeal, 
however, the decision will not be disturbed unless there has been "a 
manifest abuse of discretion."339 All that is required to sustain a 
revocation is evidence which reasonably satisfies the judge that the 
conduct of the probationer was not equal to the standard of conduct 
required by the conditions ofprobation.340 A showing that the defen
dant has been convicted of the act constituting a violation of the 
probation conditions is not required.341 

2. Analysis and Recommendations 

For a proper analysis of the probation revocation decision, it is 
essential to recognize the basic differences between it and the proba
tion grant decision. Whereas the process of granting probation is 
designed to promote the individual's rehabilitation,342 thE) process of 
revocation is designed to punish the probationer for violating the 
terms and conditions imposed upon him.343 Revocation reflects a 
reversal of the court's earlier decision that the offender and the 
circumstances of the offense do not merit incarceration-subse
quent conduct on the part of the offender indicates that the initial 
decision was erroneous and that the need for incarceration actually 
outweighs the benefits of community-oriented rehabilitation.344 
This essential difference in the nature of the two processes per
mits a different level of discretion to apply to the judge in his de
cision-making process. Whereas the initial determination involves 
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a multitude of informational inputs, the later determination is in
volved merely with the question of whether a violation occurred.345 
Thus, it appears that a more restricted level of discretion should 
apply at the revocation stage of probation. One writer concludes 
that the revocation stage actually demands a lower level of discre
tion.346 The commentator reaches this conclusion for two reasons. 
First, improper denial Gf prubation does not have as detrimental an 
effect as improper revocation. Although the former deprives the 
state of the beneficial effects of community-oriented rehabilitation, 
the latter precludes those beneficial effects while also adversely af
fecting the offender's perceptions of the system. Second, assuming 
that probation offers a positive rehabilitative function,347 it is to a 
state's benefit to promote a satisfactory probation system. Conse
quently, a state should strive to treat probationers fairly, particu
larly those who have made genuine rehabilitative efforts. 

One of the most effective ways to maintain proper use of discre
tion is to confine and structure it through procedural safeguards.348 
This report suggests that limiting the discretion of courts as regards 
probation revocation is consistent both with recent Supreme Court 
decisions establishing a procedural framework349 and with the pur
poses and goals of probation. This report recommends that the 
Georgia Judiciary adopt procedural safeguards directed at avoiding 
arbitrary and unnecessary infringements into the conditionalliber
ties granted probationers. This position is consistent with recent 
trends; although courts were formerly vested with almost unfettered 
discretion in the area of probation revocation,350 in recent years their 
discretion has been limited.351 This trend recognizes that while the 
nature of both probation and probation revocation demand some 
level of discretion on the part of the judges, this discretion should 
be structured and focused so as to maximize the potential ofproba
tion as a component of the criminal justice system. 

There are several areas of probation revocation which need partic
ular attention. First, there are few standards by which the decision 
to revoke or continue probation is governed. A paucity of criteria for 
judges to follow leads only to inconsistency among judges, negative 
perceptions on the part of offenders, and a failure to take maximum 
advantage of probation. In Georgia there are no statutory criteria for 
a judge to follow. 352 The Georgia decisions indicate only that proba
tion may be revoked if "the defendant violated the terms of his 
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probated sentence."3a3 As mentioned earlier in this report, an in
mate's perceptions of the criminal justice system are vital factors 
in his rehabilitation-if an inmate feels that he has not been treated 
fairly,354 the chances for successful rehabilitation are reduced. For
mulation of guidelines for judges will help to alleviate these prob
lems. The American Bar Association has promulgated what they 
consider to be adequate standa,rds for judges to follow: 

(a) Violation of a condition is both a necessary and a sufficient 
ground for the revocation of probation. Revocation followed by 
imprisonment should not be the disposition, however, unless 
the court finds on the basis of the original offense and the 
intervening conduct of the offender that: 

(i) confinement is necessary to protect the public 
from further criminal activity by the offender; or (ii) 
the offender is in need of correctional treatment 
which can most effectively be provided if he is con
fined; or (iii) it would unduly depreciate the serious
ness of the violation if probation were not revoked.355 

While perhaps adoption of a standard such as this is not the ulti
mate solution, it is a starting point for increasing consistency and 
fairness throughout the system. 

Another area requiring improvement is the choice of alternatives 
available to a judge upon his finding that violation of a term or 
condition has occurred. This involves the question of what to do in 
cases of minor violations of probation, violations of unnecessary or 
irrelevant conditions, or any violations which do not merit full revo
cation. Judges presently have several available alternatives, but 
lack guidelines to help them reach their decision as to which to 
choose. Because of differences in philosophies, experiences and per
ceptions of the judges, this leads to a disparate pattern of revoca
tions and continuances. The American Bar Association reaches a 
similar conclusion and proposes guidelines for when full revocation, 
as opposed to some lesser sanction, should occur. 356 This report rec
ommends that the Georgia judiciary formulate and adopt similar 
standards and that all alternatives to full revocation be explored 
and utilized. The proper use of alternatives to full revocation will 
help reduce prison admissions while concurrently contributing to 
the rehabilitative goal of probation. 
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A final recommendation is that the Georgia judiciary strive to 
achieve the highest level of integrity and professionalism. possible. 
Probation is predicated largely upon the expertise and wisdom of 
the judiciary. Only through searching and intensive self-scrutiny 
can probation ever be maximally utilized-only when the judiciary 
takes it upon itself to structure and confine its own discretionary 
powers will probation in Georgia attain its ultimate usefulness as an 
integral component in the criminal justice system. 

III. PAROLEES AND PROBATIONERS IN THE COMMUNITY 

A crucial aspect of both parole and probation is what happens to 
the individual after he is granted conditional liberty and returned 
to the community. In order to maximize the possibility that an ex
offender will successfully return to society, it is essential to provide 
him with adequate controls, supervision and assistance to enable 
him to integrate socially into the community. Control over the eX 
offenders is guided predominantly by the terms and conditions im
posed upon him. Compliance with these terms and conditions is 
monitored by probation-parole officers who act as conduits through 
which the power of either the parole board or the court is channeled. 
The supervisors are also the primary instruments of supervision, 
aided to some degree by volunteers from the community. Assistance 
for the ex-offenders is provided by supervisors and is institution
alized through various programs, most notably the Correctional 
Manpower Program. 

A. Terms and Conditions of Parole 

The Georgia Code specifies that the Board of Pardons and Paroles 
may impose terms and conditions on a parolee.351 Because violation 
of these terms or conditions may result in revocation of parole, the 
Board is also required to adopt rules concerning terms and condi
tions and defining what constitutes violations.s5s Under present 
practices, the Parole Board automatically places fourteen standard 
conditions on each parolee,359 and is permitted to impose optional 
conditions.30o This report suggests that it is more advantageous to 
use a limited number of essential and enforceable standard condi
tions; where relevant to the particular parolee, these conditions 
should be supplemented by optional conditions. 30 1 In addition, this 
report recommends that these conditions be specific and that con-
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duct constituting violations be adequately defined. These recom
mendations are made with respect to the two purposes served by 
parole conditions: "facilitation of the rehabilitation and reintegra
tion into society of the parolee, and protection of society."362 This 
report recommends that only those conditions which serve at least 
one of these purposes be utilized and that conditions irrelevant to 
or inharmonious with these pu~poses be avoided. 

Certain conditions of parole that are presently used in Georgia are 
essential in every situation and should be retained. Requirements 
of regular reporting, obeying all laws, and obtaining permission be
fore leaving the state are necessary in virtually every case because 
they enable the parole supervisor to maintain contact with the paro
lee's actions. Additional conditions should be imposed when rele
vant and necessary for a specific parolee. These additional condi
tions should be precise and prohibit only behavior a violation of 
which would be sufficient to justify revocation. An example of such 
a necessary additional condition could be a prohibition on the use 
or possession of a weapon for a parolee who has committed violent 
crimes or crimes involving weapons. 

Many standard conditions presently used serve neither of the 
purposes of parole, or disserve one purpose to the extent that service 
to the other is negated. In addition, the list of standard conditions 
includes some which do not result in revocation if violated, some 
which do not adequately define the desired behavior, and some 
which are neither essential nor relevant in many situations.363 These 
are the conditions which this report recommends eliminating. 

A basic problem with a standarcillist of conditions is that many 
of the conditions included involve fundamentally harmless 
conduct; violations of these conditions alone usually will not result 
in revocation. Examples include Georgia's standard conditions pro
hibiting the ownership of a motor vehicle or the incurrence of debts 
above $300 without permission, and the condition establishing a 
curfew between midnight and 6:00 a.m. The parolee soon learns that 
he can stay out past curfew or borrow over the allowed amount, and 
absent other misbehavior, will not be sent back to prison. As noted 
by one writer: 

We should not enjoin unless we mean to enforce . . . . To 
establish a rule then allow it to btl violated with impunity 
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Prohibitions against behavior harmless in itself lead to resentment, 
evasion, and lying to the parole officer, which in turn disserve the 
purposes of the parole conditions. . 

Another problem with the lengthy list of conditions is that often
times one or more conditions are unnecessary for a particular paro
lee. For example, a parolee who has never had a drug problem or 
used drugs begins his parole knowing that at least one of the condi
tions was not meant for him when he reads Georgia's standard pro
hibition against drug use. The nationwide trend has been toward 
reducing the number of rules and making them more relevant to the 
facts in a particular parole case.365 Because an individual is more 
likely to respect conditions which he realizes are directed at solving 
his problems and tailored to his needs, a list of unnecessary condi
tions fosters disrespect and disobedience. 

In addition to limiting the conditions imposed on parolees, in
forming the parolee exactly what those conditions entail is impera
tive. Georgia's standard parole conditions include prohibitions 
against "injurious habits," prohibitions against associating with 
persons and places of "bad reputation, "366 and the requirement of a 
promise by the parolee to conduct himself "honorably." A parolee 
must determine for himself what these terms mean, yet remains 
subject to sanctions if his parole officer defines the terms differ
ently.367 Even if these conditions are not unconstitutionaP68 or other
wise unenforceable,369 they should either be defined in unambiguous 
terms or omitted. A parolee is entitled to know what behavior is 
expected of him and what behavior will result in revocation of pa
role. Ambiguous and unnecessary conditions force the parole officer 
either to ignore certain violations or to report minor violations thu!3 
jeopardizing his relationship with the parolee.370 Both of these alter,· 
natives are unacceptable and defeat the pm'poses of parole condi
tions. 

B. Terms and Conditions of Probation 

The Georgia Code also specifies that a court can impose terms 
and conditions on probationers.a71 When an individual is placed on 
probation, a standard list of conditions is imposed upon him.a72 For 
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basically the same reasons as with parole terms and conditions, this 
report recommends that only a limited number of essential, enforce
able, and relevant conditions be imposed upon probationers; where 
necessary or helpful for the particular probationer, these conditions 
could be supplemented by optional conditions.373 

This position has been supported by Georgia courts. In Inman u. 
State374 a condition of probation requiring maintenance of a conven
tional haircut was deemed invalid;375 the court held that because of 
the invalidity of the condition, probation could not be revoked. The 
decision emphasized that although probation is only conditional 
liberty, it cannot be made the subject of "whim or fancy." Other 
conditions imposed on Georgia Probationers have been invalidated 
for similar reasons; For example, a condition requiring the proba
tioner to conduct a "correct life" was found too vague and indefi
nite.376 There has been some reluctance to invalidate conditions; 
conditions against indulgence in unlawful, disrespectful, or disor
derly conduct or habits have been upheld.377 Nevertheless, there is 
a definite tendency to strike down unnecessary or irrelevant condi
tions which either defeat or fail to promote the purposes of proba
tion. 

The Model Penal Code recommends that a limited number of 
conditions be imposed;378 however, the Code suggei:Jts a list more 
extensive than is presently used in Georgia. The authors emphasize 
the importance of conditions which are material to the rehabilita
tion of the probationer and recognize the problems that may be 
involved with broad conditions.379 The American Bar Association, 
recognizing that the basic purpose of terms and conditions is to aid 
the probationer in his rehabilitative efforts, proposes that: 

Conditions imposed by the court should be designed to assist 
the probationer in leading a law-abiding life. They should be 
reasonably related to his rehabilitation and not unduly 
restrictive of his liberty or incompatible with his freedom of 
religion38D 

•••• 

In this regard, the American Bar Association stresses that general 
and vague conditions not only are of no particular value to the 
probationer but actually are an abdication of the courts' sentencing 
responsibility to the probation supervisor.3sl 
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This report recommends that the conditions imposed on proba
tioners be limited to those which are essential and relevant to his 
rehabilitation.382 Probation conditions must be viewed as: 

a means to an end, not an end in themselves. We are on the 
path to greater success in our treatment of probationers when 
we are able to interpret to them the specific restrictions im
posed on them, not as bluE1prints of the perfect man, but rather 
as guides to probationers' growth in their responsibility from 
day to day. 383 

The use of probation conditions as guides for probationers is most 
effective when they aid the individual probationer in becoming a 
law-abiding citizen without unnecessarily impairing the conditional 
liberty granted him. 

C. Supervision of Parolees and Probationers 

A probation-parole supervisor has two distinct functions: protect
ing the community and helping those under his supervision.384 These 
two functions involve two broad tasks-control and assistance. To 
perform properly these dual tasks, the supervisor must strike a deli
cate balance between the conditional liberty of the individual and 
the safety of the community. The conditional liberty of the releasee 
must not be so restricted as to endanger the chances for his rehabili
tation; neither can the liberty be so unchecked so as to endanger the 
community. The manner in which this balancing function is accom
plished varies among different supervisors, reflecting differences in 
both training and philosophy on the part of supervision personnel. 385 

Nevertheless, by attempting to effectuate the rehabilitation of the 
individual while concurrently gathering and analyzing information 
on the individual's performance and progress, a supervisor is instru
mental in determining whether the releasee's conditional freedom 
should be continued or revoked. 38B 

One t8.sk of the supervisor, control, centers on the bounds of 
power of the particular governing authority-either the parole board 
or the court. Once the authority has granted the conditional liberty 
and has imposed terms and conditions on it, it becomes the respon
sibility of the supervisor to insure that the conditions are complied 
with, and if they are not, to initiate revocation proceedings. This 
report maintains that in regard to the control function, the primary 
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concerns of the supervisor should be prevention of criminal activity 
and serious violations of the conditional liberty. Keeping the bal
ancing function in mind, the supervisor must ascertain the needs of 
the releasee and the rights of the community. The other task of the 
supervisor is assistance. This task is concerned with the successful 
return of the individual to society and encompasses a myriad of 
functions ranging from aid in obtaining employment to providing 
friendship and understanding: Ideally, the assistance task is di
rected at helping the individual cope with the particular problems 
confron ting him. 

1. Present Practice in Georgia 

The parole and proba.tion officers in Georgia are officially entitled 
Probation-Parole Supervisors. Upon acceptance for employment, 
certain supervisors become investigators. An investigator conducts 
interviews with inmates being considered for parole and conducts 
backgrcand investigations of the inmates. Those chosen to be inves
tigators are generally eased into a supervisory role after gaining 
familiarity with the system. If an individual is not selected to be an 
investigator, he will generally step right into a supervisor's position. 

The first six months of a supervisor's employment are condi
tional-if job performance is satisfactory, the individual becomes a 
tenured supervisor; if the performance is unsatisfactory, the indi
vidual is terminated. Upon satisfactory completion of the six-month 
period, a supervisor can be removed only for substantial reasons. 387 

The first contact between a supervisor and a parolee occurs at one 
of two times. Either they meet during the pre-parofe investigation 
in the prison, or they meet when the parolee first reports to the 
probation/parole field office. This report recommends that the ini
tial contact between a parolee and his supervisor occur while the 
inmate is still incarcerated. An early meeting not only allows a 
greater time period for the parolee and the supervisor to get to know 
each other but also affords the supervisor a more adequate and 
suitable opportunity to explain to the parolee what is expected of 
him. Because of the nature of probation, a supervisor usually meets 
a probationer at the probationer's first visit to the probation/parole 
field office. 
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2. Analysis and Recommendations 

Perhaps the most pressing problem in supervision of Georgia's 
parolees and probationers is the enormous caseload of the typical 
supervisor. Presently, the average caseload of each supervisor is 
approximately 90 parolees and probationers.3ss This number is ex
clusive of abandonment, bastardy. and uniform support cases; when 
these are included, the average is approximately 120.389 The case
load problem is well recognized by the Unit Coordinators in Geor
gia; in response to the question, "Do you have allY 'pet' recommen
dations for improvements in the probation and parole systems?" 
twenty-two out of thirty-two Unit Coordinators who made a recom
mendation indicated that the most significant improvement would 
be a major reduction in the caseloads. This report is in full agree
ment- in order for parole and probation to fulfill their goals, the 
case loads of supervisors must be reduced to a manageable level.39u 

Supervisors should be able to allocate a substantial amount of time 
to their assistance function and should not be so burdened that they 
can do little more than conduct cursory checks on the individuals. 

Because of the enormous caseload of most supervisors, contacts 
between the supervisor and the individuals he is responsible for are 
minimal. Most of the contacts are by telephone or other office con
tacts. For example, during the month of July, 1974, one probation 
/parole field office listed 640 probationers and parolees.3DI During 
the same month there were only 135 visits with these individuals. 
There were 338 office contacts, and 47 attempted visits. Another 
probation/parole field office listed 519 probationers and parolees, 
but only 48 successful visits, 354 office contacts and 17 attempted 
visits.392 These results clearly show that the primary task of a 
probation-parole supervisor in Georgia has devolved to one of 
merely maintaining minimal contact with the individual. Thus, the 
assistance aspect (if not the control aspect) of a supervisor's role is 
seriously minimized by the large caseload. A reduced caseload 
would allow each supervisor to pay more attention to the problems 
and needs of each parolee and probationer, as well as to the 
supervision-protection function. Programs in other states which 
have reduced supervisor's caseloads have been successful in reduc
ing recidivism.393 These programs are further evidence that if Geor
gia's probation-parole supervisors had smaller caseloads, the goals 
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of probation and parole would be better served, while, concurrently, 
the community would be better protected against criminal activity. 

Another major problem in Georgia's present supervisory programs 
is inefficiency. Much time is currently wasted between paperwork, 
unnecessary visits, and other fruitless actE. Along with reducing the 
caseloads of the supervisors, the activities of the supervisory staff 
must be channeled so as to maximize their efforts. One alternative 
is to use the team assignment approach rather than the traditional 
individual caseload. The team approach involves a group of supervi
sors taking collective responsibility for a group of parolees or proba
tioners.394 This method efficiently utilizes the available resources of 
the group by selectively using the talents of each member in the 
group. Not only are the supervisors reinforced by each other, but the 
parolees and probationers are more amenable to rehabilitation be
cause they realize that a group of individuals is attempting to help 
them. fu addition, personality conflicts between the supervisor and 
the individual that may arise in a one-on-one situation are more 
easily avoided. 

Another problem area is the need for extra supervision during the 
first few months of parole or probation. As Table XIX shows, in 
a sample of parole revocations during fiscal year 1974, almost one
third of the total revokees had an arrest warrant issued for them 
within three months of parole, and almost two-thirds had an arrest 
warrant issued within six months. The time for formal revocation 
is somewhat longer;305 however, the issuance of the arrest warrant is 
the crucial time because it indicatlfr3 when the parolee got into trou
ble. Although statistics for probationers are unavailable, this report 
feels that the critical time is also in the early stages of the probation
ary period. It is apparent that supervision is most acutely needed 
during these critical first few months. Presently in Georgia, several 
probation/parole field offices are attempting to establish closer su
pervisory programs during these critical months. For example, in 
one county, each supervisor meets with the individual at least once 
a month for the first six months, although that period can be length
ened depending on the problems of the individua1.396 After these first 
six months, the contacts become less and less frequent. This report 
recommends that all probationers and parolees be supervised more 
closely during their first six months of conditional liberty, as this 
period is crucial to the success or failure of the individual. Georgia 
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TABLE XIX: LENGTH OF TIME BETWEEN GRANT OF PAROLE 
AND ISSUANCE OF ARREST WARRANT a 
BY PAROLE BOARD, FY 1974 b 

Length of Time Between Grant of 
Parole and Issuance of Arrest 

Warrant (in months) a 

o to Ie 
1+ to 2 
2+ to 3 
3+ to 4 
4+ to 5 
5+ to 6 
6+ to 7 
7+ to 8 
8+ to 10 

10+ to 12 
12+ to 14 
14+ to 16 
16+ to 18 
18+ to 20 
20+ to 25 
25+ to 30 
30+ to 35 
35+ to 40 
40+ to 45 
45+ to 50 
50+ to 55 
55+ to 60 
60+ to X 
Not Available 

Total 

Number of 
Revocations 

21 
26 
33 
21 
17 
16 
11 
11 
15 

5 
4 
5 
7 
4 
6 
8 
3 
o 
o 
2 
o 
o 
o 
~ 
240 

a. On some I'evocation orders the date of issuance of the arrest war
rant was not listed. In these cases the date used was the date 
until which good time was allowed. 

b. This table was compiled from Revocation Orders. 
c. Of this group; 8 revocations occurred within 15 days. 

has made some attempt at closer supervision with implementation 
of the "intensive supervision" program.3D? Under this program, cer
tain supervisors are assigned smaller, but more difficult, caseloads. 
Although empirical data is unavailable because 9f the nevvness of 
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the project,398 the Unit Coordinators throughout Georgia were over
whelmingly in favor of it. Out of forty-one Unit Coordinators, 
twenty-five were in favor, eleven failed to respond to the question 
or were uncertain, and five were opposed. The five Unit Coordina
tors were opposed mainly because of administrative and bureau
cratic difficulties, and were apparently not opposed to the concept. 
This report recommends full implementation of the intensive super
vision program, and pending analysis of empirical results, expan
sion of the program. 

In addition to his duties of supervision and assistance, the proba
tion supervisor is required by statute to submit to the sentencing 
court an annual written progress report on each probationer serving 
more than two years, the first report commencing two years after the 
grant of probation.399 The annual review is useful in reducing case
loads by releasing early rehabilitated probationers and in timely 
recognizing the cases requiring modifications of terms and condi
tions or court admonishments in order to better achieve rehabilita
tion. The court has the power to terminate early the original proba
tion period, and the probation officer must include a recommenda
tion either to terminate the probation period early or to continue the 
probation as originally imposed.40o The recommendation is impor
tant in practice, for it is usually followed by the court.401 Unfortun
ately, not all probation supervisors comply with the statutory re
quirement-the reports and recommendations are not always 
made. 402 This report recommends that all probation officers and 
courts be notified of the requirement and that compliance be made 
mandatory. 

D. Correctional Manpower 

Ex-offenders are faced with almost insurmountable obstacles 
upon their release from prison-the stigma of their criminal record 
coupled with limited employment opportunities is an overwhelming 
burden. Correctional manpower programs attempt to deal with this 
problem by placing ex-offenders in suitable jobs and by aiding them 
in achieving socially integrated life styles through employment op
portunities. Recognizing the fact that "the failure to obtain and 
maintain suitable employment goes hand in hand with recidiv
ism,"403 correctional manpower programs are designed to help ex·· 
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offenders with marketable skills utilize these skills and to find suit
able employment for unskilled ex-offenders. 

It is clear that much criminal activity is entered into for financial 
survival or gain.404 Imprisonment as an end result of criminal activ
ity does not cure these financial problems; nor upon release from 
prison is a person any more capable of coping with financial bur
dens. Only if an individual receives help while incarcerated40~ will 
he, upon his return to society, be able to handle the very problems 
which predicated his confinement. 

To achieve their goals, correctional manpower programs must 
recognize that most offenders had unsucc~ssful life styles prior to 
incarceration. For example, the Georgia prison population consists 
mostly of uneducated and unskilled people.406 The vast majority of 
Georgia prisoners need assistance in learning marketable skills and 
in finding jobs upon release if they are to have a reasonable chance 
of avoiding recidivism. Correctional manpower holds the key to 
minimizing if not obviating these problems-it is imperative that 
programs be formulated and revised to meet the needs of ex
offenders.407 

1. Present Programs 

Within the last decade the problem of unemployment has been 
recognized as a major impediment to the rehabilitation of ex
offenders.408 This problem stems from many factors. The lack of 
skills and training on the part of inmates makes it difficult to place 
ex-offenders in good jobs; many ex-offenders are forced to settle for 
low-paying, low-prestige jobs.409 Another obstacle is reluctance on 
the part of employers to hire offenders without first evaluating 
them-few employers hire anyone, much less ex-offenders, without 
first determining the capabilities of the individual. The problem of 
employer resistance is compounded if the job that the ex-offender 
is attempting to secure requires bonding -commercial bonding 
companies normally refuse to provide bonds for ex-offenders. Pris
oners eligible f(lr parole encounter even another prob
lem-oftentimes, one of the requirements of parole410 is that the 
individual have a job plan with an offer of employrnent.4li In many 
situations, unless the potential parolee knows someone who is capa
ble 'Of offering or finding him a job, this condition of employment is 

~: 
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difficult to meet.412 Finally, the present state of the economy, with 
its attendant rate of unemployment, accentuates the difficulties 
normally associated with employment of ex-offenders. 

In the 1960's, in response to the problem of unemployment, of
fenders were made a "special target group" for employment pro
grams.413 Legislation was passed designed to increase ex-offenders' 
chances of becoming productive members of society414 by placing 
them in positions wherein they would be able to lead normal lives 
and avoid further criminal activities.415 The benefits of these pro
grams accrued both to society by reducing recidivism and to the 
individuals by raising their self-esteem and independence. The cur
rent nationwide effort in the area of correctional manpower began 
with the Manpower Development and Training Acts;416 these have 
now been superceded by the Comprehensive Employment and 
Training Act of 1973.417 These acts were motivated by awareness of 
the difficulty of successfully rehabilitating offenders and of the cor
relation between unemployment and recidivism.418 They provide 
funds· for the United States Department of Labor to institute mea
sures to combat unemployment among ex-offenders and other 
groups. The correctional manpower programs initiated by these 
acts, although not a panacea for all the problems of rehabilitation 
after release, have been effective in reducing recidivism. 419 

2. The Georgia Correctional Manpower Programs in Perspective 

In 1967, Georgia began providing vocational training through the 
Georgia Department of Labor. This program was sponsored initially 
by the United States Department of Labor and later by both state 
and federal agencies. In 1970 additional grants from the United 
States Department of Labor were received for statewide pre- and 
post-release programs for parolees and probationers. 

The correctional manpower programs in Georgia presently em
ploy 62 persons in staff positions and are divided into five areas: (1) 
MDTA Prison Inmate Training Projects; (2) The Fidelity Bonding 
Program; (3) The Atlanta Pretrial Intervention Project; (4) The 
Model Ex-Offender Project; and (5) The Georgia Department of 
Labor's Diagnostic and Evaluation Units.420 The unf).erlying aim of 
these efforts is to train unskilled ex-offenders for skilled jobs, and 
to place ex-offenders in jobs commensurate with their abilities. 
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(a) Inmate Training Programs 

Essential to a successful post-release correctional manpower pro
gram is training while an individual is still incarcerated. Correc
tional manpower is able to exert the most influence over the inmate 
while he is a captive audience; to begin the program only after 
release would be futile. Therefore, the United States Department of 
Labor sponsors training programs designed to provide manpower 
services to offenders in state institutions. These training421 pro
grams, originally on the national level, have now been decentralized 
to the state level.422 Joint efforts by the United States Departments 
of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare and state correctional 
authorities make available basic and remedial education, voca
tional skills training, work experience, and other services available 
to inmates within the prison and in the surrounding areas. 

In Georgia the MDTA Prison Inmate Trajning Project provides 
academic and vocational training for inmates. Special training pro
grams at certain institutions423 provide over 250 inmates with a,. 
weekly incentive stipend. The inmates attending the area voca~ 
tional training schools are confined in correctional institutions over
night, but are allowed to attend training during the day. Additional 
funds have been allocated to expand the training in the area techni
cal schools during 1973.424 Other training programs are offered at 
eleven correctional institutions425 within the Georgia correctional 
system.426 The academic training programs in state institutions 
include remedial, intermediate, and high school equivalency 
programs.421 

(b) Bonding For Ex-Offenders 

Bonding for ex-offenders is an effective method of reducing unem
ployment among them because it opens up new employment fields. 
Bonding is required by many employers as a protection against loss 
from dishonesty or default;428 yet individuals with prison records 
usually cannot satisfy the requirements for commercial bonding. 
The establishment of a Federal Bonding Program for ex-offenders 
overcame this problem by providing an alternative to commercial 
bonding. In situations where the ex-offender has a skill and employ
ment experience and the only obstacle to employment is the bond
ing requirement, the Federal Bonding Program provides access to a 
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job and increases the possibilities of successful rehabilitation. 
Bonds are available to all ex-offenders, the only requirement being 
that the individual have a job. Upon receipt of a letter from the 
employer stating the employment position, the salary, and the 
amount of the bond required, the program will issue a bond of up 
to $10,000 per month.429 While the number of ex-offenders presently 
involved in this program is small, the program is growing. 430 This 
program is available through each state's employment service. In 
Georgia the Fidelity Bonding Program is sponsored by the United 
States Department of Labor. 

(c) Pretrial Intervention 

Pretl· ,t! intervention is one of the most effective ways to combat 
recidivism.431 The theory behind pretrial intervention is to divert an 
offender from the judicial and prison systems in the hope that the 
person will have an increased chance of rehabilitation and be less 
of a burden to society. Through these projects,432 selected accused 
defendants are offered an opportunity to enter the program. With 
the consent of the prosecuting attorney, the project staff recom
mends a continuance of the case to permit the defendant to partici
pate in the program. The defendant first undergoes vocational or 
educational training and counselling and is then placed in a job. 
The progress of the defendant is evaluated before and after job 
placement and a recommendation is made to the prosecutor either 
to dismiss the charge due to satisfactory participation in the pro
gram and demonstrated rehabilitation or to return the defendant to 
the judicial system due to unsatisfactory performance in the pro
gram. 433 

The experimental pretrial intervention program in Atlanta is one 
of the most successful court diversion projects in the nation.434 The 
project offers an alternative to a courtroom trial by providing se
lected persons (primarily first offenders arrested on less serious 
charges) with a comprehensive program of manpower services1 in
cluding job preparation and placement, guidance and counselling, 
assistance in obtaining supportive social services, remedial educa
tion, and vocational and motivational training. 

Under the program, if a potential project participant cooperates 
and shows promise of positive attitudinal, behavioral, and perform-
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ance changes, a recommendation will be made to dispose of his case 
through means other than trial and imprisonment. The alleged of
fender is removed from the court system before trial, given a job, 
and required to participate in counselling sessions, behavior modifi
cation programs, and educational programs; his chances of rehabili
tation increased and crowded court dockets are eased. In addition, 
the absence of a conviction makes it less difficult for the alleged 
offender to return to and function in society. 

(d) Employment Services For Ex-Offenders 

Prisoners and ex-offenders are usually out of touch with the labor 
market and employment resources. To combat this lack of informa
tion about jobs, employment service models435 have been created in 
several states436 to gather employment resources, counsel offenders, 
develop employment for offenders, and work with employers to en
courage the hiring of qualified ex-offenders.437 These employment 
service models focus on providing services to offenders on a continu
ing basis, both before and after release, to help them obtain and 
maintain their jobs.438 These programs, though initially federally 
sponsored, are now under the auspices of the states in which they 
operate. 

In Georgia the program is entitled the Model Ex-Offender Project. 
This program provides pre- and post-release manpower services to 
prisoners and ex-offenders. During 1973, 3,911 offenders received 
services through correctional institutions, local employment service 
offices, and project staff.439 Two hundred and eight ex-offenders 
were referred to training while 1,726 ex-offenders were placed in 
gainful employment.44o There are four counselors at the pre-release 
centers441 and six local counselors, each responsible for a particular 
geographical area.m Within these ten divisions of the State there are 
thirty-three local service offices, each with offender representatives 
to counsel ex-offenders with employment problems.443 These repre
sentatives are available to all ex-offenders and assist ex-offenders in 
finding new employment throughout the State. The state-wide 
availability of the representatives also insures the mobility of the 
inmate. 

The correctional manpower program also aids inmates eligible for 
parole, guaranteeing placement of the inmate in a suitable job if he 
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is paroled. This satisfies the parole requirement of having a job plan 
with an offer of employment. 

(e) Vocational and Academic Evaluations 

The Georgia Department of Labor's Diagnostic and Evaluation 
Unit conducts both vocational and academic evaluations of in
mates.444 The purpose of these evaluations is to develop a plan for 
each inmate through which he can develop his knowledge, apti
tudes, present skills, and abilities. Each inmate is vocationally 
tested and evaluated before a plan of action is recommended.445 

In addition to training for inmates, assistance is available in 
Georgia for ex~offenders outside of prison. Upon entering the correc
tional manpower program, an inmate is interviewed and tested to 
provide vocational and academic evaluations. The evaluations are 
supplemented with data collected at pre-release centers from 
correctional institutions in their areas. The evaluations are used to 
determine what type of training or other services are needed by the 
individual. To aid in this determination, a personal interview is 
arranged thirty days prior to the inmate's release. At the interview 
it is determined where the inmate intends to go upon release and 
whether he has a job awaiting him. Mter release, thirty-three local 
ssrvice offices throughout the state are available to the ex-offender 
for employment counselling and help. The local service offices work 
with employers in their areas to encourage the hiring of ex-offenders. 
Thus, the ex-offender is put in contact with resources and informa
tion about the laror market under the supervision of the local em
ployment service offices in the area in which he intends to reside. 

(f) Programs in Other States 

The United States Department of Labor has awarded planning 
grants to several states446 the purpose of which is to: 

[I]dentify the manpower and related services needed by all 
groups in the correctional population; determine the best 
methods of delivering these services; obtain commitments 
from all public and private agencies within the State to pro
vide needed services; and work out the interagency agreements 
necessary to operate a comprehensive program.447 

': 
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These studies will serve as guides for the implementation of correc~ 
tional manpower programs in their respective states. 

The Department of Labor also sponsors several different innova
tive programs for finding employment for ex-offenders. One pro~ 
gram attempts to establish not only a job placement program but 
also businesses owned and run by ex~offenders.448 Other projects 
involve volunteer programs to aid ex-offenders in becoming respon
sible citizens. The United States Departments of Labor, Justice, 
and Health, Education and Welfare have developed a cooperative 
approach to solving offenders' problems. Through this program, the 
Comprehensive Offender Program Effort, federal agencies are 
studying the states' problems with offenders to determine the extent 
to which the agencies can aid the state programs.449 

3. Future Considerations and Recommendations 

As mentioned earlier, the basic aim of correctional manpower 
programs is to obtain suitable employment for ex-offenders. Placing 
ex-offenders in jobs with suitable pay and prestige will produce 
feelings of pride and achievement and will help insure full rehabili
tation. But even placement in marginal occupations-occupations 
that do not necessarily offer either good payor prestige--will in
crease the chances of rehabilitation over the chances of those indi
viduals not afforded any employment opportunity. The ideal is to 
obtain a "suitable" job, but the reality is to obtain a job. 

Ex-offenders with neither employment experience nor skills are 
the group most desperately needing the services of correctional 
manpower programs in order to gain employment. Most inmates 
who are able to secure job offers while still in prison are those wh?/ 
have either employment experience or skills. These ex-offenderU 
usually have a lower rate of recidivism than inmates who must turn 
to employment services or correctional manpower prograrp.s to se
cure employment.45o Thus, correctional manpower programs should 
focus on the group of ex-offenders which most need their services. 

The effectiveness of correctional manpower programs in Georgia 
is highlighted by the Atlanta Pretrial Intervention Project with its 
attendant low rate of recidivism. This report recommends that the 
scope of the project be enlarged to include more alleged offenders. 
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The program, currently a pilot program, should be expanded to 
other metropolitan areas throughout Georgia.451 

Unfortunately, due to a lack of long-range follow-ups on ex
offenders, the effectiveness of the other programs in Georgia is diffi
cult to evaluate. The Fidelity Bonding Program opens up new fields 
of employment for ex-offenders; because it creates new employment 
opportunities for ex-offenders it should be continued and expanded. 
Employers should be advised that ex-offenders can obtain bonding 
and thus be encouraged to hire ex-offenders for responsible jobs. 
This report recommends that there be long-range follow-ups for the 
Model Ex-Offender Project. Research indicates that ex-offenders 
require sustained support in order to effectuate successful rehabili
tation. Recent statistics on the quarterly wages of ex-offenders indi
cate a pattern: for the first three quarters the ex-offender seems to 
be successful, at least in terms of wages; however, in the fourth 
quarter, little or nothing is earned.452 Nine to twelve months out of 
prison something happens to the ex-offender-it is unknown 
whether the drop in wages is due to parole revocations, due to move
ments out of state by m~mbers of the statistical group, or due to job 
losses or lay-offs; however, this drop indicates a potential problem 
area which long-range follow-ups of the ex-offenders could help alle
viate. Although it will be extremely difficult for local offices to 
maintain contact with all ex-offenders while at the same time at
tempting to secure employment for current releasees, ex-offenders 
should be encouraged to make use of the local employment service 
resources at all times after release, not just at release itself. At 
present, local employment service counselors depend on the ex
offender to come to them for help and cannot be expected to individ
ually chase down ex-offenders. This report does not recommend that 
correctional manpower do this, but does suggest that some effort be 
directed towards a follow-up of the employment status of ex
offenders. 

IV. RELATED METHODS OF RELEASE FROM PRISON IN GEORGIA 

A. Miscellaneous Releases Effei't.ed by the Georgia 
State Board of Pardons and Paroles 

This section of the report describes various methods of release 
available to the Georgia Board of Pardons and Paroles. These in-
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elude reprieves, remissions to probation, exceptions, commutations 
to lesser or present service and early releases under either the Gover
nor's Early Release Program or the Parole-Reprieve Program.453 

Table XX indicates the frequency of use of each of these programs 
over the past six years. 

A reprieve is a short-term, temporary release, usually granted for 
compassionate reasons such as death or sickness in the inmate's 
family.454 Although time on reprieve is credited toward service of 
sentence if the conditions of the reprieve are complied with,455 these 
releases have little effect on prison population levels because they 
are usually for only a limited number of days. Reprieves must be 
applied for in writing and supported by written evidence, except 
that in emergency situations, the Board may use its discretion in 
receiving information by telephone or in person.456 Since March 28, 
1972, the Department of Offender Rehabilitation, through the 
prison wardens has been authorized to grant emergency special 
leaves within the state;457 this change accounts for the recent de
crease in reprieves granted by the Board.458 

Remission to probation is a change in sentence from prison service 
to probated service. It differs from parole in three important as
pects: (1) it is usually instigated at the request of the sentencing 
judge,459 who cannot himself modify the original sentence after the 
term of court has ended;460 (2) the inmate can be released through 
remission without regard to parole eligibility requirements;461 and, 
(3) the releasee is subject to revocation by the Parole Board rather 
than the courts.462 

(I 
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TABLE XX 01 
en 

SELECTED MISCELLANEOUS RELEASES 
FROM GEORGIA PRISONS 

Type of Release: Fiscal Year 
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

Reprieves 147 132 127 332 95 91 
Remissions to Probation 175 160 30 5 59 20 
Exceptions nla nla nla 46 6 0 
Commutations to Lesser Service 535 '764 1038 460 177 nla 
Commutations to Present Service 144 150 127 187 95 nla 
Early Releases 1746 775 1011 

Sources: ANNUAL REPORT and statistics provided by the Department of Offender Rehabilitation. 
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The Parole Board is also permitted to parole inmates who do not 
meet the minimum parole eligibility requirements for length of time 
served.463 Technically, the grant of an exception to the parole eligi~ 
bility requirements is only a Board decision to consider for parole 
an individual who has not served the requisite portion of his sent~ 
ence. In practice, an exception is actually the decision to parole an 
inmate not eligible under the regular rules. An exception may be 
granted where necessary "[t]o equate justice or in the best interests 
of society;"464 because the Board operates under the presumption 
that all sentences imposed by a court are fair and just,465 the grant 
of an exception requires: 

(1) A substantial showing that the sentence was excessively 
harsh and failure to grant an exception would be a miscarriage 
.of justice, or 
(2) A substantial showing that the rehabilitation of the in~ 
mate necessitates early consideration.466 

Exceptions cannot be predicated upon family circumstances, busi~ 
ness affairs, sickness, hardship, or other similar reasons because 
these are common to many inmates. Furthermore, although general 
statements and letters from officials and private individuals are 
helpful in the determination, they alone are not sufficient grounds 
for the grant of an exception.467 Applications for exceptions must be 
made in writing,468 and, when an exception is considered by the 
Board, the sentencing judge and the district attorney of the sentenc
ing county must be notified in writing so they may appear at the 
hearing.469 

A commutation to lesser service is a Parole Board action to reduce 
an inmate's sentence. The action is begun by inmate application; 
as in most of these other miscellaneous releases, there is no applica
tion form--a request in writing by the inmate will suffice if there is 
enough basis in the writing to warrant Board investigation.470 The 
Board will consider a commutation only when there is substantial 
evidence that the sentence is: 
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excessive, illegal, unconstitutional or void; that the ends of 
justice would be best served thereby, and that such action 
would be in the best interests of society and the inmate.471 

Commutation to present service is the reduction in sentence to that 
served to date, thus effecting immediate release.472 

The most widely used miscellaneous methods of release are the 
early release programs-the Governor's Early Release Program and 
the Parole-Reprieve Program. The Governor's Early Release Pro
gram is initiated when the Parole Support Section of the Depart
ment of Offender Rehabilitation receives a computer printout list, 
ing those prisoners eligible for the program. The date when the 
prisoner is eligible for early release is six months from normal dis
charge date, provided at least two months remain to be served. In 
addition to these time requirements, the prisoner must: 

(1) not have been considered for the Parole-Reprieve Pro
gram; 
(2) have served at least four months in confinement by the 
date of release on all sentences listed; 
(3) not have been serving for murder, kidnapping, armed rob
bery, rape, treason, aircraft hijacking, aggravated assault with 
intent to rape, sodomy, public indecency, incest, peeping tom, 
child molesting, enticing a child for indecent purposes, or bes
tiality; 
(4) not have had more than one disciplinary report within six 
months prior to the release date; 
(5) not have bean committed to prison on two or more occa
sions prior to the sentence being served, due to felony convic
tions; and 
(6) not have participated in previous early release programs 
which resulted in revocation. . 

The Parole Support Section deletes from the list those ineligible due 
to the above criteria, as well as those ineligible for reasons such as 
tl:e prisoner is already on parole, is in federal custody, or is in jail 
awaiting further trial. 

The list of eligibles is forwarded to a hearing examiner. If the 
inmate had been convicted of a misdemeanor, he is released unless 
the examiner has reason to recommend otherwise; if so recom
mended, the Parole Board decides the question. If the inmate had 
been convicted of a felony, the hearing examiner presents the case 

219 
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to the Parole Board along with the examiner's recommend3tion as 
to release. 

When a prisoner is granted early release, he is placed under the 
supervision of a parole officer if he had a probationary sentence to 
follow his incarceration, 01' if the Parole Board determines that su
pervision is appropriate. The period of supervision is normally two 
to six months. If the releasee is revoked, he is returned to prison to 
serve the remainder of his sentence undiminished by time spent on 
the early release program. 

The Parole-Reprieve Program, or 90-day Early Release, was 
begun in October, 1973.473 A prisoner is considered for the program 
when and if he is denied parole on his last parole eligibility date. If 
parole-reprieve is granted, the prisoner is released three months 
before his sentence would expire. He is placed under parole supervi
sion and is subject to revocation. As under the Governor's Early 
Release Program, credit for time spent outside the prison is not 
given if the releasee is revoked.m 

B. Shock Probation 

Under shock probation, a convicted individual who has been 
given a sentence of confinement is released on probation after serv
ing only a short incarceration period-the "shock" period. Having 
had "first-hand" knowledge of prison, the individual might be more 
susceptible and amenable to rehabilitation outside of prison. 

Shock probation differs from parole in that the judge, rather than 
the parole board, effects it; the judge will often have shock proba
tion in mind from the time the individual is sentenced. Shock pro
bation also differs from split-sentencing475 in that under the former, 
the defendant believes he is going to prison for his full sentence; 
under split-sentencing, the defendant knows exactly when he will be 
released and knows at the time of sentencing that a portion of his 
sentence will be served on probation. 

Shock probation requires retention by the sentencing court of 
jurisdiction over the prisoner after sentencing. The judge in a partic
ular case may feel that probation should be denied initially but 
might be appropriate after the prisoner has been briefly exposed to 
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prison. If jurisdiction can be retained, the judge does not have to 
rely on a parole board to discover the specific and possibly subtle 
improvement which he had hoped might occur, nor does he have to 
contend with parole eligibility dates. 476 

Ohio was the first state to enact a shock probation statute.477 r-rhe 
statute provides: 

... the trial court may, upon motion of the defendant made 
not earlier than 30 days nor later than 60 days after the defen
dant, having been sentenced, is delivered into the custody of 
the keeper of the institution in which he is to begin serving his 
sentenco, or upon the court's own motion during the same 
thirty-day period, suspend the further execution of the sent
ence and place the defendant on probation upon such terms as 
the court determines, notwithstanding the expiration of the 
term of court during which SJJch defendant was sentenced. 478 

Shock probation has proved successful in Ohioi a seven year study 
showed that those individuals given shock parole had a success rate 
of 90.6%.479 The success of the program seems to be attributable to 
the initial shock period because the criteria used for selecting candi
dates is comparable to the selection criteria used for traditional 
probation.480 

The major opposition to shock probation is fear that it will result 
in overcrowded court dockets. This problem has to some degree been 
recognized and avoided in the states which have enacted shock pro
bation statutes. The Ohio Court of Appeals, at least partially in 
response to the problem, held that a formal hearing was not neces
sary in determining whether to grant shock probation.481 The court 
noted that: 

the legislature did not intend that the section be mandatory 
and left it within the discretion of the trial court whether to 
hear testimony in mitigation of sentence.482 

In addition, the same court held that the order of the trial court 
denying shock probation is not appealable.493 Indiana avoids the 
possibility of a flood of inmate applications by providing that a 
shock probation proceeding can be held only on the court's own 
motion.484 

In Georgia, the trial judge has no authority, after the expiration 
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of the term at which a sentence is imposed, to modify or change the 
sentence,485 and thus has no authority to use shock probation. This 
report recommends that the judges be given that authority, with a 
maximum time limit similar to that set in Ohio,486 and that shock 
probation become an available sentencing alternative. In order to 
lessen the possibility of overcrowded court dockets, the proceedings 
to release should be initiated only on the court's motion, as in Indi
ana,487 rather than on the motion of the prisoner. 
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SENTENCE OF PROBATION 
(FELONY OR STATE MISDEMEANOR AND FIRST·OFFENDER) 
OEPARTMENT OF OFFENDER REHABILITATION 
COMMUNITY·BASED SERVICES 

INTHE ________________________ COURT 

________________ COUNTY, GEORGIA 

THE STATE OF GEORGIA 

"S 

CASE NO. _________ _ 

OFFENSE ____________ _ 

___________ TERM,19 __ 

PLEA IVERDICT) OF GUILTY 

WHERI;UPON, It is ordered and adjudged by the Court that the >aid defendant is hereby sentenced to conlinement for a 

~riedof-----------------------------------------------------

Iyears, months) in the St.te Penal System or such other Institution as the Commissioner of the State Department of Offender 
Rehabilitation {I1l!V direct, to be computed as provided by law. However, it Is further ordered by 'he Court that Thq .!bcve 
sentence may be served on probation, provided that said defendant complies with the following general and special condition 
herein im~sed by the Court as a ~rt of this sentence: 

WHEREUPON, it is ordered and adjudged by the Court that the defendant serve _________________________ __ 
{years-months) upon probation. This sentence is imposed with defendant's con~ent under the provisions of the Act for Probation 
of First·Offenders,approveri March 18, 1968 (Ga. Laws 1968, p. 324) and further proOJedings are deferred in accordance with 
said Actk pr,Dvided, that ~id defendant complies with the following general and special conditions herein imposed by the Court 
as a part of this sentencc! 

(I) (l " '10t violate the criminal laws of any governmental unit. 
(2) ~ \"\d injurious and vicious habits .. especially alcoholic intoxication and narcotics and other dangerous drugs unless 

prescribed lawfully. 
(3) Avoid persons or places of disreputable or harmful character. 
(4) Report to the Probation·Parole Supervisor as directed and perrnit such Suparvisor to visit him (her) at home or elsewhere. 
(5) Work faithfully at suitable employment insofar as may ba possible. 
(6) 00 not change his (her) weEent pia OJ of abode, move outside the jurisdiction of the Court, or leave the State for any 

period of time without prior permission of the Probation Supervisor. 
t7l Support hi. (lIetllegal dependants to the be.ta! hi. {herl ability. 

Other ,~ciel condition. ordered by the Court ere as follows: _____________________________________ __ 

It Is further ordered by the Court that tho defendant pay as specified: _____________________________ __ 

IT IS the further order of the Court, and the defendant is hereby advised, that the Court may at any time revoke or mOQify 
any conditions of this probation or change the ~rled of probation and may discharge the defendant from probation. The 
probationer shall be subject to arrest for violation of any condition of probation herein granted. If such probation is revoked, 
the Court may order the execution of the sentenee which was originally imposed or any portion thereof in the manner provided 
by law after deduction therefrom the amount oj time the defendant has served on probation. 

This ___ day of _________ , 19 ___ _ 

Judge Presiding 

Certificate of Sarvlco -- This is to certify that e true and correct copy of this Santenee of Probation has been delivered in 
~rson to the defendant and he has been duly instructed regarding the conditions as set forth above. 

This ____ day of ___________ , 19 ____ _ 

Probation/Parole Supervisor 

Copy rodved and Instructions regarding conditions acknowledged. 

Thl. ____ day of ___________ , 19 ____ _ 

Probationer 

CBS·2 



~l Mt:MbNT or' Tm; Ct'NDI /'IONS UlIDER \. WCH THiS PAROL,: IS (JRANTEU 

This Certifi('ele of Parole will not become operative until th~ following conditions nrc agreed to by the pri&
aM!r. V.alation of any of these conditions may result in irn01cdia1,(! revocation oC purtdc: 

1. 1 will report immediately upon nrrivaJ at my destination to my Parol. '.llpcrvisor, t!llh~r by mall, tele" 
phone or personal visit, furnishing lo him the Notice of ArrivRl form 

Your Parole Supervisor's name and nddress~ 

2. I wiU, between the first and fifth days of each month. until my final 1<·lea'ic, mukt' a fuJi and truUtful 
'milen rep!')rt to my Parole Supervisor on the fomo rrmojclcd for thal puapo~. 

3. J will not chanMc my residence or employment. or lenve the stale without first gel ling permission from my 
Parole Supervisor. I atso understand thallihoultr.. fail to keep. my Parole SUpeIV\\Or informed as to my 
residE>nce and employment my parole moy be revokecJ and a warrant issued for my arrest.. 

4. 1 hereby waive All extradition rights and process and n~ep to return to Georgiil from any State in the Uni· 
ted States. iu. territories or the District of Columbia. 

5, I will not Use nnrcotic drugs in any form unl£>s5 prescribed by a physician and I will not usc intoxicating 
beverages to exC'C'ss. I will not visit places of bad reputation where disorderly conduct may occur or w.hich 
are frequented by persons of iII·repute. 

6.1 will aVOid injurious habits and I will.tlot associate ",jli.l persons of bad reputation or character. 

'1. 1 win not. own, use, possessJ sell or have under my contr~l any type or deadly weapon or fireann. 

8 I will not purchase or have interes~ in any type m('tor vehiclp.: withQut first getting permission from my 
Parole Supervlsor and I will not operate a motor v{'h!cle without having a vaJid operator's pennit. 

9 I willllot let my debts exceed S3UO.OU at any timl', f'\:('ept where necessary for food and .sheHer, with .. 
out first getting pennission from my Parolt! Supervisor. 

10. I will not be away from my residence of record between the hours of 12:00 midnight and 6:00 A. M. 
unless required to do so in connection wHh my employment. 

11. J wUl conduct myself honorably in aU respects, work diligently at a lawful occupatIon and support my 
dependents. if any. to the best of my ability. 

12. I will not violate any law. 

13. I will prompUy iIJ1d truthfully answer all inquiries of the Stale Board of Pardons and Paroles and its duly 
aulhorized representatives and carry out,aU instruclions from lhem. 

14~ lC it becomes n~cessary to communicate. with my Parole Supervisor and he is r,.ot available, I will direct 
my communication to the Boards's headquarters office at 270 Washington Street, S. W" AUanta, Geor~ 
gia; Telephone 656.2967. 

Parole Plam Residence: 

Employment: 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: (PLEASE NOTE) 

THE BOARD REALIZES THE FACT THAT THE USE OF ALCOHOL HAS BEEN THE MAIN CAUSE 
FOR MUCH OF YOUR DIFFICULTY IN THE PAST. IN VIEW OF TIllS, THE BOARD STRONGLY 
URGES YOU TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ABSTAI~ COMPLETELY FROM THE USE OF ALCOHOL. 
THE BOARD ALSO ENCOURAGES YOU TO SEEK ASSISTANCE FROM YOUR PAROLE SUPERVISOR 
TO OBTAIN HELP IN SOLVING YOUR lILCOHOL PROBLEM. THIS WILL GREATLY INCREASE 
YOUR CHANCES OF SUCCESS ON PAROLE. YOU SHOULD BE AWARE THAT THE EXCESSIVE 
USE OF ALCOHOL CAN BE GROUNDS FOR REVOCllTION or YOUR PAROLE. 

I hereby certify that this Sl;atement of Condi· 
Ilons has been Tend lIlld explab:.d to the Par· 
olee and he has agreed to them. 

'Ibis ___ day of _______ _ 

19 __ . 

Wuden'£ Sigrulurc 

P~olol!·' Signature 

(Give Full address whll're you Can be reached) 
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DEPT. of OFFENDER REHABILITATION 
Community-Based Services 

OFFER OF EMPLOYMENT 

Georgia Lay provides f "No person shall be released on pardon or released on 
parole unless and until che Board is satisfied that he will be suitably employed 
in self-sustaining employment, or that he will not become a public charge. II 
(Georgia Lawsi 1943, pp. 185, 189) 

Arrangement of an acceptable job plan is necessary prior to the release of an 
inmate on parole. This form should be executed by a competent person and the 
employment should be of such nature as t~ prevent the paro.lee from becoming a 
public charge. 

Persons offering employment through this form should be aware that, while they 
are not held legally responsible for the acts of the parolee, it is the "lope of 
this Board that employers will work closely with its parole supervisors in guiding, 
directing, and counseling the parolee so that both he and society may benefit. The 
parole supervisor will supervise and assist the parolee to the end that the con
ditions of parole will be abserved. 

Both State and Federal Laws against peonage apply in the case of parolees~ There
fo-ce" a parolee will not be forced to continue the employment described below if 
by leaving he can better his own conditions. Before making such a change, how
ever the parolee must receive the prior approva:;L of his parole supervisor. Em
ployers should be aware that the Board discourages monetary advances to parolees 
and further, that the Board cannot, under law, force payment of a parolee l s 
indebtedness . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I hereby offer employment to,_...,... ___________________ _ 
Serial No. to work as,-_== __ ...,..._-:--,-,:--_"..-_-;-:" __ 

(Title or description of work) 
in COI:dty. 
It is, antieip"ted that such 'employment: "ill he: () Full time 

( ) Part time 
and that the compensation will be $ __ -..I'er ___ ( ) with, or 

Has this inmate ever been employed by you prior 
to this time? () Yes () No 

( ) without board. 

This offer of employment will remain in effect until 
unless I notify the Board of Pardons and Paroles to ""tLhe=-c-o ... n":t-r-ar-y-.-------

NAME OF FIRM OR INDIVIDUAL, ____________________ _ 

STREET OR R.F.D. ________________________ _ 

CITY AND STATE'-_________________________ P.HONE~ ____________ _ 

;i~~:t~~e~p-OS-i~t~i~o-n---------------
Date signed 

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE - FOR BOARD USE ONLY 

The above described employment was investigated and found to be~ 
( ) Valid ( ) Invalid 

Checked by: ( ) Personal Contact ( ) Telephone 
( ) Other: 

Date Signed'------------------------

( Parole Supervisor ) 
PI.912 CBS-19 



COURT & PERSONAL CASE H!STORY 
DEPARTMENT OF OFFENDER REHABILITATION 
COMMUNITY·BASED SERVICES 

lnstltutlon Number 
A IDENTIFICATION AND COURT DATA 

Court Number 

Name·first Middle Last I Alias Inlckn.mel I Telephone 

Address How long1 How long lived il1 county7 SS Number 

Sox R~ce OOB Place of birth I Single tar. Wid. 101
'., ISop, 

~nd<n" 
Part I Whole 

Ht. We Eyes Hair Other identification data (scars, etc.) 

Religious preference Attendance Education Occupation Name & Addreu Date Began 
Reg. Ilrreg• of Employer 

Present Offlln$e Date con .. h:.ted Verdict Plea JNOI. 
(;,ourt County 

, 

Judge Offender', Attorney I Hired Appt. 

District Attorney 

Sentence FirstOffender Susp. Recipient af Money & Address 

Date Probated I Coli, Fines I Rest/Mian Support (per wee.k/month/beqinnlng) 
Pay at 
Rate S 

Give full descriptions for rt!8chlng off~nder'$ home if other than street & number. 
(las.t 2 home.-addres!.esl 

008 of children for support onlv 

B. PREVIOUS COURT-INSTITUTIONAL RECORD (detalnor,1 

Date I Place lcourt 'Offense , Disposition 

C. OFFENSE DATA 
Pate of Offense Arrestin.9 Officer Complainant and Addreu 

Co-Defendants. and D£s.politiont 

CBS·l 
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CASE STUDY 
DEPARTMENT Of OFFENOER REHABiliTATION 
COMMUNITY·BASED SERVICES 
InulhrtlcnNumber _________ _ Court Numbef ____________ _ 

AddlelS State 

Ro<. 

Olfln". 

Oat. Arrttted Bond 

PRe-SENT OFFENSE: 

caSolA 

, 



CASE STUDY GlmJ:= 
DEPARTMENr OF OFFENDER REHABILITATION 
COMMUNITy·sr·.SED SERVICES 

Tills (arm is designed as a gil/de only-omit al/ numbers I anci /I if CalirI anci Social Case Hislory, CBS· I, bas been 
completed. 1'lbM preparing narralive on CBS·IA, use oUlline and caplions as presenled in this guicie. 
EXAMPLE: Presnnt Offense Ihen narrative of Present Offense. (Verify al/ information) 

I. PRESENT OFFENSE 
.A. Official ver,doJ'l 

1. Nature and date of plea or verdict. 
2.. Nature of net or 2ets ch~rgedf including time, place, arrest and period of conffnement.. 
3, Arresting oUicors' statements. dogree of cooporation, Ilttitude of offendor toward police. 
4. Extent to Which offense follows p:utern of previous offenses, alcohol and/or drug factor. 
5. Victims.' statements. ass~ssrnent of property damage. or boditV injury. 

B. Statement of offender. attitude and any miti1')ating circumstances (impulsive ot premeditated). 
C. Co·dCfcm'ants 

,. Extent of their p~rticjpiltion 1n crime. 
2. Pre3ent status of the:r case. 

II. RECORO OF PREVIOUS OFFENSES 
A. JL:Vcnile reeord. 
S. Adult recort! (dale, pI3tO,-tOU(t, otfcns~, disposition), 
C. Circum$tances of prior.oHcns2s, institutior.al records. and parate adjustment. 

III. ?EIlSONAlIIND. FAMilY HISTORY 
A. Date. place of birth, ruce: 

367 

B. Parents-father or guardian-birthplace, adclre~s,·ocCIlP<l1Io", number of marriages, reputation, attitude toward crime. arrest history I 
finnncini <!bHity and comments: 
Mother-birthplace, addrc~s:, occupation, number of marriages, reputation, attitude toward crime, arrest history, fina,lcial abilhy 
and comments. 

C. Siblings (brothcr .. sisters), relution to offol)dct. attltulie, willin!Jness-to help, reputation 8nd comments. History of emotjonal dls~ 
orders and crimilill bonilvior. 

O. Persona1 hhtory of offcn.:iu-a!Jc lefthomc, reason for leaving, rehltionship of offender wlth parents, sibHn!i~ and genera1 family 
solidarity. nelative~ with whom offender is esp~cially close. 

IV. MARITAL STATUS ArID HOME CONDITIONS 
A. Name (m~iclcnJ, a!J~. addra!3, employment. education. 
B. Offender's cnmments on m:mien~ and children, how he pr~cetves home 'COndhitms. 
C. Spouse's attitude toward crime, I'robrems in marriage, courtship. 
D. Home 

T. Location-How long at presc"t address, previous addresses (at least two): and possible influences on offender's behavior. 
2. Describe neighborhood and neighbors (environment). 

V. EDUCATION 
A. Highest Uiildu ilchieved and last date aUended, age left school, reason far leaV'ing. 
B. Interest in school. grades faUed, best 'lubjecu. poore'lt 'Subject'. extra f.'Unlculat Clctivitis" 

VI. RELIGION 
A. Faith, church and attendance. 
B. To what extent does rQJigious beliefs Influenco life stylo. 

VII. OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST ANO HISTORY 
A. Employer, earnings, and job des~ription. 
S~ EJTlPloyc,'s eVilluntion of rle;endant, auhude toward work, and lelationship with co-wolker,. 
~. Occupational ;lptitudcs, sldlls, irltarests, and ambitio.,s. 
D. If unemployed, explain sub~istencc and why unemployed. 
E. }'redous employers; st2rted, ended, reason for Icaving (verify). (Include and ~nswer item B from at least two previous emplayeu) 

VIII. MILITARY SER VICE (branch, enlisted or inducted, time. highest rank, fueal selective ser~lce board or reserve unit. rank at dis· 
charge, type of clischarge, VA number, classification.) 

IX. RECREATION-ASSOCIATES 
A. Spare time actiVities and interests (hobbies) 
B. Associates (two best fricmds and descriptions of them). 

X. ECONOMIC STATUS 
A. Assests 
B. LIabilities 
C. General stiindl1rd of living (desc:ribe). 

XI. HEALTH 
A. Physicol description, eyes. hair, complexion,lears, daformhle=:, etc. 
B. Serious iIInc.ssc~ or accident ht<lte times), prescnt nencrDi condition. 
C. Ment;ll and emotional, fl~ychiil:ric history. 
0'1- Offendec's attitude. about hlt~l$~lf. aud hC!\·.t hI! feels nthcr~ feet about him, (familv, friends. cQ-wcukenh 
E. Offender's QWareness of noy ~pparent emotiollnl problems He.,rs, hostility, obs~ssions, dislikes. peculiar ideas, etc.). 

XII. EVAWATION AND SUrr.MAIlY 
Evaluation of the OEfender's pt.lrsomdity, problems, needs and potential for growth and ch.mge. 

CBS-IB 
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CHAPTER THREE 
NOTES 

I Korematsu v. United States, 319 U.S. 432 (1943). 
2 U.S. Att'y Gen., 4 Survey of Release Procedures 4 (1939). 
3 See, e.g., Escoe v. Zerbst, 295 U.S. 490, 492 (1935); Brown v. Kearney, 355 F.2d 199, 

200 (5th Cir. 1966); People ex rei. Richardson v. Ragen, 400 TIL 191, 79 N.E.2d 479,484 (1948); 
Zink v. Lear, 101 N.J. Super. 515, 101 A.2d 72, 75 (1953); Commonwealth ex rei. Carmelo v. 
Burke, 168 Pa. Super. 109, 78 A.2d 20, 24 (1951). 

• See Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 480 (1972); Berrigan v. Sigler, 358 F.Supp. 130, 
135 (D.D.C. 1973). 

• See Alvarado v. McLaughlin, 486 F.2d 541,544 (4th Cir.1973); United States v. Nichol
son, 78 F.2d 468, 469-70 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 296 U.S. 573 (1935). 

• The natural corollary of this goal is rehabilitation of the individual. If an individual is 
not adequately rehabilitated, the possibility of further criminal activity on his part is in
creased. 

7 Seveal components of the criminal justice system are fashioned to deter not only the 
perpetrator of a crime, but also potential perpetrators of crimes. Parole, however, is involved 
only with those who havo already perpetrated a crime. 

S If they are not released by parole, then they are released by the full service of sentence. 
Obviously, the only inmates who are not eventually released into the community are those 
who die in prison. Death in prison does little to reduce the number of timing decisions facing 
the parole authority-there were only 29 such deaths in Georgia during fiscal year 1973, 
compared with other "departures" during the year of 5,824, and an offender population of 
8,621 and 9,153 at the beginning and end of the year, respectively. GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF 
OFFENDER REHABILITATION REPORT 1972-73, OFFENDER STATISTICS (1973). 

• One key to successful parole practices lies in determining the ideal time to release an 
inmate, the time which will maximize the possibilities of rehabilitation while minimizing the 
risks to the community. 

10 See note 18 supra and accompanying text. 
II NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS, 

CORRECTIONS 395 (1973)[hereinafter cited as CORRECTIONS]. 
12 For instance, some writers suggest that one purpose of parole is to maintain adminis

tratively efficient prison population levels and to ease fiscal burdens on the taxpayers. See 
note 65 infra. Indeed, parole was originally instituted as a solution to economic problems. See 
note 14 infra and accompanying text. And it is true today that parole is less expensive than 
imprisonment. See note 66 infra and accompanying text. However, this report suggests parole 
as a solution to population and financial problems will give only illusory results. To use parole 
to solve such problems ignores any rehabilitative, deterrent, or punitive t;:oncepts of criminal 
justice. 

13 At least one article has questioned the validity of these functions. See Kastenmeier 
and Eglit, Parole Release Decision-Making: Rehabilitation, Expertise, and the Demise of 
Mythology, 22 AM. U. L. REv. 477 (1973).' , , 

II D. DRESSLER, PRACTICE AND THEORY OF PROBATION AND PAROLE 57 (1969)[hereinafter 
cited as DRESSLER]. 

I. In i670, the General Court of Jamestown proclaimed: 
[B]ecause of the great number of felons and other desperate villains being sent 
over from the prisons of England, the horror yet remaining of the barbarious designs 
of those villains. . . we do now prohibit the landing of any more jailbirds. . .. 

Quoted in M. WILSON, THE CRIME OF PUNISHMENT 94 (1931). 
" It should be noted, however, that the indenture system was not used solely for prison-
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ers. In fact, the system was originally intended as training for dependent persons. DRESSLER, 
supra note 14, at 72-73. 

17 Quoted in C. VAN DOREN, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 13 (1938), 'l'hese conditions were im
posed on Benjamin Franklin when he was indentured, at the age of 12, to his brother. See 
DRESSLER, supra note 14, at 73 . 

.. DRESSLER, supra note 14, at 72. 
18 In 1824, the indeterminate sentence was only applied to juveniles. It was not until 1876, 

at New York's Elmira Reformatory, that the indeterminate sentence was .8xtended to adults. 
See THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADMlNISTRATlON OF JUSTICE, TASK 
FORCE REPORT: CORRECTIONS 60 (1967)[hereinafter cited as TASK FORCE]. The Elmira refor
matory's interesting and enlightened view of corrections was: (a) offenders are reformable; 
(b) reformation is a right of every convict and the duty of the state; (c) every prisoner is an 
individual; (d) the rehabilitative process involves time; (e) rehabilitation is facilitated 
through the cooperation of the prisoner; (0 the most important source of coercive power that 
prison officials can have is the power to lengthen or shorten a prisoner's sentence; (g) the most 
effective rewards and punishments in prison are different levels of custodial classes, with 
attendant privileges in each; and (h) the rehabilitative proces.'! involves are-education of 
attitudes, motivation and behavior. See DRESSLER, supra note 14, at 74-5. 

2lJ DRESSLER, supra note 14, at 76. 
2' The indeterminate sentence has waned in importance. For instance, ill 1964, GA. CODE 

ANN. § 27-2502 (1972) repealed the indeterminate sentence in Georgia. 
22 DRESSLER, supra note 14, at 73. 
23 See GA. CONST. art. V, § I, para. XII (1877). 
u 1897 Ga. Laws 71-78. 
2$ 1937-38 Ga. Laws 276-79. 
2_ See GA. CONST. art. V, § I, para. XI. 
t7 Id.; GA. CODE ANN. §§ 77-501 et seq. (1973). 
28 The only exceptions are cases of treason and impeachment, and situations when the 

death sentence has been imposed and the Governor refuses to suspend the execution of the 
sentence. GA. CODE ANN. § 77-511 (Spec. Supp. 1974). 

28 Id. The power to grant parole impliedly carries with it the power to ~erminate parole. 
Thus, the Board presides over parole revocation hearings and bears final responsibility for 
determining whether to continue or revoke parole. 

30 Id. 
31 One pamphletreferred to parole as "one of the last bastions of unchecked and arbitrary 

power in America." CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY'S SELECT COMMlTl'EE ON ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, 
PAROLE BOARD REFORM IN CALIFORNIA-ORDER OUT OF CHAOS 15 (1970). Another article referred 
to the parole decision making process as carrying on the "motif of Kafka's nightmares." 
Frankel, Lawlessness in Sentencing, 41 U. CIN. L. REv. 1, 15 (1972). See also Kastenmeier 
and Eglit, Parole Release Decision-Making; Rehabilitation, Expertise, and the Demise of 
Mythology, 22 AM> U. L. REv. 477 (1973). 

32 For further evidence of this phenomenon see N ATTORNEY GENERAL'S SURVEY OFRE
LEASE PROCEDURES 4 (1939); Federal Bureau of Prisons, National Prisoner Statistics, State 
Prisoners: Admission and Releases, 1964 (1967). 

33 GA. CODE ANN. § 3A-I02(a)(Supp. 1974} specifically excludes the Georgia Board of 
Pardons and Paroles from the definition oithe word "agency." Thus, the Georgia Administra
tive Procedure Act does not apply to the Parole Board. 

3l The only statutory qualifications for Board members are requirements that (1) they 
are not holding public office; (2) they are not representatives of a political party; and (3) they 
are not candidates for public office. See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-510 (1973). 

3$ Parole Board members in Georgia are appointed by the Governor to seven year terms. 
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GA. CODE ANN. § 77-502 (1973). Board members may be removed only by the concurrent 
action of the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, and the Attorney General. Rules of the State 
Board of Pardons and Paroles ch. 475-1-.01 (1974)[hereinafter cited as Administrative 
Rules]. 

" See, e.g., Kastenmeier and Eglit, Parole Release Decision-Making: Rehabilitation, 
Expertise, and the Demise of Mythology, 22 AM. U. L. REV. 477 (1973); Comment, Curbing 
Abuse in the Decision to Grant or Deny Parole, 8 HARV. CIV. RTS-CIV. LIBS. L. REv. 419 
(1973); Dawson, The Decision to Grant or Deny Parole: A Study of Parole Criteria in Law 
and Practice, 1966 WASH. U. L. Q. 243 (1966); Parsons-Lewis, Due Process in Parole-Release 
Decisions, 60 CAUF. L. REV. 1518 (1972). . 

37 K. C. DAVIS, DISCRETIONARY JUSTICE-A PREUMINARY INQUIRY 218 (1969). 
" ld. at 52-96. 
3' ld. at 216 (" . • . discretionary power that is . . . necessary should be properly con

fined, structured, and checked."). 
10 See, e.g., Address by George J. Reed before the Congress of Correction, American 

Correctional Association, Dept. of Justice Press Release, Oct. 3, 1970: 
. . . discretion should be left entirely within the Board of Parole which can make 
informed judgements on individual cases as there will emerge over the years the 
changing profile of the criminal, the changing society in which he will exist, and 
the development of new means to deal with his problems. 

II L. JAFFE, JUDICIAL CONTROL OF ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 586 (1965). 
11 See note 9 supra. 
U See note 66 infra. 
II The computation of the parole eligibility date is explained and recommendations 

regarding eligibility are discussed at text accompanying notes 98-139 infra . 
.. GA. CODE ANN. § 77-516 (1973) imposes a duty on the Board to collect "all pertinent" 

data on individuals who are reviewed for parole. See also GA. CODE ANN. § 77-512 (1973). 
II Interview with Silas Moore, Parole Review Officer, Georgia State Board of Pardons 

and Paroles in Atlanta, Georgia, July 26, 1974. 
U When these reports indicate prior incarceration in the Georgia corrections system, the 

inmate's prior records are retrieved and combined with the active record. 
18 See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-542 (1973). Most of these contacts resultfrom Tuesday villiting 

days with Board members or parole review officers. See Administrative Rules, supra note 35, 
ch. 475-3-.02(1),(6). 

I' This program is more fully described at text accompanying notes 142-144 infra. 
00 Some cases are not considered for parole until after the scheduled month of considera

tion. Delays are usually due to late receipt of a required J;'eport. If there is to be a delay in 
the consideration process, the inmate is notified in writing. Interview with Silas Moore, Parole 
Review Officer, Georgia State Board of Pardons and Paroles, in Atlanta, Georgia, July 26, 
1974 . 

• , A Board members can request additional information on the inmate after the voting 
process begins, although it is unusual to do so. An example of such a request would be for a 
psychiatric examination of the inmate. 

52 See text accompanying Ilote360 infra. 
03 See, e.g., ALA. CODE tit. 42, § 7 (1959); ARIz. REv. STAT. ANN. § 31-414 (Supp. 1973); 

FLA. STAT. § 947.18 (1974); MICH. STAT. ANN. § 28.2303 (1972) . 
• 4 See, e.g., UNITED STATES BOARD OF PAROLE, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, RULES OF THE 

UNITED STATES BOARD OF PAROLE 14-16 (1971). 
55 See, e.g., ALA. CODE tit. 42, § 7 (1959); N. Y. CORREC. LAW § 213 (McKinney Supp. 

1973); PENN. STAT. ANN. 61 § 331.21 (Purdin 1964). 
01\ GA. CODE ANN. § 77-514 (Spec. Supp. 1974). The statute also mentions "good conduct 
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and efficient performance of duties" by the inmate, and dictates that parole be denied unless 
the Board is satisfied that the prisoner will have suitable employment upon release and win 
not "become a public charge." However, the statute permits the Board to grant parole to aged 
or disabled persons, notwithstanding other provisions. ld. 

57 GEORGIA STATE BOARD OF PARDONS AND PAROLES, ANNUAL REPORT FIsCAL YEAR 1973 
(1973) [hereinafter cited as ANNUAL REPORT). 

" One article referred to the different parole board considerations as "articulated" and 
"unarticulated." See Kastenmeier and Eglit, Parole Release Decision-Making: Rehabilita
tion, Expertise, and the Demise of Mythology, 22 AM. U.L. REV, 477, 510-21 (1973) . 

.. For a complete list of factors used by the Georgia Board of Pardons and Paroles see 
note 80, infra. 

M Two of these "unenumerated" concerns will be discussed later in the paper. They are 
(1) the seriousness of the anticipated violation if released, and (2) the adverse effects of 
imprisonment. See text accompanying notes 118-120 infra . 

.. See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-514 (Spec. Supp. 1974): 
Good conduct and efficient performance of duties by a prisoner shall be considered 
by the board in [the parolee's] favor and shall merit consideration of an applica
tion for. . . parole. 

Compare 18 U. S. C. § 4202 (1969); N. Y. CORREC. LAw § 213 (Supp.1972-73); ALA. CODE tit. 
42, § 7 (1959) . 

.. Hearings on Corrections-Federal and State Parole Systems-Before Subcomm. No. 
3 of the House Committee on the Judiciary, 92d Cong., 2d Sess., ser. 15, pt. 7, at 650 
(1972)(testimony of Robert Brooks). See also Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 478 
(1973)(parole referred to as an "enforcement lever"). 

!3 At least one article has suggested that the lure of parole leads to role-playing by 
inmates which stifles the purpooes of rehabilitation. See Kastenmeier and Eglit, Parole Re
lease Decision-Making: Rehabilitation, Expertise, and the Demise cf Mythology, 22 AM. U.L. 
REV. 477, 518-19 (1973). 

a. Foote, The Sentencing Function, in Annual Chief ,Tustice Earl Warren Conference on 
Advocacy, Final Report-A Program for Prison Reform, Recommendation XV (1972). 

6' See generally Kastenmeier and Eglit, Parole Release Decision-Making: Rehabilitation, 
Expertise, and the Demise of Mythology, 22 AM. U.L. REv. 477, 516 (1973); Note, Parole: A 
Critique of Its Legal Foundations and Conditions, 38 N.Y.U.L. REV. 702, 705-07 (1963); 
Warren, Probation in th(l Federal System of Criminal Justice, 19 FED. PROB. 3 (Sept. 1955). 

os Richard J. Hughes, the former governor of New Jersey, once estimated that the cost 
of imprisonment is about $5000 per inmate per year, while an excellent parole system could 
be operated at a cost of $100 per inmate per year. See THE COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS, 
SUMMARy-TwENTy-FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONFERENCE OF CHIEF JUSTICES 24 (1972). 
For some other revealing statistics see TASK FORCE, supra note 19, at 194. See also Richmond, 
Measuring the Cost of Correctional Services, 18 CR. & DEL. 243 (1972). 

61 Some commentators have even suggested that economics is the primary determinant 
in the parole grant decision. See Note, Parole Revocation in the Federal System, 56 GEO. L. 
J. 705 n.4 (1968); Comment, Due Process and Revocation of Conditional Liberty, 12 WAY1:!E 
L. REV. 638, 640 (1966). 

,. This pressure has resulted in a higher parole grant frequency in some states. In Geor
gia, however, although the prison population has been increasing, the percentage of paroles 
granted has been declining. See Tables TI, V, infra. 

" See, Fox, Why Prisoners Riot, 35 FED. PROB. 9 (March 1971); DONNELLY. GOLDSTEIN, 
& SCHWARTZ, CRIMINAL LAW (1962). 

1. See G. GIARDINI, THE PAROLE PROCESS 155 (1959); Hearings on H. R. 13118 Before 
Subcomm. No.3 of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 92d Cong., 2d Sess., Ser. 15, pt. Vll-
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A, at 499-513 (1972). But see IV U.S. ATTORNEY GEN. SURVEY ON RELEASE PROCEDURES
PAROLE 132-34. 

71 UNITED STATES BOARD OF PAROLE, BIENNIAL REpORT, July 1, 1968-June 30, 1970, at 13. 
72 See GIARDINI, THE PAROLE PROCESS 148 (1959). 
73 MODEL PENAL CODE § 305.13(1)(Tent. Draft No.5, 1956). See MODEL PENAL CODE § 

305.14, Comment (Tent. Draft No.5, 1956). This presumption has since been endorsed in 
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON REFORM OF FEDERAL CRIMINAL LAWS, FINAL REPORT 300 (1971). The 
National Commission added to the presumption a provision which states that once an inmate 
has served the longer of five years or two-thirds of his sentence he should be paroled unless 
the board is "of the opinion that his release should be deferred because there is a high 
likelihood that he would engage in further criminal conduct." See ILL. REv. STAT. 38-1003-3-
5(c) (1973). See also F. Bixby, A New Role for Parole Boards, 34 FED. PROB. 24, 27 (June 
1970)(UThe evidence that prolonged incarceration works against successful re-entry places the 
burden on showing why an eligible should not be paroled rather than why he should."); The 
presumption has also been recommended in CORRECTIONS, supra note 11, at 400-01. 

H The authors of the Code suggest that continued correctional treatment, medical care, 
or vocational and other training in prison might be factors to consider in determining whether 
continued incarceration would contribute to successful rehabilitation. 

7. The presumption proposed lacks vitality, however, because judicial review to enforce 
compliance with statutory criteria is precluded. See MODEL PENAL CODE § 305.19 (Proposed 
Official Draft 1962). 

78 The reality of the situation may be, however, that parole board members often decide 
according to personal idiosyncracies or leanings. See text accompanying note 82 infra. 

77 These two reasons are the "traditional" reasons for granting parole. See text accompa
nying notes 6-10 supra. 

78 See text accompanying note 59 supra. 
70 This is not meant to suggest the authors feel that reasons upon denial of parole are 

unnecessary, but only that inconsistency and arbitrariness cannot be reduced solely because 
of specifed reasons. See text accompanying notes 36-39 infra. 

80 Following is a list of the considerations used by the Georgia Board of Pardons and 
Paroles: 

1. The inmate's ability and readiness to assume obligations and undertake res
ponsibilities. 
2. The inmate's family status, including whether his relatives display an interest 
in him or whether he has other close and constructive associations in the com
munity. 
3. The type of residence, neighborhood, or community in which the inmate plans 
to live. 
4. The inmate's employment history and his occupational skills and training (in
cluding military training). 
5. The inmate's vocational, educational, and other training (including that at
tained since incarceration). 
6. The adequacy of the inmate's plans or prospects upon release. 
7. The inmate's past use of narcotics or past habitual and excessive use of alcohol. 
8. Any recommendations made by the sentencing court. 
9. The inmate's conduct during his term of imprisonment. 
10. The inmate's behavior and attitude during ~my previous experience of proba
tion or parole, and the recency of such experiencl". 
11. The availability of community resources to a.ssist the inmate. 
12. Circumstances of the offense for which the inmate is then serving a sentence. 



13; Any protests or recommendations filed with the Board regarding the inmate's 
suitability for parole. 
14. Any record which the inmate may have of past offenses. 
15. Any noticeable attitudinal change since the offense for which inmate was 
incarcerated. 
16. The physical and emotional status of the inmate. 
17. The inmate's reputation in the community. 
18. The inmate's positive efforts on behalf of others. 
19. Any other relevant factor. 
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See ANNUAL REPORT supra note 57, at 3. These considerations are similar to the considerations 
proposed in MODEL PENAL CODE § 305.13(2) (Tent. Draft No.5, 1956). 

BJ See, e.g., Glaser, The Ef/iciacy of Alt.~rnative Approaches to Parole Prediction, 20 AM. 
Soc. REV. 283·87 (1955); Gottfredson, Comparing and Combining Subjective and Objective 
Parole Pre(#ctions, CAL. DEPI'. OF CORRECTlONS RESEARCH NEWSLETTER, 11-17 (1961). See also 
P. B. Hoffman and H. M. Goldstein, Do E:tperience Tables Matter? 64 CRIM. L. C. 339 (1973) 
(" ... there is substantial range and variation in .•. estimates of parole outcome, even with 
representative cases."). 

82 Platt, The Judge and the Probation Of/icer-A Team for Justice, 16 FED. PROB. 3,4·5 
(Dec. 1952). 

Il3 The authors of the Model Penal Code observed that "parole decisions rest on the 
intuition of the paroling authority." MODEL PENAL CODE § 305.14 at 98, Comment (Tent. Draft 
No.5, 1956). 

8< One commentator describes the parole grant decision as follows: 
• . . parole board members review a file on an inmate, interview him, and then 
apply some theory of human behavior ai' perhaps merely intuitive judgments in 
evaluating the information which they have gathered. 

O'Leary, Issues and Trends in Parole Administration in the United States. 11 AM. CRlM, L. 
REV. 97. 108 (1972). See also Thomas. An Analysis of Parole Selection, 9 CR. & DEL. 173, 175· 
177 (1963). 

8. D. GLASER, THE EF.FECTIVENESS OF A FRISON AND PAROLE SYSTEM 291 (1964) (hereinafter 
cited as GLASER]. 

" For studies OIl the relative success of parole prediction tables see Gottfredson, 
Comparing and Combining Subjective and Objective Parole Predictions, CAL. DEPI'. OF 
CORRECTIONS RESEARCH NEWSLETTER, 11-17 (1961); Savides, A Parole Success Prediction 
Study, CAL. DEPI'. OF CORRECTIONS RESEARCH NEWSLETTER, 4·10 (1961): Hoffman and Gold. 
stein, Do Experience Tables Matter? 64 J. CRIM. L.C. & P.S. 339 (1973). See generally L. J. 
POSTMAN, ed., PSYCHOLOGY IN THE MAKING (1962); P. E. MEEHL, CLINICAL VERSUS STATISTICAL 
PREDICTlON (1954). But see Von Hirsch, Prediction of Criminal Conduct ond Preventive 
Confinement ,of Convicted Persons, 21 BUFF. L. REv. 717 (1972); Wenk, Robison, and Smith. 
Can Violencl? Be Predicted?, 18 CR. & DEL. 393 (1972). See generally, Kozol, Boucher, and 
Garofalo, The Diagnosis and Treatment of Dangerousness, 18 CR. & DEL. 371 (1972). 

81 See DRESSLER supra note 14, at 149. Parole prediction was first used in TIlinois in 1933. 
Id. at 148. 

ss See GLASER supra note 85, at 291. 
so See Sklar, Law and Practice in Probation and Parole Revocation Hearings, 55 J. CRIM. 

L.C. & P.S. 175. 196 (1964). 
'" See, e.g., Hayner, Why do Parole Board Members Lag in the Use of Prediction Scores, 

1 PACIFIC SOCIO. REV. 73 (1958). cited inR,.~IARTER & L. WILKINS, eda., PROBATION AND PAROLE: 
SELECTED READINGS (1970). 

'1 See GLASER supra note 85, at 291. 
" See note 87 supra and accompanying text. 
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i3 See generally O'Leary, Issues and Trends in Parole Administration in the United 
States, 11 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 97, 109 (1972). 

i! Other uses have been made of parole prediction. See O'Leary, Issues and Trends in 
Parole Administration in the United States, 11 AM. CRIM. L. REv. 97, 110 n. 51 (1972). One 
particularly beneficial use is that parole prediction may be used to determine the efficacy of 
a particular rehabilitation program. See H. MANNHEIM & L. WILKINS, PREDICTION METHODS 
IN RELATION TO BORSTAL TRAINING (1955). 

i. See generally NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY, GUIDES FOR PAROLE 
SELECTION, 35-37 (1963). 

i. GLASER, supra note 85, at 304. 
iT Prediction devices and scores should never be used alone. Prediction instru
ments are an aid to judgment, not a substitute for judgement. 

T. C. Esselstyn, quoted in Evjen, Current Thinking on Parole Prediction Tables, 8 CR. & DEL. 
215, 227 (1962). 

is See, e.g., GA. CODE ANN. § 77-525 (1973); ALA. CODE tit. 42, § 10 (1959); S. C. CODE 
ANN. § 55-611 (1973 Supp.). 

n See generally Moreland, Model Penal Code: Sentencing, Probation and Parole, 57 Ky. 
L.J. 51, 80 (1968). 

100 GA. CODE ANN. § 77-525 (1973). These requirements have been affirmed in regulations 
by the Board of Pardons and Paroles. See Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.06. 
There are special procedures for inmates who are eligible for parole and who have committed 
sex offenses.See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-539 (1973). 

101 Because inmates are given good time in Georgia, misdemeanants, if they keep all their 
good time, are not considered for parole. Only those misdemeanants serving consecutive 
misdemeanant sentences and those misdemeanants who have forfeited some of their good 
time will be considered. 

102 See Compagna v. Hiatt, 100 F. Supp. 74, 80 (N.D. Ga. 1951); Mathews v. Everett, 
201 Ga. 730, 41 S.E.2d 148, 149 (1947). Ct. Brown v. Kearney, 355 F.2d 199 (5th Cir. 1966) 
(federal prisoner); Randall v. State, 73 Ga. App. 354, 36 S.E.2d 450, cert. denied, 329 U.S. 
749 (1946) (pardon); Muckle v. Clarke, 191 Ga. 202, 12 S.E.2d 339 (1941) (pardon). 

The question of the nature of parole might have been mooted by Morrissey v. Brewer, 
408 U.S. 471, 484 (1972), when the Supreme ('purt rejected the concept that "constitutional 
rights turn upon whether a governmental benefit is characterized as a 'right' or as a 
'privilege.''' The Court instead chose to consider parole in terms of whether an individual 
has suffered any "grievous loss." 

103 GA. CODE ANN. § 77-525 (1973). See also Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-
3-.05(1). Thus, inmates who have escaped from prison are not considered for parole until their 
return to custody. See Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.05(3}. 

10. Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.05(1}. 
105 There is one group of inmates not afforded automatic parole consideration. The excep

tion results from GA. CODE ANN. § 77-309(1)(1973} which provides that the Department of 
Offender Rehabilitation does not have authority, jurisdiction, or responsibility over a certain 
class ofmisdemeanants-those misdemeanants sentenced under GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2506(1). 
They fall under the sole authority and jurisdiction of the county correctional institution or 
other place of incarceration. See GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2506(1)(1972). 

According to GA. CODE ANN. § 77-511 (Spec. Supp. 1974), the Board of Pardons and 
Paroles has the power to grant paroles to any inmates convicted of offenses against the state 
and the duty to determine which prisoners may be released on parole. Misdemeanants sent
enced under § 27-2506(a}, however, are not treated on an equal basis with all inmates. 
Whereas most inmates receiv£' automatic parole consideration, § 27-2506(a) inmates must 
request parole consideration. See Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.05(1). The 
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apparent reason for the different treatment accorded those misdemeanants is that becausfl 
they are not under the control of the Department of Offender Rehabilitation, the Parole Board 
does not receive their names and therefore cannot consider them for parole until a request is 
submitted. 

106 GA. CODE Arm. § 77-525 (1973). See also Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-
3-.05(2). 

107 GA. CODE ANN. § 77-525 (1973). 
108 Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.05(3). Although this regulation ac

tually says "to the jurisdiction of this Board," meaning the Board of Pardons and Paroles, 
the jurisdiction of the Board of Pardons and Paroles is not delineated in either the Georgia 
Constitution or by statute. Apparently the authors of the Rules and Regulations meant that 
an inmate will not be reconsidered for parole until one year siter the date of his return to the 
custody of the Department of Corrections. 

I" Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.05(4),(5). These two provisions are 
almost identical, apparently a drafting oversight. The only differences are that one provision 
is in the singular and the other is in the plural, and that in one the Board must vote 
unanimously to consider a case for early re-parole consideration while the other provision does 
not specify that the vote must be unanimous. 

JlD TASK FORCE, supra note 19, at 62. Although in Georgia exceptions to parole eligibility 
requirements may be granted in proper 'cases, exceptions are rarely granted. 

Jll TASK FORCE, supra note 19, at 62. 
Jl2 NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY, GUIDES FOR PAROLE SELECTION 32 

(1969). 
Jl3 This of course assumes that all good time allowances have been retained by the 

inmate. If good time allowances have been fotfeited, the inmate would become eligible for 
parole; however, such forfeiture of good time would most likely hinder the inmate's chances 
of being granted parole. 

m For another problem with parole of misdemeanants see note 105, supra. 
m However, these plans would not make all misdemeanants eligible for parole. The 

minimum eligibility date of three months would still act as a bar to those inmates with very 
short sentence lengths. This report does not suggest that the administrative burdens which 
would be imposed on the system by opening parole up to all misdemeanants would be worth 
the ben~6ts that would result. For instance, an inmate with a two-month sentence would be 
eligible for parole well before the time that his file could be processed, even if the file was 
begun at the inmate's reception date in prison. 

liB Although parole can be granted before the minimu!ll parole eligibility date through 
the use of an "exception," these are rarely granted. 

Jl7 See, e.g. Eichman, The Impact of the Gideon Decision Upon Crime and Sentencing 
in Florida: A Study of Recidivism and Socio-Cultural Change, RESEARCH MONOGRAPH, No.2, 
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA: DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS (1966); Jaman and Dickover, A Study of 
Parole Outcome as a Function of Time Served, RESEARCH REpORT No. 35, SACRAMENTO, CALI
FORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS (1969); Mueller, Time Served and Parole Outcomes by 
Commitment Offense (Unpublished Manuscript, Sacramento, California Department of 
Corrections) (1966). Most of these studies were criticized, however, because they compared 
groups with different sentence lengths. But see Pabst, Koval and Neithercutt, Relationship 
of Time Served to Parole Outcome for Different Classifications of Burglars Based on Males 
Paroled in Fifty Jurisdictions in 1968 and 1969, 9 J. RESEARCH IN CR. & DEL., 99 (1972) (no 
relation found between the time spent in prison and subsequent criminality). 

Jl8 Berecochea, Jaman and Jones, Time Served in-Prison and Parole Outcome: An Exper
imental Study, Report Number 1, Sacremento, California Department of Corrections at 25 
(1973). 
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The study compared a sample of 494 male inmates who had their prison terms reduced 
by six months, a 16% reduction in average time served, with a sample of 515 male '.inmates 
whose prison terms were not reduced. ld. at 5. Recidivism, for purposes of the study included 
any return to prison, as well as long prison sentences and absconding from parole. ld. at 1. 
Although it can be argued that the sentence length reduction used in the study was too short 
and that the study sample was not necessarily representative of all California parolees, the 
conclusion that there were no significant differences in one year parole success is inescapable . 

• Ii NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS, WORKING 
PAPERS C-196 (1973) . 

• 20 CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, DETERRENT EFFECTS OF 
CRIMINAL SANCTIONS, PROGRESS REpORT 25, 35 (1968) • 

• 2. For the exact number of parole cases reviewed in past years, see table IV supra. 
'22 See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-525 (1973); Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-

.06(1). 
'23 For good time allowances, see GA. CODE ANN. § 77-320(b) (1973). Misdemeanants 

sentenced to less than one-year sentences are released before six months . 
• 24 It is interesting to note that in 1943, after the State Board of Pardons and Paroles had 

announced that it would not consider applications' for parole in any misdemeanor cases, the 
General Assembly passed the following resolution: 

Whereas, it was the intent of the General Assembly in the Act creating the 
State Board of Pardons and Paroles that such Board should consider all applica
tions for pardons and paroles in all causes and cases: 

Now, therefore, be it Resolved: That the Chairman and members of the State 
Board of Pardons and Paroles be, and they are hereby directed and instructed that 
it is the wish and intent of this General Assembly that ALL matters pertaining to 
pardons and paroles be conside"red by said Board, including misdemeanor cases, as 
well as felony cases. 

1943 Ga. Laws 1718 (emphasis added). 
,2, See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-525 (1973); Adm'nistrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-

.06(3),(4). 
'28 The disparity between one-third of a sentence and the nine month minimum time 

served requirement increases as the sentence length decreases. " 
127 See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-525 (1973); Adminstrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-

.06(3), (4). 
128 See Table VII supra. 
". Several states have adopted similar plans. See, e.g., MD. ANN. CODE 1 art. 41, § 122 

(1973); MONT. REV. CODE ANN. § 95-3214(1) (Supp. 1973); NEV. REV. STAT. § 213.120 (1973); 
N. C. GEN. STAT. § 148-58 (1974); S. D. COMPILED LAWS ANN. § 23-60-6 (1967); VA. CODE ANN. 
§ 53-251 (1974). 

130 See generally, Berecochea, John E., Jaman, Dorothy R, and Jones, Welton A' I Time 
Served in Prison and Parole Outcome: An Experimental Study, REpORT NUMBER 1, CALIFORNIA 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, (1973). 

'3' See note 188 supra. This same study also indicated that the rate of recidivism might 
be reduced by shorter prison terms. 

132 See note 118 supra and accompanying text . 
• 33 See Hart, Jr., The Aims of the Criminal Law, 23 LAW & CONTEMP. PROB. 401, 439-40 

(1958). 
I3l UNITED STATES BOARD OF PAROLE BIENNIAL REPORT, JULY 1, 1968-JUNE 30, 1970 at 13 

(emphasis added) . 
• ,. FLA STAT. § 947.16 (1974). See also FLORIDA PAROLE AND PROBATION COMMISSION, 330 

ANNUAL REPORT at 12 (1973). 
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Minnesota also has a similar system. MINN. STAT. § 609.12 (1963) provides for parole 
eligibility at any time. Prisoners with life sentences are not eligible until after service of 
twenty years. See also IOWA CODE § 247.5 (1969); Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 439.340 (1973); ORE. 
REV. STAT. § 144.075 (1973). 

136 For example, although Florida has approximately 80% more people on parole than 
Georgia, the revocation rate is comparable. At the end of fiscal year 1973: 

Florida Georgia 
Prison Population 10,346 8,878 
Number on Parole 4,516 2,600 
Number Revoked 527 265 
Revocation Rate 11.6% 10.2% 

Statistics from FLORIDA PAROLE AND PROBATION COMMISSION, 330 ANNUAL REPORT, 1973 and 
ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 57. 

137 FLORIDA PAROLE AND PROBATION COMMISSION, 330 ANNUAL REPORT, 1973 at 12-13. 
138 The purpose of parole prediction is to identify each inmate as belonging to a group 

with a known parole success rate. The Parole Board then must determine, based on their 
training and experience, whether the particular inmate under consideration belongs to the 
success group or failure group, and make the parole decision accordingly. See text 
accompanying notes 81-98 supra. 

139 In Florida when a pre-sentence investigation report is not made, the Parole Board uses 
a post-sentence investigation report, which seems similar to reports presently utilized in 
Georgia. See text accompanying notes 45-48 supra. 

un TASK FORCE, supra note 19, at 64. As to the goal of expanding the information available 
to the board, one member of the New York parole authority has written that the answers to 
board questions are generally known before the questions are asked. It is inmate attitudes 
which are being sought. Oswald, Decisions! Decisions! Decisions!. 34 FED. PROB. 27, 29 (Mar. 
1970). 

As to the second goal, th~ same writer feels that the interview fulfills the need to impress 
a parolee with the sincerity of an individualized treatment program. [d. at 28. Also, 

[t]here is a certain vital quality to an individual's appearance before the Board of 
Parole. It clears many misconceptions from the viewpoint of the prospective parolee 
and the Board. It develops a personal, face-to-face relationshil} that allows reo 
sponse, reaction, and presentation on the part of the individual being heard, and 
an opportunity for the Board to evaluate each of these, together with the attitude 
exhibited by the individual in the setting. 

[d. at 29. 
141 O'Leary and Nuffield, A National Survey of Parole Decision-Making, 19 CR. & DEL. 

378, 384 (1973). The other two states without parole grant hearings are Texas and Hawaii. 
[d. 

142 Not all potential parolees receive interviews. See text accompanying note 150, infra. 
To determine the inmates to be interviewed, a lot of all inmates eligible for parole considera
tion is prepared, and then those inmates who do not meet the criteria for interviewing are 
excluded. 

,43 Telephone interview with Silas Moore, Parole Review Officer, Georgia State Board of 
Pardons and Paroles, September 19, 1974. 

141 Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475·3-.02(1). 
II' These jurisdictions included forty-seven states, the District of Columbia, the United 

States Parole Board, and separate women offender systems in California and Indiana. 
11& O'Leary and Nuffield, A National Survey of Parole Decision-Making, 19 Cn. & DEi.. 

378, 386 (1973) (Table VI). 
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IU The number of members conducting the proceeding varied greatly, from the full board 
to one member. ld. at 385 (Table IV). 

148 See note 150 infra. 
In If the offender can have a representative who is free to pursue information, 
develop resources, and raise questions, decisions are more likely to be made on fair 
and reasonable grounds. The inmate will be more likely to feel that he has been 
treated fairly and that there is definitely someone who is "on his side." 

CORRECTIONS, supra note 11, at 423. 
150 "Rarely can one read a case folder of an inmate of a State correctional institution 

without developing some predisposition not to release." Also, "[i]t is not unusual for a 
person, who appears on paper to constitute a good parole risk, to talk himself out of parole 
by venting his inner attitudes or his total lack of personal insight as to his problems under 
questioning by Board members." Oswald, Decisions! Decisions! Decisions!, 34 FED. PROB. 27, 
28 (Mar. 1970). 

151 See the comments {)f one parole board member mentioned at note 140 supra. 
I" Telephone interview with Silas Moore, Parole Review Officer, Georgia State Beard of 

Pardons and Paroles, September 4, 1974. 
153 There were 98 of these interviews in April, 1974, 97 in May, 1974, and 58 in June, 1974. 

In comparison, there were 4702 parole cases reviewed by the Board in fiscal year 1974, or 
about 392 per month. 

151 In this respect, note that the authors of the Model Penal Code felt that: 
It is not necessary that an entire board should sit at such hearings. Experience 
indicates in fact, that some prisoners are considerably more at ease and are able, 
therefore, to present their cases better, if only a single member sits at the hearing. 

MODEL PENAL CODE § 305.10, Comment at 88-89 (Tent. Draft No.5, 1956). 
155 See text accompanying note 143 supra. 
156 See e.g., CORRECTIONS, supra note 11. 
151 O'Leary and Nuffield, Parole Decision-Making Characteristics: Report of a National 

Sur/)ey, 8 CRIM. L. BULL. 651, 661 (1972). 
108 ld. The National Prisoner Statistics place the percentage a little higher, at 72%. See 

NATIONAL PRISONER STATISTICS: PRISONERS IN STATE AND FEDERAL INSTITUTIONS FOR ADULT FEL
ONS, 1970 p. 43 (1970). 

15g ld. 
100 The tabulator of the data explained the surprising finding by pointing out that the 

states which tended to allow counsel were the smaller states with less "full-blown" correc
tional systems. ld. 

151 Even in states which permit counsel, representation is extremely rare because counsel 
is not provided for indigents. O'Leary and Nuffield, A National Survey of Parole Decision
Making, 19 CR. & DEL. 378, 386 (1973). 

152 The Supreme Court has characterized the traditional parole board as "a 'neutral and 
detached' hearing body." Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 489 (1972). 

113 The Supreme Court, in Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972), delineating the 
requirements of due process in a parole revocation hearing, did not require or recommend 
counsel at such a hearing. 408 U.S. at 489. Note that the revocation hearing usually is 
adversarial; someone, usually a parole supervisor, is advocating revocation. But see Adminis
trative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.08(5). If due process does not require counsel there, it 
must not require counsel at the parole grant proceEiding. 

III It is safe to assume that the presence of attorneys would considerably lengthen the 
time of the interviews. For one area desperately needing financial resources, see the discussion 
of parole supervision at text accompanying notes 388-402 infra. 
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'83 The rules state that U[t]he Board will hear from relatives," etc. Actually the rela
tives, friends, and attorneys usually see a parole review officer rather than a Board member. 
Telephone interview with Silas Moore, Parole Review Officer, Georgia State Board of Pardons 
and Paroles, September 19, 1974. The rehabilitative goal would probably be better served if 
all visitors could talk with a Board member-the inmate would be more likely to feel that 
his case was receiving the full attention of those who make the decisions. 

"8 O'Leary and Nuffield, A National Survey of Parole Decision-Making, 19 CR. & DEL. 
378, 386 (1973) (Table VI). 

107 If the interview were recorded verbatim, there would obviously be no need for the 
parole review officer's notes. Actually, there would be little need for the parole review officer's 
notes at all; any assistance required by the interviewing Board member could be provided 
by a lower paid clerical aide. The parole review officers thus would be freer to use their special 
corractional training and skill more advantageously. 

,IS Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.05. See also ANNUAL REpORT, supra 
note 57, at 2. 

,., As the Chief United States Probation Officer for the Northern District of Illinois 
stated: 

I believe it is very important to the morale of the offender to have some idea when 
he is denied parole what he must do to receive favorable action at a later date. The 
prisoner who believes he has taken advantage of everything the prison offers to 
equip him for parole is entitled to some explanation when parole is denied. 

Quoted in Vachss, Parole as Post-Conviction Relief, The Robert Lewis Decision, 9 N. ENG. 
L. REv. 1, 35 (1973) (testimony before the House Judiciary Committee on H. R. 13118, The 
Parole Improvement and Procedures Act on March 1, 1972). 

no The vast majority of decisions have rejected attempts at importing due process into 
the parole grant decision. See, e.g., Menechino v. Oswald, 430F.2d 403 (2d Cir. 1970), cert. 
denied, 400 U.S. 1023 (1971); Padilla v. Lynch, 398 F.2d 481 (9th Cir.1968); Briguglio v. New 
York State Bd. of Parole, 24 N.Y.2d 21, 246 N.E.2d 512, 298 N.Y.S.2d 704 (1969). Cf. In re 
Tucker, 5 Cal. 3d 171, 486 P.2d 657, 95 Cal. Rptr. 761 (1971). But see United States ex rei 
Harrison v. Pace, 357 F. Supp. 354 (E.D. Pa. 1973). 

171 Porter, Criteria for Parole Selection, Proc. Am. Correc. Ass'n. 227 (1958). 
17% 58 N.J. 238, 277 A.2d 193 (1971). In New Jersey, the Parole Board had broad discretion 

in determining whether to grant or deny parole. By virtue of a B9ftrd rule against disclosure, 
the reasons for denial were never given. The court in Monks invali~\"Ited this rule and ordered 
the Board to promulgate a: 

carefully prepared rule designed generally towards affording statements of reasons 
on parole denials, while providing for such reasonable exceptions as may be essen
tial to rehabilitations and the sound administration of the parole system. 

Id. at 199. 
173 Id. This same line of reasoning was followed in United States ex rei. Harrison v. Pace, 

357 F. Supp. 354 (E.D. Pa. 1973), where the court concluded that "the rudiments of proce
dural due process are not observed unless the administrative body details the reasons for its 
findings." Id. at 356. See also United States ex rei. Johnson v. New York Bd. of Parole, 363 
F.Supp. 416 (E.D.N.Y. 1973); Johnson v. Heggie, 362 F.Supp. 851 (D. Colo. 1973). Cf. Gold
berg v. Kelley, 397 U.S. 254 (1970); Drown v. Portsmouth School DiBt., 435 F.2d 1182 (1st 
Cir. 1970), cert. denied 402 U.S. 992 (1971). 

11< See, e.g., Monks v. New Jersey State Parole Bd., 58 N.J. 238, 277 A.2d 193 (1971). A 
recent survey indicated, however, that only eleven parole boards of the fifty-one surveyed 
maintained written records for the reasons behind a parole decision. O'Leary and Nuffield, 
A National Survey of Parole Decision-making, 19 CR. & DEL. 378, 387 (1973) (Georgia was 
not included in this survey). 
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115 Monks v. New Jersey State Parole Bd., 58 N.J. 238, 277 A.2d 193, 199 (1971). 
178 See e.g., Vachss, Pa;-ole as Post-Conuiction Relief, The Robert Lewis Decision, 9 N. 

ENG. L. REV. 1, 14 (1973); Fox, Why Prisoners Riot, 35 FED. PROB. 9 (1971); McGee, A 
STATEMENT CONCERNING CAUSES, PREVENTIVE MEASURES, AND METHODS OF CONTROLLING PRISON 
RIOTS AND DISTURBANCES (May, 1953); DONNELLY, GOLDSTEIN, AND SCHWARTZ, CRIMINAL LAW 
207 (1962). 

177 Vachss, Parole as Post-Conuiction Relief. The Robert Lewis Decision, 9 N. ENG. L. 
REV. 1, 21 (1973). 

17S See Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.05. 
170 When voting for or against parille, the Georgia Parole Board members support their 

votes by checking reasons on the standard ballot form. Standard denial paragraphs corre
spond with each of the ballot checklist items; when an inmate is denied parole, the reasons 
checked on the ballot by the Board members are translated into these standard paragraphs 
for inclusion in the letter to the inmate. Telephone interviews with Silas Moore, Parole 
Review Officer, Georgia State Board of Pardons and Paroles, September 4 and September 
19, 1974. Below is the list of standard paragraphs which may be selected and combined to 
form a denial letter: 

1. The Board has reviewed your case for parole consideration. While it i& recognized 
that you have taken steps toward self-improvement and solution of personal prob
lems, other factors must be weighed. 
Please understand that this decision takes into account what is considered not only 
to be your best interest, but also the best interest of all Georgians. Because the 
nature of your offense is very serious, the decision of the Board is to deny parole at 
this time. 
We realize that you can do nothing more about past behavior except continue to 
put sincere effort toward self-improvement. Your present institutional record is 
favorable. We urge you to continue this progress and effort to help yourself. 
2. The Board has given careful consideration to your case for parole; however, we 
regret to inform you that parole has been denied for the following reasons(s): 
3. The welfare of the public is of vital concern when deciding whether to grant 
parole. Therefore, the Board reviews every aspect of a person's case before rendering 
a decision. Due to the serio~l.s nature and circumstances of your offense the Board 
feels parole would not be best at this time. 
4. Your past record on parole indicates a lack of willingness to abide by the rules 
of parole. 
5. Your past record on probation indicates a lack of willingness to abide by ex
pected rules. There are doubts that you could follow parole restrictions at this time. 
6. Parole is a privilege earned by those who the Board feels would best take advan
tage of another chance. Your previous arrest record indicates a pattern of crime 
which leaves doubt as to your present ability to live by the laws of society. 
7. Although the Board does not necessarily see you as an "alcoholic," investigation 
indicates that alcohol use has resulted in serious trouble for you in the past. This 
fact is seen as a handicap which leaves doubts as to your ability to live a responsi
ble, productive life at~his time. 
8. Due to your past record of drug inuoluement, the Board feels you need to put 
forth further effort in solving your drug related problems. 
9. Your prior work record indicates that you have difficulty maintaining steady and 
gainful employment. This fact leaves doubt as to your present ability to live produc
tively in society. 
10. Your attitude indicates that you do not realize the seriousness of your past 
behavior or the need for self improvement. You are urged to work towards becoming 
a mature and responsible individual. 



11. Your institutional record indicates you have not used your time effectively for 
self-improvement. More effort is urged to take advantage of activities which will 
be of benefit to you. 
12. Recorded institutional disciplinary action taken against you was viewed unfa
vorably by the Board. 
13. Your escapers) leaves serious doubt as to your willingness to control your impul
ses and shows a continuing disregard for the law. 
14. Your attempted escape causes serious doubt as to your willingness to control 
your behavior and shows a continuing disregard for the law aa well as institutional 
rules. 
15. Your parole plan shows that you do not have acceptable employment possibili
ties. 
16. Your parole plan shows that the place of residence you have selected will not 
help you succeed on parole. 
17. Neither your given employment nor residence plan for parole is adequate to 
insure success on parole. 
18. Inveatigation shows you are viewed negatively by your community. The Board 
feels the community attitude at this time could only make your efforts to succeed 
difficult. 
19. The Board recognizes individual needs that you should have assistimce with 
when paroled. Regretfully, the resources in your community are not adequate to 
assist you. The Department of Offender Rehabilitation is working around the state 
to upgrade community services by the time you are to be reconsidered or released. 
20. The Board notes that clemency action at this time would not necessarily result 
in your release due to the detainer against you. You may want to work toward the 
disposal of this matter. 
21. Your work release record shows you do not readily take proper advantage of the 
opportunities. Until it is Celt you are able to !ive a mature and responsible life style 
the Board cannot grant parole. 
22. The Board realizes that parole denial is serious to each individuaL For this 
reason all information is fully reviewed, and all factors weighed. Your record indi
cates that it would be difficult for you to succeed on parole at this time. We realize 
that you can do nothing more about past behavior except continue to put sincere 
effort toward self-improvement. 
23. Your case will be considered again for parole in 
24. You will be discharged by the Department of Corrections when you complete 
your sentence. 

cc Warden 
Correctional Counselor 
Parole Supervisor 
File 

25. Sincerely, 
FOR THE BOARD: 

Administrative Assistant 

26. The Board realizes that not every institution has all the recommended pro
grams to help with your particular needs. However, it is advised that you take 
advantage of any available programs and work with correctional staff in promoting 
self-help programs. 
27. Your record showp. you have made little effort to improve yourself. Before one 
is paroled he must have a sincere change in attitude. This is necessary if you are 
going to accept responsibilities and learn to work effectively with others. The Board 
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hopes that you will now examine your problems and work toward solving them. 
28. The Board realizes you have taken the first steps toward recognizing and solv
ing problems which led to your incarceration. This effort shows that you are trying 
to make a sincere attempt at a new life. With continued progress it is felt that you 
will be fully capable of dealing with the expected responsibilities and obligations 
of soc.iety. 
29. The Board has taken notice of your sincere efforts toward self-improvement. 
You have been effectively working on the problems which led to your incarceration. 
We are glad to see this improvement but because of the above reasons parole would 
not be best at this time. 
30. Below are areas which the Board believes may accelerate your rehabilitation 
and possible parole. 
31. Below are areas which the Board believes may accelerate your rehabilitation. 
32. EDUCATIONAL TRAINING 
33. JOB TRAINING 
34. ALCOHOL TREATMENT 
35. DRUG TREATMENT 
36. COUNSEIlNG 
37. BETTER USE OF SELF-IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS 
38. CONSTRUCTIVE USE OF LEISURE TIME AND RECREATION 
39. ATTITUDE OF CO-OPERATION WITH STAFF AND INMATES 
40. INSTITUTIONAL ATTITUDE CHANGE TO HELPING YOURSELF BE
COME A RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
41. COUNSELING FOR BETTER INSIGHT INTO YOUR PROBLEMS WITH 
INCREASED ABILITY TO SOLVE AND HANDLE THESE PROBLEMS 
42. DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONAL GOALS WHICH WILL LEAD TO A 
MATURE LIFE STYLE 
43. After careful review of your case, the Board has determined that it cannot grant 
you parole at this time for the following reasons: 
44. While the Board did not feel you were ready for parole at this time, they have 
selected you for parole-reprieve consideration. If you are interested in participating 
in this program, please read carefully the enclosed criteria and fJI out the applica
tion. 
If released under this program, you will be required to abide by th\l conditions set 
forth in this letter. The Board feels these conditions are necessary to asoure you 
have a successful parole-reprieve. 
45. Your record of emotional instability indicates that you have not consistently 
used good judgment when faced with problems. 

ISO See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-533 (1973); Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-
.09(1). 

181 In a situation where the Board allows access, the documents in the file will be declassi
fied. See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-533 (1973); Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-
.09(1),(4). 

182 371 F. Supp. 1246 (D.C. Cir. 1973). 
"3 The court pointed out that the danger of errors included such things as filing errors 

and omissions, mistaken identity, reliance upon outdated and superceded information, reli
ance upon conflicting, unclear, and unsubstantiated testimony, and unreliable psychological 
and other similar test data. ld. at 1248. 

184 See, e.g., Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778 (1973); Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 
(1972); Scarpa v. United States Bd. of Parole, 477 F.2d 278 (5th Cir.), vacated and remanded 
414 U.S. 809 (1973). 
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18. See, e.g., Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778 (1973); Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 
(1972). See generally Cohen, Due Process, Equal Protection, and State Parole Revocation 
Proceedings, 42 U. COLO. L. REV. 197 (1970). 

'86 Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 477 (1972). 
'K7 This notion could be refuted by examining the almost total absence of decisions 

relating to the parole grant process. This report can only counter with the cliche that "Rome 
was not conquered in one day." 

.M See text accompanying notes 6-13 supra. See generally Comment, Freedom and Reha-
bilitation in Parole Revocation Hearings, 72 YALE L. J. 368 (1962). 

'K' See Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 478 (1972). 
1'0 See text accompanying notes 6-13 supra. 
'91 See Fleming v. Tate, 156 F.2d 848, 850 (D.C. Cir. 1946) where the court, in determin

ing a parolee's rights in a revocation hearing before the District of Columbia parole board, 
said: 

The parole system is an enlightened effort on the part of society to rehabilitate 
convicted criminals. Certainly no circumstance could further that purpose to a 
greater extent than a firm belief on the part of such offenders in the impartial, 
unhurried, objective, and thorough processes of the machinery of the law. And 
hardly any circumstance could with greater effect impede progress toward the 
desired end than a belief on their part that the machinery of the law is arbitrary, 
technical, too busy, or impervious to facts. 'fhe crisis in the rehabilitation of these 
men may very well be the treatment which they receive when accused of an act 
violative of the terms ot what must be to them a precious privilege. 

192 See text accompanying notes 11-13, supra • 
• 03 408 U.S. 471 (1972). The parolees in Morrissey had had their paroles revoked on the 

basis of written reports of their supervising officers without any hearing prior to revocation. 
III Cf. Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970) (due process requires a hearing before 

discontinuance of welfare benefits). 
"5 Morrissey at 487 citing Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 271 (1970). 
I" The Court added the caveat that jf the hearing officer determined that an informant 

would be endangered by disclosure of his identity, then the informant did not have to be 
subjected to confrontation. 408 U.S. at 487 . 

• 97 The members of this body need not b~ judicial officers or lawyers. rd. at 489. 
19K rd. at 480. 
'" [d. at 489-90. 
20\1 411 U.S. 778 (1973). The probationer in Gagnon had had his probation revoked with

out benefit of counsel and without a hearing. See generally, Note Indigent's Rl'ght to Ap
pointed Counsel at Probation R2vocation inAppropriate Cases, 23 EMORY L. J. 617 (1974). 

201 411 U.S. at 790. The Court said that counsel should be provided even when the 
violation is a matter of public record or uncontested. 

202 Id. at 790-91. 
203 rd. at 791. 
20t The only mention of Morrissey by a Georgia court was in the dissenting opinion of 

Justice Gunter in Rllece v. Pettijohn, 229 Ga. 619, 193 S.E.2d 841 (1972). This decision, 
however, dealt with probation revocation hearings. Gagnon has not yet been cited. 

205 GA. CODE ANN. § 77-518 (1973) provides that: 
If any member of the board shall have reasonable ground to believe that any parolee 
. . . has lapsed into criminal ways, or has violated the terms and conditions of his 
parole. . . in a material respect, such member may issue a warrant for the arrllRt 
of such parolee. . . . Said warrant, if issued by a member of the board, shaH be 
returned before him, and shaH command that the parolee . . . be brought before 
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him, at which time he shall examine such parolee . . . and admit him to bail 
conditioned for his appearance before the board, or. . . commit him to jail pending 
a hearing before the board . . . . 

206 See text accompanying note 216 infra. 
207 GA. CODE ANN. § 77-519 (1973) provides: 
As soon as practicable after the arrest of a person charged with the violation of the 
terms and conditions of his parole. . . ,such parolee. . . shall appear before the 
board in person and a hearing shall be had at which the State of Georgia and 
parolee ... may introduce such evidence as they may deem necessary and pertin
ent to the charge of parole violation. . . . 

208 Balkcom v. Sellers, 219 Ga. 662, 135 S.E.2d 414 (1964). See generally GA. CODE ANN. 
§ 77-517 (1973). 

20' See GA. CODE ANN. §§ 77-515, 77·518 (1973). 
210 219 Ga. 59, 131 S.E.2d 551 (1963). 
211 The authors of this report sent a questionnaire to all the Unitr,oordinators (the chief 

probation/parole officers) of each judicial circuit in Georgia, and to the chief probation officer 
in each county which maintains a probation department separate from the state system. 
Forty-two of the forty.eight questionnaires mailed were returned, including thirty-nine of the 
forty·two Unit Coordinators. The answers were as of July 31, 1974. The responses to this 
questionnaire will hereinafter be cited as Unit Coordinator Questionnaire. 

Out of 32 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, 3 indicated that between 0-
25% of parole delinquency reports resulted in a preliminary hearing, 1 indicated the percen
tage to be between 26·50%, 7 between 51-75%, and 21 between 76·100%. 

Out of 31 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, 2 indicated that between 0-
25% of parole delinquency reports resulted in revocation, 8 indicated between 26·50%, 16 
indicated between 51-75%, and 5 indicated between 76-100%. 

2IZ GA. CODE ANN. § 77-518 (1973). 
213 ld. See Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475·3·.08(1). 
211 There were 12 preliminary hearings held in April, 1974; 14 in May, 1974; and 17 in 

June, 1974. Earlier statistics are unavailable. Parole Board Monthly Statistics (1974). 
215 The average length of time between the arrest and the preliminary hearing was esti· 

mated to be about thirty days. The average length of time between the preliminary hearing 
and the final hearing was estimated to be fourteen days. Interview with Rob Haworth, Execu
tive Officer, State Board of Pardons and Paroles, July 26, 1974. 

216 Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475·3-.08(3). 
217 Administrativ~ Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3·.08(2). 
2181d. 
2191d. 
220 Out of 29 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211, 2 indicated 

that the parolee's supervisor appears at between 51-75% of all parole preliminary hearings, 
and 27 indicated between 76·100%. No other responses were received. 

221 Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.08(4). 
222 Out of 27 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211, 9 indicated 

that parolees call witnesses between 1-25% of all parole preliminary hearings, 8 indicated 
between 26-50%, 1 indicated between 51·75%, and 9 indicated between 76-100%. 

223 Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475·3-.08(4). The parolee may not cross
ex!\mine an informant if the safety of the informant would be jeopardized. ld. Cf. Morrissey 
v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972). 

22j Out of 27 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, suprC! note 211, 18 indi
cated that parolees are represented by counsel between 0-25% of all parole preliminary hear
ings, 5 indicated between 26-50% of the time, 0 indicated between 51-75%, and 4 indicated 
between 76-100%. 
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225 Because of the importance of the report, the Parole Review Officer tape records the 
preliminary hearing to insure the accuracy of his report. These tape recordings are for the 
sole use of the Parole Review Officer and are never made available to either the Board or the 
parolee. The written report, which is submitted to the Parole Board, becomes a permanent 
part of the parolee's file. 

m This summation is made from the tape recording mentioned in note 225 supra. 
227 It is interesting to note that this recommendation is usually followed. Interview with 

Silas Moore, Parole Review Officer, Georgia State Board of Pardons and Paroles, in Atlanta, 
Georgia, July il, 1974. 

228 For example, parole can be revoked but consideration for reparole be set at a time 
earlier than the one year time period established in Administrative Rules. See Administrative 
Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.05(4),(5). 

22Q Out of 30 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211, 4 indicated 
that between 26-50% of parole preliminary hearings result in final hearings, 11 indicated 
between 51-75%, and 15 indicated between 76-100%. 

230 Upon notice of an adjudication of guilt in a court of record, the Executive Officer wHl 
prepare a revocation order-a final hearing is not required. See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-519 
(1965); Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.08(5). This practice might appear to 
be violative of the standards recently established b Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972), 
where the Supreme Court held that minimal due process requirements for parole revocation 
require both a preliminary and final hearing. See text accompanying notes 193-99 supra. A 
careful reading of Morrissey, however, indicates that although the Court did not limit the 
holding to technical parole violations, as were the facts in the case, it seems likely that so 
long as the parolee has been otherwise accorded due process, parole can be revoked without 
a hearing. The Court, near the end of the majority opinion, intimated this .result: 

Obviously a parolee cannot relitigate issues determined against him in other for
ums, as in the situation presented when the revocation is based on conviction of 
another crime. 

ld. at 490. Thus, if a parolee has been convicted of a new offense or has pleaded !,'Uilty to a 
new offense, due process requirements would seem to have been satisfied. 

"'I Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.08(5}. 
"'2 ld. These hearings are open to the public. 
Zl3 Administrdive Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.08(7}. 
Z34 Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.08(5),(6)(a). 
23' Out of 26 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211, 18 indi

cated that at between 0-25% of all parole revocation final hearings the parolee is represented 
by counsel; 5 indicated the parolee was represented at between 26-50% of all final hearings, 
and 3 indicated between 76-100%. 

"" Out of 23 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211, 15 indi
cated that parolees call their own witnesses at between 0-25% of all final revocation hearings, 
4 indicated between 26-50%, and 4 indicated between 76-100%. 

231 Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.08(6)(d), 
23' Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.09(8}. The revocation order contains, 

inter alia, the violations with which the parolee is charged and the decision of the Board. 
23' See table VllI supra. 
2jO It should be noted, however, that a full revocation is not always the result. Sometimes 

the Parole Board will revoke and set a reconsideration date at ~1l earlieI' time than the normal 
recon$'derai,ion date of one year. See note 109 supra. 

W See Appendix. 
m This recommendation is consistent with a later recommendiltion that the terms and· 

conditions of parole be limited to those which are essential and ent6rceabJe. See text accom
panying note 361 infra. 
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2-13 See text accompanying notes 363-367 infra. 
2H See text accompanying note 367 infra. 
'15 The authors of the Model Penal Code suggested several sanctions which were alterna-

tives to a full revocation. See MODEL PENAL CODE § 305.19 (Tent. Draft No.5, 1956). 
'" See generally CORREC'l'IONS, supra note 11, at 404-07. 
217 See GA. CONST. Para XI: GA. CODE ANN. § 77-511 (Spec. Supp. 1974). 
"8 In other words, all of the three members at each hearing must vote the same way or a 

deadlocked vote results. 
'" Although the final revocation hearing is recorded and this recording is available to 

the Board members, this report contends that this is not the same as attendance at the actual 
hearing. The demeanor of witnesses, the general atmosphere of the hearing, and other simiiar 
intangibles are not available. 

25' For instance, if only one Board member were present, the decision reached would be 
largely according to his own idiosyncracies and tendencies. See note 84 supra. 

251 For a discussion of the merits of giving reasons in another situation--denial of pa
role-see text accompanying notes 168-179 supra. The arguments for giving reasons in that 
situation are basically the same as with parole revocation. 

252 See Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778 (1973). 
253 The problem raised by this recommendation is: Who will provide the funds for indi

gents' attorneys? See text accompanying notes 224 and 235 supra. Although financial consid
erations are always factors in deciding policy issues, they should be less persuasive when the 
issues involve incarceration. 

25. CORRECTIONS, supra note 11, at 312. 
m DRESSLER, supra note 14, at 16. 
'50 AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION PROJECT ON STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE, STANDARDS 

RELATING TO PROBATION, 9 (1970). 
257 B. KAY AND C. VEDDER, PROBATION AND PAROLE, 69 (1963). [hereinafter cited as KAY 

AND VEDDER]. 
258 [d. 
259 Probation is designed to promote rehabilitation. See Burns v. United States, 287 U.S. 

216, 220 (1932); Springer v. United States, 148 F.2d 411 (9th Cir. 1945). 
26' See text accompanying notes 6-10 supra. 
2!1 See text accompanying notes 117-20 supra. 
'" While Georgia statistics are difficult to locate, statistics have indicated that incarcera

tion of an offender costs the average state about ten times as much as does probation. TASK 
FORCE, supra note 19, at 28. Subtracting from probation costs the taxes a working probationer 
pays to the state, the difference becomes even greater. See also Richmond, Measuring the 
Cost of Correctional Services, 18 CR. & DEL. 243 (1972). 

263 For a discussion of the early English practices of benefit of clergy, judicial reprieve, 
recognizance, bail, and filing of cases, see DRESSLER, supra note 14, at 16-20; KAY AND VEDDER, 
supra note 257, at G-9. 

"" The English forerunners of probation generally related to the suspension of punish
ment only, while probation today relates to a combination of the suspension of punishment 
and the personal supervision of the probationer. KAY AND VEDDER at 4. 

'85 Ex Parte United States, 242 U.S. 27 (1916). 
%SO [d. at 51-52. 
2R7 E.g., Missouri (1897); Vermont (1898); lllif!ois, Minnesota, and Rhode Island (1899); 

New Jersey (1900). See DRESSLER supra note 14 at 28. Georgia's statewide probation act was 
enacted in 1913. 1913 Ga. Laws 112. 

"" [d. at 29. 
28. KAY AND VEDDER supra note 257, at 23-24; TASK FORCE, 1 supra note 19, at 27. 



270 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2702 et. seq (1972). 
271 GA. CODE ANN. § 40-35162.5 (Supp. 1974); § 77-506(a) (1973). 
272 GA. CODE ANN. § 40-35162.6 (Supp. 1974). 
273 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2709 (1972). 
21' See text following note 31 supra. 
,7' See GA. CODE ANN. §§ 27-2701 to -2732 (1972). 
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27' It is correct to say that the process usually begins there, for often, in a plea bargaining 
situation, probation may be discussed or tentatively arranged before a plea is formally en
tered. Additionally, the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra. note 211, indicated that in at 
least 26 of 42 judicial circuits the pre-sentence report is sometimes begun prior to the plea or 
conviction. 

The Georgia Code provides that any original jurisdiction court, except juvenile courts, 
municipal courts, and courts of ordinary, may hear and determine the quesiion of probation, 
where a defendant has been found guilty by verdict or plea, or has pleaded nolo contendere. 
GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2709 (1972). 

211 Probation .is prohibited for offenses punishable by death or life imprisonment. GA. 
CODE ANN. § 27Jl709 (1972). Even in cases where probation is not legally prohibited, the 
nature of the crim:'! or the fact of habitual criminality may practically preclude the considera
tion of probation as an alternative sentence. 

218 In practice, the investigation is occasionally begun prior to conviction or plea in at 
least 25 of Georgia'r 42 judicial circuits. Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211. 

m The Code specifies that the court may refer the case to a circuit probation supervisor 
for investigation and recommendation. GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2709 (1972). Any doubt that the 
statutory wording does not gi·te the judge total discretion in the use or non-use of pre-sentence 
repGrts was dispelled in Harrington v. State, 97 Ga. App. 315, 319, 103 S.E.2d 126,129 (1958), 
wherein the court upheld a probation revocation attacked on the ground that no pre-sentence 
report had been prepared prior to his probatioa grant. 

280 The following table shows the responses of the Unit Coordinators to the questions: In 
approximately what percent of felony (misdemeanor) cases which result in convictions or 
g1.1ilty pleas does the court request II pre-sentence report? 

Approximate Percent of 
Cases in Which a Pre-
Sentellce,Report is Misdemeanor 
Requested: Felony Cases Cases 

-----
100"lo 8 circuits o circuits 
90-99% 7 0 
80-89% 1 1 
70-79 0 0 
60-69% 1 2 
50-59% 2 1 
40-49% 1 1 
30-39% 0 1 
20-29% 5 5 
10-19% 4 8 
1-9% 7 10 
0 3 10 

Total Number of 
Circuits Responding 39 Circuits 39 Circuits 
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Generally those circuits using the ,eports frequently in felony cases also use the reports 
frequently in misdemeanor cases; three'!circuits, however, use the report in every felony case 
but not at all in misdemeanor cases. 

281 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2503 (Spec. Supp. 1974). The pre-sentence hearing was formerly 
required by § 27-2534, which was repealed and replaced by the current § 27-2503. Under the 
old law, the sentencing was done by the jury. Effective July I, 1974, the judge decides the 
sentence, except in cases in which the death penalty may be imposed. 

282 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2503 (Spec. Supp. 1974). 
283 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2727 (1972). 
28l Id. 
28' GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2728 (1972). 
281 One study revealed that ten judges in the same Georgia Circuit varied as to the 

percentage of cases in which they sentenced the defendant to some confinement, from 35.9% 
to 61.3%. The percentages of sentences involving only confinement ranged from 18.1% to 
42.0% of the cases. It should be noted that no inconsistency within a court was found-Le., 
no racial, sexual or other invidious discrimination. Atlanta Journal and Constitution, Aug. 
11, 1974 at 2B. But the wide variations from court to court, even within the same circuit, are 
cause for concern. 

287 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2527 (1972). 
288 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2709 (1972). 
28. The judges interviewed by the authors indicated that they consider many factors in 

the probation decision, including the crime itself, the previous criminal record, family, educa
tional, and employment background, and the presence or absence of mental or emotional 
problems. 

". See note 286 supra. 
201 The State of Ohio has promulgated such lists. See OHIO REv. CODE ANN. § 2951.02 

(Page Special Supp. 1973). The criteria are as follows: 
(A) In determining whether to suspend sentence of imprisonment and place an 
offender on probation, the court shall consider the risk that the offender will com
mit another offense and the need for protecting the public therefrom, the nature 
and circumstances of the offense, and the history, character, and condition of the 
offender. 
(B) The following do not control the court's discretion, but shall be considered in 
favor of placing an offender on probation: 

1. The offense neither caused nor threatened serious 
harm to persons or property, or the offender did not 
contemplate that it would do so. 
2. The offense was the result of circumstances un
likely to recur. 
3. The victim of the offense induced or facilitated it. 
4. There are substantial grounds tending to excuse 
or justify the offense, though failing to (lstablish a de
fense. 
5. The offender acted under strong pzovocation. 
6. The offender has no history of prior delinquency 
or crill1inal activity, or has led a law-abiding life for 
a substantial period before commission of the pr!)eent 
offense. 
7. The offender is likely to respond affirmatively to 
probationary treatment. 



8. The character and attitudes of the offender indi
cate that he is unlikely to commit another offense. 
9. The offender has made or will make restitution or 
reparation to the victim of his offense for the injury, 
damage, or loss sustained. 
10. The imprisonment of the offender will Entail 
undue hardship to himself or his dependents. 

(D) The following do not control the court's discretion, but shall be considered 
against placing an offender on probation: 

L The offender has recently violated the conditions 
of any probation, parole, or pardon previously granted 
him. 
2. There is a substantial risk that while at liberty 
during the period of probation the offender will com
mit another offense. 
3. The offender is in need of correctional or rehabili
tative treatment that can best be provided by his 
commitment to a penal or reformatory institution. 

(E) The criteria listed in divisions (B) and (D) of this section shall not be con
strued to limit the matters which may be considered in determining whether to 
suspend sentence of imprisonment and place an offender on probation. 
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202 For a similar suggestion in another area, see text accompanying notes 352-355, intra. 
'lO3 See text accompanying notes 81-97 supra. 
'" Although commentators most often discuss parole prediction tables, they often men

tion the equal potential for application to probation. See, e.g., GLASER, supra note 85, at 289, 
291. 

20. See text accompanying note 96 supra. 
20. See CORRECTIONS, supra note 11, at 576; TASK FORCE, supra note 19, at u.'. 
m This evidence would include such things as the offender's motivation, and his residen

tial, educational, employment, and emotional background. 
208 GA. CODE ANN. § 77-512 (1972).ln practice, in almost all cases in which a pre-sentence 

report has been prepared, it is used by the Parole Board in lieu of a pre-parole social investiga
tion report. See text accompanying note 45 supra. When a pre-sentence rep(lrt is prepared 
for a defendant who clearly deserves some incarceration time, the preparation is not a waste 
of resources. In addition to aiding the judge in determining the appropriate length of incarcer
ation or the appropriate mix of incarceration and probation (split-sentence), and aiding the 
institution charged with rehabilitation, preparation of the report relieves the probation/parole 
supervisors from later conducting a similar pre-parole investigation. 

20i See, e.g., ALA. CODE tit. 42, § 21 (1958) (defendant cannot be placed on probation until 
a pre-sentence investigative report is considered by the court); S. C. CODE: ANN. § 55-592 
(1962) (same, if the services of a probation officer are available); FLA. R. CRIM. P. 3.710 (no 
sentence other than probation can be imposed for a first offender or for a defendant under 18 
unless a report has been considered by the court). 

:wo See note 280 supra, for the frequency of use in Georgia. 
301 ct. TASK FORCE, supra note 19, at 18. The variance in sentencing in Georgia is de-

scribed supra note 286. , 
302 See CORRECTIONS, supra note 11, at 184 & 576, and the studies cited therein. 
303 See note 280 supra. 
304 See text accompanying notes 388-390 infra. 
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3'" See, e.g., CAL. PENAL CODE § 1203 (West Supp. 1975) (in every felony case eligible for 
probation consideration); N. J. CT. (CRIM.) R. 1 3:21-2 (unless the defendant requests, and 
the prosecutor agrees, that it not be made)j N. Y. CRIM. P. LAW 390.20 (1971) (Report is 
required in every felony. Also, the court may not sentence a misdemeanant to probation, to 
a reformatory, or to an aggregate sentence greater than 90 days without a report). 

30. See note 298 supra. 
307 See CORRECl'IONS, supra note 11, at 184-85. 
308 This is form CBS-1B, a copy of which is in the Appendix. 
30i ALA. CODE tit. 42, § 23 (1958) (in no case will the defendant and his counsel be denied 

the right to inspect the report)j CAL. PENAL CODE § 1203(a) (West Supp. 1975) (the report 
must be made available to the parties at least two days before the hearing and five days if 
the defendant so requests, and if the defendant does not have an attorney, the probation 
officer who prepared the report must discuss its contents with the defendant); MINN. STAT. § 
609.115(4) (1971) (the report is open to the prosecutor and defense attorney, either of whom 
can call for a hearing in chambers on any matter in issue, but confidential sources are not 
dis closable absent the court's directive); FLA. R. CRIM. P. 3.713 (the court must disclose the 
information to the parties at a reasonable time prior to sentencing). 

In State u. Kunz, 55 N.J. 128, 259 A.2d 895· (1969), the New Jersey Supreme Court 
ordered disclosure as a matter of "rudimentary fairness." 

310 Unit Coprdinator Questionnaire, supra note 211. 
311 See, e.g., CORRECTIONS, supra note 11, at 189; THE PRESIDENT'S COMM'N ON LAW EN

FORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, TASK FORCE REPORT: THE COURTS 20 (1967). 
The defendant's "right to know" is not necessarily a legal right; due process does not 

require disclosure in every ca~e. See, e.g., United States v. Murphy, 497 F.2d 126 (5th Cir. 
1974). But see State v. Kunz, 55 N.J. 128, 259 A.2d 895 (1969) (disclosure a matter of 
"rudimentary fairness"). The Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 32(c)(2), permits 
disclosure at the discretion of the trial judge. United States v. Miller, 495 F .2d 362 (7th Cir. 
1974), struck down one judge's blanket policy of no disclosure-Rule 32(c)(2) required the 
discretion to be used. See also Shelton v. United States, 497 F.2d 156 (5th Cir.1974) (disclo
sure should have been made in the particular case). 

312 See MODEL PENAL CODE § 7.07(5) (Proposed Official Draft, 1962): 
Before imposing sentence, the Court shall advise the defendant or his counsel of 
the factual contents and the conclusions of any pre-sentence investigation or psy
chiatric examination and afford fair opportunity, if the defendant so requests, to 
controvert them. The sources of confidential information need not, however, be 
disclosed. 

313 CORRECTIONS, supra note 11, at 577. 
314 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2709 (1972). The only exceptions are for the offenses of abandon

ment and bastardy, for which the probation period may last until the child is 21 and 14, 
respectively. 

31. Florida is a notable exception, allowing probation for up to two years beyond the 
maximum prison term. FLA. STAT. ANN. § 948.04 (1973). 

31. N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:168-1 (1971); S.C. CODE ANN. § 55-594 (1962). 
317 N.Y. PENAL LAW § 65.00 (1967). 
318 [d. 
3U Only one circuit out of the 38 responding indicated that no probationers were serving 

sentences in excess of five years. In some circuits, it was estimated that up to forty or fifty 
p~£cent of probationers were serving such sentences. Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra 
note 211. 

320 Thirty-three out of 39 respondents to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 
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211, agreed with that idea. Thirty-one favored a five-year maximum, although many would 
set it lower. 

~21 Interview with W. A. Cooper, Unit Coordinator for the Gwinnett Circuit, Georgia 
Department of Offender Rehabilitation, at Lawrenceville, Georgia, July 30, 1974. 

312 For example, of 725 probation revocations in fiscal year 1974, 50 were total revocations 
and 675 were partial revocations. Statistics supplied by Georgia Department of Offender 
Rehabilitation. 

323 408 U.S. 471, 488 (1972). Gagnon v. Scarpelli specifically held the Morrissey require
ments applicable to probation revocation. 411 U.S. 778, 782 (1973). See also Mempha v. Rhay, 
389 U.S. 128 (1967); Hinton v. State, 127 Ga. App. 853,195 S.E.2d 472 (1973). For a discussion 
of the Morrissey requirements see text accompanying notes 193-210, supra. 

3,j GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2713 (1972). In addition, the sentencing court retains jurisdiction 
over all probationers during the time originally prescribed for the sentence to run. GA. CODE 
ANN. §§ 27-2709 to -2714 (1974). See also Todd v. State, 107 Ga. App. 771,131 S.E.2d 201 
(1963). 

325 Out of 36 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211, 5 indicated 
that between 0-25% of probation delinquency reports result in final revocation, 8 indicated 
that between 26-50% result in final revocation, 10 indicated between 51-75%, and 13 indicated 
between 76-100%. 

32B However, out of 25 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire,. supra note 211, 
all indicated that the probationer's supervisor always attends and testifies at the hearing. 

321 Out of 26 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211, 13 indi
cated that the probationer calls witnesses 0-25% of the time, 6 indicated that witnesses are 
called 26-50% of the time, 1 indicated between 51-75%, and 6 between 76-100%. 

328 Out of 27 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211, 8 indicated 
that counsel was present between 0-25% of the time, 2 indicated that counsel was present 
between 26-50% of the time, 2 indicated between 51-75%, and 15 indicated between 76-100%. 

m Out of 21 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211, Undicated 
that between 0-25% of probation preliminary hearings result in final hearings, 4 indicated 
that between 26-50% result in final hearings, 4 indicated between 51-75%, and 12 indicated 
between 76-100%. 

330 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2713 (1972). 
331 However, out of 31 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211, 

all indicated that the probationer's supervisor always attends and testifies at the hearing. 
332 Out of 34 responses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211, 7 indicated 

that the probationer is represented by counsel between 0-25% of the time, 1 indicated between 
26-50% of the time, 3 indicated between 51-75%, and 23 indicated between 76-100%. 

333 See, e.g., Reece v. Pettijohn, 229 Ga. 619, 193 S.E.2d 841 (1972); Dutton v. Willis, 
223 Ga. 209, 154 S.E.2d 221 (1967). The Supreme Court has also refueed to adopt a per se 
rule that counsel is required in probation revocation hearings. Instead, the question is to be 
determined on a case-by-case basis. Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778 (1973). 

33( Out of 31 Tesponses to the Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211, 11 indi
cated that probatione;s present witnesses in 0-25% of the hearings, 9 indicated 26-50%, 4 
indicated 51-75%, and 7 indicated 76-100%. 

33' No oaths were administered in any of the hearings attended by the authors of this 
report. , 

33! For example, in Cross v. State, 128 Ga. App. 774, 197 S.Et2c],S53 (1973), the court 
reduced the period of probation but required that the remainder be served in a penalinstitu
tion. 

337 127 Ga. App. 853, 195 S.E.2d472 (1973); see Morgan v. Foster, 208 Ga. 630, 68 S.E.2d 
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583 (1952); Cross v. Huff, 208 Ga. 392, 67 S.E.2d 124 (1951). See also Chastain v. State, 75 
Ga. App. 880, 45 S.E.2d 81 (1947). 

333 See GA. CODE ANN. §§ 27-2705 to -2713 (1972). See, e.g., Cooper v. State, 118 Ga. App. 
57, 162 S.E.2d 753 (1968); Sellers v. State, 107 Ga. App. 516, 130 S.E.2d 790 (1963). -

33. See, e.g., Rainwater v. State, 127 Ga. App. 406, 193 S.E.2d 889 (1972); Turner v. 
State, 119 Ga. App. 117, 166 S.E.2d 582 (1969); Cooper v. State, 118 Ga. App. 57, 162 S.E.2d 
753 (1968); Sellers v. State, 107 Ga. App. 516, 130 S.E.2d 790 (1963); Sparks v. State, 77 Ga. 
App. 22, 47 S.E.2d 678 (1948); Olsen v. State, 21 Ga. App. 795, 95 S.E. 269 (1918). 

340 See Rowland v. State, 124 Ga. App. 494, 184 S.E.2d 494 (1971); Dickson v. State, 124 
Ga. App. 406, 184 S.E.2d 37 (1971); Sellers ·v. State, 107 Ga. App. 516, 130 S.E.2d 709 (1963); 
Bryant v. State, 89 Ga. App. 891, 81 S.E.2d 556 (1954). 

MI Hinton v. State, 127 Ga. App. 853,195 S.E.2d 472 (1973). 
342 See, e.g., Manning v. United States, 161 F.2d 827 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 332 U.S. 

792 (1947); Ex parte Maguth, 103 Cal. App. 572, 284 P. 940 (1930). See generally Probation 
and Criminal Justice 31 (Glueck ed. 1933). 

... Comment, Discretionary Power and Procedural Rights in the Granting and Revoking 
of Probation, 60 J. CruM. L. C. & P.S. 479, 485 (1969). 

3U See United States v. Murray, 275 U.S. 347 (1928). 
31' Of course, once this determination is made, broad discretion is required to determine 

what sanction, if any, should be imposed. See text accompanying note 356 infra. 
34' Comment, Discretionary Power and Procedural Rights in the Granting and Revoking 

of Probation, 60 J. CRIM. L. C. & P. S. 479, 485 (1969). 
3U Most studies have indicated this to be the case. See, e.g., 1966 Ann. Rep. Admin. 

Office of the United States Courts 127 (1966); TASK FORCE, supra note 19. 
348 See, e.g., K.C. DAVIS, DISCRETIONARY JUSTICE (1969). Indeed, too much discretion in 

the revocation process may mean not only inconsistent law, but no law at all; the very nature 
of law implies governance through a generally applicable set of rules. 

341 See, e.g., Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778 (1973); Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 
(1972). 

350 See, e.g., Bums v. United States, 287 U.S. 216 (1932). The theory behind the broad 
grant of power was usually that probation was a mere privilege. See Escoe v. Zerbst, 295 U.S. 
490 (1935); State v. Duncan, 270 N.C. 241, 154 S.E.2d 53 (1967). See generally Note, Legal 
Aspects of Probation Revocation, 59 COLUM. L. REv. 311, 319 (1959). 

301 See Sklar, Law and Practice in Probation and Parole Revocation Hearings, 55 J. CRIM. 
L. C. & P. S. 175 (1964). 

35% GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2713 (1972), the probation revocation section, provides only the 
procedural requirements for revocation. 

303 Gay v. State, 101 Ga. App. 225, 113 S.E.2d 223 (1960). See Georgia v. State, 99 Ga. 
App. 892, 109 S.E.2d 883 (1959); Simmons v. State, 96 Ga. App. 718, 101 S.E.2d 111 (1957); 
Allen v. State, 78 Ga. App. 526, 51 S.E.2d 571 (1949). 

354 For a similar problem in another area see note 177 supra. 
m AMERICAN BAR AsSOCIATION PROJECT ON STANDARDS FOR CruMINAL JUSTICE, STANDARDS 

RELATING TO PROBATION § 5.1(1) (1970) . 
... [d. at §5.1(b): 

It would be appropriate for standards to be formulated as a guide to probation 
departments and courts in processing the violation of conditions. In any event, the 
following intermediate st"ps should be considered in every case as possible alterna
tives to revocation: (i) a review of the conditions, followed by changes where neces
sary or desirable; (H) a formal or informal conference with the probationer to re
emphasize the necessity of compliance with the conditions; (iii) a formal or infor
mal warning that further violations could result in revocation. 
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3"GA. CODE ANN. § 77-517 (1973). 
358 ld. Although this statute appears to impose these duties on the Board, the Board has 

specified what constitutes violations for only three of the many terms and conditions imposed 
on parolees-residence, employment, and leaving the state. In addition, these violations are 
defined in a now outdated pamphlet. See Georgia State Board of Pardons and Paroles, 
Policies, Rules, and Regulations 31 (1971). 

351 See "Statement of the Conditions Under Which This Parole is Granted," in Appendix. 
3!0 See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-517 (1973). 
3<\ The Model Penal Code has indicated a dislike for optional conditions because of the 

possibility of "loose" and "unrealistic" conditions. MODEL PENAL CODE § 305.17, Comment 
(Tent. Draft No.5, 1956). 

3'2 Comment, The Parole System, 120 U. PA. L. REv. 282, 307 (1971). 
3'3 Revocations for such harmless violations may also be subject to reversal by the courts. 

In Arciniega v. Freeman, 404 U.S. 4 (1971), the Supreme Court in a per curiam opinion 
reversed a revocation based on the parolee's association with other elC-convicts. The evidence 
offered below to support the charge was that the parolee worked at a restaurant-night club 
which employed other ex-convicts. The Court did not believe that the particular parole 
condition was intended to apply to incidental contacts in the course of legitimate employ
ment, nor did it believe that occupational association alone would constitute the "satisfactory 
evidence" required by the parole board's regulations. Otherwise, a parolee would be subject 
to imprisonment whenever an employer who is willing to employ ex-convicts hires more than 
one. 

301 DRESSLER, supra note 14, at 238. 
3" See CORRECTIONS, supra note 11, at 412-13. For example, the state of Washington has 

recently reduced the number of standard conditions to four. 
m For the result of one of the rare Supreme Court cases in this area, see note 363 supra. 
m For an interesting study on how real these differences may be, see GLASER, supra note 

85, at 429. 
3'8 Some conditions imposed in other states have been unconstitutional. See, e.g., 

McGregor v. Schmidt, 358 F. Supp. 1131, 1138 (W.D. Wisc. 1973) (right to travel); Hyland 
v. Procunier, 311 F. Supp. 749, 750 (N.D. Cal. 1970) (prohibiting parolees from making public 
speeches has a "chilling effect" on freedom of speech). But see Eirzon v. King, 469 F .2d 1241 
(2d Cir. 1972); Hyser v. Reed, 318 F.2d 225 (D.C. Cir. 1963), cert. denied, 375 U.S. 957 (1964); 
Himmage v. State, 88 Nev. 296, 496 P.2d 763 (1972); People v. Sickler, 61 Misc. 2d 571,306 
N.Y.S.2d 168 (1969). 

3BO In general, the conditions which have been struck down have been those which are 
unreasonable, impossible to perform, or unfair. See, e.g., People ex reI. Pring v. Robinson, 
409 m. 105, 98 N .E.2d 119, cert. denied, 342 U.S. 879 (1951); Still v. State, 256 A.2d 670 (Me. 
1969); State v. Brantley, 353 S.W.2d 793 (Mo. 1962); Crooks v. Sanders, 123 S.C. 28, 115 S.E. 
760 (1922). 

At least one commentator has expressed doubt concerning the legal validity of a regula
tion which requires that a prospective parolee waive his right to an extradition hearing in the 
event of arrest in another state. See Arluke, A. Summary of Parole Rules, in KAy AND VEDDER, 
1 supra note 257, at 115. This issue has been decided in several states, all of which have held 
the condition valid. See, e.g., Reed v. State, 251 A.2d 549 (Del. 1969); State ex reI. Swyston 
v. Hedman, 288 Minn. 530, 179 N.W.2d 282 (1970); Schwarh~ v. Woodahl, 157 Mont. 479, 
48': P.2d 300 (1971). 

310 See CORRECTIONS, supra note 11, at 412-13,433-34. 
311 GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2711 (1972). This section lists ten conditions which may be 

imposed: (1) avoid injurious and vicious habits; (2) avoid persons and places of disreputable 
or harmful character; (3) report to the probation officer; (4) permit the Bupervisor to visit the 
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probationer at home or elsewhere; (5) work faithfuIly at suitable emplGyment; (6) remain 
within a specified location; (7) make reparation or restitution to aggrieved persons; (8) sup
port legal dependents; (9) violate no laws and be of general good behavior; (10) agree to waive 
extradition. GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2723 (1972) further provides that the probationer has a duty 
to keep his supervisor informed as to his whereabouts. 

372 These standard conditions are: (1) Do not violate the criminal laws of any governmen
tal unit; (2) Avoid injurious and vicious habits-especiaIly alcoholic intoxication and narcot
ics and other dangerous drugs unless prescribed lawfuIly; (3) Avoid persons or places of 
disreputable or harmful character; (4) Report to the Probation-Parole Supervisor as directed 
and permit such Supervisor to visit him (lier) at home or elsewhere; (5) Work faithfuIly at 
suitable employment insofar as may be possible; (6) Do not change his (her) present place of 
abode, move outside the jurisdiction of the Court, or leave the State for any period of time 
without prior permission of the Probation Supervisor; (7) Support his (her) legal dependents 
to the best of his (her) ability. 

373 Gay v. State, 101 Ga. App. 225, 113 S.E.2d 223 (1960), held that a court has the 
authority to impose conditions not specificaIly enumerated in the Code. See George v. State, 
99 Ga. App. 892,109 S.E.2d 883 (1959). One interesting optional condition that was imposed 
on a lawyer who forged a warranty deed was that he not engage in the practice of law for one 
year. See Yarbrough v. State, 119 Ga. App. 46, 166 S.E.2d 35 (1969). 

374 124 Ga. App. 190, 183 S.E.2d 413 (1971). See also Dunahoo v. State, 124 Ga. App. 
471, 184 S.E.2d 359 (1971). 

37. "While few young men would choose to serve a sentence rather than cut their hair, 
even fewer would finish with a sense of respect for c.riminal justice." 124 Ga. App. at 195. 

m Morgan v. Foster, 208 Ga. 630, 631, 68 S.E.2d 583, 584 (1952). See Rowland v. State, 
124 Ga. App. 494, 184 S.E.2d 494 (1971). 

377 Rowland v. State, 124 Ga. App. 494, 184 S.E.2d 494 (1971); Bryant v. State, 89 Ga. 
App. 891, 81 S.E.2d 556 (1954). 

378 MODEL PENAL CODE § 301.1 (Proposed Official Draft, 1962). See also MODEL PENAL 
CODE § 301.1 (Tent. Draft No.2, 1954). 

37' See, e.g., MODEL PENAL CODE § 301.1, Comment 6 (Tent. Draft No.2, 1954) ("While 
conditions. . . may be abusively imposed, we think a model statute must acknowledge such 
authority and rely for proper safeguards on the general requirement that the conditions be 
reasonable and likely to assist the defendant to lead a law-abiding life." 

.. 0 AMERICAN R'\R ASSOCIATION, PROJECT ON STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE: STANDARDS 
RELATING TO PROBATION § 3.2(b) (1970) . 

.. I ld. at 47. 
382 See generally DiCerbo, When Should Probation Be Revoked? 30 FED. PROB. 12 (June 

1966). 
383 State v. Moretti, 50 N.J. Super. 223, 244, 141 A.2d 810, 823 (1958). 
3M DRESSLER, supra note 14, at 159. 
38. GLASER, supra note 85, at 423 . 
.. 5 ld. 
387 One supervisor indicated that termination occurs very infrequently. Interview with 

Jerry HoIIaday, Probation-Parole Supervisor, Georgia Department of Offender Rehabilita
tion, in Atlanta, Georgia, July 17, 1974. 

3&S Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211. 
38. ld. One judicial district reported that one of its !l;gpervisors had a caseload of 220! 
3iO The determination of what constitutes a manageable level varies depending on the 

supervisor and the individuals who must be supervised. California feels that 35 probationers 
and parolees per supervisor is manageable. See California Department of Corrections, Work 
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Unit Program, 1971 (1971). Several responses to our Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra 
note 211, indicated that 75 might be a manageable caseload. 

aol This data was compiled from the "Georgia Probation-Paro1e Supervisor's Monthly 
Report, July, 1974" (State Form CBS-10) [hereinafter referred to as Monthly Reports]. 

392 Data compiled from Monthly Reports. supra note 391. 
3i3 For example, the Community Treatment Project of the California Youth Authority 

assigned supervisors to caseloads of ten. The special program had a recidivism rate of 39 
percent compared to a 61 percent recidivism rate for the regular program. See Warren, The 
Case for Differential Treatment of DelinqUents, 381 ANNUALS 47 (1969). See also Adams, 
Some Findings From Correctional Caseload Research, 31 FED. PROB. 48 (Dec. 1967). 

>DI See CORRECTIONS, supra note 11, at 409, 428. 
39' This auditional delay results from the time consumed by procedures such as the 

preliminary hearing, which precede the final revocation. See text accompanying notes 211-
29 supra. 

316 Interview with Jim Hudgins, Chief Probation-Parole Supervisor, Georgia Department 
of Offender Rehabilitation, in Smyrna, Georgia, July 19, 1974. 

3'1 The Unit Coordinator Questionnnaire, supra note 211, revealed that although only one 
judicial circuit had actually implemented intensive supervision, eleven circuits planned to 
implement it by Fall, 1974. 

m For an evahlation of intensive supervision in California, see ADAMS AND HOPKINSON, 
INTERIM EVALUATION OF THE INTENSIVE SUPERVISION CASELOAD PROJECT, CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT 
OF CORRECTIONS (1964). 

3BP GA. CODE ANN. § 27-2712 (1972). 
4011 lei 
401 Out of 37 responses to the question of how often the recommendation is followed, 27 

Unit Coordinators indicated that it is followed 90% or more of the time. Unit Coordinator 
Questionnaire, supra note 211. 

m Even when the progress report is made, the required recommendation is not always 
included. Unit Coordinator Questionnaire, supra note 211. 

m Pownall, Employment Problems of Released Prisoners, 3 MANPOWER 26 (Jan. 1971). 
See also GI.ASER, supra note 85, at 311-361. 

404 For example, crimes such as robbery, burglary. forgery, theft, and embezzlement, 
clearly have monetary motives. 

405 This section of the report deals with post-release aid and assistance; therefore, pro
grams for incarcerated individuals are discussed only briefly. See text accompanying notes 
421-427 infra. 

406 For example, 55 per cent of the Georgia offender population require vocational train
ing, and 31 percent of all incarcerants academically achieve below the fourth grade level. See 
GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF OFFENDER REHABILITATION REpORT, 1972-73 (1973). 

m See generally Sullivan, Changes in Corrections: Show or Substance?, 3 MANPOWER I, 
6 (Jan. 1971) [hereinafter cited as Sullivan] ("If society is serious about social reintegration 
of ex-offenders, transitorial management programs and facilities lnust have the capacity to 
establish and reinforce the rights of prisoners and ex-inmates to work."). 

408 See, e.g., CORRECTIONS, supra note 11, at 411; TASK FORCE, supra note 19, at 32-34. 
m A steady job at a low level with lOW pay and low prestige will not produce feelings of 

pride and achievement in the ex-offender, and may tend to confirm the offender's view that 
there is no future for him in legitimate work and force him back to crim~. See Sullivan, supra 
note 407, at 6. 

uo See, e.g., GA. CODE ANN. § 77-514 (1973). 
lI\ An offer of employment is Ii commitment signed by an employer stating that he will 

hire the parolee upon release. 
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m See generally TASK FORCE, supra note 19, at 68-9. 
413 29 U.S.C. § 871(c) (1974). 
414 These programs were initiated in Arizona, Georgia, Massachusetts, Oklahoma, and 

Pennsylvania. 
415 Increasing numbers of correctional programs and personnel have been de
v;::,ted to developing resources and services to reduce the social isolation of incarcer
ated offenders, facilitating social reintegration of released offenders, and giving 
offenders new, realistic, but noncriminal access to the world of work and to the 
opportunity structures of a society that tends to equate capacity for self
management with having a legitimate job and money in one's pocket. 

Sullivan, supra note 407, at 2. 
416 42 U.S.C. § 2571 et seq. (1973) (hereinafter referred to as MDTA). 
417 29 U.S.C. § 801 et seq. (1974). 
41H See note 403 supra. 
419 For example, note the success of the Atlanta pretrial intervention program discussed 

at the text accompanying notes 431~434 infra. For a full discussion of pretrial intervention 
see Chapter I. 

m Although these were originally funded by the United States Department of Labor, an 
increasing number of these programs are now coming under the sponsorship r)f the Georgia 
Department of Labor. 

m The training received varies from carpt3ntry and auto repair to accounting and me
chanical drafting. 

m UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, CORRECTIONAL MANPOWER PROGRAMS 5 (1973) 
[hereinafter cited as CORRECTIONAL MANPOWER PROGRAMS]. 

423 The Georgia Training and DeVEllopment Center, the Georgia Rehabilitation Center for 
Women, and the Savannah, Valdosta, and Walker County Area Vocational Training Schools 
have these programs. 

m Federal funds were acquired by Georgia during June, 1973, to expand the training in 
the area technical schools to an additional 75 inmates. MANPOWEP SERVICES DIVISION OF THE 
GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, CORRElCTIONAL MANPOWER PROGRAM (1973). 

420 GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF OFFENDER REHABlLITATION REPORT 1972-73 (1973). 
428 Vocational education is most prominent at the Georgia Industrial Institute and the 

Georgia r!'raining and Development Center. At the Georgia Industrial Institute the Georgia 
Department of Education offers many vocational courses including plumbing, small engine 
repair, upholstery, woodworking, welding, barbei-ing, masonry, auto mechanics, and food 
service training. The training programll at the Georgia Training and Development Center are 
not as extensive but vary from drafting and graphic arts to motorcycle repair. [d. 

421 There are over one thousand inmates emolled in the basic education programs 
throughout the state. [d. 

428 See CORRECTIONAL MANPOWER PROGRAMS, .supra note 422, at 4. 
m Over a quarter of a million dollars in bonding coverage were provided for ex-offenders 

ilqring 1973 in Georgia under this program. MANPOWER SERVICES DIVISION OF THE GEORGIA 
])Ei-;~TMENT OF LABOR, CORRECTIONAL MANPOWER PROGRAM (1973). 

430 Over 4,200 ex-offenders have enhanced thei!' employment prospects through the pro
gram, while the default rate on the bonds has been only 1.6%. See CORRECTIOr-;"AL MANPOWER 
PROGRAMS, supra note 422, at 4. 

431 See note 434 infra. 
m Pretrial intervention projects have been started in Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Cleve

land, Minneapolis, Newark, San Antonio, and San Francisco. 
433 CORRECTIONAL MANPOWER PROGRAMS, supra note 422. 
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m During 1973, the Atlanta prcject enrolled ·178 participants with 332 successfully com
pleting the program. Recommendations were submitted to the prosecutor that these 332 cases 
be disposed of by means other than trial. The prosecutor accepted all but two of these 
recommendations. Of the persons successfully completing the program, 199 had been arrested 
and charged with felollies prior to acceptance into the project. The present recidivism rate 
under the Atlanta program is only 5.2%. Interview with John Dick, Supervisor of the Correc
tional Manpower Program of the Georgia Department of Labor, Atlanta, August 29, 1974. 
However, this recidivism rate is for a select group of individuals and should neither be 
compared to the overall recidivist rate for all offenders nor ignored. The rate is merely a good 
indication of the effectiveness of the particular program. 

m The employment service models are examples of concentrated employment resources. 
CORRECTIONAL MANPOWER PROGRAMS, supra note 422, at 5. 

m The models operate in Arizona, Georgia, Massachusetts, Oklahoma, and Pennsyl-
vania.Id. 

437 Id. 
mId. 
43Y MANPOWER SERVICES DIVISION OF THE GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, CORRECTIONAL 

MANPOWER PROGRAM (1973). 
4<°Id. 
m There are four pre-release centers. They are located at Jackson, Alto, Reidsville, and 

Walker Prisons. 
H2 Interview with John Dick, supra note 434. 
413 Upon release from Georgia state or county correctional institutions, an inmate is 

provided with the names and addresses of all local service offices and representatives. 
HI Evaluation units operate at Jackson, Walker, Alto, and Reidsville. Interview with 

John Dick, supra note 434. 
us During 1973, 4,701 inmates were tested, evaluated, and had a plan of action recom

mended by the units. MANPOWER SERVICES DIVISION OF' THE GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, 
CORRECTIONAL MANPOWER PROGRAM (1973). 

148 The states which have received these grants are Florida, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, 
New Jersey, North Carolina, South Carolina and Texas. 

m CORRECTIONAL MANPOWER PROGRAMS, supra note 422, at 6. 
mId. 
HD CORRECTIONAL MANPOWER PROGRAMS, supra note 422, at 8. 
150 See Stanton, Is It Safe to Parole Inmates without Jobs?, 12 CR. & DEL. 14'7, 150 (1966). 
m As one interviewee noted, "nine out of every ten dollars in corrections should go into 

pretrial programs." Interview with John Dick, supra note 434. 
152 Interview with John Dick, supra note 434. 
m The power is granted by the Georgia Constitution: 
The State Board of Pardons and Paroles shall have power to grant reprieves, par
dons and paroles, to commute penalties, remove disabilities imposed by law, and 
may remit any part of a sentence for any offense against the State, after conviction 
except in cases in which the Governor refu®es to suspend a sentence of death. . . . 

GA. CaNST. art. V, § 1. The power to determine procedures is given to the Parole Board by 
statute: 

. . . The Board shall adopt rules and regulations governing the granting of other 
forms of clemency which shall include pardons, reprieves, commutatior, of penal
ties, . . . and the remission of any part of a sentence, and shall prescribe the 
procedure to be followed in applying for them. 

GA. CODE ANN .... § 77-525 (1973). The same code section also specifically permits the granting 
of exceptions to parole eligibility requirements. As for parole, a majority of the five-member 
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Board is required for other cases of clemency. GA. CODE ANN. § 77-513 (1973). 
m Telephone interview with Silas Moore, Parole Review Officer, Georgia State Board of 

Pardons and Paroles, Atlanta, September 4, 1974. See Administrative Rules, supra note 35, 
ch. 475-3-.10. 

155 Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.10(l)(d). 
'" Id. at ch. 475-3-.10{l)(b). 
m 1972 Ga. Laws 579-85 (codified at GA. CODE ANN. § 77-342 to 344 (1973». 
m See note 454 supra. 
jOg Id. 
,10 See note 485 infra and accompanying text. 
'" See note 454 supra. 
m Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.10(8). 
m See GA. CODE ANN. § 77-525 (1973). 
464 Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 374-3-.06(4). 
485 See ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 57, at 5 . 
• 88 The Board has indicated that a rehabilitative program which might satisfy this re

quirement is admission, within three months of regular parole consideration, into a college, 
technical school, or other educational facility. The Board wHl also consider recommendations 
from the Department of Offender Rehabilitation that an inmate can and will improve his 
situation if given an early release, has already made substantial progress towards rehabilita
tion, and will abide by rules of a free society. Id. at 4-5. 

487 Id. at 5. 
418 Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.06(4). This requirement is in accord

ance with GA. CODE ANN. § 77-542 (1973), which requires a written record of all contracts 
between Board mbmbers and persons acting on behalf of inmates. This section further re
quires that an indexed file of all contracts be maintained and that a copy be kept with the 
names and addresses of the individuals contacting the Board and the reason for the contact. 

489 GA. CODE ANN. § 77-516.1 (1973). When considering an exception for an inmate, any 
co-defendants are considered simultaneously. See ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 57, at 5. This 
policy seems to have stemmed, at least partially, from the "Judd Case" where one inmate 
was granted an exception and a co-defendant was not considered. For a news account of this 
case see Atlanta Constitution, June 17, 1962, § A, at 1. 

m See note 454 supra. 
471 Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-.10(2)(c). 
m See note 454 supra. 
113 See note 454 supra. 
m The program is described briefly in Administrative Rules, supra note 35, ch. 475-3-

.10(1)(e). 
'" Split sentencing is widely used in Georgia. See note 286 supra. 
HI In Georgia, the Parole Board cannot consider, under their routine eligibility rules, an 

inmate who has served only 30 days. See text accompanying notes 89-101 and Table VII 
supra. 

A "remission to probation," similar to shock probation and split-sentencing, can be 
initiated by the judge, and is not subject to regular parole eligibility dates. Telephone inter
view with Silas Moore, Parole Review Officer, Georgia State Board of Pardons and Paroles, 
Atlanta, September 4, 1974. The ultimate decision, however, belongs to the Parole Board. 
See text accompanying notes 459-62 supra. 

m See OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2947.061 (Page Supp. 1972). Two other states presently 
use shock probation. See UID. ANN. STAT. § 9-2209 (Burns Supp. 1972); Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. 
§ 439.265 (Supp. 1972). 

m OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2947.061 (Page Supp. 1972). 



no The fonowing table is the result of the seven year study: 

Year 

1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
TOTALS 

Number of 
Shock Cases 

85 
183 
294 
480 
632 
907 

1292 
3873 

Shock Cases Recommitted 

Number 

5 
26 
18 
48 
68 
83 

115 
363 

Percent 

5.8 
14.2 
6.1 

10.0 
10.7 
9.2 
8.9 
9.4 

Source: Ammer, Shock Probation in Ohio, 3 CAP. U. L. REV. 33, 36 (1973). 
4S. See notes 287, 288 supra. 
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481 State v. Poffenbaugh, 140 Ohio App. 2d 59,237 N.E.2d 147 (1968}.!fa hearing is held, 
the presence of the petitioner is not necessary. 70 OP. Omo ATI"Y. GEN. 89 (Baldwin 197o). 

m State v. Poffenbaugh, 140 Ohio App. 2d 59, 63, 237 N.E.2d 147, 150 (1968). 
483 Id. 140 Ohio App. 2d at 64, 237 N.E.2d at 152. 
m IND. ANN. STAT. § 9-2209 (Page Supp. 1972). 
m See Auldridge v. Womble, 157 Ga. 64, 120 S.E. 620 (1923); Porter v. Garmony, 148 

Ga. 261, 96 S.E. 426 (1918); Stockton v. State, 70 Ga. App. 17, 27 S.E.2d 240 (1943); Mat
thews v. Swatts, 16 Ga. App. 208, 84 S.B. 980 (1915). 

48G See text accompanying note 478 supra. 
4&1 See note 484 supra. 





CHAPTER FOUR 

THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM IN GEORGIA 

Chapter Four on juveniles examines the Georgia juvenile justice 
system, as statutorily authorized and as practically administered; 
at those points where decisions are made which directly or indirectly 
affect the possibility that a child will enter or remain in a 
government-run secure institution. Statutory and procedural 
changes will be proposed to reduce the. utilization of secure institu
tions where such a reduction would be in the best interests of the 
public and the juveniles who come into contact with. the system. 
This chapter is divided into two sections. First, a chronological over
view of the system describes how a juvenile is handled as he passes 
through the system. It covers custody and referral to the juvenile 
court, the court's jurisdiction, detention, the choice between infor
mal adjustment and formal adjudication, dispositional hearings, 
and the dispositional placements available to the court. Second, 
these areas are analyzed to show how the statute or administrative 
practices can be improved to reduce the use of secure insititutions. 

1. OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENT JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM 

A. -Introduction 

The structure of the juvenile court system is set out in the Juve
nile Court Code of 19711 which supercedes the 1951 ,Juvenile Court 
Act.2 The new Code is largely based on the Uniform Juvenile Court 
Act of 19683 which incorporated the Supreme Court's recent proce
dural requirements for juvenile hearings,4 and shifted the emphasis 
in the juvenile court system from punishment to rehabilitation and 
restoration to normal community life.5 The Georgia Code section 
describing the purpose of the Juvenile Court Code states that a child 
is to be given care conducive both to his own welfare and the best 
interest of the State, preferably in his own home, and resembling 
as nearly as possible the care his parents should have given him.s 

Before going into a description of the chronological sequence that 
a child follows when referred to the juvenile court, it will be helpful 
to set out a few definitions. The Juvenile Court Code defines a child 
as an individual under the age of 17 or an individual who committed 
an act of delinquency before reaching the age of 17 and is still under 
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21.7 A basic distinction is made in the Code between a delinquent 
child, an unruly child, and a deprived child. A delinquent child is 
one who has committed a delinquent act and also is in "need of 
treatment or rehabilitation;"8 a delinquent act is one which would 
be a crime if the actor was an adult, or a violation of the terms of 
probation.9 An unruly child is in need of supervision, treatment, or 
rehabilitation and has (1) been habitually truant, (2) been habitu
ally disobedient of his parents and ungovernable, (3) committed an 
offense applicable only to children, such as consuming liquor, (4) 
been a runaway from home, or (5) violated a curfew.lO A deprived 
child either has been abandoned, has no parents or other custodian, 
or is found to be without proper parental care or control. I! Apetition 
is a written request to the court to make a formal adjudication and 
disposition of the case. 12 

B. Custody and Referral 

There are a number of ways £I child can be taken into custody in 
addition to being arrested by a pOliCeITH'm under the general laws of 
arrest. A child may be taken into custody by a policeman or an 
authorized court officer who has reasonable grounds to believe that 
(1) the child is unruly or has committed a delinquent act, (2) the 
child is ill, injured, or in immediate danger from his surroundings, 
or (3) has run away from home. 13 An officer who takes a child into 
custody has three basic alternatives: he may immediately release 
the child to the parents on their promise to bring the child before 
the court at the proper time; he may take the child to a court
designated detention center, shelter care facility, or medical facil
ity, and give prompt written notice of such action to the parents and 
the court; 14 or he may take the child to intake officers at the juvenile 
court.15 In a proper case the officer may also take the child before a 
superior court if that court has concurrent jurisdiction over the 
case. 16 

A child may also be referred to the court without having been 
taken into custody by an officer. 17 The clalmant who might make 
such a referral could be a parent, school official, or a private citizen, 
such as an irate neighbor or a person who believes that the child's 
parents are depriving the child of proper parental care. Such a 
claimant can bring the matter to the attention of an intake officer, 
but a claimant cannot file a petition unless the intake officer deter-
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mines that a formal adjudication of the matter will be in the best 
interests of the child and the public. 18 

C. Jurisdiction 

The juvenile court has original jurisdiction over cases where a 
child is alleged to be delinquent, unruly, or deprived. This jurisdic
tion is exclusive except that the superior court has concurrent juris
diction over delinquency cases which would be punishable by death 
or life imprisonment if tried in a superior court.19 The juvenile court 
may also commit a mentally ill child, give judicial consent for mar
riage, employment or military service, terminate the legal parent
child relationship, and decide certain custody and support cases.20 
An initial determination whether the juvenile court has jurisdiction 
over each case should be made by an officer who takes the child into 
custody21 and by the intake officer who handles the case.22 

D. Detention 

The Code contemplates that in instances where the child cannot 
be returned to the parents pending an adjudication, one of two 
placements will normally be used by the court: either a detention 
center or a shelter care facility. A detention center is a secure insti
tution designed to hold juveniles temporarily, while a shelter care 
facility is a residential facility without secure confinement. When a 
person who has taken a child into custody presents the child at the 
courthouse, a detention center, or a shelter care facility, the intake 
officer must make an immediate investigation and release the child 
to his parents unless one of three criteria for holding the child is 
established: (1) detention or shelter care is necessary to protect the 
child, other persons, or property; (2) the child is likely to abscond 
or be physically removed from the jurisdiction of the court; or (3) 
the child has no parent or other custodian able to care for him and 
return him to court.23 The last situation may arise when parents 
refer their child to the court and refuse to take the child home.24 An 
informal detention hearing before the court must be held within 72 
hours of the child's initial placement in detention.25 

The Code also specifies and distinguishes places where delin
quent, unruly, and deprived children may and may not be held.26 

Georgia maintains nine detention centers called Regional Youth 
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Development Centers (R.Y.D.C.) which are used for short-term de
tention of children awaiting institutional placement after adjudica
tion and disposition,27 and there are county operated detention cen
ters in Chatham, Clayton, DeKalb and Fulton counties.28 Both state 
and county detention centers must be operated pursuant to regula
tions29 published by the State Board of Human Resources which has 
restricted the powers of detention staff and has provided for work, 
recreation, and education adapted to the individual needs of the 
child.3u The state has also begun a program called Attention Homes 
which provides a community alternative to detention centers for 
non-serious or first-time offenders who do not need secure confine
ment, by paying private citizens to maintain beds for such children 
in their homes.31 

E. Informal Adjustment and Adjudication 

After the referral to the court, the determination of jurisdiction 
over the matter, and the decision either to release the child or detain 
him,32 the intake officer must determine whether the case should be 
made to prevent further penetration into the juvenile justice system 
by means of an informal adjustment of the case.33 

As is the case with its adult counterpart, pre-trial intervention,34 
participation in an informal adjustment must be voluntary.35 The 
Code further requires that the intake officer determine that the 
admitted facts bring the case within the court's jurisdiction, and 
that an informal adjustment, rather than a formal adjudication, 
would best advance the interests of the public and the child.38 The 
main criteria for diversion rather than adjudication appear to be (1) 
the seriousness of the offense, (2) the juvenile's prior record, and (3) 
the availability of help or services needed by the juvenile through 
an informal adjustment.37 The scope of permitted informal adjust
ments, which is somewhat vaguely restricted by the Code to the 
giving of "counsel and advice,"38 is analyzed in the second part of 
this chapter in the section dealing with informal adjustment.3D 

If the case is not dismissed or informally adjusted by the intake 
officer, a petition is filed requesting a formal adjudication, and a 
hearing on the facts of the case must be held within 30 days, or 
within 10 days if the child is in detention.4u The general public is 
excluded from the hearing, which is held before the judge41 without 
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a jury;42 the child has the right to be represented by counsel,43 to 
introduce evidence to be heard in his own behalf, to cross-examine 
witnesses against him, to exclude evidence which was illegally 
seized, to invoke the privilege against self-incrimination, and to the 
safeguard that out-of-court confessions must be corroborated in de
linquency cases.44 In a delinquency or unruly case the standard is 
proof beyond a reasonable doubt that the aUeged acts occurred; the 
standard for finding that a child is deprived is proof by clear and 
convincing evidence.45 

F. Disposition 

A separate hearing must be held after the fact-finding or adjudi
catory hearing, to determine whether it can be established by clear 
and convincing evidence that a delinquent or unruly child is in need 
of supervision, treatment, or rehabilitation.46 The judge may con
duct this dispositional hearing immediately after adjudicating the 
facts, or he may adjourn the proceedings and order court service 
workers or probation officers to make a sociological study of matters 
relevant to determining which available dispositional alternative 
should be utilized in the caseY He may place the child in detention 
for a reasonable time while awaiting a report of the sociological 
study.48 At the close of this hearing the judge announces the disposi
tion of the case, that is, the treatment that will be given the child. 

The Code limits the dispositional alternatives open to the judge 
depending on whether the child has been found to be deprived, 
delinquent, or unruly. If the child is deprived, the court may trans
fer legal custody to certain parties other than the parents, but may 
not confine the child in any facility designated or operated for delin
quents.4U If the child is found to be a delinquent, and thereafter 
determined to be in need of treatment, the court may place him on 
probation, in a locally-operated institution or camp, or may commit 
him to the state;50 an unruly child may also be treated as delin
quent, except that commitment to the state may be used only as a 
last resort.51 The Code also allows a child who has been adjudicated 
delinquent or unruly under the juvenile system to be transferred to 
the adult Department of Corrections if the juvenile judge finds that 
the child is not amenable to treatment or rehabilitation; the Depart
ment of Corrections must place the child in a facility of greater 
security and protection than a juvenile training school, but still 
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accord him individual rehabilitative treatment like other juve
niles.52 

IT. ANALYSIS 

Whereas Part I of this chapter was intended to give the reader a 
basic familiarity with how the juvenile justice system in Georgia 
works, Part IT will analyze the system and suggest improvements 
which could reduce the number of juveniles likely to be confined in 
detention centers and training schools and, in addition, make the 
system more closely achieve its goal: restoring children "whose well
being is threatened ... [to the status of] secure, law-abiding 
members of society"53 by giving them care conducive to their welfare 
and the best interests of the State.54 The analysis will be selective, 
concentrating on the issues likely to have a significant effect on the 
population of secure institutions used to hold juveniles. 

A. Jurisdiction: Should the Unruly Jurisdiction be Abolished? 

Some commentators have called for an end to the juvenile court's 
participation in the resolution of unruly cases which do not involve 
criminal activity.55 Because a large proportion of the cases referred 
to and adjudicated by the juvenile courts are unruly cases56 which 
may involve the child's secure detention or commitment to a train
ing school,57 the removal of these cases from the jurisdiction of the 
court could be expected to reduce the number of children confined 
in these institutions. Arguments in favor of removal which will be 
discussed are that the juvenile justice system has a harmful effect 
on children; the coercive power of the state has no beneficial effect 
in unruly cases; unruly-type problems are school and parental 
rather than state responsibilities; and community-based programs 
can handle the problems of unruly children without the intervention 
of the courts. 

1. Harmful effects of the system 

It is evident that detention centers and training schools can have 
a detrimental &ffect on a child. In In re M.58 the California Supreme 
Court noted that securely confining children pending adjudication 
was the worst producer of habitual criminals of all of the parts of 
the juvenile justice system.59 In Georgia about 5% of those taken into 
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custody were detained longer than three days,60 either in jail or in a 
detention center.SI Unruly children are likely to be detained because 
in cases where the parent brings the child to court and refuses to 
take the child home, the judge has no alternative to detention other 
then scarce shelter care facilities.o2 Pre-adjudication detention is 
likely to be perceived by the child as punishment and can thus have 
a detrimental effect on his self-image and attitudesj 6a the child may 
enter detention with a problem at home or school and come out as 
a delinquent. 64 This effect is more pronounced upon first offenders 
and when detention is custodial in nature with little counseling.65 A 
child who breaks a rule in detention may be placed in isolation or 
maximum security j06 such treatment would intensify the child's 
feeling of punishment and the harm to his self-imageY Training 
school attendance presents the problem of further Hreinfotcement of 
[the child's] sense of personal deficiencies as part of the treatment 
process [which] has profoundly negative consequences. "68 

There is also evidence that the adjudicatory process itself has a 
harmful effect on children.6u One detriment of this process is the 
stigma which society attaches to a child who has been labelled 
"unruly. "70 This stigma causes discriminatory treatment by em
ployers, government agencies, educational institutions,71 and pri
vate treatment programs,72 and has not been reduced by labeling the 
child "unruly" rather than "delinquent."73 lJ.'he system also leaves 
its mark on the child's self-concept, an indicator of involvement in 
delinquent behavior,74 which may be an important determinant of 
whether rehabilitation is at all possible.75 

A recent study discovered that intake personnel made questiona
ble uses of the unruly jurisdiction to the detriment of the children 
involved.76 Many children whose cases could have been handled by 
the use of deprived petitions were handled as unruly. Thus, instead 
of the intake officer filing a deprived petition against the parents, 
who were at fault, the parents were allowed to file unruly petitions 
against the children for actions arising out of a poor home environ
ment.77 The choice of the unruly petition in these cases was attrib
uted to the extra delays and formalities involved in deprivation 
cases, the relative ease of accusing and handling children rather 
than adults, and the tendency of intake officers to go along with the 
parents' desires.78 Other children were handled as unruly when the 
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facts would have supported a delinquency petition; this was attrib
uted to the ease of proving an unruly violation compared with prov
ing a criminal act.i9 

Based on these and other observations80 the study concluded that 
because judges cannot control the vast discretion judges must exer
cise under the parent-initiated jurisdiction, the juvenile court sys
tem should treat cases as either neglected or delinquent, or should 
not treat them at all: 

The service it mandates for the youth often seems incon
gruously small return on the court's investment of time and 
labor, especially in light of the imposition on the youth and his 
family . . . . [T]he disposition ultimately reached often .ap
pears to be inappropriate. . . those. . . subject to some type 
of regulating disposition are not greatly benefited.BI 

There are two ways in which it may be argued the ju>:.::nile court 
is uniquely able to help unruly children: the deterrent threat of use 
of the system's powerful sanctions and the "aura of the judicial 
robe" with its power to instill respect for the law.82 Parents, however, 
have more powerful sanctions with which to threaten their children, 
such as corporal punishment,83 and it is argued that the value of the 
"aura" of the judge is outweighed by the negative effects of the 
system such as stigmatization.84 Researchers who studied juvenile 
offenders in a Mid-Western city concluded that the likelihood that 
a juvenile offender will adopt a criminal career increases with the 
severity of societal reaction to the juvenile behavior that has been 
labeled deviant.85 Therefore, attempts to imprint the severity of the 
occasion upon the mind of a young offender by utilizing the judicial 
aura and threats of sanctions may be counter-productive; in fact 
some professionals who work with juveniles are of the opinion that 
threats to impose sanctions are ineffective with juveniles.s6 Accord
ing to this view coercion should be abandoned in favor of attitude 
change programs which have been successful in "bringing about an 
understanding of the need for governing rules and laws."87 

Senator Birch Bayh has summed up the effect of the juvenile 
justice system: 

Once a young person enters the juvenile justice system he will 
probably be picked up again for delinquent acts, and eventu
ally he will graduate to a life of adult crime.SS 
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2. Parental Authority 

One question which must be answered in order to determine the 
proper scope of the jurisdiction of the juvenile court is the delinea
tion of the court's role in resolving family disputes and shoring up 
parents' legal powers. It is argued that court action is needed to keep 
teenagers from roaming the streets responding to no authority;89 
that hard core runaways unamenable to counseling will endanger 
themselves and be a burden on society unless the compulsion of the 
state is used;90 that it is unr-e,8,§onable to tell a sincere parent that 
nothing can be done;91 that wheit .. a.p. impasse between parent and 
child is reached, some authority must'resolve it, and that authority 
should be a court because someone's rights will be curtailed;92 and 
that removing court authority would give children the legal right to 
disobey parents, not attend school, and leave home at will.93 

Cont.rary to this approach, one commentator has suggested that 
if the child is not emotionally ill, is in school, and his needs are cared 
for the state should not stand behind the parent in "beyond control" 
disputes. If the child is truant, lacking basic needs or emotionally 
ill he should be treated as neglected or deprived. 94 Another commen
tator has questioned the existence of the state's moral obligation to 
force upon children certain maturation processes and finds it irra
tional to hold immature children to higher legal standards ofbehav
ior than adults. 95 Another commentator has argued that there exists 
a fundamental right to be a child and therefore to misbehave within 
the limits of non-criminal behavior.98 

The burden of controlling and raising a child falls primarily on 
the parents. In reviewing a child's indefinite commitment to the 
State for uttering profane language in school, the Georgia Court of 
Appeals stated: 

To bring all students accused of this or similar deeds of mis
conduct before the courts would be taking advantage of the 
real purpose of and necessity for the Juvenile Court Act and 
would place burdens on the courts which rightfully belong to 
parents and school officials. It is only when such corrective 
measures are totally without avail that the courts should be 
asked to invoke the sometimes awesome consequences of the 
law.97 

Parents have been given th~ power to carry out their burden of child 
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control and upbringing by Georgia law98-this power is not solely 
based on juvenile court legislation. In an unruly case, the court does 
not decide the justice or reasonableness of a parent's command; it 
need only be shown that the child has been habitually disobedient 
of his parents' reasonable and lawful commands and is ungoverna
ble.n9 Neither is the court able to deprive a child of any substantial 
rights vis-a-vis the parent because the parent has such comprehen
sive control over the child's actions. lOO Therefore, it seems inaccurate 
either to characterize the situation, as have some commentators, 101 

as a legal impasse calling for the intervention of an outside judicial 
authority to determine whose rights should prevail, or to conclude 
that removal of ur..l'uly cases from the court's jurisdiction removes 
the parent's power to compel obedience to reasonable parental com
mands. The impasse occurs when the parent fails to effectively use 
his power; he needs help in exercising the power, not a reaffirmation 
of its existence. 

The finding of fact which the court may make at a juvenile adju
dicatory hearing is, therefore, that the parents have failed to main
tain control of the child through the effective use of the power vested 
in them and that the parents need help. But in a parent-initiated 
case they have by the act of petitioning the court admitted that 
need. One must question the necessity of a formal judicial hearing 
to re-establish that fact; adequate help through the community 
should be available to parents of unruly children. If the unruly 
child's case is formally adjudicated, he will most likely be placed 
on probation; the help available will be counseling by a probation 
officer of the same character that could have been given without the 
intervening judicial process; if adjudicated and sent to training 
school,102 the child may be harmed rather than helped. l03 

--C-raracterizing the parents' resort to an unruly petition as a fail
ure (fo-a.$, not imply that the child has been statutorily deprived. l04 

Where the"P!1rents exercise "proper parental care or control ... or 
other care or"''CQ,ntrol necessary for [the child's] physical, mental, 
or emotional hea.lth or morals ... ,"105 but the child does not re
spond, it seems cle~r''t4..at the case falls under the unruly jurisdic
tion. lon The scope of ths""upruly definition, however, may include 
children who are by definitIon ,both deprived and unruly, since the 
unruly child's disobedience and"'tlpgovernability may be the result 
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of a lack of proper parental care. The intake officer is not required 
to file the deprived petition in preference to the unruly petition. lo7 

Where conditions of deprivation exist as well as unruly behavior, it 
would seem most conducive to the child's welfare and the interests 
of the state108 to give the child another chance in a better environ
ment by filing the deprived petition, which could result in the tem
porary removal of the child from the custody of its parents,109 rather 
than allowing the possibility of the child's being branded "unruly" 
and exposed to dispositions designed for delinquent children. lIo 

Whereas the deprived jurisdiction is designed to remove the child 
from a poor environment, the unruly jurisdiction (purified by l'e~ 
moval of ali cases where there is also deprivation) deals with prob
lems in an adequate family environment. In this situation the best 
interest of the state is to preserve the family by strictly following the 
stated preference of the Code that the child be cared for and given 
guidance while in his own home. 111 Communities waste judicial time 
and resources and risk the detrimental effects of the cOUrt systemll2 

when the normal, publicly accepted manner for a parent to obtain 
help remains the juvenile court petition rather than community 
Sf;::1vices. 

Another problem is parental abuse of the purpose of the unruly 
jurisdiction. By its very nature the sygtem allows parents to focus 
the blame for the situation on the child while saving face with the 
community by covering up their own failure. 

Parents use detention as a punishment by filing a petition and. 
refusing to take the child home when they have every intention oft 
dropping the charge before adjudication,1I3 and parents can subvert 
the normal policies of intake departments by pressuring intake offi
cers to allow adjudication in cases which could be best resolved at 
the intake stage.1I4 According to Chief Judge D. L. Bazelon of the 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, "immature 
and authoritarian parents use the coures jurisdiction"115 and may, 
by refusing to take their child home, expose the child who has not 
committed a criminal offense to prolonged, detrimental detention. liS 

3. Schools 

Schools as well as parents have responsibilities for the care and 
control of children. rrhe Georgia Court of Appeals in Young v. 
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State il7 stated that schools have a duty to take affirmative action 
to solve behavior problems, and held that any request for court 
action before the school has totally exhausted the corrective mea
sures it ought to be utilizing would be taking advantage of the real 
purpose and necessity for the Juvenile Court Act. uS Thus the schools 
are in a position similar to the parents with respect to control over 
the child, and the same arguments apply to show that the goals of 
the juvenile justice system would be more effectively attained if 
schools, as well as parents, were able to .obtain direct community 
services for their children rather than send them to court. lIn 

Furthermore, the statutory premise that the court system is nec
essary and beneficial in the case of a child who is unruly because of 
truancy has been questioned by judges as well as social work profes
sionals,120 and the school system itself has been advocated as both 
the best place to deal with truancy and other behavioral problems 
and the best place for delinquency prevention. 121 The school sys
tems, however, have not been as disposed to retain and work with 
children with behavior problems as they might be, one reason being 
that many schools have had serious discipline and drug problems. 122 
Although some schools have advocated as both the best place to deal 
with truancy and other behavioral problems and the best place for 
delinquency prevention.121 The school systems, however, have not 
been as disposed to retain and work with children with behavior 
problems as they might be, one reason being that many schools have 
had serious discipline and drug problems.122 Although some school 
systems maintain a policy of working with truants for two years 
before referring them to the juvenile court, the punishment used 
during this period is suspension.123 But when a child under sixteen 
years of age is either suspended or expelled, he finds himself on the 
street, unable to obtain a job or enter a vocational school until he 
becomes sixteen. Many such children get into trouble. 124 The schools 
frequently fail to screen their pupils to dete,:,';Uine which should be 
placed in special classes, and a child misph.:t~ed in a regular class 
situation with which he cannot cope is likely to play hookey to avoid 
it. When such a child has been adjudicated unruly the juvenile court 
will often determine that the child should be placed in a special 
class, but the school should have accomplished this placement ini
tially without the help of the court.125 

J, 
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4. Vagueness of the Unruly Provision 

It is also possible to make a constitutional argument against the 
unruly jurisdiction because the provision defining an unruly of
fense l26 is so vague that it does not give children sufficient notice of 
that conduct which is proscribed. 

In two recent cases challenging the constitutionality of statutes 
providing for juvenile offenses of the unruly type, opposite conclu
sions were reached by the two courts. The Supreme Court of Maine, 
in S.S. v. State,127 held that the defining phrase, "living in circum
stances of manifest danger of falling into habits of vice or immoral
ity,"128 though imprecise, gave a comprehensive normative standard 
wi th respect to vagueness, meeting the Supreme Court require
ments. 129 The court stated that the parens patriae concept was suffi
cient justification for the state power to remove children from one 
environment to another chosen by the state,130 and that in order to 
utilize the humanitarian juvenile court program to save deviant 
children from a life of adult crime, it was worthwhile to take away 
some due process rights the children would have in a criminal pro
cess. 131 Chief Justice Dufresne, however, in a strong dissent, stated 
that the state had the power to make it a juvenile offense for chil
dren to persistently disobey the reasonable commands of their par
ents, but that the parens patriae power does not allow the state to 
ignore the juveniles' constitutional right to reasonable precision in 
the definition of proscribed conduct.t32 He argued that the chal
lenged statute is so vague that its test of misconduct is an almost 
boundlf>Rs area for individual assessment of behavior, giving insuffi
cient ! .ce to the juvenile and unclear guidelines for police. 133 

The District of Columbia statute under scrutiny in In re Brink
ley134 described a Person In Need of Supervision as one "habitually 
disobedient of the reasonable and lawful commands of his parents, 
guardian, or other custodian, and. . . ungovernable. "135 While this 
definition is clearly more precise than that of the Maine statute it 
still leaves to the judge's discretion in each individual case that 
point at which the disobedience becomes "habitual" and the child 
"ungovernable" and an offender. The court rejected the classic juve
nile law argument that less precision was required since a juvenile 
court disposition is not a "criminal punishment" and does not fall 
within the due process requirements of In re Gault. 136 The cQurt <, 
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found the statute "not sufficiently precise to enable one desirous of 
conforming one's behavior to the law to know how to do so. . . this 
lack of specificity deprives those charged with the statute's adminis
tration of any meaningful guidelines. "137 

The Maine court and the District of Columbia court thus took 
opposite views concerning the juvenile court's alternating role-it 
must be the "benevolent redirector of straying children"138 as well 
as the protector of society ... Tuvenile court judges have been given 
wide discretion to use a case by case approach; that is, to utilize the 
unique circumstances of each case to arrive at the disposition that 
best benefits the child and the community.139 The discretion exer
cised determining whether a child is "habitually" disobedient and 
"ungovernable" is in fact a determination whether the child is in 
need of treatment, rehabilitation or supervision, and is essentially 
the same decision required after adjudication. uo The issue is how the 
benefits of placing social discretion in the hands of the judge should 
be balanced with the juvenile's right to a precise definition of the 
proscribed conduct. It has been suggested that individual cases do 
arise where either the social aspect or the necessity of a fair determi·· 
nation of legal guilt predominates. t4I The Supreme Court's opinion 
in In re Gault142 suggests that the latter aspect predominates and 
due process guarantees apply when the dispositional alternatives 
include serious deprivation of liberty such as institutionalization. 143 

Therefore, since under the District of Columbia statute unruly chil
dren could be institutionalized,l44 the court was justified in holding 
the disputed language unconstitutionally vague. 145 

To meet the problem of vagueness the legislature could (1) clarify 
the definition of an unruly child to eliminate the uncertainty of 
"habitual" disobedience and "ungovernability;" (2) restrict the dis
positional alternatives for unruly children so as to exclude institu
tionalization, a solution which again raises the question of whether 
the delivery of other types of treatment or counseling require any 
court intervention;146 or (3) remove unruly offenses from the jurisdic
tion of the juvenile court. 

5. Evaluation of Community Rehabilitation Efforts 

The Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquencyl47 concluded 
that available evaluations of community-based alternatives to juve-
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nile detention and correctional facilities indicated that community
based programs "are as successful as traditional programs, usually 
more so and usually cost considerably less."148 Many diversion pro
grams could be used by schools or parents directly without filing a 
complaint, and successful programs dealing with detention or treat
ment of already-adjudicated unruly and delinquent children show 
that institutions are not always needed to solve juvenile problems. 
No claim is made that all community-based programs succeed; 
however, there is a dearth of literature on unsuccessful programs. 

Of the 42% of all cases referred to Georgia juvenile courts in 1973 
which were informally adjusted before adjudication, some involved 
referrals to community programs.149 No recidivism figures are avail
able for these cases. The state has provided community treatment 
for 28% of those who are committed after adjudication,150 and the 
day teaching centers, community treatment centers, group homes, 
or similar programs, could meet the needs of parents and schools 
seeking help if such programs were available without the interven
ing court process. 151 The combined recidivism rate for these pro
grams has been 10-15% and the cost as low as one quarter the cost 
of confinement in a training school. 152. The Attention Homes pro
gram 153 might also be helpful to families trying to work out their 
problems without the help of a court. 

Massachusetts has made a massive commitment to the use of 
community-based services in all phases of the juvenile justice sys
tem. 154 'rhe director of a phased-out detention center stated that the 
institution of shelter care cut the recidivism rate by 50%.155 The 
state coordinators found that by purchasing services from private 
organizations they could provide better, cheaper services,156 and a 
Harvard study indicated that community-based services in Massa
chusetts were not creating the hostile attitude common in children 
who had been in training school.I57 Palo Alto, California, has used a 
quasi-judicial panel of lay citizens to help resolve disputes involving 
juveniles; the recidivism rate is 7%.158 St. Louis developed a success
ful stay-at-home plan for those who normally would be put in deten
tion as dangerous or likely to abscond.159 

6. Control and Administration of Community Services 

The Task Force on the Courts of the National Advisory Commis-
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sion on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals took the position that 
diversion of appropriate cases from the juvenile court could be han
dled by an administrative agency independent of the court. 160 Prob
lems arise with this arrangement since the threat of an imminent 
accusatory proceeding tends to coerce the child to "volunteer" for a 
diversion program. 16l If the court's unruly jurisdiction were re
moved, however, an agency handling these children on direct refer
ral from their parents would not have such potential for unauthor
ized coercion without a hearing, since there would be no possibility 
of detention or adjudication. 

The National Council on Crime and Delinquency (NCCD) has 
determined guidelines for the creation of a theoretically non
coercive independent agency, call~d the Youth Service Bureau 
(YSB).162 Acceptance of services from this Bureau would be volun
tary, but once a case was referred to a YSB the agency would not 
have the power to transfer the case to the court if it could not deal 
with the child effectively or if the parents requested such a trans
fer. la3 The underlying theory of this approach is that in order to 
establish a relationship of confidence and trust that will motivate 
the child to accept the services he needs, the YSB must be com
pletely independent of the justice system and must be an effective 
advocate for the child even if the parents' views differ from the 
child's.IG4 The major YSB function would be to refer children who 
voluntarily accept help to the community services they need-for 
example, family counseling services, health and mental health serv
ices, employment and job training services, special education serv
ices, drug addiction rehabilitation services, foster homes, and group 
homes. lOG The YSB would also work to develop such services to meet 
the needs of the community.lGG 

One commentator stated his fear that the YSB's concept might 
be used to exercise illegitimate authority over children, might fur
ther break down the family unit, or could become a catch-all for 
schools who would then not improve their own programs, and for 
police who in one community referred children to the YSB whom 
they would have otherwise sent home. 167 At the other extreme are 
those who would use the YSB as a filter for the court in unruly cases, 
making written referral from the YSB a prerequisite to court juris
diction. lGS The President's 1967 Crime Commission argues that it 
might be necessary to give the YSB the power to refer to court those 
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with whom they could not deal effectively and stated that court 
referral by the YSB at the parents' request would be in accordance 
with the voluntary nature of YSB services. 16o 

7. Conclusion 

The harmful effect of the coercive juvenile justice system,170 the 
theory that children do not respond to coercive treatment,!1I and the 
numerous indications in the above analysis that community services 
must be made available directly to parents, schools and the children 
themselves,172 all lead to the conclusion that agencies similar to the 
YSB should be established. These agencies should be completely 
noncoercive and independent of the court, with no power to refer 
cases to the court or to suggest such action to parents. 

Having so concluded, the answer to the question of whether the 
juvenile court's jurisdiction over unruly cases should be abolished, 
becomes a choice between two alternatives: (1) the court should 
have no unruly jurisdiction and the YSB and other community serv
ices become the last resort of parents and schools with unruly chil
dren, or (2) the YSB and the court should exist independently and 
handle whatever unruly cases happen to come their way. A formida
ble obstacle to the first alternative is the fact that society has chosen 
the policy of intervening whenever parents fail to properly socialize 
their children; one would not expect society to change this policy 
very readily. While some argue that the point of societal interven
tion should be criminal conduct (delinquency),173 and that the child 
has no right to be treated as an adult,174 these theories would leave 
no solution for the situation where a child is completely beyond his 
parents' control, will not cooperate with any community service 
agency, and ends up on the streets with no possible means of sup
port.175 Therefore, intervention would have to occur when the child's 
conduct was only unruly if the policy of intervention is to be main
tained. When the State does intervene it must abide by the restric
tions of the Fourteenth Amendment, both with respect to the depri
vation of the child's liberty and the parents' right to control the 
child. 176 The proper place to resolve the question of intervention is 
a judicial forum. The following proposals therefore envisage a con
tinued, though strictly limited, role for the juvenile court in unruly 
cases. 
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(1) The State should make available on a statewide basis agencies 
similar to the NCCD YSB to aid parents, schools and children in 
finding or purchasing the services needed to solve their problems. 
The agencies should be independent of the courts, accepting unruly 
referrals from police or intake units, parents, schools, and self
referrals by children, but never sending them to court or recom
mending such action to parents. The acceptance of services should 
be completely voluntary on the part of the child-that is, the YSB 
should have no judicial function. 

(2) Court intake units should be permitted to accept unruly cases 
only when there has been a prior referral to the YSB. If so, intake 
should then decide in its discretion if the case requires the filing of 
a petition or another referral to the YSB or other community pro
gram. 

(3) The Juvenile Court Code should require intake to file a de
prived petition when the facts appear to sustain either a deprived 
or unruly petition. The child through counsel should be allowed to 
submit a motion to the judge to substitute a deprived petition for 
an unruly petition. 

This proposal would insure that the primary responsibility for the 
child's behavior is put on the parents, as required by Young u. 
State;177 it would also help to deter parents from misusing the court 
system by creating the possiblility that their conduct will be scruti
nized as well as the child's. 

(4) The child through counsel should be permitted to submit a 
motion to the judge alleging that he has not been given sufficient 
opportunity for the solution of his problems out of court. The judge 
then should scrutinize the actions taken by parents, school and YSB 
in the case and, if he determines that the motion should be granted 
for failure of those parties to fulfill their responsibilities, he should 
have the power to order the parents, school or YSB to take reason
able specific actions with respect to the child. 

This proposal would also deter parental abuse of the system and 
would provide a check on the effectiveness of community action. 
Court power over parents in juvenile court cases has been proposed 
by Tom C. Clark, former Justice of the Supreme Court.178 

(5) The judge should be able, after the above safeguards have 
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been utilized and indicate that the child's adjudication was the last 
resort, to use the coercive power of the state in any of the ways now 
provided for unruly children. 179 The only unruly children who should 
be put into training schools are those who need psychological coun
seling in a secure setting. 

(6) The legislature must find a definition of "unruly" which is not 
unconstitutionally vague. It must give better notice of what conduct 
is proscribed than the present criteria of "habitual disobedience" 
and "ungovernability." 

(7) Some of the above proposals require the initiative of the child 
and his counsel to bring the child's best interests to the attention 
of the court and to assure that the adjudication of an unruly child 
is the community's last resort. To make these proposals effective, 
the Georgia Juvenile Court Code should be amended to require that 
the child be represented by counsel. The court should have the 
power to direct the parents to pay the fee, or to simply assign coun
sel if the family is indigent. These powers have been added to the 
Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act'80 by the Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention 'Act of 1974. 181 

B. Detention 

A statutory and practical overview of juvenile detention in Geor
gia has been given '82 and the possible harmful effects of secure de
tention have been discussed. 183 The prevailing viewpoint is that se
cure detention should be used only when absolutely necessa.ry to 
protect the community from a dangerous juvenile or when the child 
is likely to run away to avoid coming to court. 184 The National Coun
cil on Crime & Delinquency concluded that there is no need to 
detain more than 10% of those taken into custody.ls5 The Georgia 
statute elects the "last resort" viewpoint by requiring that written 
notice and explanation be sent to the parents and the court if the 
child is not immediately released into the custody of parents or 
other custodian.186 Analysis in light of this viewpoint indicates 
changes in the Georgia statute and its admirlistration which would 
lead to the detention of fewer children in the best interests of both 
the children and the public. 

1. Criteria for Detention 

The Governor's Crime Commission's surveyl87 revealed that in 
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half of the local juvenile jurisdictions which replied, police officers 
are authorized to decide whether or not the child should be de
tained. The President's Crime Commission Task Force on Correc
tions concluded that this decision should be made by court officers 
and never by police. 188 In Georgia there would seem to be no need 
for police detention determinations, because if the police officer 
takes the child to a detention center the intake officer at the center 
makes an immediate determination on the statutory criteria,189 and 
if the police officer wishes to place the child in jail, a court order is 
necessary.lgG The intake officers should not be under police direction 
in this matter, nor should a juvenile judge make a general authoriza
tion for use of a jail as a place of detention. 

The California Supreme Court has held that a juvenile court in 
that state may not establish the commission of a certain offense as 
a criterion for automatic detention. 191 The court interpreted the stat
utel92 to mean that the nature of the offense alone could not consti
tute a basis for detention and that such practice, which disregarded 
the other relevant facts,193 deprived the child of consideration of 
whether detention would be in his best interests, a consideration 
required by law. 194 Since Georgia law also requires the juvenile jus
tice system to give the child care conducive to his own welfare as 
well as that of the state,195 and since the investigation required when 
the child is delivered to the court, detention center, or shelter care 
faciltiy would otherwise be meaningless,196 the Georgia statute 
should also be construed to exclude automatic detention and similar 
arbitrary standards. 

Under Ga. Code Ann. § 24A-1401, one of the few possible justifica
tions for detention is the lack of a suitable parent or other custodian 
able to supervise the child and return the child to court when re
quired. This provision allows children who are not dangerous and 
not likely to run away to be placed in detention centers. Where the 
only rationale for detention is to provide parental care and supervi
sion, a detention center which is merely custodial and more like a 
jail thana home may violate the requirement of due process that 
custody must satisfy its original justification.197 Since shelter care 
facilities provide a non-secure, home-like atmosphere, §24A-1401 
should specifically restrict placement of those who are not danger
ous or likely to run away, but who have no suitable place to go, to 
shelter care. 198 
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2. Place of Detention 

The President's Task Force on Corrections found widespread use 
of facilities designed primarily for delinquents to detain unruly and 
delinquent children together and concluded that "continued indis
criminate grouping constitutes a national disgrace. "199 In Georgia 
detention centers the two groups are almost always placed to
gether.20o While the Georgia statute201 states that unruly children 
may not be placed in a §24A-1403(a)(3) facility ("a detention home 
or center for delinquent children"), it does allow detention of un
ruly children in a §24A-1403(a)(4) facility ("any other suitable 
place or facility designated or operated by the court ... "). The 
issue, whether the latter provision allows judges to designate 
detention centers as suitable places even though such centers 
appear to be specifically excluded in the case of allegedly unruly 
children, has been decided thus far in favor of the use of deten
tion centers.202 In its Standards and Guides for the Detention of 
Children and Youth in the State of Georgia, the State Board of 
Human Resources stated: "This paragraph [§24A-1403(e}] of the 
Code specifically excludes a detention home or center . . . as a 
placement for deprived or unruly children."203 While the Standards 
also state that unruly children may be admitted to a detention 
center under certain circumstances "in accordance with the Juve
nile Code,"204 if this is a reference to §24A-2201(e) which authorizes 
the court to detain any child after adjudication pending the child's 
dispositional hearing, there would be no contradiction between the 
two statements. The practice of detaining delinquents and unruly 
children together is also contrary to the Uniform Juvenile Court Act 
§16(d).205 

On its face the statute is best interpreted to disallow detention of 
unruly children in detention centers. The problem facing the courts 
is the lack of separate facilities, particularly shelter care. The Atten
tion Homes program206 has shown that low cost effective shelter care 
can be purchased in the community; the program should be broadly 
expanded. Furthermore, if the recommended limitations on the 
cQurts' jurisdiction over unruly children207 were adopted, the num
ber of unruly cases would be greatly reduced. 

In addition to expanded shelter care, the state should experiment 
with other community detention programs. In St. Louis, for exam-
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pIe, a radical experiment was successful in eliminating secure de
tention of juveniles who were expected to run away or get into more 
trouble. 208 Persons were hired who had no marketable job skills or 
educational background or experience; they were simply screened 
for personality indications that they would work well with juveniles. 
They were given no office and no paperwork-simply a maximum 
caseload of five and instructions to keep the accused children out 
of trouble and to make sure they arrived in court. Of the first 220 
cases there were no runaways and only five minor offenses; the cost 
was half that of secure detention.209 

C. Informal Adjustment 

This section of analysis deals with informal adjustment, the pro
cess established by the Code to provide for the diversion from the 
juvenile justice system of those juveniles whose formal adjudication 
would not be in the best interests of the child or the public.210 The 
Code puts the power to determine which juvenile cases should be 
adjudicated and which informally adjusted in the hands of the court 
but allows the judge to delegate this authority to an authorized 
person such as an intake officer.211 If this court officer decides that 
the proper handling of a particular case is not adjudication, the 
complainant cannot force a formal adjudication without approval of 
the court officer.212 As pointed out in the overview of the total juve
nile court process, before attempting to bring about an informal 
adjustment of the case, the court officer who has been delegated the 
authority to make such an attempt must first determine that the 
admitted facts bring the case within the jurisdiction of the court, 
and the officer must obtain the voluntary consent of the complain
ant, the juvenile and the parents.213 Some common forms of informal 
adjustments sought by Georgia court officers are: (1) to leave the 
case open with the consent of the parties for a period of time condi
tioned on the continuing good behavior of the juvenile; (2) to work 
out a voluntary behavior contract214 between the parties; (3) to per
suade the parties to a~cept a referral to a community counseling 
service; or (4) simply to talk with the parties to help them resolve 
the dispute so that the complainant drops the charge.215 While it is 
generally agreed both in Georgia and nationally that as many juve
nile cases as can be properly diverted should be diverted before 
formal adjudication,216 some controversy still remains concerning 
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the issues of whether a program such as informal adjustment can 
really be voluntary in dealing with a child, whether there is a possi
bility of serious abuse by the court officers running the program, and 
whether, when an informal adjustment fails,211 the court officer 
should then be permitted to file a petition for a formal adjudication 
based on the same complaint when no new facts have come to light 
which would form the basis of a separate and new complaint. 

Participation in any pre-adjudication diversion program, whether 
it be one for adults or for juveniles! must be voluntary since the 
court officer does not have constitutional authority to compel parw 

ticipation without a hearing.218 The question is whether participa
tion by a ehild in an informal adjustment program can in fact be 
voluntary in light of the threat of the sanctions of the juvenile court 
system and the actual setting in which such an agreement is made, 
that is, where the child is in conference with several adults who are 
suggesting a course of action.219 One suggested solution to this prob
lem is to restrict the scope of informal adjustment so that a child 
would never be compelled to attend a certain place at a certain time 
01' to produce any documents,220 a solution which would eliminate 
such informal adjustment procedures as the voluntary behavior con
tract. On the other hand, it has been pointed out that the coercion 
involved in soliciting the voluntary participation of a child in an 
informal adjustment agreement is insubstantial compared with that 
involved in an adult plea bargaining situation where the accused 
actually pleads guilty to an offense.221 The Georgia Code informal 
adjustment provision is not specific in delineating the scope of pos
sible informal adjustment agreements, stating only that the court 
officer "may give counsel and advice to the parties with a view to 
an informal adjustment, "222 limiting the period of this counsel and 
advice to three months, unless extended by the court for up to an 
additional three months.223 While this language is designed to avoid 
compulsion,224 it does not appear to prevent the child from entering 
into voluntary agreements on his own behalf with parental consent: 

If the child and his p(Uents enter into a behavior contract, 
negotiated by the intake officer, and certain terms of restric
tion are made a part of that contract and the juvenile has 
agreed to (or in many instances, he actually imposes these 
restrictions on himself) these terms, then the intake officer is 
merely serving as a mediator between the parties, rather than 
as a dispenser of these restrictive terms.225 
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Because the court officer can only act as a mediator between the 
parties, the statute is constitutional in that it does not deprive the 
child of liberty without due process, and since the behavior contract 
is a useful tool in accomplishing the general goal of maximum diver
sion,226 its use should not be prohibited. 

The primary possibility of abuse of the informal adjustment pro
vision by court officers is the arrangement of an informal adjust
ment where the case should be dismissed.227 The danger is that a 
child "will be placed under an authoritative regimen to which he 
has agreed without anybody ever determining that there is any basis 
for any authoritative handling at all, "228 or that the state will ar
range an informal adjustment because, although the court has juris
diction, the case against the child is too weak to win at a formal 
adjudication. 229 The Georgia Code appears to provide for these possi
bilities by requiring the court officer to determine that the admitted 
facts bring the case within the court's jurisdiction before attempting 
an informal adjustment,230 and by assuring that the consent of the 
parties to an informal adjustment is given with full knowledge of 
their right to choose the alternative of a formal adjudication231 (at 
which time the parties could raise the issue of a court officer's abuse 
of discretion in determining the question of jurisdiction or simply 
win if the state's case is too weak to support a finding of guilt). It 
would be better, however, if the child did not have to go through an 
adjudication where there is no jurisdiction or the state has a weak 
case j 232 the judge, under whose control and direction the court offi
cers work, should review informal adjustment practices frequently 
to prevent such abuse.233 

If the court officer who has the power to arrange an informal 
adjustment also has the power to terminate it if it fails to settle the 
differences between the parties, and if that officer can file a petition 
for formal adjudication based on the same facts and the same c'om
plaint which gave rise to the informal adjustment agreement, two 
prublems arise: (1) possible legal double jeopardy,234 and (2) the 
judge at the formal adjudication may be prejudiced in finding 
whether or not the alleged acts were committed by the fact that an 
informal adjustment was attempted but failed. 235 The Georgia infor
mal adjustment provision does not state whether an informal ad
justment must be the final disposition of the case,236 and, therefore, 
since the court officer is not specifically prohibited from filing a 
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petition based on the original complaint, it would appear that all 
the conditions for filing that compiaint237 would be present, despite 
the fact that an unsuccessful informal adjustment happened to in
tervene between the complaint and the filing of the petition. There
fore it appears that the officer could proceed with the filing of the 
original complaint. Furthermore, although the Code prohibits the 
use of incriminating statements in subsequent fact-finding hear
ings238 (as distinguished from dispositional hearings) it does not pre
vent the fact-finding judge from knowing whether or not informal 
adjustment has been attempted. Because (1) this information could 
have great prejudicial effect on the judge's finding of the guilt 01' 

innocence of the juvenile on the original charge, (2) the double 
jeopardy problem has concerned as distinguished a body as the 
National Council of Crime and Delinquency's Council of Judges/3D 

and (3) the serious juvenile offenses are not normally considered for 
informal adjustment,240 the Georgia Code informal adjustment sec
tion should stipulate that once an informal adjustment agreement 
has been reached, no petition for formal adjudication may be filed 
based on the facts that gave rise to the original complaint.241 

The relevance of the above discussion of informal adjustment 
practices to the problem of reducing the institutional population lies 
in the fact that a maximization of diversion from the court system 
means that fewer children will be institutionalized. The conclusions 
that the behavior contract should remain available as an informal 
adjustment alternative, that the possibility of abuse of the informal 
adjustment process by court officers is not so great as to threaten 
the beneficial use of the process, and the recommendation that 
court officers be prohibited from terminating an informal adjust
ment agreement and filing a petition for formal adjudication on the 
same facts as the original complaint, all arguably promote the best 
interests of an effective and fair informal adjustment procedure and 
reduce the possibility that certain juveniles will be formally adjudi
cated and possibly put into secure institutions. 

D. Probation 

The purpose of juvenile probation is to provide adult supervision 
to juveniles who have been adjudicated delinquent or unruly, but 
who have not been placed in a state Youth Development Center 
(YDC). At the dispositional hearing,242 one of the several choices 
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available to a court which finds a juvenile to be delinquent or unruly 
is to place him on probation under the supervision of a court
appointed probation officer, or of the head of a community rehabili
tation center.243 Official probation is not reserved for specific offen
ses and the court usually exercises its discretion in this matter . The 
Georgia Juvenile Code does not prescribe conditions of juvenile pro
bation. The judge will set general conditions244 while the probation 
officer may set additional, more specific conditions which are 
deemed to be desirable for the individual involved. 

Under certain circumstances, the probation order may be modi
fied or vacated. If the juvenile is charged with a serious violation of 
probation conditions, the probation order may be revoked. The per
son who has legal custody or supervision of, or an interest in, the 
child may petition the court to determine whether probation should 
be revoked. After the modification petition is filed the court must 
set a time for a hearing and serve notice on all involved parties.245 If 
the court finds that there has been a violation of probation, the 
court may commit the offender to the Department of Human Re
sources (DHR) for placement in a State Youth Development Cen
ter.246 Minor infringement nf the probation conditions may be 
treated extra-judicially within the probation worker's discretion and 
seldom results in commitment. 

The order of probation, which may be effective for two years, can 
be terminated early by the judge when it appears that its purpose 
has been accomplished.247 On the other hand, probation can be ex
tended beyond two years if a party or the court enters a motion for 
another hearing prior to the expiration of the original term. The 
parties affected must receive notice of and reasons for the hearing. 
In order to extend probation the court must find that the purpose 
of the first order could not be met without an extension.248 

The adjudicated juvenile may appeal his probation to the Court 
of Appeals or to the Supreme Court of Georgia in the same manner 
as appeals taken from a superior court decision.249 

The court has the power to appoint probation officers, although 
the Georgia Juvenile Court Code doe!:! not establish any particular 
qualifications. The established criteria for officers differ only 
slightly between the county-run probation departments and the 
state-organized Court Services probation system.250 
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The duties of the probation worker include providing the court 
with reports, recommendations on potential offenders, and infor
mation on investigations. The worker receives and examines com
plaints to determine whether proceedings against the child should 
be instituted. He gives the necessary supervision and assistance to 
the child and may take the child into custody for the protection of 
the child or to keep the child within the jurisdiction of the court; 
the child may also be detained upon court order.251 

Under section 7(5) of the Uniform Juvenile Court Act, a prob.ltion 
officer does not have the powers of a law enforcement officer.252 

Georgia's statute, on the other hand, states that such an officer may 
not conduct accusatory proceedings.253 Although the Uniform Act 
provision seems to be a significantly broader restriction on the pro
bation officer, the Georgia courts have construed the Georgia provi
sion also to prohibit probation officers from exercising the powers 
of law enforcement officers.254 

The limitation on the powers of the probation officer allows him 
to avoid the conflicts that would result if an officer, who has gained 
the trust of the juvenile, were later required to prosecute the child. 
The Delinquent Offender and Juvenile Court Law Study Commis
sion also felt that such duality might constitute a denial of due 
process.255 

Prior to the hearing on the need for treatment or rehabilitation 
and disposition,256 the court may require the probation worker to 
make a social study of the juvenile and to submit it in writing to 
the court. However, if the allegations of the petition are not admit
ted and notice of the hearing has not been given, the duty of the 
probation officer is deferred until the court has heard the petition 
upon notice of hearing and has found the child to be unruly or 
delinquent. 257 

Several of the larger counties have made submission of the social 
study a standard part of the process leading to the dispostional 
hearing.258 Some counties compile these reports far less frequently 
and only when l'equested to do so by the court.259 When used, the 
content of the report generally reflects information gathered from 
interviews in the community, with family members, and with the 
juvenile. Medical and psychiatric reports may also be used. 
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The primary function of the probation worker is to meet with and 
counsel the juveniles. These sessions take place in school, in the 
child's home, in the probation offices, or in other mutually agreed 
places. The frequency of such meetings is said to depend upon indi
vidual need. Those juveniles in a crisis situation may receive coun
seling once or twice a week, although the majority of probationers 
meet once or twice a month. Some juveniles, however, are placed 
on unsupervised probation or informal probation.260 

The case load of the probation worker, of course, affects the qual
ity of supervision. The probation services which are provided di
rectly to juvenile offenders by the worker include individual, group 
and family counseling in areas of communications and personal 
relationships. Vocational or school problems are handled along with 
placement in facilities outside the home and referrals to various 
agencies and resources.261 The role of the probation worker may be 
said, therefore, to be that of' a liason among community members, 
courts, juveniles and families. 

If the child is committed toO the state, the Department of Human 
Resources, in lieu of placing the child in a training school, may place 
him on probation and establish conditions which will be most con
ducive to assuring the juvenile's acceptable behavior in the future. 
Participation in moral, academic, vocational, physical, and correc
tional training and activities may be required. 262 

When the child is committed to the state, the county-organized 
probation departments no longer deal with him. Full supervision is 
transferred to the state Court Services program.263 

1. Probation Recommendations 

Georgia's juvenile probation is presently divided between the 
county probation departments and the state Court Services pro
gram. The example of Florida, however, may be followed as a 
method of ending such dichotomization. Florida has given the entire 
responsibility for planning, coordinating and developing a state
wide program to train and rehabilitate children and to control and 
retard juvenile delinquency to a division in the Florida Department 
of Health and Rehabilitative Services.264 

Although it is not recommended that Georgia specifically place 
all probationary services under the control of the DHR Division of 
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Youth Services, it is suggested that superior continuity and uni
formity would result from the end of the existing dichotomy. At 
present, there are only seventeen counties with independent pro
grams, so there would be no great administrative burden in effect
ing a gradual transfer of authority. 

With respect to programming, Florida has also made statutory 
provision to allow the Division of Youth Services to assign work to 
juveniles and to reimburse them as a method of instilling financial 
responsibility.265 Several states have initiated plans whereby the 
offender is required to reimburse the victim from wages earned. 
Georgia does not provide for either of these programs and should 
investigate the areas as a means of giving the juvenile a s~mse of 
both personal and financial responsibility.266 

Comments made by personnel within the juvenile court system 
frequently note that Georgia's Code, while modern, is vague, and 
that greater clarification of procedures and responsibilities would be 
helpful. The DHR and county administrators have issued regula
tions but these do not appear to have been satisfactory to those who 
work within the system. For this reason, California's Welfare and 
Institutions Code has been examined. In California, the county wel
fare department is authorized to assume all or part of a probation 
officer's duties including receiving and maintaining custody of a 
juvenile, pending a hearing, from a probation officer.267 This appar
ently increases the effective utilization of available manpower with
out detracting from the state probationary authority. 

California further provides for a county or regional juvenile justice 
commission-seven to fifteen citizens who are appointed by a 
superior court with the concurrence of the juvenile court. The 
commission has free access to all the institutions, must inspect 
them annually, and may conduct investigations with the aid of 
subpoenas issued by the juvenile court judge.2GB In lieu of the COlll

mission, provision has been made for a probation committee which 
is to function as an advisory body to probation officE}s.269 

The duties of probation officers are more detailed in California 
than in Georgia.270 It should be noted that California gives all the 
power and authority conferred upon peace officers by law to the 
probation officer, assistant officers and deputy probation officers. 
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When the California probation officer investigates allegations and 
finds no cause of action, he is charged with informing the complain
ant of his decision and the reasons for it. If the allegations are 
substantiated, the probation officer must advise minors and their 
parents of their constitutional rights. 271 In this area, the Georgia law 
enumerates in various sections272 the juvenile's rights but does not 
establish a definite point in time for the required warnings. The 
juvenile has the right to counsel at all stages of any legal proceed
ings. He has the opportunity to introduce evidence and to speak in 
his own behalf. He may cross-examine adverse witnesses. A child 
charged. with a delinquent act need not be a witness against himself. 

While the probation officer is not allowed to conduct accusatory 
proceedings, he has full power to take the juvenile into custody. It 
is recommended that the juvenile be told of his constitutional rights 
at the time he is taken into custody when the custody could result 
in court proceedings to restrain or remove his liberty. 

Clarification of staff duties and functions is of primary import
ance to the effective use of juvenile probation. It is apparent that 
the required finances have not been made available in sufficient 
quantity to produce acceptable results. 

Many counties have active volunteer programs.273 It may be hoped 
that these groups will be able to expand their memberships and 
operations in efforts to reduce the caseload of official probation 
workers and to increase community awareness of existing juvenile 
situations. 

The DHR should extend its search for non-professional workers 
and investigate all possible pools from which people may be drawn. 
Ex-offenders may be able to offer valuable insight to juveniles. Col
leges and universities may be receptive to suggestions of offering 
credits to students in the social sciences who undertake limited 
probation work with juveniles.274 

Para-professionals are already being used effectively in many 
areas. Mr. A. J. Moultrie, Director of Impact,275 stated that the 
para-professionals on his staff have proved that they can deal capa
bly with areas previously reserved for professionals. 

Federal assistance should be sought on a continuing basis for thCi 
construction of halfway houses, group homes, recreational centers 
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and community activity centers. The foster homes and Attention 
Homes276 projects should be expanded to facilitate placement of 
probationers who should not be required to return to the family 
homes for various reasons and for juveniles who are in aftercare but 
who also should not return to their homes. Programs of this type 
force a greater recognition of the facts and aid in dispelling popular 
myths about juveniles who have been placed on probation or who 
have been in a YDC. 

Within the existing official probation system, the roles of the 
worker should be re-evaluated to place most, if not all, emphasis on 
the position as counselor rather than as investigator and paper
pusher. Obviously, this would also entail a reduction in caseloads. 
The greater mobility of the probation worker would increase his 
ability to put the juvenile in touch with people and agencies who 
can help with education and employment. The worker would have 
more time to provide personal attention, counseling and help. 

While probation and community treatment programs are devel
oping, it is essential that new treatment approaches and modalities 
be implemented. It is important to avoid stigmatizing the young 
offender in his own mind and in the mind of the community by 
refocusing attention on the pre-adjudication potentialities of 
juvenile law. 

E. Commitment to the State 

Until recently, when a child was "committed to the state," it was 
a matter of certainty that the child would be placed in a reform 
school or training school, the juvenile version of a prison.277 Every 
state must face the tide of evidence that questions the rehabilitative 
effectiveness of this traditional method of "treatment" of serious 
juvenile offenders,278 and every state must re-examine its procedures 
in light of the experience of Massachusetts which has terminated all 
of its state-operated secure institutions.279 

Georgia juvenile court judges may commit a child to the state 
subject to certain conditions when, at the end of an adjudicatory 
hearing, the child is found to be delinquent or unruly.280 When the 
court orders commitment, it relinquishes all authoritY'over the child 
to the State Department of Human Resources (DHR).2RI A sizeable 
number of juveniles are committed each year, although most of 
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those whose cases are formally adjudicated are placed on proba
tion.282 A screening committee reviews each commitment and de
cides whether to place the committed offender in a training schooP83 
or in a community-based program.284 

According to DHR, each Youth Development Center (training 
school) has an educational and vocational program, intensive treat
ment programs, and group treatment programs supervised by 
trained social workers and psychologists.285 A training school, of 
course, is a radical change from a child's normal environment.286 
The recidivism rate in Georgia, furthermore, has been a disappoint
ing 49 percent.287 A nationwide study has determined that there is 
a general lack of vocational training, emotional therapy, mental 
health services and family counseling in training schools.288 Many 
commentators, therefore, question the assumption that training 
schools provide "treatment and rehabilitation, "289 and others claim 
that serious deleterious effects (for instance, the acquisition of de
linquent attitudes) occur.290 

The arguments for the use of community-based treatment pro
grams as an alternative to training schools are: (1) increased treat
ment success and (2) lower cost. For example, the recidivism rate 
for Georgia's community programs which are provided to some com
mitted juveniles has been 10-15 percent compared to 30-50 percent 
for the training schools.291 The cost of these programs is as low as 
$1,500 per child per year compared with $6,000-9,000 per child per 
year in a training school in Georgia,292 and similar reduced recidiv
ism and costs have been reported for community programs else
where. 293 There is also encouraging evidence that community pro
grams are no more dangerous to the community than traditional 
methods,294 and that they do not create the hostile attitude toward 
society found among training school "graduates."295 Support for 
development of community-based treatment programs is found 
among judges296 as well as among social work professionals.297 

In 1972, Massachusetts, faced with a training school recidivism 
rate of 75,percent and institutional costs of $10,000 per child per 
year, decided to close all the major training schools, leaving secure 
facilities only for those whose confinement was necessary to protect 
the community.2D8 The care and treatment of the previously incar
cerated youths was distributed among 250 private programs in the 
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community.2fi9 The Massachusetts plan is designed to provide spe
cific direct or purchased300 services to meet specific personal and 
familial needs, to encourage communities to take the responsibility 
for youth problems from the juvenile court and state government 
agencies, and to work for a better system of priorities in schools and 
other agencies.301 Massachusetts has replaced the training schools 
with residential care, day care BInd intensive after-care counseling 
services.302 The initial evaluations funded by the federal government 
have indicated that this new program has been successful in reduc
ing recidivism by serious offenders.303 Those who designed and effec
tuated the Massachusetts reform program claim that the only prob
lems encountered were logistical-not problems involving any fail
ure of the community placement alternatives to provide adequate 
services.304 

Many judges see the wholesale closing of training schools as a 
critical limitation on the dispositional alternatives available to 
them, forcing them to transfer cases to adult criminal courts when 
confinement seems necessary.30;, These judges argue that training 
schools should be improved rather than abolished.306 Many judges, 
however, while opposing the complete abolition of training schools, 
still favor the development of' community alternatives for those 
youths who can be treated morE~ effectively in the -community.307 

The success of community-based treatment and rehabilitation 
programs in Georgia, as well as in other states, indicates that Geor
gia should have no need in the future for expanded training school 
capacity.sos It would be logical, therefore, for the state to expand its 
program of diverting committed youths to the community, with a 
view to reducing the training school capacity. It would seem advis
able for Georgia to follow the Massachusetts plan, in purchasing 
treatment services from private citizens rather than relying 
completely on state-administelled projects. All the community pro
grams should be closely monitored to determine recidivism rates 
and cost. As long as they prove to be more effective than training 
school, they should continue. As the programs increasingly care for 
juvenile offenders, the state can close training schools which prove 
to be no longe!' necessary. This would free operating resources to 
finance more community programs or better treatment programs in 
the remaining secure institutions. 
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F. Aftercare 

Juvenile parole or aftercare is the "release of a child from an 
institution at the time when he can best benefit from release and 
life in the community under the supervision of a counselor."309 The 
purpose behind aftercare is to provide a structured program for the 
individual which will aid in his readjustment to community life. A 
proper readjustment will prevent a repetition of unacceptable bew 
havior and circumvent a criminal career for the young offender by 
re-integrating him into society. Aftercare is supervised by the Youth 
Services Section of the Department of Human Resources. 310 

After adjudicating a juvenile as a delinquent or unruly child, the 
court may commit him to the state upon a determination that the 
child is in need of, and will be responsive to, treatment or rehabilita
tion.3Il The court also may place the juvenile in an alternative pro
gram rather than in confinement. The order of commitment may 
remain in force for two years or until the child is sooner released.312 
The order may be extended, however, upon reasonable notice and 
hearing if the court finds it necessary for the rehabilitation of the 
juvenile.313 

The Director of Youth Services, John C. Hunsucker, aware that 
population problems exist in the state training schools, recently has 
issued new guidelines for early releases.314 Status offenders, all non
serious first offenders, and children for whom Court Services or 
Special Projects have requested early release, are to be submitted 
for release review within sixty days oftheir admission to the YDC.315 
All other juveniles except serious offenders are to have their cases 
and progress reviewed after four months at a YDC. 

Overcrowding has become more critical due to the increased com
mitment rate. During the 1974 fiscal year, commitment increased 
four percent.316 Twenty-eight per cent of 2,213 juveniles were di
verted from the institutions to various community and special pro
jects.317 Because of overcrowding, Mr. Hunsucker has urged the staff 
to be more flexible in their approval of release programs "even 
though the youth's behavioral adjustment and his home situation 
are less than ideal. "318 

While seventeen counties have independent staff to handle in
take, detention and probation, the DHR's Court Services staff ad
ministers all aftercare in Georgia'S 159 counties. 
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At present, there are 127 Court Service Workers (CSW) who are 
assigned on a service area basis to provide individual and group 
counseling and treatment. Yet, the total number of juveniles receiv
ing services for the 1974 fiscal year was 15,782.319 The Service utilizes 
such alternatives as local counseling centers, mental health centers, 
and the Department of Family and Children Services. When possi
ble, Court Services attempts to place youths in vocational rehabili
tation centers at the community level. 

Aside from services provided by the Court Services sections, ac
tual aftercare for juveniles who have been released from YDCs has 
been scant until recently. Twelve months ago, however, the Youth 
Services Impact Project was organized to provide intensive aftercare 
services to selected "target offenders" upon release.32o While com
munity treatment centers focus primarily on first offenders and day 
centers concentrate on children with trouble in school, the Impact 
Project deals exclusively with juveniles who have been charged with 
murder, rape, murder-rape, robbery or assault. In these cases, the 
Juvenile Code gives the juvenile court concurrent jurisdiction with 
the superior court.321 

The project is called the "High Risk Juvenile Parole Project." 
This program and a number of other projects are known collectively 
as "Impact" and are the result of funding through a $20 million 
blanket grant that was awarded to the city of Atlanta by L.E.A.A. 
For the juvenile to receive services, his offense must have been 
between strangers rather than between persons who are acquainted 
or related since the latter do not frequently re-occur. The juvenile, 
however, need not be found guilty of one of the above offenses as 
long as he is found to have committed a lesser included offense. 

The program is designed to prevent recidivism. The Director of 
the Project stated that the LEAA grant specified that services be 
given to approximately 200 juveniles. It is hoped that recidivism will 
be reduced by twenty percent but, because it is a new program, 
statistical compilations are not yet available. During the six month 
period the juvenile remains in the program, he. receives intensive 
individualized counseling, while at the same time the overall pro
gram attempts to deal with the crux of many juvenile pro~ 
grams-the family situation. The staff at the Juvenile Parole Pro
ject consists of five professionals and three para-professionals. 
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These people come into contact with the juvenile at the time he is 
committed to the custody of the DHR, establishing rapport and 
planning for the creation and implementation of "release pack
ages." These plans include a report that evaluates the home envi
ronment of the juvenile, as well as a discussion of the family, the 
neighborhood, the institutions with which the juvenile comes into 
contact, and the socio-economic situation which will confront the 
juvenile upon his release, 

The staff participates in a version of informal group interaction. 
This has been extended beyond the discussion stage and is primarily 
a program which takes the group into the community to participate 
in activities provided there. 

The staff prepares behavioral contracts which will operate among 
the child, the parents and the worker. The purpose is to establish 
what is expected of the child. If he has difficulty fulfilling these 
expectations, the worker will be available to give necessary aid. 
"Impact" attempts to plan with the child rather than for him. The 
child must know why he has selected a certain program and must 
be given a feeling that he should abide by it. 

The project re-evaluates and researches techniques used to pro
vide effective aftercare and rehabilitative programs. To this end, the 
Tennessee Self-Concept Test is given to the juveniles when they 
enter and when they leave the YDC to evaluate the child's self
image and his attitude towards other people. The YDC uses the 
results of the test to develop programs that deal with each child's 
specific problems and needs. If the child does not make satisfactory 
progress during incarceration, the test results are used to build an 
effective aftercare program. The test is in limited use now but ex
pansion is intended. 

There has been much discussion of establishing statutory maxi
mum and minimum lengths of time a juvenile may be placed on 
probation and parole (aftercare). One primary objection to this pro
posal is that the indefinite period of supervision allows the court to 
fashion a flexible remedy for the youth in question. On the other 
hand, undue discretion may cause juveniles to remain in the system 
longer than necesary because of work loads confronting the supervi
sors. 
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Rebuffing attempts by the Justice Department to impose time 
limitations on juvenile probation and parole, the federal district 
judge in United States v. Norcome, 375 F. Supp. 270, 295 (D.D.C. 
1974), observed: 

The court will not tolerate interference with its sentencing 
practices by the U.S. Department of Justice which seeks indi
rectly to impose mandatory minimum sentences and thus 
wholly disregard the intent of Congress with respect to sen
tencing matters. . . . 

The Norcome court was concerned with an addition to the Code of 
Federal Regulations, "Prisoners, Youth Offenders, and Juvenile 
Delinquents: Parole, Statement of General PolicY,"322 which pro
vides for the release of those who have violated the Federal Juvenile 
Delinquency Act.323 

The pertinent provisions establish conditions which should be 
considered as guidelines to provide greater efficiency in release of 
juveniles from Georgia's institutions. It is suggested that the state 
legislature take into consideration the need for definitions as to the 
procedures used and the status of the juvenile parolee. The Regula
tions state that a committed juvenile who has shown that he has 
been rehabilitated will be eligible for parole at the time and under 
the conditions chosen by the U. S. Board of Paroles. The juvenile is 
deemed rehabilitated when, in the Board's judgment, the offender's 
conduct within the institution establishes that there is a reasonable 
probability that the juvenile willnot commit further violations.324 
Juveniles and youth offenders do not apply for parole. Regular 
hearings, which may not be waived, are scheduled for each such 
person in order to review the case and the progress made.325 

The Code of Federal Regulations also provides that there must be 
a satisfactory release plan. There should be an advisor in or near the 
juvenile's community and there should be satisfactory evidence of 
legitimate occupations. The juvenile will usually only be released to 
the place of his legal residence326 and the details of the plan are to 
be verified by a field investigation by the U.S. Probation Officer of 
the district into which the release will be made.327 

1. Parole: Aftercare Recommendations 

As has been discussed above,328 Georgia's aftercare services are 
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provided by DHR. The complexities of providing adequate and 
meaningful supervision to those juveniles who have been released 
from institutions go beyond merely providing adults who are compe
tent supervisors and ptograms which attempt to open the com
munity's resources. One must consider the institutions and the poli
cies of those who hold administrative positions. 

The presumptive goal of incarceration is the reformation of the 
juvenile's behavior patterns. This requires intensive and purposeful 
supervision within the institution, during probation, and within af
tercare programs. When a juvenile is released, the period of time 
during which he will be supervised is rather amorphous. The diffi
culty is that the decision-maker who sets the time does not really 
have sufficient contact with the child to know how the juvenile has 
progressed. On the other hand, if this contact exists, effective sanc
tions for irresponsible decisions which can be meaningfully enforced 
do not exist. Although many of these decisions are made by a group 
within the agency, the problems of lack of contact still exist. 

The status of the offender whose release is pending from one of 
Georgia's Youth Development Centers is extremely vague and, once 
the juvenile is within an aftercare program, complete freedom from 
supervision may result as a practical matter because of a worker's 
limited time in which to process the child. 

Regulations within DHR cover many of the same procedures but 
these are subject to the fluctuating limitations of finances and 
space. It is commendable that the Youth Services Section is at
tempting to "reduce waiting lists to State Youth Development Cen
ters, "329 but the alleged purpose of incarcerating juveniles is not to 
process them into and out of a YDC as rapidly as possible. 

Codification of the goals, purposes, and procedures will add an 
element of solidity, but not inflexibility, to the granting of parole 
to juveniles. When legislators and administrators are confronted 
with a law establishing standards, it will be less convenient to "issue 
an agency regulation" which may offer a temporary balm but not a 
solution. 

i 

The Juvenile Parole Project appears to be a most effective means 
of handling the need for aftercare for juveniles. The caseloads are 
small, the offices are located within the area to be served, the pro-
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gntms appear to have continuity from commitment to complete 
release, and a method of checking on the juvenile after release from 
the program exists. Unfortunately, the project is only scheduled to 
last another twelve months. It should be made a continuing program 
and expanded beyond the target offenders mentioned in the pro
gram description above. The motivation to spend the required 
money for improved operational conditions will come from in
creased public awareness and greater rewards for work. Such moti
vation may result from the practical application of research and 
survey projects. The system must implement stable criteria for 
judging the effectiveness of programs with continuity and planning. 

G. Conclusion 

The goal of reducing the number of juveniles placed in secure 
institutions has become more than a remedy for overcrowding of 
detention centers and training schools. It has been shown that the 
traditional method of trial and training school is ineffective and 
perhaps dangerous to both the community and the youth it effects. 

To facilitate a reduction in the use of secure institutions for juve
niles, recommendations have been made in the preceding pages for 
statutory changes and for the implementation or expansion of cer
tain programs. The great majority of "unruly" cases should be pre
vented from reaching the juvenile justice system. The availability 
of non-secure community alternatives to detention should be in
creased so that children such as those whose parents simply will not 
take them home are not placed in detention centers. Para
professional supervision should be utilized in the areas of probation 
and aftercare and in lieu of detention. The state should plan for the 
eventual phasing out of most of its training school capacity. 

A high priority must be placed on the development of effective 
community-based programs on a statewide basis to replace tradi
tional methods where they have been shown to have failed to suc
cessfully re-integrate juvenile offenders into society. Programs such 
as Attention Homes, Impact; Day Centers, Group Homes, and Com
munity Treatment Centers, now all experimental programs, should 
be analyzed, improved, and put into effect by both the state and 
private organizations hired by the state on the large scale now rec
ommended by judges and social workers associated with the juvenile 
justice system in Georgia. 
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Congress recently passed the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention Act of 1974, authorizing the appropriation of up to 
$275,000,000 for distribution to the states.330 The states are required 
to place heavy emphasis on community programs in their use of any 
funds they receive under the Act.331 Georgia should take the neces
sary steps to qualify for its share of this money and actively encour
age Congress to adequately fund the programs established by the 
Act. 
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ApPENDIX A 

The following are selected questions on detention and informal 
adjustment from an unpublished survey of 66 Georgia Juvenile 
Courts. The survey was conducted in June, 1974, by the Governor's 
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals Studies. 

Yes No 
1. Is there a need in your jurisdiction for expanded 

shelter care facilities? 61 0 
2. Are unruly, deprived, or runaway children de-

tained in a facility where delinquent youth are 
housed? 64 1 

3. Are citizen advisory boards established to pursue 
development of in-house and community-based 
programs and alternatives to detention? 5 1 

4. When a child is taken to detention by a police of-
ficer, does that officer have the authority to decide 
whether or not the youth should be detained or 
released? 29 29 

5. Is an effective release on recognizance program in 
operation? 39 9 

6. What percentage of juveniles taken into custody 
are detained longer than 72 hours? (replies aver-
aged) Approx. 5% 

7. Do intake personnel have the authority and re-
sponsibility to divert as many youth as possible to 
alternative programs such as mental health and 
family services, public welfare agencies, youth ser-
vice bureaus, and similar public and private agen-
cies? 50 16 

8. Do intake personnel seek informal service dispo-
sitions for as many cases as possible, provided the 
safety of the child and the community is not en-
dangered? 46 14 

9. Does the probation agency provide pretrial inter-
vention services to persons released on recogni-
zance? 32 19 

10. Is informal probation in operation? 45 9 
11. Is informal adjustment in operation? 50 6 
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ApPENDIX B 

The following community-based programs are available as alter
natives in lieu of institutionalization of juveniles committed to the 
Department of Human Resources. The descriptions are taken from 
the Youth Services Annual Report for FY 1974, July 31, 1974 (Mi
meograph). 

1. Day Center Program-There are t.hree day centers located 
in the metropolitan area of Atlanta and one in Savannah. The 
day centers are designed primarily for the male offender be
tween the ages of 12 and 15. Each child must have a home or 
residence in the general vicinity of the center and the commit
ting judge must concur with the plan to place the child in a 
community-based program. The day center program offers a 
four-pronged approach to treatment: individualized educa
tion, guidance and counseling, recreational therapy, and cul
tural enrichment. 

2. Group Homes Program-Youth selected for this program 
are those who have the potential for success in comunity-based 
programs but who are unable to live with parents, relatives, in 
foster homes, etc. The goal of the group home program is the 
su.:cessful re-integration of the child into the community. 
There are currently two homes for boys in Augusta, one for 
boys in Gainesville, and two homes for girls in Atlanta. 'I'he 
ideal number of children in each home is eight. New group 
homes are being implemented in Chatham, Clayton and De
Kalb Counties. The homes serve a state-wide population. 

3. Community Treatment Centers-These centers are lo
cated in Atlanta (2), Columbus, Gainesville, Griffin, Newnan, 
Thomaston, Thomasville, and Albany. Caseloads are kept 
small (maximum 15 per worker) to allow a worker ample time 
to work on an intensive basis with the child and his facility. 
Those youth in the program continue to reside in their homes 
while actively participating in the activities at the center. New 
programs are being implemented in Chatham, DeKalb, Clay
ton, Cobb, Richmond, Glynn, Houston, Bibb, Bartow and 
Walker Counties. 



Chapter Four 
1 GA. Com;: ANN. § 24A-101 et seq. (Supp. 1974). 
2 GA. CODE ANN. § 24-2401 et seq. (1971) (repealed, Acts 1971 at 709, 756). 
3 9 U. L. A. 397 (1968). 
4 In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967). For a discussion of Gault see note 42 infra. 
• Sec GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-101 (Supp. 1974). 
e ld. 
, GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-401(c) (Supp. 1974). 
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• GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·401(f) (Supp. 1974). Absent the latter finding the court can make 
no disposition of the case. § 24A·2302. 

o GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-401(e) (Supp. 1974). 
10 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·401(g) (Supp. 1974). 
" GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·401(h) (Supp. 1974). 
12 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·1601 et seq. (Supp. 1974). 
13 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·1301 (Supp. 1974). Taking into custody is not an arrest except 

for the purpose of determining its validity. ld. 
14 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1402 (Supp. 1974). 
I. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·602 (Supp. 1974). An intake officer (who is often also a probation 

officer) in the juvenile court system is somewhat analogous to a public prosecutor; he may, 
subject to the court's direction, decide which cases should go to "trial," be dismissed, or be 
informally adjusted, and which children should be held in detention or shelter care. Q.A. CODE 
ANN. §§ 24A·1601, 1401, 1001 (Supp. 1974). 

In most Georgia counties the Youth Services Section of the State Department of Human 
Resources (D.H.R.) provides the judge with court service workers to provide intake, deten
tion, and probation services. In 17 counties (Fulton, DeKalb, Cobb, Chatham, Richmond, 
Glynn, Dougherty, Clayton, Whitfield, Troup, Bibb, Muscogee, Hall, Clarke, Floyd, Spauld
ing and Upson), however, the county provides an independent staff. 

16 GA. CODE: Mm. § 24A-1402(a)(3) (Supp. 1974). See note 19 infra. 
w § 24A-801. COMMENCEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS. 
A proceeding under this Code [Title 24A] may be commenced: 
(a) by transfer of a case from another court as provided in section 24A·901; or 
(b) as provided in section 24A·3101 in a proceeding charging a juvenile traffic 
offense; or 
(c) by the court accepting jurisdiction as provided in section 24A·3002 or accept
ing supervision of a child as provided in section 24A-B004; or 
(d) in other cases of alleged delinquency, unruliness or deprivation by the filing 
of a petition as provided in this Code. The petition and a1l other documents in the 
proceeding shall be entitled "In the interest of. . ., a child" except upon appea,l, 
in which event the anonymity oIthe child shall be preserved by appropriate use of 
initials; or 
(e) in other cases as provided by law. 

GA. CODE ANN. § 24A .. 801 (Supp. 1974). 
16 § 24A-1601. PETITION-PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION.-A petition alleging de
linquency, deprivation or unruliness of a child shall not be filed unless the court or 
a person authorized by the court has determined and endorsed upon the petition 
thf\t the filing of the petition is in the best interest of the public and the child. 

GA. COD),,~\NN. § 24A·1601 (Supp. 1974). 
~,:24A-1602. PETITION-WHO MAY MAKE.-Subject to section 24A·1601, the peti. 

tion alfet;>g delinquency, deprivation or unruliness of a child may be made by any 
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person, including a law enforcement officer, who has knowledge of the facts alleged 
or is informed and believes that they are true. 

GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1602 (Supp. 1974). 
" GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-301(a)(1)(A) (Supp. 1974). Under certain circumstances cases 

involving criminal offenses may be transferred to the appropriate court having jurisdiction 
of the offense. The Georgia Supreme Court recently held in J. W.A. u. State, 233 Ga. 683, 
-S.E.2d- (1975), that exclusive original jurisdiction over youthful delinquents except in 
capital felony cases is vested in the juvenile courts. The concurrent jurisdiction of the superior 
courts becomes effective when activated by a proper transfer from the juvenile courts, a 
process under GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2501 (Supp. 1974) which must include a 'hearing and. a 
finding that there are reasonable grounds to believe the child committed the act alleged, that 
the child is not amenable to treatment or rehabilitation through available facilities, that the 
child is not committable to a mental institution, and that the interests of the child and the 
community require that he be placed under legal restraint. 233 Ga. at 686. 

20 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-301(a)(1)(D), (2)(A) and (C), (c) (Supp. 1974). 
21 See GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1301(a)(3) (Supp. 1974). 
22 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-602(b) (Supp. 1974). 
23 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1401, 1404 (Supp. 1974). For statistics on detention of juveniles 

in Georgia, see Appendix A. 
24 See note 192 infra and accompanying text. 
25 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1404(c) (Supp. 1974). Juveniles have the same right to bail as 

adults. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1402(c) (Supp. 1974). For the provisions pertaining to adult bail 
see GA. CODE ANN. § 27-901 et. seq. (Supp. 1974); GA. CONST. art. I, sec. I, ~9. 

26 § 24A-1403. PLAC;;: OF DETENTION. 
(a) A child alleged to be delinquent may be detained only in: 

(1) a licensed foster home or a home approved by the court; 
(2) a facility operated by a licensed child welfare agency; 
(3) a detention home or center for delinquent children which is under the 

direction or supervision of the court or other public authority or of a private agency 
approved by the court; 

(4) any other suitable place or facility, designated or operated by the court; 
or 

(5) any appropriate place of security, only if the facility in paragraph (3) is 
not available and the detention is in a room separate and removed from those for 
adults and it appears to the satisfaction of the court that public safety and protec
tion reasonably require detention and the court so orders. 
(b) A child alleged to have committed an offense over which the superior court 
has concurrent jurisdiction under section 24A-301(b) shall be detained pending a 
committal hearing under Chapter 27-24 or indictment only in the facilities stated 
in paragraphs (1) through (5) of subsection (a) unless it appears to the satisfaction 
of the juvenile court that public safety and protection reasonably require detention 
in common jail and the court so orders. 
(c) If a case is transferred to any other court for criminal prosecution under section 
24A-2501, the child may be transferred to the appropriate officer or detention facil
ity in accordance with the law governing the detention of persons charged with 
crime. 
(d) The official in charge of a jail or other facility for the detention of adult 
offenders or persons charged with crime shall immediately inform the juvenile court 
if a person who is or <\ppears to bE! under the age of 17 years is received at the facility 
and shall bring him before the court upon request or deliver him to a detention or 
shelter care facility designated by the court. 



(e) A chUd alleged to be deprived or unruly may be detained or placed in shelter 
care only in the facilities stated in paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) of subsection (a). 

GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1403 (Supp. 1974). 
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27 Annual Report of Youth Services Section, Department of Human Resources, for FY 
1974, July 31, 1974 (Mimeograph). 

28 A shortage of facilities in Gwinnett and Spaulding counties had led to the regular use 
of adult jails for juvenile detention. Youth Services plans to remedy this situation by (1) 
providing Gwinnett facilities at the Gainesville RY.D.C., (2) developing shelter care facilities 
in Gwinnett, (3) completing construction of a RY.D.C. in Metro Atlanta. Youth services 
policy is that a child should be taken to the next nearest RY.D.C. with an open space rather 
than use a jail. Interview with D. Wilkinson, Youth Services Section, August 15, 1974; see 
GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1403(5) (Supp. 1974); note 26 supra. 

" STATE BOARD OF HUMAN RESOURCES, STANDARDS AND GUIDEEI FOR THE DETENTION OF 
CHILDREN AND YOUTH IN 'I'HE STATE OF GEORGIA (1973). 

30 Id. Teachers are not required to have a college degree. 
/. Annual Report of Youth Service~ Section, D.H.R, for FY 1974, July 31,1974 (Mimeo

graph). In the program's first six months 105 children were placed in homes for an average 
stay of 19.6 days. Two-thirds of these had been referred to the court on charges of being 
unruly, and while about 30% had run away from their own homes, only 14% ran away from 
the Attention Home. Memorandum from D. Wilkinson to D.H.R, March 15, 1974. 

32 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1701 (Supp. 1974). 
33 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1001. INFORMAL ADJUSTMENT. 
(a) Before a petition is filed, the probation officer or other officer of the court 
designated by it, subject to its direction, may give counsel and advice to the parties 
with a view to an informal adjustment if it appears; 

(1) the admitted facts bring the case within the jurisdiction of the court; 
(2) counsel and advice without an adjudication would be in the best interest 

of the public and the child; 
(3) the child and hiB parents, guardian or other custodian consent thereto 

with knowledge that consent is not obligatory, 
(b) The giving of counsel and advice cannot extend beyond thrlle months from the 
day commenced unless extended by the court for an additional period not to exceed 
three months and does not authorize the detention of the child if not otherwise 
permitted by this Code [Title 24AJ. 
(c) An incriminating statement made by a participant to the person giving 
counselor advice and in the discussion or conferences incident thereto shall not be 
used against the declarant over objection in any hearing except in a hearing on 
disposition in a juvenile court proceeding or in a criminal proceeding against him 
after conviction for the purpose of a presentence investigation. 

GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-I00l (Supp. 1974). 
While it is the policy of the Youth Services Section to minimize such penetration (that 

is, to maximize the use of informal adjustment), the intake officer makes informal adjustment 
decisions subject to the direction of the judge, and some Georgia judges dictate practices such 
as adjudicating every offense that would have been a crime if done by an adult (that is, most 
delinquency cases). Interview with Diana Fox, Court Service Worker, Lawrenceville, Georgia, 
August 8, 1974. Most Georgia juvenile courts, however, authorize intake officers to divert as 
many cases as possible. See Appendix A. In 1973, 42.3% of the delinquency and unruly cases 
referred to Georgia's juvenile courts were handled without adjudication. Statistics compiled 
by Youth Services Section. The national average in 1970 was 55%. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, 
EDUCATION AND WELFARE, JUVENILE COURT STATISTICS (1972}. 
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'1 For a discussion of pre-trial diversion see Chapter One, supra. 
35 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1001(a)(3) (Supp. 1974). 
'6 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1001(a)(1),(2) (Supp. 1974). One of the reasons for diverting 

children is the possible harmful effect of the adjudication process on them. See notes 58-88 
infra and accompanying text. 

37 See Sheridan, Juvenile Court Intake, 2 J. FAMILY L. 139, 149 (1962); ADVISORY COUNCIL 
OF JUDGES OF THE NATIONAL PROBATION & PAROLE ASSOCIATION, GUIDES FOR JUVENILE COURT 
JUDGES 38-41 (1957); Correspondence with Judge Rex Ruff, Juvenile Court of Cobb County, 
Ga., October 17, 1974. 

A factor which has influenced courts and intake officers to divert more juveniles is the 
possible harmful effect of a formal adjudication and subsequent disposition. See notes 58-88 
infra and accompanying text; Gough, Consent Decrees and Informal Service Balance, 19 U. 
RAN. L. REV. 733, 734 (1971). 

38 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1001 (Supp. 1974). 
"' See note 210 infra and accompanying teJ!;t. 
10 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1701 (Supp. 1974). 
H The Code prov; \.1 that a referee may determine issues of fact in certain circumstan-

ces. GA. CODE ANN. § ~4A-701 (Supp. 1974). 
12 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-180l (Supp. 1974). 
13 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2001 (Supp. 1974). 
II GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2002 (Supp. 1974). In the case of In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967), 

the Supreme: Court held that where a finding of delinquency could result in incarceration in 
an institution, that juvenile hearing must measure up to the essentials of due process and 
fair treatment. A juvenile being adjudicated at such a hearing has the right to written notice 
of the specific charges sufficiently in advance of the proceeding to make reasonable prepara
tions of a defense, the right to representation by counsel and to be advised thereof, the right 
of confrontation and cross-examination of witnesses, and the privilege against self
incrimination. 387 U.S. at 133, 130-34, 14~. 

I' GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2201 (Supp. 1974). 
16 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-220l(c) (Supp.1974). If there is no evidence to the contrary, the 

commission of a felony sustains a finding of a need for treatment or rehabilitation. GA. CODE 
ANN. § 24A-2201(b) (Supp. 1974). 

H GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-210l (Supp. 1974). 
18 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2201(e)(Supp. 1974). 
10 § 24A-2301. DISPOSITION OF DEPRIVED CHILD. 
(a) if the child is found to be a deprived child, the court may take any of the 
following orders of disposition best suited to the protection and physical, mental 
and moral welfare of the child: 

(1) permit the child to remain with his parents, guardian or other custodian, 
including 1\ putative father, subject to conditions and limitations as the court 
prescribes, including supervision as directed by the court for the protection of the 
child; 

(2) subject to conditions and limitations as the court prescribes, transfer 
temporary legal custody to any of the following: (i) any individual including a 
putative father who, after study by the probation officer or other person or agency 
designated by the court, is found by the court to be qualified to receive and care 
for the child; (ii) an agency or other private organization licensed or otherwise 
authorized by law to receive and provide care for the child; (iii) any public agency 
authorized by law to receive and provide care for the child; (iv) an individual in 
another state with or without supervision by an appropriate officer under section 
24A-3002; ... 



(b) Unless a child found to be deprived is found also to be delinquent he shall not 
be committed or confined to an institution or other facility designed or ope,Tated 
for the benefit of delinquent children. 

GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2301 (Supp. 1974). 
50 § 24A-2302. DISPOSITION OF DELINQUENT CHILD. 
If at the conClusion of the adjudicatory hearing the child is found to have 
committed a delinquent act, and subsequently is determined to be in need of 
treatment or rehabilitation, the court may make any of the following orders of 
disposition best suited to his treatment, rehabilitation and welfare: 

(a) Any order authorized by section 24A-2301 for the disposition of a deprived 
child; 

(b) Placing the child on probation under the supervision of the probation 
officer of the court or the court of another state as provided in section 24A-3003, or 
any public agency authorized by law to receive and provide care for the child, or 
the chief executive officer of any community rehabilitation center acknowledging 
in writing his willingness to accept the responsibility for the supervision of the child, 
under conditions and limitations the court prescribes; 

(c) Placing the child in an institution, camp, or other facility for delinquent 
children operated under the direction of the court or other local public authorit;vj 
or 

(d) Committing the child to the Division of Children and YOuth. 
GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2302 (Supp. 1974). 
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If subsection (d) is used the commitment is for two years unless the state discharges the 
child sooner or the court extends it after notice and a hearing. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2701 
(SuPP. 1974). The court has no furhter power over the child. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2801{b) 
(Supp. 1974). The state has a screening committee which determines whether the child will 
go to a training school (called "State Youth Development Centers"), or to one of the 
community-based treatment programs. Interview with Sara Schmidlin, Director of the 
Connection Center, Decatur, Georgia, August 28, 1974. In fiscal year 1974, 28% of the commit
ted youths went to community-based programs, which include Day Ce:.:,ters, Group Homes, 
and Community Treatment Centers. Annual Report of Youth Services Section, D.H.R., for 
fiscal year 1974, July 31, 1974,(Mimeograph). These programs are described in Appendix B. 

A child may stay in a local detention center for from two weeks to three months after 
commitment before being transferred into the state's custody. Interview with J. Winter, 
Public Defender, DeKalb County Juvenile Court, September '6, 1974. 

'I § 24A-2303. DISPOSITION OF UNRULY CHILD. 
If the child is found to be unruly, the court may make any dispoaition author

ized for a delinquent child except that, if commitment to the Division of Child and 
Youth be ordered, the court shall first find that the child is not amenable to 
treatment or rehabilitationjJursuant to subsections (a), (b), or (c) of section 24A-
2302 [note 50 supra]. 

GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2303 (Supp. 1974) (emphasis added). 
} 52 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2304 (Supp. 1974); A. W. A. v. State, 231 Ga. 699, 203 S.E,2d 

512 (1974)j Long v. Powell, Civil No. C74-872A (N.D.Ga., Feb. 7, 1975), In Long, it was held 
that § 24A-2304, though not unconstitutionally vague nor unconstitutional on its face, wa~ 
unconstitutional as applied under an agreement between the Dept. of Corrections and D.H.H. 
made following the decision in A. W.A. Legal custody and the final decision on the release of 
the juvenile was retained by Corrections, but D.H.H,. took physical custody of the juvenile 
and placed him in a normal juvenile training school. The Long court found that since tl~e 
civil nature of a juvenile proceeding must be traded off for rehabilitation of the child rather 
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than punishment, it was a denial of due process to place the child committed under § 24A-
2304 in a facility which the juvenile court had found under § 24A-2304 to be inadequate for 
treating him. ld . 

• 3 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-101 (Supp. 1974) . 
.. These are the goals of the Juvenile Court Code of 1971 set out in GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-

101 (Supp. 1974) . 
•• Hearings on S.821 and S.3148 Before the Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delin

quency of the Committee on the Judiciary, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. & 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 449 
(1973)(views of the National Council of Jewish Women) [hereinafter cited as Hearings]; 
REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS 11-12 
(Georgia, 1974). S. NORMAN, THB YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU-A KEY TO DELINQUENCY PREVENTION 
72, n.6 (1972) (this book apparently presents the position of the National Council on Crime 
and Delinquency); Bazelon, Beyond Control of the Juvenile Court, 21 Juv. CT. JUDGES J. 42 
(1970); Glen, Juvenile Court Reform: Procedural Progress and Substantive Stasis, 1970 WIS. 
L. REV. 431, 444-46; Rubin, Legal Definition of Offenses by Children and Youths, 1960 U. OF 
ILL. L.F. 512,515; Note, Ungovernability: The Unjustifiable Jurisdiction, 83 YALE L.J. 1383 
(1974). See S. REP. No. 93·1011, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 23 (1974) . 

•• In 1973 in Georgia about 30% of those cases which were formally adjudicated (not 
including deprived cases or juvenile traffic offenses) were unruly casp.s. Calculated from 
figures supplied to the Department of Human Resources by the individual juvenile courts. 

Nationally, the Juvenile Detention and Correctional Facility Census for FY 1971 found 
that 70% of the female adjudications and 23% of the male adjudications were for "status" 
(non-criminal) offenses, for an average of 32%. Hearings, supra note 55, at 688 (Table 7). 

'7 See text at notes 58-67 infra for a discussion of detention and commitment of unruly 
children . 

• 8 3 Cal. 3d 16, 473 P.2d 737, 89 Cal. Rptr. 33 (1970) . 
•• 473 P.2d at 747 n.25. 
W See Appendix A, question 6. 
II Interview with D. Fox, Court Service Worker, Juvenile Court of Gwinnett County, in 

Gwinnett. County, August. 8, 1974. 
62 Bazelon, supra note 55, at 42; Appendix A, question 1. 
83 Interview with W. Ladson, Court Service Worker Coordinator, Fulton County, in 

Atlanta, August 16, 1974. See note 74 infra. 
6l In re M., 473 P.2d 737, 747 n.25 (1970); Bazelon, supra note 55. 
M Interview with W. LadBon, Court Service Worker Coordinator, Fulton County, in At

lanta, August 16, 1974 . 
• 6 Interview with J. Winter, Public Defender, Juvenile Court of DeKalb County, in 

Decatur, Georgia, September 6, 1974. 
67 See Hearings, supra note 55, at 73. 
68 ld. (Statement of A. Schuchter, Director of Planning, Massachusetts Department of 

Youth Services). See notes 285-90 infra and accompanying text for a discussion of the harmful 
effects of training schools . 

.. Paulsen, The Changing World of Juvenile Law, New Horizons for Juvenile Court 
Legislation, 40 PA. B.A.Q. 26, 33 (1968). 

10 ld.; 83 YALE L. J., supra note 55, at 1401; Comment, Alternative Preadjudicatory 
Handling of JUl)eniles in South Dakota: Time for Reform, 19 S.D.L. REV. 207, 212 (1974); 
Interview with D. Wilkinson, Georgia Dep't of Human Resources, Youth Services Section, in 
Atlanta, August 15, 1974. 

71 19 S.D.L. REv., supra note 70, at 212. 
72 83 YALE L.J., supra note 55, at 1393; Bakal, The Massachusetts Experience, in U.S. 

DEP'T OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, DELINQUENCY PREVENTION RPTR. (April, 1973). 
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13 See note 70 supra. Until recently in most jurisdictions the offenses now designated 
"unruly" were included under the "delinquent" label. Some jurisdictions now call these 
children "ungovernable," "incorrigible," or "person in need of supervision." 

1~ W. RECKLESS, AMERICAN CRIMINOLOGY: NEW DIRECl'IONS 135 (1973); Dinitz, Reckless & 
Kay, A Self Gradient Among Potential Delinquents, 49 J. CRIM. L.C. & P.S. 230, 233 (1958). 

15 Interview with D. Wilkinson, supra note 70. One writer suggests: 
[N]e~ative labels . . . create a deviant identity which is highly visible. They 
create damaging self-concepts and expectations for future behavior which may tend 
to perpetuate and intensify those very behaviors .... Negative labels may direct 
social action that insures the accuracy and permanence ofthe label. Finally, pun
ishing labels drive people into deviant communities and subcultures which can 
further insulate their members from change. 

Payne, Negative Labels, Passageways and Prisons, 19 CRIME & DEUNQUENCY 33, 40 (1973). 
16 The study was done in New York, where unruly children are labeled perl!ons in need 

of supervision (PINS) and deprived children are labeled neglected. 83 YALE L.J., supra note 
55, at 1383. 

71 Id. at 1391-93. Thirty·seven per cent of the unruly cases could have been handled as 
deprivation cases. Id. 

18Id. 
" Id. at 1394. 
80 For instance, the malleability of intake officers in the hands of stubborn parents is 

shown by the fact that 80% of parent-initiated unruly cases where the parent was alleging 
promiscuity went to formal adjudication while only 50% of those charged with larceny 
(usually initiated by the victim or police rather than parents) were formally adjudicated. Id. 
at 1395 n.88. 

e: Id. at 1399. 
82 MlDONICK, CHILDREN, PARENTS AND THE COURTS (1972). 
83 The common law absolute right of the parent to abuse, discipline, punish or neglect 

his child has been modified only to the extent of giving the child some protection from 
extreme physical abuse or neglect. 24 EMORY L. J. 183, 184 n.5 (1975)(Note on In re Levi, 131 
Ga. App. 348 (1974)). 

8l Comment, The Juvenile Offender-Where Can We Send Him, 2 FORDHAM URBAN L. 
J. 245, 264 (1974) . 

•• Terry, The Screening of Juvenile Offenders, 58 J. CRIM. L.C. & P.S. 173, 180 (1967); 
see Hearings, supra note 55, at 420 ("as we try harder to socialize the deviant, we remove 
him further from the normal socializing process") . 

.. Interview with S. Schmidlin, Director of the Connection Center, Decatur, Georgia; 
August 28, 1974; Impact, June-July, 1973, at 1, col. 4. 

87 Interview with S. Schmidlin, supra note 86; Impact, June-July, 1973, at I, coL 4. 
.. S. REP. No. 93-1011, supra note 55, at 44. 
" Paulsen, supra note 69, at 33. 
go Schroeder, Developments in the Enforcement of Parental and State Standards in 

Juvenile Proceedings, 10 IDAHO L. REV. 153, 181 (1974). 
01 Id. 
U Sheridan, .Tuveniles Who Commit Noncriminal Acts: Why Treat in a Correctional 

System? 31 FED. PROB. 26 (March, 1967). 
t3 Correspondence with a Georgia Juvenile Court Judge, September 3D, 1974. 
,j Rubin, supra note 55, at 515 . 
• 5 Glen, supra note 55, £it 445 . 
.. Howlett, Is the YSB All It's Cracked Up to Be? 19 CRIME & DEUNQUENCY 485, 489 

(1973). 

'j 
( I 
.V 
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'1 Young v. State, 120 Ga. App. 605, 606·07, 171 S.E.2d 756,757 (1969) (emphasis added). 
t& GA. CODE ANN. §§ 74·105, lOB (1973); see note B3 supra. 
" GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·401(g) (Supp. 1974). 
100 The child has a right to cu~tody rather than liberty: 
If his parents default in effectively performing their custodial functions-that is, if 
the child is "delinquent" [or unruly]-the state may intervene. In doing so it does 
not deprive the child of any rights, because he has none. It merely provides the 
"custody" to which the child is entitled. 

In re Gault, 3B7 U.S. 1, 17 (1967). See note 83 supra. 
'0, See notes 92·93 supra. 
'02 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·2303 (Supp. 1974). 
103 See note 68 supra and accompanying text. 
'0, GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·401(h) (Supp. 1974). 
'0, ld. 
toe GA. CODE ANN. § 24A.401(g)(2) (Supp. 1974). 
107 The legislative history to the New York Family Court Act § 1012(f} (McKinney Supp. 

1973) indicates the legislature intended that a deprived petition have priority over an unruly 
petition. 83 YALE L. J. supra note 55, at 1393 n. 77. 

, .. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-I01 (Supp. 1974). 
'd. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·2301(o)(2) (Supp. 1974). 
IlG GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·2303 (Supp. 1974). 
tll GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·101 (Supp. 1974). 
112 See notes 5B·BB supra and accompanying text. 
113 83 YALE L. J., supra note 55, at 1397. 
IU ld. at 1396. 
"' Bazelon, supra note 55, at 42 (emphasis added). 
110 ld. 
117 120 Ga. App. 605, 607, 171 S.E.2d 765,767 (1969). 
118Id. 

m See notes 100·03, 111·12 supra and accompanying text. 
120 Hammerman (Judge), Baltimore Experiments with Truancy Program, 21 Juv. CT. 

JUDGES J. 109 (1971); Interview with S. Schmidlin, supra note 86; Interview with W. Ladson, 
supra note 65. 

12, Interview with S. Schmidlin, supra note BS; Interview with W. Ladson, supra note 65; 
Impact., June·July, 1973, at 7, col. 3 (the city of Flint, Michigan schools' individualized 
educational program led to a 56% reduction in suspensions and expulsions, a 47% reduction 
in arrests, and a 36% reduction in detention). 

122 Interview with S. Schmidlin, supra note 86. 
Although some school systems maintain a policy of working with truants for two years 

before referring them to the juvenile court, the punishment used during this period is suspen
sion, and when a child under sixteen years of age is either suspended or expelled, he finds 
himself on the street, unable to get a job or enter a vocational school until he becomes sixteen. 
Many such children get into trouble. 

123 Interview with A. Workman, Solicitor, Juvenile Court of DeKalb County, September 
18, 1974. 

'Il Interview with S. Schmidlin, supra note 86. 
120 Interview with A. Workman, supra note 123. 
12' GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·401(g) (Supp. 1974). 
127 _ Me. _ , 299 A.2d 560 (1973). 
12& 15 ME. REV. STAT. ANN. § 2552 (Cum. Supp.1974). The Maine court construed habits 

of vice and immorality to mean criminal conduct. 299 A.2d at 569. 
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12> -'1'he statute must not be so vague that persons of ordinary intelligence must guess at 
its meaning and differ as to its application. Cramp v. Board of Public Instruction, 368 U.S. 
278, 287 (1971). 

13. 299 A.2d at 562-63. 
131 [d. at 568. 
132 Id. at 575 (Dufresne, C.J., dissenting). 
133 [d. at 578-79. 
134 J-1365-73, June 14, 1973 (D.C. Super.), reported in 20 CRIME & DELINQUENCY 169 

(1974). 
135 D. C. CODE ANN. § 16.2301(8) (1973). This wording is similar to part of the unruly 

definition in GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-401(g) (Supp. 1974). 
13ft 387 U.S. 1 (1967). These requirements are described in note 44 supra. 
There is no reason to assume [a child's] right ..• may be severed under a statute 
which is so vague as to permit institutionalization for even a minor breach of 
parental authority. 

In re Brinkley, supra note 134, quoted in 20 CRIME & DELINQUENCY at 181 (1974). 
137 20 CRIME & DELINQUENCY at 181 (1974). 
,38 TASK FORCE REPORT, JUVENILE DELINQUENCY & YOUTH CRIME 7 (President's Commis

sion 1967). 
J30 Vinter, The Juuenile Courts as an Institution, in TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 138, 

at 88. 
The judge may even disregard the "guilt" of the child at the dispositional hearing and 

drop the charge that was proved at 'the adjudicatory hearing if he finds the child is not in 
need of treatment, rehabilitation or supervision, GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2201(c) (Supp.1974), 
and he has a broad choice of dispositional alternatives. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2201(b) (Supp. 
1974). 

II' GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2201(b) (SuPp. 1974). 
III Interview with J. Winter, supra note 66. 
142 387 U.S. 1 (1957). 
1~3 Id. at 13, 34, 42. 
144 D. C. CODE ANN. § 16-2320(c),(d) (1973); see GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2303 (Supp. 1974). 
us This conclusion necessarily leads to the conclusion that S.S. u. State was wrongly 

decided. 
It. See notes 101-03 supra and accompanying text. 
It1 S. REP. No. 93-1011, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 44 (1974). 
146 Id. The Subcommittee called custodial incarceration in large state institutions "inef

fective." [d. at 25. 
'" See notes 210-41 infra and accompanying text. 
'" Annual Report of Youth Services Section, Department of Human Resources, for FY 

1974, July 31, 19'14. (Mimeograph). 
'51 The Connection Center, for example, is a day treatment center run by the Department 

of Human Resources. It primarily serves children in the 12-16 year age group who have been 
adjUdicated delinquent or unruly by a juvenile court and committed to the state. Selection 
for the Connection is based on individualized criteria, and each child must have a home to 
live in nearby with at least one stable adult family member. 'I'hose who are dangerou~ to 
themselves or the community. or who have committed certain serious offensesareusuafly 
rejected. The Connection also accepts a limited number of special referrals of pre-delinquent 
children from schools or mental health agencies. The goal of the Connection is to prepare the 
children for a successful return to normal community life by bringing their educational level 
up to the proper level for their age and by changing their attitude toward breaking the law. 
Within a guided group interaction program the children set up rules, run their own program 
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and discipline those who break the rules. Classroom size is 5-6 children, and they advance 
much more quickly than in a normal school. The staff, including a full-time art teacher, tries 
to serve as parent/friend models. 'rhe program has had 98-100 per cent attendance. The cost 
per child per year is $150lJ and over two years 14 out of 57 committed children served by the 
program were 'convicted' of further ofl'enses. Interview with Sara Schmidlin, Director of The 
Connection Center, Decatur, Georgia, August 28, 1974. 

152 Interview with D. Wilkinson, supra note 70; Interview with S. Schmidlin, supra note 
86. 

I" See note 31 supra and accompanying text. 
151 See Bakal, supra note 72. Massachusetts closed its training schools according to a plan 

described at note 298 infra and accompanying text. 
us Impact, June-July, 1973, at 1, col. 4 (statement of C. Dunlap). 
I" Bakal, supra note 72. 
151 Impact, supra note 155, at 1, col. 2. 
158 2 FORDHAM URBAN L. J., supra note 84, at 261. No details of the recidivism evaluation 

are given. 
lSi Keve, Juvenile Detention Without a Building, in NEW APPROACHES TO DIVERSION AND 

TREATMENT OF JUVENILES 117 (1973)(U.S. Department of Justice Monograph). 
180 NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS, COURTS 

298 (1973). 
1.1 ld. The full Commission disagreed with the Task Force on this point. 
182 S. NORMAN, supra note 55. 
1.3 ld. at 16-17; contra, PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE ADMINIS

TRATION OF JUSTICE, THE CHALLENGE OF CRIME IN A FREE SOCIETY 83 (1967). Even if the YSB 
itself did not have the power to refer the child to the court, the parents presumably could 
withdraw the child and initiate a complaint with the court. 

1.1 S. NORMAN, supra note 55, at 16-17. As another commentator stated the rationale: 
If the referral • . . is backed by threat of referral to court, then the allegedly 
nonpenal agency is really an adjunct of the justice system and "diversion" a verbal 
fiction. On the other hand, if the agency's powers are based on nothing more than 
the ability of personnel to persuade youth to accept services, then the Youth Serv
ices Bureau would seem to be an excellent means of insuring both the right of the 
individual to receive treatment and his right to refuse services he does not view as 
helpful or necessary. 

Klamputs, Children's Rights-The Legal RiglJ.ts of Minors in Conflict with Law or Social 
Custom, CRIME .& DELINQUENCY LIT., Sept., 1972, quoted in Howlett, supra note 96, at 490. 

I .. S. NORMAN, supra note 55, at 86. 
Although over one hundred YSB's had been funded when the guidelines were published, 

none had been subjected to thorough evaluation and comparison with existing juvenile court 
programs. ld. at 179. It is reported that in one community delinquency cases dropped 50%, 
in another probation caseloads dropped 30%; in Indiana the institutional population dropped 
40% in the year fourteen YSB's were established, id. at vi; in South Bend, Indiana, the YSB 
is credited with a 24% reduction in the recidivism rate among referrals to the police juvenile 
bureau, Hearings, supra note 55, at 577; and in some places 85-90% of the juveniles referred 
to YSB's accepted offered services. 39 U. CINN. L. REV. 275, 284 (1970). Recently, the Congress 
authorized continued federal funding of YSB programs. 88 Stat. 1109, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 
(1974). 

There are five YSB's in Georgia designed to serve approximately 1200 youths. REPORT 
OF GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION, supra note 55, at 45 (recommending continued funding). 

I" ld. at 12-13. 
187 Howlett, supra note 96, at 490. 



16'39 U. CINN. L. REV. 275, 284 (1970). 
16' President's Commission, supra note 163, at 83. 
110' See text at notes 58·67 supra. 
171 See notes 85·87 supra and accompanying text. 
m See notes 100·03, 111-12, 119, 150-51 and accompanying text. 
173 See Rubin, supra note 55; Howlett, supra note 96. 
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m See the discussion of the parens patriae power in S. S. u. State. __ Me. __ I 299 
A.2d 560, 561·65 (lS73); cf. note 100 supra. 

175 See Schroeder, supra note 90, at 181. 
m See note 83 supra; GA. CODE ANN. § 74·108 (1973). 
177 120 Ga. App. 605, 171 S,E.2d 756 (1969); see note 97 supra and accompanying text. 
178 Hearings at 217 ("(Mjost of the time the parents are to blame for the juvenile 

problem, either through their own conduct or their lack of proper conduct" and perhapa 
therefore should be penalized). 

179 Limiting the available dispositions is not suggested at this point because the position 
is taken that all children for whom probation or community placement is appropriate should 
not be dealt with by the juvenile court. 

180 18 U.S.C. §§ 5031 et seq. (1969). 
181 88 Stat. 1109, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974); see S. REp. No. 93-1011, supra note 55, at 

4,56 . 
... See notes 23·31 supra and accompanying text. 
IA3 See notes 58·67 supra and accompanying text. 
18j In re M., 3 Cal. 3d 16, 473 P.2d 737,89 Cal. Rptr. 33 (1970) (detention exception rather 

than the rule); In re G.M.B., 483 P.2d 1006 (Alaska 1971) (extraordinary remedy); NATIONAL 
ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS, CORRECTIONS 257 (1973). 
The National Council on Crime & Delinquency (NCCD) suggests detention only when it is 
almost certain that the child will run away or commit a dangerous offense. Ferster, Snethen 
& Courtless, Juuenile Detention: Protection, Prevention or Punishment?, 38 FORDHAM L. REV. 
161 (1969). 

105 Ferster, supra note 184, at 161. 
18ft GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·1402(a)(Z) (Supp. 1974). 
181 See Appendix A, question 4. 
188 NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS, 

CORRECTIONS 250 (1973). 
It is also argued that police tend to weigh narrow criteria, such as the nature of the 

offense, or the child's personality, too heavily rather than the statutory criteria. Interview 
with W. Ladson, Court Service Worker Coordinator, Atlanta, August 16, 1974. 

18. GA. CODE ANN. §§ 24A-1401, 1404(a) (Supp.1974). 
110 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A.1403(a){5) (Supp. 1974). 
I" In re M., 3 Cal. 3d 16, 473 P.2d 737, B9 Cal. Rptr. 33 (1970). 
m CAL. WELF. & INS'):'. CODE §§ 502,635 (West, 1972). Section 502 is similar to GA. CODE 

ANN. § 24A-101 (Supp. 1974) and states the purpose of the Juvenile Court,Law. Section 635 
provides that the question to be answered at a detention hearing is whetheti"it is a matter of 
immediate and urgent necessity for the protection of such minor or the persoh or prope~ty of 
another that he be detElined 01' that such minor is likely to flee the jurisdiction of the court 

>I 

II' Other relevant factors are whether the child is dangerous, whether he is likely to 
abscond from the court's jurisdiction, and whether he has a place to go where he will receive 
proper care and control. Cf. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·1401 (Supp. 1974). 

'" 473 P.Zd at 745·47. 
19' GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·I01 (Supp. 1974). 
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I'. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1401 (Supp. 1974). Cf. 473 P.2d at 747, where the California 
court noted that automatic detention would be contrary to the legislature's desire for a 
meaningful detention hearing. The same reasoning applies to both Georgia's required investi
gation and the required detention heMing. GA. CODE ANN. §24A-1401, 1404(c)(Supp. 1974). 

III See Wyatt v. Stickney, 325 F. Supp. 781 (M.D. Ala. 1971) (commitment to a mental 
hospital); Juvenile Justice and Pre-Adjudication Detention, 1 UCLA-ALASKA L. REv. 154,161 
(1972). 

118 See NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME & DELINQUENCY, STANDARDS AND GUIDES FOR THE 
DETENTION OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH 17 (1961); National Juvenile Law Center, Reviewing Pre
D~tention Practice, 4 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 475 (1971); Correspondence with Judge T. Dillon, 
Juvenile Cour,!; of Fulton County, September 30, 1974. 

'" NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS & GOALS, 
CORRECTIONS 252 (1973). The Task Force based its pOGition on its finding that (1) society has 
no right to treat non-criminals as criminals, and (2) that grouping negated any lessening of 
stigmatization and injury which might be att.ained by statutory provisions treating delin
quents and unruly children differently. ld. at 252-53. 

'00 See Appendix A, question 2. 
'0. GA. CODE ANN. §24A-1403(e) (Supp. 1974). This section is quoted in fuIl at note 26 

supra. 
,., There has been no appeIlate court decision on the point in Georgia. 
,.3 STATE BOARD OF HUMAN RESOURCES, STANDARDS & GUIDES FOR THE DETENTION OF CHIL

DREN AND YOUTH IN THE STATE OF GEORGIA at i (1973). 
2<)1 Id. at 2. 
,.5 UNIFORM JUVENILE COURT Ar::r § 16(d): "A child ... shaIl not be detained in a jail or 

othar facility intended or used for the detention of adults charged with criminal offenses or 
of children alleged to be delinquent. 9 U.L.A. 397, 414-15 (1973) (emphasis added). 

,.8 See note 33 supra and accompanying text. 
207 See notes 168-81 supra and accompanying text. 
m Keve, Juv~mile Detention Without a Building, CRIMINAL JUSTICE MONOGRAPH-NEW 

ApPROACHES TO DIVERSION AND TREATMENT OF JUVEr.1LE OFFENDERS 117 (United States Depart
ment of Justice 1973). 

'0' ld. 
210 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1001 (Supp. 1974). 
211 GA. CODE ANN. §§ 24A-1001, 1601 (Supp. 1974). 
212 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1601 (Supp. 1974). 
213 See note 36 supra and accompanying text. 
2U The restrictions on the child provided in the terms of a behavior contract vary with 

respect to the extent his libl'1'ty is curtailed, and the contract may include some contact with 
a probation officer or intake offirer similar to that involved in normal post-adjudi.1ation 
probation. What is caIled a behavior contract here is sometimes caIled informal probation. 
See authorities cited note 215 infra. 

m Interview with D. Fox, Court Service Worker, Gwinnett County Juvenile C"i.;rt, Au
gust 8, 1974; Interview with J. Winter, Public Defender, DeKalb County Juvenile Court, 
September 6, 1974; Correspondence with Judge R. Ruff, Juvenile Court of Cobb County, 
October 17, 1974. Por general discussion of juvenile diversion techniques see Gough, supra 
note 37; Ferster, Courtless & Snethen, Separating Official and Unofficial Delinquents: Juve
.lile Court Intake, 55 IOWA L. REV. 864 (1970); Comment, Alternative Preadjudicatory Han
dling of Juveniles in South Dakota: Time for Reform, 19 S.D.L. REV. 207 (1974). 

m See note 33 supra. 
>17 For inst\lnce, when the juvenile breaks the terms of a voluntary behavior contract. 
21& See the chapter on adult pre-trial intervention supra. 
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2IS Nejelski, Diversion of the Juvenile Offender, CRIMINAL JUSTICE MONOGRAPH-NEW 
ApPROACHES TO DIVERSION AND TREATMENT OF THE JUVENILE OFFENDER 86 (United States De
partment of Justice 1973). 

220 19 S.D.L. REv., supra note 215, at 220. 
221 Dembitz, Ferment and Experiment in New York: Juvenile Cases in the New Family 

Court, 48 CORNELL L. REV. 499, 514 n. 68 (1963). Plea bargaining also finds limited application 
in the juvenile system. Interview with J. Winter, supra note 215. 

222 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-I00l(a) (Supp. 1974). 
223 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-I00l(b) (Supp. 1974). 
22' See Commissioner's Note, UNIFORM JUVENILE COURT ACT § 10, 9 U.L.A. 397, 411 

(1973), after which the Georgia informal adjustment section is substantially patterned. 
225 Correspondence with Judge R. Ruff, Juvenile Court of Cobb County, Georgia, October 

17, 1974. 
m See Ferster, supra note 215, at 882-84. 
m Gough, supra note 37, at 741; Paulsen, The Changing World of Juvenile Law, New 

Horizons for Juvenile Court Legislation, 40 PENN. B.A.Q. 26, 35 (1968). 
228 PAULSEN, supra note 227, at 35. 
229 NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS, COURTS 

30 (1973)j Gough, supra note 37, at 742. 
230 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-I001(a) (Supp. 1974). 
231 [d .. 

132 For a discussion of the possible harmful effects of formal adjudication, see notes 69-
75 supra and accompanying text. 

233 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-I00l (Supp. 1974). 
23. Ferster, supra note 215, at 884; NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY, COUN

CIL OF JUDGES, MODEL RULES FOR JUVENILE COURTS 15 (1969). 
Although the Supreme Court in In re Gault did not consider the question of whether the 

Fifth Amendment Double Jeopardy Clause applies to juvenile cases, the fact that the Court 
did apply the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination would seem to indicate 
that the double jeopardy right would also apply to juvenile proceedings where commitment 
to an institution could result. 387 U,S. 1, 42. 

2$ Ferster, supra note 215, at 886; Gough, supra note 37, at 738. 
230 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-I00l (Supp. 1974). 
237 GA. CODE ANN. § 24;.\-801 (Supp. 1974). 
238 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-100l(c) (Supp. 1974). 
230 N.C.C.D., supra note 234, at 15. 
2j. While it could be argued that juvenile offenders could make an informal adjustment 

agreement and simply i~nore it, the danger to the community is slight in that very rarely are 
juveniles accused of felonies or serious misdemeanm:·g given an opportunity for an informal 
adjustment. Correspondence with Judge R. Ruff, Juvenile Court of Cobb County, October 
17,1974. 

241 Accord, Gough, supra note 37 at 738; 19 S.D. L. REV. supra note 210, at 221. 
212 See note 46 supra and accompanying text. 
2j3 GA. CODE ANN. §§ 24A-2301-04 (Supp. 1974) . 
... Examples of these conditions provided by the Gwinnett County Court Sl1rvices Divi-

sion are as follows: 
1) not violating any federal, state, or municipal laws or ordinances; 
2) periodic visits to the probation officer or Court Service Worker; 
3) avoidance of undesirable people or places; 
4) acceptance of curfews; 
5) obedience to parents; 
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6} regular school attendancej 
7) notification of the probation officer or CSW when leaving thll state without the 
parentsj 
8} notification of the probation officer or CSW of address and job or school status. 
2" GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2801 (Supp. 1974). 
2le For a discussion of cqmmitment to the state, see note 274 supra and accompanying 

text. 
217 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2701(d} (Supp. 1974). 
us GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2701(c} (Supp. 1974). 
24p GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-3801 (Supp. 1974). In civil cases tried without a jury the findings 

of fact will be disturbed only if clearly erroneous. See, e.g., Nussbaum v. Ross, 50 Ga. 628 
(1874}j Searcy v. Godwin, 129 Ga. App. 827, 201 S.E.2d 670 (1973). 

250 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-601 (Supp. 1974). DeKalb County's criteria appear to be indica
tive of the probation systems which presently exist in the seventeen counties which have 
independent programs. '1'0 become a DeKalb County probation officer, the applicant must 
have a four year college degree in the social sciences and must complete a two week training 
course which includes counseling techniques, laws, procedure and agency policies. Interview 
with Robert Kettel, Chief Probation Officer, DeKalb County, August 7, 1974. The Court 
Services system is a division of the DHR's Youth Services Section and conducts state-funded, 
county-based probation and parole operations. Applicants are required to have a bachelor's 
degree, at least one year of experience in a related field, and a successful Meore on the State 
Court Services exam. A training program has been instituted but in-coming staff may still 
receive much instruction from present staff. 

251 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-602 (Supp. 1974}j GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1301 (Supp. 1974). 
252 9 U.L.A. 397 (1968). 
2'3 GA. CaDE ANN. § 24A-602(c) (Supp. 1974). 
25l Huff v. Walker, 125 Ga. App. 251, 187 S.E.2d 343 (1972) (probation officer not author-

ized to obtain and execute a search warrant). 
25' See official comment to GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-602 (Supp. 1974). 
m See note 47 supra and accompanying text. 
257 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2101 (Supp. 1974). 
25' See note 250 supra. 
259 See note 61 supra. 
200 See note 214 supra. 
201 Generally, the correctional agency is responsible for planning manpower needs and 

recruitment. One CSW, Diana Fox, Gwinnett County, stated that the number of positions 
allocated each year to the CSW program is determined by the Georgia legislature while the 
Youth Services Section, using statistics and case reporting, decides the areas of greatest need. 
Actual recruitme.l1t and hiring are done most frequently on the local level. 

The following chart is indicative of those juveniles hsndled through the Court Services 
section. 

% INCREASE 
Fiscal Year Workers Caseload Average in Caseload 

1970-71 60 9,707 162 17.7 
1971-72 73 10,641 146 10.0 
1972-73 73 11,740 160 10.3 
1973·74 127 15,782 124 34.4 

Annual Report of Youth Services Section, D.H.R., for FY 1974, July 31, 1974. 
Despite the high caseloads placed on probation workers, in a survey conducted by the 

Governor's Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, thirty-four of the respon-
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dents felt that there were sufficient manpower and resources available to assure the courts 
that the use of probationary services would function adequately; seventeen disagreed with 
this conclusion. 

Once the child is placed on probation, however, the same study indicated that only 
eighteen out of fifty-six respondents felt the probation system was organized to deliver aIange 
of services by a range of staff; thirty-eight felt the system was not so organized. 

282 GA. CODE ANN. §§ 99-213(a), (d)(l), (e)(1) (1968). 
2!3 Where no county probation department exists, Court Services will also handle pre

commitment supervision. There appears to be a favorable attitude towards ha"ing the state 
assume all responsibility for probation and parole services rather than continuing the county
state dichotomy. In the recent Governor's Commission survey, forty respondents favored his 
approach while nineteen disapproved. It should be noted that there are sevente2n indepen
dent county departments; a breakdown of the nineteen counties was not available. 

,&. FLA. STAT. ANN, § 959.011(1) (1974). 
,&5 FLA. STAT. ANN, § 959.011(5) (1974). 
'" These programs of restitution have been primarily adult programs but the application 

to juveniles should be f!lasible. See also chapter on Restitution, supra. 
2&1 CALIF. WELF. & L"IST. CODE §§ 514, 516.5, 625.5 (West 1972). 
m CALIF. WELF. & lNST. CODE §§ 525, 530 (West 1972), 529 (Supp. 1974). 
2&' CALIF. WELF. & lNST. COIlE §§ 540, 543 (West 1972). 
210 CALIF. WELF. & lNST. CODE §§ 581, 584 (West 1972). 
211 CALIF. WELF. & INST. COPE §§ 653, 627.5 (West 1972). 
212 GA. CODE ANN. §§ 24A-2001, 2002, 602, 1301(b) (Supp. 1974). 
213 See chapter on volunteer probation workers. 
211 See note 302 infra. 
21' See note 59 supra and accompanying text. 
21& See note 31 supra and accompanying text. 
211 In Georgia they are called State Youth Development Centers (SYDC). 
21R See notes 286-89 and accompanying text infra. 
279 For a discussion of the Massachusetts experience see text accompanying notes 298-

304 infra. 
"'. In order to order commitment of the delinquent child, the judge muut find the child 

is in need of treatment or rehabilitation (24A-2302)j in order to find the child unruly, there 
must be an affirmative finding that the child is not amenable to treatment or rllhabilitation 
by means other than commitment. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2303 (Supp. 1974). 

281 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2801 (Supp. 1974). DHR is the successor to the Division of 
Children & Youth uamed in the Code. 

m In FY 1974, 2,213 juveniles were committed, a figure which may be compared with 
the total number (24,973) of adjUdications in calendar year 1973. Annual Report of Youth 
Services Section, D.RR., for FY 1974, July 31, 1974. For an analysis of probation practices 
see text at notes 242-70 supra. 

2" State Youth Development Center (S,Y.D.C.). 
28j The community-based progrll):DS are recent developl".'m~ made possible by federal 

grants. They are d('scribed in Appendix B. 
285 A, .. mual Report of Youth Services Section, D.H.R., for FY 1974, July 31, 1974. 
2g, [Hlowever euphemistic the title, ... [an institution] for juveniles is an 
institution of confinement. . . . His world becomes 'a building with whitewashed 
walls, regimented routine and institutional hours . . . .' Instead of mother and 
father and sisters and brothers and friends and classmates, his world is peopled by 
guards, custodians, state employees, and 'delinquents' confined with him for any
thing from waywardness to tape and homicide. 
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In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1, 27 (1967)(footnotes omitted). 
211' This is the 1972 statistic. Henritze, Juvenile Law and the Juvenile Court System, 25 

MERCER L. REV. 169, 174 n.28 (1974). The Supreme Court in In re Gault noted that "[t]he 
high rate of juvenile recidivism casts some doubt upon the adequacy of treatment afforded 
juveniles." 387 U.S. 1, 22 n.30 (1967). 

28l! Hearings on S. 821 Before the Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency of 
the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 92d Cong., 2d Sess., 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 449 (1973) 
[hereinafter cited as Hearings]. 

288 The assumption is found in GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2302 (Supp. 1974). Note, 
Ungovernability: The Unjustifiable Jurisdiction, 83 YALE L. REV. 1383, 1399-1400 (1974); 
PRESIDENT'S CRIME COMMISSION, THE CHALLENGE OF CRIME IN A FREE SOCIETY 80 (1967); Impact, 
June-July, 1973, at 1 col. 4 (secure institutions characterized by a social worker as "ware
houses;" 10,000-15,000!child/year cost claimed to produce little benefit); S. REP. No. 93-1011, 
supra note 55, at 25 ("Custodial incarceration in large statewide institutions has proven to 
be ineffective as a treatment method.") 

200 Bazelon (Chief Judge, District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals), Beyond Control 
C/the Juvenile Court, 21 Juv. CT. JUDGES J. 42 (1970); Hammerman (Judge), Baltimore 
Experiments with Truancy Program, 21 Juv. CT. JUDGES J. 109 (1971). The Director of Plan
ning of the Massachusetts Department of Youth Services has described the systematic defi
ciencies of the traditional treatment approach: 

Probation/commitment experience generally fails to change antisocial behav
ior, improve control over impulses, remedy maladjustments and psychiatric dis
turbances, lessen anxieties and hostilities, improve work attitudes, self-concept or 
social responsibility. Moreover, treatment of delinquent behavior by juvenile 
corrections stresses the remedying of personal deficiencies in "therapeutic environ
mentf" "'hich confirms to the children that being delinquent, like being poor, stems 
from a C;~laracter disorder and lack of inner resources. Against the background of 
the psychological characteristics prevailing among delinquent youth, this reinforce
ment of the sense of personal deficiencies as part of the treatment process of course 
has profoundly negative consequences. 

Hearings, supra note 288, at 73 (testimony of A. Schuchter). 
291 Interview with D. Wilkinson, Youth Serviclls Section, D.H.R., Atlanta, August 15, 

1974. Part of this difference may be attributable to the screening process whereby better risk 
cases are selected for community placement. 

292 Interview witb Sara Schmidlin, Director of the Connection Center, Decatur, Georgia, 
August 28, 1974. 

293 Impact, February, 1974, at 4, col. 1 (Senate Subcommittee found same or lower re
cidivism rates with community-based programs); Comment, The Juvenile Offender-Where 
Can We Send Him?, 2 FORDHAM URBAN L.J. 245, 261 (1974); Sargeant, Commuility-Based 
Treatment for Juveniles in Massachusetts, CRIMINAL JUSTICE MONOGRAPH-NEW Ap
PROACHES TO DIVSION AND TREATMENT or ,j'JVENILES 1-7 (1973) (U.S. Department of Justice). 

2.t Impact, February, 1974, at 4, col. 1 (findings of the Senate Subcommittee to Investi
gate Juvenile Delinquency). 

zoo Impact, June-July, 1973, at 1, col. :!l (Harvard study of Massachusetts community 
programs). 

29! One judge in Cobb County has observed: 
I firmly believe that treatment of a child within his or her community is the 

most desirable method of treatment, and that a proliferation of community based 
services can aid the juvenile court in properly rehabilitating the youngsters appear-
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ing before it. However, . . . community based services. . . are not appropriate for 
every single child passing through the juvenile court system. 
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Correspondence from Judge Rex R. Ruff, Juvenile Court of Cobb County, Georgia, October 
17, 1974; see Impact, February, 1974, at 3, col. 4 (letter to the editor from W. G. Whitlach, 
Juvenile Court Judge). 

29' Interview with D. Wilkinson, Georgia Department of Human Resources, August 15, 
1974; Interview with Sara Schmidlin, Director of the Connection Center, Decatur, Georgia, 
August 28, 1974; Interview with Diana Fox, Court Service Worker, Lawrenceville, Georgia, 
August 8, 1974. Another argument for using community-based services rather than training 
schools is that the average stay in a Georgia training school of six months is not sufficient 
time to give each child the intensive supervision and counseling needed to gradually prepare 
the child for a successful return to the community. Interview with W. Lapson, Supervisor of 
Metro-Atlanta Court Service Workers, August 16, 1974. If most of the committed children 
were placed in community programs, they would avoid the detrimental effects of training 
school and those who must be kept in a secure facility for the protection of the community 
could be held long enough for effective treatment. 

2S8 In Massachusetts, it was necessary to keep only thirty juveniles confined for protec
tion of the community. Sargeant, supra note 293, at 1-7. 

209 Target: Newsletter of Successful Projects Funded by L.B.A.A., August, 1974, at 2, col. 
1. 

300 Massachusetts decided that services purchased regionally from private groups 
(YMCA, group home, drug centers) wouid be cheaper and more effective standards would be 
kept high by encouraging private groups to compete to provide services. In addition, the state 
may constantly re-eva1uate the programs and discontinue those not maintaining high enough 
standards. Hearings at 66, (Testimony of Dr. J. Miller, Director of Dept. of youth Services 
of Massachusetts); Bakal, The Massachusetts Experience, DELINQUENCY PREVENTION 
REPORTER, April, 1973. 

301 Hearings at 73. 
302 Residential care includes group homes, drug half-way houses, foster homes, private 

boarding schools and psychiatric hospitals; day care includes education, recreation and coun
seling programs; and after-care includes student volunteer programs. Bakal, supra note 297, 
at 8-9. As an alternative placement when training schools were closed, in order to provide a 
transitional period for re-integration into the community, some former inmates were placed 
with college students under the J.O.E. (Juvenile Opportunity Extension) and M.A.R.Y. 
(Massachusetts Association for the Re-integration ofYouthj programs. Each youth lived in 
the dormitory with the student with whom he was paired, shared the $tudent's academic, 
social, cultural and recreational life, and participated in special educational programs. Only 
four of the first M.A.R.Y. participants were involved with the police while living on campus. 
Kovach, note 295 supra; Target, note 296 supra. 

303 S. REP. No. 93-1011, supra note 55, at 35. 
a •• Hearings at 68. 
30, The f()llowing resolution was passed at the Convention of the National Council of 

Juvenile Court Judges on July 19, 1973: 
RESOLUTION OPPOSING THE WHOLESALE AND AP.BITRARY CLOSING 
INSTITUTIONS FOR THE TRAINING AND REHABILITATION OF TROU
BLED CHILDREN 

WHEREAS, there is a growing trend of philosophy that all institutional treat
ment of children is harmful to them and that therefore institutional facilities for 
troubled children should be closed and such treatment eliminated, and 

WHEREAS, recognition of the shortcomings of particular institutions does not 
mandate, or even imply the abolition of such institutions, but rather that more 
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vigorous and intelligent efforts be made to correct any shortcomings that may exist; 
and 

WHEREAS, wholesale arbitrary closing of institutions critically limits the 
dispositional alternatives available to the Juvenile Courts with the deleterious reo 
suIts of forcing such. courts to transfer art increasing number of troubled, immature 
children to the Criminal Court; now, therefore, 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the National Council of Juvenile Court Judges in 
annual meeting assembled at Louisville, Kentucky, that this Council strongly op· 
poses the simplicism of the wholesale abolition of all institutions for the training 
~nd rehabilitation of troubled children, with its utter disregard of the danger to 
both the public and to the children of returning such children to the streets and 
the dissocial environment wherein the problems arose and can only be com· 
pounded; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Council strongly supports the crea· 
tion in each state of a complete spectrum of resources for helping children in 
trouble, starting with adequate diagnostic services and effective probation, ranging 
through foster homes and group homes programs, small community based treat· 
ment facilities to medium and maximum security institutions ilnd in addition those 
specialized facilities needed to help children with serious physical, mental or emo· 
tional disabilities; snd 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Oouncil completely rejects all pro· 
posals for simplistic solutions to the complex problems of helping children in trou· 
ble especially in the instance of closing institutions which greatly limits the flexibil· 
ity of Court disposition, the need for which has always been a basic tenet of the 
Juvenile Court philosophy. 

Impact, February, 1974, at 3, col. 4. 
In the early period following the Massachusetts shut down, the Massachusetts Department 
of Corrections reported no increase in the number of juveniles sentenced to the adult correc· 
tional system. Impact, June.July, 1973, at 1, col. 2. The Georgia Juvenile Court Code gives 
the Superior Court concurrent jurisdiction with the Juvenile Court over certain offenses, GA. 
CODE ANN. § 24A·301 (Supp. 1974), and the juvenile judge may, after adjudication, turn the 
child over to adult corrections officials jf the child is found not to be amenable to treatment 
or rehabilitation. GA. CODE ANN. § 2.fA·2304 (fjupp. 1974). But see note 52 supra. 

306 Impact, February, 1974, at 3, col. 4. 
307 Impact, February, 1974, at 3, ~C'l. 4 (r1:!solution of the National Council of Juvenile 

Court Judges); Correspondence from Judge R. Ruff, Juvenile Court of Cobb County, Georgia, 
October 17, 1974. 

30R Accord, Interview with D. Wilkinson, Youth Services Section, Department of Ruman 
Resources, Atlanta, August 15, 1974. 

309 TASK FORCE REPORT: CORRECTIONS 149 (1965). 
310 GA. CODE ANN. § 77·527 (1973). 
Georgia's Juvenile Code says very little about parole or aftercare for juveniles. The 

chapter on pardons and paroles does not change or modify the administration of the laws by 
juvenile courts. GA. CODE ANN. § 99·211 (Supp. 1974). 

311 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·2302, 2303 (Supp. 1974). See notes 277·308 supra and accompa· 
nying text. 

312 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A.2701(b) (Supp. 1974). 
313 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A·2701(b)(a)·(3). See note 52 supra and accompanying text for 

jurisdiction. 
'" D.R.R. memorandum, August, 1974. 
315 Id. Currently there are approximately 352 status and first offenders in Y.D.C.'s. 

II 
"1 



at6 Annual Report of Youth Services Section, D.H.R., for FY 1974, July 31, 1974. 
317 ld. 
318 See note 314 supra. 
319 See note 316 supra. 
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320 Interview with Alton J. Moultrie, Director, Impact Project, Atlanta, September 27, 
1974. 

321 GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-302(b) (Supp. 1974). 
3>2 28 C.F.R § 2 (1973). 
a2a 18 U.S.G. § 5031 et. seq. (1970). 
32l 28 C.F.R. § 2.5 (1974). 
a2lj.28 C.F.H. § 2.12 (1974). 
a26 This concept has been questioned in Dembitz, Justice for Children-For Now and for 

the Future, 60 A.B.A.J. 588 (1974). 
327 28 C.F.R. § 2.19 (1974). 
3tH See note 310 supra and accompanying text. 
329 See note 314 supra. 
330 88 Stat. 1109, 93d COJ;jg., 2d Sess. (1974). 
aat ld. Title II, Part B § '223(a) (10) of the Act requires the states to: 

(10) provide that not less than 75 per centum of the funds available to such 
Stll.te under section 222, whether expended directly by the State or by the '!pcal 
government or through contracts with public or private agencies, shall be used for 
advanced techniques in developing, maintaining, and expanding programs and 
services designed to prevent juvenile delinquency, to divert juveniles from the juve
nile justice system, and to provide community-based alternatives to juvenile deten
tion and correctional facilities. That advanced techniques include-

(A) community-based programs and services for the prevention 
and treatment of juvenile delinquency through the development of 
foster-care and shelter-care homes, group homes, halfway houses, 
homemaker and home health services, and any other designated 
community-based diagnostic, treatment, or rehabilitative service; 

(B) community-based programs and services to work with par
ents and other family members to maintain and strengthen the family 
unit so that the juvenile may be retained in his home; 

(0) youth service bureaus and other community-based pro
grams to divert youth from the juvenile court or to support, counsel, 
or provide work and recreational opportunities for delinquents and 
youth in danger of becoming delinquent; 

(D) comprehensive programs of drug and alcohol abuse educa
tion and prevention and programs for the treatment and rehabilita
tion of drug addicted youth, and "drug dependent" youth (as defined 
in section 2(q) of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 201 (q»); 

(E) educational programs or supportive services designed to 
keep delinquents and to encourage other youth to remain in elemen
tary and secondary schools or in alternative learning situations; 

(F) expanded use of probation and recruitment and training of 
probation officers, other professional and paraprofessional perl3onnel, 
and volunteers to work effectively with youth; 

(G) youth initiated programs and outreach programs designed 
to assist youth who otherwise would not be reached by assistance 
programs; 

... 
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(H) provides for a statewide program through the use of proba
tion,stlbsidies, other subsidies, other financial incentives or disincen
t.ive§~~ units of local government, or other effective means, thilt may 
include but are not limited to programs designed to-

(i) reduce the number of cominitn£ents of juveniles to any 
form of juv~nile facility as a percentage of the State juvenile 
population; 

(ii) increase the use of nonsecure community-based facil
ities as a percentage of total commitments to juvenile facilities; 
and 

(iii) discourage the use of secure incarceration and deten
tion. 

(; 
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